


Mysteries & Whodunits
LIMITED QUANTITY 798670X YESTERDAY.
By Fern Michaels. When rich Callie Parker
was a little girl, her father “adopted” three
children as her playmates. Now, years later,
Callie lies in a coma on the eve of what was to
have been her lavish wedding. Her former
playmates had come for the festivities, but
now find themselves facing shocking
discoveries about Callie’s family. 454 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $6.95
*6896650 DANGEROUS MINDS. By Janet
Evanovich. Emerson Knight likes nothing better
than solving an  improbable mystery. And finding a
missing island is better than Christmas morning in
the Knight household. When clues lead to a dark
and sinister secret that is being guarded by the
National Park Service, Emerson enlists Riley Moon
and his cousin Vernon for help. 301 pages.
Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*3699218 NO MIDDLE NAME: The
Complete Collected Jack Reacher Stories. By
Lee Child. Features eleven previously published
stories and a brand-new novella, Too Much Time, in
which Jack Reacher’s sharp eye and quick
deduction skills are on full display. No matter how
far Reacher travels off the beaten path, trouble
always finds him. Feel bad for trouble. 495 pages.
Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*5534615 DEVIL’S WALTZ. By Jonathan
Kellerman. In one of the most difficult cases of his
career, Dr. Alex Delaware must confront a strange
medical mystery. Twenty-one-month-old Cassie
Jones is rushed to the emergency room night after
night with unexplainable symptoms. Then a
physician is brutally murdered, and a shadowy
death is revealed. 511 pages. Ballantine.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95

*688296X BACK OF BEYOND. By C.J.
Box. Cody Hoyt is a brilliant cop. He’s also 
an alcoholic, struggling with two months
of sobriety when his friend is found burned 
to death in a remote mountain cabin. What
appears to be a suicide is soon revealed as 
s o m e t h i n g  m u c h  m o re  s i n i s t e r .
397 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*5745799 IN PLAIN SIGHT. By C.J. Box. Matriarchal ranch
owner Opal Scarlett has vanished under suspicious circumstances
and Wyoming game warden Joe Pickett is convinced that one of her
sons has done her in. When he becomes the victim of a series of
increasingly violent pranks, Joe wonders if they are related to the
disappearance, or if they relate to his own dark past. 342 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*4647785  14TH DEADLY SIN. By James
Patterson & M. Paetro. The Women’s Murder
Club’s birthday party for medical examiner Claire 
Washburn is cut short when Detective Lindsay
Boxer is called to a gruesome crime scene. As
she investigates the murder, shocking video
footage of another crime surfaces–a video that
shakes the city to its core. 304 pages. Vision.
Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

*4719328 A SIMPLE MURDER. By Linda Castillo. Gathered
here for the first time are six short stories featuring formerly Amish
police chief Kate Burkholder including: Long Lost; A Hidden Secret;
Seeds of Deception; Only the Lucky; In Dark Company and In Plain
Sight. 406 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99  $7.95

7870396 THE BREAKER. By Nick Petrie.
Peter interrupts a crime, but it wasn’t what
he’d expected. The young gunman appeared 
to have one target but when he escapes and
his victim vanishes, it seems there is more
to the encounter than meets the eye. Then,
an associate from Peter’s past appears with
an irresistible offer: if he and June solve this
mystery, his record will be scrubbed clean.

416 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

*1919636 NOTHING TO HIDE. By Allison
Brennan. With a background in psychology,
FBI Agent Lucy Kincaid is good at getting into
the heads of killers and victims both. Still, her
latest case is leaving her stumped. A third
body has turned up in San Antonio, and it
bears the same unique and troubling M.O. as
the first two. The killer is clearly trying to send
a  messag e .  420  pag es .  S t .  Ma r t i n ’ s .

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*2932008 STONE COLD HEART. By Laura
Griffin. When local rock climbers stumble upon
abandoned human bones in a remote Texas
gorge, Sara Lockhart is the first to get the call.
With a reputation as one of the nation’s top
forensic anthropologists, police detective Nolan 
Hess knows she is just the expert he needs to
help unravel this case. 357 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

4897609 A MATTER OF LIFE AND DEATH.
By Phillip Margolin. Robin Lockwood, a
prominent young attorney and former MMA
fighter, agrees to take on the defense of fighter 
Joe Lattimore who’s accused of murdering
Judge Anthony Carasco’s wife. But everything 
about the case is too pat, too easy, and Robin
is convinced that her client has been framed.
The problem is how to prove it. 314 pages.

Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
*3778576 YOU DON’T OWN ME. By M.H.
Clark & A. Burke. TV producer Laurie Moran
is investigating the case of Dr. Martin Bell’s
murder for her show Under Suspicion, and
discovers he was not the picture-perfect
husband, father, and doctor he appeared to
be. But what does the web of lies ensnaring
the Bell family have to do with a dangerous
stranger, who gazes at Laurie from afar? The

exhilarating follow-up to Every Breath You Take. 325 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95
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Mysteries & Whodunits
7920962 ANTIQUES FIRE SALE. By
Barbara Allan. The local theater diva of a
certain age, Vivian, now sheriff of Serenity
County, investigates the mysterious fire of
historic Wentworth Mansion–as well as two
murders! Along with her daughter, Brandy and 
their shih tzu, Sushi, they turn up the heat on
finding the killer. 226 pages. Kensington.
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7725418 DOLORES CLAIBORNE. By Stephen King. When
Vera Donovan, resident of Maine’s Little Tall Island, dies suddenly in
her home, suspicion is immediately cast on her housekeeper, Dolores 
Claiborne. But if this is truly to be the day of Dolores’s reckoning, she
has a few things of her own that she’d like to get off her chest.
395 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7907443 THE KILLING HILLS. By Chris
Offutt. Mick, a combat veteran now working as
an Army CID agent, is home on a leave which is
about to expire. His sister, the new sheriff, asks
for his help. There’s been a murder in the hills, a 
woman found in a holler. As he delves into the
investigation, trying to stave off more death,
Mick dodges his commanding officer’s urgent
calls about his impending AWOL status.

219 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7984340 THE BUTTERFLY HOUSE. By
Katrine Engberg. In the coronary care unit at
one of Copenhagen’s leading medial
centers, a nurse fills a syringe with an
overdose of heart medication and enters the
room of a patient. Five days earlier, a paper
boy stumbles on a body of a woman drained
of all her blood. Investigator Jeppe Korner
and his partner Anette Werner are on the

case. 346 pages. Scout. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7893450 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY 
AND SUSPENSE 2022. Ed. by Jess Walter.
These twenty tales reveal boundless suspense
in small, quiet moments, offering startling
twists in the least likely places. They are equal
parts shocking, devastating and enthralling,
revealing the tension pulsing through our
everyday lives and affirming mystery and
suspense writing. 308 pages. Mariner Books.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*4658930 OLD BONES. By D. Preston & L.
Child. Historian Clive Benton has uncovered the
long-lost diary of one of the Donner Party’s
victims, an account which may break new ground 
in the truth of what happened in the wilderness in
the winter of 1847. Nora Kelly, the curator at the
Santa Fe Archaeological Institute agrees to lead
his expedition. But the discovery of the camp will
be just the tip of the iceburg. 376 pages. Grand

Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*1938037 OUT OF THE DARKNESS. By
Heather Graham. Out of the Darkness by Graham.
Sarah Hampton is haunted by the night of a bloody 
massacre that destroyed her teenage romance
with handsome Tyler Grant. Ten years later, the
horror has returned: another of her friends has
been murdered. Becoming entwined in the case
despite terrible memories, she hires Tyler, now a
private investigator, to get some answers.

426 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7817746  MURDER ON MADISON
SQUARE. By Victoria Thompson. Mrs. Bing
requests Frank Malloy implicate her wealthy
husband in adultery. The next week, Frank and
Sarah happen to be attending an automobile
show at Madison Square Garden when they
meet her husband, Alvin Bing. A few days later
the newspaper reports Alvin has been found
dead, pinned beneath one of the wheels of his

very own motorcar. But who was driving it? 330 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*4707036 CHASING DARKNESS. By Robert
Crais. It’s the fire season in the L.A. hills, and as an
inferno closes in on the homes of Laurel Canyon, the 
LAFD makes a gruesome discovery–the corpse of
an apparent suicide, the reclusive Lionel Byrd, along 
with a grisly photo album of young female murder
victims. Now Elvis Cole and Joe Pike must blast
through the lies obscuring the truth about Byrd who
was freed from murder charges. 390 pages. Pocket.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7884702 THE RULE OF LAW. By John Lescroart. Dismas Hardy
knows something is amiss with his secretary, Phyllis, especially when
he learns that her convict brother has just been released from prison.
When she is arrested at work for allegedly abetting the murder of a
man guilty of smuggling women from El Salvador and Mexico, he
knows he must figure out how all these strands connect to help her.
404 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7773714 DEATH BY ARTS AND CRAFTS.
By Alexis Morgan. Abby is spreading the word
about Snowberry Creek’s fair and it all seems
like a great success. But then, someone is found 
murdered and vendors begin disappearing amid 
suspicious circumstances. Abby must put clues
together to clear her friend’s name before the
killer hits again. 332 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7897936 A STRANGER’S SECRET. By Laurie
Alice Eakes. Young widow Lady Morwenna
Trelawny Penvenan is accused of deliberately
luring ships to crash on the rocks to steal the
cargo. When she begins an investigation to
uncover the real culprits she stumbles across an
unconscious man lying in the sea’s foam–a man
wearing a medallion with the Trelawny crest
around his neck. 327 pages. Zondervan.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

*7727615 THE GHOST AND THE STOLEN
TEARS. By Cleo Coyle. Norma is accused of
stealing jewels from a guest’s room: the legendary
Valentino Teardrops, a necklace and earring set
inherited by a socialite. Pen does not believe Norma
is guilty, though the evidence is distressingly strong.
And when Norma vanishes before her arrest, Pen
turns to another spirit. 268 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

4878086 WIN. By Harlan Coben. Windsor
Horne Lockwood III is a man of immeasurable
wealth, impeccable taste, and a personal
approach to justice that too often lands him on the 
wrong side of the law. But when the FBI hauls him 
to a murder scene in an Upper West Side
penthouse, Win genuinely has no idea why–until
he sees two objects in the apartment: a stolen
Vermeer painting and a suitcase bearing the

initials WHL3. 375 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $7.95

*491662X MURDER AT THE BAKE SALE.
By Lee Hollis. May and Sandra are friends, fellow
moms and private-detective partners in the water
front city of Portland, Maine. Hired by students to
find out who killed their beloved teacher, Maya
and Sandra get drawn deep into the unpleasant
realities found in small town politics and gossip
of their Maine community. 314 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7906250 THE MOONSTONE. By Wilkie Collins. When the
Moonstone diamond belonging to Rachel Verinder vanishes,
Inspector Cuff of Scotland Yard is brought in to investigate. Suspicion
falls on a band of Indian jugglers, but also on Franklin Blake, the man
Rachel loves. 462 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

7758537 GIVE UNTO OTHERS. By Donna
Leon. Commissario Guido Brunetti is forced to 
confront the price of loyalty, to his past and his
work, as a seemingly innocent request leads
him into troubling waters. Exploring the
wobbly line between the criminal and
non-criminal, this shows that the price of
reciprocity can be steep. 295 pages. Atlantic
Monthly. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

195556X BOMBSHELL. By S. Woods & P.
Hall. Teddy Fay is back in Hollywood and
caught in two tricky situations. It’s a lot of
knives to juggle, even for a former CIA
operative turned movie producer accustomed
to hazardous working conditions. Teddy will
need to leverage every bit of his undercover
skills and fearless daring to stay one step ahead 
of his foes–or he’ll find himself one foot in the

grave. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

7807341 THE HOLLOWS.  By  Jess
Montgomery. Ohio, 1926. For many years, the
railroad track in Moonvale Tunnel has been
used as a shortcut through the Appalachian
hills. When an elderly woman is killed walking
along the tracks, the brakeman tells tales of
seeing a ghostly female figure dressed all in
white. Newly elected Sheriff Lily Ross is called
on to the case to dispel the myths. 357 pages.

Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7784600 TEN DEAD COMEDIANS. By Fred
Van Lente. Nine comedians of various acclaim 
are summoned to the island retreat of
legendary funnyman Dustin Walker. All nine
arrive via boat to discover that every building
on the island is deserted–and they soon find
themselves being murdered one by one.
292 pages .  Qu i rk .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

1958003 THE BEST AMERICAN MYSTERY
AND SUSPENSE 2021. Ed. by Alafair Burke.
These twenty tales reveal boundless suspense
in small, quiet moments, offering startling twists 
in the least likely places. These tales, written in
2021, are equal parts shocking, devastating and
enthralling, revealing the tension pulsing
through our everyday lives and affirming
mystery and suspense writing. 300 pages.

HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7986602 SUMMIT LAKE. By Charlie Donlea. The haunting
story of a murdered law student, the reporter assigned to her
story, and the intimate connection that comes when the living
walk in the footsteps of the dead. 325 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

7902727 THE DAUGHTERS OF
TEMPERANCE HOBBS. By Katherine Howe.
Connie is an expert on America’s fractured past 
with witchcraft. A young professor in Boston,
she’s earned career success by studying the
history of “domestic healing arts” and the
women fluent in those skills. But Connie
harbors a secret: she is the direct descendant of 
Deliverance Dane, a woman tried as a witch in

Salem, and she must solve the mystery behind a centuries old
curse. 338 pages. Holt. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

*7757913 MURDER IN THE BASEMENT.
By Anthony Berkeley. When two newlyweds
discover that a corpse has been buried in the
basement of their new home, a grueling case
begins to trace the identity of the victim. With all
avenues of investigation approaching exhaustion, 
a tenuous piece of evidence offers a chance for
Chief Inspector Moresby and leads him to the
amateur sleuth Roger Sheringham. 250 pages.

Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

7884028 SHOT THROUGH VELVET. By Ellen
Byerrum. While touring a Virginia velvet factory
on its final days of operations, fashion reporter
Lacey Smithsonian finds the body of a hated
manager. Rumor has it that the killer is the
Velvet Avenger, so when a length of velvet
ribbon appears at Lacey’s paper, it could be
more than her job at stake. 323 pages.
Obsidian. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7925824 THE BEST MYSTERY STORIES
OF THE YEAR 2023. Ed. by Amor Towles.
Contains well-know authors such as T.C. Boyle
and up and comers such as Jessi Lewis; this
features tales with famous crime-fighters (Jack
Reacher and Sherlock Holmes) and a bonus story 
from the annals of mystery history by Edith
Wharton. 523 pages. Mysterious Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $12.95

7783655 SILENT PARADE. By Keigo
Higashino. Detective Chief Inspector Kusanagi,
who has investigated three mysterious deaths,
turns for help to his college friend, physics
professor and occasional police consultant
Manabu Yukawa, known as Detective Galileo.
When everyone has a motive, and an
unshakable alibi, only Detective Galileo may be
able to solve an impossible to prove murder.

344 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

*4840062 LORD PETER. By Dorothy L.
Sayers. Presents a collection of all twenty of
the classic Lord Peter Wimsey stories,
including stories such as The Fascinating
Problem of Uncle Meleager’s Will; The
Fantastic Horror of the Cat in the Bag; and
The  Queen’s  Square ;  among o the rs.
488 pages. Bourbon Street. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

*4929292 A DEADLY AFFAIR. By Agatha Christie. Witness the
dark side of love in this compendium of short stories by Christie, the
queen of intrigue. Features beloved detectives Hercule Poirot and
Miss Marple, master of charades Parker Pyne, the enigmatic Harley
Quin, and the adventurous Tommy and Tuppence. 263 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95
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Mysteries & Whodunits
*4930088 HERCULE POIROT: The
Complete Short Stories. By Agatha Christie.
Gathers together all the short stories featuring
Hercule Poirot, the dapper, mustache-twirling
little Belgian with the egg-shaped head and
curious mannerisms who solved some of the
most puzzling crimes of the century. Contains
more than 50 stories. 867 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99  $18.95
*393540X THE SECRET OF CHIMNEYS.
By Agatha Christie. Little did Anthony Cade
suspect that an errand for a friend would place 
him at the center of a deadly conspiracy.
Drawn into a web of intrigue, he begins to
realize that the simple favor has landed him in
serious danger. 328 pages. HarperCollins.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*3918408 POIROT INVESTIGATES. By
Agatha Christie. Hercule Poirot shows off his
brilliant deductive powers in this official edition of
fourteen classic short stories, featuring exclusive
content from the Queen of Mystery. Titles include:
The Adventure of “The Western Star”; The Tragedy
at Marsdon Manor; The Adventure of the Cheap
Flat; The Lost Mine and more. 254 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7870388 BONE ON BONE. By Julia Keller. After a three-year prison
sentence, Bell Elkins is back in Acker’s Gap. And she finds herself in
the white-hot center of a complicated and deadly case–even as she
comes to terms with one last, devastating secret of her own.
319 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7860234 THE COLD WAY HOME. By Julia
Keller. To solve the murder mystery of what
happened in the woods where she played as a
child, Bell Elkins–prosecutor turned private
investigator–and her partners, former sheriff
Nick Fogelsong and former deputy Jake Oakes,
must confront the tangled history of Wellwood
Psychiatric Hospital and its dark legacy.
306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

4982207 SORROW ROAD. By Julia Keller.
In 1944, three men from a small town in West
Virginia participate in the events of D-Day.
Seventy-two years later, an old man dies in an
Appalachian nursing home. In this skillfully
wrought mystery, two narrative threads are
woven together for a poignant tale of memory,
family, love–and murder. 373 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95
*7799179 GOLDEN ASHES. By Freeman
Wills Crofts. Sir Geoffrey unexpectedly inherits the
title, English baronetcy, and a mansion in Surrey,
complete with its vast collection of priceless works
of art. Then disaster strikes! A devastating fire, a
mosaic of detail, Inspector French must
reconstruct the pattern of a most cunning and
complex crime. 298 pages. HarperCollins.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95
*785739X INSPECTOR FRENCH: Fear
Comes to Chalfont. By Freeman Wills Crofts.
Their marriage of convenience suited both Richard
and Julia–until Julia fell in love with Frank. They
arrange to meet in secret, but when he went to keep 
the rendezvous, Frank found Richard’s murdered
body at the location. So begins a chain of events
which affects the lives of the whole community,
including Inspector French. 292 pages. Collins

Crime Club. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95
*5723094 AS THE CROW FLIES. By Craig
Johnson. Wyoming Sheriff Walt Longmire sets out
for the Cheyenne Reservation to find a new site for
his daughter’s wedding. When he and his friend
Henry Standing Bear witness a Crow woman
plummet from Painted Warrior’s majestic cliffs,
they don’t know if it is suicide or murder. It’s not
Walt’s turf, but he’s coerced into the investigation
by Lolo Long, the beautiful new tribal police chief.

308 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $11.95
7862784 WHAT HAPPENS IN PARADISE.  By El in
Hilderbrand. Irene Steele is still recovering from the shock of her
life: her loving husband, father to their grown children and
successful businessman, was killed in a helicopter crash. But
that wasn’t Irene’s only shattering news: he’d also been leading a 
double life on the island of St. John, where another woman loved 
him too. 323 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

793114X WHAT HAPPENS IN PARADISE. By
Elin Hilderbrand. Irene is still recovering from the
shock of her life: her loving husband, father to their
grown children and successful businessman, was
killed in a helicopter crash. But that wasn’t Irene’s
only shattering news: he’d also been leading a
double life on the island of St. John, where another
woman loved him too. 323 pages. Little, Brown.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7683618 CLAWS FOR ALARM. By Rita Mae & Sneaky
Pie Brown. When Ben, a new vet, is found dead in his
unopened clinic, Fair discovers it was robbed of ketamine.
Then Fair’s own supply goes missing. Was Ben killed for his
supply? Or was his mixed up in something bigger? Illus.
249 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

7968361 GRAVE RESERVATIONS. By
Cherie Priest. Meet Leda Foley: devoted
f r i end ,  s t rugg l ing  t r ave l  agen t ,  and
inconsistent psychic. When she impulsively
re-books Seat t le  PD detect ive Grady
Merritt’s flight, she has no idea that her life is 
about to change in ways she could have
n e v e r  f o re t o l d .  2 9 2  p a g e s .  A t r i a .
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*7945124 RIM OF THE PIT. By Hake Talbot.
When a family’s promise to protect the beloved
pine grove of their dead father creates a financial
strain, a seance is suggested to summon the ghost 
of the late logger and ask its permission to harvest
the trees. When one of the participants ends up
dead, there is reason to suspect that a nefarious
spirit is to blame. 239 pages. American Mystery
Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*4758498 WHERE THE CRAWDADS
SING. By Delia Owens. For years rumors of the 

“Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a
quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in
late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is
found dead, the locals immediately suspect
Kya Clark, the so-called “Marsh Girl”–but Kya
is not what they say. 391 pages. Putnam.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*7705425 WHERE THE CRAWDADS
SING. By Delia Owens. For years rumors of the

“Marsh Girl” have haunted Barkley Cove, a
quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in
late 1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is
found dead, the locals immediately suspect
Kya Clark, the so-called “Marsh Girl”–but Kya
is not what they say. 392 pages. Putnam.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*7830165 THE EDINBURGH MYSTERY
AND OTHER TALES OF SCOTTISH CRIME.
Ed. by Martin Edwards. This collection presents
17 classic stories, spanning a period from the
1880s to the 1970s, by a host of Scottish authors
alongside writers from south of the border
inspired by the history and majesty of the storied
country. 260 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

*7823983    STANDING IN THE
SHADOWS. By Peter Robinson. In November
1980, Nick returns home from a lecture to find
police waiting for him. His ex-girlfriend has been 
murdered, and her new boyfriend is missing.
Nick is the prime suspect, but the case quickly
goes cold. Decades later, in November 2019, an
archaeologist unearths a skeleton that turns out
to be far more contemporary than the remains

she is seeking. 359 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

7786158 NOT SAFE AFTER DARK: And
Other Stories. By Peter Robinson. A collection
of 20 stories, including three featuring Inspector
Banks. In Going Back, Inspector Banks’ trip to
celebrate his parents’ golden anniversary reveals
how evil can wear many disguises. In Missing in
Action, the disappearance of a young boy in the
early days of World War II sparks a mob mentality
with chilling results, and more. 472 pages.

Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

7946031 THE GRANDMOTHER PLOT. By Caroline B. Cooney. 
After placing his beloved grandmother, now deep in dementia, in 
a nursing home, Freddy finds himself in the position of being
accountable to someone. When another nursing home resident
is murdered, Freddy panics. He has to keep his grandmother
safe, keep himself anonymous, and keep the police out of his
life, or things could become deadly. 274 pages. Poisoned Pen.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

790097X DEADLY HOUSEWIVES. Ed. by
Christine Matthews. In the expert hands of 14
unsurpassed storytellers, being a housewife
takes on a whole new meaning. Features new
stories from Nevada Barr, Marcia Muller, and
other grandes dames of mystery on a riotous
ride through the dark side but often hilarious
corners of the housewife psyche. 283 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

797132X SUBURBAN DICKS. By Fabian
Nicieza. When Andrea pulls over into a gas
station and stumbles across a murder scene 
she is suddenly obsessed with the case and 
back on the trail of a killer, this time with her
kids in tow. Her childhood friend, disgraced 
journalist Kenneth, is also on the case. They 
uncover racial tensions and a decades-old
conspiracy in the suburbs. 388 pages.

Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7829825 CRIME HITS HOME: A Collection 
of Stories from Crime Fiction’s Top Authors.
Ed. by S.J. Rozan. Everyone has somewhere they
feel safe. But even in these safest of places,
sometimes crime hits home. Collects works by
Sara Paretsky, Walter Mosley, Naomi Hirahara,
and many more. 499 pages. Hanover Square
Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7790856 SOMETHING TO HIDE. By
Elizabeth George. When a police detective is taken
off life support after falling into a coma, only an
autopsy reveals the murderous act that precipitated
her death. Acting Detective Chief Superintendent
Thomas Lynley is assigned to the case, assisted by
Detective Sergeants Barbara Havers and Winston
Nkata. In pursuit of a killer determined to remain
hidden, they must sort through the lies and secrets

lives. 691 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $13.95

*7946317 THE BEST AMERICAN
MYSTERY AND SUSPENSE 2023. Ed. by L.
Unger & S. Cha. A haunted veteran turned career
criminal is on the run. An injured fighter turned
bouncer seeks vengeance. An assassin on his last
job finds himself questioning his life choices and
breaks all the rules to understand his last victim.
Authors include Joyce Carol Oates, William Boyle,
Walter Mosley, Faye Snowden, and more.

374 pages. Mariner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7892144 THE ANATOMY OF DESIRE. By L.R.
Dorn. After arriving in L.A. flat broke, Clare has
risen to become a popular fitness coach and social 
media influence rebranded as Cleo Ray. One
summer day, Cleo and her friend Beck set off in a
canoe on a mountain lake. An hour later, Beck is
found dead in the water and Cleo is missing. Was
Beck’s death an accident or murder? 307 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

796885X ALL DRESSED UP. By Jilly Gagnon. A remote hotel.
A 1920s themed murder mystery. A missing woman. Everyone
has a role to play, but what’s real and what’s part of the game?
332 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*7950381 BODIES FROM THE LIBRARY
5. Selected by Tony Medawar. Spanning 50
years of stories, and complete with revealing
biographies by Medawar of all 16 featured
authors, this latest volume once again brings
into the daylight the forgotten, the lost and the
unknown, and is an indispensable collection
for any bookshelf. 408 pages. Collins Crime
Club. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

*795039X BODIES FROM THE LIBRARY
6. Selected by Tony Medawar. Includes the
usual eclectic mix of pre- and post-war stories
by classic crime and thriller writers. Unearthed 
from ephemeral publications, newspapers,
and magazines, some of these ‘lost’ stories are 
by authors who have appeared in previous
volumes. 344 pages. Collins Crime Club.
Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

1126261 TENDER IS THE BITE. By Spencer
Quinn. Chet, the dog, and his human partner, P.I.
Bernie Little, are contacted by a scared young
woman who wants their help. Before she can
even tell them her name, she flees in panic. But
in that brief meeting, Chet sniffs out an important 
secret about her, at the heart of the mystery he
and Bernie set out to solve. 264 pages. Forge.
Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
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Mysteries & Whodunits
*7915276 TENDER IS THE BITE. By
Spencer Quinn. Chet the dog and his human
partner, P.I. Bernie Little, are contacted by a
terribly scared young woman who seems to
want their help. Before she can even tell them
her name, she flees in panic. But in that brief
meeting Chet sniffs out an important secret
about her, that’s at the heart of the mystery he
and Bernie set out to solve. 276 pages. Forge.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95
7907311 OF MUTTS AND MEN. By Spencer
Quinn. Chet and his human partner, P.I. Bernie
Little, are greeted with a shocking sight at
hydrologist Wendell Nero’s trailer. The scientist
met with a violent end just before they arrived.
Working for nothing more than an eight-pack of
Slim Jims, Chet and Bernie are on the case, and
soon they are in danger like never before.
299 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

1126148 MUZZLED. By David Rosenfelt. When Andy Carpenter’s
friend Beth Morris asks him for a favor that involves both dogs and his
lawyerly expertise, he can’t say no. Beth needs help to find a “murder
victim”–who’s in hiding in fear of his life–so he can be reconnected
with his dog. 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

*7878974 HOLY CHOW. By David Rosenfelt.
About a year ago, Rachel came to the foundation
looking for a companion. She took a liking to Lion, 
an older chow chow, and the rest is history. That
is, until Rachel calls Andy begging for a favor, if
she dies will he take care of Lion if her stepson
Tony cannot? He agrees and promptly forgets
about it–until Rachel is murdered. 297 pages.
Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95
1033328 LAY DOWN MY SWORD AND
SHIELD. By James Lee Burke. Hackberry
Holland, a hard-drinking ex-POW attorney,
yields to the myriad urgings of his wife, his
brother, and his so-called friends to make a bid 
for a congressional seat–and finds himself
embroiled in the seamy world of Texas
powerbrokers. 311 pages. S&S. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
103328X BITTERROOT. By James Lee
Burke. Billy Bob Holland, former Texas ranger
and now a Texas-based lawyer, has come to
Montana’s Big Sky Country to help out an old
friend in trouble. And big trouble it is, not just
for his friend but for Billy Bob himself, in the
form of a recent prison parolee sworn to kill
Billy Bob. 403 pages. S&S. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7940939 A GAME OF FEAR. By Charles Todd.
Spring 1921. Scotland Yard’s Ian Rutledge is
faced with his most perplexing case yet. The lady
of the house claims she saw a violent murder, but
there is no body, no blood. She also insists she
recognized the killer: Captain Nelson. Only it could 
not have been Nelson because he died during the
war.  307 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

7831048 A GAME OF FEAR. By Charles
Todd. Spring 1921. Scotland Yard’s Ian
Rutledge is faced with his most perplexing
case yet. The lady of the house claims she
saw a violent murder, but there is no body, no 
blood. She also insists she recognized the
killer: Captain Nelson. Only it could not have
been Nelson because he died during the war. 
307 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7961804 THE TWIST OF A KNIFE. By Anthony Horowitz.
Anthony Horowitz becomes the prime suspect in a murder
investigation. Thrown into prison fearing for both his personal future
and his writing career, Anthony becomes desperate to clear his
name–and only one man can prove his innocence: his newly
estranged partner in solving crime, Detective Hawthorne. 373 pages.
HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

7860668 THE TWIST OF A KNIFE. By
Anthony Horowitz. Anthony Horowitz
becomes the prime suspect in a murder
investigation. Thrown into prison fearing for
both his personal future and his writing
career, Anthony becomes desperate to clear 
his name–and only one man can prove his
innocence: his newly estranged partner in
solving crime, Detective Hawthorne.

373 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.99  $5.95

7905017 A LINE TO KILL. By Anthony
Horowitz. When ex-detective inspector Daniel
Hawthorne and his sidekick, author Anthony
Horowitz, are invited to a literary festival on the
tiny island of Alderney, they soon discover not
all is what it should be. When the local grandee 
is found dead under the strangest of
circumstances, Hawthorn and Horowitz know
they don’t have to look far for suspects.

375 pages. HarperPerennial. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

7740522 THE FURTHER ADVENTURES OF FATHER BROWN.
By G.K. Chesterton. Includes 18 Father Brown short stories including
The Oracle of the Dog, and The Man with Two Beards and comprises
two full collections: The Incredulity of Father Brown and The Secret of
Father Brown. 383 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $14.99  $6.95

3933849 REDEMPTION.  By  Dav id
Baldacci. Amos Decker is approached by
Meryl Hawkins, the first convicted murderer
that Decker put behind bars. He claims he’s
innocent and wants Decker to clear his name.
But when Hawkins is killed, Decker is
determined to uncover the truth even though
someone is willing to kill to keep the truth
buried and hide a decades old secret.

446 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

*3971856 ONE GOOD DEED. By David
Baldacci. It’s 1949 and veteran Aloysius Archer is
released from Carderock Prison, and sent to Poca
City on parole with a list of do’s and a long list of
don’ts–like no alcohol or loose women. When a
murder takes place right under Archer’s nose,
police suspicions rise against the ex-convict and
Archer realizes that he needs every skill in his
arsenal to track down the real killer. 477 pages.

Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*779911X CATCH THE SAINT. By Leslie
Charteris. The Masterpiece Merchant Simon
meets a distraught damsel in distress. It seems 
she is missing her brother, and someone else
is missing a Rembrandt. Soon the Saint
discovers the two are connected, and he’s on
the trail. The Adoring Socialite In Philadelphia,
the Saint meets an heiress at a charity ball,
only to discover that another member of the

party is a leading figure in organized crime. 204 pages. Thomas
& Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7799136 THE SAINT ABROAD. By Leslie
Charteris. The Art Collectors The Saint comes
across a collection of Old Masters that have been
hidden for many years, but then the art collector
herself goes missing. The Persistent Patriots The
Saint comes to the aid of the prime minister of
Nagawiland whne he becomes the target for
blackmail and assassination. 216 pages. Thomas
& Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

*7799128 THE HAPPY HIGHWAYMAN. By
Leslie Charteris. Nine classic short stories in
which the Saint tackles a clever detective who
isn’t actually all that smart, a well-meaning
mayor, a French count, a man who likes ants, and
a producer who, much to the Saint’s surprise,
turns out to be quite smart. Whether it’s gala
dinners or poker competitions, the Saint finds
adventures to enjoy. 254 pages. Thomas &

Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

*7853947 THE THINKING MACHINE. By Jacques Futrelle.
Professor Augustus S.F.X. Van Dusen knows that miracles are indeed
possible, having accomplished solving mysteries himself. Applying
his superior intellect, a little footwork, and deductive reasoning, he
helps the police solve “impossible” crimes. Illus. 289 pages.
Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
7844093 BARK OF NIGHT. By David Rosenfelt. 291 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7947739 A GREAT RECKONING. By Louise Penny. 389 pages. 
Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95SOLD OUT
7702116 DEADLINE. By Sandra Brown. 410 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7808208 THE BONE CODE. By Kathy Reichs. 354 pages.
Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7901089 PEOPLE OF DARKNESS. By Tony Hillerman.
305 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95SOLD OUT
1978357 THE ANOMALY. By Michael Rutger. 339 pages.
Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95
7701993 TRUTH AND JUSTICE.  By Fern Michaels.
229 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $28.95  $6.95
4792610 THE ORPHAN’S GUILT.  By Archer Mayor.
278 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7715587 THE PROGRESS OF A CRIME. By Julian Symons.
274 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95
7884508 THE HERON’S CRY. By Ann Cleeves. 382 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
*4814347 THE FORBIDDEN.  By  Heather  Graham.
329 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7810148 THE LOST. By Jeffrey B. Burton. 273 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $7.95
*7773730 KILLER CUPID. By Laurien Berenson. 200 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $22.95  $14.95
7862849 CRIME & MYSTERY SHORT STORIES.  Ed.
b y  L a u r a  B u l b e c k .  4 8 0  p a g e s .  F l a m e  Tr e e .
Pub. at  $30.00  PRICE CUT to $12.95
*780346X GIVE UNTO OTHERS. By Donna Leon. 295 pages.
Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*7695594 BODIES FROM THE LIBRARY 5. Selected by Tony
Medawar. 408 pages. Collins. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95SOLD OUT
*7796374 BODIES FROM THE LIBRARY 4. Selected by
Tony Medawar. 408 pages. Collins Crime Club. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

7961561 THE MISADVENTURES OF
NERO WOLFE: Parodies and Pastiches
Featuring the Great Detective of West
35th Street. Ed. by Josh Pachter. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Collects two dozen literary
tributes to one of crime fiction’s best-loved
private detectives and his Man Friday. Also
featuring a reminiscence from Rex Stout’s
daughter, this is a treasury of witty and

suspenseful crime writing for every fan of the portly private
detective. 446 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95  $7.95

789368X A GAME OF FEAR. By Charles Todd.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Spring 1921. Scotland
Yard’s Ian Rutledge is faced with his most
perplexing case yet. The lady of the house claims
she saw a murder, but there is no body, no blood.
She also insists she recognized the killer: Captain
Nelson. Only it could not have been Nelson
because he died during the war. 481 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $5.95

7905254 THE TWIST OF A KNIFE. By
Anthony Horowitz. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Reluctant author Horowitz has had enough. He 
tells ex-detective Hawthorne that after three
books, he’s ending their collaboration. But
when his new play opens on the West End, it’s 
panned by critics. Harriet Throsby gives it a
savage review. The next day, she is stabbed in
the heart with an ornamental dagger that

belongs to Horowitz and has his fingerprints all over it.
413 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.99  $6.95

7940750 BLOOD WILL TELL. By Heather
Chavez. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Frankie
Barrera has always been protective of her
younger sister, Izzy, but over time, Izzy’s risky
choices have tested Frankie’s loyalty. Though
six friends partied on the outskirts of town that
night, five years ago, one girl was never seen
again. Frankie will have to decide what lengths
she’s willing to go to in order to protect Izzy.

453 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

796160X THE SECRETS OF THE BASTIDE
BLANCHE. By M.L. Longworth. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Valere who once shared dinners with
French presidents and rock stars, has moved into
La Bastide Blanche, a grand house left empty for
years. Is Valere imagining the ethereal cries that
fill the bastide at night? Is he losing his mind? Or
have ghosts returned from his past to haunt him?
383 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7937679 THE
INNOCENCE OF FATHER BROWN. By G.K.
Chesterton. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A
collection of unforgettable short stories
featuring the famous priest turned detective.
The title character is portrayed as an earnest
man of God who uses his spiritual intuition and 
observation skills to solve shocking crimes.
First published in 1911. 548 pages. Mint

Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99  $18.95

1126180 REDEMPTION. By David Baldacci. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Amos Decker is approached by Meryl Hawkins, the first
convicted murderer that Decker put behind bars. He claims he’s
innocent and wants Decker to clear his name. But when Hawkins is
killed, Decker is determined to uncover the truth even though
someone is willing to kill to keep the truth buried and hide a decades 
old secret. 661 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00  $5.95
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Mysteries & Whodunits
1959328 THE END OF HER. By Shari Lapena. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 400 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

*7823975 STANDING IN THE SHADOWS. By Peter
Robinson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 500 pages. HarperLuxe.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $25.95

*7826869 THE MURDER OF MADISON GARCIA. By Marcy 
McCreary. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 466 pages. CamCat.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7826834 LEWIS SINCLAIR AND THE GENTLEMEN
COWBOYS. By D.M.S. Fick. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 389 pages.
CamCat. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes
796935X BARK TO THE FUTURE. By
Spencer Quinn. When Chet the dog and his
human partner, PI Bernie, are approached by
an older man with a cardboard sign at an exit
ramp, Bernie is shocked to discover the man,
Rocket, is a former teammate from high
school. When Rocket goes missing, Chet and
Bernie are plunged into a dangerous case
where the past isn’t dead and the future could

be fatal. 308 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

*7685068 E IS FOR EVIDENCE/F IS FOR
FUGITIVE. By Sue Grafton. Novels. E is for
Evidence P.I. Kinsey finds herself taking on a
case that places her career on the line. F is for
Fugitive Bailey, the escaped suspect of a teen
murder resurfaces after 17 years in seemingly
idyllic Floral Beach, California. 644 pages.
Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
 

3968022   ROBERT B.  PARKER’S
COLORBLIND. By Reed Farrel Coleman.
Jesse Stone is back on the job after a stint in
rehab,  and the  road  to  recovery  is
immediately made bumpy by a series of
disturbing and apparently racially motivated
crimes, beginning with the murder of an
African American woman. 356 pages.
Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7816154 CIRCLES IN THE SNOW. By
Patrick F. McManus. Bo Tully, sheriff of Blight
County, Idaho, has dealt with small town crime 
throughout his long, storied career. Now,
contemplating retirement after years on the
job, Tully is faced with perhaps his most
perplexing case yet: The killing of bald eagles,
a murder, and an illicit affair. 231 pages.
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7795254 DISTRICT VIII. By Adam LeBor.
Life’s tough for a Gypsy detective in Budapest.
The cops don’t trust you because you’re a Gypsy.
Your fellow Gypsies shun you because you’re a
cop. The dead, however, don’t care. So when
Balthazar Kovacs, a detective with the city’s
murder squad, gets a mysterious text message,
he gulps down his coffee and goes to work. 358
pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95  $4.95

*3902722 THE CHEF. By James Patterson & M. DiLallo. In the
Carnival days leading up to Mardi Gras, Detective Caleb Rooney
comes under investigation for a murder he is accused of committing 
in the line of duty–as a Major Crimes investigator for the New
Orleans Police Department. Has his sideline at the Killer Chef food
truck given him a taste for murder? 409 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*2846071 PRINCESS. By James Patterson &
R. Jones. There’s only one client who can make
Jack Morgan–head of the investigation unit,
Private–drop everything and fly to London at full
speed: Princess Caroline, third in line to the
British throne. She needs Jack to find Sophie
Edwards, a friend of hers. But it seems that the
Princess is hiding something. 332 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4892992 CROOKED RIVER. By D. Preston 
& L. Child. Pendergast finds himself facing
the most  complex and inexplicable
challenge of his career: a tangled thread of
evidence that spans seas and traverses
continents, connected to one of the most
baffling mysteries in modern medical
science. 400 pages. Grand Central. Pub.
at $29.00  $6.95

7907818 LETHAL WHITE.  By Robert
Ga lb ra i th .  Dur ing  h is  l aby r in th ine
investigation into the long ago killing of a
child, Cormoran Strike’s own life is far from
straightforward: his new found fame prevents
him from operating secretly, and his
relationship with his partner and former
assistant, Robin, has become very tricky.
650 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

7857756 ENEMY AT THE GATES. By V. Flynn & K. Mills. The
CIA’s top operative is on the hunt for a high level mole with the power
to rewrite the world order. An environment in which liberty, nationality,
and loyalty are meaningless. Only the pursuit of power remains.
375 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7527144 A DARKNESS MORE THAN
NIGHT. By Michael Connelly. It was the case some
cops could live with: the torture killing of a man who 
spread horrors of his own. But with the possibility
that the assailant could strike again, former criminal 
profiler Terry McCaleb takes the case. After
deciphering a message, he targets Los Angeles
detective Harry Bosch as the suspect. 480 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $6.95

*2791242 TWO KINDS OF TRUTH. By
Michael Connelly. Harry Bosch is working cold
cases for the San Fernando P.D. when all hands are
called out to a local drugstore, where two
pharmacists have been murdered. The clues lead
into the dangerous world of prescription drug abuse
and to get to the top, Harry must go undercover in the 
shadowy world of organized crime. 471 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*2894688 THE BLACK ICE. By Michael
Connelly. Working the case of narcotics officer Cal
Moore’s supposed suicide, LAPD detective Harry
Bosch is reminded of the primal police rule he
learned long ago: don’t look for the facts, but the
glue that holds them together. This battle-scarred
veteran will soon find himself in the center of a
complex and deadly game. 455 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

7947925 THE GOODBYE COAST. By Joe Ide.
A recreation of Raymond Chandler’s relentless
detective, Philip Marlowe, in contemporary Los
Angeles. Marlowe, against his better judgment,
accepts two missing-persons cases. As he
plunges deeper into each case, disconcerting
details emerge, and Marlowe begins to suspect
that both clients are withholding information.
303 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7953240 THE NIGHT SEARCHERS. By
Marcia Muller. When Sharon discovers that Jay
is involved with an Internet-based treasure
hunting group called the Night Searchers, she
starts looking into what exactly he and the other
participants are up to after dark. She digs
deeper into the Searchers–and soon finds her
life and reputation in peril. 290 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00  $4.95

*4710584 LONG RANGE. By C.J. Box. When Joe Pickett is asked 
to join the rescue efforts for the victim of a startling grizzly attack, he
reluctantly leaves his district behind. But just as Joe begins to suspect 
the attack is not what it seems, he is brought home by an emergency
on his own turf. An attempt on the life of a prominent judge, severely
wounds the judge’s wife, and it’s up to Joe to find the answers.
403 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7907249 THE HEATHENS. By Ace Atkins.
When juvenile delinquent TJ Byrd insists that
she doesn’t know who killed her mother, Quinn
Colson is inclined to believe her. But no one
else does, not even Quinn’s friend U.S. Marshal 
Lillie Virgil. While Lillie tracks TJ, intent on
bringing her to justice, Quinn sets out to find
the truth about TJ’s missing mother.
400 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

*3838102 SUNSET EXPRESS. By Robert Crais. Prominent
restaurateur Teddy Martin is facing charges in his wife’s brutal murder. 
But he’s not going down without spending a bundle of cash on his
defense. So his hotshot attorney hires P.I. Elvis Cole to find proof that
Detective Angela Rossi tampered with the evidence. 402 pages.
Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4795466 A DANGEROUS MAN. By Robert Crais. When Joe Pike
witnesses an abduction he chases the men down and they are
arrested. After posting bail the abductors are murdered and the
intended abduction victim disappears. As they investigate, Pike and
his friend, Elvis Cole, discover a twisted family story that involves
corporate whistle blowing, huge amounts of cash, and lies.
339 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7920539 THE ELEPHANT OF SURPRISE.
By Joe R. Lansdale. Hap is a self-proclaimed
white-trash rebel. Leonard is a tough as nails
gay Black Republican Vietnam vet. They
couldn’t have less in common, except for the
fact that they’re each the other’s best friend in
the world. These odd couple P.I.s will face off
against a crew of mob goons bent on revenge
in their latest rollicking adventure. 245 pages.

Mulholland. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*4881893 ROBERT B. PARKER’S FOOL’S PARADISE. By 
Mike Lupica. When a body is discovered at the lake in
Paradise, Police Chief Jesse Stone will have his hands full
finding out who he was–and what he was seeking. 372 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4734661 WALK THE WIRE. By David
Baldacci. When Amos Decker and his FBI
colleague Alex Jamison are called to
London, North Dakota, they instantly sense 
that the fracking town is ripe for trouble.
The  boom there has  brought a slew of
problems wi t h  i t ,  inc lud ing d rugs,
property crimes, prostitution–and now
murder. SHOPWORN. 422 pages. Grand

Central. Pub. at $29.00  $7.95

*596959X THE LAST MILE. By David Baldacci. 
When another man confesses to his crime,
convicted murderer Melvin Mars is granted a
reprieve. Who wants Mars out of prison and why?
Amos Decker wants to know the answer, but when a
member of his FBI special task force team
disappears, it becomes clear something larger and
more sinister is happening. 538 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

782789X CAST IRON. By Peter May. In an
elegant apartment in Paris, forensic expert Enzo
Macleod, now fifty-six years old, pores over the
scant evidence of the sixth and final cold case
he has been challenged to solve. In taking on
this old case, Enzo puts everything and
everyone he holds dear in terrible danger–in
ways even he never could have imagined.
310 pages. Quercus. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7907036 THE GREAT LEADER. By Jim
Harrison. Detective Sunderson has had a long
career in the Michigan police–first in Detroit
where what he saw stood his hair on end, and
now in the Upper Peninsula where he grew up,
which holds its own sorrows and horrors. He is
on the verge of retirement when he begins to
investigate a hedonistic cult and its elusive
leader. 329 pages. Grove. Pub. at $24.00  $5.95

*6703577 CROSS THE LINE. By James Patterson. When Alex
Cross’s wife Bree is chosen to head the investigation into two
high-profile murders, their investigative instincts clash, and the
resulting tension pushes their marriage to the breaking point. Alex
and Bree must work together to beat the fiendish perpetrator before
he puts them out of commission permanently. 359 pages. Vision.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*4397940 CROSS FIRE. By James Patterson. 
Detective Alex Cross and Bree Stone’s wedding
plans are put on hold when Alex is called to the
scene of the perfectly executed assassination of
two of Washington, D.C.’s most corrupt: a dirty
congressman and an underhanded lobbyist.
Next, the elusive gunman begins picking off
other crooked insiders. 372 pages. Vision.
Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $6.95

*471525X HUNTING BADGER. By Tony
Hillerman. Three men raid the gambling casino
run by the Ute nation and then disappear into the
maze of canyons on the Utah Arizona border. As
Navajo Tribal Police Sergeant Jim Chee and his
longtime colleague, retired Lieutenant Joe
Leaphorn, launch their investigation they find
themselves caught up in a perplexing and deadly
criminal manhunt. 267 pages. HarperCollins.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

398074X THE WEDDING GUEST. By
Jonathan Kellerman. When LAPD Lieutenant
Milo Sturgis needs to get into the mind of a
killer, he leans on the expertise of his best
friend, the brilliant psychologist Dr. Alex
Delaware. And there’s no better place for a
doctor’s analytical skills to shine than a rowdy
hall full of young men and women intoxicated
on life and lust–and suddenly faced with the

specter of death. 368 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
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Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes
1955756 SERPENTINE. By Jonathan Kellerman. Psychologist Alex 
Delaware and detective Milo Sturgis search for answers to a brutal,
decades-old crime, traversing the beautiful but forbidding place
known as Los Angeles and exhuming the past in order to bring a
vicious killer to justice. 351 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95

*7790627 FOUND FLOATING. By Freeman 
Wills Crofts. The Carrington family, victims of a 
strange poisoning, take an Olympic cruise
from Glasgow to help them recover. At Creuta
one member goes ashore and does not return.
Their body is found the next day found floating
in the Straits of Gibraltar. Joining the ship at
Marseilles, can Inspector French solve the
mystery before they reach Athens? 338 pages.

HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95

7936257 ENDGAME. By Daniel Cole. When
retired police officer Finlay Shaw is found dead 
in a locker room, everyone thinks it’s suicide.
But disgraced detective William “Wolf”
Fawkes isn’t so sure. Together with his former
partner detective Emily Baxter and private
detective Alex Edmunds, Wolf’s team begins to 
dig into Shaw’s early days on the beat.
330 pages. Trapeze. Paperbound.  $6.95

7808453 MONKEY IN THE MIDDLE. By
Loren D. Estleman. Private eye Amos Walker
just received word that his ex-wife has passed
away. He could use a distraction, which arrives
in the form of a young journalist who has gotten
in way over his head and needs protection. He
just wants answers but finds a dead body and
enough trouble to put him on ice for good.
182 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99  $5.95

7969449 HARD RAIN. By Samantha Jayne Allen. In shock and
found clinging to a tree branch, Bethany is pulled from thrashing
floodwaters. Annie is working as an apprentice PI when she’s
handed her first solo case: uncover the identity of the man who
rescued Bethany before she was swept downriver. 346 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

4964918 A PRIVATE CATHEDRAL. By
James Lee Burke. The Shondell and
Balangie families are longtime enemies in
the new Iberia criminal underworld. Yet their
youngest heirs, teenagers Johnny Shondell
and Isolde Balangie fall in love and run away
after Isolde was given as a sex slave to
Johnny’s uncle. In order to find and rescue
Johnny and Isolde, Robicheaux must battle a 

terrifying assassin. 370 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

*4808584 ALL THE DEVILS ARE HERE. By
Louise Penny. On their first night in Paris, the
Gamaches gather as a family for a bistro dinner with
Armand’s godfather. Walking home together after
the meal, they watch in horror as his godfather is
knocked down and critically injured in what
Gamache knows is no accident, but a deliberate
attempt on the elderly man’s life. 518 pages.
Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 4939565 A BETTER
MAN. By Louise Penny. Blistering attacks in
the media, and a father pleading for help in
finding his daughter, greet Chief Inspector
Armand Gamache as he returns to the Surete 
du Quebec. As he searches, a body is found
and Gamache must  face a horr ible
possibility, and a burning question. What
would you do if your child’s killer walked

free? 437 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

1988980 THE DEEPEST OF SECRETS. By
Kelley Armstrong. It’s not always easy to live in
the hidden town of Rockton, something
Detective Casey Duncan knows firsthand. Tucked 
away in the Yukon wilderness, the community
survives, and thrives, because the residents’
many secrets stay just that: secret. But what
happens when these secrets start to come out?
It’s not a question of if your secret will come out,

but when. 341 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $7.95

*7841345 MAD MONEY. By Max Allan Collins. Nolan and
Jon have put their lives of crime behind them–but when a
cruel adversary from their past resurfaces, they’re forced back 
into the heist game with a brutal ultimatum: pull off an
insanely ambitious overnight robbery or Nolan’s kidnapped
lover won’t live to see the morning. 409 pages. Hard Case
Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

*1924443 THE SACRED BRIDGE. By
Anne Hillerman. Sergeant Jim Chee’s vacation 
to beautiful Antelope Canyon and Lake Powell
has a deeper purpose. He’s on a quest to
unravel a sacred mystery that his mentor, the
legendary Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, stumbled
across decades earlier. Chee’s journey takes a
deadly turn when, after a prayerful visit to the
Rainbow Bridge, he spots a body floating in the 

lake. 308 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

*7735545 RIGHTEOUS PREY. By John
Sandford. A vigilante group called The Five
is made up of killers who are very bored and
very rich. They target the worst of society
and then use their resources to offset the
damage done by those they’ve killed. After
The Five strike in the Twin Cities, Virgil and
Lucas are sent in to investigate. 403 pages.
Putnam. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

7966199 STORM FRONT. By John Sandford. An
ancient relic is unearthed during an archaeological
dig. A Minnesota college professor is keeping a
secret that could change the world’s history as we
know it. For Virgil Flowers, the link between the two
is inescapable–and his investigation, more
dangerous and far-reaching than he can possibly
imagine. 422 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

*3980049 BLOODY GENIUS.  By John
Sandford. At the local state university, two
feuding departments have faced off on the
battleground of science and medicine. But
when a renowned and confrontational scholar
winds up dead, Virgil Flowers is brought in to
investigate. It’s up to Virgil to find the killer in
t h i s  g r oup  o f  w i l d l y  im pa ss i one d ,
diametrically opposed zealots. 421 pages.

Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7719515 BLOODY GENIUS. By John
Sandford. At the local State University, two
feuding departments face off on the battle
ground of science versus medicine. When a
confrontational scholar winds up dead, Virgil
Flowers is brought in to investigate. He soon
realizes among this group of impassioned
zealots lurks a killer, and Virgil must sort out
the murderer from the maniacs. 372 pages.

Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

1905643 TWISTED PREY.  By  John
Sandford. A rich psychopath, Taryn Grant had 
run successfully for the U.S. Senate, but U.S. 
Marshall Lucas Davenport is convinced that
she was responsible for three murders. Now
Grant has found a seat on the Senate
Intelligence Committee and Davenport is
concerned she might strike again. It’s time to 
put an end to it, one way or another.

387 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

7969384 BLOODY GENIUS.  By  John
Sandford. At the local State University, two
feuding departments face off on the battle
ground of science versus medicine. When a
confrontational scholar winds up dead, Virgil
Flowers is brought in to investigate. He soon
realizes among this group of impassioned
zealots lurks a killer, and Virgil must sort out
the murderer from the maniacs. 386 pages.

Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7934955 SLEEP WITH STRANGERS. By
Dolores Hitchens. Mystery begets mystery
for private eye Jim Sader. What starts as a
missing persons case grows more puzzling
with the discovery of another strangely
coincidental disappearance. Sader finds
himself deep in a multilayered intrigue
revolving around oil and real estate and the
sleazy underpinnings of  Long Beach,

California, in the 1950s. 251 pages. Library of America.
Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95  $5.95

7930852 KILLING TOWN. By M. Spillane & 
M.A. Collins. Mike steals a ride on a train
upstate to Killington. But he is welcomed by a 
nasty surprise: he is accused by police of
raping and murdering a young woman.
Roughed up by the cops, Mike’s future looks
bleak, until the beautiful Melba offers to save
him–if he pays the price. 229 pages. Titan.
Pub. at $22.99  $6.95

7936125 BOBBY MARCH WILL LIVE
FOREVER. By Alan Parks. July 1973. The
Glasgow drugs trade is booming and Bobby
March, the city’s own rock-star hero, has just
overdosed in a central hotel. Alice Kelly is 13
years old, lonely and missing. Meanwhile the
nice of McCoy’s boss has fallen in with a bad
crowd and when she goes AWOL, McCoy is
asked–off the books–to find her. 353 pages.

Canongate. Paperbound.  $6.95

*4856147 NEXT TO LAST STAND. By Craig
Johnson. When Charley Stillwater dies of an
apparent heart attack at the Veterans’ Home of
Wyoming, Walt Longmire is called in to try to
make sense of a partial painting and a Florsheim
shoebox containing one million dollars–both
found in Stillwater’s foot locker, sending Walt on
the trail of a dangerous art heist. 320 pages.
Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $9.95

*7714602 HELL AND BACK. By Craig Johnson. The eighteenth
installment of the Longmire Series, takes the beloved sheriff to the
very limits of his sanity to do battle with the most dangerous adversary
he’s ever faced–himself. 336 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

4988000 DEPTH OF WINTER. By Craig
Johnson. Winter is creeping closer, but for
Sheriff Longmire this one is looking to be harsh
in a way to which he is unaccustomed–in a
remote part of the Northern Mexican desert, far
from his home turf. Armed with his Colt .45 and
a father’s intuition, Walt is determined to find
Cady, who’s been kidnapped by a drug kingpin.
292 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

*1980718 ESCAPE. By James Patterson & D. Ellis. The filthy rich
man Detective Billy Harney’s investigating is down to his last twenty
million. He’s also being held in jail. For now. Harney’s unit is called in
when an escape plan results in officers down and inmates vanished.
423 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $17.95

*4881834 HUSH-HUSH. By Stuart Woods.
Stone Barrington is settling in for some
down t ime  in  New  Yo r k  C i t y  when  an
anonymous enemy makes himself known.
This nameless foe’s threats hit close to home,
and before Stone can retaliate, the fearsome
messages turn into very real consequences.
3 3 3  p a g e s .  Pu t n a m .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

7783248 HUSH-HUSH. By Stuart Woods.
Stone Barrington is settling in for some
downtime in New York City when an
anonymous enemy makes himself known.
This nameless foe’s threats hit close to
home, and before Stone can retaliate, the
fearsome messages turn into very real
consequences. 325 pages. Putnam. Pub. at
$28.00  $7.95

4680898 A DELICATE TOUCH. By Stuart
Woods. When an old acquaintance reaches out
to Stone Barrington requesting assistance, the
job seems easy enough. But the solution to one
small problem blows the lid open on a bigger
scandal going back decades, one involving
numerous prominent New Yorkers who would
prefer the past to stay buried. 312 pages.
Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7756607 CHOPPY WATER. By Stuart
Woods. Stone Barrington and his friends are
vacationing in Maine when their leisure is
suddenly disrupted by extreme weather. The
inclement conditions allow for a menacing
adversary to sneak in unnoticed and deliver a
chilling message–the target being one of
Stone’s closest companions. 323 pages.
Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

*7840020 THE KING ARTHUR CASE. By
Jean-Luc Bannalec. Commissaire Georges Dupin
and his team take a late-summer field trip to The
Forest of Broceliande. When the body of a scholar
turns up in the days leading up to an annual
conference, Dupin is called upon to investigate
the brutal murder case. Before long the body
count grows. 371 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7768311 SHOWSTOPPER. By Peter Lovesey. In the six years
since the start of the hit British TV show Swift, its cast and crew have
been plagued by misfortune. The media quickly decides it’s a curse, 
but who’s to say there isn’t a criminal conspiracy afoot? Filming has
moved to Bath and Peter, Chief of the Murder Squad is on the case.
327 pages. Soho. Pub. at $27.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95
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Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes
7920695 THE LAST MILE. By David Baldacci. 439 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $6.95
7844387 THAT OLD SCOUNDREL DEATH. By Bill Crider.
274 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
4981944 HOUSE ON FIRE. By Joseph Finder. 371 pages.
Dutton. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95
399029X CITY OF ENDLESS NIGHT. By D. Preston & L. Child. 
378 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7789653 BEHIND THE LIE. By Emilya Naymark. 296 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
*3758893 THE MONKEY’S RAINCOAT. By Robert Crais.
307 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
1978365 BONES OF THE EARTH. By Eliot Pattison. 344
pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $3.95
*1964577 THE HEATHENS. By Ace Atkins. 475 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
789452X THE LAST GRUDGE. By Max Seeck. 434 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*1958690 THE MADNESS OF CROWDS. By Louise Penny.
593 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7804512 DEAD MAN’S MISTRESS. By David Housewright.
306 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
*4802845 SHAKEUP. By Stuart Woods. 319 pages. Putnam.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*495680X ROBICHEAUX. By James Lee Burke. 447 pages.
S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95
*7823932 A DEATH IN DENMARK. By Amulya Malladi.
326 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*7799217 DEATH OF A TRAITOR. By
M.C. Beaton & R.W. Green. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Kate is all to eager to lend a hand to
her neighbors. Although she has only lived in
Lochdubh for a year, she has alienated one too
many of its residents. When a neighbor sees
her lugging a heavy suitcase to the bus stop, he 
hopes she is leaving for good. Her cousin
arrives two weeks later and demands the local

police step in. 321 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*4970519 DEATH OF A GREEN-EYED MONSTER. By M.C.
Beaton with R.W. Green. LARGE PRINT EDITION. New Constable
Dorothy McIver joins the Lochdubh police. She is determined to win
over the locals and seems to bring out the best in police sergeant
Hamish Macbeth. But then the village’s harmony is broken by a
brutal murder, and the pair find themselves plunged into a tangled
web of conspiracy that acquires a sinister strand when Glasgow’s
underworld creeps over the Highlands. 319 pages. Grand Central.
Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

Female Detectives
LIMITED QUANTITY 7968493 LISTEN TO ME.
By Tess Gerritsen. Boston homicide detective
Jane Rizzoli and medical examiner Maura Isles
are plagued by what seems to be a completely
senseless murder. Sofia Suarez, a widow and
nurse who was liked by her neighbors, lies
bludgeoned to death in her own home. Jane
finally makes a connection between Sofia and the
victim of a hit and run from months earlier, the

case grows only blurrier. 300 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

4796721 HOT TO TROT. By M.C. Beaton.
When private detective Agatha Raisin learns
that her friend and one-time lover Charles
Fraith is to be married to a horrid socialite,
she sees it as her duty to find out what she
can about the woman. 235 pages. Minotaur.
Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
 
 

7858159 MIND GAME. By Iris Johansen. Jane
MacGuire is plagued by dreams of a girl in danger,
dreams she can’t ignore no matter how hard she
tries. Who is this girl, and what is she trying to tell
Jane? Will Jane figure it out before it’s too late, for
her and the mysterious young woman? Things are
further complicated when Eve Duncan surprises
Jane with news of her own. 437 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

197159X WHEN YOU SEE ME. By Lisa Gardner. When female
remains are discovered in the hills of Georgia, FBI agent
Kimberly Quincy recruits Sergeant D.D. Warren and survivor
turned avenger Flora Dane to join her federal task force. But it
soon becomes clear that nothing in this small town is what it
seems. 385 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7926847 MURDER ON MEMORY LAKE. By 
J.D. Griffo. When Alberta Scaglione inherits
her Aunt’s lake side estate, she dreams of
blissful views, hydrangeas, and cooking
countless lasagnas. But tranquility doesn’t last 
when a body is discovered in the lake–and it
belongs to Alberta’s childhood nemesis.
323 pages.  Kensington.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

1971492 STRONG AS STEEL. By Jon
Land. Fifth-generation Texas Ranger Caitlin
Strong, finds herself on the trail of missing
cargo that her father had searched for years
ago. She’s also dealing with the aftermath of
a massacre that claimed the lives of all the
workers at a private intelligence company.
These two cases are connected by a
long-buried secret–one men have died to

protect. 332 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

7823185 THE DROWNING SEA. By
Sarah Stewart Taylor. For the first time in her 
adult life, former Long Island homicide
detective Maggie is unemployed. No cases
to focus on, just a whole summer on a
remote West Cork peninsula with her
daughter, boyfriend and his son. Their
vacation takes a dangerous turn when
human remains wash up below the steep

cliffs. 343 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7921438 DEAD EVEN. By Annelise Ryan.
As a medicolegal investigator, Mattie
studies death intimately to help deduce
whether it was natural or suspicious. In the
case of Montgomery Dixon, there can be
little doubt that the broken pool cue did not
embed itself in his heart. Mattie and
husband Steve, a homicide detective, work
t o  u n co v e r  t h e  k i l l e r .  3 2 8  p a g e s .

Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*659574X  15TH AFFAIR.  By  James
Patterson & M. Paetro. Detective Lindsay Boxer
chases an elusive, possibly very dangerous
suspect–her husband, Joe. A brutal murder and
the disappearance of a gorgeous blonde from the
scene prompts Lindsay to seek help from the
Women’s Murder Club when disturbing clues hit
close to home. 361 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*2930099 THE 17TH SUSPECT. By James
Patterson & M. Paetro. A series of shootings
exposes San Francisco to a methodical and
unpredictable killer. And a reluctant woman
decides to put her trust in Sergeant Lindsay Boxer.
The informant’s tip leads Lindsey to disturbing
conclusions, including that something has gone
wrong inside the police department. 327 pages.
Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*3881156 THE 18TH ABDUCTION. By
James  Pa t te rson  & M.  Pae t ro .  The
disappearance of three teachers quickly
escalates from missing persons to murder for
Detective Lindsay Boxer. Meanwhile Lindsey’s
husband, Joe Molinari, meets an Eastern
European woman who claims to have seen a
notorious war criminal, long presumed dead.
But when the mystery informant is found dead,

Lindsay and Joe might have a monster on the loose. 362 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*5969662 THE MURDER HOUSE. By James
Patterson & D. Ellis. Number 7 Ocean Drive is an
abandoned beachfront estate in the Hamptons. It
was the scene of a series of depraved killings that 
have never been solved. When a Hollywood
broker and his mistress are found dead in the
abandoned house, Detective Jenna Murphy must 
risk her own life to expose the truth. 478 pages.
Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7789947 THE HIDDEN. By Melanie
Golding. One dark December night, a little
girl is found abandoned. When her mother
finally arrives, authorities release the pair.
Elsewhere, a man is found bludgeoned in
his apartment. DS Joanna’s investigation
into the assault leads her to footage of the
mother-daughter pair. She realizes that the
woman is her estranged daughter, Ruby.

330 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

*7817762 ROBERT B. PARKER’S REVENGE
TOUR. By Mike Lupica. Private investigator Sunny
Randall owes a favor. Her former client, novelist
Melanie Hall, is being blackmailed, and it’s up to
Sunny and her best friend, Spike, to ensure her
protection. But as she looks into the identity of
Melanie’s stalker, she learns that much of her past is
a product of her imagination. 340 pages. Putnam.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4755308 OUTSIDER. By Linda Castillo. While
enjoying a sleigh ride with his children, Amish
widower Adam Lengacher discovers a car stuck
in a snowdrift and an unconscious woman inside.
He calls upon Chief of Police Kate Burkholder for
help, and she is surprised to recognize the
driver–fellow cop and former friend Gina
Colorosa–who desperately needs Kate’s help.
309 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7934033 A GATHERING OF SECRETS. By
Linda Castillo. When a historic barn in an
Amish community burns to the ground in the
middle of the night, Chief of Police Kate
Burkholder is called in to investigate. At first it 
looks like an accident, but when the body of
18 year old Daniel is found inside, Kate
suspects murder. 308 pages. St. Martin’s.
Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

*3852113 LIAR LIAR. By James Patterson &
C. Fox. In the space of a week, Detective Harriet
Blue has committed theft and fraud, resisted
arrest, assaulted a police officer, and become a
dangerous fugitive from the law. It’s all because
of one man, Regan Banks. He viciously killed the
only person in the world who mattered to
Harriet–and he plans to kill her next. 350 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7874499 LEAVE NO TRACE. By Sara
Driscoll. FBI handler Meg and her search and
rescue K-9 partner are heading south where it’s 
hunting season. But this time the prey is
human. As the body count rises, the
compound bow killer becomes more elusive,
like a ghost. As Meg gets closer to solving the
puzzles, the closer she is to stepping into the
crosshairs of an elusive murderer with deadly

aim. 326 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7921160 BROKEN PLACES. By Tracy Clark.
Cass, a private eye, is taking just enough work to
pay the bills. When the only father figure she has
ever known, Father Ray, asks her to look into a
spate of vandalism at his church, she readily
agrees. But when she finds Father Ray’s
murdered body, her instincts tell her this isn’t
just  a  burglary  gone awry.  436 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

4787404 A MINUTE TO MIDNIGHT. By David
Baldacci. FBI Agent Atlee Pine’s life was never the
same after her twin sister, Mercy, was kidnapped
thirty years ago. After a lifetime of torturous
uncertainty, Atlee’s unresolved anger finally gets
the better of her on the job, and she finds she has
to resolve the mystery in her past if she wants to
remain with the FBI. 443 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*496960X C IS FOR CORPSE/D IS FOR
DEADBEAT. By Sue Grafton. Novels. In C is
for Corpse P.I. Kinsey Millhone tries to find the
driver that forced Bobby Callahan off the road,
plunging him in a canyon four hundred feet
below, killing his best friend. In D is for
Deadbeat, Kinsey tries to find the killer of an
ex-con that owes her money. 637 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7920288 THE WITCHING TREE. By Alice
Blanchard. When a beloved resident–a
practicing Wiccan and founder of the town’s
oldest coven–is killed in a fashion more twisted
and shocking than Natalie has ever seen before,
leaving the town reeling, she has no choice but
to help solve the case. There is a silent,
malignant presence in Burning Lake that will not
rest. 324 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

*7874200 THE BODY FARM. By Patricia Cornwell. When an
11 year old girl is found murdered, Kay Scarpetta, Chief Medical
Examiner for the Commonwealth of Virginia, gets another
chance at stopping one of the most heartless and horrifying
serial killers of her career: the demented Temple Gault.
388 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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Female Detectives
7940793 A CONSPIRACY OF BONES. By
Kathy Reichs. Forensic anthropologist,
Temperance Brennan, must use all her
tradecraft to discover the identity of a faceless
corpse, its connection to a decade-old
missing child case, and the reason the dead
man had her cell-phone number. 342 pages.
Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

5735297 SPEAKING IN BONES. By Kathy
Reichs. Professionally, Temperance Brennan
knows exactly what to do–test, analyze, identify.
Her personal life is another story. She’s at a loss,
wondering how to answer police detective
Andrew Ryan’s marriage proposal. But the matter 
of matrimony takes a backseat when an amateur
detective arrives, carrying a tape recording of an
unknown girl being imprisoned and terrorized.

Book Club Edition. 302 pages. Bantam. Orig. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95
7945914 ANTIQUES RAVIN’. By Barbara
Allan. When a series of creepy crimes plagues 
an ill-fated Edgar Allan Poe Festival, newly
elected county sheriff Vivian Borne, along
with her reluctant deputy daughter Brandy,
and spunky shih tzu Sushi, springs into action
determined to decipher the cryptic clues left
beh ind .  232  pages .  Kens ing ton .
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7830467 EXPOSED. By Lisa Scottoline.
When Mary DiNunzio agrees to represent a
loyal friend wrongly fired, her partner Bennie
Rosato, tells her that their firm already
represents the parent company. But Mary
stands firm, and the case becomes Rosato v.
DiNunzio. When events turn deadly, although
still at war with each other, Mary and Bennie
must team up to find the murderer. 357 pages.

St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7922221 KNOT MY SISTER’S KEEPER. By
Mary Marks. After tracing her ancestry, quilter
Martha finds herself teamed up with her newly
found ritzy half sister as they go on an
investigation that weaves them through the
streets of L.A., their father’s hidden love affairs, 
and into some mysterious unfinished Cole
family business. 328 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*3907724 DESERT HEAT. By J.A. Jance. Joanna Brady’s
determination to hunt down her husband’s assassin and clear his
name, places Joanna and her surviving family in harm’s way, because 
in the desert the one thing more lethal than a rattler’s bite, is the truth.
340 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4846842 MISSING AND ENDANGERED.
By J.A. Jance. Cochise County sheriff Joanna 
Brady’s professional and personal lives
collide when her college-age daughter is
involved in a missing persons case, and
Joanna is  caught  up in a sensit ive
officer-involved shooting that has placed two 
young children in jeopardy. 365 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*3907783 JUDGMENT CALL. By J.A. Jance. 
When Sheriff Joanna Brady’s daughter stumbles
across the body of her high school principal,
she’s faced with the possibility that her beloved
daughter may be less than perfect, especially
when a photo from the crime scene ends up on
Facebook. A photo only one person close to the
crime scene could have taken. 445 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7876815 THE DEVIL YOU KNOW. By P.J.
Tracy. Beloved actor Evan Hobbes is found in 
the rubble of a Malibu rockslide the day after
a fake video ruins his career. It’s not clear to
detective Nolan if it’s an accident, a suicide,
or a murder, and things get murkier as the
investigation expands to his friends and
colleagues. 290 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at
$27.99  $6.95

7954719 THE SANATORIUM. By Sarah Pearse. Le Sommet
has always been a sinister place. Long plagued by troubling
rumors, the former abandoned sanatorium has been
renovated into a five-star minimalist hotel. Detective Elin
Warner stays at the hotel with her estranged brother and his
fiancee, Laure. When Laure disappears, Elin is on the case.
455 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7808194 THE BLUE DIAMOND. By Leonard
Goldberg. Despite the extreme precautions, the
famous diamond is stolen from the
Governor-General’s suite in the middle of the
night. Joanna and the Watsons are called in to
investigate the theft. It becomes clear that this
master thief could greatly aid the Germans and
turn the tide of the war in their favor. 320 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

*1949748 A POCKET FULL OF RYE. By
Agatha Christie. Rex Fortescue, king of a financial
empire, was sipping tea in his “counting house”
when he suffered an agonizing and sudden death. 
On later inspection, the pockets of the deceased
were found to contain traces of cereals. Yet, it was
the incident in the parlor which confirmed Miss
Marple’s suspicion. 239 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

*4971442 THE MOVING FINGER. By Agatha Christie.
Lymstock is a town with more than its fare share of scandalous 
secrets–a town where even a sudden outbreak of anonymous
hate mail causes only a minor stir. But that all changes when
one of the recipients, Mrs. Symmington, dies. Her final note
says, “I can’t go on,” but Miss Marple questions the coroner’s 
verdict of suicide. 226 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $11.95

7885040 THE DEVIL’S BONES. By Carolyn
Haines. As Sarah Booth sees it, Easter weekend
is a time to celebrate life in all its many forms.
So she and her friends, Tinkie and Cece, plan a
trip to the incredible Garden of Bones–a
miniature Holy Land–for their Sunrise Easter
Services. Unfortunately, what they find is a dead 
body in the Mount of Olives garden. Sarah and
her friends must now find a way to resurrect the

truth. 355 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7844204 GAME OF BONES. By Carolyn
Haines. When a ritually murdered corpse is
discovered at the newfound Native American
temple site smack in the middle of Sunflower 
County, Mississippi, the archaeology crew
on  the  d ig  i s  immedia te ly  under
suspicion–with particular focus on its leader
Dr. Frank Hafner. He quickly hires Sarah
Booth of the Delaney Detective Agency to

clear his name. 370 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

1908111 BLOOD OATH. By Linda Fairstein.
Assistant DA Alexandra Cooper of the Manhattan
Sex Crimes Unit is finally back at work following
a leave of absence, and not a moment too soon.
With more women feeling empowered to name
their abusers, Alex is eager to return to the
courtroom to do what she does best. But even
she didn’t anticipate the complexity of her first
case. 355 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

*4814274 FAITHLESS IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. In the new
police thriller from the #1 New York Times bestselling author, what
looked like a lover’s quarrel turned fatal has bigger and more terrifying
motives behind it. Eve and her team, find that the lies go well beyond
murder. 404 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7864736 LEVERAGE IN DEATH. By J.D.
Robb. When marketing VP Paul Rogan walks
into a Manhattan office building strapped with
explosives, the headlines tell a tale of death
and destruction. It doesn’t take long for
Lieutenant Eve Dallas to confirm that Rogan, a
dedicated employee and family man, was
cruelly coerced into setting off the bomb. 385
pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7823576 SHADOWS IN DEATH. By J.D.
Robb. In this latest thrilling adventure, Eve
Dallas is desperate to protect her husband
Roarke, and Roarke is desperate to protect
Eve. And together, they’re determined to find
Cobbe, Roarke’s murderous half-brother
before he finds them–even if it takes them far
outside Eve’s usual jurisdiction. 355 pages.
St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95

*7685025 ABANDONED IN DEATH. By J.D. 
Robb. The woman’s body was found in the early
morning, on a bench in a New York City
playground. She was clean, her hair neatly
arranged, her makeup carefully applied. And the
note: Bad Mommy, written in crayon as if by a
child. Detective Eve Dallas discovers other
young women, who resemble the first victim,
have vanished, and the clock starts ticking

louder. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*469726X SHADOWS IN DEATH. By J.D.
Robb. In this latest thrilling adventure, Eve
Dallas is desperate to protect her husband
Roarke, and Roarke is desperate to protect Eve.
And together, they’re determined to find Cobbe,
Roarke’s murderous half-brother before he finds 
them–even if it takes them far outside Eve’s
usual jurisdiction. 387 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*6950604 DARK IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb.
As Lt. Eve Dallas puzzles over a homicide, she
gets a tip from an author of police thrillers who
recognizes the crime, from the pages of her
own book. For Eve time is running out before
the next victim plays an unwitting role in a
murderer’s deranged drama, ripped from the
pages of a crime thriller. 406 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*6653839 ECHOES IN DEATH. By J.D.
Robb. When a woman–dazed, naked, and
bloody–wanders in front of their car, Roarke
slams on the brakes just in time, and homicide
cop Eve Dallas springs into action. A harrowing
ordeal has left Daphne’s husband dead. And all
this traumatized survivor can say about the
attacker is two words: “the devil.” 408 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7921829 A FEW DROPS OF BITTERS. By
G.A. McKevett. Plus-sized P.I. Savannah Reid 
doesn’t shy away from high-profile cases
with the Moonlight Magnolia Detective
Agency. But when an upscale party ends
with murder, drawing clues from famous
guests may prove trickier than squeezing
into an old pair of jeans. 296 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7910630 SEE THEM RUN. By Marion
Todd. A wedding guest meets a grisly end when
he’s killed in a hit and run. A card bearing the
number five has been placed on his chest.
Detective Inspector Clare Mackay leads the
investigation. As more deaths follow, Clare and
her team realize they’re against the clock to find
a killer stalking the streets of the picturesque
Scottish town and bent on revenge. 344 pages.

Canelo. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7761627 MURDER ON THE CLASS TRIP. By Lee Hollis.
Friends, moms, and P.I. partners Maya and Sandra have left their
home town in Portland, Maine, on a school trip to Washington,
D.C.–where a killer has just added murder to the itinerary. With
suspects ranging form senators to students to stalkers, Maya and
Sandra must follow the twisty trail of clues so they catch a killer.
328 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

783117X LONG GONE.  By  Joanna
Schaffhausen. Chicago detective Annalisa
sha t te red  he r  l i f e ,  pe rsona l l y  and
professionally, when she turned in her
ex-cop father for his role in a murder. So
when Detective Leo Hammond turns up
dead in a bizarre murder, Annalisa thinks she 
has nothing to lose by investigating
whatever secrets he hid behind the thin blue

line. 293 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

*7725590 TREASURE STATE. By C.J. Box. 
Private investigator Cassie Dewell has her
hands full. She’s trying to find a slippery con
man, who escaped to Ananconda, Montana,
with a wealthy Florida widow’s fortune he
absconded. At the same time she’s dealing with 
a cutthroat competition to find buried treasure,
leaving five treasure hunters dead. 274 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

*2790033 PARADISE VALLEY. By C.J. Box.
Investigator Cassie Dewell, fears that the
disappearance of Kyle Westergaard, might be
connected to her hunt for a serial killer named the 
Lizard King. A plan that she has set up to trap the
Lizard King, goes horribly wrong, and Cassie
loses her job. Now she alone must track down
Kyle and take down a ruthless killer. 400 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

1946587 GAME ON. By Janet Evanovich. Stephanie Plum is on 
the trail of Oswald Wednesday, a brilliant and ruthless
international computer hacker, who’s hunting down, one at a
time, a group of small time hackers who have compromised
Wednesday’s impenetrable network. Now it’s time for Stephanie
to draw Wednesday out from behind his computer and into the
real world. 286 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $12.95
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Female Detectives
*3983714 TWISTED TWENTY-SIX. By Janet Evanovich.
Stephanie Plum has made a career out of tracking down bad
guys, but this time some of the worst people in all of New Jersey
are coming after the most important person in her life, Grandma
Mazur. This isn’t just another case. This is family. 305 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7884915 FORTUNE AND GLORY. By
Janet Evanovich. When Stephanie’s
beloved Grandma Mazur’s new husband
died on their wedding night, the only
thing he left her was a beat-up old easy
chair–and the keys to a life-changing
fortune. But as Stephanie and Grandma
Mazur search for Jimmy’s treasure they
discover they’re not the only ones on the

hunt. 304 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

*7781490 DEVIL’S DELIGHT. By M.C.
Beaton with R.W. Green. Agatha and her
assistant, Toni, are driving to their friend Bill’s
long-awaited wedding, when a terrified young
man comes running down the county lane
towards them wearing–nothing at all. The
encounter leads them to become embroiled with 
a naturist group, a disappearing corpse, fantasy
games, witchcraft, an ice cream empire, intrigue, 

and murder. 244 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

*7810431 WILD IRISH ROSE.  By R.
Bowen & C. Broyles. Now that she’s no longer
a private detective, Molly is looking for some
time of settled tranquility with friends and
family. Until her policeman husband comes
home to tell her someone was murdered on
Ellis Island that day by a person with a striking
resemblance to Molly. 325 pages. Minotaur.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $9.95

*7714432 A SONG OF COMFORTABLE
CHAIRS. By Alexander McCall Smith. Grace
Makutsi encounters a pair of quandaries that
will require all of her and Mma Ramotswe’s
cleverness and generosity to resolve. Mma
Makutsi deals with it all with her usual grace.
That, along with the kindness, generosity, and
good sense that the No. 1 Ladies’ Detective
Agency is known for, all these matters will be

set right. 228 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

7941471 THE COLORS OF ALL THE CATTLE. By Alexander
McCall Smith. When Mma Potokwane suggests to Mma
Ramotswe that she run for a seat on the Gaborone City Council,
Mma Ramotswe is unsure until she learns that developers plan
to build a flashy Big Fun Hotel next to a graveyard. Her opponent
is none other than Mma Makutis’s old nemesis, Violet Sephotho. 
228 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

*7851936 THE HOUSE ON PRYTANIA.
By Karen White. Nola is haunted–both
literally and figuratively–by ghosts of the
past. With the sudden return of Sunny,
Beau’s long lost sister, Nola has plenty to
distract her from ghostly housemates. Torn
between helping Beau and protecting
herself, Nola doesn’t realize until it’s almost 
too late why the ghosts are haunting her

house. 387 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

*7735391 THE ATTIC ON QUEEN
STREET. By Karen White. After the devastating 
events of the past few months the last thing
Melanie Trenholm wants is to think about the
future. Recently separated Melanie and Jack
must work to find the answers before evil
spirits of the past and present destroy
everything they love. 406 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

*7865783 OVERBOARD. By Sara Paretsky.
Detective V.I. Warshawski discovers a badly
injured teen hiding in the rocks along Lake
Michigan. Bringing the girl to a hospital, she
vanishes before anyone discovers the girl’s
identity. As V.I. attempts to find her, the
detective uncovers an ugly consortium of
Chicago power brokers and mobsters who are
prepared to kill the girl. 382 pages. Morrow.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7920741 LISTEN TO ME. By Tess Gerritsen. 323 pages.
Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

1968963 THE NIGHT WOMEN. By Sara Blaedel. 418 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7905173 SHOOT DON’T SHOOT. By J.A. Jance. 430 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7902751 DOWN A DARK ROAD. By Linda Casti l lo.
292 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
473212X MURDER IN RED: Murder, She Wrote. By J.
Fletcher & J. Land. 304 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.00  $5.95
7808690 THREE TO GET DEADLY. By Janet Evanovich.
375 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7874774 HOT SIX/SEVEN UP.  By Janet Evanovich.
563 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
4962729 GOLDEN IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb. 387 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95
7860412 THE PRISONER IN THE CASTLE. By Susan Elia
MacNeal. 306 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7823363 LOCAL GONE MISSING. By Fiona Barton.
370 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.58  $5.95
7797079 POPPY HARMON AND THE HUNG JURY. By Lee
Hollis. 329 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7688199 DEAD MAN DANCING. By John Galligan. 292
pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
*7781687 DARK ROOMS. By Lynda La Plante. 314 pages.
Zaffre. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95
*7791321 BLOOD WILL TELL. By Dana Stabenow.
276 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $12.95
*7791356 PLAY WITH FIRE. By Dana Stabenow. 243 pages. 
Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $12.95
*7765754 A COLD DAY FOR MURDER. By Dana Stabenow.
191 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $12.95
*1953338 KILLER ON THE COURT: Murder, She Wrote. By J. 
Fletcher & T.F. Moran. 275 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $14.95
*1947982 OVERBOARD. By Sara Paretsky. 302 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*4923510 STARGAZER. By Anne Hillerman. 348 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7872941 THE HOUSE ON PRYTANIA. By
Karen White. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Nola is
haunted–both literally and figuratively–by ghosts
of the past. With the sudden return of Sunny,
Beau’s long lost sister, Nola has plenty to distract
her from ghostly housemates. Torn between
helping Beau and protecting herself, Nola doesn’t
realize until it’s almost too late why the ghosts are
haunting her house. 542 pages. Random House

Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95
7895380 STARGAZER. By Anne Hillerman. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 452 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95
*7742088 THE ATTIC ON QUEEN STREET. By Karen White.
LARGE PRINT EDITION.  598 pages. Center  Point.
Pub. at $39.95  $19.95

Amateur Sleuths
*670767X A WHISKER OF TROUBLE. By
Sofie Ryan. While scouting an estate for
merchandise to resell in her shop, Second
Chance, Sarah and her cat Elvis discover a
dead appraiser. The estate owner’s family hires
Sarah’s friends to solve the murder. As the
mystery becomes a cat and mouse game of
lies, cons, cheats, and family squabbles, can
Elvis and Sarah claw their way to the truth?

328 pages. Obsidian. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
7789858 DOGGED BY DEATH. By Laura Scott. Ally is going
through a ruff patch. The veterinarian lost her fiance, her clinic, and
her savings in rapid succession. So when Ally’s grandfather
undergoes surgery, she moves back home to care for him. But when
she arrives, she finds that sleazy lawyer Marty was murdered in his
home office. 311 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

7811853 THE WEDDING PLOT. By Paula
Munier. When Mercy’s grandmother, Patience,
marries her longtime beau, Claude, it promises
to be the destination wedding of the year. But just 
as the extravaganza is due to begin, the inn’s spa
director, Bodhi St. George, disappears. At his
home, instead of Bodhi, Mercy and Elvis find a
body–skewered by a pitchfork! 342 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

*4667026 THE MURDER OF TWELVE: Murder, She
Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher & J. Land. Staying at the Hill
House hotel while her beloved home is being rebuilt, Jessica
Fletcher finds herself stranded by a blizzard with a dozen
members of a wedding party who have gathered there for a
rehearsal dinner. But the hotel guests have bigger things to
wo r r y  abou t ,  because  a  mu rde re r  h as  shown  up
uninvited–vowing to take them down one by one. 307 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95

*1967592 A MIDSUMMER NIGHT’S
FUDGE. By Nancy Coco. After a summer
celebration on Michigan’s Mackinac Island
ends in murder, hotel and fudge shop owner
Allie McMurphy puts on her sleuthing hat. As
she hears rumors and gossip, and learns of
mean pranks and threatening notes, her
instincts kick in. Between managing a new
hire and keeping the tourists filled with with

fudge, she’s dealing with a case that’s boiling over. 290 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7927584 TO FUDGE OR NOT TO FUDGE. By
Nancy Coco. Life is sweet for Allie, proud owner
of McMurphy Hotel and Fudge Shop on
Mackinac Island, until murder and deception
leave a bitter taste. When her stint on a cooking
reality show swirls up a trail of foul play, Allie
will have to outwit a cunning killer to continue
living la dolce vida. 344 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7920911 ALL YOU NEED IS FUDGE. By
Nancy Coco. Fudge shop owner Allie is making
fudgy treats for the annual yacht race–but a
killer’s stirring up a batch of trouble. Amid bitter
feuds and hushed-up scandals, the courageous
candy maker quickly gets in over her head.
Someone is trying to fudge the facts to keep a
secret worth killing for. 344 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7927444 THE TELL-TALE TARTE. By Maya Corrigan. Cool
Down Cafe manager Val Deniston has plenty to sweat over–like
catering a book club event, testing recipes for her Granddad’s
cookbook, and catching the author of a deadly tale of murder.
314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*788821X MURDER AT THE PUMPKIN
PAGEANT. By Darci Hannah. It’s Halloween
weekend and Beacon Harbor, Michigan, has a
packed schedule of events, including the
Pumpkin Pageant, featuring humans and their
canine counterparts. For treats, there’s plenty of
pumpkin goodness from bakery-cafe owner and
local lighthouse resident Lindsey. But someone
wants to spoil the fun with a deadly trick.

344 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7857500 MURDER WITH EARL GREY
TEA. By Karen Rose Smith. At Daisy’s tea
garden in Pennsylvania’s Amish country, the tea 
of the month is Earl Grey to warm those late
February days–but a cold-blooded murder
casts a deadly chill. Now Daisy must follow a
twisted trail of clues to uncover what drove
someone to murder. 324 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

778970X A BRUSH WITH MURDER. By
Bailee Abbott. A quiet lakeside town in
western New York State is the new home of
Manhattan artist Chloe Abbington and the
backdrop for murder. She may end up
trading in her paint smock for an orange
jumpsuit, or a green burial plot. 314 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

*1982044 MUDDLED THROUGH. By
Barbara Ross. Mud season takes a whole
new meaning in the coastal town of
Busman’s Harbor, Maine, when local
business owners sling dirt at one another in
a heated feud over a proposed pedestrian
mall. Vandalism is one thing, but murder
means Jul ie of  the Snowden Family
Clambake steps in to clean up the case.

266 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7877196  A MURDER OF ASPIC
PROPORTIONS. By Amy Lillard. Professional
advice columnist turned cafe manager and
amateur sleuth Sissy Yoder is adjusting to life in
her parents’ small but not so sleepy former
hometown of Yoder, Kansas, where family is
plentiful, the tomatoes are “to die for”–and murder
is in season. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7804296 WINED AND DIED IN NEW ORLEANS. By Ellen
Byron. Repairs on the Bon Vee House Museum unearth crates of very
valuable French wine buried by the home’s builder, bringing family
members clamoring for a cut of the wine’s sale. When a dead body
turns up, Ricki James-Diaz, owner of Miss Vee’s Vintage Cookbook
Shop is determined to uncover the culprit, and uncork the case.
274 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Amateur Sleuths
7885091  MURDER ON MILLIONAIRES’
ROW. By Erin Lindsey. Rose Gallagher might
dream of bigger things, but she’s content enough 
with her life as a housemaid. However all that
changes on the day her boss, Mr. Wiltshire,
disappears. So Rose takes it upon herself to find
her handsome young employer, and the
investigation takes her from the marble palaces of 
Fifth Avenue to the sordid streets of Five Points.

390 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
7964013 A MURDER AT BALMORAL. By
Chris McGeorge. The royal family has gathered
at Balmoral Castle, for a traditional Christmas.
King Eric has something momentous to
say–he’s about to name his successor. But as
he raises a glass of whiskey, he drops dead,
poisoned. Now the king’s beloved head chef,
Johnathan, must play detective. 370 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7896204 DESIGNS ON THE DEAD. By
Emilia Bernhard. Having solved two murders in
the City of Lights Rachel and Magda are ready to 
take on the world. When fashion designer
Roland Guipure is found lifeless outside his own 
birthday party, dead from an apparent overdose,
Rachel thinks it’s murder and the police agree.
The two Americans roll up their sleeves for
another murder investigation. 311 pages.

Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
7926839 MURDER IN THE CORN MAZE.
By G.A. McKevett. Stella Reid always makes
the holidays like Halloween memorable for
twelve year old Savannah and the rest of her
grandchildren. But the corn maze proves to
be scarier than expected when Granny and
the kids find a human skull. Now it’s up to
Granny to solve the mystery that turns out to
tie into her family history. 280 pages.

Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
*7714777 A GOOD DOG’S GUIDE TO
MURDER. By Krista Davis. Holly notices that Trixie 
and Twinkletoes, her calico kitty, are fixated on the
big oak tree and a body is found inside the trunk. It
soon becomes clear that someone is trying to keep 
the truth under wraps. Trixie and Twinkletoes now
have to help Holly sniff out some suspects and
leash a conniving killer. 271 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7785585 TO CATCH A WITCH. By Heather
Blake. Darcy Merriweather is hired by her friend, 
elite runner Abby, to organize a race. But when
Abby turns up dead, she begins to learn that she 
didn’t really know her friend at all. Darcy might
be a witch with the ability to grant wishes for
others, but wishing isn’t going to help her catch
th is  k i l le r.  330 pages.  Crooked Lane.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7882904 A DEADLY EDITION. By Victoria Gilbert. The pursuit to
acquire a rare illustrated book turns deadly, and on the eve of her
upcoming wedding, library directory Amy is drawn into a web of
treachery and betrayal that could derail her happy day–and maybe
just claim her life. 359 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $7.95

7926863 MURDER WITH FRIED CHICKEN
AND WAFFLES. By A.L. Herbert. Halia Watkins
has her hands full cooking, hosting, and keeping
her boisterous young cousin, Wavonne from
getting too sassy with customers. Having fast
talking Marcus Rand turn up in her kitchen is
annoying enough when he’s alive, but finding his
dead body after hours is much worse. 327 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7926871 MURDER WITH MACARONI AND
CHEESE. By A.L. Herbert. Mahalia’s Sweet Tea
is known for serving the best soul food in
Prince George’s County, Maryland. But owner
Halia also likes to indulge in some a la carte
detective work. Can she solve the murder of a
former “mean girl” when a high school reunion 
takes a deadly turn? 332 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7896352 A CATERED DOGGIE WEDDING. By Isis Crawford.
When Bernie and Libby Simmons, sisters and co-owners of A Little
Taste of Heaven, are hired to cater a posh pooch party they wind up
stepping into a fresh murder investigation after someone begins
sending threatening messages to Bernie, Libby, and others in town.
326 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7715641 VALENTINO WILL DIE. By Donis
Casey. In the summer of 1926 Bianca LaBelle
and Rudolph Valentino are finally making their
first picture together. One evening at Bianca’s
estate, Rudy confesses that he’s been received
anonymous death threats. In a matter of days,
filming comes to an abrupt halt when Rudy falls 
deathly ill. It could be poison, but it’s definitely
not a coincidence. 201 pages. Poisoned Pen.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $2.95

7785496 A SCONE OF CONTENTION. By
Lucy Burdette. A murderer’s out to spoil
food cr i t ic  Hayley  Snow’s  Scot t ish
honeymoon! With one person dead, another 
possibly poisoned, and her sister in law
acting suspicious, Hayley sets out to solve
the case before the killer gets away
scot-free. 323 pages. Crooked Lane.
Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

*7872372 MISFORTUNE COOKIE. By Vivien
Chien. Lana Lee and her sister Anna May head to a
restaurant convention in California. Lana witnesses
a catfight between a fortune cookie vendor and a
journalist. Then on the night of the cocktail party,
things go south when the journalist Lana saw in the
catfight plunges from the rooftop. Can they figure
out who did it before they are the next ones pushed
over the edge? 326 pages. St. Martin’s.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7883277 PURRFECTLY DEAD. By Dixie Lyle.
When zillionairess Zelda Zoransky throws a party,
she means business. Assistant extraordinaire,
Deidre “Foxtrot” Lancaster knows she’s in for a
night when anything can happen. The evening’s
festivities include a high-stakes game between
two escape artists locked in a bitter rivalry, and the
magic turns deadly. Now it’s up to Foxtrot, Tango
and Whiskey to solve the case. 325 pages. St.

Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7839979 ASHES TO ASHES, CRUST TO
CRUST. By Mindy Quigley. Newly single pizzeria
owner Delilah is determined to keep her restaurant
afloat by winning the hefty cash prize in the town’s
annual “Taste of Wisconsin” culinary contest.
While Delilah and her team have been focused on
pumping out perfect pizza, her ex-fiance has
cozied up to a new squeeze, juice bar owner
Jordan–Deliah’s contest rival. 310 pages. St.

Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7874464 BEL, BOOK, AND SCANDAL. By
Maggie McConnon. Bel is jolted into a dark
chapter from her past after seeing a photo of
h e r  f r i e n d  A m y  s h o r t l y  a f t e r  h e r
disappearance. Bel’s burning desire to find
out what happened to Amy and whether she
may still be alive is the catalyst for a story in
which old secrets are revealed and people
are  not  as  genuine as  once thought .

309 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

1989057 HOMEPORT. By Nora Roberts. After
an assault at her family home in Maine Dr.
Miranda Jones is determined to put the
experience behind her. Distraction comes when
she is summoned to Italy. Instead of cementing
Miranda’s reputation as the leading expert in the
field, the job nearly destroys it when her personal 
judgment is called into question. 417 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95

7926987 THE NOVEL ART OF MURDER.
By V.M. Burns. When flamboyant phony Maria 
Romanov nabs the lead in the Senior Follies, a 
part Nana Jo plays every year, Nana Jo reads
her the riot act in front of everyone. But when
Maria is silenced with a bullet to the head,
Nana Jo lands the leading role on the suspects 
list. To save her grandmother, Samantha must
draw the real killer out of the wings.

326 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

7927711 WED, READ & DEAD. By V.M.
Burns .  Booksto re  owner  Samantha
Washington sells and solves mysteries in
North Harbor, Michigan–including the murder 
of her mother’s wedding planner. It’s a case of
art imitating life as Sam pens her next
historical mystery set in England between the
wars. But when she’s not writing, Samantha is
rushing to shine a light on the killer.

263 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

*7950012 THE FATAL FOLIO. By Elizabeth
Penney. On Guy Fawkes Night, Molly, Kieran,
and her friends set out to enjoy the costumes,
fireworks, and fun–at least until a stray firework
starts a panic, and the group stumbles upon a
prone body, his face covered by a mask. It’s
Thad, and he’s been stabbed to death.
278 pages.  St .  Mar t in’s.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7948212 TWO PARTS SUGAR, ONE PART
MURDER. By Valerie Burns. As long as Maddy
is willing to live in her late, great-aunt Octavia’s
house in New Bison, Michigan, for a year,
running her bakery and caring for a 250-pound
English mastiff named Baby, she can regroup.
But when the mayor is fatally stabbed and
Maddy’s fingerprints are found on the knife,
everything changes. 266 pages. Kensington.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

*4951344    TRIPLE CHOCOLATE
CHEESECAKE MURDER. By Joanne Fluke.
Hannah Swensen is up to her ears with Easter
orders rushing in at The Cookie Jar, plus a festive
meal to prepare for a dinner party at her mother’s
penthouse. But everything comes crashing to a
halt when Hannah receives a panicked call from
her sister Andrea–Mayor Bascomb has been
murdered, and Andrea is the prime suspect!

384 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*1949802 APPLE TURNOVER MURDER. By 
Joanne Fluke. Early summer brings plenty of work
for baker Hannah Swensen even before the order
for eleven-hundred cookies for a charity event!
When the host of the event is discovered
backstage–dead–Hannah and her sister Michelle
start looking for a killer who’s flakier than puff
pastry and far more dangerous. 340 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7901453 THE CHOCOLATE RACCOON
RIGMAROLE. By JoAnna Carl. Lee Woodyard
arrives at the scene of another break-in which
the burglars steal nothing but sweets. It all
seems pretty funny, until the discovery of a dead 
body. With her friends and community in
danger, Lee must stop one very sour killer before 
someone else comes to a bitter end. 245 pages. 
Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7920970 ANTIQUES WANTED. By Barbara
Allan. Brandy’s crime busting mama, Vivian, is
running for county sheriff and Brandy is roped in
as her campaign manager. But after getting a
valuable donation of cowboy memorabilia, a
massive explosion sends Brandy to the ER and the
donor to the grave. Brandy, Vivian, and Sushi the
shih tzu, must lay down the law. 288 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7857667 DEATH IN CASTLE DARK. By
Veronica Bond. Maybe it was too good to be true,
but when actress Nora Blake accepted the job from 
Derek Corby, proprietor of Castle Dark, she could
not see any downsides. But something sinister
lurks behind the walls of Castle Dark, and when
one of the actors is murdered, Nora sets out to see
which one of her fellow actors has taken on the role 
of a murderous villain. 270 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

785353X TOUCAN KEEP A SECRET. By
Donna Andrews. Meg agreed to take care of the
toucan of her friend, the Rev. Robyn Smith. But
after finding the body of an elderly parishioner at
the church, Meg is thrust into the investigation.
Now it’s up to her to find the motive, and a
long-buried Caerphilly mystery that seems to
involve the toucan itself. 304 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7902786 GLITTER BOMB. By Laura Childs
with T.F. Moran. Scrapbook shop owner Carmela
Bertrand is excited for Mardi Gras in New Orleans
to officially commence with the marching of the
Pluvis parade. But the revelry suddenly turns to
disaster when a float crashes and explodes,
leaving the CEO of a local hedge fund dead–and
her ex-husband as a suspect. 310 pages.
Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

*7950047 MURDER AT BLACK OAKS. By Phillip Margolin.
Attorney Robin Lockwood finds herself trapped at an isolated
retreat faced with an impossible murder and too many suspects.
308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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Amateur Sleuths
788284X BITTERROOT LAKE. By Alicia
Beckman. When four women separated by
tragedy reunite at a lakeside Montana
lodge, murder forces them to confront
everything they thought they knew about the 
terrifying accident that tore them apart. Now 
they can no longer ignore the ominous
portents from the past that point to a danger
more present than any of them could know.

322 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $7.95

7789955 HOPE, FAITH, & A CORPSE. By 
Laura Jensen Walker. Hope Taylor, pastor of
a small-town California church, tries to find
out who sent a church elder to Heaven. The
last time Hope saw the church elder, he had
shouted drunkenly that she would preach
there over his dead body. Now Hope finds
herself as the prime suspect of his murder,
and is determined to find the real killer. 298

pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

7922205 KILLER BLONDE. By Laura Levine. When Beverly Hills
socialite SueEllen offers freelance writer Jaine Austen megabucks to
ghostwrite a book of hostess tips, it’s time to sharpen the #2s. But
everything short circuits when Jaine finds SueEllen floating face down
in her tub. 286 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

792710X PIES BEFORE GUYS. By Kirsten
Weiss. A poetry slam at a bakery? Why not! But
the evening ends on a sour note when the guest 
poet is found murdered mere moments after
being accused of plagiarism. Much to
Detective Carmichael’s consternation, Val
decides to investigate his death before Pie
Town’s reputation crumbles. 316 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921926 GOURD TO DEATH. By Kirsten
Weiss. As the owner of Pie Town, Val has been
tapped to judge the pie making contest at the
annual pumpkin festival. Things could get
sticky when her boyfriend enters his family’s
pie recipe, but Val’s got bigger problems when
she discovers another contestant crushed
under an enormous pumpkin. 342 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7927096 PIE HARD. By Kirsten Weiss. Business at the bakery
may have slowed down, but Val Harris isn’t about to eat humble
pie–not until a reality cooking show comes to town. When the
show’s bossy producer gets pushed to her death, Val and her
flaky friend Charlene, follow crumbs in hopes of finding the
killer. 340 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

786275X THE ROCKY ROAD TO RUIN. By Meri 
Allen. Riley Rhodes returns to her childhood home
in rural dairy land Penniman, Connecticut, to attend
the funeral of her friend Caroline’s mother. But
when Caroline’s brother turns up dead the morning
after the funeral, the peace and quiet of Penniman
seems upended for good. Can Riley find the killer
before another body turns up? 341 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

792691X MURDER, SHE MEOWED. By Liz
Mugavero. Kristan and Jake’s wedding will
soon take place on the town green in Frog
Ledge, Connecticut, followed by a reception at
their beloved Irish pub. But when a dead body
turns up at Kristan’s bachelorette party, her
guest list turns into a suspect list. 362 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7926669 MURDER MOST FINICKY. By Liz
Mugavero. Business is booming for Kristan’s
organic pet food, catching the eye of celebrity
pastry chef Sheldon Allyn. After forming a
partnership, he invites her to Newport for an
appreciation weekend which includes murder and
a missing chef. She needs to find the culprit soon,
before there is another murder. 344 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7746083 DEATH BY SPICED CHAI. By
Alex Erickson. In a small town, reputation
counts for a lot. And for reasons that Krissy can’t 
figure out, someone is trashing hers. She is
being framed for every bit of bad news around.
Her boyfriend, local cop Paul, is on the case, but 
before they can source the saboteur, Krissy is in
the f rame for  murder  too. 316 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7841027 DEATH BY ICED COFFEE. By Alex Erickson.
Bookstore-cafe owner Krissy is stepping out from behind the
counter to take part in the first annual Pine Hills, Ohio marathon.
But with a killer close by, she may soon be running for her life.
315 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7922213 A KNIT BEFORE DYING. By Sadie
Hartwell. A new antique shop might add some
charm to downtown Dorset Falls–and draw
some tourists to Josie’s yarn shop. But when
one of the antique shop’s owners is found
stabbed to death by an old pair of sheep shears,
Josie finds herself lacing up for another
homicide investigation. 262 pages. Kensington. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

7911033 IT CAME UPON A MIDNIGHT
SHEAR. By Allie Pleiter. The murder of Libby’s
ex-husband Sterling, unravels her life faster
than a hand-knit Christmas stocking. The luxe
yarn goes missing, Sterling’s domineering
family comes to town, and the vicuna attempts
an escape. If Libby can’t stitch up a solution to
the case, she may be trading in her knitting
needles for a set of handcuffs. 290 pages.

Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7862326 KNIT OR DYE TRYING. By Allie
Pleiter. Business is booming for Libby and her
Maryland shop, named Y.A.R.N. When the
village launches a food festival to draw a new
group of tourist, artisan fiber dyer Julie will
hopefully draw a crowd with a special dyeing
workshop. The town festival brings a fatality
with it: Julie is found dead in the event
warehouse and Libby gets all tangled up in the

murder. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7863136 CURSES, BOILED AGAIN! By Shari
Randall. Allie Larkin is back home in Mystic Bay,
helping her Aunt Gully get her new Lobster Shack
off the ground. But when one of the judges is
murdered in the local Lobster Roll contest that
Gully has entered, Gully becomes the prime
suspect. Can Allie and her devoted crew find a
way to trap the real killer? 306 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

779682X WITCH TRIAL. By Cate Conte. The
Full Moon crystal shop offers nothing that can help 
owner Violet learn how to wield the magick she
inherited from both sides of the family, the
legendary Ravenstar and Moonstone clans. Her
tutors are her estranged mother Fiona, a sister she
never knew she had named Zoe, and a familiar in
the form of a black cat, Xander. 327 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7927312 SELL LOW, SWEET HARRIET. By
Sherry Harris. Sarah Winston’s garage sale
business has a new client: the daughter of
retired CIA agents, recently killed in a tragic
accident. With enough on her plate, Sarah hires 
a new assistant. Harriet is a former FBI hostage
negotiator, which is good, because soon Sarah
may have to haggle for her life. 291 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7922272 LET’S FAKE A DEAL. By Sherry
Harris. As a former military spouse, Sarah
Winston’s learned a little about organizing,
packing, and moving. But when her latest
project has her accidentally selling stolen
merchandise and her friend ends up suspected
of murder, Sarah will need to clear out more
than her own name. 292 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921942 THE GUN ALSO RISES. By Sherry
Harris. A wealthy widow has asked Sarah to sell 
her massive collection of mysteries. While
sorting through piles of books stashed in the
woman’s attic, Sarah discovers a case of lost
Hemingway stories. A maid is killed when the
case is stolen, and Sarah must race to catch the 
culprit before he catches her! 275 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921691 DOUGH OR DIE. By Winnie Archer.
People come to the beach town of Santa Sofia
as much for the healing properties of Yeast of
Eden’s breads as for a vacation getaway. Now, a
murder may kill i ts reputation. Baking
apprentice Ivy will have to move quickly before
someone else is targeted, and the business
collapses like a deflated souffle. 312 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7695144 FLOUR IN THE ATTIC. By Winnie
Archer. As Yeast of Eden bakery owner Ivy
Culpepper gets to work helping her mentor, Olaya 
Solis, with the catering for Marisol’s funeral, she
also teams up with her partners in detection. It
seems unlikely there’s even a grain of truth to the
theory that Marisol accidentally drowned, and
because they want to prevent someone from
getting away with murder–there’s no time for

loafing. 297 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7761546 BREAD OVER TROUBLED
WATER. By Winnie Archer. Photographer Ivy
Culpepper is soon to make a home with her husband 
to be in the California beach town of Santa Sofia–but
the Yeast of Eden bakery remains her second home.
It’s not just a place to work, but a community. A now
one member of the community has been murdered,
she’ll have to start sleuthing. 296 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7927681 THE WALKING BREAD. By Winnie
Archer. Beloved Mexican bakery, Yeast of Eden,
has scored the catering deal at the annual Santa
Sofia, CA, art car parade and ball. Apprentice baker 
Ivy Culpepper’s brother Billy is a runner-up in the
competition. But when his closest competitor turns 
up dead, Ivy will have to sift through the suspects
and find the real killer. 298 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7926596 MULBERRY MISCHIEF. By Sharon
Farrow. When an eccentric customer wants to
use dried mulberries to ward off evil forces,
Berry Basket proprietor Marlee doesn’t take her 
fears seriously until a man is found dead on the
woman’s property. But solving this could put
Marlee in a real jam! 345 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921616 A DEVIOUS DEATH. By Alyssa
Maxwell. In the sobering yet hopeful years
following the First World War, Lady Phoebe
Renshaw and her lady’s maid, Eva Huntford,
find their summer plans marred by an instance 
o f  murder.  307 pages .  Kens ing ton .
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95
 

7926723 MURDER AT WAKEHURST. By Alyssa Maxwell. In
the autumnal chill of Newport, Rhode Island, at the close of the
nineteenth century, journalist Emma Cross discovers an
instance of cold-blooded murder on the grounds of a mansion.
297 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7924917 HOMICIDE IN CHICAGO. By
Edward Marston. Chicago, 1931. While the Great
Depression has tightened its grip on the world,
there are some who still have the means to make
their dreams a reality. Architect Merlin Richards
has an opportunity to build a mansion. But his
elation turns to fear when a body has been found on 
site hanging from a rafter. 381 pages. Allison &
Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

7926677 MURDER AT ICICLE LODGE. By
J.D. Griffo. When her granddaughter lands a
reporting gig at the grand opening of the
luxurious Icicle Lodge, Alberta Scaglione and
friends tag along for a week of R&R. But the
idyllic getaway becomes a nightmare after the
gang discovers the dead body of celebrity
guest Pamela Gregory. 323 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

792688X MURDER WITH A CHERRY ON
TOP. By Cynthia Baxter. Kate McKay should be
thrilled about opening Lickety Splits Ice Cream
Shoppe, but her spirits melt when she learns that 
her childhood frenemy, Ashley, is selling frozen
treats in the bakery across the street. But when
Ashley turns up dead, Kate is the number one
suspect, and she’ll need to join forces with her
former flame to get the real scoop! 265 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $5.95

*7817223 LEMON CURD KILLER. By
Laura Childs. Tea shop entrepreneur Theodosia
has been tapped to host a fancy Limon Tea Party 
in a genuine lemon orchard as a rousing kickoff
to Charleston Fashion week. But while fairy
lights twinkle and the scent of lemon wafts
among the tea tables, the deadly murder of a
fashion designer puts the squeeze on things.
310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95
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Amateur Sleuths
*4878698 KILLING IN A KOI POND:
Murder, She Wrote. By Jessica Fletcher &
T.F. Moran. Jessica Fletcher decides she’s
earned a vacation and takes a train to Columbia,
South Carolina, to visit her old college friend
Dolores. But the morning after she arrives,
Jessica discovers her husband face down in the
koi pond. The question isn’t if her friend’s
husband was murdered–but  by whom.

330 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
792738X SOUTHERN SASS AND KILLER
CRAVINGS. By Kate Young. After divorcing
her husband and returning home to help out
with the family diner, Marygene has barely tied
on an apron when a diner regular drops dead at
the counter. Now Marygene must find the real
killer, with some startling assistance from her
Mama’s spirit.  361 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7785402 ON BORROWED CRIME. By
Kate Young. Lyla’s a small town Georgia girl 
with a big problem. A member of the Jane
Doe Book Club’s been murdered–and left
in a suitcase on her doorstep! The police
suspect Lyla’s best friend, and in trying to
clear her name, Lyla just might end up the
killer’s next target. 311 pages. Crooked
Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

7883269 THE PROOF IS IN THE POISON. By 
Diane Kelly. Now that her moonshine shop is up
and running, Hattie can focus her efforts on
expanding her fledgling business to events in
the area, like the Chattanooga Choo-Choo
Model Train convention. But when an attendee
dies after drinking some of her moonshine,
she’ll need to prove her innocence. 278 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95
*7824327 FIDDLING WITH FATE. By Diane 
Kelly. When a local bluegrass musician
disappears and a jug of her shop’s corn liquor is 
implicated, moonshiner Hattie Hayes must stop 
further trouble from brewing. Hattie’s cool head
and quick mind help her understand that when
investigating a musical crime, one must always
stay sharp. 279 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7920822 THE MOONSHINE SHACK
MURDER. By Diane Kelly. The Hayes family
has made moonshine in Chattanooga since the
days of Prohibition, and Hattie is happy to
continue the tradition, serving up mason jars for 
locals and tourists alike. But when a body ends
up on her store’s doorstep, it just might be
lights out for her fledgling business unless she
can serve the killer a swift shot of justice.

294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
4805631 THE BODIES IN THE LIBRARY. By Marty Wingate.
Hayley Burke’s fresh start as the curator of The First Edition
Society’s library in Bath, England, is about to take a rotten turn
when one of the Agatha Christie-fan fiction writers’ group is
found dead in the venerable stacks of the library. 323 pages.
Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7927509 THREAD HERRINGS. By Lea Wait. 
Tagging along to an estate sale with her fellow
Needlepointer, Angie Curtis impulsively bids
on a tattered embroidery of a coat of arms.
When she subsequently receives death threats 
because of it, she realizes she has to unravel
the mystery that came along with it before she
is the next one going, going, gone! 284 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7927517 THREAD ON ARRIVAL. By Lea
Wait. Most of the locals do what they can to help 
out Ike Hamilton when he falls on hard times,
and needle pointing partners Angie and Sarah
are happy to see him at the annual Blessing of
the Fleet. But when he is stabbed, Angie sets
out to find what secrets Ike may have known that 
led to his murder. 310 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921314 COBBLERED TO DEATH. By Rosemarie Ross. During a
film shoot for the American Baking Battle in the Poconos, Courtney has 
to juggle career commitments like pots on a six-burner stove. On top
of that, a contestant who gives her a lot of trouble winds up dead with
Courtney’s frying pan next to his body–now classified as a murder
weapon! 312 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7806140 SHOW ME THE BUNNY. By
Laurien Berenson. Melanie agrees to organize
Easter festivities at Gallagher House, the new
women’s shelter. But when she arrives to dye
eggs and stuff baskets, she learns devastating
news about Beatrice Gallagher, the benefactor of 
the estate. Beatrice has fallen to her death, and
the circumstances are shocking. 216 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7791755 GAME OF DOG BONES. By Laurien
Berenson. As Greenwich, Connecticut, slows
down during a bitterly cold February, Melanie
Travis and her spunky Aunt Peg head to the city
that never sleeps for the Westminster Kennel
Club Dog Show at Madison Square Garden. But
the bright lights of the show ring grow dim when
the ousted Paugussett Poodle Club member,
Victor Durbin, is found murdered! 266 pages.

Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7927797 WHO’S DEAD, DOC? By J.M.
Griffin. When Juliette Bridge began caring for
rabbits on her beloved Fur Bridge Farm in rural
New Hampshire, she never imagined she’d be
solving murders with one of them. Now things
get pretty hare-y when she and her brilliant
bunny, “Bun,” go undercover to catch a
murderer hiding in plain sight. 311 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7862628 A DEATH OF NO IMPORTANCE.
By Mariah Fredericks. The Benchley family
has been dismissed by the city’s elite as

“new money” and cause further outrage
when their daughter becomes engaged to
Norrie, the son of the eminent Newsome
family. But when Norrie is found murdered,
the Benchley’s lady’s maid, Jane Prescott,
discovers she is uniquely positioned to solve 

his murder. 276 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $24.99  $5.95

784199X STITCHED IN CRIME. By Emmie
Caldwell. The craft fair may have hit a few snags,
but knitting enthusiast Lia Geiger is hopeful her
quiet life will return to its usual patterns in no time.
All seems well until Cori Littlefield, a new vendor
with a gift for crochet, is found dead, sending
shock waves though Crandalsburg. It’s up to Lia to
weave together the clues. 296 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7727224 MURDER ON THE POET’S WALK. By Ellery
Adams. When corpses clutching poems begin turning up around 
Storyton Hall, resort manager Jane Steward is on the trail of
someone exercising poetic license to kill. 335 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

1936824 CRISIS.  By Felix Francis.
Harrison Foster, a crisis manager for a
London firm, is summoned to Newmarket
after a fire in the Chadwick family’s stables
kills seven very valuable horses. There is far 
more to the simple fire than initially meets
the eye–for a start, human remains are
found among the equest r ian ones.
372 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $7.95

7802900 GHASTLY GLASS. By Joyce & Jim Lavene.
Halloween is coming to the Renaissance Faire and Jesse
Morton has a lot on her plate–a crabby boss at her
glassblowing apprenticeship and her boyfriend has found her
in a comprising position with the boss’s nephew. Then death
comes to the man playing the Grim Reaper and Jesse takes it
upon herself to find answers. 312 pages. Berkley Prime
Crime. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*4839625 SEVEN-YEAR WITCH.  By
Angela M. Sanders. Finding your feet in a new
job isn’t always easy. That goes double for
Josie Way, who’s settling in as Wilfred,
Oregon’s, new librarian–and she has just
discovered she’s a witch. But will her fledgling 
powers be enough to save her from a spell of
murder? 281 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7896255   STRAWBERRIES  AND
CRIME. By Elle Brooke White. Charlotte
Finn is just starting to feel at home at the
produce farm she inherited, when a blight
starts to destroy young berry plants.
Worse, another mysterious death is
shaking Little Acorn. Now, if Charlotte and 
Horse, the farm’s baby pig, can’t root out
the murderer, they too may end up dead

and berried. 298 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

7907869 MURDER OF A MAIL-ORDER
BRIDE. By Mimi Granger. When real life starts
mimicking the plot of one of the romance books
that line the shelves in her bookstore, it’s up to
Lizzie Hale to catch the killer of Svetlana, the
local hardware store owner’s mysterious
Russian bride. 262 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7921527 DEATH BY AUCTION. By Alexis
Morgan. Still reeling from the shock that Tripp was
married and wondering what his ex, Valerie, is
suddenly doing in town, Abby goes looking to pay
the auction’s emcee, radio personality Bryce
Cadigan. But when she finds him dead, and
Valerie the last one to have seen him alive, Tripp
asks Abby to help clear his ex’s name. 312 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921543 DEATH BY JACK-O’-LANTERN.
By Alexis Morgan. When ornery pumpkin
farmer Ronald Minter is found dead in his corn
maze, the police suspect a homeless veteran,
Kevin, who was seen arguing with Minter. Abby 
McCree and Tripp, a veteran himself, followthe
twists and turns of the case to corner the corn
maze  k i l l e r.  299 pages .  Kens ing ton .
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

792755X THREE WIDOWS AND A CORPSE.
By Debra Sennefelder. Between developing her
food blog, Hope at Home, and choosing low-cal
recipes for a feature in Cooking Now! magazine,
Hope has a full plate. But while working with her
team during the annual scavenger hunt, she
discovers a grisly surprise–the body of real estate
developer Lionel Whitcomb. 343 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7927568 TILLING THE TRUTH. By Julia
Henry.  I t ’ s  Augus t  in  Goosebush ,
Massachusetts, and go-getter retiree Lilly
Jayne and her youthful senior pals show no sign 
of slowing down during the lazy days of
summer. But when murder mows over a pesky
local, Lilly Jayne and her pals investigate to see 
if a Garden Squad member could be nurturing a 
deadly second act. 298 pages. Kensington.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921632 DIGGING UP THE REMAINS. By Julia Henry.
Between hosting a haunted house on her lawn, serving on the
town’s 400th Anniversary Planning Committee, and prepping
for the Fall Festivals’ 10K fundraiser, Lilly’s hands are full.
But when a nosy reporter trying to dig up dirt on Goosebush’s
notable families turns up dead, Lilly and her Garden Squad
are determined to root out the killer. 280 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7927142 PRUNING THE DEAD. By Julia
Henry. Post-retirement aches and pains can’t
prevent Lilly from keeping the most manicured
garden in Goosebush. But when her best friend
and her ex-husband are both suspects in the
murder of her ex’s wife, Lilly and her unlikely
group of amateur crime solvers get to work to
dig up the culprit! 346 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7820399 A BIG FAT GREEK MURDER. By
Kate Collins. The entire family has been put to 
work when a big fat Greek wedding rehearsal
is booked at the Parthenon. But no matter how 
tangy the tzatziki, everyone’s appetite is
ruined when the groom who was MIA is found
dead. And when the bride accuses Athena’s
sister it’s all-out war, and it’s up to Athena to
dig up the dirt on the suspects. 328 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*4916638 MURDER AT THE LOBSTAH
SHACK. By Maddie Day. When murder turns
out to be the special of the day at her friend’s
seafood restaurant, bicycle shop owner
Mackenzie “Mac” Almeida and her fellow book 
club sleuths have to net a killer. There are
several suspects and multiple motives for the
killing of Annette DiCicero. 310 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7727216 MURDER IN A CAPE COTTAGE. By Maddie Day.
It’s beginning to look a lot like murder, as Cape Cod bike shop
owner Mackenzie “Mac” Almeida and her book club sleuths, the
Cozy Capers Book Group, must solve a murder before Mac and
her fiance’s New Years Eve wedding. 310 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Amateur Sleuths
*7787561 FOUR LEAF CLEAVER.  By
Maddie Day. It’s Saint Patrick’s Day in South
L ick ,  Ind iana ,  and a  ho l iday  cook ing
competition at Robbie Jordan’s country store
and restaurant Pans ‘N Pancakes is put on the
back burner when the producer, Tara, is found
upstairs in her B&B, bludgeoned to death. Not
only does Robbie have a store full of festive
decorations, she’s got a store full of suspects.

310 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7945981 DANGER AT THE COVE. By Hannah
Dennison. Margot believes that Louise, a
marketing guru, can put the hotel on the map and 
give it the boost it needs after Evie and Margot
have gone over budget in repairing the hotel. But
when a member of the hotel staff is found dead,
and then another murder follows, the sisters’
plans crumble before their eyes. 292 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

*7855796 HARD DOUGH HOMICIDE. By
Olivia Matthews. Spice Isle Bakery owner
Lyndsay is always looking for new ways to grow
her family’s business. But she already regrets
agreeing to host the retirement dinner for local
high school principal Emily Smith. Six guests
arrive for the celebration, but only five survive.
294 pages. St .  Mar t in’s.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7788126   THE PENGUIN POOL
MURDER. By Stuart Palmer. When a pickpocket 
sprints past, stolen purse in hand, prim teacher
Hildegarde Withers knocks him down with her
umbrella. By the time the police and security
guards finish arguing about what to do with him,
he has escaped, and Miss Withers has found
something far more interesting: a murdered
stockbroker floating in the penguin tank. 246

pages. Penzler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

792660X MULCH ADO ABOUT MURDER. By
Edith Maxwell. As organic farmer Cam Flaherty
waits for much needed rain, storm clouds of
mystery begin to gather as Cam deals with the
murder of her neighbor, the once proud owner of
the town’s new hydroponic greenhouse. As
suspects keep sprouting up, Cam must move
quick before the killer strikes again. 310 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921780 EXPIRATION DATE. By Devon
Delaney. Sherry Frazzelle’s new passion is
compet i t i ve  cook ing ,  and  he r  l a test
competition is sure to be heated. She’s hopeful
her dish will sway the judges, but it seems
someone’s decided to slay one of them. Now
she’ll have to find out who turned this food fight
fatal. 332 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7847866 AUNT DIMITY & THE ENCHANTED COTTAGE.
By Nancy Atherton. When an inscrutable newcomer arrives in
the small English village of Finch, Lori is determined to befriend
him–and in the process discovers Finch’s own heart-wrenching
past. 242 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

7856547 MOURNING IN MINIATURE. By
Margaret Grace. For someone who recreates
scenes in miniature, Geraldine Porter’s troubles
are full size. Gerry attends a high school reunion
with her friend Rosie, who is hoping for romance.
When the object of Rosie’s affections is found
murdered, Gerry must reconstruct the crime
scene. 312 pages. Berkley Prime Crime.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921152 BOTCHED 4 MURDER. By J.C.
Eaton. Sophie is getting dragged into the
drama again at her mom’s Arizona retirement
community. When police find a corpse with an
arrow in its neck on the community’s bocce
court, Sophie and her investigator boyfriend
Marshall will have to team up to bounce a killer
into the slammer. 294 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7926545 MOLDED 4 MURDER. By J.C. Eaton. Terrified she’s
been targeted by assassins, Harriet begs her daughter Sophie

“Phee” Kimball, to investigate the recent murder at her retirement
complex. What Phee uncovers is a complicated scheme that only
the most diabolical of murderers would ever devise. 309 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921640 DITCHED 4 MURDER. By J.C.
Eaton. Working for a private investigator,
Sophie is drawn into the case of a murder where 
the victim was found outside her panicked
mother’s front door. With a killer on the loose,
and her Aunt Ina’s wedding to plan, she vows to
figure out the plot–if working with bridezilla
doesn’t kill her first! 339 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7926782 MURDER IN GREENWICH
VILLAGE. By Liz Freeland. New York City,
1913. Twenty year old Louise has fled Altoona,
Pennsylvania, to start a life under dizzying lights. 
But when Louise’s Greenwich Village apartment
becomes the scene of a violent murder and a
former suitor is the prime suspect, she is driven
to investigate the crime. 277 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7922930 MURDER IS NO PICNIC. By Amy Pershing. When a
celebrity chef is found dead, Samantha Bars, the “Cape Cod
Foodie,” finds her search for the world’s best blueberry buckle
turning into a search for a killer. 326 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7886349 A DEATH IN DOOR COUNTY. By 
Annelise Ryan. Morgan has a hobby. When she
isn’t tending her store, she’s hunting
cryptids–creatures who are rumored to exist
but have never been proven real. When a
number of bodies appear on the shores of Lake
Michigan with injuries that look like bites from
a giant unknown animal, Police chief Jon
comes to Morgan for help. 338 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

7857225 MURDER OFF THE PAGE. By
Con Lehane. A note from bartender Brain
McNulty,  Raymond Ambler ’s f r iend,
confidant, and sometimes adviser, sets the
l i b r a r i a n  s le u t h  o f f  o n  a  m u rd e r
inves t iga t ion ,  one  tha t  he  pursues
reluctantly until a second murder upends
the world as he knows it. 323 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7856423 GOODBYE, DOLLY. By Deb Baker.
Doll restoration artist Gretchen Birch is at her
first major doll show without her mother,
praying she doesn’t botch any repair jobs. But
glue-gun glitches turn out to be the least of her
worries when a sleazy reporter is killed with her 
craft knife. 281 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $6.99  $4.95

7927371 SOMETHING BORROWED,
SOMETHING MEWED. By Bethany Blake. After a
tense filled rehearsal dinner, the abrasive wedding
planner is found strangled by a garter–a weapon
both borrowed and blue. Now Daphne Templeton’s 
services are required not just for organizing the big
day for her sister Piper, but for figuring out whether
one of the in-laws is an outlaw. 332 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921020 BEAR A WEE GRUDGE. By Meg
Macy. Teddy bear shop manager Sasha
Silverman must step fast to find a murderer
before an upcoming Scottish festival. Sasha’s
father is arrested and framed for the murder of
the former owner of the rival teddy bear
company, who was targeting the Silverman
family. 288 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

792772X WEDDING BEAR BLUES. By Meg
Macy. Sasha and her sister Maddie are
bridesmaids at Cissy’s upcoming wedding in
Silver Hollow. Cissy is fuming over the worst
choice of best man, the jerk who broke her
sister Debbie’s heart. At the rehearsal dinner
you could cut the tension with a wedding cake
knife. That is, until best man Dylan is found
dead, impaled with an ice pick. 321 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

*7861486 HOT POT MURDER. By Jennifer
J. Chow. Trouble is brewing for cousins Yale and
Celine Yee after a hot pot dinner boils over and
ends in murder. It’s up to the detecting duo to
figure out what really happened–before their
friends and family have to close their businesses 
for good. 275 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

1951599 CARIOCA FLETCH. By Gregory
Mcdonald. Right before the festivities begin, an old 
woman off the street tells Fletch that he’s the
reincarnation of her husband and implores him to
solve his death. Caught between the chaos of
Carnival and this past-life murder, Fletch starts to
lose more than just sleep as he pokes around
nightclubs searching for answers. 230 pages.
Blackstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

1951726 FLETCH’S MOXIE. By Gregory
Mcdonald. Fletch drops in on Moxie’s film set. If
being called up for help by the box office beauty
wasn’t enough, Steve Peterman, Moxie’s sleazy
manager, is murdered while the cameras are
rolling, and no one managed to see a thing. Despite
the lack of evidence, the rumor mill is quick to
churn up a plausible suspect: Moxie. 232 pages.
Blackstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

*4839579 MRS. MORRIS AND THE
VAMPIRE. By Traci Wilton. It’s B&B owner
Charlene Morris’s second Halloween in
Salem, Massachusetts, and one she won’t
remember when the self-proclaimed vampire
is murdered. Detective Sam Holden has
homicide on his hand, and now him and
Charlene must put their heads together to find
out who staged the trick to take a vampire.

330 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7705905 MRS. MORRIS AND THE POT OF GOLD. By
Traci Wilton. Salem, Massachusetts, Bed and Breakfast owner
Charlene Morris will need the luck of the Irish and the help of a
ghost to unveil a hooded killer that rushed past her. The answer
lies in the motive, and to uncover that, the sleuth and spook will
need to shine a light on Connor’s shady past. 328 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7984375 CONFIDENCE. By Denise Mina.
Anna has made a terrible mistake. She has
forced her blended family to vacation
together. The weather is bad, her daughters
are bored, and her ex-husband st i ll
insufferable. Oh, and her podcasting partner,
Fin, has come along and brought his latest
girlfriend, too. So when news of a shocking
kidnapping breaks, Anna and Fin take off to

solve the case. 293 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

*782954X THE ALARM OF THE BLACK
CAT. By Dolores Hitchens. After renting a house,
Rachel Murdoch encounters a neighbor girl
named Claudia, that sparks her curiosity. But
soon after she and her cat move in, Rachel
realizes she landed in the middle of a deadly love
triangle, finds Claudia’s great-grandmother dead
in her basement, and a complicated will, that
could lead to a fortune, turns up. 207 pages.

American Mystery Classics. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*7821441 CURDS OF PREY. By Korina Moss. Curds & Whey
gets to be part of the social event of the season: Summer Harrington’s
wedding. Cheesemonger Willa is going all out for the wedding
shower’s cheese bar. But the Harrington family is proving to be a pain
in her asiago. The day ends in disaster when Willa finds the groom in
the stable, dead as a dodo. 325 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7925581 CASE OF THE BLEUS. By Korina
Moss. Max was famous for his aged award-winning
custom Church Bleu cheese. Only he knew the
recipe and location to his beloved cheese, and
many are eager to have these revealed at his will
reading. When a fellow cheesemonger dies under
mysterious circumstances, everyone falls under
suspicion. 308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7787596 IRISH COFFEE MURDER. By
Leslie Meier et al. Novels. You don’t need to
be Irish to enjoy St. Patrick’s Day in Maine,
where the chilly March weather offers the
perfect excuse to curl up with an Irish coffee.
But someone may have spiked this year’s
brew with murder. Includes Irish Coffee
Murder by Meier, Death of an Irish Coffee
Drinker by Lee Hollis, and Perked Up by

Barbara Ross. 330 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

*7823851 FATEFUL WORDS. By Paige Shelton. Delaney is
called upon to guide the yearly Edinburgh literary tour, made up of
visitors from all over the world. On the first night, at the inn where the
tour group is staying, the inn manager falls–or is pushed–off the roof 
of the building, and killed. Then one of the tour members
disappears. Delaney sets out to follow the clues to get to the bottom
of the mystery. 296 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $19.95
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Amateur Sleuths
4976800 DEADLY EDITIONS. By Paige
Shelton. It’s a quiet, snowy morning at The
Cracked Spine bookshop when bookseller
Delaney Nichols receives a mysterious
visitor, a messenger. He presents her with a
perplexing note: an invitation to a meeting
with eccentric socialite Shelagh O’Conner,
who requests Delaney’s participation in an
exclusive t reasure hunt.  293 pages.

Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $7.95
7890052 THE CHAMPAGNE CONSPIRACY.
By Ellen Crosby. Love, blackmail, murder and
intrigue blend like a full-bodied wine in this
installment of the Virginia Vineyard mystery
series. On the eve of a snowstorm, winemakers
Lucie and Quinn get a visit from Quinn’s cousin
Gino. He insists that it’s time a long-standing
family mystery finally be solved. 338 pages. St. 
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7967047 COACHED IN THE ACT. By
Victoria Laurie. Wild rumors are swirling in the
Hamptons over “Twelve Angry Men,” a
ruthlessly revealing one-woman show written
and performed by Yelena Galanis. The socialite
dated her way through some of the East End’s
most eligible bachelors, and now she’s sparing 
few details spilling their humbling secrets. 295
pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7966814 COACHED RED-HANDED. By Victoria Laurie. Life
coach Cat Cooper and her best friend Gilley can’t wait to take a
long vacation from low-key East Hampton. There’s just one more 
item on their planning checklist: stopping a killer. 266 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $7.95

*7979258 DEATH AND THE CONJUROR.
By Tom Mead. In 1930s London, celebrity
psychiatrist Anelm Rees is discovered dead in
his locked study, and there seems to be no way 
a killer could have escaped unseen. Stumped
by the confounding scene, the detective on the
case calls on retired magician turned part time
sleuth Joseph Spector. 256 pages. Mysterious
Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95
7776810 BEHIND THE FRAME. By Tracy
Gardner. Savanna, an art expert turned
elementary art teacher, is planning the Art in
the Park festival for her hometown. But
apparently, someone isn’t happy that her town
got to host the event: the beloved statue in the
park is destroyed. Not long after, Savanna finds 
the dead body of one of the people on the
planning committee. 339 pages. Hallmark.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7733445 STILL LIFE AND DEATH. By Tracy
Gardner. Savanna is delighted when her Uncle
Max and Uncle Freddie move to Carson. Uncle
Max takes a job at Libby’s Blooms, where
Savanna teaches a still life painting class for
adults. But one morning, Uncle Max finds a
dead body in the rooftop greenhouse, and even
worse, it looks like an inside job. 329 pages.
Hallmark. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95
*7684711 THE PAPER CAPER. By Kate
Carlisle. One lucky look-alike will trade
places with Joseph Cabot for a few days,
with access to all the money and power that
he commands. Brooklyn and Derek worry
that the contest might be generating some
dangerous attention. And when someone is
poisoned right before Brooklyn’s eyes, she
not convinced that the victim was the

intended target. 320 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95
7861990 ABSENCE OF MALLETS. By Kate
Carlisle. Shannon could not be happier that her
thriller-writing boyfriend, Mac, moved in with
her. When one of Shannon’s new friends is
found brutally bludgeoned with a mallet near
the lighthouse on Mac’s property, the couple
hammers out a suspect list and searches for a
motive. As they look for clues, another victim
winds up in a coma. 294 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7952155 THE TWELVE BOOKS OF CHRISTMAS. By Kate
Carlisle. San Francisco book-restoration expert Brooklyn
Wainwright and her hunky security-expert husband, Derek
Stone, face a puzzling murder mystery during the holidays in
Scotland. 308 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95SOLD OUT

7856571 MURDER ON A HOT TIN ROOF. By 
Amanda Matetsky. Intrepid crime magazine
reporter and mystery novelist Paige Turner has
a taste for danger. When her neighbor Abby’s
handsome friend and Broadway actor, Gray
Gordon, is found dead, Paige embarks on a
sweltering, decidedly dangerous quest for the
killer. 277 pages. Berkley Prime Crime.
Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99  $4.95

*797938X THE LONG AGO. By Michael
McGarrity. Recent news of his kid sister’s
disappearance brings Ray home on leave. He 
embarks on a relentless search that takes him 
from the Montana ranchlands and glitter of
Hollywood to the mean streets of L.A. and
beyond. He must confront his worst
nightmare: What if Barbara’s search for The
Long Ago ended in a shallow, unmarked

grave. 364 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95  $21.95

7928343 CREWEL AND UNUSUAL. By
Molly MacRae. Yarn shop owner Kath is
looking forward to the grand opening of the
Blue Plum Vault, but in the week before the
grand opening, two of the new shopkeepers
declare each other’s embroidery patterns and
antique embroidered linens fakes. When one
of them is found dead, Kath and the yarn
shop’s resident ghost, Geneva, look for the

killer. 263 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7825595 ARGYLES AND ARSENIC. By
Molly MacRae. Wendy Erskine, director of
the Inversgail museum, is found dead at a
decanting and decluttering party at the home 
of Violet MacAskill. As rumors swirl about
food poisoning, Violet tells Constable Hobbs 
that a tin of rat poisoning is missing. With
poisonous games afoot in Inversgail the
women from Yon Bonnie Books race to find

the murderer. 292 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

*7741766 THE CURE FOR WHAT ALES
YOU. By Ellie Alexander. Spring is finally in
bloom and Sloan and her partner in crime
Garrett are putting the finishing touches on
their new ale that they’ll be debuting at the
Maifest celebration. When a woman who
resembles Mar ianne–a  long- los t
contact–returns, she becomes involved in the
murder of a local housekeeper, and issues a

dire warning to Sloan–that Sloan and her family are in danger.
276 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7780370 MUFFIN BUT THE TRUTH. By
Ellie Alexander. Jules’ culinary skills are being
put to the test when she is hired to cater a
weekend getaway for executives on the Rouge
River. She discovers one of the execs floating in
the water and will have to uncover the truth. 313
pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99

 $6.95

7882890 A DASH OF DEATH. By Michelle
Hillen Klump. Bad news for Samantha, who lost 
her job and her fiance in rapid succession. She
serves up the homemade bitters that she made
as gifts for her wedding at a council meeting.
But the party’s over for one of the council
members, who keels over dead soon after he
sips the bereft bride’s bitter brew. 298 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7987080 THE SELF-MADE WIDOW. By
Fabian Nicieza. Andrea can’t help but get
involved when the husband of queen bee
Molly is found dead. What she discovers
might hit shockingly close to home.
Meanwhile, journalist Kenny gets an
anonymous phone call tip that says that
Molly killed her husband. Andrea and Kenny
dust off their suburban sleuthing caps once

again. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

*7746520 GOING ROGUE.  By Janet
Evanovich. Stephanie knows something is
amiss when she turns up for work to find the
door locked and no one there. That’s because
longtime office manager Connie, who is as
reliable as the tides, hasn’t shown up. Her
worst fears are confirmed when she gets a call
from Connie’s abductor. He will only release
her in exchange for a mysterious coin that is

nowhere to be found. 324 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

*7929994 THE MURDEROUS TYPE. By Sue Minix. Dodging
phone calls from her editor takes a back seat when the local police
chief dies in a suspected poisoning. To solve the murder, Jen must
dust off her detective hat once more. With everyone in town seemingly 
a suspect, and evidence planted to incriminate local police officer and 
close friend Eric, she is working against the clock. 321 pages. Avon.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

*7944837 A CHAPTER ON MURDER. By
Sue Minix. Crime novelist turned amateur sleuth
Jen is in desperate need of a cozy festive season
running the town’s bookstore. However, when a
man’s body is found outside the bookstore, along 
with a scrap of paper in his pocket with Jen’s
address, Jen must become Riddleton’s best
detective to clear her own name. 323 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

*7784376 FATAL FASCINATOR. By Jenn
McKinlay. Hatmakers Scarlet and Vivian must
collar a killer when a castle wedding goes awry.
On the first night of the festivities, the groom is
found murdered. Circumstances force Scarlet and
Vivian to step in when a secret affair between the
deceased groom and a bridesmaid comes to light, 
and the murderer takes another life. 277 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7705913 PEANUT BUTTER PANIC. By
Amanda Flower. Shortly after the announcement
that former judge Zara Bevan will be marrying
much younger boyfriend Blaze Smith, he suffers
an allergic reaction to something he’s eaten and
dies on the spot. Now Bailey’s desserts are prime
suspects along with nearly everyone who attended 
the meal. 296 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7911777 VERSE AND VENGEANCE. By
Amanda Flower. Magical bookshop owner
Violet finds herself reluctantly preparing to
complete in a benefit bike race. As if the bike
race weren’t tiring enough, PI Redding is
snooping around. When Redding perishes in
an accident during the race, it’s up to Violet to
clear her name. 328 pages. Crooked Lane.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $9.95

*7797176 IN FARM’S WAY. By Amanda
Flower. Shiloh was hoping to broker a new
partnership with Fields Brewery and its
organic brewer’s association. But the owner
was found murdered at the county ice fishing
derby. Now she will have to dig deep to find
the truth, reel in a killer, and convince her pug
to wear his winter boots. 304 pages. Poisoned 
Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7857438 BLUEBERRY BLUNDER. By
Amanda Flower. Bailey, star of TV’s Bailey’s
Amish Sweets, is building her dream candy
factory in Harvest, Ohio. But no sooner is the
frame of the new building up than she finds the
dead body of a surly contractor who has a long
list of enemies–including people in the Amish
communi t y.  327 pages .  Kens ington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7927045 OVERKILT. By Kaitlyn Dunnett. When Liss
MacCrimmon’s father in law tries to attract childless couples to his
rustic hotel over Thanksgiving, an angry mob takes it as a slight
against family values. Soon, the leader of the mob turns up dead, and
it’s up to Liss to clear her father in law’s name. 327 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

7921284 CLAUSE & EFFECT. By Kaitlyn Dunnett. As a
professional editor, Mikki Lincoln is used to crimes against the
English language. As an amateur sleuth, she’s finding catching
criminals a lot more dangerous than catching typos. 278 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*1915649 POPPY HARMON AND THE
PILLOW TALK KILLER. By Lee Hollis.
Actress turned PI Poppy Harmon takes her first 
role since the ‘80s so she can work undercover 
on the film set of her latest client: rising starlet
Danika Delgado. But when Danika is found
smothered to death, it stirs up memories from
her younger years of a man known as the
Pillow Talk Killer. 362 pages. Kensington.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7927134 POPPY HARMON AND THE PILLOW TALK KILLER.
By Lee Hollis. Private investigator Poppy Harmon likes the
anonymity of working behind the scenes for the hottest names in
Palm Springs. But when solving a case demands dragging her old
acting career out of retirement, it’s lights, camera–and murder!
314 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
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Amateur Sleuths
7914997 DEATH GOES ON SKIS. By Nancy
Spain. As our heroine, Miriam, a famous revue
artist, takes to the slopes with her coterie of
admirers. Fellow ski-resort guests include
Russian ballerina, Natasha. Secrets unravel,
tensions rise, and soon amateur sleuths Miriam
and Natasha have not one but two murders to
solve. 367 pages. Virago. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7926898 MURDER’S NO VOTIVE
CONFIDENCE. By Christin Brecher. Jessica’s
candlelight-themed nuptials promises to be the 
perfect kick-off to the summer’s first official
holiday weekend. Stella’s thrilled to provide the 
decorative candle centerpiece for the wedding
ceremony. But it looks like the bride’s uncle
won’t be walking his niece down the aisle after
he’s found dead. 298 pages. Kensington.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7926650 MURDER MAKES SCENTS. By
Christin Brecher. Stella and her globe trotting
mom, Millie, have come home from a perfume
industry conference in Paris, where their trip
was marred by witnessing the stabbing death
of a young man. But after someone breaks into
her candle store, Stella starts feeling spooked.
265 pages.  Kens ing ton.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

792089X  15 MINUTES OF FLAME. By Christin Brecher. As Stella
Wright’s Nantucket candle store thrives, her knack for solving
mysteries burns equally bright–especially when a Halloween haunted 
house uncovers evidence of a centuries-old murder. 298 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7837704 THE LAST REMAINS. By
Elly Griffiths. When builders discover a
human skeleton during a renovation, they
call in archaeologist Dr. Ruth Galloway, who 
is preoccupied with the threatened closure
o f  he r  depa r tmen t  and  he r
ever-complicated relationship with DCI
Nelson. The bones turn out to be modern.
Suspicion soon falls on Ruth’s friend

Cathbad. The race is on to exonerate Cathbad. 361 pages.
Mariner. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*7912161 DEATH ON THE ISLE. By M.H.
Eccleston. When the local busybody drowns in
the harbor, what was set to be a relaxing sailing
festival starts to turn deadly. This is a case that
only art restorer Astrid and her new art-club
friends can solve. Soon she is embroiled in an
investigation involving a grand seafront mansion, 
a dead billionaire’s nautical paintings, and a
sailing prodigy. 329 pages. Head of Zeus.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95
7882939 HEMLOCK. By Susan Wittig Albert. 312 pages.
Persevero Press. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95
7785569 TAILING TROUBLE. By Laura Scott. 309 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
7884699 ROUND UP THE USUAL PEACOCKS. By Donna
Andrews. 300 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
7921535 DEATH BY CHOCOLATE MALTED MILKSHAKE. By 
Sarah Graves. 282 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7896247 RESERVED FOR MURDER. By Victoria Gilbert.
327 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
7921675 DOGGIE DAY CARE MURDER. By Laurien Berenson.
314 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*7805993 PRIMER AND PUNISHMENT. By Diane Kelly.
292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7926634 MURDER GETS A MAKEOVER. By Laura Levine.
230 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7896131 AND THEN THEY WERE DOOMED. By Elizabeth
Kane Buzzelli. 323 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
7785410 ON DEADLY TIDES. By Elizabeth J. Duncan.
280 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
7926855 MURDER WITH COLLARD GREENS AND HOT
SAUCE.  By  A.L .  Herber t .  284 pages.  Kens ington.
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
*7770022 KNITS, KNOTS, AND KNIVES. By Emmie
Caldwell. 280 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7823223 FISHING FOR TROUBLE. By Elizabeth Logan.
295 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*7872321 FATAL FUDGE SWIRL. By Meri Allen. 310 pages. 
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7802137 A HAUNTING AT HOLKHAM. By Anne Glenconner.
337 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
*7714785 KILLER RESEARCH. By Jenn McKinlay.
287 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
771548X DEATH ON BULL PATH.  By Carr ie Doyle.
281 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $2.95
*7790953 CHEDDAR LATE THAN DEAD. By Linda Reilly.
376 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
1913190 LITTLE FALLS. By Elizabeth Lewes. 264 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
*1978926 GONE BUT NOT FURGOTTEN. By Cate Conte.
294 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7884745 THE TELL TAIL HEART. By Cate Conte. 326 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7684622 WITCH AND FAMOUS. By Angela M. Sanders.
266 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*1988867 A PERILOUS PAL. By Laura Bradford. 276 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7684460 DEATH OF AN ICE CREAM SCOOPER. By Lee
Hollis. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
792156X DEATH OF A COOKBOOK AUTHOR. By Lee Hollis.
315 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*473257X CAT ME IF YOU CAN. By Miranda James.
293 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95
*4951166 IRISH PARADE MURDER. By Leslie Meier. 313
pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*1971808 LITTLE BLACK BOOK. By Kate Carlisle. 405
pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7912463 THE PAPER CAPER. By Kate Carlisle. 372 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7803982 HUNTER’S MOON.  By  Dana Stabenow.
248 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $12.95
*1915622 A MATTER OF HIVE AND DEATH. By Nancy Coco.
309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
778550X SHADOW IN THE GLASS. By M.E. Hilliard. 325
pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
7785607 THE UNKINDNESS OF RAVENS. By M.E. Hilliard.
329 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
*7806094 DEATH IN IRISH ACCENTS. By Catie Murphy.
298 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7833997 FOUR CHARMING SPELLS. By Lynn Cahoon.
305 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7785321 MANGO, MAMBO, AND MURDER. By Raquel V.
Reyes. 328 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
197842X THIN ICE. By Paige Shelton. 275 pages. St. Martin’s.
Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
*7821433 THE BURNING PAGES. By Paige Shelton.
325 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*4955048 THE CHOCOLATE RACCOON RIGMAROLE. By
JoAnna Carl. 259 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7804288 SIX SWEETS UNDER. By Sarah Fox. 298 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7828950 NICE GIRLS. By Catherine Dang. 338 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $3.95
1985140 DEATH AT GREENWAY. By Lori Rader-Day.
421 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
*1967606 MURDER WITH DARJEELING TEA. By Karen Rose
Smith. 310 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7789785 DEAR LITTLE CORPSES. By Nicola Upson.
325 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
*788852X THE DIVA SAYS CHEESECAKE! By Krista Davis.
310 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95
7807945 LET SLEEPING DOGS DIE. By Liz Wolfe. 346 pages. 
Medallion. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95  $4.95
*7714807 A  P E R F E C T  B I N D .  B y  D o r o t h y  S t .
J a m e s .  3 2 6  p a g e s .  B e r k l e y .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub .  a t  $8 .99  PR ICE  CUT to  $4 .95
*1981986 DAIRY, DAIRY, QUITE CONTRARY. By Amy
L i l l a r d .  2 9 6  p a g e s .  K e n s i n g t o n .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*7708394 A DARK AND STORMY TEA. By Laura Childs.
310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95
*197890X DONUT DISTURB. By Ellie Alexander. 297 pages. 
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7817797 TILL DEATH DO US PORT. By Kate Lansing.
292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 PRICE CUT to $3.95
*775048X ON SPINE OF DEATH. By Tamara Berry. 406 pages.
Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7911432 COLD BREW CORPSE. By Tara Lush. 311 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
7893485 BLACKMAIL AND BIB INGKA .  By  M ia  P.
M a n a n s a l a .  2 7 0  p a g e s .  B e r k l e y .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $1.95

*786860X DEATH IN FINE CONDITION. By Andrew Cartmel.
331 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $7.95
7911521 IT DIES WITH YOU. By Scott Blackburn. 298 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*7837887 THE CASE OF THE HOOK-BILLED KITES/THE
DOWN EAST MURDERS. By J.S. Borthwick. 562 pages. Felony &
Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

7852479 THE BODY IN THE CASKET. By
Katherine Hall Page. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
As caterer and amateur sleuth, Faith Fairchild,
discusses Broadway producer Max Dane’s 70th
birthday party, he mentions that murder will also
be served. Her only clue is an empty casket
containing a twenty year old Playbill from Max’s
only failed production. Now Faith must prevent
Max’s birthday bash from becoming his final

curtain. 362 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99  $5.95
7961588 ONE FOR THE BOOKS. By Jenn
McKinlay. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Love is in
the air in Briar Creek as library director Lindsey
and boat captain Mike are finally tying the knot.
When Lindsey and her pals head out to Bell
Island to see if it can accommodate the guest
list, they are horrified to discover a body. Now
the group has to book it to solve the mystery
before it ends Lindsey’s happily ever after!

326 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95  $5.95
*7837852 THE LAST REMAINS. By Elly
Griffiths. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When
builders discover a human skeleton during a
renovation, they call in archaeologist Dr. Ruth
Galloway, who is preoccupied with the threatened
closure of her department and her
ever-complicated relationship with DCI Nelson.
The bones turn out to be modern. Suspicion soon
falls on Ruth’s friend Cathbad. The race is on to

exonerate Cathbad. 433 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $34.00  $26.95

Cat Detectives
7910851 CAT CHASE THE MOON. By
Shirley Rousseau Murphy. Feline P.I. Joe Grey
and his tabby lady, Dulcie, are frantic when
Courtney, their teen kitten, goes missing.
Aided by their two and four-legged friends,
they hit the streets of Molena Point in search of
the ir  cal ico g ir l .  273 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*195198X THE CAT WHO ROBBED A BANK.
By Lilian Jackson Braun. As the Highland Games
approach the traditional revelry is marred by
troublesome rumors when a visiting jewelry
dealer, renowned for his romantic streak (and his
mysterious cash-only policy, is found dead in his
hotel room. His assistant is missing, and soon, the
winner of the caber-tossing contest disappears as
well. Qwill has a lot of mysteries to sort out.

292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*4988493 THE CAT WHO LIVED HIGH. By
Lilian Jackson Braun. The colorful Casablanca
apartment building is in danger of demolition–but
not if Jim Qwilleran can help it. He’s determined to 
restore the building to its original grandeur. So he 
moves in with Koko and Yum Yum–and discovers 
that Casablanca is steeped in history and
mystery. In Qwill’s apartment, a glamorous art
dealer met an untimely fate. 296 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*4988515 THE CAT WHO SNIFFED GLUE.
By Lilian Jackson Braun. Having inherited
millions, Qwilleran and his two feline
companions, Koko and Yum Yum, are prepared
to settle down into a life of purrfect luxury in
Pickax. That is, until the son of a rich banker and 
his wife are found murdered. To the police it
looks like robbery gone awry. 278 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*4988477 THE  CAT  WHO KNEW
SHAKESPEARE. By Lilian Jackson Braun.
There’s something rotten in the small town of
Pickax–at least to the sensitive noses of
newspaperman Jim and his Saimese cats,
Koko and Yum Yum. An accident has claimed
the life of the local paper’s eccentric
publisher, but to Jim and his feline friends it
smells like murder. 250 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
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Cat Detectives
*1952013 THE CAT WHO TAILED A THIEF.
By Lilian Jackson Braun. There’s been a rash of petty 
thievery in Pickax, ever since banker Willard
Carmichael and his flashy young wife, Danielle,
moved in. But now Willard’s been killed in a
mugging Down Below, or so it seems. Qwill’s
suspicious, especially when Willards restoration
project falls into the hands of Danielle’s cousin,
whose rich new wife then dies on her honeymoon!

263 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*1951998 THE CAT WHO SAID CHEESE. By Lilian
Jackson Braun. When a mysterious woman moves into the
New Pickax Hotel, the locals, including Qwill, indulge in lots
of speculation. When a bomb explodes in the woman’s room,
killing the hotel housekeeper, Qwill and his kitty sidekicks,
Koko and Yum Yum, must put aside the fun and figure out who
cooked up this murderous recipe. 264 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*4988523 THE CAT WHO TALKED TO
GHOSTS. By Lilian Jackson Braun. When Mrs.
Cobb hea rd  unea r th ly  no ises  in  the
antique-filled farmhouse, she called Jim
Qwilleran for help. But he was too late. It looked
as if his kindly ex-housekeeper had been
frightened to death–but by whom? Now Jim’s
moved into the historic farmhouse with his two
cat companions–and Koko is spooked.

277 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*1952005 THE CAT WHO SAW STARS. By Lilian Jackson
Braun. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*1951963 THE CAT WHO BLEW THE WHISTLE. By Lilian 
Jackson  B raun .  311  pages .  Be rk ley.  Pape rbound .
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*4988531 THE CAT WHO WENT UNDERGROUND. By
Lilian Jackson Braun. 281 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

Missing Person Mysteries
*4732499 HUSH. By James Patterson & C.
Fox. Deputy Police Commissioner Joe Woods,
who put former detective Harriet Blue behind
bars, is ready to offer Harriet a deal. Woods’
daughter Tonya and her two year old child have
gone missing and if Harriet finds his family she’ll 
get her freedom. 379 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7683944 BACK SPIN. By Harlan Coben.
Kidnappers have snatched the teenage son of golfer
Linda Coldren and her husband Jack, at the height of
the U.S. Open. To help get the boy back, sports agent 
Myron Bolitar follows clues and suspects from the
Main Line mansions to a downtown cheaters’ motel
and back in time to a U.S. Open 23 years ago, when
Jack should have won, but didn’t. 343 pages. Dell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7860110 SNATCH. By Gregory Mcdonald.
Novels. Kidnappings link two exceptional crime
novels, Snatched and Safekeeping. Both showcase 
Mcdonald’s wit and versatility. Two precocious
eight-year-old boys, two teams of kidnappers in
way over their heads, and two opportunities for
mayhem, danger, and trenchant social satire.
446 pages. Hard Case Crime. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

7870426 DIRT CREEK. By Hayley Scrivenor.
When 12 year-old Esther disappears one
afternoon, Detective Sergeant Sarah Michaels is
sent to find out what happened. In Durton, where
everyone knows everyone, it seems impossible
that a girl could vanish. As Sarah questions those
who knew Esther, attempting to uncover the
connections, she begins to expose the secrets
lurking just beneath the surface. 324 pages.

Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7908652 THE DAUGHTER. By Jane Shemilt. 
When Jenny’s youngest child, fifteen-year-old
Naomi, doesn’t come home after her school
play, Jenny’s seemingly ideal life begins to
crumble. In spite of a nationwide search,
Naomi has vanished. Jenny knows she’ll never 
be able to find Naomi unless she uncovers the
whole truth about her. 341 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7896417 EASTER BONNET MURDER. By
Leslie Meier. Lucy Stone can’t fathom how
Agnes Neal could go missing from assisted
living over a silly Easter bonnet contest, or why
few seem concerned as signs point to foul
play. Gathering clues as flimsy as a half-eaten
milk chocolate bunny, Lucy must discover
what happened to Agnes, before her own story
becomes another springtime tragedy left

unsolved. 250 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $7.95

7777000 THE OTHER PEOPLE. By C.J.
Tudor. Driving home one night, stuck behind
a rusty old car, Gabe sees a little girl’s face
appear in its rear window. She mouths one
word: Daddy. It’s his five year old daughter,
Izzy–and he never sees her again. Three years 
later, Gabe continues to spend his days and
nights traveling up and down the highway,
searching for the car that took his daughter.

324 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7796803 A VINEYARD WEDDING. By Jean Stone. With her
long-awaited wedding to police sergeant John only weeks away,
author and Vineyard Inn proprietor Annie is faced with more drama
than usual. But when the baby she once found on her doorstep goes
missing, Annie has bigger concerns, including that the little girl’s
pregnant, older half-sister is in no condition to hear bad news.
330 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

7858809 PERIL AT THE EXPOSITION. By
Nev March. 1893: Newlyweds Captain Jim
Agnihotri and Diana Framji are settling into their 
new home in Boston, Massachusetts, having
fled the strict social rules of British Bombay.
Jim, now a detective, is teaching Diana the art
of deduction he’s learned from his idol,
Sherlock Holmes. when Jim goes missing at
the Chicago’s World’s Fair, Diana must find out

where he is. 344 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

*7749597 RACING THE LIGHT. By
Robert Crais. Adele isn’t a typical worried
mom. When she hires Elvis Cole to find her
missing son, a controversial podcaster
named Josh, she brings a bag filled with
cash, paranoid tales of government
conspiracies, and a squad of mysterious
bodyguards. Finding Josh should be
simple, but Elvis quickly learns he isn’t

alone in the hunt. 355 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

7907788 KILLER VIEW. By Roy Johansen.
Jessie Mercado has faced all kinds of danger
and always emerged victorious. Preparing
wealthy people to go to prison is big business.
When Owen Blake of Mamertine Consulting
hires Mercado to find his missing partner, her
suspect list is filled with recently released
white-collar criminals, a few drug kingpins, and
a couple of murders to keep things interesting.

373 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

*7741901 A TRIP WITH TROUBLE. By Diane Kelly. When
the ladies of the Dangerous Curves Motorcycle Club take over
the Mountaintop Lodge for their annual autumn ride along the
Blue Ridge Parkway, Misty couldn’t be more thrilled. What starts
out as the perfect ride turns worrisome when the tail gunner fails
to show up at the Craggy Gardens overlook. 292 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7693125 BREAKFAST AT THE HONEY CREEK CAFE. By Jodi
Thomas. 360 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7737106 CITIZEN K-9. By David Rosenfelt. 263 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $7.95
*681459X CEMETERY GIRL. By David Bell. 435 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
4731476 THE BIG KAHUNA. By Janet & Peter Evanovich. 303
pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
4934970 THE FORGOTTEN GIRLS. By Sara Blaedel.
339 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95
7856415 GONE. By Chelsea Cain. 386 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7825226 THE LAMPLIGHTERS.  By  Emma S tonex .
342 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
7789335 BURN COAST. By Dale Maharidge. 259 pages.
Unnamed Press. Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $1.95

7763549 KILLER VIEW. By Roy Johansen. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Jessie Mercado has faced all kinds of danger. Preparing
wealthy people to go to prison is big business. When Owen Blake of
Mamertine Consulting hires Mercado to find his missing partner, her
suspect list is filled with recently released white-collar criminals, a few 
drug kingpins, and a couple of murders to keep things interesting.
422 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

Police Procedurals
7794746 WHEN GHOSTS COME HOME.
By Wiley Cash. An unscheduled plane crashes
in a North Carolina airfield, with no pilot and no
cargo. A respectable local man is found on the
grass nearby, shot dead. With too many
suspects to count, Sheriff Winston Barnes
finds himself taking a hard look at his own past
as he investigates the murder. 290 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

*7948441 THE LAST CLOSE CALL. By
Laura Griffin. When Rowan’s DNA research
provides new insight into the criminal’s
b a c k g ro u n d  a n d  a i d s  t h e  p o l i c e  i n
establishing a search radius, Rowan and Jack
must race against the clock to find a ruthless
killer who’s growing bolder the longer he
evades  t he  law .  325  pages .  Be r k l ey.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7966962 THE SHADOWS OF MEN. By Abir
Mukherjee. Calcutta, 1923. When a Hindu
theologian is found murdered in his home, the
city is on the brink of all-out religious war. Can
the officers of the Imperial Police Force–Captain 
Sam Wyndham and Sergeant “Surrender-Not”
Banerjee–track down those responsible in time
to stop a bloodbath? 336 pages. Pegasus.
Pub. at $25.95  $5.95
7966369  3 HOURS. By A. Roslund & B.
Hellstrom. Piet Hoffmann has again got
himself in too deep, infiltrating a West African 
trafficking ring. He thinks he has two weeks to 
extricate himself, but will learn that his life,
and that of countless defenseless people,
now hangs on his actions during three
desperate hours. 391 pages. Quercus.
Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
*7910517 THE DISCREET CHARM OF
THE BIG BAD WOLF. By Alexander McCall
Smith. Ulf embarks on an important inquiry: a 
man’s cabin has mysteriously disappeared
and Ulf is tasked with finding out what
happened. How exactly does one steal a
house? And, more to the point, how does one
track down a stolen house? Meanwhile, a
treatment for deafness in dogs has been

announced, and his dog, Martin, might be the perfect patient.
222 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

7975430 THE MAN WITH THE SILVER
SAAB. By Alexander McCall Smith. Detective
Ulf Varg is a man of refined tastes and quite
familiar with the art scene in Malmo. So when
art historian Anders Kindgren visits the
Department of Sensitive Crimes to report a
series of bizarre acts that have been committed
against him, Ulf and his team swing into action.
238 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

7873654 NEMESIS. By Jo Nesbo. 501 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7927630 UNDER PRESSURE. By Sara Driscoll. 280 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7921470 DEAD IN THE WATER. By Annelise Ryan.
356 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7789688 BONES OF HILO. By Eric Redman. 325 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95
1970380 THE DARKNESS KNOWS. By Arnaldur Indridason.
338 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7789645 BACK FROM THE BRINK. By Emery Hayes.
277 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95
*7930437 LET X BE THE MURDERER. By Clifford Witting.
247 pages. Galileo Publishers. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95
*7829205 INSPECTOR FRENCH: James Tarrant,
Adventurer. By Freeman Wills Crofts. 338 pages. Collins Crime 
Club. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95
*7857497 THE LAVA WITCH. By Debra Bokur. 360 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7966164 THE SACRED BRIDGE. By Anne
Hillerman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Sergeant
Jim Chee’s vacation to beautiful Antelope Canyon 
and Lake Powell has a deeper purpose. He’s on a
quest to unravel a sacred mystery that his mentor,
the legendary Lieutenant Joe Leaphorn, stumbled
across decades earlier. Chee’s journey takes a
deadly turn when, after a prayerful visit to the
Rainbow Bridge, he spots a body floating in the

lake. 452 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
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Police Procedurals
*7933045 THE DISCREET CHARM OF
THE BIG BAD WOLF. By Alexander McCall
Smith. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Ulf embarks
on an important inquiry: a man’s cabin has
mysteriously disappeared and Ulf is tasked
with finding out what happened. How exactly
does one steal a house? And, more to the
point, how does one track down a stolen
house? Meanwhile, a treatment for deafness in

dogs has been announced, and his dog, Martin, might be the
perfect patient. 295 pages. Random House Large Print.
Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

7859953 THE MAN WITH THE SILVER
SAAB. By Alexander McCall Smith. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Detective Ulf Varg is a man
of refined tastes and quite familiar with the art
scene in Malmo. So when art historian Anders
Kindgren visits the Department of Sensitive
Crimes to report a series of bizarre acts that
have been committed against him, Ulf and his
team swing into action. 325 pages. Random.

Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

Courtroom Dramas
7682735 COURT OF LIES.  By Gerry
Spence. Lillian is going on trial for the murder 
of her wealthy husband before Judge John
Murray. The prosecutor, Haskins Sewell, is
consumed by political ambition. He plans to
advance his own career by framing Lillian for
first-degree murder and by railroading the
judge into prison. 349 pages. Forge. Pub. at
$27.99  $4.95

4798252 THE LAW OF INNOCENCE. By
Michael Connelly. On the night he celebrates
a big win, defense attorney Mickey Haller is
pulled over by police, who find the body of a
former client in the trunk of his Lincoln. Haller
is immediately charged with murder. In his
highest-stakes case yet, the Lincoln Lawyer
fights for his life and proves again why he is “a 
wor thy  co l league  o f  At t i cus F inch .”

423 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $7.95

*1937103 RUNNING FROM THE LAW. By 
Lisa Scottoline. Wisecracking attorney Rita
Morrone plays to win, especially when it
comes to her latest case, which is also her
most personal. She’s defending the Honorable 
Fiske Hamilton, a federal judge accused of
sexual harassment. When the action suddenly
turns deadly, Rita finds herself at the center of
a  murder  case .  429  pages.  Ha rpe r.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

4897560 THE LAW OF INNOCENCE. By Michael Connelly.
421 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

Thrillers
*4759419 THE GUARDIAN. By Nicholas
Sparks. Julie’s young husband left her two
unexpected gifts before he died–a Great Dane
puppy and the promise that he would always be
watching over her. Now, four years later she is ready
to make a commitment to someone again. But soon 
Julie is fighting for her life in a nightmare spawned
by chilling deception and jealousy. 509 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7792913 THE COUSINS. By Karen M.
McManus. After receiving an invitation to
spend the summer with their estranged
grandmother, the Story cousins arrive at her
house only to discover that she is not there,
and the longer they stay on the island, the
more they realize their mysterious family
history has some deadly secrets. 325 pages. 
Delacorte. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

7942753 HOPE. By Len Deighton. Signed
First Edition. Bernard Samson searches for his
missing brother in law in late 1980s Poland,
where he and his anxious boss infiltrate the
black market and make a shocking discovery.
Frontispiece illustration by Cary Henrie.
Leatherbound with gold gilded page edges and
a silk ribbon bookmark. 296 pages. Franklin
Library. 7¼x13.  $6.95

7828357 I KNOW WHAT YOU’VE DONE. By
Dorothy Koomson. When Rae answers her front
door one afternoon, her neighbor, Priscilla,
thrusts a book into her hands before collapsing. 
After Priscilla is rushed to the hospital, Rae
discovers the book is actually a diary full of all
their neighbors’ deepest secrets. She spots her
husbands name in the diary and she needs to
know what he and everyone else have done.

385 pages. Headline. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7874758 THE HIDDEN THINGS. By Jamie
Mason .  In  l ess  than  ha l f  a  minu te ,  a
home-security camera captures the hidden
resolve in fourteen year old Carly as she fends off
a vicious attack just inside her own front door. The 
video of her heroic escape appears online and
goes viral. As the view count climbs, the lives of
four desperate people will be forever changed by
what’s just barely visible in the corner of the shot.

381 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7916418 NIGHTHAWK. By Clive Cussler & G. Brown. Kurt Austin,
head of special assignments, and Joe Zavala are called in to locate the 
most sophisticated aircraft in the U.S., the X-37, which is missing and
carrying cargo capable of causing a catastrophe of epic proportions.
454 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

*4713389 THE FALL OF CRAZY HOUSE.
By James Patterson with G. Charbonnet. Twin
sisters Becca and Cassie barely got out of the
prison known as Crazy House. Now they’re
trained, skilled fighters who fear nothing–not even 
the all-powerful, despotic government. Together,
the sisters hold the key to defeating a tyrannical
regime and freeing the people. 299 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*4848659 LAST OF THE BREED. By Louis
L’Amour. The compelling story of U.S. Air Force
Major Joe Mack, a man born out of time. When
his experimental aircraft is forced down in
Russia and he escapes a soviet prison camp, he 
must call upon the ancient skills of his Indian
forebears to survive the vast Siberian
wilderness. 482 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

4685911 A BOOK OF BONES. By John
Connolly. On a lonely moor in the northeast
of England, the body of a young woman is
discovered near the site of a vanished
church. In the south, a girl lies buried
beneath an Iron Age mound. To the
southeast, the ruins of a priory hide a human
skull. Each is a sacrifice. But Charlie Parker
the hunter, the avenger, will track those who

would cast this world into darkness–because evil fears him.
674 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7957785 THE NAMELESS
ONES. By John Connolly. In Amsterdam, four
people are butchered in a canal house, their
remains arranged around the crucified form of their 
patriarch De Jaager: fixer, go-between, and
confidant of the assassin named Louis. Louis has
come to Europe to hunt down the five killers. There
is one problem, there is a sixth one. 421 pages.
Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

1966863 WRATH OF POSEIDON. By Clive
Cussler & R. Burcell. Husband and wife team
Sam and Remi Fargo come up against an old
enemy while searching for a treasure that has
been lost for centuries. The Fargos know that
as long as this gold is out there, no one is safe.
They return to Greece for a final showdown and
one last chance to find the elusive treasure.
398 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  $5.95

7874715 THE FEAR. By Natasha Preston.
It’s just a stupid meme that’s going around
their small fishing town in the dead of
winter–people reposting and sharing their
biggest fear. But when her classmates start
turning up dead–dying in the way that they
said scared them the most–Izzy knows it’s no
joke. She is on a path that will lead her right to
the killer and her own worst nightmare.

339 pages. Delacorte. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $4.95

779455X MY WIFE IS MISSING. By D.J. Palmer. Michael’s
vacation turns into a nightmare when his family disappears.
Shockingly, it’s soon clear that his wife Natalie left willingly,
taking the children with her. Suffering from delusions caused by
insomnia, Natalie is sure that Michael is dangerous. Could she
be right? 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7901097 SANCTUARY. By Nora Roberts.
Photographer Jo Ellen Hathaway thought
she’d escaped the house called Sanctuary
long ago. She’d spent her loneliest years
there,  af ter  the sudden, unexplained
disappearance of her mother. Yet the
sprawling Inn off the Georgia coast continues
to haunt her dreams. 435 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*7825366 CARNAL INNOCENCE. By Nora
Roberts. Burned out and reeling from a love affair
gone bad, world class violinist Caroline Waverly
goes to her grandparents’ home in Innocence,
Mississippi, for some much needed rest and
relaxation. After discovering a murder victim,
Caroline soon finds herself becoming entangled in
a serial killer’s wicked web. 499 pages. Bantam.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7966156 RIVER’S END. By Nora Roberts.
Sheltered from the truth, an older Olivia only dimly recalls her
night of terror–but her recurring nightmares make her realize she 
must piece together the real story. Now assisted by Noah, she
may have her chance. Noah wants to reconstruct the night that
became an infamous part of Hollywood history, and help her.
433 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95

7769644 THE RESURRECTION KEY. By
Andy McDermott. Their days of death-defying
adven tu re  seeming ly  beh ind  them,
archaeologist Nin and her husband, Eddie, live
like any normal family. However when a
mythical civilization is unearthed deep in the
Antarctic ice, they are drawn into a battle for
control of its astonishing power. 566 pages.
Headline. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

7968396 THE HOUSE GUEST. By Hank
Phillippi Ryan. After every divorce, one spouse
gets all the friends. What does the other get? If
they’re smart, they get benefits. Alyssa has been
dumped by her manipulative husband, and she
could really use an ally. She finds one in Bree,
and then Bree makes a tempting offer. Maybe
they can solve each other’s problems. 328
pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7733313 I INVITED HER IN. By Adele Parks.
Imagine the worst thing a friend could ever do.
This is worse. When Mel receives an unexpected
email from her oldest friend, Abi, it brings back
memories she thought she had buried forever.
Abi is in trouble and just wants a place to stay,
while she sorts things out. After all, friends look
out for one another, don’t they? 428 pages.
MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7789629 AND BY FIRE. By Evie Hawtrey.
Tempered by f ire and separated by
centuries,  two extraordinary female
detectives track a pair of murderous
geniuses who will burn the world for their
art. As Nigella and O’Leary rush to decode
clues, past and present, London’s killer artist 
set  his sights on a member of the
investigative team as the subject of his next

masterpiece. 326 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $2.95

*1955136 AUTOPSY. By Patricia Cornwell. Chief medical
examiner Dr. Kay Scarpetta is called to a scene where a woman is
found with her throat cut down to the spine. At the same time, she
remotely investigates a deadly catastrophe in a top secret outer space
lab that begins the hunt for two wildly divergent and chilling murders.
378 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7769369 THE KILLER YOU KNOW. By S.R.
Masters. When Will joked about becoming a
serial killer, his friends laughed it off. But
Adeline couldn’t help feeling there was
something darker lurking beneath his words.
Eighteen years later, she returns for a reunion of 
the old gang–except Will doesn’t show up.
Reminiscing about old times, they look up
details of his supposed murder spree.

426 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

*3741753 MURDER, INTERRUPTED. By
James Patterson et al. Novels. In Murder,
Interrupted, Frank is willing to pay Billie
whatever it takes to kill his wife. When Billie’s
bullet misses the mark, he and Frank will turn
on each other in a fight for their lives. In Mother
of All Murders, a chronically ill teenager
realizes she isn’t sick and that her mother has
lied all these years, and exacts her revenge.

303 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Thrillers
7968248 CHANCES. By Jackie Collins.
Plunge into the reckless, high-stakes world of
the dangerously powerful and sinfully wealthy
Santangelo family. Gino Santangelo, the street
kid who makes it all the way to the top, and
Lucky, his daughter. Lucky Is a woman who
dares to win her father’s empire for herself, a
woman unafraid of talking. 737 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

4910311 DON’T LOOK FOR ME. By Wendy Walker. One night, 
Molly Clarke walked away from her life. Starting with a storm,
running out of gas, and a man in a truck offering a ride into town.
But when the truck doors are locked shut, Molly begins to
suspect she has made a terrible mistake. 342 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7876300 THE DAUGHTER. By Sara Blaedel.
Ilka Nichols Jensen has just inherited a funeral
home in Racine, Wisconsin from her father
who deserted his family decades ago.
Desperate for a connection to the parent she
never really knew, Ilka decides to leave
Copenhagen and head out to Wisconsin. What
she learns there about her father soon
escalates into a matter of life and death.

716 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7753756 CUL-DE-SAC. By Joy Fielding. A
shooting lays bare the secrets harbored by
five families in a sleepy suburban cul de sac
in the middle of a sultry July night. A diverse
group of neighbors all harbor secrets, all bear 
scars, and all have access to guns. Not all will 
survive the night. 369 pages. Ballantine.
Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7882610 THEY DID BAD THINGS. By
Lauren A. Forry. In 1995, six university students 
moved into the house at 215 Caldwell Street.
Months later, one of them was found dead on
the sofa the morning after their end of year
party. His death was ruled an accident by the
police. The remaining five all knew it wasn’t,
and though they went on with their lives, the
truth of what happened couldn’t stay buried

forever. 284 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $25.99  $5.95

7876750 THE BURNING. By Jonathan &
Jesse Kellerman. Things get personal for
Deputy Coroner Clay Edison when a murder
hits close to home. He is horrified to discover a 
link to his brother, Luke. Fresh out of prison and 
now AWOL, the race is on for Clay to find him
before anyone else can. Is his brother a killer?
Or could he be the victim in all of this, too?
287 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7787170 THE DARK CORNERS OF THE
NIGHT. By Meg Gardiner. The Midnight Man 
comes for the parents, but leaves the
children alive, tiny witnesses to his horror.
Seasoned FBI behavioral analyst Caitlin
Hendrix dives into the Midnight Man
investigation, but soon realizes that this case 
will test her to the very limit. 337 pages.
Blackstone. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

*7776578 A GAMBLING MAN. By David
Baldacci. The 1950s are on the horizon, and
Aloysius Archer is in dire need of a fresh start
after a nearly fatal detour in Poca City. So he hops 
on a bus and begins the long journey out west to
California, where rumor has it there is money to
be made if you’re hard-working, lucky, a criminal, 
or all  three. 514 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*6945074 THE COLLECTORS. By David
Baldacci. In Washington, D.C., where power is
everything and too few have too much of it, four
highly eccentric men with mysterious pasts call
themselves the Camel Club. Their mission: find
out what’s really going on behind the closed
doors of America’s leaders. 525 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

7878575 SPLIT SECOND. By David Baldacci. Michelle Maxwell,
against her instincts, lets a presidential candidate out of her sight to
comfort a grieving widow. When he disappears, it is up to her and
fellow Secret Service agent Sean King to investigate. 400 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*2894777 DELIVER US FROM EVIL. By David 
Baldacci. He has built a fortune from his willingness 
to buy and sell anything–and anyone. In search of
new opportunities, Waller has just begun a new
business venture: one that could lead to millions of
deaths all over the globe. On his trail is the
mysterious operative Shaw, and Reggie Campion,
an agent for a secret vigilante group. 560 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $7.95

*6452817 THE HIT. By David Baldacci. A
skilled assassin, Will Robie is the man the U.S.
government calls on to eliminate the worst of the
worst. A fellow assassin, Jessica Reel, goes
rogue, turning her sights on other members of
the agency. To stop one of their own, the
government contacts Robie to bring in Reel,
dead or alive. 508 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $6.95

*277481X HOUR GAME. By David Baldacci. A woman is
found murdered in the woods with a very special watch on her
wrist, and what seemed like a simple case soon escalates into a
nightmare. Secret Service agents Sean King and Michelle
Maxwell are drawn into the increasingly violent affair. 479 pages. 
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $6.95

*7967705 THE EDGE.  By  Dav id
Baldacci. The 6:20 man is back, dropped by 
his handlers into a small coastal town in
Maine to solve the murder of a CIA agent
who knew America’s dirtiest secrets. Can
Travis Devine uncover the truth before his
time runs out? As Devine gets to know the
residents of Putnam, Maine, answers seem
to appear and then transform into more

questions. 406 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $32.50  $23.95

*6515312 FIRST FAMILY. By David Baldacci. It
began with what seemed like an ordinary children’s
birthday party. Friends and family gathered to
celebrate. There were balloons and cake, games
and gifts. This party, however, was held at Camp
David, the presidential retreat. And it ended with a
daring kidnapping, which immediately turned into a
national security nightmare. 607 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $6.95

7936176 CITY OF GHOSTS. By Ben Creed.
Leningrad, 1951. Revol Rossel–once a
virtuoso violinist–is now a humble state
militia cop, forced to investigate desperate
crimes in this desperate era. But when five
frozen corpses are found neatly arranged
between railway lines, Rossel is faced with
the  most puzzl ing case of his career.
410 pages. Welbeck. Paperbound.  $6.95

7810040 COUNTDOWN TO MIDNIGHT.
By Dale Brown. Nick Flynn’s new employer
is an intelligence outfit whose roots go back
to the Cold War. But his first mission for
them almost becomes his last. While
meeting with a high-ranking Iranian
dissident he is ambushed and nearly killed,
just after learning that Iran and Russia are
working together on a mysterious project.

380 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7691459 NEVER FAR AWAY. By Michael
Koryta. Once a pilot, mother, wife, and witness 
to a gruesome crime, Nina had to flee her old
life to save her family. She reinvented herself
as Leah Trenton, a guide in the Allagash
Wilderness in northern Maine. Now tragedy
has returned her children to her, only they
have no idea that she’s their mother–and now
they’re all back in danger again. 378 pages.

Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7914849 THE BROKEN. By Shelley Coriell. Three years ago,
reporter Kate was the first victim, and only survivor, of the
Broadcast Butcher. Scarred both physically and psychologically
by the brutal serial killer, Kate lives life on the run, knowing that
one day, he will find her and finish what he started. 410 pages.
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00  $4.95

*7683871 THREE WOMEN DISAPPEAR. By
James Patterson & S. Serafin. Accountant
Anthony Costello has a talent for manipulating
both numbers and people, turning losses into
profits, enemies into allies–and vice versa. When
Costello is found murdered in his own home,
three suspects had motive, all three had access,
and all three women are missing. Eyes are on
Detective Sean Walsh to solve the case.

398 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7906633 HARM’S WAY. By John Gilstrap.
Henchmen of a vicious drug syndicate have snatched 
10 missionaries in a remote area of Venezuela and are 
holding them for ransom. The mission is strictly off
the books. With his key operatives Gunslinger and
Boxers, Grave infiltrates the enemy camp. Right away, 
the rescue mission morphs into something far more
dangerous. 342 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7858795 OUTSIDE. By Ragnar Jonasson.
When a deadly snowstorm strikes the
Icelandic highlands, four friends seek shelter 
in a small, abandoned hunting lodge. As the
night darkens and fears intensify, an old
tragedy gradually surfaces. Those dark
memories could hold the key to the mystery
the f r iends now f ind themselves in.
343 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

796921X THE INSTRUCTOR. By T.R.
Hendricks. Derek, retired Marine Force
Recon and SERE instructor, is barely
scrap ing by  teaching the  basics of
wilderness survival. When one of his
students presents him with an opportunity
too good to be true, Derek reluctantly takes
the job, but it isn’t long before the training
takes an unexpected turn–and a new offer is

made. 311 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7966059 THE LAST INVITATION. By Darby
Kane. They meet the second Tuesday of every
month and vote and then someone dies.
Behind it all is a powerful group of women, the
Sophie Foundation, who meet over wine and
cheese to review files of men who behave very, 
very badly, and then mete out justice.
402 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

7936370 THE LOST. By Simon Beckett. Ten
years ago, the disappearance of firearms
police officer Jonah Colley’s young son almost 
destroyed him. A plea for help from an old
friend leads Jonah to Slaughter Quay, and the
discovery of four bodies. Under suspicion
himself, he uncovers a network of secrets and
lies about the people he though he knew.
354 pages. Orion. Paperbound.  $6.95

7717253 FIND ME. By Alafair Burke. She calls herself Hope
Miller. Fifteen years ago she was found thrown from an
overturned vehicle, and the doctors assumed the amnesia was
temporary, but she never regained her memory. Now she’s
starting over again in a new place. Her friend Lindsay worries
that Hope will disappear, and her fears are confirmed.
294 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7949472 SAS: Fortress. By Andy McNab.
Tom is neck-deep in trouble for taking down a
renegade Afghan soldier and sent home angry,
betrayed, and out of work. He is thrown back
into the covert world of intelligence and will
have to decide where his loyalties lie if he’s to
intervene in a series of events that will threaten
the whole nation. 418 pages. Welbeck.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7874693 EXILES. By Jane Harper. A baby
lies alone in her stroller, her mother
vanishing into the crowd at a festival. A year
later, Kim’s absence casts a long shadow, as
her friends and loved ones gather to
welcome a new addition to the family.
Joining the celebration is federal investigator 
Aaron Falk. He begins to suspect this
tight-knit group may be more fractured than it 

seems. 356 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7889240 EYES WIDE OPEN. By Andrew Gross.
Jay’s nephew has been found at the bottom of a cliff
at Morrow Bay–a tragic suicide, it appears, until
secrets from the past rear up again. Heading west to
help his grieving brother, Jay finds himself being
pulled back into Charlie’s dark history. Jay’s on a
dark and dangerous quest that threatens to bring up
the secrets of the past once again. 437 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*4777476 CAJUN JUSTICE. By James Patterson with T. Axum.
Now head of security for a very successful and important CEO, on the
surface it seems a step down for Cain Lemaire. But what seems to be a 
simple job leads him into a tangled web of corruption, greed, and
extortion. Without any backup, Cain is on his own as he races to find
justice the only way a born and raised Cajun can. 425 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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Thrillers
7945302 BROTHERLY LOVE. By Pete
Dexter. Signed First Edition. The son of a union
boss with mob connections, Peter Flood tries to 
escape the family business. But he can’t outrun
the logic of violence, or the cycle of betrayal
and retribution. Frontispiece illustration by
Larry Winborg. Leatherbound with gold gilded
page edges and a silk ribbon bookmark.
274 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $6.95

7936532 UNREST. By Jesper Stein. Axel
Steen, an investigator in Copenhagen’s
homicide department, is driven by an inner
un res t .  A t  a  ceme te r y  c lose  by,  an
unidentified man is found murdered, his
body propped up against a gravestone, and
Axel is called to the scene. Axel soon finds
out that many people, both inside the police
and out, have an unusual interest in the case. 

430 pages. Mirror Books. Paperbound.  $6.95
7884664 THE RESEMBLANCE. By Lauren Nossett. On a
November morning at the University of Georgia, a fraternity
brother steps into a busy crosswalk and is struck dead by an
oncoming car. More than a dozen witnesses all agree on two
things: the driver looked identical to the victim and he was
smiling. 305 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7712650  2 SISTERS DETECTIVE AGENCY.
By James Patterson & C. Fox. Attorney Rhonda Bird 
can stand toe to toe with the toughest criminals.
Her long-estranged father dies and she learns that
she has a teenage half sister, who she is co-owners
of their father’s new detective agency with.
Rhonda’s half sister, Baby, found a new client in a
messy situation. 400 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7808550 ROBERT B. PARKER’S SOMEONE
TO WATCH OVER ME. By Ace Atkins. Ten years
ago, Spenser helped a teenage girl named Mattie
find her mother’s killer and take down an
infamous Southie crime boss. Now Mattie
dreams of being an investigator herself. In her
first big case, Mattie unravels a massive
sex-trafficking ring that will take them from
Boston to Boca Raton to the Bahamas. 349 pages. 

Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
*7904509 THESE SILENT WOODS. By Kimi Cunningham
Grant. No electricity, no family, no connection to the outside world. A
father and daughter living in the remote Appalachian mountains must
reckon with the ghosts of their past after the father’s old friend who
brings them food and supplies each winter doesn’t show up.
309 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7896166 THE CORPSE FLOWER. By
Anne Mette Hancock. Danish journalist
Heloise is in the middle of a nightmare. One
of her sources has been caught lying, and
she could lose her job over it. Then she
receives the first in a series of cryptic and
unsettling letters from a woman named Anna 
Kiel. Anna is wanted in connection with the
fatal stabbing of a young lawyer three years

earlier. 330 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
*7841078 LYING NEXT TO ME. By Gregg
Olsen. Adam and Sophie and their three year old 
daughter are vacationing in Washington State’s
Hood Canal. It’s the perfect getaway to
relax–until Adam sees Sophie get abducted by a 
stranger. Nearby there is another couple who
claim to know nothing. Detective Lee is
investigating Sophie’s disappearance and
suspects that not everyone is telling the truth.

389 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
1963058 BAD GIRLZ 4 LIFE. By Shannon
Holmes. Growing up in the badlands of North
Philly, Tonya Morris had to make some desperate 
and, sometimes, ruthless moves in her bid to
survive. Tonya decides to become a stripper and
soon after finds herself pulled into a world of
sex-filled nights, dirty money, backstabbing
cohorts, and murder. 329 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7916671 SEAL TEAM SIX: Hunt the Fox. By D. Mann & R.
Pezzullo. Syria’s government is unraveling and Mohammad al-Kazaz,
aka the Fox, leads the most threatening of the ISIS factions. Seeking
revenge for the murder of his brother he is planning a sarin gas attack.
It’s up to Crocker and the rest of SEAL Team Six to stop a ruthless killer
and keep an explosive plan from detonating. 312 pages. Little, Brown.
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7937423 W.E.B. GRIFFIN THE DEVIL’S WEAPONS. By Peter
Kirsanow. April 1940. Dick Canidy and the agents of the OSS scour
war-torn Poland looking for a rocket scientist, Dr. Sebastian Kapsky,
who holds the secrets to the Nazis’ most dangerous weapon.
468 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

7823479 THE NIGHT OLIVIA FELL. By
Christina McDonald. In the early morning, Abi is
startled awake by the call no mother ever wants to
get: her teenage daughter, Olivia, has fallen off a
bridge. Not only is she brain-dead, she’s
pregnant and must remain on life support to keep
her baby alive. And then Abi sees the angry
bruises circling Olivia’s wrists. 384 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7759711 SHOCK WAVE. By Clive Cussler. Dirk Pitt meets the
most intriguing villain of his adventurous career, billionaire Australian
diamond king Arthur Dorsett, in a conflict above and below the sea for
the survival of vast numbers of sea creatures, and one million human
beings. 660 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*3731790 TREASURE. By Clive Cussler. Dirk
Pitt discovers the secret trail of the treasures of
Alexandria–a trail that plunges him into a brutal
conspiracy for total domination of the globe. Now
Pitt is up against the most feared assassin known to
man. An international band of terrorists is making its 
play for power on the high seas, and Pitt is the only
man alive who can stop them. 678 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

7968876 BECOMING MY SISTER. By V.C.
Andrews. Like everyone else in Palm Springs,
Gish idolizes her smart, beautiful, kind older
sister, Gloria. And just as life is looking up for
Gish, Gloria meets a handsome, mysterious
boy. Obsessed with the stranger, Gloria closes
off her life to her sister–then disappears
wi thout  a  t race .  295 pages .  Ga l le ry.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

793629X FOUND. By Erin Kinsley. When 11
year old Evan vanishes without trace, his
parents are plunged into their worst nightmare.
But months later Evan is found, frightened and
refusing to speak. DI Naylor knows that unless
those who took Evan are caught, other children
are in danger, and she must race against time
to find those responsible. 371 pages.
Headline. Paperbound.  $6.95

*7923643 KILLING FLOOR. By Lee Child.
Ex-military policeman Jack Reacher has become 
a drifter. He is only in Margrave, Georgia, for less
than a half hour before policemen arrive,
shotguns in hand, to arrest him for a local
murder. 550 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
 

*2980126 PAST TENSE. By Lee Child. Two
young Canadians are trying to get to New York
City when their car breaks down near a lonely
motel. The owners of the odd establisment seem
almost too friendly. As strands of different stories
begin to merge, Jack Reacher makes a shocking
discovery: The present can be tough, but the past
can be tense–and deadly. 502 pages. Dell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*6881858 THE MIDNIGHT LINE. By Lee Child. Finding a small
2005 West Point class ring, Reacher decides to find the woman and
return her ring. The deeper Reacher digs and the more he learns, the
more dangerous the terrain becomes. Turns out the ring was just a
small link in a far darker chain: a vast criminal enterprise. 500 pages.
Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*4567838 WORTH DYING FOR. By Lee
Child. There’s deadly trouble in the corn country
of Nebraska, and Jack Reacher walks right into it. 
In his quest to solve the case of a missing child,
already decades old, Reacher runs afoul of the
Duncans. But as dangerous as the Duncans are,
they’re just the bottom of a criminal food chain
stretching halfway around the world. 530 pages.
Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95

*4391438 THE AFFAIR. By Lee Child. A
young woman is dead, and evidence points to a
soldier at a nearby military base. But that soldier
has powerful friends. Jack Reacher is ordered
undercover to find out all he can. But when he
gets to Mississippi, he finds layers no one saw
coming and the investigation spins out of
control .  590 pages.  Del l .  Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $6.95

7911645 THE SERAPHIM ENIGMA. By
James C. Marlas. Whatever became of the
Egyptian queen Nefertiti? She was the wife of
Akhenaten and disappeared completely from
all historical records. More puzzles involve the
relationship between Moses and Aaron. In the
Bible, they are said to be brothers, but is it
possible different ties bound them? 489 pages. 
Archway. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95  $5.95

7688504 DEAD BY DAWN. By Paul Doiron.
Maine game warden Mike Bowditch is fighting
for his life. After being ambushed on a dark
winter road, his Jeep crashes into a frozen river.
Trapped beneath the ice, having lost his gun,
Mike fights his way to the surface. But surviving
the crash is only the first challenge–someone
still wants him dead. 294 pages. St. Martin’s.
Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

*7875940 THE MISSING PIECE. By John
Lescroart. Wes Farrell, now out of politics and
practicing law with master attorney Dismas Hardy,
agrees to represent the defendant, Dough Rush, and
is left in the dust when Rush suddenly vanishes. At a
loss, Farrell recruits Hardy and PI Abe Glitsky to track 
down the potentially lethal defendant, but will they
find him alive? 361 pages. Atria. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7901534 MARAUDER. By C. Cussler & B. 
Morrison. It is up to Juan Cabrillo and the
crew of his ship the Oregon, to stop a
terrorist plot to release a deadly chemical
weapon across the globe. When one of his
crew members falls victim to the poison,
Cabrillo is desperate to find an antidote
before it is too late. 370 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

7828926 MARAUDER. By C. Cussler & B. Morrison. It is up to
Juan Cabrillo and the crew of his ship the Oregon, to stop a
terrorist plot to release a deadly chemical weapon across the
globe. When one of his crew members falls victim to the poison,
Cabrillo is desperate to find an antidote before it is too late.
479 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7986882 APPLES NEVER FALL. By Liane
Moriarty. The Delaneys are fixtures in their
community. The parents, Stan and Joy, have
four children. One night a stranger, Savannah,
knocks on Stan and Joy’s door bleeding. Later
Joy goes missing, and Savannah is nowhere to
be found. Two of the children think Stan is
innocent–two are unsure. 467 pages. Holt.
Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7949294 THE DRIVER. By Mark Dawson. On
the run from the agency that wants him dead,
former assassin John Milton has found
anonymity driving a taxi around the streets of
San Francisco. But when a girl he takes to a
party goes missing and two dead bodies are
found, the police treat him as their prime
suspect. 425 pages. Welbeck. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7941552 THE GIRL WHO KICKED THE
HORNET’S NEST. By Stieg Larsson. Once
upon a time, she was a victim. Now Lisbeth is
fighting back. As she lies in critical condition in
a Swedish hospital, she is fighting for her life in
more ways than one. If and when she recovers,
she’ll stand trial for three murders. 658 pages.
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

*7875924 GRAVE SECRETS. By Kathy Reichs.
Asked by the Guatemalan police for her expertise,
Tempe Brennan teams up with Special Crimes
Investigator Bartolome Galiano and with Montreal
detective Andrew Ryan, that sends her in a dangerous 
web stretching far beyond Guatemala’s borders. As
power, money, greed, and science converge, Tempe
must make life altering choices. 384 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7875762 THE MURDER BOOK. By Mark
Billingham. As he sets off hunting the woman
responsible for a series of grisly murders,
Tom Thorne has no way of knowing that he
will be plunged into a nightmare from which
he may never wake. Thorne’s past threatens
to catch up with him and a ruinous secret is
about to be revealed. If he wants to save
himself, he will have to do the unthinkable.

405 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95
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Thrillers
7870558 THE LYING CLUB. By Annie Ward. At 
an elite private school, Natalie, an office
assistant, dreams of having a life like the moms
she deals with every day. Little do they know how
their fates are bound. When two bodies are
carried out of the school one morning, it seems
the tension between mothers and daughters, rival 
lovers, and the haves and have-nots has
shattered the surface of this town. 425 pages.

HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.18  $5.95

*1927795  9TH GIRL. By Tami Hoag. On New
Year’s Eve in Minneapolis, a young woman is
found murdered, the ninth in a string of slayings.
Homicide detectives Sam Kovac and Nikki Liska
suspect the serial killer they call Doc Holiday, but 
soon they will learn that the monsters in the ninth
girl’s life may live closer to home. 500 pages.
Dutton. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7908172 WAKE.  By  She l ley  Bur r.
Nannine’s claim to fame is the still-unsolved
disappearance of young Evelyn 19 years ago. 
Her sister, Mina’s life has been defined by
the public interest in her sister’s case. No
one can explain how she vanished from her
bed. Enter Lane, a private investigator who
earns a l iv ing cracking cold  cases.
362 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7915829 CHICAGO. By David Mamet. Set in a mobbed-up
1920s Windy City, this is an electrifying saga of retribution,
double-cross, and honor across the canvas of a metropolis
peopled by the corrupt, the cynical, and the deceived.
332 pages. Custom House. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

4975693 THE PANDORA ROOM.  By
Christopher Golden. Archaeologist Sophie
Durant discovers a city deep in the heart of
Northern Iraq. When her team uncovers a
chamber whose walls are covered in
cuneiform, along with a warning from
Alexander the Great, history and mythology
begin to merge. The writings confirm the
Pandora tale of two jars, but the chamber

guards only one. It’s a find that could make history, or start a war. 
308 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $2.95

7971435 WITH MY LITTLE EYE. By Joshilyn Jackson. Meribel
moves herself and her daughter across the country to escape a
dangerous stalker–but she can’t keep herself and her daughter safe
from a monster she can’t identify. His game. His rules. Her life.
328 pages. Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

7969007 DEEP FAKE. By Ward Larsen. Since 
the attack at the fundraiser, Bryce, Sarah’s
husband, has been forgetful and acting
strangely. Might the recent explosion have
aggravated his combat trauma? What Sarah
and her closest friend uncover is stunning: the
man who might soon be president has a deeply
held secret. A secret that will likely destroy
Sarah’s life–and certainly lead the nation to

ruin. 339 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

7768397 ASSASSIN’S EDGE. By Ward
Larsen. A U.S. spy plane crashes off the
northern coast of Russia at the same time
that a Mossad operative is abducted from a
street in Kazakhstan. The two events seem
unrelated, but as suspicions rise, the CIA
calls in its premier operative, David Slaton.
278 pages. Forge. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

788933X MURDER AT SUNRISE LAKE. By Christine Feehan.
Running the Sunrise Lake Resort high in the Sierra Nevada
mountains, Stella Harrison thought she had gotten away from the
traumas of her past. Now tormented by visions of a killer, Stella has
no way to prove what is about to happen without destroying the life
she built for herself. But a killer is out there and she’ll do whatever it
takes to stop him. 416 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

*7874391 RED ON THE RIVER. By Christine
Feehan. Vienna uses her poker winnings to
support her family and her community, including
the local search and rescue team, which she
heads up. Zale’s job constantly puts him in harm’s 
way. Working undercover and disappearing for
months at a time isn’t exactly a recipe for a stable
relationship. Despite the challenges and the risks,
Zale wants something real with Vienna. 420

pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7789904 THE ECHO MAN. By Sam Holland. 
Detectives Cara and Noah are on the case of
series of seemingly unconnected murders,
each different in method but each shocking
and brutal. As they get closer to unmasking the
killer, the murders are moving closer to home.
Meanwhile, Jessica is on the run and having
been implicated as the arsonist who killed her
husband and injured her daughter. 326 pages.

Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $2.95

7820860 UNSTABLE. By Alexandra Ivy.
Rachel Fisher’s job in cold case files has
brought her back to Pike, Wisconsin, where
she will be working alongside her ex-husband
Zac Evans, Pikes’s interim sheriff. They are
racing to solve serial murders from decades
past while a new killer walks. Unless Rachel
and Zac can find a way to get ahead of him, the 
nightmare will never end. 380 pages. Zebra.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7837925 THE NINTH MONTH. By James
Patterson & R. DiLallo. Emily leads a complicated 
life in New York City. She’s successful until she
lands in the hospital with a double diagnosis: she
parties too much and she’s pregnant. After a
series of women in her social circle go missing,
Emily’s pregnancy becomes decidedly high-risk. 
She realizes she’s a killer’s target. 455 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7745052 THE PARIS DETECTIVE. By
James Patterson & R. DiLallo. Novels. Three
thrilling cases of Luc Moncief, a French
detective now working for the NYPD. In French
Kiss Luc joins the NYPD for a fresh start but
someone wants to make his first big case his
last. In The Christmas Mystery priceless
paintings have vanished from a Park Avenue
murder scene. In French Twist women are

dropping dead at upscale department stores. 425 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7901011 GRACIE’S SECRET. By Jill Childs.
When Jen’s daughter, Gracie is involved in a
terrible car crash, driven by Ella, Jen’s
ex-husband’s new girlfriend, it’s a miracle
when the paramedics manage to resuscitate
her. Gracie begins to tell strange stories about
what she heard in the car and saw in those
moments near death, revealing something
hidden in Ella’s past. 304 pages. Grand

Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

7847726 WHAT ROSE FORGOT. By Nevada
Barr. With the help of her sister Marion, a
reclusive computer hacker; her thirteen year old
granddaughter, Mel; and Mel’s friend Royal,
Rose Dennis begins to piece together the
fragments of her life, gather her strength, and
fight back in order to find out who is after her and
take back control. 344 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7813120 DIAMONDHEAD. By Patrick
Robinson. Navy SEAL Mack Bedford is
expelled from the military after recklessly
avenging the death of fellow soldiers, killed by
insurgents wielding a deadly Diamondhead
anti-tank missile. When Mack is asked to come 
back to help, can he reach his target and
survive? 410 pages. Canelo. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7789580  48 HOURS TO KILL. By Andrew 
Bourelle. A prison inmate on furlough learns 
a terr ible secret  about  his s is ter ’s
mysterious death and teams up with his
sister’s best friend in a search for the truth. If
Ethan is going to solve his sister’s murder in
48 hours, he’ll have to become the criminal
he swore he’d never be again. 329 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

7789742 THE DARK CIRCLE. By Robert J. 
Mrazek. Ex-army officer Jake embarks on a
ha r rowing  jou rney,  un rave l ing  the
conspiracy behind an opioid epidemic and
strange disappearances in Upstate New
York. He is retained to find missing college
student Deborah and he is set for a brutal
showdown that could mean Deborah’s
rescue–or Jake’s demise. 325 pages.

Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $2.95

*5848849 THE ICE LIMIT. By D. Preston &
L. Child. The world’s biggest meteorite has
been discovered off the tip of Chile. Billionaire
Palmer Lloyd is determined to get it for his
museum. He assembles scient ists and
engineers into a flawless expedition, but from
the first approach to the meteorite, people begin 
to die. They’re not taking this ancient, enigmatic 
object anywhere. It is taking them. 502 pages.

Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

786065X SMALL GAME. By Blair Braverman. 
Selected to be on a survival reality show, Mara is
whisked by helicopter to an undisclosed
location. When the cast wakes one morning to
find something has gone terribly wrong, fear
ripples through the group as Mara and the others 
face terrifying decisions and “survival” becomes 
more than a game. 279 pages. Ecco.
Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7870477 FOR YOUR OWN GOOD. By
Samantha Downing. Teddy has won Teacher of
the Year at the Belmont Academy, home to the
best and brightest. He says his wife couldn’t be
more proud–though no one has seen her in a
while. He can’t be bothered with a few
mysterious deaths on campus that are looking
more and more like murder, or with the student
digging a little too deeply into Teddy’s personal

life. 373 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*7880170 LAST RITES. By Sharon Sala.
Aaron Pope returns to his life as a police
officer, and is settling in just fine. Then his
investigation into an attempted murder leads
him right to Dani. She may hold the key to a
long-lost part of the Pope family’s past, and
more importantly, she may hold the key to
Aaron’s heart. 460 pages. Sourcebooks.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7802005 DON’T BACK DOWN.  By
Sharon Sala. Army veteran Cameron Pope is
back in Jubilee, Kentucky–the hometown he
hasn’t seen since he enlisted 10 years ago.
When his little niece is kidnapped, he and his
bomb-sniffing dog, Ghost, race up Pope
Mountain to find the little girl before it’s too
late. 423 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7969074 FIRE WITH FIRE. By Candice Fox. A pair of
desperate parents. A man on the run. A rookie cop. Four people
with everything on the line. What will be left in the ashes of the
next twenty-four hours? 314 pages. Forge. Pub. at $28.99 $6.95

7968345 A GHOST OF CARIBOU. By Alice Henderson. Follows
wildlife biologist Alex Carter as she encounters an unsolved murder
and a town in turmoil, while in search of a majestic, all but vanished
animal. 309 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7968272 DARK OBJECTS. By Simon
Toyne. Forensics expert Laughton Rees
hunts an unusually clever killer who
appears to be staging murder scenes just
for her. Laughton’s family was destroyed
once, and she built herself a new one. Now
she has to face her fears and catch a killer
before this one is destroyed too. 387 pages. 
Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7954824 WIDOWS’ REVENGE. By Lynda La
Plante. Against all the odds, Dolly and her
gangland widows managed the impossible: a
heist their husbands had failed to pull off–at
the cost of their lives. Shocked by her
husband’s betrayal, Dolly discovers Harry isn’t 
dead. He knows where the women are and he
wants them to pay. 293 pages. Zaffre.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95

7936508 PRIME SUSPECT 1973. By Lynda La Plante. novel.
It’s 1973 in the East End of London and a young WPC, Jane
Tennison, joins the toughest ranks of the Hackney police force as 
a probationary officer. When her first case comes in, a woman
savagely beaten and strangled to death, Jane is thrown in at the
deep end. 582 pages. S&S. Paperbound.  $6.95

7968213 BURIED. By Lynda La Plante. DC
Jack Warr and his girlfriend Maggie have
just moved to London to start a new life
together. Though charming, Jack can’t seem 
to find his place in the world–until he’s
drawn into an investigation that turns his life
ups ide  down. 346 pages .  Za f f re .
Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
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Thrillers
7783507 CALL OF DUTY. By Jeff Rovin. After
the launch of a new missile ends in destruction,
the chief engineer on the project, Dr. Yang Dayou is 
arrested. When Lt. Lee frees the imprisoned
scientist, the Black Wasp team races to rescue
their colleague and Dr. Dayou without setting off an 
international incident that could have China
releasing their greatest weapon yet. 346 pages. St. 
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

4945743 THE BLACK ORDER. By Jeff Rovin.
The Black Order are self-proclaimed patriots and
survivalists that refuse to surrender their values
and beliefs to the left-learning cultural and
progressive forces threatening their nation. Only
Op-Center’s Black Wasp, a skilled team of military 
operatives answerable to the president, can defeat
these militant revolutionaries. 344 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

*7885598 UNTRACEABLE. By Laura Griffin.
Private investigator Alexandra Lovell helps clients 
drop off the radar and begin new lives in safety.
But when client Melanie Bess vanishes for real,
Alex sets out to find her. Using every resource she 
has, including an elite team of forensic scientists, 
and a jaded Austin PD detective, she embarks on
a mission to uncover the mystery. 353 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7859007 STORM OF SECRETS. By Loretta 
Marion. A powerful storm descends upon
Cape Cod at the peak of tourist season, and
the weekend of Cassandra and David’s
wedding. In the wake of the storm’s
destruction, three year-old Lucas goes
missing–and the body of a small-time drug
dealer is found in a dumpster. 327 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7949537 STORM TIDE. By Wilbur Smith with T. Harper. 1774. The
Courtney family is torn apart as three generations fight on opposing
sides of a terrible war that will change the face of the world forever.
457 pages. Welbeck. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $6.95

7971885 STORM TIDE. By Wilbur Smith with T. Harper. 1774.
The Courtney family is torn apart as three generations fight on
opposing sides of a terrible war that will change the face of the
world forever. 457 pages. Zaffre. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

7847025 THE CHOICE. By Claire Wade.
Imagine a world where everything you ate was
monitored by the government. Every step you took 
was counted. Your children were weighed every
day at school. Neighbors reported on neighbors
and no one was safe from judgment. Sugar was
illegal, and baking was a crime. Imagine if that
world were here. What would you do? 392 pages.
Orion. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7896093  13 DAYS TO DIE. By Matt Miksa.
As Olen, an American intelligence officer and
Dr. Zhou Weilin, a virus hunter, rush to uncover 
the shocking truth behind an epidemic, they
unravel a twisted conspiracy that reaches from
Beijing to Washington. With the superpowers
now at the brink of war, the fate of the world will 
rest on the duo’s shoulders. 344 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

7789866 DON’T GET CLOSE. By Matt
Miksa. An infamous reincarnation cult
resurfaces in the wake of a deadly bombing,
and it’s up to an FBI novice to learn its true
aim–and uncover its dark past–before it
consumes her. 344 pages. Crooked Lane.
Pub. at $27.99  $2.95
 

7921985 THE HAVANA GAME. By John Lutz.
Thomas Laker is sent to untangle the mess of the
U.S. being linked to terrorists and a Russian
troop. In Miami Laker’s partner Ava is
investigating the death of a fellow agent. Though
oceans apart, Laker and Ava discover their
separate missions are tied together to an
exp losi ve  p lo t .  340  pages.  Pinnacle .
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*797213X WHAT HAVE WE DONE. By Alex Finlay. Twenty-five
years ago, Jenna, Donnie, and Nico were the best of friends. And the
terrible events of one night forged an unbreakable bond. They are
reunited for a single reason: someone is trying to kill them. 420 pages. 
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7855850 SILENCED. By Allison Brennan. It
has been seven years since Lucy was
attacked–and almost killed–by an online
predator. Today, she is a trainee at the FBI
Academy, and is devoted to the fight against
cyber sex crimes. Her current mission: to take
town a prostitution ring through a joint task force
in the White House. 405 pages. Minotaur.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7888279 THE TRENCH. By Steve Alten. The
captive 20-ton Megalodon shark has tasted
human blood, and it wants more. On the other
side of the world, as a monster terrorizes the
California coast, paleobiologist Jonas Taylor
knows he must return to the Megalodon’s
spawning ground–the Mariana Trench–to stop the 
carnage. 472 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*4979087 SHADOWS REEL. By C.J.
Box. Joe Pickett is called out for a
moose-poaching incident that turns out to
be something much more sinister: a local
fishing guide has been brutally tortured and 
murdered. At the same time, Marybeth, his
wife, opens an unmarked package at the
library where she works and finds a photo
album that belonged to an infamous Nazi

official. 354 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $14.95

7954670 OUT OF RANGE. By C.J. Box. Game warden Joe Pickett is 
about to become the hunted. When a good friend and fellow warden
kills himself, Joe is chosen to temporarily run his district. As Joe
investigates the circumstances surrounding his friend’s suicide he
realizes that if he isn’t careful, he may become a victim. 351 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*4797345 NYPD RED 6. By James Patterson &
M. Karp. NYPD Red detective Kylie MacDonald and
her partner, Detective Zach Jordan leap into action
when reality star Erin Easton disappears before her
wedding ceremony. With Erin’s dressing room empty
except for a blood splattered wedding gown and signs 
of a struggle, this brazen kidnapping becomes a PR
nightmare for Kylie and Zach. 524 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7794398 THE GATEKEEPER. By James
Byrne. Dez, with his shadowy military past
and specialized skill set, comes to the aid of
financial genius Petra when she’s attacked by
armed mercenaries. Soon, the two of them are 
on the trail of a dangerous international
conspiracy, and only Dez’s unique talents can
put a stop to it. 327 pages. Minotaur. Pub.
at $27.99  $6.95

7987021 THE LIES I TELL. By Julie Clark.
Kat has been waiting 10 years for the woman
who upended her life to return. And now that
she has, Kat is determined to be the one to
expose her. But as the two women grow
closer, Kat’s long held assumptions begin to
crumble, leaving her to wonder who Meg’s
true target is. 302 pages. Sourcebooks.
Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7946287 YOU LOVE ME. By Caroline
Kepnes. Joe Goldberg is done with the cities.
He’s done with the muck and the posers, done 
with Love. Now he’s saying hello to nature, to
simple pleasures on a cozy island in the
Pacific Northwest. He gets a job at the local
library, and that’s where he meets her: Mary
Kay DiMarco, the librarian. 388 pages.
Random. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7936281 FINDERS, KEEPERS. By Sabine
Durrant. Verity Baxter has lived–quietly,
carefully–in Trinity Fields all her life. Then
Ailsa and Tom Tilson move next door and
everything changes. Can Verity trust what
she hears through the walls? Either way, their 
lives are entwined now, and the knots can
only get  t ighter.  311 pages.  Hodder.
Paperbound.  $6.95

7870566 THE NEIGHBOR’S SECRET. By L.
Alison Heller. Cottonwood Book Club is the
subdivision’s eyes and ears, meeting monthly
for gossip and cocktails. When increasingly
violent acts of vandalism target the book club
members, they’ll go to any lengths to keep
their secrets and protect their children–even if
it means someone has to die. 322 pages.
Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7882963 OVER THE FALLS. By Rebecca
Hodge. Bryn moved to the Eastern Tennessee
mountains and never looked back when,
fourteen years ago, her fiance jilted her for her
despised sister, Del. But Bryn’s placid life hits
the skids when Del’s 14 year old son shows up 
on her doorstep asking for help because Del
disappeared. 330 pages. Crooked Lane.
Pub. at $27.99  $7.95

7830394 THE DARKEST HOUR. By Maya
Banks. It’s been one year since ex-Navy SEAL
Ethan last saw his wife, Rachel, alive. He has
shut himself off from everything and everyone.
He then receives an anonymous call claiming
that Rachel is alive. To save her, Ethan will have
to dodge bullets, cross a jungle, and risk falling
captive to a deadly drug cartel. 298 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*4683234 UNSOLVED. By James Patterson &
D. Ellis. A shocking new case, unfolding across the
country, has left FBI agent Emmy Dockery baffled.
The victims all appear to have died by accident and
seem to have nothing in common. But this many
deaths can’t be a coincidence. The killer is one step
ahead of every move Dockery makes, waiting for the
perfect time to strike. 515 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7945884 THE
ACCOMPLICE. By Lisa Lutz. Everyone has the
same questions about best friends Owen and
Luna: What binds them together so tightly? Why
weren’t they ever a couple? And why do people
around them keep turning up dead? Luna finds
Owen’s wife brutally murdered. To get to the
heart of what happened and why, Luna has to dig
up the one secret she’s spent her whole life

burying. 352 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7944365 THE CRUSH. By Sandra Brown.
Being stalked by the notorious hitman Ricky
Lozada, Rennie Newton forms an uneasy alliance 
with Wick Threadgill, a rogue detective with his
own personal vendetta against Lozada. Wick has
nothing to lose by confronting a killer who strikes 
so quickly that Rennie may never see it coming.
421 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

497526X TAILSPIN. By Sandra Brown.
Rye Mallett is a fearless “freight dog” pilot
who when asked to fly into a completely
fogbound northern Georgia town and deliver 
a mysterious black box–he doesn’t ask
questions. But as his plane nears the
isolated landing strip, more trouble than
inclement weather awaits him. 424 pages.
Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00  $4.95

7878265 MIRROR IMAGE. By Sandra Brown. As Avery lies
helpless in the hospital after a plane crash, she makes a
shattering discovery: someone close to senatorial candidate
Tate is planning to assassinate him. Now to save Tate’s life Avery
must live another woman’s life–and risk her own. 442 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

*3753239 PLAY DIRTY. By Sandra Brown. After 
years in federal prison, Cowboys quarterback Griff
Burkett, agrees to do a secretive job for a wealthy,
childless couple. Griff stands to gain the highest
payoff he could ever imagine, but cashing in on it
will require him to forfeit his only chance for
redemption and love in this high stakes game where 
one player will be dead. 535 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7870310 THE POWER COUPLE. By Alex
Berenson. Rebecca and Brian Unsworth seem
to have it all. A house in the suburbs of
Washington, D.C., two children, and important
government jobs. However, the Unsworth’s
marriage isn’t as perfect as it seems. And when
their daughter is abducted, they realize that it’s
more tenuous than they thought. 421 pages.
S&S. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7835744 THE MALTA EXCHANGE. By Steve
Berry. The pope is dead. A conclave to select his
replacement is about to begin. With the help of
Magellan Billet agent Luke Daniels, Malone
races a rogue cardinal, the Knights, the Secreti,
and the clock to find what has been lost for
centuries, culminating in the Vatican, where the
election of the next pope hangs in the balance.
401 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
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Thrillers
*7911963 THE OMEGA FACTOR. By Steve Berry. The Ghent 
altarpiece is the most violated work of art in the world. Thirteen
times it has been vandalized, dismantled, or stolen. Why? What
secrets does it hold? Enter UNESCO investigator Nicholas Lee,
whose job it is to protect the world’s cultural artifacts.
494 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

784185X THE OMEGA FACTOR. By Steve
Berry. UNESCO investigator, Nicholas Lee,
whose job is to protect the world’s cultural
artifacts, stumbles onto the trail of a legendary
panel from the Ghent Altarpiece, stolen in
1934 and never seen since. As he
investigates, Lee finds himself confronting a
modern day religious crusade intent on
eliminating a shocking truth from humanity’s

past. 451 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

7748302 THE RESTING PLACE. By Camilla 
Sten. Vivianne’s grandmother has left her a
looming estate tucked away in the Swedish
woods. A place that has housed a chilling past
for over 50 years. Eleanor; her boyfriend,
Sebastian; and her aunt, Veronika all go to this
house of secrets, looking for answers. But as
they get closer to uncovering the truth, they’ll
wish they had never come to disturb what rests

there. 330 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7720009 THE HEIGHTS.  By  Lou ise
Candlish. The Heights is a tall apartment
building, its roof terrace so discreet you
wouldn’t know it existed if you weren’t
standing at the window of the flat directly
opposite. But you are. And that’s when you
see a man up there, a man you’d recognize
anywhere. Which makes no sense at all, since
you know he has been dead for more than two

years. 406 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7775784 SALT RIVER. By Randy Wayne
White. Months ago, Doc Ford quietly
liberated a cache of precious Spanish coins
from a felonious treasure hunter, and now a
number of unsavory individuals, including a
disgraced IRS investigator and a corrupt
Bahamian customs agent are after their cut.
350 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95
 

7971389 A THOUSAND STEPS.  By T.
Jefferson Parker. Laguna Beach, California,
1968. Sixteen year old Matt is just trying to get
by. His big sister, Jazz, has just gone missing.
The cops figure she’s just another runaway
hippie chick, enjoying a summer of love, but
Matt doesn’t believe it. 378 pages. Forge.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

7964412 YOU WILL NEVER BE FOUND. By Tove Alsterdal.
Detective Eira Sjodin races to solve a disappearance that hits
chillingly close to home. Eira finds herself at the mercy of an
elusive perpetrator–and of a love she can no longer deny.
274 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7889682 COLD FEAR. By B. Webb & J.D.
Mann. Disgraced Navy SEAL Finn is on the run. 
A wanted man since he jumped ship from the
USS Abraham Lincoln,  he’s sought for
questioning in connection to war crimes
committed in Yemen by a rogue element in his
SEAL team. His mission is simple: track down
the three corrupt SEALs and find out what really 
happened that night in Yemen. 511 pages.

Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7875673 BETTER THE BLOOD. By Michael
Bennett. Led to a crime scene, Maori
detective, Hana Westerman in Auckland CIB,
discovers a man ritualistically hanging in a
secret room. After a second, apparently
unrelated death, she uncovers a chilling
connection to a historic crime during the
British colonization of New Zealand–the
unjust execution of a Maori chief by British

soldiers. 329 pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00  $7.95

7789610 ALL THAT FALL. By Kris Calvin. Over a desperate and
harrowing forty-eight hours, Emma Lawson must race against the
clock to rescue a kidnapped child and stop a killer whose master plan
only begins with murder. Emma is quickly drawn to a web of clues that 
point toward sordid secrets and a cold case murder. 326 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

7858965 SHIVER. By Allie Reynolds. Milla
is expecting a weekend of catching up with
four old friends. Yet the moment she and the
others arrive for the reunion, they can tell
something is wrong. She realizes there’s no
one on the mountain she can trust. If Milla’s
not careful, she could be the next to
disappear. 390 pages. Putnam. Pub.
at $27.00  $6.95

7857853 HEAT 2. By M. Mann & M.
Gardiner. Christ Shiherlis is holed up in
Korea-town, desperately trying to escape L.A.
Hunting him is LAPD detective Vincent Hanna.
Hours earlier, Hanna killed Shiherlis’s brother
in arms Neil McCauley. Now Hanna’s
determined to capture or kill Shiherlis, the last
survivor of McCauley’s crew. 470 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7971249 THE PALLBEARERS CLUB. By
Paul Tremblay. Art was so not cool. A 17 year
old high school loner who started an
extracurricular club for volunteer pallbearers
at poorly attended funerals. His new friend
thought the club was cool and brought her
Polaroid camera to take pictures of the
corpses. Ok, that part was a little weird.
278 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7946066 THE LADY HAS A PAST. By
Amanda Quick. Investigative apprentice Lyra is
unsettled when her boss suddenly disappears.
She knows something has happened to Raina,
and tracks down her last known appearance at
an exclusive hotel and health spa. Simon is there 
to help search but Lyra suspects that he is more
than what he seems. 322 pages. Berkley.
Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7936494 SHARP OBJECTS. By Gillian Flynn. Fresh from a brief
stay at a psych hospital, reporter Camille faces a troubling
assignment: she must return to her tiny hometown to cover the
murders of two preteen girls. Now, back in her old bedroom and
dogged by her own demons, she must unravel the psychological
puzzle of her past if she wants to get the story. 328 pages.
Weidenfeld & Nicolson. Paperbound.  $6.95

7936206 DARK PLACES. By Gillian Flynn.
Libby Day was seven when her mother and two
sisters were murdered, and famously testified
that her fifteen year old brother did it.
Twenty-five years later, she offers to help the

“Kill Club” discover proof that may free her
brother–for a fee. But the unimaginable truth
emerges, putting Libby back on the run from a
killer. 424 pages. Orion. Paperbound.  $6.95

7876572 THE ICE TWINS. By S.K. Tremayne.
A year after one of their identical twin daughters,
Lydia, dies in an accident, Angus and Sarah move 
to a tiny Scottish island hoping to put together the
pieces of their shattered lives. But when their
surviving daughter Kristie claims they have
mistaken her identity, that she in fact is Lydia, their 
world comes crashing down again. 358 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

1963139 THE EXECUTIVE ORDER. By David Fisher. Senator
Ian Wrightman is elected president to heal a nation frayed by
extreme partisanship. Digital journalist Rollie Stone embraces
the normalcy. But after the country is rocked by a series of
terrorist attacks, the new administration begins rolling out
executive orders that claim to protect the American people,
while slowly chipping away at the constitutional freedoms.
376 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7787766 WICKED WAYS. By L. Jackson & N.
Bush. Elizabeth Gaines Ellis is an ordinary
suburban wife and mother. That’s what she tells
herself as she flits between her Realtor job, yoga
class, and caring for her daughter, Chloe. But for
months now, she has worried that she’s far from
normal, that she’s somehow the cause of a series
of brutal, horrible deaths. 492 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

4914988 THE SECOND SLEEP. By Robert
Harris. A young English priest, Christopher
Fairfax, makes his way on horseback from
the cathedral city of Exeter to the far flung
village of Addicott St. George to conduct the 
burial of the local parson. Over the next six
days everything he believes, about himself,
his faith, the very history of the world, will be 
tes ted  to  the  b r ink  of  des t ruc t ion .

298 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $26.95  $6.95

7695535 TWICE KISSED. By Lisa Jackson.
Sisters share a bond, twins especially. For
Maggie and Mary, that link once allowed them
to communicate no matter how much distance
separated them. But there were differences
between them too. When her sister Mary goes
missing, Maggie knows that her twin is in real
danger. But the deeper she digs into her
sister’s life, the more Maggie discovers about

her own complicated past. 394 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

7702019 YOU BETRAYED ME. By Lisa Jackson. The Cahills of San 
Francisco are famous for two things: their vast wealth, and their
scandals: murder, greed, and deadly ambition. Some people will do
anything to get, and keep, the Cahills’ kind of money. When James
Cahill’s girlfriend Megan goes missing, he can’t escape a feeling of
dread. 444 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7857462 DEVIOUS. By Lisa Jackson. New
Orleans detectives Rick Bentz and Reuben
Montoya race to help a grief stricken woman
discover the truth about a convent filled with
unholy secrets. A novice nun named Sister
Camille has been found dead, and her sister
Valerie Huston is devastated by her death. Val
begins to investigate. 540 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7787502 ABSOLUTE FEAR. By Lisa Jackson.
Eve knows Our Lady of Virtues Hospital well. As the
daughter of one of its doctors, she spent her
childhood exploring its secret chambers, hidden
rooms, and forbidden passageways. Now,
somewhere in the decaying asylum lies the key to a
betrayal from the past whose echoes are being felt
with a vengeance. 547 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7800045 WHERE ARE THE CHILDREN? By 
Mary Higgins Clark. Nancy fled the heartbreak of
her first marriage, the macabre deaths of her two
children, and the shocking charges against her.
She changed her name and left California for
Cape Cod. Now remarried, she has two more
children, and the pain has begun to heal–until the 
morning when she looks in the backyard for her
children and f inds only one red mitten.

263 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7884931 KISS THE GIRLS AND MAKE
THEM CRY. By Mary Higgins Clark. As
allegations emerge about sexual misconduct at
the high-profile TV network REL, their counsel’s
attempts to keep the story from making headlines 
are matched only by investigative journalist Gina
Kane’s determination to uncover the truth. And
when two accusers turn up dead, Gina realizes
someone will go to depraved lengths to keep the

story quiet. 384 pages. S&S. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7936222 DEAD GROUND. By M.W. Craven.
Detective Sergeant Washington Poe is in court,
fighting eviction from his beloved croft, when he
is summoned to a backstreet brothel in Carlisle
where a man has been beaten to death with a
baseball bat. As Poe and programmer Tilly
Bradshaw delve deeper into the case, they are
faced with seemingly unanswerable questions.
440 pages. Constable. Paperbound.  $6.95

7971613 FEARLESS. By M.W. Craven.
Ben Koenig has been on the run for six
years. Now suddenly his face is on every
television screen in the country and his
cover is blown. A woman has gone missing,
and her father will do anything to find her.
He wants Koenig  to discover what
happened, no matter the cost. 408 pages.
Flatiron. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7936192 THE CURATOR. By M.W. Craven. It’s Christmas and
a serial killer is leaving displayed body parts all over Cumbria. A
strange message is left at each scene: #BSC6. Called in to
investigate, the National Crime Agency’s Washington Poe and
Tilly Bradshaw are faced with a case that makes no sense.
387 pages. Constable. Paperbound.  $6.95

*7893892 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE
BLACKBRIAR GENESIS. By Simon Gervais. No one 
is better at the deadly business of catching spies than
the operatives of Blackbriar, but their latest mission
will thrust them into a particularly dangerous vortex of
deceit and betrayal. Their search for answers will take
them deeper into the world of conspiracy and lies than 
they ever expected. 502 pages. Putnam. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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Thrillers
*7857519 PERIL. By Kat Martin et al. Three
interwoven stories about brave heroes who rise up
to take down a treacherous gang bent on robbery
and destruction, to keep their homes, and the
women they love safe. Trusting their sharply honed
instincts, three rugged men will fight to stop the
rampage before the women they’d die for become
the next victim. 410 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7858191 NOT HER DAUGHTER. By Rea Frey. Emma
Townsend. Five years old. Grey eyes, brown hair. Missing since
June. Sarah Walker. Successful entrepreneur. Broken-hearted.
Kidnapper. Amy Townsend. Unhappy wife. Unfit mother. Unsure
whether she wants her daughter back. 403 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7870213 BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE. By Rea
Frey. When single mother Lee takes a long
weekend break from parenting her “on the
spectrum” son Mason, she enlists her son’s
handsome occupational therapist to stay with
him while she is away. Forty-eight hours later, 
someone is dead, and not all is as it seems.
390 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub.
at $16.99  $4.95

*7943288 BLOOD LINES. By Nelson &
Alex DeMille. Agents Brodie and Taylor are on 
the hunt for the cold-blooded murderer of
one of their fellow agents. The authorities
suspect this is an act of Islamic terrorism, but 
Brodie and Taylor soon believe there is more
to  the  case .  498  pages.  Sc r ibne r.
Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

7928440 THE INNOCENT ONE. By Lisa
Ballantyne. Ten years have passed, but everyone
remembers The Angel Killer. Sebastian was just
11 years old when accused of murdering his
playmate. Criminal attorney Daniel helped prove
Sebastian’s innocence in the trial–and now the
past has become the present when he receives a
fresh call from his old client. 341 pages.
Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

783957X THE BEST FRIEND. By Jessica
Fellowes. From childhood they were kindred
spirits. Bella, sensible and cautions. Kate,
gregarious and just a little dangerous. Yet their
trust is fragile. Men came into their lives, and
things changed. Over decades, acts of both
cruelty and love ferment until one shocking
event tests them more than ever. 309 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

*7680511 AURA OF NIGHT. By Heather
Graham. All book editor Megan Law wants is to 
bury the memory of her brutal kidnapping and
move on with her life. So when her publisher
asks her to spin her hellish experience into the
next bestseller, she agrees only because it
might help keep other women safe. Then a
gruesome package arrives in the mail, a
reminder that the nightmare isn’t over just yet.

328 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*1963694 GWENDY’S FINAL TASK. By
Stephen King & R. Chizmar. When Gwendy
Peterson was twelve, a mysterious stranger
named Richard Farris gave her a mysterious box
for safekeeping. Pushing any of its eight colored
buttons promised death and destruction. Years
later, the button box reentered Gwendy’s life. Now, 
malignant forces seek to possess the box, and its
up to Gwendy to keep it from them at all costs.

Illus. 282 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

7816480 BEDBUGS. By Ben H. Winters. Susan
and Alex have found their dream apartment.
Sure, the landlady is a little eccentric. And the
elderly handyman drops some cryptic remarks
about the basement. But the rent is so low, it’s
too good to pass up. Big mistake. Susan soon
discovers that her new home is crawling with
bed bugs–or is i t?  253 pages.  Quirk.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

*786714X THE PERFECT FAMILY MAN. By M.M. DeLuca. Five
years ago, Olivia’s little boy went missing. Now her husband, Nate,
has vanished too. As Olivia investigates, she discovers a web of
secrets and lies that lead her to question her husband and her
marriage. 324 pages. Canelo. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7695284 LEFT FOR DEAD. By Kevin O’Brien.
When Clair Shaw wakes up in a Seattle hospital,
she remembers nothing of what has happened to
her, and she doesn’t recognize the concerned
faces of her husband and friends. She knows that
she’s lucky to be alive, the one surviving victim of 
a serial killer. At home the memories start to
come back to her. 488 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7695365 THE NIGHT SHE DISAPPEARED.
By Kevin O’Brien. From the depths of sleep,
Seattle TV reporter Anna Malone awakens to
her phone ringing. She rarely drinks, and this
hangover is brutal. Why can’t she shake the
feeling that something terrible happened last
night? And why can’t she recall any of it?
488  pages.  Pinnac le .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

792769X WATCH THEM DIE. By Kevin O’Brien. Different women,
different methods, same madman. In Seattle, no single woman is
safe. From afar he watches the ones he so desperately wants, finding
new and brutal ways to teach them a lesson–and to love them to
death. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7848838 THE KING OF LIES. By John Hart.
When the body of his father is discovered, and
he’s set to inherit his father’s fortune, Jackson
Workman Pickens, known as Work, becomes a
prime suspect along with his sister Jean.
Launching his own investigation, Work fights to 
save his sister, clear his name, and regain the
love of a woman to whom he gave his heart so
many years before. 413 pages. Minotaur.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7868529 THE LOST POPE. By Glenn
Cooper. The discovery of a miraculous
fragment of papyrus with three unknown lines
from the Gospel of Mary Magdalene, that
could change the course of Christianity, is so
explosive that a wealthy man is willing to kill to 
ensure no one ever sees it. 375 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*788219X LOWDOWN ROAD. By Scott Von
Doviak. It’s the summer of 1974–Richard Nixon
has resigned from office, CB radios are the hot new 
thing, and in the great state of Texas two cousins
hatch a plan to drive $1 million worth of stolen
weed to Idaho, where some lunatic is gearing up to 
jump Snake River Canyon on a rocket-powered
motorcycle. 288 pages. Hard Case Crime.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

782078X SHOCK WAVE. By Al Pessin. Vital
seaports in Jordan and Israel erupt in fire and
destruction. It’s the first strike from a terrorist
organization determined to increase hostilities
throughout the Middle East. To stop al-Assali,
the Defense Intelligence Agency’s Bridget
Davenport assigns Lieutenant Faraz Abdallah
to infiltrate the terrorist’s cabal. 452 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7768451 CITY ON FIRE. By Don Winslow.
Two criminal empires together control all of
New England. Until a beautiful modern-day
Helen of Troy comes between the Irish and
the Italians, launching a war that will see
them kill each other, destroy an alliance, and
set a city on fire. 371 pages. Morrow. Pub. at
$28.99  $7.95

7873530 THE FORCE. By Don Winslow. All
Denny Malone wants is to be a good cop. He’s 
the king of Manhattan North and a highly
decorated NYPD detective sergeant. What
only a few know is that Denny Malone is dirty:
he and his partners have stolen millions of
dollars in drugs and cash. And now Malone is
being squeezed by the feds. 482 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7964315 THINGS WE DO IN THE DARK. By 
Jennifer Hillier. When Paris is arrested in her
own bathroom–covered in blood, holding a
straight razor, her celebrity husband dead in
the bathtub–she knows she’ll be charged with
murder. It’s only a matter of time before
someone f rom her  long hidden past
recognizes her and destroys the new life she’s
worked so hard to build. 353 pages. Minotaur.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

7936427 THE POISON GARDEN. By Alex
Marwood. At 22 years old, Romy has recently
escaped the toxic confines of the cult she was
raised in. But she is young, pregnant and
completely alone. She has some important
lessons to learn, like how there are some
people you can trust, and some you must fear.
And about who her family really is, and why her
mother ran away all  those years ago.

391 pages. Sphere. Paperbound.  $6.95

7862024 AURORA. By David Koepp. In
Aurora, Illinois, Aubrey Wheeler is just
trying to get by after her semi-criminal
ex-husband splits, leaving behind his
unruly son. When a solar storm knocks out
power almost everywhere, Aubrey must
assume the mantle of fierce protector of her
suburban neighborhood and her family.
292 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7896395 THE DANGERS OF AN
ORDINARY NIGHT. By Lynne Reeves. On a
fall evening at the Performing Arts High
School of Boston, best friends Tali and June
go missing after auditioning for a play.
They’re last seen in a grainy, out of focus
surveillance footage that shows them
walking away from the school. Two days
later in a town south of Boston, Tali is found

disoriented by the ocean’s edge, while June is pronounced dead 
at the scene. 282 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

778564X THE WRONG WOMAN. By Leanne
Kale Sparks. Nove. FBI Special Agent Kendall
Beck was the sole survivor of the Denver

“Reaper” serial murders. While she works on the 
case of a missing child, her best friend and
roommate is found dead. In her grief, she
uncovers a horrifying truth: the crimes are
connected. And the Reaper is back in Denver.
314 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

7862296 JACKPOT. By S. Woods & B.
Quertermous. When Peter and Ben come under
threat while working at a film festival abroad,
Teddy is lured to the glittering city of Macau to
resolve the problem. He’ll soon find that world of 
posh casinos, luxurious developments, and
boundless wealth has a dark underbelly of crime 
and political intrigue. 307 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7857330 WONDERLAND. By Zoje Stage. After years of city
life, Orla and Shaw Bennett are ready for the quiet of New York’s
Adirondack mountains–or at least they think they are. Settling
into the perfect farmhouse with their two children, they are
charmed by their isolated life. But none of the Bennetts could
expect what lies waiting in the woods, where secrets run dark and 
deep. 358 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7827954 DECEIVE ME. By Karen Cole. When 
Jo’s teenage daughter goes missing, she feels
like the world is collapsing around her. The
police believe Grace is just an angry teenager
hiding out at a friends house, but Jo is terrified
that her daughter is in grave danger. With so
little urgency from the police, Jo decides to
take matters into her own hands. 345 pages.
Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7827970 DENY ME. By Karen Cole. One of
Jessica’s neighbors dies, having fallen from
the top-floor window of her own home, it is
declared a tragic accident. Jess’s mother, Jean, 
claims to have seen the woman’s husband
push his wife to her death. Jean has recently
been diagnosed with Dementia, so her family
dismisses her. Jess wants to know the truth, but 
can’t prepare herself for what she finds.

346 pages. Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7984537 MAGPIE. By Elizabeth Day. Marisa
and Jake are the perfect couple. And Kate,
their new lodger, is the ideal roommate.
Except no one is truly perfect. Kate’s boundary 
pushing turns into an all-out obsession–with
Jake, Marisa, and their future child. Who is
this woman? And why does she seem to know
everything about them? 322 pages. S&S.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7969139 HER FINAL CONFESSION. By Lisa Regan. Watching her 
friend get dragged away in handcuffs, Josie couldn’t believe for one
second that Gretchen had killed that poor boy. Confession or not,
someone else was involved. She would find out who. 282 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
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Thrillers
7876521 HER MOTHER’S GRAVE. By Lisa
Regan. When two boys discover human bones
buried beneath a tree in a trailer park, Detective
Josie Quinn races to join her team at the scene. 
Just as Josie gets close to uncovering a secret
that will shatter her world forever, another body
is uncovered. It’s suddenly clear that someone
very close to Josie will stop at nothing to keep
the truth buried forever. 310 pages. Grand

Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7967403 DAMAGE. By Josephine Hart. The
gripping story of a man’s desperate obsession
and scandalous love affair. He appears to have
everything: wealth, a beautiful wife and
children, and a prestigious political career in
Parliament. But his life lacks passion, and his
aching emptiness drives him to an all
consuming, and catastrophic relationship with
his son’s fiancee. 238 pages. Pegasus.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7947240 CELTIC EMPIRE. By Clive & Dirk
Cussler. The murders of a team of United Nations
scientists in El Salvador. A deadly collision in the
waterways off the city of Detroit. An attack by
tomb raiders on an archaeological site along the
Nile. These seemingly unrelated occurrences
come together in a showdown that only Dirk Pitt
can unravel. 462 pages. Putnam. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

191698X ODESSA SEA. By Clive & Dirk
Cussler. A desperate attempt in 1917 to preserve
the wealth and power of the Romanov empire. A
Cold War bomber lost with a deadly cargo. A
brilliant developer of advanced drone technology
on an unknown mission. Modern-day nuclear
smugglers, Ukrainian rebels, and an antiterrorism
agent from Europol–all will combine to challenge
Dirk Pitt and his children with a deadly challenge.

486 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $4.95

7777558 A FIRE IN THE NIGHT. By
Christopher Swann. Nick has retreated to the
mountains to mourn the death of his wife. He
just wants to be left alone with his grief. But
when his estranged brother and sister in-law
die in a house fire, a stunned Nick learns he
has a niece who is missing and may be a
suspect in her parents’ deaths. 280 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7719809 THE BOUNTY. By Janet Evanovich
& S. Hamilton. Straight as an arrow special
agent Kate O’Hare and international con man
Nick Fox have brought down some of the
biggest criminals in the world. But now they
face their most dangerous foe yet–a vast,
shadowy international organization known only 
as the Brotherhood, and the challenge to solve
the mystery of a missing train loaded with Nazi

gold. 313 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7987013 HOW TO KILL YOUR BEST
FRIEND. By Lexie Elliott. Georgie, Lissa, and
Bronwyn have been inseparable since
dominating their college swim team; swimming
has always been an escape from their own
problems, but now their shared passion has
turned deadly. How can it be true that Lissa, the
strongest swimmer they know, drowned?
309 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7986300 THE HOUSE IN THE PINES. By 
Ana Reyes. Armed with only hazy memories,
Maya, who long ago witnessed her friend’s
sudden, mysterious death, and has since
spent her life trying to forget, sets out to track
down answers. What she uncovers, deep in
the  woods, is hardly  to be  bel ieved.
327  pages.  Du t ton .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

7975384 THE GUIDE. By Peter Heller. Tom, a young man
escaping his own grief, accepts a job with an elite fishing lodge
in Colorado, where amid the natural beauty of the sun-drenched
streams and forests he uncovers a plot of shocking menace.
257 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

7963998 THE MIDNIGHT RIDE. By Ben Mezrich. An MIT grad
student unwittingly uncovers the hidden connection between the
Gardner Museum heist and the most fascinating secret in American
history. 293 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $5.95

*7909233 THE MIDNIGHT RIDE. By Ben Mezrich. What does
the Gardner Museum heist have to do with one of the biggest secrets
of the Revolutionary War? A card shark, an ex-con, and an American
history professor are on the cusp of an incredible discovery, and
somebody is willing to kill to keep it buried. 290 pages. Grand Central. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7795513 MAN OF THE YEAR. By Caroline
Louise Walker. Dr. Robert Hart, Sag Harbor’s
just-named Man of the Year, is the envy of his
friends and neighbors. His medical practice is
thriving, he has a beautiful new wife and a
beautiful boat. But after allowing his son’s friend 
to spend the summer in his guesthouse, Robert
begins to notice his house guest is getting a
little too familiar with his wife and the facade

begins to crack. 294 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.00  $4.95

7878060 KILL ALL YOUR DARLINGS. By 
David Bell. When a student disappears and
is presumed dead, her professor passes off
her manuscript as his own, only to find out it
implicates him in an unsolved murder.
Should he admit he didn’t write the book and 
lose his job or keep up the lie and risk
everything? 399 pages. Berkley. Pub.
at $27.00  $6.95

7934580 BRING HER HOME. By David Bell.
Just a year and a half after the tragic death of his
wife, Bill Price’s 15 year old daughter, Summer,
and her best friend, Haley, disappear. Days later
the girls are found in a city park. Haley is dead,
while Summer is left beaten beyond recognition. 
The more time Bill spends with Summer, the
more he wonders what happened or if the injured 
girl is really his daughter. 451 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

7763441 THE FINALISTS. By David Bell. Six
students gather to compete for the prestigious
Hyde Scholarship. Once inside Hyde House they
must surrender their devices. The doors are
locked behind them and they must spend eight
hours without leaving to qualify. When one of the
students drops dead, the others fear they’re being
picked off one by one. 383 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $6.95

*792562X A FLICKER IN THE DARK. By
Stacy Willingham. When Chloe was 12, six teenage 
girls went missing in her small town. By the end of
the summer, her own father had confessed to the
crimes and was put away for life. Now, 20 years
later, a local teenage girl goes missing, and then
another. For the second time in her life, is Chloe
about to unmask a killer? 407 pages. Minotaur.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7886098 NEXT IN LINE. By Jeffrey Archer.
London, 1988. Royal fever sweeps the nation as
Britain falls in love with the “people’s princess.”
Which means for Scotland Yard, the focus is on the
elite Royalty Protection Command, and its
commanding officer. Detective Chief Inspector
Warwick and his squad are sent in to investigate the
team. A weak link could spell disaster. 407 pages.
HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7823517 QUIET IN HER BONES. By Nalini
Singh. When socialite Nina disappeared
without a trace, everyone wrote it off as another 
trophy wife tired of her wealthy husband. But
now her bones have turned up in the
shadowed green of the forest that surrounds
her elite neighborhood. Her son, Aarav, is
determined to uncover the ugly truth that lives
beneath the moneyed elegance. 374 pages.

Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7794290 ELSEWHERE. By Dean Koontz.
Since his wife, Michelle, left seven years ago, Jeffy
has worked to maintain a normal life for himself and 
his 11 year-old daughter, Amity. It’s quiet until a
local eccentric known as Spooky Ed shows up. He
entrusts Jeffy with hiding a strange and dangerous
object–something he calls “the key to
everything”–and tells Jeffy that he must never use
this device. 353 pages. Thomas & Mercer.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $13.95

*7690606 QUICKSILVER. By Dean Koontz. Quinn was born a
mystery. Until the day of “strange magnetism.” It compelled him to
drive out to the middle of nowhere. It helped him find a coin worth a lot 
of money. And it practically saved his life when two government
agents shows up in pursuit of him. Now he is on the run. 356 pages.
Thomas & Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $13.95

*4966821 DEVOTED. By Dean Koontz.
Woody Bookman hasn’t spoken a world in his 11
years of life. Not when his father died in a freak
accident. Not when his mother, Megan, tells him
she loves him. For Megan, keeping her boy safe is
what matters. But Woody believes a monstrous
evil was behind his father’s death and now
threatens him and his mother. 369 pages. Thomas 
& Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

7864779 THE WHISPERING ROOM. By
Dean Koontz. Sequel to The Silent Corner. After 
her husband’s inexplicable suicide–and the
equally mysterious deaths of many other
exemplary individuals–Jane Hawk found a
secret cabal of powerful players was at fault.
But these ruthless people bent on hijacking
America’s future never banked on a highly
trained FBI agent willing to go rogue to stop

them. 513 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

*2963604 THE GOOD GUY. By Dean Koontz.
A stranger mistakenly gives Timothy Carrier a
manila envelope with cash, the photo of a pretty
woman, and a note. Ten thousand. The rest when
she’s gone. Now Tim is the one man who can
save an innocent life and stop a killer as
relentless as evil itself. But first he must discover
what it takes to be a good guy. 447 pages.
Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7978650 WATCHERS. By
Dean Koontz. On his thirty-sixth birthday, Travis
Cornell hikes into the foothills of the Santa Ana
Mountains, but his path is soon blocked by a
bedraggled Golden Retriever who will let him go no
further into the dark woods. This dog of alarming
intelligence soon leads him into a relentless storm
of mankind’s darkest creation. 611 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

*7837666 FIRESTORM. By Taylor Moore.
DEA Special Agent Garrett Kohl must rescue his
friend and ally CIA operative Kim Manning after
she’s kidnapped in Texas by a nefarious band of
criminals. While Talon Corporation may be
accustomed to getting its way, it has yet to
encounter Kohl and his protection of the people
who matter most to him. 358 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7826052 FIRESTORM. By Taylor Moore.
DEA Special Agent Garrett Kohl must rescue his 
friend and ally CIA operative Kim Manning after
she’s kidnapped in Texas by a nefarious band of 
criminals. While Talon Corporation may be
accustomed to getting its way, it has yet to
encounter Kohl and his protection of the people 
who matter most to him. 308 pages. Morrow.
Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

797115X THE NEW ONE. By Evie Green. After
a tragic accident leaves Scarlett comatose,
Tamsyn and Ed are out of options until a lifeline
emerges in the form of an unusual medical trial. In 
exchange for the very best treatment for Scarlett,
the family must agree to move to Switzerland and
welcome an artificial copy of their daughter into
their home. 394 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*7818696 ICED. By Felix Francis. Seven years 
ago, Miles was a steeplechase jockey, loving the
rush of the race. Now he gets his adrenaline rush
from riding down the Cresta Run, a Swiss ice
chute. He gets talked into helping with the horses
at a horseracing event. When he discovers
something suspicious is going on in the races, he
begins to search for answers. 308 pages. Crooked
Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

*7830041 DARK ANGEL.  By John Sandford. Letty
Davenport, the tough as nails adopted daughter of Lucas
Davenport, takes on an undercover assignment that brings her
across the country and into the crosshairs of a dangerous group
of hackers. 377 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*1927973 MASKED PREY. By John Sandford.
The daughter of a U.S. senator is monitoring her
social media presence when she finds a picture of
herself on a strange blog. And there are other
pictures, and surrounding the photos are texts of
vicious political rants from a motley variety of radical
groups. With nowhere to turn, influential senators call 
in someone who can operate outside the FBI’s
constraints: Lucas Davenport. 466 pages. Putnam.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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Thrillers
7966911 THE LIAR’S ROOM. By Simon Lelic.
Susanna has a secret. Fourteen years ago she left
her identity behind, reinventing herself as a
therapist and starting a new life. It was the only
way to keep her daughter safe. But when Adam
walks into her office, claiming he needs her help
but asking unsettling questions, she begins to
fear her secret has been discovered. 330 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95

7940742 THE BLAME GAME. By Sandie Jones. As a
psychologist specializing in domestic abuse, Naomi has found it 
hard to not become overly invested in her clients’ lives. But after
helping Jacob leave his wife, Naomi worries that she’s taken
things too far. Then Jacob goes missing, and her files on him
vanish. 247 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

782050X DRIVEN. By Rebecca Zanetti. Angus
Force is determined to hunt down the serial killer
he’d once shot dead–or so he thought. Nari is the
shrink for the ragtag Deep Ops Unit, though she
isn’t Force’s shrink–which is a good thing
because of their attraction to one another. Once
the killer catches a glimpse of Nari, she becomes
the killer’s new obsession. 390 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7820925 YOU CAN RUN. By Rebecca Zanetti.
Laurel Snow wouldn’t call hunting a serial killer a
vacation, but with a pile of dead bodies unearthed
near her hometown, she’ll take what she can get.
Yet something about this case stirs her in
unexpected ways. Then there’s her attraction to
Huck Rivers, the fish and wildlife officer guiding
her to the crime scene. 360 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7896530 ONCE TWO SISTERS. By Sarah
Warburton. Zoe and her sister, Ava, have been
estranged for years. When Zoe reads a news
story about Ava’s mysterious disappearance,
she assumes it’s just another of her sister’s
twisted fictions, designed to blame Zoe and
destroy her peaceful life. But Zoe’s email is
hacked to send threatening messages to Ava
and a more sinister picture begins to emerge.

330 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7974450 GODSPEED. By Nickolas Butler.
Cole, Bart, and Teddy are hired to finish a
construction project for a mysteriously wealthy 
homeowner. The owner is intent on having it
built in a few months, an impossible task made 
irresistible by an exorbitant bonus. The trio will 
do anything to get the money, even if it means
risking their lives–or each other’s. 333 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $4.95

*7943350 UNDERMONEY. By Jay Newman. When a U.S. airdrop 
of billions of dollars disappears in the desert sands of Syria, only a
small group of military operatives knows its ultimate destination or
why it has been stolen. Their goal is no less than the restoration of
America’s geopolitical dominance on the global stage. 579 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7928572 THE SIBERIAN DILEMMA. By
Martin Cruz Smith. When journalist Tatiana
does not return from a trip to Siberia, senior
investigator Arkady pursues her into Siberia,
where he learns she has fallen under the
spell of a wealthy political dissident who
threatens Putin’s rule. Surrounded with
would-be murderers, Arkady must find a way
to get Tatiana and himself out alive.

276 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7943601 ROSE. By Martin Cruz Smith.
Signed First Edition. A tale of love and
danger featuring a down on his luck mining
engineer who’s homesick for his adopted
Africa. He must complete an impossible task
before his employer will let him on another
expedition there. Frontispiece illustration by
Bruce Waldman. Leatherbound with gold
gilded page edges and a silk ribbon

bookmark. 364 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $7.95

*7923597 THE GIRL IN THE EAGLE’S TALONS. By Karin
Smirnoff. Change is coming to Sweden’s far north: its untapped
natural resources are sparkling a gold rush, with the criminal
underworld leading the charge. Slander and Blomkvist are
navigating a world of conspiracy and betrayal, old enemies and new
friends, icebound wilderness and the global corporations that
threaten to tear it apart. 350 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*7813155 I KNOW WHERE SHE IS. By S.B. Caves. Ten years
ago, Francine’s daughter was taken. Now, on the anniversary of the
abduction, she receives an anonymous note saying I know where she
is. She will stop at nothing to uncover the truth and bring her daughter
home. 311 pages. Canelo. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7786956 THE BULLET GARDEN. By
Stephen Hunter. The hills of Normandy are
dotted with German snipers, and as the Allied
bodies pile up, it’s clear that someone’s been
tipping them off. Enter Pacific hero Earl
Swagger. With cross hairs on his back, he can’t
trust anyone as he infiltrates the shadowy
corners of war-torn Europe for answers.
465 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

796546X THE THERAPIST. By Helene Flood. 
A voicemail from her husband tells Sara he’s
made it to the holiday cabin. Then a call from his 
friend reveals he never arrived. She tries to carry
on as normal but as the hours stretch out, her
own fears begin to surface. When the police
finally take an interest, they want to know why
she deleted that voicemail. 334 pages. Quercus. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

*7950721 THE CHRISTMAS GUEST. By
Peter Swanson. Novella. An American art
student in London is invited to join a classmate 
for the holidays at Starvewood Hall, her
family’s Cotswold manor house. But behind
the holly and pine boughs, secrets are about to 
unravel, revealing this seemingly charming
English village’s grim history. 96 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

7862407 NINE LIVES. By Peter Swanson.
Nine strangers receive a list with their
names on it in the mail. Nothing else, just a
list of names on a single sheet of paper.
None of the nine people know or have ever
met the others on the list. They dismiss it as 
junk mail, a fluke, until very, very bad things 
begin happening to people on that list. 320
pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7936486 RULES FOR PERFECT
MURDERS. By Peter Swanson. Years ago
Malcolm wrote a list of his “Eight Favorite
Murders” for his Old Devils mystery bookshop
blog. Now, just before Christmas, Malcolm
finds himself at the heart of an investigation–as 
an FBI agent believes someone may be
re-enacting each of the murders on his list.
327 pages. Faber. Paperbound.  $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7945922 BEFORE SHE
KNEW HIM. By Peter Swanson. When Hen and
Lloyd meet the couple next door, the calm begins
to erode. Hen spots a familiar object connected to 
an unsolved homicide case from a few years ago.
Now she thinks, Could her neighbor be a killer?
This is the start of a horrifying nightmare she may
not live to escape. 352 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

794554X THE MAIDENS.  By  A lex
Michaelides. When members of a secret
society of female students at Cambridge
University, known as the maidens, are
murdered, Mariana Andros, a group therapist, 
is determined to stop the killer, even if it costs 
her everything, including her life in this tale of 
Greek mythology, murder and obsession.
337 pages. Celadon. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

*7932804 THE GHOST ILLUSION. By Kat 
Martin. Eve desperately needs help sorting
reality from her fearful imaginings when
ghostly voices seem to haunt the Victorian
house in England that she inherited from her
uncle. Online research leads to a group that
claims to offer just the aid she’s seeking. But
can Ransom King’s handpicked team of
investigators truly banish Eve’s night terrors?

278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

*1944290  22 SECONDS. By James
Patterson & M. Paetro. 22 seconds until Lindsay
Boxer loses her badge, or her life. Someone is
killing hero cops all over San Francisco. The
murders are done by professionals. All the
victims have the same warning scrawled on
their bodies. You talk, you die. Will Lindsay be
next? Or maybe someone she loves, like her
husband, Joe? It all comes down to 22 seconds. 

360 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*7897081 WHALEFALL.  By Daniel
Kraus. Jay is set to find his father’s remains
in the Pacific Ocean. The dive is going well
enough, until the appearance of a giant
squid, and the arrival of a sperm whale
looking to feed. Suddenly, Jay is caught in
the squid’s tentacles and drawn into the
whale’s mouth, where he is pulled into the
first of its four stomachs with only an hour of

oxygen left. 326 pages. MTV. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95

7984510 THE LONG WAY BACK. By Nicole
Baart. When an Instagram-famous teenager,
Eva, mysteriously disappears, her mother,
Charlie, grapples with the revelation of dark
secrets. In order to clear her name and find out
what happened to her daughter, Charlie will
have to confront her own role in Eva’s
disappearance. 369 pages. Atria. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*797650X WOLF TRAP. By Connor Sullivan.
Brian, a former Ground Branch paramilitary
officer, thought his time within this elite group was 
over. But now, he’s on a desperate race against
the clock around the globe as he confronts the
traumas of his past and unravels a deadly
conspiracy that threatens the highest levels of
American democracy. 561 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

*7955359 BETRAYAL. By Phillip Margolin. Attorney Robin
Lockwood finds herself defending her old nemesis in a multiple
murder case with too many suspects, where success might come at
the cost of her own life. 328 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*7954913 VERITY. By Colleen Hoover.
Jeremy, husband of bestselling author Verity
Crawford, has hired Lowen Ashleigh to complete
the remaining books in a successful series his
injured wife is unable to finish. What Lowen
doesn’t expect to uncover is Verity’s unfinished
autobiography filled with page after page of
bone-chilling admissions. 323 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

*7803516 BURNER. By Mark Greaney.
Court Gentry is sent on a mission by a
person he doesn’t trust to snatch a target he 
can’t stand from the clutches of Russian
assassins he can’t defeat–and those are
just the upsides of the job. Lucky for him,
he’s got an ace up his sleeve, Zoya–former
Russian intelligence officer, former CIA
agent, and the Gray Man’s current lover.

512 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*7759614 SIERRA SIX. By Mark Greaney.
Before he was the Gray Man, Court Gentry was
Sierra Six, the junior member of Zack Hightower’s
CIA Special Activities team. Court’s skills were
fearsome and undeniable. Now, years have passed.
The Gray Man is on a simple mission when he sees
a ghost–a long dead terrorist, though he’s
remarkably energetic for a dead man. 719 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7690738 GUNMETAL GRAY. By Mark
Greaney. After five years on the run, Court Gentry 
is back on the inside at the CIA. But when his first 
mission includes a pair of Chinese agents trying
to take him down in Hong Kong, Court wants to
know why as he tries to get whatever intel he can
from China to the U.S.. 678 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*769072X THE GRAY MAN. By Mark Greaney.
To those who lurk in the shadows, he’s known as the
Gray Man. He’s a legend in the covert realm, moving 
silently from job to job, accomplishing the
impossible and then fading away. But there are men
who hold money and power as the only currency
worth fighting for. And in their eyes, Gentry has just
outlived his usefulness. 456 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7861109 SIERRA SIX. By Mark Greaney.
Before he was the Gray Man, Court Gentry
was Sierra Six, the junior member of Zack
Hightower ’s CIA Special  Act ivi t ies
team–Golf Sierra. Court’s skills were
fearsome and undeniable. Now, years have
passed. The Gray Man is on a simple
mission when he sees a ghost–a long-dead
terrorist, though he’s remarkably energetic

for a dead man. 511 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95
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Thrillers
*7690711 BALLISTIC. By Mark Greaney.
Years ago, Eddie Gamboa saved Court Gentry’s
life. Now Eddie has been murdered by the
notorious Mexican drug cartel he fought to take
down. And Court soon finds himself drawn into a
war he never wanted. But in this war there are no
sides, only survivors. 578 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7873034 TOM CLANCY FLASH POINT.
By Don Bentley. Jack Ryan, Jr., is in a world of
trouble. When a benign surveillance operation
takes a deadly turn, he finds himself locked in a
struggle with an unseen enemy bent on
destroying The Campus. The chase leads him
to the South China Sea, where a midair
collision between aircraft from rival nations
threatens to serve as a flash point for the entire

region. 419 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95
*7801920 TOM CLANCY ZERO HOUR. By
Don Bentley. Jack Ryan, Jr. is in Seoul to
interview a potential addition to The Campus. But
his benign trip takes a deadly turn when a wave of
violence perpetrated by North Korean operatives
grips the capital. As war threatens to engulf the
peninsula, Jack races to discover the meaning of
an ominous one-word text sent by a mysterious
North Korean contact: run. 545 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*1917846  TOM CLANCY  TARGET
ACQUIRED. By Don Bentley. Jack Ryan, Jr.,
would do anything for Ding Chavez. That’s why
Jack is currently sitting in an open-air market
i n  I s r ae l ,  he lp ing  a  C IA  t eam run  an
asset-validation exercise as a favor to his
friend. Jack’s job is simple–observe–but when 
he sees a mother and child being attacked he
has to act .  Now i t ’s  a  despera te r ace.

467 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7986432 BEHIND HER LIVES. By Briana
Cole. “That’s not my sister.” Overwhelmed by
shock and relief, those are the only words
Deven can muster when she is called to
identify the body of a suicide victim. A body
she was informed was her sister, Kennedy. But 
as she stares at the lifeless stranger, she’s
filled with questions. 270 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95
7936079 AN ACCIDENT IN PARIS. By Gavin 
Collinson. August 1997: A princess dies in
Paris. When private investigator Marc Novak is
hired to look into what–and who–really caused 
that lethal collision, the last thing he expected
to discover is a brutal, covert world. 372
pages. Welbeck. Paperbound.  $6.95
 

7820623 I’LL NEVER LET YOU GO. By
Mary Burton. He promised to kill her. One
night four years ago, Leah Carson’s husband
almost succeeded. Philip stabbed her
twenty-three times before fleeing. The
police are sure he’s dead, but fear won’t let
Leah believe it. When another woman’s body 
is found, stabbed twenty-three times, Leah
knows her past has found her. 378 pages.

Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7921039 BEFORE SHE DIES. By Mary Burton. NNovel. He is
their judge, jury, and executioner, holding his victims
underwater to wash away their sins before staking them to the
ground. As the madman’s body count rises, defense attorney
Charlotte’s secret past comes back to haunt her. 424 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7692382 RECKONING. By Catherine
Coulter. At twelve years old, Kirra’s parents
were murdered. Fourteen years later, she is
an attorney in Porte Franklyn, Virginia, and
determined to find the killer. She contacts
Dillon, who brings in Special Agent Griffin to
work wtih Lieutenant Jeter, a young detective
who’d saved Kirra years before. 419 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $17.95

7823827 VORTEX. By Catherine Coulter. Agents Sherlock and
Savich find themselves dealing with very powerful figures from
the past who could wreak havoc in the present. 381 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $4.95

4964810 DEADLOCK. By Catherine Coulter.
FBI Special Agents Savich and Sherlock face
two baffling mysteries and a relentless
psychopath bent on revenge. They quickly learn 
that what happened in the past casts a long
shadow. Savich and Sherlock must discover the 
truths not only to save themselves but also to
prevent further bloodshed. 465 pages. Gallery.
Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7919840 THE SIGHT. By Melanie Golding.
As a child, Faith acquired the ability to see when
and how people would die–a “gift” she neither
wanted nor could get rid of. After foreseeing a
family tragedy and being ostracized, Faith learns
how to control her visions, and returns to perform
in her family’s traveling carnival. But when an
unruly customer attacks her, she has a vision in
full view of the crowd. 322 pages. Crooked Lane.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7971370 THE THIRD INSTINCT. By Kent
Lester. Dan’s plan to propose to his
adrenaline-junkie girlfriend, Rachel, is
interrupted by the FBI. He must connect a
maze of clues from the shadowy underworld
of Savannah’s hacker community to the
ancient power brokers of Rome and in doing
so uncovers a hidden agenda of Big Pharma
and a 2,000 year old battle for control of

public opinion. 358 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99  $5.95

*7953003 CHRISTMAS PRESENTS. By 
Lisa Unger. When Harley Granger, a true
crime podcaster, drifts into Madeline’s shop 
before Christmas, he seems intent on
digging up events that she would rather
forget. She’s the only surviving victim of
Evan Handy, the man who was convicted of
murdering her best friend. 260 pages.
Mysterious Press. Pub. at $23.95  $17.95

*794330X THE PERFECT FAMILY. By Robyn Harding. Thomas
and Viv are the envy of their neighbors: attractive, successful, with
well-mannered children and a beautiful home. Until one morning they 
wake up to find their house pelted with eggs. They are helpless as the
events escalate into violence, and worse. Everyone in the family is
keeping a secret–from the outside world and from each other. 436
pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7779178 SLEEP NO MORE. By Jayne
Ann Krentz. Pallas, Talia, and Amelia were
strangers, until their fateful stay at the Lucent
Springs Hotel. An earthquake and a fire partially 
destroyed the hotel, but the women have no
memory of their time there. Now close friends,
they host a podcast called The Lost Night Files,
where they investigate cold cases and hope to
connect with others who have had a similar

experience to theirs. 321 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

*7948468 SLEEP NO MORE. By Jayne Ann
Krentz. Pallas, Talia, and Amelia were strangers
until their fateful stay at the Lucent Springs
Hotel. An earthquake and a fire partially
destroyed the hotel, but the women have no
memory of their time there. Now, close friends,
they host a podcast called The Lost Night Files,
where they investigate cold cases. 388 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7740085 A HEART FULL OF
HEADSTONES. By Ian Rankin. John Rebus
stands accused: on trial for a crime that could
put him behind bars for the rest of his life. It’s
not the first time the legendary detective has
taken the law into his own hands, though it
might be the last. But what drove a good man to 
cross the line? 331 pages. Little, Brown.
Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

7945876 THE 22 MURDERS OF MADISON MAY. By Max
Barry. A serial killer is pursuing his victims across space and
time. Felicity is determined to seek the truth behind Madison
May’s murder and stop the killer, even if it upends her own
reality. 322 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7819188 COLLATERAL DAMAGE. By
J.A. Jance. Ali Reynolds, her husband and
High Noon Enterprises face the dangerous
consequences of one man’s desperate
search for revenge. In a race against time, Ali 
must assemble the pieces of a puzzle woven
with vendettas she never could have
imagined, all before Ali and the people she
loves  become  col la t e ra l  damage.

306 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

*2931982 HAND OF EVIL. By J.A. Jance. With
his hand trapped in the door of a car, a man is
dragged to his death along a Phoenix road. As his
remains grow cold, the killer embarks on a grisly
murder spree that takes him across the Southwest.
Ali Reynolds is called by an old friend, claiming a
long-overdue favor is due, and is soon caught
between two undiscriminating killers. 393 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*390766X BETRAYAL OF TRUST. By J.A.
Jance. The governor of Washington State asks
J.P. Beaumont to look into an apparent juvenile
prank gone hideously wrong. But this case has
deeper and more startling implications, leading
Beaumont down a twisted path of corruption and
lies that must be exposed before more young
lives are obliterated. 394 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7887752 THE RETREAT. By Sarah Pearse.
An idyllic wellness retreat has opened on an island
off the English coast, promising rest and relaxation.
But the island, once the playground of a serial killer, 
is rumored to be cursed. When a young woman is
found dead and someone else drowns, Detective
Elin Warner must find the killer before the island’s
history starts to repeat itself. 356 pages. Penguin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $9.95

7986580 A SPY IN THE STRUGGLE. By Aya
de Leon. When the FBI raids Yolanda’s
prestigious New York law firm, she turns in her
corrupt bosses to save her career–and goes to
work for the bureau. Soon, she’s sent undercover 
at Red, Black, and Green–an African-American

“extremist” activist group back in her California
college town. 326 pages. Dafina. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7967438 ICE ANGEL. By Matthew Hart.
Treasury agent Alex Turner and his treacherous
lover, the Russian diamond thief Slav Lily, are
back on the hunt. They’re thrust into a murderous
cat and mouse chase across the Arctic diamond
fields, dodging Chinese assassins while
struggling with personal betrayals that torment
their passionate love affair. 274 pages. Pegasus.
Pub. at $25.95  $5.95

7967136 MY SWEET GIRL. By Amanda Jayatissa. Paloma
thought her perfect life would begin once she was adopted and
made it to America, but she’s about to find out that no matter
how far you run, your past always catches up to you. 376 pages.
Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7839006 WHERE ARE THE CHILDREN
NOW? By M.H. Clark & A. Burke. A lawyer
turned podcaster, Melissa has recently
married a man whose first wife died tragically,
leaving him and their young daughter, Riley,
behind. While she and her brother, Mike, help
their mom move, Melissa’s new stepdaughter
goes missing. Drawing on the experience of
their own abduction, Melissa and Mike race to

find Riley. 275 pages. S&S. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95

*7834039 ON THE LINE.  By  Fern
Michaels. Mateo’s parents fled their home in
Colombia many years ago, seeking refuge
from the cartels. Now the test results threaten 
to uncover a dark secret that exposes his
family to dangers from the past–while
clouding the investigation into who is trying
to hurt Mateo in the present. 276 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

*1975420 NO WAY OUT.  By  Fe rn
Michaels. Ellie Bowman barely remembers the 
incident that put her in a coma. When she
woke, all she knew for certain was that her
boyfriend, Rick, was missing. Needing to get
away and recover in safety, Ellie starts over in
rural Missouri. Hearing that Rick has
resurfaced, Ellie must find the courage to look
into her past, no matter what she finds there.

298 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7877226 THE 9TH MAN. By Steve Berry
with G. Blackwood. In a race from Belgium, to
Luxembourg, to the bayous of Louisiana and the
Wyoming wilderness, to a final confrontation in
the Bahamas, Luke Daniels confronts a series of
shocking truths which not only rewrite history
but will forever change his own life–as he comes 
face to face with the ninth man. 353 pages.
Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95
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Thrillers
7946252 THE TURNOUT.  By Megan
Abbott. Sisters, Dara and Marie along with
Charlie, Dara’s husband, run the Durant
School of Dance. But when a suspicious
accident occurs, just at the onset of the
school’s annual performance of The
Nutcracker, an interloper arrives and
threatens the sisters’ delicate balance.
340 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

7946155 POISON LILIES. By Katie Tallo. Augusta “Gus”
Monet becomes dangerously entangled with a powerful family,
the Mutchmores, whose wealth and success are built on dark
and deadly secrets in this sequel to Dark August. 356 pages.
Harper. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

*7933517 THE HACIENDA. By Isabel Canas. In the aftermath 
of the Mexican War of Independence, a young woman is certain
that her wealthy new husband and his remote estate will save
her, but something sinister lurks within the hacienda’s walls.
370 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

1206869 SAY YOU’RE SORRY. By Karen
Rose. There’s a serial killer on the loose and the
only mark he leaves are letters, all carved into
the torsos of his victims. Together they spell

“Sydney.” When the next victim escapes with
the necklace from around the killer’s neck, it’s a
link to a cold case that Special Agent Gideon
Reynolds has been tracking for 17 years.
614 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7831250 SAY NO MORE. By Karen Rose. It’s
been thirteen years since Mercy saw Ephraim,
the leader of the twisted cult where she was
raised. The abuse and terror still haunts her.
When her brother discovers new evidence of the 
cult’s whereabouts, Mercy goes to Sacramento
to reconnect with him–and to track down
Ephraim, and make him pay for everything he
did. 629 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7946171 SAY GOODBYE. By Karen Rose.
FBI special agent Tom Hunter answers a cry
for help from two members of Eden: a cult
hidden in the remote wilds of the Pacific
Northwest. He enlists his fellow agent Gideon
Reynolds and Gideon’s sister Mercy, both
childhood escapees from the cult, to help him
take it down once and for all. 630 pages.
Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

*7874227 COLD-BLOODED LIAR. By Karen
Rose. Sam Reeves is a kindhearted psychologist
who treats court-ordered clients. After one of his
patients starts revealing plausible new details from
a long-unsolved serial murder case, he’s
compelled to report anonymously to the SDPD tip
line, though his attempts to respect patient
confidentiality land him facedown and cuffed by
the aggressive (and cute) Detective McKittrick.

440 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7967624 THE COUPLE AT THE TABLE. By 
Sophie Hannah. Jane and William are enjoying
their honeymoon at an exclusive couples-only
resort, until Jane receives a chilling note warning
her to “beware of the couple at the table nearest
to yours.” She has no idea that someone in this
dining room will be dead before breakfast with
evidence suggesting no one there that night
could have committed the crime. 360 pages.

Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7967071 FIERCE LITTLE THING. By
Miranda Beverly-Whittemore. Saskia was taken
with Abraham, Home’s charismatic leader, the
North Star to her and the four other teens who
lived there, her best and only friends. Two
decades later, her life is torn open by
threatening letters. Unless she and her former
friends return to the land in rural Maine, the
terrible thing they did as teenagers will be

revealed. 419 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

*7958536 THE MAN WHO CRIED I AM. By John A. Williams.
When sorting his deceased mentor’s papers, a terminally ill writer
discovers explosive government documents outlining “King Alfred”: a 
plan to rid America of its Black population. 456 pages. Library of
America. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

7946198 THE SECRETS WE SHARE. By Edwin Hill. Explore the
deep bonds–and deadly secrets–between two very different sisters
haunted by the crimes of their father murdered nearly twenty years
earlier. 296 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7964846 SUNNY. By Colin O’Sullivan.
Follows a woman whose life is upended when
her husband and son disappear in a
mysterious plane crash and she is left alone
with an unnerving home robot, only to get
caught up in an AI-related conspiracy.
273 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

1033298 THE GLASS RAINBOW. By James
Lee Burke. The brutal murders of seven young
women in a neighboring parish pull Detective
Dave Robicheaux into a case with all the telltale
signs of a serial killer on the loose. Every dark fear 
he harbors is on the precipice of becoming
reality as the murders loom over him and the
ones he loves the most. 433 pages. S&S.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

*7857608 EVERY CLOAK ROLLED IN
BLOOD. By James Lee Burke. Novelist Aaron
Holland Broussard is shattered when his daughter
Fannie Mae dies suddenly. As he tries to honor
her memory by saving two young men from a life
of crime, he is drawn into a network of villainy that
includes a violent former Klansman, a far from
holy minister, a biker club posing as evangelicals, 
and a murderer who has been hiding in plain

sight. 282 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

*794831X SWEETPEA. By C.J. Skuse. Rhiannon is your
average girl next door, settled with her boyfriend and little dog,
but she’s got a killer secret. A kill list. Because the girl everyone
overlooks might be able to get away with murder. 472 pages.
HQ. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*1042556 THE NURSE. By J.A. Corrigan.
Rose is a hard-working nurse, a loving wife, and
a merciless killer. Or so she says. Despite her
confession, it is hard to believe that this woman
could have killed her vulnerable patient in cold
blood. 316 pages. Canelo. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
 

*774594X FALSE WITNESS. By Karin
Slaughter. Leigh has worked hard to build what
looks like a normal life. She’s an up and coming
defense attorney at a prestigious law firm in Atlanta,
would do anything for her 16 year old daughter,
Maddy, and is managing to successfully co-parent
through a pandemic after an amicable separation
from her husband Walter. But her ordinary life
masks a childhood no one should have to endure.

636 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7825196 FALSE WITNESS. By Karin
Slaughter. Working hard to build what looks like 
a normal life, Leigh’s an up and coming
defense attorney at a prestigious law firm in
Atlanta, would do anything for her 16 year old
daughter, Maddy, and is managing to
successfully co-parent through a pandemic
after an amicable separation from her husband.
But her ordinary life masks a childhood no one

should have to endure. 440 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7724993 END OF DAYS. By Brad Taylor. Taskforce
operators Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill get called in to stop a
deranged killer hell-bent on igniting an international
conflagration. But they stumble upon the trail of a serial killer
and find themselves wading deep in a dangerous world.
550 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4797043 HUNTER KILLER. By Brad
Taylor. Pike Logan and the Taskforce were
once the apex predators, a hunting machine
that decimated those out to harm the United 
States, but they may have met their match.
The Russians are the equal of anything the
Taskforce has encountered before, but they
made a mistake in attacking Pike’s team.
Now Pike will stop at nothing to protect

them. 417 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7692846 HIDDEN SALEM. By Kay Hooper.
Evidence of satanic activities and the
disappearance of three strangers are what
brought Grayson Sheridan, a member of the
FBI’s Special Crimes Unit to the town of
Salem. Discovering his undercover partner
has vanished, Gray knows whatever is hiding
in the seemingly peaceful town is deadly and
unl ike  any th ing the  agent  has  ever

encountered. 323 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

781156X THE FIRST PROPHET. By Kay Hooper.
Months ago, Sarah woke from a coma with psychic
abilities she couldn’t control. And now, someone is
playing games with her mind. It begins with her
home being destroyed by fire–an act of arson that
draws Tucker into her confidence. So does a
mysterious enemy intent on eliminating Sarah and
everyone she cares about. 390 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7778627 THE FINAL TWIST. By Jeffery
Deaver. Colter Shaw is on a mission his late
father couldn’t finish: find a courier bag that
contains evidence to bring down a corporate
espionage firm. Shaw plays cat and mouse
with the company’s sadistic enforcers.
Suddenly, the job takes a frightening
urgency: only by finding the courier bag can
he expose the company and stop the murder

of an innocent family. 404 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

*7806574 THE DEVIL’S TEARDROP. By
Jeffery Deaver. It’s New Year’s Eve, December 31, 
1999, and Washington, D.C., is under siege. A
note delivered to the mayor’s office pins the
massacre on the Digger, a robotlike assassin
programmed to wreak havoc on the capital every
four hours–until midnight. With the ransom note
as the single scrap of evidence, Special Agent
Lukas calls upon Kincaid for help. 470 pages.

Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7692838 THE GOODBYE MAN. By Jeffery
Deaver. In the wilderness of Washington
State, expert tracker Colter Shaw has located
two young men accused of a terrible hate
crime. But when his pursuit takes a shocking
and tragic turn, Shaw becomes desperate to
discover what went so horribly wrong and if
he was to blame. 416 pages. Putnam. Pub.
at $28.00  $5.95

4959914 NIGHTHAWK. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. Kurt Austin,
head of special assignments, and Joe Zavala are called in to locate the 
most sophisticated aircraft in the U.S., the X-37, which is missing and
carrying cargo capable of causing a catastrophe of epic proportions.
454 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95

7828888 JOURNEY OF THE PHARAOHS. By
C. Cussler & G. Brown. In 1074 BC, vast
treasures disappear from the tombs of Egyptian
Pharaohs. In 1927, a daredevil American aviator
vanishes on an attempted transcontinental flight.
And in the present day, a fishing trawler sinks off
the coast of Scotland. The NUMA squad joins the 
agents of the British MI5 to find the connection
between these events. 462 pages. Putnam.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7878141 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE
BOURNE TREACHERY. By Brian Freeman.
Jason Bourne is a lone operative, working in
the shadows for Treadstone, when he’s called
in for a new mission in London; to prevent
another assassination masterminded by
Lennon. He soon discovers that everything he
thought he knew about the past was a lie. 376
pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

1955659 THE KINGDOM. By Jo Nesbo. Roy and Carl have
spent their whole lives running from the darkness in their past,
but when Carl finally returns to make peace with it, the two
brothers are inexorably drawn into a reckoning with their own
demons. 549 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95  $5.95

*7781067 THE HOUSE OF WOLVES.
By James Patterson & M. Lupica. Murder
runs in the family. The Wolfs, the most
powerful family in California, have a new
head: 36 year old former high school
teacher Jenny Wolf. That means Jenny now
runs the San Fransisco Tribune. She also
controls the legendary football team the
Wolves. And she hopes to solve her father’s

murder. 390 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*7742339 THE BOYS FROM BILOXI.
By John Grisham. Keith and Hugh were
childhood friends but as teenagers, their
lives took them in different directions.
Keith’s father became a legendary
prosecutor and Hugh’s father became the

“Boss” of Biloxi’s criminal underground.
Keith went to law school while Hugh worked 
in his father’s clubs. The two families were

headed for a showdown, one that would happen in a courtroom.
454 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95
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Thrillers
*3601773 GRAY MOUNTAIN. By John
Grisham. The Great Recession of 2008 left
Samantha Kofer without a job. A week later,
she is working as an intern in a legal clinic in
small town Appalachia. It doesn’t take long
before she learns that the town harbors big
secrets and finds herself engulfed in litigation
t h a t  t u r n s  d e a d ly .  4 6 1  p a g e s .  D e l l .
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95
*7819714 COUNTDOWN. By James
Patterson & B. DuBois. Agent Amy Cornwall
excels at working from the shadows, until a
botched field operation reveals dark
dealings between her bosses and an
informant–and a hidden plot by a terrorist
genius that could kil l thousands of
Americans. The countdown has begun to
save herself, her family, and the world.

453 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95
*7868499 CROSS DOWN. By James Patterson & B.
DuBois. When military style attacks erupt on the nation’s
capital, brutally injuring Alex Cross, only his partner and
friend, John Sampson, can protect the Cross family, his own
young daughter, and every American, including the
president. 437 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7747306 TRIPLE CROSS. By James
Patterson. A precise killer, he always moves
under the cover of darkness, flawlessly triggering 
no alarms, leaving no physical evidence. Cross
and Sampson aren’t the only ones investigating.
The writer, Thomas Tull, calls the Family Man
murders the perfect crime story. He believes the
killer may never be caught. 406 pages. Little,
Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*2789744 THE PEOPLE VS. ALEX CROSS.
By James Patterson. Alex Cross is on the wrong
side of the law; followers of his nemesis are
dead, and Cross is charged with gunning them
down. As he prepares to prove his innocence, his
former partner John Sampson brings him a
gruesome video tied to the disappearance of
several young girls. And despite his suspension,
Cross can’t refuse the case. 411 pages. Grand

Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*3751112 TARGET: Alex Cross. By James
Patterson. A leader has fallen, and Alex Cross joins
the procession from Capital Hill to the White House.
Then a sniper’s bullet strikes a target deep in the
heart of DC. Alex is tasked by the new president to
lead an investigation unprecedented in scale and
scope. But Cross believes that the sniper’s strike
may be the beginning of a larger attack. 405 pages.
Vision. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7714548   CLIVE CUSSLER’S
HELLBURNER. By Mike Maden. When
Juan Cabrillo fails to capture the leader of
Mexico’s most dangerous drug cartel and
loses an Oregon crew member in the
process, he’s determined to get revenge.
Little does he know that the explosion he
just narrowly escaped was merely the latest
flash of violence from a machine of war that

has existed for decades, dating from the bloodiest episode in
Armenia’s history. 417 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95
7971060 LOOK BOTH WAYS. By Linwood Barclay. Sandra is more 
than ready for this new world with the Arrival autonomous vehicles. As
the press event gets under way, disaster strikes. A visiting journalist
has vanished, possibly murdered. Before long, the Arrivals run amok,
no longer taking orders from their passengers. They’re beginning to
hunt. 432 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7915659 THE LONG WEEKEND. By Gilly
Macmillan. Three women arrive at a secluded
country retreat ahead of their husbands. Before
they can settle in, they discover a note claiming
that one of their husbands will be killed before
they return home. With no phones or cell service
and no way to check on the men, the situation
spins wildly out of control. 351 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*7868693 NEAR MISS. By S. Woods & B. Battles. Stone
Barrington is enjoying some down time in New York City when a
chance encounter introduces him to a charming new companion. Too
bad she comes with the baggage of a persistent ex-boyfriend intent on 
retribution. As Stone dodges each disturbance, it becomes clear that
there’s an even more treacherous game being played behind the
scenes. 339 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

1970356 THE CELLIST. By Daniel Silva. The
fatal poisoning of a Russian billionaire sends
Gabriel Allon on a dangerous mission across
Europe to find the truth about his friend’s murder 
and uncovers a plot of unspeakable violence that 
will plunge an already divided America into
chaos and leave Russia unchallenged. Now only 
Allon can stop it. 472 pages. Harper.
Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7862059 THE CELLIST. By Daniel Silva. Viktor
Orlov, once Russia’s richest man now exiled in
London is killed by deadly nerve gas, concealed in
delivered documents. Gabriel Allon begins his
search for the assassin that will take him to Geneva,
where a private intelligence service is plotting an act
of violence that will plunge America into chaos. Only 
Allon can stop it. 484 pages. Harper. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

*7714920 DESPERATION IN DEATH. By
J.D. Robb. New York, 2061: The place called
the Pleasure Academy is a living nightmare
where abducted girls are trapped, trained for a
life of abject service. Dorian, a 13 year old
runaway who’d been imprisoned there, might
never have made it out if not for her fellow
inmate Mina, who’d hatched the escape plan.
Homicide detective Eve Dallas is pitted

against a conspiracy of exploitation and evil. 356 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7781032 A FACE TO DIE FOR. By Iris Johansen. Tomb
raiders have murdered Riley’s father, and now she is more
determined than ever to reach the burial site, avenge his death,
and enlist Eve’s aid. Also on hand to help is dashing fixer and
treasure hunter Michael Cade, but could he have his own secret
agenda when it comes to finding Helen of Troy? 369 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7868561 THE SURVIVOR.  By I r is
Johansen. Discovering the perfectly preserved
body of a female warrior on a remote island,
archaeologist Riley Smith, entices forensic
sculptor Eve Duncan to help unlock the mystery.
As they seek answers about this extraordinary
past life, Riley discovers a present day miracle
that will change history, if she can survive long
enough to share it with the world. 343 pages.

Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*7911912 CAPTIVE. By Iris Johansen. Jane
seems to have found the perfect life with Seth,
until a ruthless madman threatens to destroy it.
Soon Jane is on the run, struggling to stay one
step ahead of Bohdan’s army and his devastating
high-tech weaponry. Jane and Seth realize
nothing can be the same for them ever again.
353 pages. Grand Central.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

7904835 A FACE TO DIE FOR. By Iris
Johansen. Tomb raiders have murdered Riley’s
father, and now she is more determined than
ever to reach the burial site, avenge his death,
and enlist Eve’s aid. Also on hand to help is
dashing fixer and treasure hunter Michael Cade,
but could he have his own secret agenda when it 
comes to finding Helen of Troy? 359 pages.
Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7863144 DARK TRIBUTE. By Iris Johansen.
Despite her tragic childhood, violin prodigy Cara 
Delaney has finally found peace in her career
and stability in her relationship with her
guardians, forensic sculptor Eve Duncan and
ex-Navy SEAL Joe Quinn. But when she is
kidnapped by a mysterious man, it sets off a
violent chain of events that puts everyone Cara
loves in danger. 422 pages. St. Martin’s.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

4767489 THE LAST ODYSSEY. By James Rollins. To save the
world and our future, Sigma Force must embark on a dangerous
odyssey into an ancient past whose horrors are all too present,
and to try to prevent a tyrant from igniting a global war. 437
pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7893396 TIDES OF FIRE. By James Rollins. 
The Titan Project discovers a thriving zone of life in 
an otherwise dead sea. The area teems with a
strange bioluminescent coral that defies science
yet holds great promise for the future. But the loss
of a military submarine in the area triggers a brutal
attack and sets in motion a geological disaster that 
destabilizes an entire region. 723 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound.  $27.95

7878613 THE THREE BETHS. By Jeff Abbott. A daughter’s
desperate search for her missing mother–one that may lead her
closer to home than she ever anticipated. 442 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

7896212 HALF DEAD.  By  Brandon
Graham. The car accident took his wife and
nearly killed him too, but Calvert’s problems 
are just beginning. He was a Russian
literature scholar in Chicago, but due to
severe head trauma, he’s now suffering from 
Cotard’s disease–a rare physiological
condition that makes him believe he’s dead.
He also lost much of his memory, including

the academic knowledge that defined his life. 325 pages.
Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

7794703 THE STRANGER BEHIND
YOU. By Carol Goodman. Joan is brutally
attacked after publishing an expose. To
recover, she moves into an ultra secure
apartment building that was once a
Magdalen laundry. When cryptic events
occur, she confers with a 96 year old
neighbor and a vengeful widow to unravel
the secrets of the past and present.

311 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*7733984 DISTANT THUNDER. By
Stuart Woods. During an intense storm in
Dark Harbor, Maine, a perplexing murder
lands a dead man on Stone Barrington’s
doorstep. As secrets swirl around this
mystery man’s identity, Stone quickly sets
ou t  to  un rave l  a  web  of  cunn ing
misdirections and lies. 261 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at $29.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

7753799 DOUBLE JEOPARDY. By Stuart
Woods. Stone Barrington is settling in for a
stretch in New York when he receives news
that demands immediate action. An old
family matter has unexpectedly resurfaced, 
and Stone must decamp to the craggy
shores of Maine to address the issue
h e a d - o n .  3 09  p a g e s .  Pu t n a m .
Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7714327 STEALTH. By Stuart Woods.
Stone Barrington is trying to enjoy some
downtime at his English retreat when he’s
unceremoniously sent off to the remote
reaches of the UK and into a deadly snare.
As it turns out, this is only the first volley
by a sinister rival–one that has its eyes set
on disrupting the peace of the nation.
311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

7709978 HIT LIST. By Stuart Woods. When
Stone Barrington finds his name on a hit list,
he plans to lie low until the culprit is caught.
But when this foe shows no signs of stopping
until his deadly objective is realized in full,
Stone is left with no choice but to face the
problem head-on. 325 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at $28.00  $7.95

7839758 FOUL PLAY. By Stuart Woods. Stone Barrington is
nearing his New York City abode when he stumbles into
trouble. As it turns out, a new client is in danger, and with both 
business and the safety of the city at stake, he has no choice
but to get involved. 320 pages. Putnam. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7896387 THE DAMAGE DONE.  By
Michael Landweber. Imagine a world devoid
of violence–a world where fists can’t hit,
guns don’t kill, and bombs can’t destroy.
Although violence is no longer possible, that 
doesn’t mean that some among us won’t
keep trying. Mindless cruelty is still alive
and well–and those bent on destruction will
seek the most devious means to achieve it.

346 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7853149 ANYWHERE YOU RUN.  By
Wanda M. Morris. It’s the summer of 1964
and 21 year-old Violet finds herself in more
trouble than she’s ever been in her life.
Suffering a brutal attack, she kills the man
responsible. But with the color of her skin,
she decides to run. Her sister, Violet is in a
different kind of trouble: she’s pregnant and
unmarried. She runs as well and heads

north, seeking the promise of a better life. 386 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
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Thrillers
*4979346 RUN, ROSE, RUN. By
James Patterson & Dolly Parton. A young
singer-songwriter on the rise and on the
run is determined to do whatever it takes to 
survive. Every song tells a story. Find a
future, lose a past. Nashville is where
she’s come to claim her destiny. It’s also
where the darkness she’s fled might find
her. And destroy her. 439 pages. Little,

Brown. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95

7876637 AN ANONYMOUS GIRL. By G.
Hendricks & S. Pekkanen. When Jessica Farris
signs up for a psychology study conducted by the
mysterious Dr. Shields, she thinks all she’ll have
to do is answer a few questions, collect her money 
and leave. But as questions grow more and more
intense and invasive, Jessica begins to feel as
though Dr. Shields may know what she’s thinking
and what she’s hiding. 397 pages. St. Martin’s.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*7925565 BLOOD MOON. By H. Graham & J.
Land. After winning a major battle against alien
invaders, Alex and Sam’s efforts to save humanity
continue. Over the ruins of the lost Mayan city of El
Mirador, a blood moon is about to rise, triggering
the end of mankind unless Alex and Sam can
prevail in a struggle that will determine the fate of
the planet. 478 pages. Tor. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

787037X BLOOD MOON. By H. Graham &
J. Land. After winning a major battle against
alien invaders, Alex and Sam’s efforts to save
humanity continue. Over the ruins of the lost
Mayan city of El Mirador, a blood moon is
about to rise, triggering the end of mankind
unless Alex and Sam can prevail in a struggle
that will determine the fate of the planet.
386 pages. Tor. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7779216 WITHOUT A TRACE.  By
Danielle Steel. Charles seems to have it all when
his life changes one night, as he falls asleep at
the wheel and plunges down the face of a rocky
cliff. Miraculously, he survives. After climbing to
safety he happens upon a cabin where he meets
the kind and beautiful Aude, they have an instant
connection. 219 pages. Delacorte.
Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*7707797 FOX CREEK. By William Kent
Krueger. Cork O’Connor, the retired sheriff of
Aurora, Minnesota, is in a race against time to
save his wife, a mysterious stranger, and an
Ojibwe healer from bloodthirsty mercenaries. In
desperation, Cork begins tracking the killers,
but his own skills in the wild are severely tested
by a late season snowstorm. 388 pages. Atria.
Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*785479X FOX CREEK. By William Kent
Krueger. When Dolores Morriseau and his wife
find themselves being hunted down, retired
sheriff, Cork O’Conner, works feverishly to
identify the hunters and discover the reason
behind their chase. As he begins tracking the
killers, in this race against time, Cork’s fiercest
enemy may be his own self doubt about his
ability to save those he loves. 388 pages. Atria.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

7858124 LIGHTNING STRIKE. By William
Kent Krueger. Aurora is a small town nestled in the
ancient forest alongside the shores of Minnesota’s 
Iron Lake. Twelve year old Cork O’Connor
stumbles on the body of a man he revered
hanging from a tree in an abandoned logging
camp. It is the first in a series of events that will
cause him to question everything he took for
granted about his hometown, his family, and

himself. 385 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

7793103 LIGHTNING STRIKE. By William
Kent Krueger. Aurora is a small town nestled in
the ancient forest alongside the shores of
Minnesota’s Iron Lake. Twelve year old Cork
O’Connor stumbles on the body of a man he
revered hanging from a tree in an abandoned
logging camp. It is the first in a series of events
that will cause him to question everything he
took for granted about his hometown, his family, 

and himself. 385 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00  $7.95

*7768354 TOM CLANCY RED WINTER.
By Marc Cameron. 1985. A top-secret F-117
aircraft crashes into the Nevada desert. And the
Soviets will do anything to get their hands on its
secrets. In East Berlin, a figure contacts the CIA
with an offer: details in return for asylum. Only
one man will go behind the Wall to investigate
the defector: Jack Ryan. 419 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

*7976992 TOM CLANCY COMMAND AND CONTROL. By
Marc Cameron. A Russian plot to seize the Panama Canal
plunges President Jack Ryan into a desperate fight for his life.
449 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.95  $21.95

*7743157 TOM CLANCY CHAIN OF
COMMAND. By Marc Cameron. A shadowy
billionaire has used money and violence to gain
political power. Now he’s met the one man he
can’t intimidate or bribe, President Jack Ryan.
But every man has his weakness. Jack Ryan’s is
his family. Will his unwillingness to bend put the
First Lady in the line of fire? 531 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*1990853 RISING TIGER. By Brad Thor. A
potentially nation-ending threat has
materialized on the world stage. Fearful of the
global consequences of engaging this enemy,
administration after administration has passed
the buck. The clock, however, has run out, and
doing nothing is no longer an option. It is time
to unleash Scot Harvath. 325 pages. Atria.
Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

*7925298 THE HARBOR. By Katrine Engberg.
When 15 year old Oscar Dreyer-Hoff disappears, the
police assume he’s simply a runaway–a typically
overlooked middle child doing what teenagers do all 
around the world. But his frantic family is certain that 
something terrible has happened. Its up to
detectives Jeppe and Anette to find out what
happened. 398 pages. Pocket. Paperbound.
Pub. at $10.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7787642 CITY OF THE DEAD. By Jonathan
Kellerman. The past comes back to haunt
psychologist Alex Delaware and Detective Milo
Sturgis when they investigate a grisly double
homicide  and  uncove r  an  even  more
unspeakable motive in this riveting thriller. 342
pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

 $7.95

7945248 BILLY STRAIGHT. By Jonathan
Kel le rman.  S igned F irs t  Ed i t ion .  A
resourceful runaway alone in the wilds of Los
Angeles, twelve year old Billy Straight
suddenly witnesses a brutal stabbing at
Griffith Park. Frontispiece illustration by
Carol Benioff. Leatherbound with gold gilded
page edges and a silk ribbon bookmark.
467 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $7.95

7884443 DIABLO MESA. By D. Preston & L. Child. 385 pages. 
Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $5.95
7927436 TELL ME YOU’RE SORRY. By Kevin O’Brien.
535 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7927029 ORIGIN. By J.A. Konrath. 376 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7921861 FORSAKEN. By Michael McBride. 426 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
*7773471 THREE WEEKS TO SAY GOODBYE. By C.J. Box.
350 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $6.95
7702272 THE POET. By Michael Connelly. 598 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
*7854811 TURNING ANGEL. By Greg Iles. 646 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $8.95
4741242 THE BABYSITTER. By Sheryl Browne. 680 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95
7896433 FEAR THY NEIGHBOR.  By Fern Michaels.
262 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
783909X HAVE YOU SEEN ME? By Kate White. 368 pages.
Harper. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
7844220 THE HIDING PLACE. By Paula Munier. 323 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7730276 THE ENGLISH SPY. By Daniel Silva. 482 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $6.95
7703309 PERFECT LITTLE CHILDREN. By Sophie Hannah.
329 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7769008 THE WIDOW. By Fiona Barton. 344 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

7874723 GANGLAND. By Chuck Hogan. 341 pages. Grand
Central. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
7895402 THE STRANGER IN THE MIRROR. By Liv
Constantine. 318 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95
7844115 BLOOD IN THE WATER. By Jack Flynn. 342 pages.
St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95
7828993 ROBERT B. PARKER’S SOMEONE TO WATCH OVER 
ME. By Ace Atkins. 306 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
*7833989 COLD SNAP. By Marc Cameron. 484 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7910835 BLOOD ORANGE. By Harriet Tyce. 340 pages. Grand
Central. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95
7863527 THE PRISONER. By B.A. Paris. 298 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
7831242 SAY GOODBYE. By Karen Rose. 676 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7894678 THE OTHER GUEST. By Helen Cooper. 388 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
7759398 IF YOU GO DOWN TO THE WOODS. By Seth C.
Adams. 282 pages. Killer Reads. Paperbound. Pub. at
$15.99  $4.95
7748299 THE REPLACEMENT WIFE. By Darby Kane.
406 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95
7750927 THE DATE. By Louise Jensen. 333 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95
774806X THE CHASE. By Candice Fox. 326 pages. Forge.
Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7825293 TRUST ME. By Hank Phillippi Ryan. 400 pages.
Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95
7830505 HAVEN. By Kay Hooper. 360 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7982879 NOTHING MORE TO TELL. By Karen M. McManus.
358 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95
*7855753 APPLES NEVER FALL. By Liane Moriarty. 536
pages. Holt. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95
7726538 HIGH STAKES. By Iris Johansen. 363 pages. Grand
Central. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95
*7785151 POINT LAST SEEN.  By Christ ina Dodd.
506 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7761651 TWICE KISSED. By Lisa Jackson. 490 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7760000 THE HUNTING PARTY. By Lucy Foley. 392 pages. 
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
*7904517 CALL OF DUTY: Tom Clancy’s Op-Center. By Jeff
Rovin. 377 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
1970976 STING. By Sandra Brown. 414 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
4787137 CHARADE. By Sandra Brown. 465 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7878680 UNSPEAKABLE. By Sandra Brown. 466 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
1946986 PROCESSED CHEESE. By Stephen Wright. 392 pages. 
Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7691645 SNOW CREEK. By Gregg Olsen. 293 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
7893671 THE FAVOR. By Nicci French. 431 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
*1964712 CHASING JUSTICE. By Kathleen Donnelly.
393 pages. Carina. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*1927876 FAST ICE. By C. Cussler & G. Brown. 480 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7855869 AGAINST THE LAW. By Kat Martin. 394 pages.
MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7857276 REDEMPTION ROAD. By John Hart. 449 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7965990 THE FIRST COMMANDMENT. By Brad Thor.
316 pages. Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95SOLD OUT
397216X BACKLASH. By Brad Thor. 378 pages. Atria.
Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7853157 THE APOSTLE. By Brad Thor. 327 pages. Atria.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7870507 THE GOLDEN COUPLE. By G. Hendricks & S.
Pekkanen .  329  pages .  S t .  Ma r t i n ’ s .  Pape rbound .
Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7881843 THIS TRAIN. By James Grady. 344 pages. Pegasus.
Pub. at $25.95  $6.95
7759231 THE WHITE GIRL. By Tony Birch. 261 pages. Harper. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*781321X RELICS. By R.D. Shah. 374 pages. Canelo.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7755694 THE YOUNGER WIFE. By Sally Hepworth.
346 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
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Thrillers
*7735197 VOICE OF FEAR. By Heather Graham. 314 pages.
MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7822278 CRIMSON SUMMER. By Heather Graham. 347
pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7778856 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE OBJECTIVE.
By Eric Van Lustbader. 552 pages. Vision. Paperbound.
Pub. at $10.00  $5.95
*3963330 THE CORNWALLS VANISH. By James Patterson
& B. DuBois. 344 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
7968914 BULLET TRAIN. By Kotaro Isaka. 415 pages.
Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
7866275 CATCH HER WHEN SHE FALLS. By Allison Buccola.
350 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7722311 TOM CLANCY FIRING POINT. By Mike Maden.
468 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  $7.95
7755600 NOBODY BUT US. By Laure Van Rensburg.
376 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7890826 THE SOUL BREAKER. By Sebastian Fitzek.
342 pages. Head of Zeus. Pub. at $29.95  $5.95
7808496 THE OTHER ME. By Sarah Zachrich Jeng. 339 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7954840 THE HOUSEMAID. By Freida McFadden.
325 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95SOLD OUT
1909657 KILL ALL YOUR DARLINGS. By David Bell.
406 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $6.95
*4918169 THE WIVES. By Tarryn Fisher. 330 pages.
Graydon House. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7767714 A GOOD KILL. By John McMahon. 374 pages.
Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95
4777859 THE BOY FROM THE WOODS. By Harlan Coben.
371 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  $7.95
7883161 FADE AWAY. By Harlan Coben. 370 pages. Dell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
1989138 THE OBSESSION. By Nora Roberts. 453 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95
4988191 PAPER GHOSTS. By Julia Heaberlin. 349 pages.
Ballantine. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7898886 LOCUST LANE. By Stephen Amidon. 301 pages.
Celadon. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
7827989 DESTROY ME. By Karen Cole. 327 pages. Quercus.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7827962 DELIVER ME. By Karen Cole. 361 pages. Quercus.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*787197X THE GIRL FROM GUERNICA. By Karen Robards.
472 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95
7777175 VICTIM 2117. By Jussi Adler-Olsen. 468 pages.
Dutton. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7783515 CAROLINA MOONSET. By Matt Goldman. 262 pages.
Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7842090 THIS FALLEN PREY. By Kelley Armstrong. 374 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7746547 THE MISSING PIECE. By John Lescroart. 288 pages.
Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*7917449 VERTIGO. By P. Boileau & T. Narcejac. 189 pages.
Pushkin. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95
*1981684 SLEEPING BEAR. By Connor Sullivan. 497 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*7900872 DARK MUSIC. By David Lagercrantz. 366 pages.
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95
7785623 WHAT LIES BENEATH. By J.G. Hetherton.
293 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95
*1975471 SUFFER THE CHILDREN. By Lisa Black. 365 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
7927495 THAT DARKNESS. By Lisa Black. 360 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
*7898266 AN HONEST MAN.  By  Michael Kory ta .
373 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95
*7680384 ICED. By Felix Francis. 326 pages. Crooked Lane.
Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*7834225 LOYALTY. By Lisa Scottoline. 417 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at $28.00  $21.95
*1969234 SPARRING PARTNERS. By John Grisham.
306 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $28.95  $14.95
7860714 THE APOLLO MURDERS. By Chris Hadfield. 470 pages. 
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.89  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7686684 SHATTERED. By James Patterson & J.O. Born.
358 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95
*7679572 THE IT GIRL. By Ruth Ware. 422 pages. Gallery.
Pub. at $28.99  $11.95

*7718896 OATH OF LOYALTY. By V. Flynn & K. Mills.
358 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $17.95
*7889909 OATH OF LOYALTY. By V. Flynn & K. Mills.
401 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95
7848633 WATCH HER FALL. By Erin Kelly. 391 pages.
Hodder. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
*7759703 THE POWER COUPLE. By Alex Berenson.
530 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*7768362 W. E . B .  G R I F F I N  T H E  D E V I L’ S
WEAPONS. By Peter Kirsanow. 405 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at  $29.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95
*7784295 THE LEFT-HANDED TWIN. By Thomas
Perr y.  321 pages.  Myster ious Press.  Paperbound .
Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*7788096 MURDER BOOK. By Thomas Perry. 394 pages.
Mysterious Press. Pub. at $27.95  $17.95
7847653 THE TEMPLE HOUSE VANISHING. By Rachel
D o n o h u e .  3 0 5  p a g e s .  A lg o n q u i n .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $1.95
*7694792 BLACK DOG. By Stuart Woods. 291 pages.
Putnam. Pub. at $29.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
7768494 DESPERATE MEASURES. By Stuart Woods.
311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95
*7717822 THE BAD ANGEL BROTHERS. By Paul Theroux.
342 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7866771 AURORA. By David Koepp. 292 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*7760019  9 LUPINE ROAD. By Eric D. Lehman. 251 pages.
Owl House. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  PRICE CUT to $1.95
*1972367 THE OMEGA FACTOR. By Steve Berry. 451 pages.
Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
7911602 NOSTALGIC BLOOD. By J. Crockett. 385 pages. Market 
Monster. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.75  PRICE CUT to $2.95
*7826966 WORST  CASE  SCENARIO.  B y  H e l e n
F i t z g e r a l d .  2 0 7  p a g e s .  O re n d a .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $15.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*7780478 OBSERVER. By R. Lanza & N. Kress. 380 pages.
Story Plant. Pub. at $26.95  PRICE CUT to $6.95
*104253X THE HIKING TRIP. By Jenny Blackhurst.
295 pages. Canelo. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7895437 TRIPTYCH. By Karin Slaughter. 470 pages. Dell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95SOLD OUT
7701195 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE TREADSTONE EXILE.
By Joshua Hood. 372 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95
*7869312 HEAT 2. By M. Mann & M. Gardiner. 470 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
795753X CITY OF DREAMS. By Don Winslow. 336 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7940947 G IRL ,
FORGOTTEN. By Karin Slaughter. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. For forty years Emily
Vaughn’s murder remains a mystery. Her
tight knit group of friends closed ranks, her
respected, wealthy family retreated inward,
the small town moved on from her grisly
attack. But all that’s about to change as U.S.
Marshall Andrea Oliver investigates this cold 

case with links to her father’s past. 662 pages. HarperLuxe.
Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $7.95SOLD OUT
7940882 END OF DAYS. By Brad Taylor. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. When a paragliding trip in Switzerland results in
the brutal murder of the former head of Israeli intelligence,
Mossad brings in terrorist hunters Aaron and Shoshana to
investigate. But they’ll need help to find out who was behind
the attack and what they’re planning next, and they know
exactly who to call: Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill.
627 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $7.95

*7955863 DEADLY YELLOWSTONE
SECRETS. By Kari Trumbo. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Someone’s hunting bears in
Yellowstone National Park–and now Tamala’s
the next mark. With a killer at her heels, she
must trust Ranger Clint to safeguard her while
searching for the poacher. 283 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7900635 HIDDEN SALEM. By Kay Hooper.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Evidence of satanic
activities and the disappearance of three
strangers are what brought Grayson, a member
of the FBI’s Special Crimes Unit to the town of
Salem. Discovering his undercover partner has
vanished, Gray knows whatever is hiding in the
seemingly peaceful town is deadly and unlike
anything the agent has ever encountered.

382 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95  $5.95

7900694 LOST HILLS. By Lee Goldberg.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. A video of Deputy
Eve Ronin’s off-duty arrest of an abusive
movie star goes viral, turning her into a
popular hero at a time when the Los Angeles
County Sheriff’s Department is plagued by
scandal. The sheriff, desperate for positive
press, makes Eve the youngest female
homicide detective in the department’s

history. 317 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7955871 ELIMINATING
THE WITNESS. By Jordyn Redwood. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Rachel’s time hiding in a
small town comes to a crashing halt when her
witness protection location is compromised.
Now to evade her serial killer ex-husband after
his surprise release from prison, she must go on 
the run with U.S. marshal Kyle Reid. 282 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7956053 WYOMING
RANCH AMBUSH.  By Sommer Smith.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. A piercing scream
sends rancher Beau racing to help his new
neighbor fight off a kidnapper–only for them
both to come under gunfire. Evie is the target of
a kingpin and a suspect in her ex-boyfriend’s
murder, and the safest place for her and her 9
year old sister is Beau’s ranch. 283 pages.

Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7821336 THE FINAL TWIST. By Jeffery
Deaver. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Colter Shaw is
on a mission his late father couldn’t finish: find a
courier bag that contains evidence to bring down a 
corporate espionage firm. Shaw plays cat and
mouse with the company’s sadistic enforcers.
Suddenly, the job takes a frightening urgency: only 
by finding the courier bag can he expose the
company and stop the murder of an innocent

family. 526 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

7784082 FAST ICE. By C. Cussler & G. Brown.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. In the early days of
WWII, the infamous German Luftwaffe embarks
upon an expedition to Antarctica, hoping to set up 
a military base to support their goal of world
domination. After a former NUMA colleague
disappears while researching the icebergs of
Antarctica, Kurt Austin and his assistant Joe head 
to the freezing edge of the world to investigate.

490 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $6.95

796420X RED WARNING. By Matthew Quirk. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. CIA officer Sam Hudson races to find a deep cover
operative loose in the U.S. and a mole in the Agency before they
can launch a devastating attack on Washington, D.C. 580 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $6.95

*795591X    KILLER CHRISTMAS
EVIDENCE. By Sami A. Abrams. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. The moment detective
Cassidy links a chain of suspicious deaths to a
serial killer, she becomes the deadly assassin’s
number one target. But a blow to the head robs
her of her memory and she can’t put the pieces
of the case back together alone. 283 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7955901 HUNTED AT CHRISTMAS. By Dana R. Lynn.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. When single mother Addison is
attacked by a hit man, she learns there’s a price on her head. And 
Isaiah–the bounty hunter hired to track her down for crimes she
didn’t commit–is her only hope for survival. 280 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7852797 ONE TRUE PATRIOT. By Sean
Parnell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Two months
after taking down terrorist Aleksandr Zakayev,
Eric Steele is back in action. Though he is
completing his Alpha assignments with the
same deadly efficiency as always, he has
lingering questions about his missing father,
and his own future in the Program. 490 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $5.95

7702191 THE LAST TRIAL. By Scott
Turow. LARGE PRINT EDITION. At 85
years old, Alejandro “Sandy” Stern, a
brilliant defense lawyer with his health
failing but spirit intact, is on the brink of
retirement. But when his old friend Dr.
Kiril Pafko is accused of insider trading,
fraud, and murder, Stern decides to take
on one last tr ial. 647 pages. Grand

Central. Pub. at $31.00  $5.95
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Thrillers
*7955790 BIG SKY SECRETS. By Amity
Steffen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Stunned by
the revelation he has a three year-old son
whose mother was murdered, rancher Eric is
searching for the truth. But he quickly realizes
he has a target on his back when he and his boy 
are attacked outside private investigator
Cassie’s office. 282 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7956037 UNCOVERING ALASKAN SECRETS. By Elisabeth
Rees. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Police chief Dani’s investigation of a
missing 12 year old girl has made her some unexpected enemies in
her small Alaskan town. Saved from a near-death attack by secretive
newcomer Simon, she’s finding his unexplained expertise
suspicious. 281 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7955820   CHRISTMAS MURDER
COVER-UP. By Shannon Redmon. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Narcotics detective Liz is too
late to save her confidential informant from a
professional assassin and narrowly survives the 
encounter. Now she has no memory of the
killer–and she’s got a target on her back this
Christmas. 280 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7784090 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE TREACHERY. By
Brian Freeman. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Bourne is a lone operative,
working in the shadows for Treadstone, when he’s called in for a new
mission in London, to prevent another assassination masterminded by 
Lennon. But nothing about this mission is what it seems. He discovers 
that everything he thought he knew about the past was a lie.
495 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95

7984448 HOUSE OF CORRECTION. By
Nicci French. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When 
a body is discovered in Okeham, England,
Tabitha is shocked to find herself being placed 
in handcuffs. It must be a mistake. Tabitha is
not a murderer. She knows she’s not. She
thinks she’s not. But what if she’s only lying to
her se l f?  596 pages .  Harpe rCol l ins .
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

*7956002 RESCUING THE STOLEN
CHILD. By Connie Queen. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. When Lieutenant Texas Ranger Zane
is attacked, he learns two shocking things: his
estranged daughter has a son and his grandson
has been taken. The desperate kidnapper needs 
Zane to investigate an old murder case, and
little Wyatt is his leverage. 281 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7956029 TRACKING THE TINY
TARGET. By Connie Queen. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When a
three year-old boy is kidnapped, deputy sheriff Chandler and his
search and rescue K-9 partner are on the case. And when the
child’s mother, Bristol, insists on helping, he can’t turn her away. 
283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7955952 RANCH SHOWDOWN. By Tina
Wheeler. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After being
threatened by her sister’s ex, Sierra has 48
hours to surrender documents linking him to a
bombing before he kills her and kidnaps her
nephew. With the evidence missing and anyone 
who helps becoming a target, hiding out with
Detective Cole, her college sweetheart, might
be her only chance for survival. 280 pages.

Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

195945X THE KINGDOM. By Jo Nesbo. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Roy and Carl have spent their whole lives running from the darkness in 
their past, but when Carl finally returns to make peace with it, the two
brothers are inexorably drawn into a reckoning with their own demons. 
751 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $6.95

*7955936 MARKED TO DIE. By Kathleen Tailer. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. When Eleni’s daughter is poisoned, the investigative
reporter turns to FBI agent Chris Springfield for answers. But after
another attack, it becomes clear that someone wants Eleni dead.
282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7781075 THE HOUSE OF WOLVES. By
James Patterson & M. Lupica. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Murder runs in the family. The Wolfs,
the most powerful family in California, have a new
head: 36 year old former high school teacher
Jenny Wolf. That means Jenny now runs the San
Fransisco Tribune. She also controls the
legendary football team the Wolves. And she
hopes to solve her father’s murder. 485 pages.

Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $23.95

*7749678 THE BOYS FROM BILOXI. By
John Grisham. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Keith and Hugh were childhood friends but as
teenagers, their lives took them in different
directions. Keith’s father became a legendary
prosecutor and Hugh’s father became the

“Boss” of Biloxi’s criminal underground. Keith 
went to law school while Hugh worked in his
father’s clubs. The two families were headed

for a showdown, one that would happen in a courtroom.
607 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

*7819706 COUNTDOWN. By James Patterson & B. DuBois.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Agent Amy Cornwall excels at working
from the shadows, until a botched field operation reveals dark
dealings between her bosses and an informant–and a hidden plot by a 
terrorist genius that could kill thousands of Americans. The
countdown has begun to save herself, her family, and the world.
590 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $23.95

*7747292 TRIPLE CROSS. By James
Patterson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A precise
killer, he always moves under the cover of
darkness, flawlessly triggering no alarms,
leaving no physical evidence. Cross and
Sampson aren’t the only ones investigating.
The writer, Thomas Tull, calls the Family Man
murders the perfect crime story. He believes
the killer may never be caught. 484 pages.

Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $23.95

*7955855    DANGEROUS DESERT
ABDUCTION. By Kellie VanHorn. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Following her husband’s
suspicious death, Abigail thinks fleeing to the
remote Badlands in South Dakota will be
safe–until the mob abducts her four year old
son, demanding she hand over incriminating
evidence. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*788575X OBSESSED. By James Patterson & J.O. Born. LARGE 
PRINT EDITION. A killer is obsessed with Detective Michael
Bennett’s eldest daughter. Michael is obsessed with keeping his
family safe. New York City is obsessed with cracking the killer’s code.
420 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

*7686676 SHATTERED. By James Patterson
& J.O. Born. LARGE PRINT EDITION. NYPD
master homicide investigator Michael Bennett
and top FBI abduction specialist Emily Parker
have a history. Working case after case, each can
predict the other’s next move. So when she fails to 
show at FBI headquarters in D.C., Bennett risks
venturing far outside his jurisdiction for this
investigation. 470 pages. Little, Brown.

Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7906781 EVERYONE HERE IS LYING. By Shari Lapena.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. William is a family man, but he’s been 
having an affair, an affair that ended horribly this afternoon. So
when he returns to his house, devastated and angry, to find his
difficult nine year-old daughter, Avery, unexpectedly home from
school, he loses his temper. Hours later, Avery’s family declares
her missing. Suddenly the town doesn’t feel so safe. 382 pages.
Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00 $23.95

*7724365     CLIVE CUSSLER’S
HELLBURNER. By Mike Maden. LARGE PRINT 
EDITION. When Juan Cabrillo fails to capture the
leader of Mexico’s most dangerous drug cartel
and loses an Oregon crew member in the
process, he’s determined to get revenge. Little
does he know that the explosion he just narrowly
escaped was merely the latest flash of violence
from a machine of war that has existed for

decades, dating from the bloodiest episode in Armenia’s history.
603 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

*786972X CLIVE CUSSLER FIRE STRIKE.
By Mike Maden. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
When Cabrillo is hired to extract an undercover
operative in Kenya, he finds himself on the trail of 
a deadly international plot. His crew have met
their most fearsome adversaries yet: a force of
bio-hacked soldiers endowed with extreme
strength and stamina and an unquenchable
appetite for violence. 600 pages. Random House 

Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

*7754590 CLIVE CUSSLER THE SEA WOLVES. By Jack Du
Brul. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 1914. Detective Isaac Bell is asked to
investigate a cache of missing rifles–only to discover something more 
sinister. Whoever broke in wanted to leave something in the crates: a
radio transmitter, set to summon a fleet of dreaded German U-boats.
Someone is trying to keep American supplies from reaching British
shores. 505 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

*7865767 THE LIE MAKER. By Linwood Barclay. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Jack’s father was whisked away by witness
protection, leaving Jack and his mother to pick up the pieces of
their lives. Years later, Jack is a talented but struggling author.
So when the U.S. Marshals approach him with the opportunity to
create false histories for people in witness protection he realizes
this may be a chance to find his dad. 516 pages. HarperLuxe.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $26.95

*7746261 NO PLAN B. By Lee & Andrew
Child. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In Colorado, a
woman dies under the wheels of a moving bus.
The death is ruled a suicide. But Jack Reacher
saw what really happened: A man in a gray hoodie 
and jeans, moving stealthily, pushed the victim to 
her demise–before swiftly grabbing the dead
woman’s purse and strolling away. 451 pages.
Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $23.95

*7961758 THE MANOR HOUSE. By Gilly Macmillan. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Childhood sweethearts Nicole and Tom are a
normal, loving couple–until a massive lottery win changes their
lives overnight. But this dream world quickly turns into a nightmare
when Tom is found dead in the swimming pool. Was Tom’s death a
tragic accident, or was it something worse? 550 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $25.95

795414X THE COLLECTIVE. By Alison
Gaylin. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Obsessed
with the privileged young man she believes is
responsible for her daughter’s death, Camille
is drawn into a group of women who share their 
stories of loss as well as their desires for
justice. Becoming more deeply enmeshed in
the group, Camille must decide if these
women are truly avenging angels or monsters.

388 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

*7834233 LOYALTY. By Lisa Scottoline. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Franco, a laborer, dreams of owning a lemon grove.
Gaetano, a lawyer, sets out to find a kidnapped boy. Mafalda, a
new mother. And Alfredo a reclusive goatherd under constant
threat of being discovered as a Jew. How the lives of these
characters collide makes this work an epic tale of good versus
evil. 554 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7868707 NEAR MISS. By S. Woods & B.
Battles. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Stone
Barrington is enjoying some down time in New 
York City when a chance encounter introduces
him to a charming new companion. Too bad
she also comes with the baggage of a
persistent ex-boyfriend intent on retribution.
As Stone dodges each disturbance, it
becomes clear there’s an even more

treacherous game being played behind the scenes. 381 pages.
Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7892071 THE COLLECTOR. By Daniel Silva. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Legendary art restorer and spy Gabriel Allon joins forces
with a brilliant and beautiful master-thief to track down the world’s
most valuable missing painting but soon finds himself in a desperate
race to prevent an unthinkable conflict between Russia and the West.
532 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.00  $27.95

*7868553 THE SURVIVOR. By Iris Johansen. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Discovering a perfectly preserved body of a female warrior
on a remote island, archaeologist Riley Smith entices forensic
sculptor Eve Duncan to help unlock the mystery. As they seek answers 
about this extraordinary past life, Riley discovers a present day miracle 
that will change history, if she can survive long enough to share it with
the world. 377 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $40.00  $23.95

796823X CAPTIVE. By Iris Johansen.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Jane seems to have 
found the perfect life with Seth, until a ruthless
madman threatens to destroy it. Soon Jane is
on the run, struggling to stay one step ahead of 
Bohdan’s army and his devastating high-tech
weaponry. Jane and Seth realize nothing can
be the same for them ever again. 437 pages.
Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

7852681 THE LAST ODYSSEY. By James Rollins. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. To save the world and our future, Sigma Force must embark 
on a dangerous odyssey into an ancient past whose horrors are all too
present, and to try to prevent a tyrant from igniting a global war.
673 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $6.95

7821328 DOUBLE JEOPARDY. By Stuart
Woods. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Stone
Barrington is settling in for a stretch in New
York when he receives news that demands
immediate action. An old family matter has
unexpectedly resurfaced, and Stone must
decamp to the craggy shores of Maine to
address the issue head-on. 321 pages.
Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
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Thrillers
7792085 HUSH-HUSH. By Stuart Woods. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Stone Barrington is in New York City for some downtime
when an anonymous enemy makes himself known. This foe’s threats
hit close to home, and before Stone can retaliate, the fearsome
messages turn into very real consequences. 371 pages. Random.
Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

*7790880 WITHOUT A TRACE.  By
Danielle Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Charles seems to have it all when his life
changes one night, as he falls asleep at the
wheel and plunges 30 feet down the face of a
rocky cliff. Miraculously, he survives. After
climbing to safety he happens upon a cabin
where he meets the kind and beautiful Aude,
they have an instant connection. 291 pages.

Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $23.95
*7986378 TOM CLANCY COMMAND AND CONTROL. By
Marc Cameron. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A Russian plot to
seize the Panama Canal plunges President Jack Ryan into a
desperate fight for his life. 553 pages. Random House Large
Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

*7817339 UNNATURAL HISTORY. By
Jona than  Ke l le rman.  LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Los Angeles is a city of stark
contrast, the palaces of the affluent coexisting
uneasily with the hellholes of the mad and the
needy. That shadow world and the violence it
breeds draws psychologist Dr. Alex Delaware
and Detective Milo Sturgis into an unsettling
case of altruism gone wrong. 398 pages.

Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  PRICE CUT to $19.95
*7885679 WINDFALL. By Wendy Corsi
Staub. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When three long
time friends buy a lottery ticket on a whim and win
a billion dollars, they turn to Shea Daniels, a

“sudden wealth manager.” Traveling to a secluded
California mansion where Shea and her staff cater
to their every whim, the weekend turns to terror
when the women discover they’re trapped and
suspect a lurking predator. 379 pages. HarperLuxe. 

Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95
*7896824 PROM MOM. By Laura Lippman.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Amber has spent her
entire life putting as much distance as possible
between her and her hometown, where she fears
she will always be known as the girl accused of
killing her newborn baby after being abandoned
by her prom date, Joe. But years later, the two are
drawn to each other and eventually cross the line
they’ve been trying not to cross. 392 pages.

HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  PRICE CUT to $21.95
1960075 DREAM GIRL. By Laura Lippman.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Injured in a freak fall,
novelist Gerry Andersen is confined to a hospital
bed in his high-rise apartment. Late one night,
the phone rings. The caller claims to be the “real” 
Aubrey, the title character from his most
successful novel. But there is no real Aubrey.
Meanwhile, she is threatening to visit him,
suggesting that she is owed something. Is the

threat real? 403 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $5.95
7852932 THE WOMAN IN THE WINDOW. By A.J. Finn.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 595 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. 
at $28.99  $5.95
7884737 SUSPECT. By Scott Turow. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
680 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $31.00  $5.95
7704208 FALSE WITNESS. By Karin Slaughter. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 744 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $6.95SOLD OUT
7862091 COUNT THE WAYS. By Joyce Maynard. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 718 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $30.99  $6.95
*7931204  23 1/2 LIES. By James Patterson et al. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 598 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound.
Pub. at $25.99  $19.95
7852533 CROSS HER HEART. By Sarah Pinborough. LARGE
PRINT EDITION.  463 pages. Harper.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
7893116 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE TREADSTONE
TRANSGRESSION. By Joshua Hood. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
459 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $5.95
7907958 THE PATIENT. By Jane Shemilt. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 404 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $6.95
*4912675 BETTER OFF DEAD. By Lee & Andrew Child.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 401 pages. Random. Paperbound.
Pub. at $31.00  $11.95

7901046 HEAT 2. By M. Mann & M. Gardiner. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 756 pages.  Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $7.95
*7875630 PRIVATE MOSCOW. By James Patterson & A.
Hamdy. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 594 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $20.99  $15.95
*7851820 CITY OF DREAMS. By Don Winslow. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 420 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $34.00  $25.95
*7831552 FIRESTORM. By Taylor Moore. LARGE PRINT
ED IT ION.  4 2 4  p a g e s .  H a r p e r lu x e .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95
*7831544 THE DEVIL’S RANSOM. By Brad Taylor. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 568 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $36.00  $26.95
*7839189 THE DOLLMAKER. By Morgan Shamy. LARGE
PRINT EDITION.  430 pages. CamCat. Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.99  $15.95
*7831579 THE LOST SUMMERS OF NEWPORT. By Beatriz 
Williams et al. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 596 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $19.95
*7824343 THE NEW NEIGHBOR. By Karen Cleveland.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 402 pages. Random. Paperbound.
Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*4981421 VORTEX. By Catherine Coulter. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 478 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub.
at $30.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*7831560 THE KIND WORTH SAVING. By Peter Swanson.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 432 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $34.00  PRICE CUT to $21.95
*7828217 SCAVENGER HUNT. By Dani Lamia. LARGE
PRINT EDITION.  493 pages. Level 4. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*7839197 THE FIELD OF WRONGDOING. By Lili St.
Germain. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 626 pages. Level 4.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*7906803 A TWISTED LOVE STORY. By Samantha
Downing. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 499 pages. Random House
Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95
*7839170 CITIZEN ORLOV. By Jonathan Payne. LARGE
PRINT EDITION.  379 pages. CamCat . Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*7826931 THE WAYWARD TARGET. By Susan Ouellette.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 500 pages. CamCat. Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

Spies & Espionage
7965656 THE ZERO GAME. By Brad Meltzer.
Matthew and Harris are best friends who have plum
jobs, but after a decade in Washington they’re bored.
Then one of them finds out about the clandestine
Zero Game. It starts out as good fun–a simple wager
between friends. But when someone close to them
ends up dead, they realize the game is far more
sinister than they ever imagined. 461 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7964196 RED WAR. By V.
Flynn & K. Mills. When Russian president Maxim
Krupin discovers that he has inoperable brain
cancer, he’s determined to cling to power, and
declare war with the West. Facing an opponent
who has nothing to lose, the CIA sends Mitch Rapp 
to Russia under impossibly dangerous orders–kill
the most powerful man in the world. 344 pages.
Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7890125 DARK ZONE. By J. Rovin & G. Galdorisi.
Director Chase Williams and his team have been
following events as Ukraine, her NATO allies, and
Russia rapidly deploy forces in a dangerous game of
brinksmanship. Using cutting-edge techniques of
cyber warfare and spycraft, Op-Center must respond
to the rapidly unfolding crisis before the U.S. is
forced to take sides. 375 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7762909 TREASON. By Newt Gingrich & P. Earley. Major
Brooke Grant has been waging war against terrorism since her
parents were murdered during 9/11, keenly aware that her
enemy transcends borders. But an attack on the president leads
her to a terrifying revelation: the enemy is closer than she’d ever
imagined. 381 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95
*6583539 NIGHT SCHOOL. By Lee Child. It’s 1996, and Jack
Reacher is still in the army. A Jihadist sleeper cell is visited by a Saudi
courier seeking safe haven. A CIA asset, undercover inside the cell,
has overheard the courier whisper a chilling message: “The American
wants a hundred million dollars.” For what? And from whom? Reacher 
and two friends–an FBI agent and CIA analyst–are on the case.
485 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7987072 SEA HAWKE. By Ted Bell. After
saving the kidnapped heir to the British throne,
spy and MI6 legend Alex Hawke is due for
some downtime. He’s got a new sailing yacht
and a goal: get closer to his son Alexei, during
an epic cruise across the seven seas. But the
chief of MI6 has other plans and the journey
becomes a fight against terror. 335 pages.
Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7905262 THE WARSAW PROTOCOL. By Steve Berry. One by
one the seven precious relics of the Arma Christi, the weapons of 
Christ, are disappearing from sanctuaries across the world.
Cotton Malone is sent to steal one of these relics, the price of
entry into a blackmailing auction, where the information being
bid on could change the balance of power in Europe. 500 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7732996 SPY. By Danielle Steel. At
eighteen, Alexandra is presented to King
George V and Queen Mary, a stunning
beauty who seems destined for a privileged
life. But fate, a world war, and her own
quietly rebellious personality lead her down 
a very different path as she is caught up in a
dangerous double life on behalf of her
count ry  dur ing WWI I ,  and beyond.

273 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7794592 OMEGA RULES. By Eric Van Lustbader. Once a
black-ops DOD operator, Evan Ryder now works for a private
company conducting espionage. Yet her mission remains the
same: seek out and destroy Omega, a fanatical global cult
engineering a conspiracy against America and democracies
across the world. 322 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

790729X THE NEMESIS MANIFESTO. By
Eric Van Lustbader. Evan Ryder is a lone wolf,
a field agent for a black-ops arm of the
Department of Defense, who has survived
unspeakable tragedy and dedicated her life to
protecting her country. When her fellow
agents begin to be systematically eliminated,
Evan must unravel the thread that ties them all
together–before her name comes up on the

kill list. 348 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7792921 DECEMBER ‘41. By William Martin. The day after
Pearl Harbor, shocked Americans gathered around their radios to 
hear Franklin Roosevelt declare war. In Los Angeles, a German
agent named Marin Browning is planning to kill FDR on the night 
he lights the National Christmas Tree. Who will stop him? The
clock is ticking. 296 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

7844352 THE RUSSIAN. By Ben Coes.
Ruthless, clever, and unbelievably violent, the
Russian mafia has virtually taken over the
criminal underworld in the U.S. The CIA
recruits two top operators, former Navy SEALs
Billy Cosgrove and Rob Tacoma. But before
they can even get started, the Russians murder 
Cosgrove, and Tacoma is on his own against
an organization with endless resources–and

no boundaries. 352 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7831315 TOM CLANCY’S OP-CENTER: Sting of the Wasp. By
Jeff Rovin. After an intelligence failure at Op-Center results in a major
terrorist attack, director Chase Williams radically transforms the
agency into a groundbreaking new mobile strike force. 345 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*7690762 ONE MINUTE OUT. By Mark
Greaney. Court Gentry was on a simple mission
in Bosnia. A bad guy needed to be put down; in
and out, no problem. But then he stumbled
across a nightmare–a room full of women and
children who were being trafficked to rich scum.
Now Gentry is tracking their smuggling ring
around the globe and nearing the top, until his
CIA handlers reveal different plans for him.

655 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7828977 RELENTLESS. By Mark Greaney.
Intelligence operatives around the world are
disappearing. When a missing American
agent reappears in Venezuela, Court Gentry,
the Gray Man, is dispatched to bring him in.
But a team of assassins has other ideas.
Court escapes with his life and a vital piece of 
in fo rmat ion .  512 pages .  Berk ley .
Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

4710916 NEAR DARK. By Brad Thor. The world’s largest bounty
has just been placed upon America’s top spy, and Scot Harvath’s only 
hope for survival is to outwit, outrun, and outlast his enemies long
enough to get to the truth. He finds an unlikely ally in Norwegian
intelligence operative Solvi Kolstad, who has the broken, troubled past 
to match Harvath’s own. 339 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
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Spies & Espionage
7801211 TRAITOR. By David Hagberg. When
McGarvey’s best friend, Otto, is charged with
treason, Mac and his wife, Petey, set out on a
desperate odyssey to clear Otto’s name.
Crossing oceans and continents, their journey
will take them from Japan to the U.S. to Pakistan
to Russia. Caught in a Kremlin cross fire
between two warring intel agencies, they must
fight for their lives every step of the way.

230 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
7946015 FIRST KILL. By David Hagberg. It’s the beginning of
Kirk McGarvey’s career as a CIA black-ops officer. Fresh out of
the Air Force OSI, he receives his first assignment: assassinate a
Chilean general known as the Butcher of Valparaiso. But for this
newly minted assassin, killing the Butcher is only the beginning. 
398 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7860501 ARCTIC STORM RISING. By
Dale Brown. When an American F-22
collides with a Russian interloper pushing
into friendly airspace, Nick Flynn and his
team are ordered to parachute into the area to
reach the crash site and hunt for the Russian
commandos in the mountains of Alaska. It’s
up to Nick and his team to find the missing
bomber, and prevent a potential holocaust.

377 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $9.95
*7946333 DR. NO. By Ian Fleming.
Dispatched by M to investigate the disappearance
of MI6’s Jamaica station chief, Bond was
expecting a holiday in the sun. But when he
discovers a deadly centipede placed in his hotel
room, the vacation is over. All suspicious activity
leads to Dr. Julius No, a reclusive megalomaniac
with steel pincers for hands. 294 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95
7801009 LEGENDS. By Robert Littell. Martin
is a one time CIA field agent turned private
detective in Brooklyn, struggling his way
through a labyrinth of memories and past
identities–"legends" in Agency parlance. But
who is Martin? Is he a creation of the Legend
committee at the CIA’s Langley headquarters?
Is he suffering from multiple personality
disorder, brainwashing, or simply exhaustion?

395 pages. Overlook. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $4.95
7928602 TREASON. By Stuart Woods. Upon 
returning to N.Y.C. after a whirlwind British
excursion, Stone is notified of a delicate
situation within the country’s administration.
Stone will need to summon all his wit and
daring to halt the plots threatening to reveal
confidential intel and catch an evasive traitor.
307 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7986564 RIP THE ANGELS FROM HEAVEN. By David
Krugler. Intelligence officer Ellis Voigt fights to prevent the
Soviets from infiltrating the Manhattan Project while running
from enemies on both sides. He can stop the Soviets from
getting the bomb or he can save himself–but he might not be
able to do both. 312 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95  $5.95

7964404 WITH A MIND TO KILL. By
Anthony Horowitz. It is M’s funeral. One man is
missing from the graveside: the traitor who
pulled the trigger and who is now in custody,
accused of M’s murder–James Bond. Behind
the Iron Curtain, a group of former SMERSH
agents want to use the British spy in an operation 
that will change the balance of world power.
270 pages. Harper. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
4908961 AMERICAN TRAITOR. By Brad
Taylor. Pike Logan and Jennifer Cahill are
enjoying a sunny vacation down under when
they get disturbing news: their friend and
colleague is in serious trouble. The former
Taskforce member saw something he
shouldn’t have, and now he’s on the run from
Chinese agents. 449 pages. Morrow.
Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7894430 THE HANDLER. By M.P. Woodward. A single
well-placed CIA mole in Iran’s uranium enrichment program has
kept the terrorist nation from building a bomb by sabotaging the
performance of their covert centrifuge arrays. But after losing his 
daughter in an airliner shot down, the mole wants out–leaving
the world on the brink. His one demand–a reunion with the only
handler he ever trusted, John Dale. 576 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

*7931530 A TRUTH TO LIE FOR. By Anne Perry. A lethal
new weapon endangers all of Europe–unless Elena Standish can 
rescue her ingenious scientist from Hitler’s Clutches. What
starts as an effort to save Europe from the devastation of disease
becomes an intensely personal fight. 287 pages. Ballantine.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95
7808569 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE BOURNE
ASCENDANCY. By Eric Van Lustbader. 579 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $4.95
7878451 ROBERT LUDLUM’S THE PATRIOT ATTACK. By
Kyle Mil ls.  403 pages. Grand Central . Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7776993 ORDER TO KILL. By Vince Flynn. 354 pages. Atria.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
7864752 REAPER: Threat Zero. By Nicholas Irving with A.J.
Tata. 309 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7835728 DEATH AT NUREMBERG.  By W.E.B. Gri f f in
&  W . E .  B u t t e r w o r t h  I V .  4 3 6  p a g e s .  P u t n a m .
Pub. at  $29.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7848846 THE LAST TOURIST. By Olen Steinhauer. 375
pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $3.95
*785742X WITH A MIND TO KILL. By Anthony Horowitz.
266 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95
*7832001 DOUBLE OR NOTHING. By Kim Sherwood.
358 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95

781187X WITH A MIND TO KILL. By
Anthony Horowitz. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
It is M’s funeral. One man is missing from the
graveside: the traitor who pulled the trigger
and is now in custody, accused of M’s
murder–James Bond. Behind the Iron Curtain, 
a group of former SMERSH agents wants to
use the British spy in an operation that will
change the balance of world power. Bond

must grapple with the darkest questions about himself.
356 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95
*7879911 THE BEACH AT SUMMERLY. By Beatriz
Williams. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 501 pages. HarperLuxe.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  PRICE CUT to $21.95
*783764X DOUBLE OR NOTHING. By Kim Sherwood.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 518 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $34.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

Sherlock Holmes
4906942 HOLMES & WATSON: A
Miscellany. By S.C. Roberts. First published
in 1953, this is one of the earliest and best
studies of Sherlock Holmes. Roberts searches
Conan Doyle’s stories for clues and develops
biographies of the characters, revealing
information about their lives and personalities
which less observant readers may fail to
notice. 159 pages. British Library.  $5.95

7920032 PROFESSOR MORIARTY: The
Hound of the D’Urbervilles. By Kim Newman.
A one-stop shop for all things illegal, Professor
Moriarty and Colonel Sebastian “Basher” Moran
welcome nefarious visitors to their Conduit Street 
rooms, from the Christian zealots of the American 
West, to the Si Fan and Les Vampires of Paris, as
well as a certain Miss Irene Adler. 467 pages.
Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

*7869371 SHERLOCK HOLMES: The
Monster of the Mere. By Philip Purser-Hallard.
It is 1899, and Watson’s ill-fated attempt to enjoy
a holiday takes a dark turn when disappearances
and murders start occurring in the small town of
Wermeholt. Local legends, rumors of large
slithering reptiles and others have the denizens
paranoid and terrified, so it’s up to Watson and
Sherlock Holmes to uncover the truth.

256 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

DVD 7797478 SHERLOCK HOLMES:  Unravel  the
Mystery. Widescreen. The game is afoot. This documentary
holds up a magnifying glass to Sherlock and author Sir Arthur 
Conan Doyle’s incredible journey. Not Rated. 50 minutes.
Wownow Entertainment.  $3.95

770139X THE MANIFESTATIONS OF
SHERLOCK HOLMES: A Short Story
Collection. By James Lovegrove. The iconic 
duo find themselves swiftly drawn into a
series of puzzling and sinister events in this
co l l e c t i on  o f  t we l v e  sh o r t
mysteries–including a brand-new Cthulhu
Case books  s t o ry .  362  pag es .  Ti t an .
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

786017X THE ADVENTURE OF THE
PECULIAR PROTOCOLS. By Nicholas Meyer.
January 1905. Holmes and Watson are
summoned by Holmes’s brother Mycroft to
undertake a clandestine investigation. An agent of
the British Secret Service has been found floating
in the Thames, carrying a manuscript smuggled
into England at the cost of her life. 238 pages.
Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*7943229 SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE TWELVE
THEFTS OF CHRISTMAS. By Tim Major. Sherlock Holmes’s 
discovery of a mysterious musical score initiates a devious
Christmas challenge set by Irene Adler, with clues that are all
variations of the theme of ‘theft without theft’. 275 pages.
Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*7752474 SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE
TWELVE THEFTS OF CHRISTMAS. By Tim
Major. Sherlock Holmes’ discovery of a
mysterious musical score initiates a devious
Christmas challenge set by Irene Adler. And
Holmes’ new case of a Norwegian arctic
explorer, who has received a series of threats
in the form of animal carcasses, causes him to 
wonder if this case is somehow related to

Adler’s great game. 275 pages. Titan. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

7720688 THE SHERLOCK HOLMES
COLLECTION. By Arthur Conan Doyle. This
suspenseful set includes: The Valley of Fear
and His Last Bow; The Return of Sherlock
Holmes; The Memoirs of Sherlock Holmes;
The Hound of the Baskervilles; A Study in
Scarlet and The Sign of Four; and The
Adventures of Sherlock Holmes. Six volumes 
wi th 1,729 pages.  Sl ipcased .  Page

Publications. Paperbound. Pub. at $64.99  $21.95

7942710 GREAT CASES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. By Arthur 
Conan Doyle. Includes most of the stories Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle considered his greatest. Illustrations by Mitchell Hooks.
This collector’s edition features gold gilded page edges.
483 pages. Franklin Library.  $16.95SOLD OUT

*7735561 SHERLOCK HOLMES & MR
HYDE. By Christian Klaver. 1903. A darkness
has descended over London after a series of
grisly murders. A new client arrives at Baker
Street seeking Holmes’s help: Dr. Jekyll claims 
his friend has been wrongfully accused of the
hideous crimes, a friend called Mr. Edward
Hyde, whose very existence relies on a potion
administered by the doctor himself.

344 pages. Titan. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7946627 SHERLOCK HOLMES & MR.
HYDE. By Christian Klaver. 1903. After a
series of grisly murders in London, a new
client arrives at Baker Street pleading for
Sherlock Holmes’s help. Dr. Jekyll claims his
friend has been wrongfully accused of the
hideous crimes, a friend called Mr. Edward
Hyde, whose very existence relies on a potion
admin is te red  by  the  doc tor  h imse l f.

344 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*1980823 CASTLE SHADE. By Laurie R. King. 364 pages.
Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*7938101 THE ADVENTURES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES. By
Arthur Conan Doyle. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This masterful
collection of short stories portrays Holmes’ keen eye for detail, and
highlights the social injustices faced by many living in the 1900s.
740 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

British Mysteries
7926626 MURDER CUTS THE MUSTARD.
By Jessica Ellicott. Edwina’s elderly gardener
Simpkins has been secretly sleeping in her
garden shed after a row with his disreputable
brother in law and housemate, Hector. When
Hector is found murdered in the local
churchyard, Edwina and Beryl throw themselves
into rooting out the killer. 294 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7779119 CLOUDS OF WITNESS. By
Dorothy L. Sayers. When the fiancee of Lord
Peter’s sister is found dead at a shooting
lodge in Yorkshire, evidence points to their
older brother, Gerald, the Duke of Denver. To
clear the family name, Lord Peter and his
close friend Inspector Charles Parker scour
the lodge’s grounds for clues. 287 pages.
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.00  $7.95
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British Mysteries
7816448 WHOSE BODY? By Dorothy Sayers. 
With the sudden discovery of a naked dead body 
in a bathtub, and a missing financier who was
last seen leaving his house naked, Lord Peter
Whimsey discovers the death and the
disappearance are related. As clues amass and
become stranger and stranger, will Lord Peter be
able to solve the mystery? 159 pages.
Clydesdale. Paperbound.  $4.95

7815719 BRYANT & MAY: Oranges and
Lemons. By Christopher Fowler. When a
prominent politician is crushed by a fruit van
making a delivery, the singular team of Arthur
Bryan t  and  John  May  ove rcomes
insurmountable odds to reunite the Peculiar
Crimes Unit and solve the case. Joining their
team is Sidney, a young woman with no
previous experience–but plenty of attitude.

448 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7923015 PLAY WITH FIRE. By William
Shaw. Detective Sergeant Cathal Breen
investigates the murder of a young woman. The
victim was a call girl for the rich and famous in
London. Her client list is long and thick with
suspects–all rich, powerful, and protected. As
DS Breen hones in on his prime target, he
receives a pointed warning: watch your back.
442 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7847424 PERIL ON THE PAGE. By Margaret
Loudon. Penelope Parish is ready to close the book
on her amateur sleuthing: from now on, the Open
Book’s writer in residence will be sticking to villains 
of the fictional variety while she puts the final
touches on her new novel. But when an author is
murdered inside the bookshop, all of Upper
Chumley on Stoke goes on high alert. 309 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*1936247 DEATH OF A BORE. By M.C.
Beaton. When a famous and cruel writer is
found murdered, Lochdubh constable Hamish
Macbeth’s quiet, idyllic life vanishes as the
media descends on the village: along with
Detective Chief Inspector Heather Meikle, a
man eater with a taste for bachelor constables.
263 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub.
at $8.99  $5.95

*1936298 DEATH OF A MAID. By M.C.
Beaton. A housecleaner who damages more
items than she dusts, Mrs. Gillespie is a
notorious snoop who spreads malicious gossip
th roughout  the  High lands.  When the
mean-spirited maid is found bludgeoned to
death, Hamish Macbeth has his own mess to
c lean  up .  261 pages.  Grand  Cent ra l .
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7953232 DEATH OF  A
LIAR. By M.C. Beaton. A woman in the
Scottish Highlands tells Sergeant Hamish
Macbeth that she has been attacked, but it
isn’t long before her lies are exposed. When
the same woman calls Macbeth back about
an intruder, he knows better than to trust her.
But she’s telling the truth–and her dead body 
will prove it. 307 pages. Grand Central.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7823754 HIDDEN IN PLAIN SIGHT. By
Jeffrey Archer. William Warwick has been
promoted to detective sergeant, but his
promotion means that he, along with the rest
of his team, has been reassigned to the drug
squad. They are immediately tasked with
apprehending Khalil Rashidi, a notorious
drug dealer. But as the investigation
progresses, William runs into enemies, both

old and new. 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

496487X NOTHING VENTURED. By Jeffrey
Archer. William Warwick has always wanted to
be a detective, and much to the dismay of his
lawyer father, Sir Julian Warwick QC, he joins
London’s Metropolitan Police Force. Before
long he is investigating the theft of a priceless
Rembrandt painting, and falling in love with the
museum’s research assistant–who is terrified
her secret will come to light. 320 pages. St.

Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7689357 ENOLA HOLMES AND THE
BLACK BAROUCHE. By Nancy Springer.
When a young professional woman, Miss
Letitia Glover, shows up on Sherlock’s
doorstep, desperate to learn more about the
fate of her twin sister, it is Enola who steps
up. It seems her sister married the Earl of
Dunhench and, per a curt note from the earl,
has died. But Letitia is convinced this isn’t

the truth. 261 pages. Wednesday Books. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
779178X MURDER AT KEYHAVEN
CASTLE. By Clara McKenna. Facing loss,
postponed nuptials, and uncertain threats,
Stella and Lyndy rush to connect two very
different crimes and identify the guilty
culprit hiding among elite wedding guests.
But as the couple blows the lid off the
scandalous secrets, they realize that
catching this killer and living to tell the tale

may prove as impossible as closing the class divide. 280 pages. 
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7779232 JUMPING JENNY. By Anthony
Berkeley. At a costume party with the theme of

“famous murderers and their  vict ims,”
criminologist Roger Sheringham is settled in for
an evening of beer and small talk. One guest has
caught his attention and his theory is she might
have several enemies among the partygoers. It’s
proved true when she is found hanging from the

“decorative” gallows on the roof terrace.
255 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

*7888023 A CHOICE OF EVILS. By E.X.
Ferrars. Retired professor Andrew Basnett is
startled to meet his nephew, Peter, on the beach.
He’s more startled when Peter gets him invited to
dinner with a celebrity novelist. And he’s
extremely startled when the novelist’s sister in-law 
is shot in the summer house and Peter seems the
likeliest suspect. 204 pages. Felony & Mayhem.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95
*7906749 A TRACE OF POISON. By
Colleen Cambridge. Agatha Christie’s
housekeeper must uncover the killer amongst a
throng of crime writers. It seems the victim
imbibed a poisoned cocktail intended for Alastair 
Whittlesby, president of the local writers’ club.
Narrowing down the suspects could leave even
Phyllida’s favorite fictional detective, M. Poirot,
twirling his mustache in frustration. 260 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95
7921934 GRAVE EXPECTATIONS. By
Heather Redmond. London, June 1835. In this
clever reimagining of Charles Dickens’s life,
he and fiancee Kate Hogarth must solve the
murder of a spinster wearing a wedding gown.
The suspect list is growing. Secrets shrouded
by the old woman’s past may hold the answers
to this web of mystery. 324 pages. Kensington. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95
*7821921 GREEN FOR DANGER.  By
Christianna Brand. It’s 1942 and postman
Joseph Higgins is delivering letters of
acceptance for roles at the infirmary. He has no
idea that the sender of one of the letters will be
the cause of his death in one year’s time. His
death and a second death in quick succession
brings Inspector Cockrill to the hospital. First
published in 1944. 262 pages. Poisoned Pen.

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95
*7799160 FATAL VENTURE. By Freeman
Wills Crofts. When Morrison first heard of old
Stott’s idea to purchase an ocean liner and run
her as a tourist ship in sheltered waters off the
British Isles, he was most enthusiastic. Then
he discovered the purpose, when murder
struck the vessel. A certain Inspector from
Scotland Yard had been traveling incognito,
almost as if he was expecting this. 292 pages.

HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95
*7735022 THESE NAMES MAKE CLUES.
By E.C.R. Lorac. Chief Inspector Macdonald has
been invited to a treasure hunt party at the house
of Graham Coombe. Despite a handful of
misgivings, the inspector joins a guest list of
novelists and thriller writers disguised for the
night under literary pseudonyms. The fun comes
to an abrupt end when a guest is found dead in the 
telephone room in bizarre circumstances. 256

pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

*7881932 THE WAYWARD PRINCE. By
Leonard Goldberg. During the height of the
Great War, playboy Prince Harry vanishes into 
thin air while horseback riding in Hyde Park.
With Scotland Yard and MI5 baffled, Joanna
and the Watsons are called in, and they soon
find themselves entangled in a web of
betrayal, murder, treason, and espionage.
319 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95
*7838999 WHO CRIES FOR THE LOST. By 
C.S. Harris. June 1815. The people of London
wait for news as Napoleon and the forces united
against him hurtle toward their final reckoning at
Waterloo. Among them is Sebastian St. Syr,
Viscount Devlin, frustrated to find himself
sidelined while recovering from a dangerous
wound. He is drawn into the murder investigation 
when Major Miles Sedgewick surfaces from the

Thames. 342 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95
*7843143   MURDER AT THE
BOOKSTORE.  By Sue Minix. Finding
sanctuary in the local bookstore, crime writer
Jen Dawson returns to her small hometown.
But when the owner of the bookstore dies in
mysterious circumstances, Jen has a real life
murder to solve. But the stakes become higher 
when evidence places Jen at the scene of the
crime and she inherits the bookstore.

327 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95
120677X A DIVIDED LOYALTY. By Charles Todd. Scotland
Yard Inspector Ian Rutledge is assigned one of the most
baffling investigations of his career; an unsolved murder case 
with an unidentified victim and an unexplained clue that
seems to point towards an impossible solution. 328 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
4861574 A FATAL LIE. By Charles Todd. In one of his most puzzling 
cases, Scotland Yard’s Inspector Ian Rutledge must delve deep into a
dead man’s life and his past to find a killer determined to keep dark
secrets buried. 336 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*1988700 AT BERTRAM’S HOTEL. By
Agatha Christie. When Miss Marple comes to
London, she finds what she’s looking for at
Bertram’s Hotel: traditional decor, impeccable
service, and an unmistakable atmosphere of
danger behind the highly polished veneer. Yet
not even Miss Marple can foresee the violent
chain of events set in motion when an eccentric
guest goes to the airport on the wrong day.

251 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95
*770058X SLEEPING MURDER.  By
Agatha Christie. Soon after Gwenda moved
into her new home, odd things started to
happen. Despite her best efforts to modernize
the house, she only succeeded in dredging up
its past. In fear, Gwenda turns to Miss Marple
to exorcise her ghosts. 237 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

4984692 THE ST. ZITA SOCIETY. By Ruth Rendell. Life in Hexam
Place appears orderly on the outside, but beneath the tranquil
veneer, this quintessentially London world of servants and their
masters is set to combust. Henry, valet to Lord Studley, is sleeping
with both the Lord’s wife and his university age daughter. Montserrat
assists Mrs. Still in keeping secret her illicit affair with a TV actor in
exchange for money. 257 pages. Scribner. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7878095 LONDON BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN. By
Christopher Fowler. 450 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
7896506 MURDER THROUGH THE ENGLISH POST. By
Jessica Ellicott. 252 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95
780850X THE POSTSCRIPT MURDERS. By Elly Griffiths.
344 pages. Mariner Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7715501 DETECTION UNLIMITED. By Georgette Heyer.
426 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95
7715528 DUPLICATE DEATH.  By  Georget te  Heyer.
394 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95
1970402 DOWN THE HATCH. By M.C. Beaton. 226 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
*193631X DEATH OF A PRANKSTER. By M.C. Beaton.
215 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95SOLD OUT
7951035 DEATH OF A DUSTMAN. By M.C. Beaton. 226
pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00  $4.95SOLD OUT
7785399 THE MYSTERY OF ALBERT E. FINCH. By
C a l l i e  H u t t o n .  3 2 5  p a g e s .  C r o o k e d  L a n e .
Pub. at  $26.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7850425 THE HAND OF FU-MANCHU. By Sax Rohmer.
266 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $5.95
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British Mysteries
*7926065 MURDER IN REGENT’S PARK. By Christina
Koning . 429 pages. Al l ison  & Busby. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.95  $9.95
*4947223 NOT DARK YET. By Peter Robinson. 320 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $7.95
*7801998 DEATH OF A BOOKSELLER. By Bernard J.
F a r m e r.  2 6 5  p a g e s .  Po i so n e d  Pe n .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*4967011 THE SAINT’S GETAWAY. By Leslie Charteris.
286 pages. Thomas & Mercer. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

7702639 MANY RIVERS TO CROSS. By
Peter Robinson. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In
Eastvale, a young Middle Eastern boy is found
dead, his body stuffed into a wheelie bin.
Detective Superintendent Alan Banks and his
team know they must tread carefully to solve
this sensitive case, but tensions rise when
they learn that the victim was stabbed
somewhere else and dumped. 538 pages.

HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $6.95
*7711670 MURDER ON THE ORIENT EXPRESS. By Agatha
Christie. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Just after midnight, the Orient
Express is stopped in its tracks by a snowdrift. By morning, the
millionaire Samuel Edward Ratchett lies dead in his compartment,
stabbed a dozen times, his door locked from the inside. Isolated by
the storm, detective Hercule Poirot must find the killer. 329 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.99  $17.95

*7932677 MURDER MOST ROYAL. By S.J.
Bennett. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Queen
Elizabeth II is looking forward to celebrating
Christmas with her family in Sandringham when
a shocking discovery interrupts holiday plans. A
severed hand has been found–and Elizabeth
recognizes who the signet ring on its finger
belongs to. Elizabeth delves into the interlocking
layers of fact and fiction surrounding the case.

401 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $25.95

Historical Mysteries
492195X DEATH IN FOCUS. By Anne
Perry. On vacation from London on the
beautiful Italian coast, Elena and her older
sister Margot, are finally able to move on
from the lasting trauma of the Great War–but
there’s a dark cloud ahead. In this story, the
first in a new series, the intrepid Elena carries 
her imperiled lover’s final, urgent message
into the heart of Berlin, as Hitler ascends to

power. 305 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95
7926707 MURDER AT MORRINGTON
HALL. By Clara McKenna. Stella’s ambitious
father has arranged for her to marry the
financially strapped Viscount Lyndhurst, but she 
refuses to be sold off like a prized pony. In short
time the unlikely pair must put their marriage on
hold as they find themselves solving the murder
of the local vicar. 292 pages. Kensington.
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7926766 MURDER AT THE ROYAL
BOTANIC GARDENS. By Andrea Penrose.
Charlotte Sloan has little time for any
pre-wedding qualms. Her love for Wrexford isn’t 
a question. But will being a wife, and a
Countess, make it difficult for her to maintain
her independence, not to mention, her secret
identity as famed satirical artist A.J. Quill?
353 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7926715 MURDER AT QUEEN’S
LANDING. By Andrea Penrose. The murder of 
a shipping clerk, the strange disappearance
of trusted friends, rumors of corruption within
the powerful East India Company, all add up
to a dark mystery entangling Lady Charlotte
Sloane and the Earl of Wrexford in a
dangerous web. 362 pages. Kensington.
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7927088 THE PICKWICK MURDERS. By
Heather Redmond. London, January 1836.
Charles Dickens’ invitation in a basement maze
takes a wicked turn when he stumbles upon the
corpse of the Lightning Club’s president. With
blood on his hands, Charles is locked away in
Newgate Prison. Now it’s up to Kate to keep her
framed fiance from the hangman’s noose.
324 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7877676 SOMETHING MORE THAN NIGHT.
By Kim Newman. Hollywood, the late 1930s.
Raymond Chandler writes detective stories for
pulp magazines, and drinks more than he
should. Boris Karloff plays monsters in the
movies. Together, they investigate mysterious
matters in a town run by human and inhuman
monsters. 347 pages. Titan. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7789890 DUST TO DUST. By Audrey Keown. 
A puzzling murder at a historic Beaux Arts hotel
sets the stage for a mesmerizing mystery. Amid
the growing list of suspects with secrets of their
own and an unraveling riddle from her past, Ivy
is in a race to catch a killer–and decipher a truth
more earth shattering that she could’ve
imagined. 292 pages. Crooked Lane.
Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

7823703 WHAT THE DEVIL KNOWS. By
C.S. Harris. October, 1814. The war with
France is f inally over and Europe’s
diplomats are convening in Vienna for a
conference. But London suddenly finds itself 
in the grip of a series of heinous killings
eerily similar to the Ratcliffe Highway
murders. Bow Street magistrate Sir Henry
Lovejoy turns to his friend Sebastian St. Cyr

for assistance. 321 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7952449 DEATH OF A SCHOLAR. By Susanna
Gregory. Medieval physician Matthew
Bartholomew returns to Cambridge in 1358, where 
conflict awaits on two fronts. Matthew’s sister has
inherited her late husband’s business–and her son 
is none to happy about it; and a new foundation,
Winwick Hall, has brought with it a perfect storm of
debate–and two suspicious deaths. 453 pages.
Sphere. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99  $5.95

7748191 MURDER IN OLD BOMBAY. By
Nev March. Captain Jim Agnihotri lies in
Poona military hospital recovering from a
skirmish on the wild northern frontier, with
little to do but reread the tales of his idol,
Sherlock Holmes, and browse the daily
papers. The case that catches his attention is 
being called the crime of the century: two
women fell from a clock tower in broad

daylight. 389 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7921594 DEATH, DIAMONDS, AND
DECEPTION. By Rosemary Simpson. The
pursuit of stolen diamonds once belonging
to Marie Antionette leads heiress Prudence
MacKenzie and ex-Pinkerton Geoffrey
Hunter down a twisted maze through Gilded 
Age New York City, from Fifth Avenue to
Five Points. 325 pages. Kensington.
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

792142X THE DEAD CRY JUSTICE. By
Rosemary Simpson. Heiress turned sleuth
Prudence and ex-Pinkerton Geoffrey step
out of the elite society of Gilded Age New
York as they venture into the city’s crime
r idden st reets  and most  dangerous
neighborhoods to search for two missing
children. 344 pages. Kensington. Pub. at
$26.00  $5.95

7921519 DEATH BRINGS A SHADOW. By Rosemary
Simpson. Investigators Prudence MacKenzie and ex-Pinkerton
Geoffrey Hunter discover all that glitters is not gold in the Gilded
Age, whether on the island of Manhattan or an island off the
coast of Georgia. 311 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7859937 THE KEY TO DECEIT. By Ashley
Weaver. London, 1940. After years of stealing
from the rich and giving to the poor Ellie and her
family have turned over a new leaf as they help
the government’s war effort. It’s true that the
straight-laced Major Ramsey didn’t give them
much choice. So when Major Ramsey turns up
unannounced with another job, she can’t say no. 
262 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7964641 THE MIDWIFE’S SECRET. By
Emily Gunnis. A little girl goes missing from
Yew Tree Manor–the same house from which
a girl vanished decades before. Does the key
to the present lie buried even deeper in the
past, in the forgotten history of an innocent
midwife accused by a family of shocking
be t raya l?  386 pages .  Head l ine .
Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7862679 A LADY’S GUIDE TO MISCHIEF
AND MURDER. By Dianne Freeman. Frances, 
Countess of Harleigh, needs a venue for her
sister’s wedding and George Hazelton’s estate
is the perfect choice. Soon mysterious
accidents befall guests and staff alike. When
the mishaps become full blooded murder, it’s
up to Frances to quickly flush out the culprit
before the peel of wedding bells give way to

another funeral toll. 278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7816006 THE LAST MRS. SUMMERS. By Rhys Bowen. Lady
Georgiana Rannoch is just back from her honeymoon with
dashing Darcy O’Mara when a friend in need pulls her into a
twisted Gothic tale of betrayal, deception and most definitely,
murder! 290 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7926790 MURDER IN MIDTOWN. By Liz
Freeland. In 1913, when Louise Faulk arrives
to work at the midtown publishing house of
Van Hooten and McChesney, she finds the
offices smoldering from a fire. In the charred
ruins Guy Van Hooten’s body has been found.
Rumors of foul play are circulating, and the
firm’s surviving partner asks Louise to help in
this increasingly complex case. 282 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

*7986130 MURDER IN BARCELONA. By Christina Koning.
Summer, 1937. Frederick Rowlands’ peaceful holiday in
Cornwall is derailed when a film star is found dead in his hotel.
382 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95SOLD OUT

7896514 MURDER IN WESTMINSTER.
By Vanessa Riley. Finding a body on her
property presents Lady Abigail with more
than one pressing problem. The victim is
Juliet, the wife of her neighbor, Stapleton.
Although Abigail has little connection with
the lady in question, she expects to be under 
suspicion. Abigail’s skin color and her
mother’s past have earned her a certain

reputation, and no amount of wealth or status will eclipse it.
323 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7920946 THE ANGEL MAKERS. By Tessa
Harris. In Victorian England, many unmarried
mothers  f ind  lodg ing  wi th  “baby
farmers”–women who agree to care for the
infant, in exchange for a fee. Constance Piper,
a  London f lowe r  se l le r  g i f ted  wi t h
clairvoyance, has become aware of one such
person, Mother Delaney, whose promises hide 
a darker truth. 338 pages. Kensington.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7748248 A PERILOUS PERSPECTIVE. By
Anna Lee Huber. Argyll, Scotland. July 1832.
Kiera is overjoyed for her cousin and friend,
who are being wed in a private ceremony at the
estate of the Marquess of Barbreck. But when
Kiera peruses the extensive art collection, she
discovers that one is a forgery. Matters turn
worse when a maid from a neighboring estate is
found murdered where the forged painting

hangs. 387 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7941463 A CERTAIN DARKNESS. By Anna
Lee Huber. March 1920: Life has turned
unsettlingly quiet for former British Intelligence
agent Verity and her husband, Sidney. The French
authorities soon request Sidney’s help with a
suspect who claims to have proof of treason,
shortly before she is assassinated. And Verity, too,
is called to investigate a mystery. 356 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

792674X MURDER AT THE CAPITOL. By
C.M. Gleason. In July 1861, just months
after the Battle of Fort Sumter plunges the
young nation into civil war, President
Lincoln’s top priority is to unite the country, 
while Adam Quinn finds himself on the trail
of a murderer. 280 pages. Kensington.
Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7840691 SECRETS OF NANREATH HALL. By 
Alix Rickloff. Cornwall, 1940. Back in England
after the harrowing evacuation at Dunkirk, WWII
Red Cross nurse Anna Trenowyth finds herself
unexpectedly assigned to Nanreath Hall–her
dead mother’s childhood home. Anna knows this
could be the chance for her to finally become
acquainted with the family she’s never
known–and to learn the truth about her past.

391 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
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Historical Mysteries
*7747489 THE SPANISH CAPE MYSTERY.
By Ellery Queen. When Ellery drives from New
York City to Spanish Cape, he realizes his trip will
be no walk on the beach. The night before his
arrival, a woman and her uncle were abducted by
a gun-toting giant with one eye; then, soon after
Ellery shows up, the woman’s shady sweetheart
is found dead, naked beneath a fedora and opera
cloak. 317 pages. American Mystery Classics.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*7821638 WHEN SHE DREAMS. By Amanda
Quick. Maggie, assistant to the advice columnist
Aunt Cornelia, hires down but not quite out private
eye Sam to help track down the person who is
blackmailing her employer. In spite of the fireworks 
between them, they are fiercely attracted to each
other, but both are sure it would be a mistake. After
all, they are both keeping secrets. 387 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7937660 I MET MURDER.  By E.X.
Ferrars. Murder and Felix have the habit of
turning up together in Virginia Freer’s life, like
twin bad pennies. This time, a broken leg has
landed Felix in her spare bedroom, with a
front-row seat to the dramatic doing in the
neighborhood. 204 pages. Felony &
Mayhem. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

 $11.95

*7938039 WOMAN SLAUGHTER. By
E.X. Ferrars. It’s awful. Malcolm Creed, one of 
Virginia Freer’s favorite neighbors, has been
killed in a hit and run. Even worse, his wife
was in the hospital at the time, so her
homecoming is bound to be a misery.
194 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*7767153 THE ALBUM. By Mary Roberts
Rinehart. Even in the early 1930s, Crescent
Place is a neighborhood out of the past. In
these houses are a bevy of par ticular
characters. Including a bedridden old woman
who is about to be killed with an ax. When her
murder shatters the well-mannered quiet of the
cul de sac, the tabloids delight in trumpeting
Crescent Place’s peculiarities. 407 pages.

Penzler. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*1969706 A CARIBBEAN MYSTERY. By
Agatha Christie. As Miss Marple sits basking in the
Caribbean sunshine, she feels mildly discontented
with life. True, the warmth eases her rheumatism,
but here in paradise nothing ever happens.
Eventually, her interest is aroused by an old
soldier’s yarn about a murderer he had known. But
just as he is about to show her a snapshot of this
acquaintance, the Major is suddenly interrupted.

220 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

*198876X NEMESIS. By Agatha Christie.
In utter disbelief, Miss Marple reads the letter
addressed to her from the recently deceased
Mr. Rafiel, an acquaintance she had met
briefly while traveling. He had left instruction
for her to investigate a crime after his death.
The only problem is, he’d failed to tell he who
was involved or where and when the crime
had been committed. 281 pages. Morrow.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

7986661 THE UNQUIET DEAD. By Stacie
Murphy. Amelia is doing her best to come to
terms with her new ability to commune with
the spirit world. The last thing she wants to
do is hunt another serial killer through the
streets of Gilded Age New York. But when
she and her brother, Jonas, discover the
body and spirit of a young girl whose recent
kidnapping electrified the city, Amerlia’s

resolve wavers. 278 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7693281 MURDER AT MALLOWAN
HALL. By Colleen Cambridge. Tucked away
among Devon’s rolling green hills, Mallowan
Hall combines the best of English with modern 
conveniences of 1930. Phyllida Bright,
housekeeper and amateur sleuth discovers a
body in the library–and a mystery to baffle
even her famous employer. 264 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7952430 IN PLACE OF FEAR. By Catriona
McPherson. Edinburgh, 1948. Helen
Crowther leaves home for her very own office 
in a doctor’s surgery. She’s barely begun
when she stumbles over a murder and learns 
that, in this most respectable of cities, no
one will fight justice at the risk of scandal. As 
Helen resolves to find the killer, she’s
propelled into a dark world. 314 pages.

Hodder & Stoughton. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
7859074 AN UNEXPECTED PERIL. By
Deanna Raybourn. As the newest member of
the Curiosity Club, Veronica Speedwell
assembles a memorial exhibition for a
pioneering mountain climber. Veronica
discovers evidence that the recent death was
not an accident but murder. She tells the
Princess of her findings, but then the
princess disappears and a peace treaty is on

the verge of collapse. 340 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
193578X THE CONSEQUENCES OF
FEAR. By Jacqueline Winspear. October
1941. While on a delivery a message runner
for a government office witnesses an
argument that ends in murder. When he
comes to the delivery address he’s shocked
to come face to face with the killer. Dismissed 
by the police when he attempts to report the
crime, he asks Maisie Dobbs for help.

341 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99  $7.95
*7809484 DEAD MAN INSIDE. By Vincent
Starrett. A strange sight greets Chicago
haberdashery clerk Rufus as he prepares to begin
his workday by unlocking the door. A sign is
attached to the glass. It reads: “Dead man inside! I 
am dead. This store will not open today.” Walter
has come to Chicago to research some history,
but he quickly finds himself investigating a string
of puzzling murders. 240 pages. Penzler.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95
7775172 DEATH AT THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
By Jennifer Ashley. While attending an exhibition at
the Crystal Palace, young cook Kat is approached
by a woman in distress. Lady Covington is a wealthy 
widow convinced that her entire family is trying to
kill her. Kat feels compelled to help, so she escorts
the lady home to discover whether she is delusional 
or in true danger. 319 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
*7986092 DANGER OF DEFEAT. By
Edward Marston. February, 1918. A burglary
in Limehouse has escalated into a sinister
siege between a band of thieves and the
authorities, and a police constable lies dead.
Detective Inspector Harvey Marmion and
Detective Sergeant Joe Keedy hasten to the
scene where attempts at talking the men into
surrendering have been met with stony

silence. 318 pages. Allison & Busby. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95
*7784155 MURDER ON THE OCEANIC. By
Edward Marston. Southampton, 1910. The
Oceanic picks up financier and art collector J.P.
Morgan, fresh from a buying spree. George and
Genevive, the ship’s detectives, are nervous about
the presence of such an important passenger and
his valuable cargo. When a major art theft takes
place and a throat is cut, the detectives must draw
upon all their experience to find the killer.

277 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95
7936540 THE WAY OF ALL FLESH. By
Ambrose Parry. Edinburgh, 1847. In the city’s 
Old Town a number of young women have
been found dead. Medical student Will Raven 
and housemaid Sarah Fisher, each have their
own motive to look deeper into the city’s
spate of suspicious deaths. Working together, 
they will have to overcome their differences to 
discover the truth. 410 pages. Canongate.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $6.95
7964307 TELL ME NO LIES. By Shelley
Noble. Lady Dunbridge was not about to let a
little thing like the death of her husband ruin
her social life. She’s come to New York City,
ready to take the dazzling world of Gilded Age
Manhattan by storm. After all, Lady Phil has
been known to be useful in a crisis, and solving 
the murder of a young business tycoon is
something she simply must do. 378 pages.

Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

7907338 A RESOLUTION AT MIDNIGHT. By
Shelley Noble. The murder of a prominent
newsman hits a little too close to home. And
when a young newspaper woman is the target of
a similar attack, it is clear this is not just a single
act of violence but a conspiracy of malicious
proportions. Really, you’d think murders would
take a holiday. Something absolutely must be
done. And Lady Dunbridge is happy to oblige.

365 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

*7938071  1989. By Val McDermid. The year begins with the
memorial service for the victims of the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103, 
but Allie barely filed her copy when she stumbles over a story about
HIV/AIDS that will shock her into a major change of direction. When
murder is added to the mix, she will be called upon to chase a story
that will take her further than she’d ever planned. 416 pages. Atlantic
Monthly. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

7907397  1989. By Val McDermid. The year
begins with the memorial service for the victims
of the bombing of Pan Am Flight 103, but Allie
barely filed her copy when she stumbles over a
story about HIV/AIDS that will shock her into a
change of direction. When murder is added to the 
mix, she will be called upon to chase a story that
will take her further than she’d ever planned. 416
pages. Grove. Pub. at $27.00  $7.95

*7853866 A NOVEL DISGUISE. By
Samantha Larsen. 1784, London. Miss Tiffany
Woodall didn’t murder her half brother, but she
did bury him in the back garden so that she
could keep her cottage. Now, the confirmed
spinster has to pretend to be Uriah and fulfill his
duties as the Duke of Beaufort’s librarian while
searching Astwell Palace for Uriah’s missing
diamond pin, the only thing of value they own.

294 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $11.95

7866321 FORTUNE FAVORS THE DEAD. By
Stephen Spotswood. It’s 1942, and Willowjean
Parker, a scrappy circus runaway, has been hired
by private investigator Lillian Pentecost to be her
right-hand woman. Three years down the road,
the team is investigating a locked room murder.
When “Will” begins to fall for the victim’s
beautiful daughter, she finds herself in dangerous 
territory and possibly the murderer’s next target.

321 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $26.95  $6.95

*7946597 SECRETS TYPED IN BLOOD. By 
Stephen Spotswood. Holly has made a good
living off of murder, writing stories about
gruesome tales of revenge. Now someone is
bringing her stories to life and leaving a trail of
blood-soaked bodies behind. She turns to the
best crime-solving duo in or out of the pulps,
Willowjean “Will” Parker and her boss, famed
detective Lillian Pentecost. 368 pages. Vintage. 

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

*7951787 THE GOLDEN GATE. By Amy
Chua. Berkeley, California, 1944. Homicide
detective Al Sullivan has just left the bar of the
swanky Claremont Hotel when a charismatic
presidential candidate is assassinated in one of 
the rooms upstairs. Strangely, Sullivan’s
investigation summons the specter of another
tragedy at the Claremont, ten years earlier: the
death of seven year old Iris Stafford.

371 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

1125990 A CRUEL DECEPTION. By Charles
Todd. Sister Bess Crawford, who has been
working with the severely wounded in England
in the war’s wake, is asked to carry out a
personal mission in Paris for a Matron at the
London  headquar te rs  o f  The  Queen
Alexandra’s, while also facing decisions about
her  own fu tu re .  303 pages .  Mor row.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*7747527 CITY OF SHADOWS. By Victoria 
Thompson. Elizabeth Bates has returned from
her honeymoon with Gideon and is taking great
pride in having completely forsaken her
disreputable past. But then, her friend Anna
begs her to use her talents to save Anna’s
widowed mother from an unscrupulous
medium. 309 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

787846X SEEING A LARGE CAT. By Elizabeth Peters. 494
pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.00  $4.95
7926685 MURDER AT KINGSCOTE. By Alyssa Maxwell. 290
pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
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Historical Mysteries
7783620 A RIP THROUGH TIME. By Kelley Armstrong.
342 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7890303 MURDER AT HAVEN’S ROCK. By Kelley Armstrong. 
340 pages. Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7856954 FIVE DECEMBERS. By James Kestrel. 429 pages.
Hard Case Crime. Pub. at $22.99  $5.95
7768729 THE MITFORD VANISHING. By Jessica Fellowes.
400 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
7884672 RIVIERA GOLD. By Laurie R. King. 350 pages.
Bantam. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
7884451 DIE AROUND SUNDOWN.  By Mark Pryor.
310 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95
7784562 THE MURDER PIT. By Mick Finlay. 426 pages. Mira
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
4869265 AN EXTRAVAGANT DEATH. By Charles Finch. 280
pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
*7986149 MURDER IN CAMBRIDGE. By Christina Koning.
382 pages. Allison & Busby. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95
4881117 LOVE AND DEATH AMONG THE CHEETAHS. By
Rhys Bowen. 290 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95
*1983474 AN IRISH HOSTAGE. By Charles Todd. 319 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*4954491 THE  CONSEQUENCES  OF  FEAR .  B y
J a c q u e l i n e  W i n sp e a r .  3 4 1  p a g e s .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*7768206 CITY OF FORTUNE. By Victoria Thompson.
310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95
4987977 CITY OF SECRETS. By Victoria Thompson.
310 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
*7826850 LINE OF DARKNESS. By Max Tomlinson. 323 pages. 
Oceanview. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $6.95

7961529 CITY OF SCOUNDRELS. By
Victoria Thompson. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Corporal Tom Preston is killed during the Great
War, and the will he made to provide for his wife
Rose is missing. Elizabeth and Gideon are called
in to investigate the threats against Rose and figure 
out a way to secure Tom’s fortune for his wife and
child while saving Rose’s life in the process.
422 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95  $5.95

More Mysteries & Detectives
7904797 A DARKER REALITY. By Anne
Perry. In this exciting 1930s mystery, a
personal trip turns perilous for Elena
Standish after the murder of a British spy
forces her to face dark family secrets.
307 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95
 
 
 

7828047 THE FIREMAKER. By Peter May. An
unlikely partnership develops between Beijing
detective Li Yan and American forensic
pathologist Margaret Campbell as they
investigate the discovery of a burned corpse
found in a city park. A fiery and volatile chemistry
ignites exposing not only their individual
demons, but an even greater evil. 416 pages.
Quercus. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
198540X MAIGRET HESITATES.  By
Georges Simenon. A series of anonymous
letters lead Maigret into the wealthy
household of an eminent lawyer and a curious
game of cat and mouse with Paris high
society. 175 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.00  $5.95
 

1966502 MAIGRET AND THE NAHOUR
CASE. By Georges Simenon. A professional
gambler has been shot dead in his elegant
Parisian home, and his enigmatic wife seems
the most likely culprit. But Inspector Maigret
suspects this notorious case is far more
complicated than it appears. 163 pages.
Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

1970623 MAIGRET’S PATIENCE. By Georges Simenon.
When a gangster Maigret has been investigating for years is
found dead in his apartment, the Inspector continues to bide his
time and explores every angle until he finally reaches the truth.
160 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00  $5.95

7947976 HYDE. By Craig Russell. Chief
Detective Captain Edward Hyde has a
strange gift, or a curse, he keeps hidden
from all but his personal physician. He
experiences two realities: one actual, the
other a dreamworld state brought on by a
severe neurological condition. Working on a
case leads him to a foreboding place, the
very place he most fears but has never fully

confronted. 336 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

7878028 THE COLDEST CASE. By Martin
Walker. An anonymous skull, an unsolved
murder, sinister rumors about Cold War
espionage, Bruno’s investigation into a long
standing cold case takes him into the tangled
inheritance of a Bergerac vineyard and into the
archives of once Communist run regions of Paris 
as a fierce heat wave threatens the region with
fire. 322 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7870612 THE SHOOTING AT CHATEAU ROCK. By Martin
Walker. When a local’s death is linked to a Russian oligarch and
his multinational conglomerate, Bruno faces one of his toughest
cases yet, one that brings together a conniving French
businessman and a rock star–and, of course Bergerac red and
white. 305 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $25.95  $5.95

7920938 AND THE KILLER IS... By G.A.
McKevett. PI Savannah investigates the murder
of a 90 year old silver screen siren, Lucinda,
who is found strangled inside her derelict
mansion amid a hoard of garbage and priceless
memorabilia. Now, Lucinda is making
headlines again and, like in the past, her name
is connected with the worst kind of scandal.
309 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7796609 AND THE KILLER IS... By G.A. McKevett. PI Savannah
Reid investigates the murder of a 90 year old silver screen siren,
Lucinda Faraday, who is found strangled inside her derelict mansion 
amid a hoard of garbage and priceless memorabilia. Now, Lucinda
is making headlines again and, like in the past, her name is
connected with the worst kind of scandal. 344 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7907176 THE STEEL SPRING. By Per Wahloo. Recovering
after a liver transplant, Chief Inspector Jensen receives a note to
return home, but upon release finds that all flights have been
cancelled and all communication from his homeland has
ceased. When he finally returns, he discovers the unthinkable.
200 pages. Vintage. Paperbound.  $5.95

1978616 A SONG FOR THE DARK TIMES.
By Ian Rankin. When his daughter, Samantha,
calls in the dead of night, John Rebus knows
it’s not good news. Her husband has been
missing for two days. Rebus fears the worst
and knows from his lifetime in the police that
his daughter will be the prime suspect. Will
the truth, for the first time, be the one thing
Rebus doesn’t want to find? 328 pages. Little,

Brown. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7915616 IN A HOUSE OF LIES. By Ian
Rankin. A missing private investigator is found,
locked in a car hidden deep in the woods. Worse 
still is that his body was in an area that had
already been searched. Detective Inspector
Siobhan Clarke is part of a new inquiry, combing 
through the mistakes of the original case–it’s
time for the truth. 372 pages. Little, Brown.
Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

1985965 RICCARDINO.  By  Andrea
Camilleri. Montalbano receives an early
morning phone call, and this time it’s not
Catarella announcing a murder but a man
called Riccardino who has dialed a wrong
number and asks him when he’ll be arriving at
their meeting. He says, in ten minutes. Shortly 
after, his next call is the one announcing a
murder,  the man shot  is Riccardino.

260 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $3.95

1979388 THE COOK OF THE HALCYON. By Andrea Camilleri.
Giovanni Trincanato has brought ruin to the shipyard he inherited from
his father, and when a newly fired worker hangs himself from a hull
under construction, Inspector Montalbano is called to the scene.
241 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $3.95

7900988 DISASTER AT THE VENDOME THEATER. By M.L.
Longworth. When Jean-Marc accepted a small role in a local theater’s
summer production, he had no idea that the lead actress would be the
great Liliane Poncet. When one of the actors goes missing for good
it’s up to Verlaque and his police commissioner, Brune, to untangle
the threads of the mystery that seems to get complicated daily.
293 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*787295X KILLING MOON. By Jo Nesbo.
The hunts is on and the police are running out
of time. They’re facing a killer unlike any other.
Catching him will push Harry to the limit. He’ll
need to bring together a misfit team of former
operatives to prevent another killing. But as the
evidence mounts, it becomes clear that there is
more to this case than meets the eye.
490 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95
*7951906 SOME OF US ARE LOOKING.
By Carlene O’Connor. In late summer, the
Dingle peninsula is thronged with tourists
drawn to Country Kerry’s dark mountains and
deep, lush valleys. For Irish vet Dimpna Wilde,
who has returned to run her family’s practice
after years away, home is a beautiful but
complicated place–especially when it
becomes the setting for a brutal murder.

330 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95
7928491 MURDER ON AN IRISH FARM.
By Carlene O’Connor. The wedding of Siobhan
and in a village of Kilband in Country Cork,
Ireland, comes to an abrupt halt when the
skeleton of a groom is unearthed. Siobhan’s
brother James leads them to a skeleton
clothed in rags that resemble a tattered tuxedo.
The garda have a cold case on their hands. 327 
pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

*4951220 MURDER IN AN IRISH
BOOKSHOP. By Carlene O’Connor. Between
training the new town garda and trying to set a
wedding date with her fiance, Macdara Flannery,
Siobhan is feeling a bit overwhelmed. And now the 
opening of a bookstore in the County Cork Irish
village of Kilbane becomes the closing chapter of
an author’s life, and provides a whodunit that tests
even Garda Siobhan O’Sullivan’s deductive

reasoning. 342 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7787618 MURDER ON AN IRISH FARM. By
Carlene O’Connor. The wedding of Siobhan
O’Sullivan and Macdara Flannery in the village of
Kilband in Country Cork, Ireland, comes to an abrupt
halt when the skeleton of a groom is unearthed.
Siobhan’s brother James leads them to a skeleton
clothed in rags that resemble a tattered tuxedo. The
garda have a cold case on their hands. 391 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7785283 A KILLING IN COSTUMES. By Zac Bissonnette. Former
soap opera stars Jay and Cindy are in their second act, running a
movie memorabilia store in Palm Springs. But when their main
competitor in a business deal ends up dead, they must clear their
names before they’re forced to trade in vintage costumes for two
orange jumpsuits. 309 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  PRICE
CUT to $2.95

*7886276 BARKING UP THE RIGHT TREE.
By Leigh Russell. After losing her job and her
boyfriend, Emily is devastated. She learns that her
great aunt has died, leaving Emily her cottage in
Ashton Mead, with one condition, she is the owner
of a pet. All is going well until her ex-boyfriend
turns up and she takes him back. She decides to
investigate the disappearance of a neighbor and
puts her own life in danger. 288 pages. Crime &

Mystery Club. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95
7916361 CHARLATANS. By Robin Cook. 435 pages. Putnam.
Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
7860439 THE SILENCE OF THE SEA. By Yrsa Sigurdardottir.
325 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7878508 THE SILENT WOMEN. By Sara Blaedel. 368 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7863357 LAZARUS. By Lars Kepler. 488 pages. Knopf.
Pub. at $28.95  $6.95
7931662 DEAD HEADING. By Catherine Aird. 287 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99  $5.95
1970615 MAIGRET AND THE KILLER. By Georges Simenon.
182 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95
7786409 SUFFER THE LITTLE CHILDREN. By Donna Leon.
272 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95
786082X DEEP INTO THE DARK. By P.J. Tracy. 338 pages.
Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
*7721854 A TRUTH TO LIE FOR. By Anne Perry. 269 pages.
Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $17.95
7930895 MOONFLOWER MURDERS. By Anthony Horowitz.
357 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
7852738 MOONFLOWER MURDERS. By Anthony Horowitz.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 442 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $30.99  $7.95
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Classics & Literary Fiction
7942893 MEMORIES OF THE FORD
ADMINISTRATION. By John Updike. Signed
First Edition. When historian Alfred Clayton is
invited to record his impressions of the Ford
Administration, he recalls not the political
events of the time but rather a turbulent period
of his own sexual past. Frontispiece illustration
by Steve Johnson with Lou Fancher.
Leatherbound with gold gilded page edges and

a silk ribbon bookmark. 370 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $7.95

7890060 CHARLES DICKENS’S A
CHRISTMAS CAROL: A Book-to-Table
Classic. Giada De Laurentiis et al. A
literary experience bringing together the
joy of storytelling with the art of cooking.
The classic unabridged tale comes alive
with clever artwork and design to evoke
the spirit of the holidays. Includes twelve
classic holiday recipes from chefs such as 

Giada De Laurentis, Ina Garten, Martha Stewart and Trisha
Yearwood. 164 pages. Puffin Books. Pub. at $25.00  $5.95

7943768 VANITY FAIR.  By William
Makepeace Thackeray. Penniless, armed with
only her beauty, charm, and cunning, Becky
Sharp claws her way forward by practicing the
corrupt principles of her world. The social
climber seduces her enemies and betrays
friends with a captivating charismatic energy.
With illustrations by the author. Gold gilded
page edges and a silk ribbon bookmark.

678 pages. Franklin Library.  $9.95

7942850 THE LYRE OF ORPHEUS. By
Robertson Davies. Signed First Edition. The
Cornish Foundat ion commissions an
ambitious project: the completion of an
un f in ished  19 th  cen tu ry  opera .
Complications both practical and emotional
arise. Frontispiece illustration by Sherilyn
VanValkenburgh. Leatherbound with gold
gilded page edges and a silk ribbon

bookmark. 472 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13¼.  $6.95

7948670 THE LEGEND OF SLEEPY
HOLLOW AND OTHER STORIES.  By
Washington Irving. This collection of fifteen
stories offers a brilliant selection of Irving’s
sensational short fiction, including the
enduring classic Rip Van Winkle. 286 pages.
Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95
 

7948700 SHIRLEY. By Charlotte Bronte. First 
published in 1849. Follows Shirley and
Caroline as they explore friendships, romance,
and their position in society against the
background of great social change. Caroline’s
misery contrasts with Shirley’s strong-willed
independence in an evocative tale packed with
conflict and self-reflection. 526 pages.
Arcturus. Paperbound.  $6.95

7948689 MOBY DICK. By Herman Melville.
This is the story of a young sailor, Ishmael, who
yearns for adventure aboard a whaling ship. In
Nantucket he signs up for a voyage aboard the
Pequod, bound for the tropics. But what Ishmael
believes will be an ordinary whale hunt turns out
to be a voyage of revenge led by the imposing
Captain Ahab in his pursuit of Moby Dick.
540 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $6.95

7964285 A TALE OF TWO CITIES. By Charles Dickens. Dr.
Manette, wrongly imprisoned in the Bastille for 18 years, is
finally released and reunited with his daughter Lucie. Now
married to Charles Darnay, Lucie and their daughter and her
father follow Charles back to Paris when revolution breaks
out. Features a suede-like custom over with metallic foiling,
and a ribbon bookmark. 458 pages. Paper Mill. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

7948735 A TALE OF TWO CITIES. By
Charles Dickens. Moves between two great
cities, London and Paris, before and during
the French Revolution. The struggle between
the proletariat and the aristocracy in France
and how the implacable hatred between the
two threatens to destroy the happiness of
exiled French nobleman Charles Darnay and
his beautiful wife, Lucie Manette. Illus.

364 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

7906072 THE GOOD SOLDIER. By Ford
Madox Ford. This is a heart breaking, yet darkly
witty, tale of betrayal and conflict in the years
before World War I. Through a series of
flashbacks, the seemingly meek John Dowell tells 
the story of two failing marriages. But all is not as it 
seems and the twists and turns of this
masterpiece raise as many questions as they
answer. 239 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

7964226 THE SECRET GARDEN.  By
Frances Hodgson Burnett. When the orphaned 
Mary Lennox is sent from her home in India to
Misselthwaite Manor in England, she is
desperately lonely. Upon discovering an
abandoned garden, she and her new friends,
Dickon and Colin, set about restoring the
garden. Features a suede-like custom over
with metallic foiling, and a ribbon bookmark.

263 pages. Paper Mill. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $6.95

*7892039 A TOWN LIKE ALICE. By
Nevil Shute. Jean Paget is one of a group of
women and children forced on a brutal march 
through the Malayan jungle by the Japanese
during WWII. She cannot forget the many
people who helped her, especially an
Australian soldier. She goes in search of him, 
and in Australia, she’s inspired to build a
thriving new community. This collector’s

edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark.
402 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99  $9.95

790598X THE CHARLES DICKENS COLLECTION. Includes:
Great Expectations; Oliver Twist; A Tale of Two Cities; Hard Times;
and A Christmas Carol. 1,615 pages in five fabric bound novels.
Slipcased. Illus. Arcturus. Pub. at $59.99  $21.95

7970676 KEEP THE ASPIDISTRA FLYING.
By George Orwell. Gordon Comstock loathes
dull, middle-class respectability and worship of
money. He gives up a ‘good job’ in advertising to
work part time in a bookshop, giving him more
time to write. But he slides instead into a
self-induced poverty that destroys his creativity
and his spirit. 266 pages. Wilco Publishing
House. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7936400 OUR MAN IN HAVANA.  By
Graham Greene. Wormold is a vacuum cleaner 
salesman in a city of power cuts. His
adolescent daughter spends his money with a
skill that amazes him, so when a mysterious
Englishman offers him an extra income he’s
tempted. In return all he has to do is carry out a
little espionage and file a few reports.
225 pages. Vintage. Paperbound.  $6.95

793615X BUTCHER’S CROSSING. By John
Williams. Will Andrews is no academic. He
longs for wildness, freedom, hope and vigor.
He leaves Harvard and sets out for the West to
discover a new way of living. In the small town
called Butcher’s Crossing he meets a hunter
with a story of a lost herd of buffalo in a remote
Colorado valley. 326 pages. V intage.
Paperbound.  $7.95

7948697 THE SCARLET LETTER. By
Nathaniel Hawthorne. The husband of Hester
Prynne returns unexpectedly to their New
England village to find his wife nursing an
illegitimate baby and wearing a scarlet letter “A,” 
for Adulteress on her dress. Hester refuses to
name the father of the child since he holds a
respected position in the Puritan community.
222 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

7936303 GOODBYE TO BERLIN.  By
Christopher Isherwood. Set in the 1930s,
Isherwood shows the lives of people at threat
from the rise of the Nazis: a wealthy Jewish
heiress, Natalia Landauer, a gay couple, Peter
and Otto, and an English upper-class waif, the
divinely decadent Sally Bowles. First
published in 1939. 252 pages. Vintage.
Paperbound.  $6.95

7881428 THE DECAY OF LYING. By Oscar
Wilde. The two works brought together here, The 
Decay of Lying and The Critic as Artist, are
Wilde’s wittiest and most profound writings on
aesthetics, in which he proposes that criticism
is the highest form of creation and that lying, the 
telling of a beautiful untruth, is the ultimate aim
of art. 126 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $13.00  $5.95

7906188 LADY CHATTERLEY’S LOVER. By D.H. Lawrence.
Explores the intense affair between the sexually frustrated
Connie, whose husband Clifford, is paralyzed from the waist
down and Oliver Mellors, the family gamekeeper. 303 pages.
Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

7906331 THE RAILWAY CHILDREN. By E.
Nesbit. When their father is mysteriously
imprisoned, Roberta, Peter, Phyllis, and their
mother have to leave their happy life in London
to live in a small cottage in the country. There
they take comfort in the nearby railway station
and discover a gentleman who may be the key
to proving their father’s innocence. 222 pages.
Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

*7937741    THE MAGNIFICENT
AMBERSONS. By Booth Tarkington. George is
a terrible brat. Believing that his family name
and fortune entitles him to a lifetime of prestige, 
he is oblivious to the lives of others and the
changing ways of the world. First published
1918. 258 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

7904932 INSEPARABLE. By Simone de
Beauvoir. From the moment Sylvie and Andree
meet in their Parisian day school, they see each
other as accomplices confronting girlhood. For
the next 10 years, the two are the closest of friends. 
As the young women explore life in post-WWI
France, Andree becomes increasingly reckless
and rebellious, edging closer to peril. 157 pages.
Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7954123 THE CABALA/THE WOMAN OF
ANDROS. By Thornton Wilder. Novels. The
Cabala a young American student spends a year
in the exotic world of post WWI Rome, where he
experiences firsthand the waning days of a secret
community. The Woman of Andros explores
universal questions of what is precious about life
and how we live, love, and die. 269 pages. Harper. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

1913093 HEAVEN’S MY DESTINATION. By 
Thornton Wilder. George Marvin Brush is a
traveling textbook salesman, and a fervent
religious convert who is determined to lead a
good life. With sad and sometimes hilarious
consequences, his travels take him through
smoking cars, bawdy houses, banks, and
campgrounds from Texas to Illinois–and into
the soul of America itself. Originally published

in 1934. 227 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

195962X THE RING OF THE NIBELUNG. By
Richard Wagner. An epic cycle of four musical
dramas in the spirit of Greek tragedy about the
nature and future of human existence seen
through the lens of the mid nineteenth century.
It also happens to be one of the greatest texts
ever written for the lyric stage. 750 pages.
Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $5.95

7948743 TENDER IS THE NIGHT. By F.
Scott Fitzgerald. American psychoanalyst Dick 
Diver and his wife Nicole are glamorous
socialites, enjoying sparkling lives amidst a
flurry of decadent associates in dazzling
1920s France. But Dick has a weakness,
Nicole has a secret, and the arrival of a
youthful actress catalyzes the unraveling of
relationships and awakens past demons.

304 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

7934793 THE CLASSIC F.  SCOTT
FITZGERALD COLLECTION. This boxed set
includes This Side of Paradise; Flappers and
Philosophers; The Beautiful and Damned; The 
Curious Case of Benjamin Button and other
Tales of the Jazz Age; and The Great Gatsby.
1,285 pages in five novels. Slipcased.
Arcturus. Pub. at $39.99  $15.95

7906021 CRIME AND PUNISHMENT. By
Fyodor Dostoevsky. Rodion Raskolnikov is a
handsome, yet impoverished student. To prove
his theory that extraordinary men who contribute
to society are above the law, he murders a
grasping old money lender. Unexpectedly filled
with remorse, he is caught in a moral dilemma.
Originally published in 1866. 442 pages.
Arcturus. Paperbound.  $6.95
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Classics & Literary Fiction
*7982496 TREASURE ISLAND. By
Robert Louis Stevenson, illus. by R. Ingpen. 
When young Jim Hawkins discovers a
mysterious map in a dead man’s sea chest,
he sets off on a thrilling adventure of pirates, 
treasure, and villainy. Hired as a cabin boy,
Jim finds himself in the company of a
frightening crew of seamen, and is soon
taken under the wing of the charismatic but

dangerous Long John Silver. Includes a silk ribbon bookmark. Well
illus. in color. 192 pages. Welbeck. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95
*7946473 THE GIFT OF THE MAGI. By O. Henry. This selection
of tales ranges from Christmas in New York to the cattle-lands of Texas, 
taking in con men, clerks, shop assistants, tramps and tricksters.
142 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $15.00  $11.95

*7946554 OF GHOSTS AND GOBLINS.
By Lafcadio Hearn. In this haunting
collection, the phantoms and ghouls of
Japanese folklore stalk the page. Hearn drew
on traditional Japanese folklore, infused with 
memories of his own haunted childhood in
Ireland, to create these chilling tales.
203 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

*7951396 THE SECRET GARDEN. By
Frances Hodgson Burnett, illus. by C.
Robinson. Mary Lennox is an unhappy and
unloved little girl. Sent to live at her uncle’s
gloomy manor in Yorkshire, she is determined
to hate her new home. But when she unlocks a
hidden garden in the grounds, the magic of the
place starts to weave its spell on Mary and
those around her. Ages 12 & up. Illus. in color.

245 pages. Abbeville. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95
7934815 THE F. SCOTT FITZGERALD
COLLECTION. Known as the chronicler of
the Jazz Age, Fitzgerald conjured the
feverish and decadent atmosphere of the
years that followed World War I in his novels
and short stories. This collection includes
This Side of Paradise; The Beautiful and
Damned; and The Great Gatsby, as well as
nine of his best known short stories.

927 pages. Arcturus. Pub. at $24.99  $15.95
*7917430 THE UNHAPPINESS OF BEING 
A SINGLE MAN. By Franz Kafka. Alongside
brutal depictions of violence and justice are
jokes and deceptively slight, mysterious
fables. Together they showcase a writer of
unmatched imaginative depth. 192 pages.
Pushkin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95
 

7869185 THE TRIAL. By Franz Kafka. Josef
K., a senior official in a large bank, is arrested
although what he has done is never made
clear. His life is thrown into turmoil as he
becomes enmeshed in a struggle to prove his
innocence. But he is battling against baffling
rules administered by a remote and uncaring
bureaucracy.  208 pages .  A rc tu rus .
Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
*7937881 THE ROYAL BOOK OF OZ.
By Ruth Plumly Thompson, illus. by Sara
Richard. About the Scarecrow’s search for 
his family tree and how it leads to him
discovering that  he’s the long-lost
Emperor of the Silver Island. Includes a
ribbon bookmark. Ages 13 & up. Illus. in
c o l o r.  2 5 8  p a g e s .  C l o v e r  P re s s .
Pub. at $30.00  $21.95
*7850859 BIG TWO-HEARTED RIVER.
By Ernest Hemingway. A gorgeous new
centennial edi t ion of  Hemingway’s
landmark short story of returning veteran
Nick Adams’s solo f ish ing  t r ip  in
Michigan’s rugged Upper Peninsula,
illustrated by Chris Wormell and featuring a
revelatory forward by John N. Maclean.
58 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

*7917244 THE HOBBIT. By J.R.R. Tolkien. When Thorin and
his band of dwarves embark upon a dangerous quest to reclaim
the hoard of gold stolen from them by the evil dragon Smaug,
Gandalf the wizard suggests an unlikely accomplice: Bilbo
Baggins. Includes a ribbon bookmark. Well illus. in color.
272 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $75.00  $56.95

*7944756 ENCHANTED TALES &
HAPPILY EVER AFTERS. By Charles
Perrault et al. A lovingly curated collection
that features 10 of the most popular tales.
Each story goes back to the source from which 
so much has sprung, from picture books and
stage shows, to animated films and their life
action interpretations. Cover includes gold
gilt details and a ribbon bookmark. Well illus.

some in color. 243 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95
*7938136 ARROWSMITH. By Sinclair
Lewis. Martin Arrowsmith is a man on two
missions. The first, make a name for himself at
medical school in order to become recognized
in the broader scientific community. The
second? Pursue every woman who will give him 
the opportunity to do so. First published in
1925. 436 pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

*779083X THE NAKED AND THE DEAD & SELECTED
LETTERS 1945-1946. By Norman Mailer. A monumental war saga
and a devastating antiwar novel, exposing the primal nature of power
through the interplay of soldiers and officers given an impossible and
ultimately pointless mission on an obscure Pacific island during
WWII. Wrestles with the authoritarian impulses in the American
character. 834 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $40.00  PRICE
CUT to $19.95
786888X FYODOR DOSTOEVSKY: World Classics Library.
729 pages. Sirius. Pub. at $19.99  $7.95
7705689 THE CALL OF THE WILD. By Jack London.
114 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95
7908725 THE GOLDEN ASS. By Apuleius. 219 pages.
Liveright. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95
4775171 LADY CHATTERLEY’S LOVER. By D.H. Lawrence.
Adults only. 297 pages. Canterbury Classics. Paperbound. Pub.
at $14.99  $5.95
7871511 EIGHT STORIES: Tales of War and Loss. By Erich
Maria Remarque. Illus. 140 pages. NYUP.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $13.95  $5.95
*1975641 THE WOMAN IN WHITE. By Wilkie Collins.
786 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.  $5.95
7917988 TO THE LIGHTHOUSE. By Virginia Woolf. 220
pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95
7861656 THE RAILWAY CHILDREN. By E. Nesbit. 278 pages. 
Harper. Paperbound.  $5.95
*7937911 SHOW BOAT. By Edna Ferber. 255 pages. Mint
Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95
*7838956 OIL! By Upton Sinclair. 572 pages. Penguin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $14.95
*7832249 SCOTTISH STORIES. Ed. by Gerard Carruthers.
473 pages. Everyman’s Library. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95
*7923325 PALE HORSE, PALE RIDER. By Katherine Anne
Porter. 209 pages. Mariner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95
*7792123 BLACK EMPIRE. By George S. Schuyler. 280 pages. 
Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7771959 TINY TALES: Stories of
Romance, Ambition, Kindness, and
Happiness. By Alexander McCall Smith.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. In exploring
romance, ambition, kindness, and happiness
these thirty short stories accompanied by
thirty witty cartoons, depict the full scope of
human experience and reveal the rich tapestry
of life painted in miniature. B&W. 308 pages.

Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
*7938179 THE BLACKER THE BERRY. By
Wallace Thurman. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Emma Lou was born Black. Abandoned at birth by
her father and bleached by her mother from a
young age, she experiences first hand the division
of color amongst the colored. Navigating a world
in which she seems unwanted and is deemed
undesirable, Emma must learn to love herself in
the skin she’s in. First published in 1929. 387

pages. Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99  $18.95
*7935625 WUTHERING HEIGHTS. By Emily 
Bronte. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Heathcliff is a
foundling, adopted and raised as one of the
Earnshaw children. With this act of charity, the
seeds of love and jealousy are planted. Catherine
Earnshaw becomes devoted to Heathcliff, while
her brother Hindley always views him as a rival for
Wuthering Heights. 791 pages. Mint Editions.
Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

*7792344 A TALE OF TWO CITIES. By Charles Dickens.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 1014 pages. Mint Editions.
Paperbound. Pub. at $31.99  PRICE CUT to $21.95

Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction
792027X WIDESPREAD PANIC. By James Ellroy. Freddy was
the man in the know and the man to know in ‘50s L.A. He was a
rogue cop, a sleazoid private eye, a shakedown artist, a
pimp–and most notably the head strong-arm goon for
Confidential magazine. 320 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7986513 MY FRIEND NATALIA. By Laura
Lindstedt. Natalia cannot stop thinking about 
sex. It is clear from the moment Natalia
barges into her new therapist’s office that
she has motives beyond simply fixing her
sex life. The therapist can’t help but wonder:
What does Natalia really want? Adults only.
225 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $24.00  $5.95

7936087 ADELE.  By Lei la  Slimani . A
respected journalist, Adele lives in a flawless
Parisian apartment with her surgeon husband
and their young son. But beneath the veneer of

“having it all”, Adele is bored. Struggling to
contain the twin forces of compulsion and
desire, she begins to orchestrate her life around 
her one night stands and extramarital affairs.
209 pages. Faber & Faber. Paperbound.  $6.95

7894643 NIGHT MUSIC. By Jojo Moyes.
Isabel Delancy, a classical violinist, has always
taken her comfortable life for granted. But when
her husband dies she is left with a mountain of
debt so she and her children must move to a
dilapidated manor that she inherited. With the
house falling down around them like her savings,
she turns to her neighbors for help. 362 pages.
Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7971931 THE UMBRELLA LADY. By V.C.
Andrews. Saffron Faith Anders is certain her
father will return to the train platform shortly.
Hours later, when a peculiar old woman with an 
umbrella approaches, an exhausted Saffron
agrees to rest at the woman’s house while she
awaits her father–the wait turning into months,
that turn into years. 273 pages. Gallery.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7968477 LEGENDS OF THE NORTH
CASCADES. By Jonathan Evison. As Dave and
his seven year old daughter, Bella, carve out a
home in a cave in that harsh, breathtaking
landscape, echoes of its past begin to reach them.
Bella retreats into herself, absorbed by visions of a
mother and son who lived in the cave thousands of 
years earlier. Back in town, Dave and Bella
themselves are rapidly becoming the stuff of

legend. 348 pages. Algonquin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7971141 NEVER CHANGE. By Elizabeth Berg.
When Myra gets a call about a new assignment,
she is shocked to discover that the patient is Chip,
a former high school classmate of hers. He had
been the most popular and adored boy in school;
but now he is suffering from an incurable brain
tumor and plans to die at home. They both learn
that it is often through facing death that we can
truly begin to live. 214 pages. Washington

Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7952880 AMERICA FANTASTICA. By Tim O’Brien. Boyd
Halverson has one goal before the authorities catch up with
him–settle a score with the man who destroyed his life. On his
trail are hitmen, jealous lovers, ex-cons, an heiress, a billionaire
shipping tycoon, a three-tour veteran of Iraq, and the ghosts of
Boyd’s past. 449 pages. Mariner. Pub. at $32.00  $23.95

7823614 THE SUMMER GUESTS. By Mary
Alice Monroe. Cara and her boyfriend, David,
rush to the Isle of Palms to prepare the beach
house  as the  hu r r i cane  approaches.
Meanwhile, a group of evacuees flees to the
farm of their friends Grace and Charles. All
not knowing one another but forced to
conf ron t  t he  is sues  t hey  have  w i t h
themselves and one another. 358 pages.

Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7697961 CARLY’S GIFT. By Georgia Bockoven. Sixteen years ago 
Carly made a decision that would irrevocably alter her life. She
trades her own future happiness to protect the man she’s loved since 
kindergarten, David. With an ocean separating them, Carly builds a
life for herself without David. She’s the mother of three and married.
David has come to see Carly one last time, hoping to rid himself of
the anger that still consumes him. 360 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
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Contemporary & Cutting Edge Fiction
*7851103 INDEPENDENCE SQUARE. By 
Martin Cruz Smith. An acquaintance has asked 
Arkady to find his daughter, Karina, an
anti-Putin activist who has disappeared. In the
course of the investigation, he falls for Karina’s
roommate, Elena, a Tartar from Ukraine. The
search leads them to Kyiv, where rumblings of
an armed conflict grow louder. 261 pages.
S&S. Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95

7890419 UNDER CURRENTS. By Nora Roberts. 451 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7743300 THE CASUAL VACANCY. By J.K. Rowling.
503 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95
7831366 WHAT COMES AFTER. By Joanne Tompkins.
419 pages. Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00  $4.95
7791712 DEEP HARBOR. By Fern Michaels. 346 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $22.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7884540 KUNSTLERS IN PARADISE. By Cathleen Schine.
259 pages. Holt. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95
7778481 BREATHE. By Joyce Carol Oates. 364 pages. Ecco.
Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
*7885652 GROUPIES. By Sarah Priscus. 360 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
7918291 NORTH. By Brad Kessler. 280 pages. Overlook.
Pub. at $26.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7901143 THE DEVIL’S TREASURE. By Mary Gaitskill .
I l l u s .  i n  c o l o r .  2 3 7  p a g e s .  U n n a m e d  P r e s s .
Pub. at  $35.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

7961138 REDHEAD BY THE SIDE OF THE
ROAD. By Anne Tyler. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A
creature of habit, Micah Mortimer seems content
leading a steady, circumscribed life. But his
routines are blown apart when his woman friend
tells him she’s facing eviction, and a teenager
shows up claiming to be his son. These surprises,
and the ways they throw Micah’s meticulously
organized life off kilter, risk changing him forever.

246 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00  $5.95

*7776691 THE WHITTIERS. By Danielle
Steel. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Preston and
Constance Whittier have built a happy life
together, with a brood of six children. Now, with 
a nearly empty nest, it’s easier than ever for
them to plan a romantic ski trip. But the trip
leads to tragedy, and suddenly the Whittiers’
four adult children find themselves reuniting in
the family home without their parents. 318

pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $23.95

*794490X DEATH VALLEY. By Eden Francis 
Compton with D. Taylor. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Life was never easy for Marcus, even
before his parents’ murder/suicide in a seedy
trailer park in Florida. Now he’s landed in Vegas
with his older brother, Mac, hoping to start over.
But plans usually go sideways when Mac’s
involved. He’s a mean brawler, and Marcus all
too often ends up on the receiving end.

520 pages. Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $17.95
7810032 THE CARTOGRAPHERS. By Peng Shepherd.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 631 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $29.99  $6.95
*7828209 THE RED THREAD. By Rebekah Pace. LARGE
PRINT EDITION.  533 pages. Level 4. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.95  $14.95
*4981324 THE MONTH OF BORROWED DREAMS. By
Felicity Hayes-McCoy. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 450 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95
*7828160 FASTER. By Alex Schuler with MJ Howson.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 746 pages. Level 4. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

Women in Fiction
7941048 MY ANTONIA. By Willa Cather.
First published in 1918, this is the story of
friendship between Antonia Shimerda–a
y o u n g  w om a n  w h o  m ov e s  t o  t h e
Midwestern prairie with her Bohemian
family–and Jim Burden, an orphaned child
who moves from Virginia to the Midwest to
be with his grandparents. A timeless tale of
a lifelong friendship. Bound with gilt-edged 

pages and a ribbon bookmark. 311 pages. Macmillan. Pub.
at $12.99  $5.95

*2895293 LOVE BEYOND REASON. By
Sandra Brown. Katherine said she’d never make
her sister Mary’s mistakes. Mary’s fairy-tale
marriage into the wealthy, powerful Manning
dynasty had turned into a nightmare of abuse.
After Mary’s death in childbirth, savvy and angry
Katherine has vowed no Manning would ever get
near Mary’s child. Not even the charismatic
Jason Manning–a man she can not resist.

240 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95

7894562 LOST & FOUND. By Jacqueline
Sheehan. After losing her husband, Rocky leaves
town and her job and heads to secluded Peak’s
island. There, she becomes the local Animal
Control Warden and reinvents herself. When she
finds a dog with a primitive arrow sticking out of
his shoulder, she finds both a soulmate and
uncovers the beginnings of a mystery. 278 pages. 
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7896158 A BRIGHT YOUNG THING. By Brianne Moore. In 1931
England, Astra defies all the conventions. Clever, witty, and
determined, she smokes, drinks, plays a mean piano, and gallivants
around London. But she finds herself in a tight spot when her parents
die, leaving her with a raft of debts. With few marketable skills and a
closet full of family secrets, she has two choices: find a rich husband
or make her own way. 313 pages. Alcove. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95

7776845 THE CONFESSION CLUB. By
Elizabeth Berg. A group of friends start a
monthly supper club and it abruptly changes 
course one night when one of the women
reveals something startlingly intimate. The
supper club then becomes the Confession
Club, and the women gather weekly to share
not  only  d inners  but  embarrass ing
misdeeds, deep insecurities, and long-held

regrets. 290 pages. Random. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7968450 THE LAST GARDEN IN ENGLAND. By Julia Kelly. A
poignant, unforgettable tale of five women connected across time by
one special garden. Explores the unexpected connections that cross
time and the special places that bring people together forever.
354 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

781786X MISS JULIA HAPPILY EVER
AFTER. By Ann B. Ross. Wedding fever hits
Abbotsville and several of Miss Julia’s friends
have plans to tie the knot. But, as usual, nothing 
is so simple. Christy suddenly gives up a
lifelong dream and drops out of medical school 
to marry; Helen and Thurlow decide to change
their commercial arrangement into a marital
one; and Miss Julia’s housekeeper is

considering matrimony. 322 pages. Viking. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7927665 A VINEYARD CHRISTMAS. By Jean Stone. When
Annie finds an abandoned baby and note on her doorstep, she
doesn’t take the baby to the police. Instead she is determined to
find the birth mother, and give her a chance to change her mind.
325 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

7966210 SUMMER ON SUNSHINE BAY. By Debbie Mason.
With a family business to save and a wedding to plan, Eva and
Lila’s reunion is more than either bargained for, but with a little
luck and a whole lot of support from friends and family, it may
just turn out to be the best summer of their lives. 356 pages.
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*4948998 AUNT IVY’S COTTAGE. By
Kristin Harper. Zoey’s happiest childhood
memories are of her great aunt Ivy’s cottage on 
Dune Island. When Zoey return to the island,
she’s shocked to find her elderly aunt’s spark
fading. As Zoey and Ivy’s neighbor Nick grow
close, they make a discovery in the attic that
links the family to the mysterious and
reclusive local lighthouse keeper. 312 pages.

Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7941137 SISTERS AND SECRETS. By Jennifer
Ryan. There’s nothing more complicated then the
relationships among family and the Silva sisters are
no exception. As the three sisters reveal the truths
and secrets about their lives, they come to realize
that there is more to the family than meets the eye,
and forgiveness may be the only way to reclaim true 
happiness at last. 400 pages. Avon. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7962053 THE SUMMER OF LOST AND FOUND. By Mary Alice
Monroe. The coming of spring usually means renewal, but for Linnea,
it begins a new season of challenge. Linnea faces another layoff, this
time from the aquarium she adores. For her finances, emotions, and
health teeter on the brink. To complicate matters her new love interest,
Gordon, struggles to return to the Isle of Palms from England.
358 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7943733 THE TRUTH ABOUT LORIN
JONES. By Alison Lurie. Signed First
Edition. While writing a biography of a
mysterious painter, a love-scarred author is
forced to confront her own past. Frontispiece
illustration by Anthony Russo. Leatherbound
with gold gilded page edges and a silk
ribbon bookmark. 328 pages. Franklin
Library. 7½x13¼.  $6.95

*1916505 THE OYSTERVILLE SEWING
CIRCLE. By Susan Wiggs. Fashion designer
Caroline Shelby, fleeing a scandal, returns to
Oysterville, Washington and to the sewing shop
where she first discovered her passion, and finds
that even in an idyllic beach town there are
women living with the deepest secrets. Thus
begins the Oysterville Sewing Circle, where
women can join forces to support one another.

415 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7912005 THE WISH. By Nicholas Sparks.
Maggie, a travel photographer, splits her time
between her gallery and photographing
remote locations around the world. Grounded
over Christmas, she finds herself becoming
close with her assistant. She shares with him
the story of a Christmas, decades earlier, and
the love that set her on a course she never
could have imagined. 395 pages. Grand

Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

7907931 THE PARTY CRASHER. By Sophie
Kinsella. When Effie finds out that her father and
his new girlfriend are selling her childhood home
she remembers a beloved childhood treasure is
still hidden in the house. As she sneaks around,
she realizes the secrets Greenoaks holds aren’t
just in its dusty passageways. Watching how her
family behaves when they think no one is looking,
she sees them in a new light. 349 pages. Dial.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

7825560 THE DRESSMAKER OF PARIS.
By Georgia Kaufmann. The story of a poor
country girl from a village high in the
mountains of Italy. Of Nazi occupation and
fleeing in the night. Of hope and heartbreak in
Switzerland; glamor and love in Paris. Ambition 
and devastation in Rio de Janeiro; success and
self-discovery in New York. A life spent
running, she sees now. But she will run no

more. 356 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7971206 THE OPERATOR. By Gretchen Berg. Set in a small
Midwestern town in the early 1950s, about a nosy switchboard
operator who overhears gossip involving her own family, and the
emotional unraveling that discovery sets into motion.
342 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7968884 THE BOOK OF MAGIC. By Alice
Hoffman. Beloved aunt Jet Owens hears the
deathwatch beetle and knows she has only seven
days to live. Jet is not the only one in danger–the
curse is already at work. A frantic attempt to save
a young man’s life spurs three generations of the
Owens women, and one long-lost brother, to use
their unusual gifts to break the curse. 383 pages.
Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7822847 SUMMER AT THE CAPE. By
RaeAnne Thayne. As the older sibling to
identical twins Violet and Lily, Cami was
always the odd sister out. The divide grew even 
wider when their parents split up, while the
twins stayed in Cape Sanctuary with their
mother, fourteen year old Cami moved to LA
with her father. Twenty years later, Cami has
returned home after Lily’s tragic drowning

death. 363 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7751028 KEY OF LIGHT. By Nora Roberts. With the task of
f inding three keys to unlock a box releasing three
demigoddesses, Malory must find the key first. She soon
discovers that whatever locked the souls away is dark, powerful,
and greedy and it doesn’t want the women to win. 354 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7930798 HIDEAWAY. By Nora Roberts.
Caitlyn came from a long line of Hollywood
royalty, stretching back to her Irish immigrant
great-grandfather. At the family ranch in Big
Sur country, she disappeared while playing a
game of hide and seek with her cousins. She
managed to escape her abductors, but Cate’s
ordeal was far from over. 468 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
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Women in Fiction
7859783 FORGIVING PARIS. By Karen
Kingsbury. Ashley Blake and her husband are
about to take an anniversary trip to Paris, but she
is hesitant. Just before the trip, she gets a call
from her niece and is put back in touch with Alice. 
When Alice and Ashley meet, a flood of
memories come back, taking Alice back to her
mistakes. Can Ashley get closure? 324 pages.
Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7971052 LITTLE PIECES OF ME. By Alison
Hammer. When Paige gets an email from a
DNA testing website announcing that her father 
is a man she’s never met before, she’s
convinced there must be a mistake. As she
digs deeper into her mother’s past, however,
Paige begins to question everything she
thought she knew. 376 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7896107 AGATHA ARCH IS AFRAID OF EVERYTHING. By
Kristin Bair. Agatha’s life shatters when she discovers her
husband in their backyard shed, in flagrante delicto, giving the
local dog walker some heavy petting. Suddenly, she finds
herself face to face with everything that frightens her and that’s a
long list. She dons her “spy pants,” sleuthing tools and sets out
to spy on her husband and the dog walker. 346 pages. Alcove.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7775253 HOLLYWOOD WIVES. By Jackie
Collins. Status is everything, and you’re only ever 
as popular as your husband’s latest box-office
hit. Elaine Conti: Bronx girl turned Hollywood
hostess, determined to relaunch her husband’s
fading acting career. Angel Hudson: Married to a
hot young actor. Montana Grey: Gorgeous
renegade, ambitiously driven to succeed in the
mail-dominated world on the other side of the

camera. 598 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
4899253 A MOTHER’S GOODBYE. By Kate
Hewitt. Heather is devastated. There’s no way she 
can keep her baby. But when she meets Grace, a
wealthy, single career woman who wants a baby
more than anything, Heather believes she has
found the perfect adoptive mother. Until they
receive devastating news that turns their fragile
world upside down. 346 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95
7934564 THE MEMORY OF YOU.  By
Catherine West. Thirteen years ago, Natalie
Mitchell lost a part of her when her twin sister
died. Learning her beloved grandfather has had 
a heart attack, she returns to their family owned 
winery in Sonoma, something she never
intended to do. Will traveling back to the family 
winery finally put the memory to rest, or will it
completely destroy her? 341 pages. Thomas

Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7984308 THE BEACH HOUSE. By Jenny Hale. A grieving woman,
Melanie, returns to a childhood haunt as she searches for a new
beginning and along the way finds love, and family, where she least
expected it. 310 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99  $5.95

7975147 THE SHORE. By Katie Runde. Living 
at the beach year round with their teenage
daughters, Brian and Margot Dunne own a real
estate company, turning over rental houses and 
trying to make ends meet. But the family must
navigate the unimaginable when Brian is
suddenly transformed by illness and Margot
faces an impossible choice driven by grief and
the weight of secrets. 290 pages. Scribner.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7841809 THE NET BENEATH US. By Carol 
Dunbar. In the aftermath of her husband’s
logging accident, Elsa must carry on while
caring for their two small children in the
unfinished house her husband was building
for them in the woods of rural Wisconsin. As
Elsa forges her relationship with the land, she 
must discover her own capabilities and
accept help from the people who love her.

308 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
*7877250 THE HOTEL NANTUCKET. By Elin Hilderbrand.
Lizbet is named the general manager of the newly renovated Hotel
Nantucket, a Gilded Age gem rescued from neglect. She hopes that
her local expertise and charismatic staff can win the favor of their
London billionaire owner, Xavier, as well as that of Shelly, the
popular Instagram tastemaker who can help put them back on the
map. 408 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7918569 GOLDEN GIRL. By Elin Hilderbrand. 
On a perfect June day, Vivian Howe, author of
thirteen beach novels and mother of three, is
killed in a hit and run car accident while jogging
near her home on Nantucket. She ascends to the 
Beyond, where she’s assigned to a Person
named Martha, who allows Vivi to watch what
happens below for one last summer. 377 pages.
Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

7949383 THE MATCHMAKER. By Elin
Hilderbrand. Forty eight year old Dabney Kimball
Beach has a gift for matchmaking. With 42 happy
couples to her credit, she has never been wrong
about romance, except when it comes to herself.
But when tragedy strikes, Dabney must face the
choices she’s made and share painful secrets
with her family. 360 pages. Back Bay Books.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7986556 PERFECT TIMING. By Brenda
Jackson. Maxine Chandler and Mya Rivers were
once the best of friends, sisters by choice. But
distance and a series of misunderstandings
came between them. Now, a 15 year class
reunion cruise to the Caribbean could renew
their powerful bond–just when they need it
most. 313 pages. Dafina. Paperbound. Pub. at
$15.95  $5.95

7831323 THE TRUTH ABOUT MELODY
BROWNE. By Lisa Jewell. When fragments of
Melody’s past reemerge in her adult years, she
slowly begins to piece together the real story of her
childhood. With every mystery she solves, another
one materializes; with every question she answers,
another appears–and Melody wonders if she’ll ever
know the truth about her past. 327 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7853645 THE SECRETS OF PAPER AND
INK. By Lindsay Harrel. Brought together by
a charming bookstore in England, three
women fight to defy expectations, dream
new dreams, and welcome love into their
l i v e s .  3 2 8  p a g e s .  T h om a s  N e l so n .
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
 

7907834 MAD ABOUT YOU. By Mhairi
McFarlane. Harriet is the most in-demand
wedding photographer in town, but she
doesn’t believe in romance. Which is why,
when her longtime partner proposes, she
panics. Suddenly she is single and living
down the hall from her ex. Enter Cal, a
hopeless romantic who just experienced his
own wedding related disaster. 400 pages.

Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

7984588 ONE ITALIAN SUMMER. By
Rebecca Serle. When Katy’s mother dies, she 
is left reeling. Carol wasn’t just Katy’s mom
but her best friend and first phone call. To
make matters worse, the mother-daughter
trip of a lifetime looms: going to Positano,
following the very same route Carol did as a
young woman. When Carol appears for real,
in the flesh and thirty years old, Katy doesn’t

understand. 253 pages. Atria. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

7877501 THE CHRISTMAS HOUSE. By
Victoria James. Every Christmas Eve for the
past fifty years, Ruby Harris, the owner of a
historic B&B, has opened her doors to
strangers in need. When Ruby invites her
family home for the holidays, she hopes they
will be able to put the past behind them. Can
the magic of the season bring the family
closer? Or will a surprise guest test their love? 

307 pages. Alcove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7841450 THE GARDEN HOUSE. By Marcia 
Willett. A good man who died too soon,
Martin, left behind two women who are
devastated by his death. His daughter El, and
Julia, who loved Martin though they kept their 
relationship a secret. As buried secrets are
revealed, El and Julia are brought closer to a
truth that is difficult to face. 248 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7946201 SEVEN DAYS IN SUMMER. By Marcia Willett.
About the love that brings family and friends to the same beach
house year after year, and the secrets that may drive them apart.
262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7858051 BEACH TOWN.  By Mary Kay
Andrews.  As a  mov ie  loca t ion  scout ,
picture-perfect is the name of the game for
Greer Hennessy. But her last project literally
went up in flames, and her career is on the
verge of flaming out. Greer has been given one
more chance, if she can find the perfect beach
hideaway for a big-budget movie. 529 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

793453X HOOKED ON YOU. By Kathleen
Fuller. Living in New York City, Riley McAllister
returns to Maple Falls to care for Mimi, her
grandmother who broke her leg. But Mimi has a
plan to set Riley up with local baseball star
Hayden Price, who returned to Maple Falls after
an injury ended his career. With a little meddling, 
Hayden and Riley find themselves unexpectedly
falling for each other. 283 pages. Thomas

Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

*7855893 A FAMILY AFFAIR. By Robyn
Carr. Now an empty nester, Anna is at the
peak of her career and ready to seize the
opportunity to focus on her future. When her
husband dies suddenly, Anna’s world falls
apart. The mysterious young woman at the
memorial service confirms her husband had
b e e n  k e e p i n g  se c re t s ,  a n d  An n a  i s
determined to get to the truth. 377 pages.

MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7759223 WELCOME TO THE SCHOOL BY
THE SEA. By Jenny Colgan. It’s gloriously
sunny in Cornwall as the school year starts at the
little boarding school by the sea. Maggie, the
newest teacher, is determined to make her mark.
Simone is excited and nervous: she’s won a
scholarship to the school. Fliss is furious. She
never wanted to go to boarding school. Over the
course of one year, friendships will bloom.

283 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7941145 SUNRISE BY THE SEA. By Jenny
Colgan. Marisa can’t understand why everyone 
else is getting on with their lives as she still
struggles to get over the death of her beloved
grandfather back home in Italy. Retreating
further from normal life, she moves to the end
of the earth–the remote tidal island of Mount
Polbearne, at the foot of Cornwall, hoping for
peace and solitude. 358 pages. Morrow.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7844328 THE PATCHWORK BRIDE. By
Sandra Dallas. Ellen is putting the finishing
touches on a wedding quilt she is making for
her granddaughter June, when she arrives and
tells her grandmother she’s calling the
wedding off. Ellen tells her the story of Nell, a
Kansas-born woman who goes to the High
Plains of New Mexico Territory in 1897 in
search of a husband. 294 pages. St. Martin’s.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7967209 THE LUCKY SHAMROCK. By
Carolyn Brown. Cousins Taryn, Anna Rose, and
Jorja return to Shamrock, Texas, to help manage
their grandmother’s flower shop, but the reunion
isn’t exactly a beautiful arrangement. As the hot
months wear on, hidden secrets begin to surface
for the trio, bringing them closer together and
changing their lives forever. 272 pages.
Montlake. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $13.95

*7841051 FEAR THY NEIGHBOR. By Fern Michaels.
Alison Marshall’s picture-perfect island sanctuary reveals
itself to be filled with dangers. The locals have a secret, and
once Alison discovers what it is, she faces a stark choice. She 
can stay and join them–or escape. 310 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7984634 SHE AND HER CAT. By M. Shinkai & N. Nagakawa. A
life-affirming work of four inspirational and heartwarming
vignettes following women and their cats in their quest for love
and connection. Illus. 135 pages. Atria. Pub. at $24.00  $5.95

7971079 THE MANHATTAN GIRLS. By Gill
Paul. New York City, 1921. The war is over,
fashions are daring, and bootleg liquor is
abundant. Four extraordinary women form a
bridge group that grows into a firm friendship.
They gossip, they comfort each other, and they 
offer support through the setbacks. But their
biggest challenge is keeping their dear friend
Dottie safe from herself. 381 pages. Morrow.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
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Women in Fiction
7967446 THE LOST GARDEN. By Helen
Humphreys. Horticulturalist Gwen Davis has
fled the blitz in London for a rundown estate in
Devon as a volunteer with the Women’s Land
Army. There she organizes a group of women
who are to grow food for the war effort. Posted
on the estate as well is a Canadian regiment.
It’s a time of change for Gwen who experiences 
friendship, love, and loss. 183 pages. Norton.

Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95  $5.95

7796625 BODIES OF WATER.  By  T.
Greenwood. In 1960, Billie is a young
housewife treading water in a dull marriage and 
caring for two adopted daughters. Summers
spent at their lakeside camp in Vermont are her
one escape. Then a new family moves in across 
the street. Ted and Eva have three children and
a fourth on the way, and their arrival reignites
long-buried feelings in Billie. 396 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

7984650 THE SWEET SPOT. By Amy
Poeppel. Three women form an accidental
sorority when a baby–belonging to none of
them–lands on their collective doorstep. They 
may have little in common, but with the needy 
infant in hand, what can they do but forgive,
forget, Ferberize, and find the baby’s wayward 
parents. 394 pages. Atria. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7922302 THE BOOKSHOP. By Penelope
Fitzgerald. In 1959, Florence risks everything
to open a bookshop, the only bookshop in the
seaside town of Hardborough. By making a
success of a business so impractical, she
invites the hostility of the town’s less
prosperous shopkeepers. Only too late does
she begin to suspect that a town that lacks a
bookshop isn’t always a town that wants one.

156 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7956819 A SUMMER LOVE AFFAIR. By Holly Chamberlin.
Set in the charming seaside town of Eliot’s Corner, the revelation 
of Petra’s mother’s secret affair will turn her world upside down
and bring new possibilit ies. 406 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7860323 HOME FOR THE SUMMER. By
Holly Chamberlin. Since the car crash that
claimed the lives of her husband and their
younger daughter, Frieda has struggled. When
she and Bella, her surviving child, decide to
return to the family house in Yorktide, Maine for
the summer, the mother and daughter finally start
to heal and grow close again. 400 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

*793002X THE TWELVE MONTHS OF
CHRISTMAS. By Sheila Roberts. Sunny,
Arianna and Molly are having three very
different but equally terrible Christmases. But
Sunny and Arianna have a wild idea: What if
they had a Christmas do-over in January?
February? As these three women chase the
perfect holiday through 12 months, they’ll
discover perfection is overrated. 392 pages.

MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

7922647 DID YOU HEAR ABOUT KITTY KARR? By Crystal
Smith Paul. When Kitty Karr Tate, a White icon of the silver
screen, dies and bequeaths her multimillion-dollar estate to
the St. John sisters, three young, wealthy Black women, it
prompts questions. Lots of questions. 404 pages. Holt.
Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7968949 A CHILD OF MY OWN. By Vanessa
Carnevale. Isla and Ben are devoted parents to their 
beloved daughter, Reese. But then Lucy comes to
Isla with a request that changes everything. If Lucy
gets what she wants, Isla’s perfect family could be
destroyed. But would she deny the woman who
helped her become a mother the chance for her
own happiness? 293 pages. Forever. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7910940 THE FAMILY. By Naomi Krupitsky. Best friends since
birth, Sofia Colicchio and Antonia Russo live in the shadow of
their fathers’ unspoken community. But the disappearance of
Antonia’s father drives a thin wedge between them as they grow
into women, wives, mothers, and leaders. One fateful night their
loyalty to each other will be tested, when one pulls the trigger.
375 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7941412 ALONG THE  SHORE .  B y
Rochelle Alers. Cherie is finally ready to
dive into a summer of glowing potential,
tranquil days, and book club meetings filled
with insight and caring. She must weigh
past dreams against new chances, search
her heart for what’s real and what will fulfill
h e r  mos t .  310  p ag es .  Kens i n g t on .
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7968302 DO I KNOW YOU? By E. Wibberley
& A. Siegemund-Broka. When a couple starts
to feel like they’re married to a stranger, a
flirtatious game of pretend becomes the spark
they need to reignite their relationship.
338 pages .  Berk ley .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
 

7968132 THE AUTHENTICITY PROJECT. By Clare Pooley.
The story of a solitary green notebook that brings together six
strangers and leads to unexpected friendship, and even love in
Monica’s Cafe. 357 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

*7734077 THE HIGH NOTES. By Danielle
Steel. Iris has been singing every since she can 
remember, hitting the high notes like no one
else. After years of being exploited by her
father and manager she gains the courage to
finally fly free, leave the tour, and follow her
dreams. But at the top at last, Iris still has to
fight every step of the way. 239 pages.
Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

*7817355 WORTHY OPPONENTS. By
Danielle Steel. Spencer has always known she
was destined to be the CEO of her grandfather’s
business–a luxurious department store in NYC.
Mike is known for making enormous profits by
transforming small businesses into bigger,
successful ones. Spencer has no interest in
outside investors meddling in her family
business, but when bad luck strikes, she is

backed into a corner. 242 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

*784803X THE WEDDING PLANNER. By 
Danielle Steel. This year, new clients have
flocked to successful, unmarried wedding
planner Faith. She finds herself forming
bonds with her new clients and their loved
ones–most notably the handsome brother of
one of her grooms. 267 pages. Delacorte.
Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

7878052 HIGH STAKES. By Danielle Steel. 
Steel tells the story of a group of remarkable
women navigating the challenges of
balancing their families, their personal lives,
and the high stakes of ambition at the top of
their game. When new assistant Jane
Addison puts everything on the line to right
the wrongs within a prestigious talent
agency, the consequences will leave no one

unscathed. 257 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7828853 FINDING ASHLEY. By Danielle
Steel. At sixteen, a pregnant Melissa was sent
to a gloomy convent in Ireland to have–and
give up–her baby to spare the family shame.
All these years later, her sister Hattie feels
compelled to embark on a journey that will
change both their lives forever, and track down
the child Melissa gave up. 271 pages.
Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95

786633X INVISIBLE. By Danielle Steel.
Antonia Adams is the product of a loveless
marriage between an aspiring actress and an
aristocrat from a once-distinguished family.
As a child, she finds refuge in books and
movies. She gets a summer job at a
Hollywood studio to begin her quest to
become a filmmaker, where a British
filmmaker notices her. Suddenly, she is no

longer invisible. 272 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7787634 BEAUTIFUL. By Danielle Steel. At 
age twenty-two, Veronique Vincent, is one of the
most sought-after models in fashion. When a
quick getaway presents a welcome break she is
thrilled, eager to escape the mayhem of her
busy schedule. Then, out of nowhere, a tragic
explosion at Zaventem Airport in Brussels
changes her life forever. 304 pages. Dell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

1126245 SIT! STAY! SPEAK! By Annie
England Noblin. Addie has inherited her aunt’s
house in Arkansas. She’s got an elderly next-door
neighbor who perplexingly dances outside in his
underwear, a house needing more work than she’s 
got money, and most surprisingly, she’s found a
bedraggled, abandoned puppy. She soon
discovers she’s finding her way back to living,
laughing, and loving again. 364 pages. Morrow.

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

1908464 ST. FRANCIS SOCIETY FOR
WAYWARD PETS. By Annie England Noblin.
Maeve’s new life includes a reclusive but tempting 
author living next door to her deceased mother’s
house, and a set of ready-made friends at the St.
Francis Society for Wayward Pets, where women
knit colorful sweaters for the dogs and cats in their
care. But there’s also an undercurrent of
something that doesn’t quite sit right with Maeve.

351 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7966237 THAT SUMMER. By Jennifer Weiner. Vibrant wit and
brilliant observations bring to life the story of two strangers who
find they can only move forward with their lives by confronting
their shared past. 422 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7729391 A WALK ALONG THE BEACH. By
Debbie Macomber. The Lakey sisters are perfect
opposites. After their mother died and their
father was lost in grief, Willa had no choice but to 
raise her sister, Harper, and their brother, Lucas.
Life has more challenges in store for them all,
but both sisters will discover that even in the
darkest moments, family is everything. 310
pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7841787 A MRS. MIRACLE CHRISTMAS.
By Debbie Macomber. The holiday season is
beginning and Laurel and her husband, Zach,
could use a miracle. As they pray for a baby and
care for Helen, Laurel’s beloved grandmother,
Mrs. Miracle appears at the door revealing
herself to be nothing short of a godsend.
241 pages.  Ba l lan t ine .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7861419 THE SWEETHEART LIST. By
Jill Shalvis. When Harper’s life falls apart, she
knows it’s time for a change. She sets off to
Lake Tahoe to fulfill her dream of opening her
own bakery. With her Sugar Pine Bakery in
between a tavern owned by sexy, grumpy
Bodie and a bookstore run by her BFF, she
feels a peace. Then she meets Ivy, a teenage
runaway,  who bar re ls  in to  her  hear t .

346 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7946023 THE FOREVER GIRL. By Jill Shalvis.
When Maze returns to Wildstone for the wedding
of her estranged BFF, Cat, it’s also a reunion of a
once-ragtag team of teenagers who had only one
another until a tragedy tore them apart and
scattered them. Life has changed them all and
Maze and Cat must decide if they can rebuild their
friendship. 368 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

*7953313 THINGS I WISH I TOLD MY
MOTHER. By Susan Patterson et al. Laurie is 
an artist who travels the world with a worn
beige bag. Laurie’s mother is an elegant
perfectionist who travels the world with a
matched set of suitcases. When Laurie
surprises her mother with a dream vacation
to Paris they learn how to love and talk to
each other before it’s too late. 309 pages.

Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

7878281 THE MOMENT OF EVERYTHING.
By Shelly King. Maggie is whiling away her
days in The Dragonfly’s Used Books. When
the opportunity arises for her to network at a
Bay Area book club, she jumps at the
chance. What she learns about herself in the 
process, will surprise and move readers.
274 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

788298X A SONG FOR THE ROAD. By Kathleen Basi. It’s one
year after the death of her husband and twin teenagers. When
Miriam opens her daughter’s computer, she stumbles across a
program her daughter has created detailing an automated
cross-country road trip, for her and her husband to take. Seeing and
hearing the video clips of her kids embedded in the program,
Miriam is determined to take this trip for her children. 346 pages.
Alcove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
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Women in Fiction
1955837 THE WEDDING DRESS. By Danielle Steel. 291
pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
7726635 LOST AND FOUND. By Danielle Steel. 270 pages.
Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
7923090 SOUTH OF THE BUTTONWOOD TREE. By Heather
Webber. 334 pages. Forge. Pub. at $25.99  $5.95
*7886160 THE INN AT TANSY FALLS. By Cate Woods.
294 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7882831 BEWARE THE MERMAIDS. By Carrie Talick.
344 pages. Alcove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
*1982206 IT’S BETTER THIS WAY. By Debbie Macomber.
321 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7922582 A CUP OF SILVER LININGS. By Karen Hawkins.
354 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95
4695135 P R O M I S E S  O F  T H E  H E A R T.  B y  N a n
R o s s i t e r .  3 5 1  p a g e s .  H a r p e r .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at  $16.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7778872 THE SENTENCE. By Louise Erdrich. 386 pages.
Harper. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
782890X THE LAST NIGHT IN LONDON. By Karen White.
466 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
*7761619 LETHAL JUSTICE. By Fern Michaels. 282 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7763840 A VINEYARD MORNING. By Jean Stone. 312 pages. 
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7860064 LOVE LOCKS. By Cory Martin. 224 pages. Hallmark.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95
*7866801 HOW TO KILL MEN AND GET AWAY WITH IT. By
Katy Brent. 374 pages. HQ. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95
7882858 THE BRIGHT SIDE RUNNING CLUB. By Josie Lloyd.
341 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95
7810202 PARADISE GIRLS. By Sandy Gingras. 308 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7920873 ON THE ROOFTOP. By Margaret Wilkerson Sexton.
292 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7859961 MEANT TO BE MINE. By Hannah Orenstein. 282 pages.
Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95

7900597 BIG SUMMER.  By Jenni fer
Weiner. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Eight years
after the fight that ended their friendship,
Daphne Berg is  shocked when Drue
Cavanaugh walks back into her life, asking if
she will be her maid of honor. But when
Daphne wakes up the morning of the wedding
to find that something terrible has happened
to her friend, it’s up to her to dig deep into

Drue’s past. 509 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95  $5.95

*7706006 THE BEST IS YET TO COME. By Debbie Macomber.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Hope feels that something is still missing.
That is, until her landlords convince her to volunteer at their animal
shelter. There she meets Shadow, a rescue dog everyone has given up 
on. But true to her name, Hope believes he’s worth saving. 324 pages. 
Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

7958692 THE HEART OF SUMMER. By
Felicity Hayes-McCoy. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. On the Finfarran Peninsula, Hanna
Casey is looking forward to alfresco lunches with
friends and balmy evenings with her boyfriend,
Brian, in their stunning new home in the beautiful 
Hag’s Glen. With a painful divorce behind her
and family drama finally settled, Hanna plans a
romantic getaway for the two of them.

436 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

*7866887 THE SWEETHEART LIST. By Jill
Shalvis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When
Harper’s life falls apart, she knows it’s time for a
change. She sets off to Lake Tahoe to fulfill her
dream of opening her own bakery. With her Sugar
Pine Bakery in between a tavern owned by sexy,
grumpy Bodie and a bookstore run by her BFF,
she feels at peace. Then she meets Ivy, a teenage
runaway, who barrels into her heart. 418 pages.

HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95

*7958323 THINGS I WISH I TOLD MY
MOTHER. By Susan Patterson et al. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Laurie is an artist who travels 
the world with a worn beige bag. Laurie’s
mother is an elegant perfectionist who travels
the world with a matched set of suitcases.
When Laurie surprises her mother with a dream 
vacation to Paris they learn how to love and talk
to each other before it’s too late. 385 pages.

Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00  $21.95

*7885660 THE SUMMER SKIES. By Jenny Colgan. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 449 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $27.99  $21.95
*7869452 MY MAGNOLIA SUMMER. By Victoria Benton
Frank. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 504 pages. HarperLuxe.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $26.95
*7831595 TWO WARS AND A WEDDING. By Lauren Willig. 
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 594 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $36.00  PRICE CUT to $16.95
*7831609 VARINA PALLADINO’S JERSEY ITALIAN
LOVE STORY. By Terri-Lynne DeFino. LARGE PRINT
ED IT ION.  5 4 4  p a g e s .  H a r p e r Lu x e .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $36.00  PRICE CUT to $17.95

Romance
7982682 THE FIRST LOVE. By Beverly
Lewis. It’s the summer of 1951, and Maggie is
in need of some hope. She wishes that she were 
more like other courting-age girls so she could
live a normal, healthy life. When tent revival
meetings come to the area, the words of the
preacher cause her to reconsider what she
knows about faith. 296 pages. Bethany House.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7942761 HOTEL
PASTIS. By Peter Mayle. Signed First Edition.
A fortyish English advertising executive
decides to head off to France to transform an
abandoned police station into a small
world-class hotel. Frontpiece illustrations by
Edward Miller. Leatherbound with gold gilded
page edges and a silk ribbon bookmark.
389 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $6.95

792092X AN AMISH SECOND CHRISTMAS. By Shelley Shepard 
Gray et al. Novellas. For the Amish, the day after Christmas is for
family, feasting, and exchanging simple gifts. And for three different
couples, it will bring another chance for love. Three seasonal stories
include Their Second Chance by Shelley Shepard Gray; His Amish
Angel by Patricia Johns; and An Heirloom Christmas by Virginia Wise.
309 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7934068 THE MENDING.
By Susan Lantz Simpson. Malinda can’t help but
worry about her future, convinced that a
challenging health issue leaves her undesirable
when it comes to marriage. Adding to her stress is 
the unwanted attention of a big city doctor that is
smitten by her–an unsettling distraction she has
kept to herself. 279 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*774854X AMISH COUNTRY HIDEOUT. By
M. Alford & A. Stone. Novels. In Shielding the
Amish Witness Faith is on the run after discovering
her bother in law was behind her husband’s murder. 
Danger follows her to the quiet Amish community,
and her childhood friend Eli is her only protection.
In Seeking Amish Shelter Bridget has no choice but
to hide in her family’s Amish community under the
protection of DEA agent Zachary. 474 pages. Love

Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7934149 WHEN LOVE FINDS YOU. By
Virginia Wise. Scandal drove Catrina from her
life as a wealthy Englischer’s pampered
daughter  to  re luctant  membership in
Pennsylvania’s thriving new Amish settlement.
But the unexpected sparks between her and
bashful warmhearted farmer Eli Webber
suddenly have her dreaming of an impossible
chance of happiness as his wife. 342 pages.

Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7927770 WHERE THE HEART TAKES YOU.
By Virginia Wise. Pennsylvania, 1737. Greta
Scholtz braved a perilous journey to find religious
freedom in America. The settlement elders are
pressuring her into marrying reserved widower
Jacob Miller, but she and Jacob simply can’t
agree on anything. To find a future together, Greta
and Jacob must take a leap of faith. 282 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7733380 MISTLETOE IN JUNEAU. By Dahlia
Rose. Danni spends Christmas with an old friend
in Juneau, Alaska and takes in the beauty and the
warmth of the community. But what she’s drawn to 
is the local sheriff. Before Declan was the sheriff,
he was in the Army. He lost his leg and his fiancee. 
Could two very different people find what their
hearts are looking for? 267 pages. Hallmark.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

787653X THE HIGHLAND COMMANDER. By
Amy Jarecki. As the illegitimate daughter of a
Scottish earl, Lady Magdalen Keith is not one to
attend lavish balls. Yet at her father’s urging, she
agrees to dance with the officers at the holiday
masquerade. But when one such officer sweeps her
off her feet, the innocent lass can’t help herself. Her
lips are his for the taking. 371 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7803397 A PROMISE TO HEAL. By M. Perry & C. Lighte.
Novels. In Nursing Her Amish Neighbor Miriam returns home to Lost
Creek–and encounters her most difficult patient yet. Her childhood
neighbor, Matthew, is suffering after an accident. In Caring for Her
Amish Family when Anke agrees to care for her Englisch nephew,
moving to a derelict old house is her only option. With Josiah’s help,
she might be able to make the place livable. 478 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7929110 A FAMILY FOR THE TWINS. By
Christina Rich. When twin babies are left in her
store, spinster Fanny is determined to care for
them until their mother is found. But when
gunslinger Graham appears with a wanted
poster of a woman Fanny suspects is the
babies’ mother–and who Graham claims is his
sister–she discovers the infants are in danger.
282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.  $5.95

7986912 BRIDE FOR A DAY. By Carolyn
Brown. Cassie O’Malley was on the run from her
overbearing family when she hopped on a bus
going anywhere to wait out for her birthday to gain
access to her inheritance. The second she steps
off the bus she runs into Ted Wellman who helps
her. Things get out of hand when their little white
lie turns into an impromptu wedding. 311 pages.
Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7781210 HEALING AN AMISH FAMILY. By
P. Johns & C. Lighte. Novels. In Wife on His
Doorstep when Miriam arrives unannounced at
her estranged husband’s house, she has no
intention of staying. She helps Amos’s ailing
grandmother, leading her and Amos to question
past mistakes. In An Unexpected Amish Harvest
Susannah returns to her grandfather’s potato farm
to help out, not ready to face her ex-beau, Peter.

425 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*4967682 THE BOOKSHOP OF SECOND
CHANCES. By Jackie Fraser. Thea Mottram is
having a bad month, she’s been let go from her office 
job with no notice. To make matters worse, her
husband of twenty years has decided to leave her for
one of her friends. But when she learns a distant great 
uncle in Scotland has left her his home and a hefty
book collection, she leaves for Sussex and a new life. 
451 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7877153 HER PRETEND AMISH
BOYFRIEND. By Rachel J. Good. Hiding a painful
secret, valley newcomer Noah is looking for a fresh
start with few complications.But light-hearted
Caroline has other ideas. She practically falls in
love with him at first sight. And when she asks Noah 
for a not so simple favor, he finds himself
reluctantly agreeing. 347 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

787619X THE BET. By Rachel Van Dyken. It’s
been years since Kacey’s seen her childhood
friend Jake, but when he mentions his ill
grandmother, Kacey is ready to do anything for
the sweet lady–even pretending to be engaged.
But Kacey wasn’t counting on Jake’s annoying
older brother being there. But when they meet
again, his gorgeous smile is a direct hit to her
heart and Kacey’s more confused than ever.

275 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95

*7857535 SECOND CHANCES ON HUCKLEBERRY HILL. By
Jennifer Beckstrand. Wisconsin’s most irrepressible matchmakers,
eighty-somethings Anna and Felty Helmuth never quit a
challenge–especially when one heartbroken couple is about to part.
279 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7874014 THE PERFECT AMISH MATCH. By 
P. Johns & V. Chapman. Novels. In The Amish
Matchmaker’s Choice, widow Adel refuses to marry
again, but that won’t stop her from playing
matchmaker for her old schoolmate Jake. In The
Amish Twins Next Door, Amish single mom Deborah 
is determined to raise her twin sons her way. But
when neighbor Nicholas takes the boys on as
apprentices on his farm, she’ll learn the value of his

help. 444 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Romance
*7886934 SWEETWATER & THE WITCH.
By Jayne Ann Krentz writing as J. Castle.
Welcome to the world of Harmony, where
despite its name, things are anything but
harmonious–and danger lurks just beneath the
surface. If there’s something Ravenna knows,
it’s when to end things. And after she almost
winds up the victim of a cult that believes she’s a 
witch, it’s easy to walk away from her dead-end

career. Ready for a new start, and she becomes a matchmaker.
379 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7773811 THREE COWBOYS AND A BABY.
By Kate Pearce. When Noah’s friend shows up at
the ranch he shares with two friends, he never
imagined him skipping out and leaving his baby
boy behind. When Jen finally tracks her son
down, Noah realizes the story is more
complicated than he thought. And so are his
feelings for Jen. 313 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7927207 THE RANCHER. By Kate Pearce.
Rachel gets a chance to prove herself when
she discovers worrisome fault lines around
an abandoned silver mine. But they’re
nothing compared to the cowboy, Cauy
Lymond, who seems determined to shake up
her world. 309 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
 

*196352X HER AMISH SPRINGTIME
MIRACLE. By Winnie Griggs. Hannah Eicher, a
young Amish baker has always wanted a family of
her own, and now that she’s fostered Grace for
nearly a year, her adoption application is almost
certain to be approved. But an unexpected visitor to 
Hope’s Haven could change everything. Mike
Colder is only returning to his childhood home to
locate and adopt his late sister’s baby. 330 pages.

Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*4751450 PINE CREEK COURTSHIP. By
Amity Hope. After the death of her beloved father,
Emma Ziegler just wants to keep her family’s
maple syrup farm afloat and raise her two young
siblings. But when her meddling aunt’s first choice 
of a husband for her turns out to be Emma’s last
choice, Emma grows desperate and enlists her
friend Levi to act as her boyfriend, helping her to be 
unmarriagable at this time. 360 pages. Entangled.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7906641 THE HIGHLANDER’S KILTED
BRIDE. By Vanessa Kelly. Charlotte “Charlie”
would rather don a kilt and ride her horse than
simper in a ballroom. But with her younger sister
about to be wed, she can’t escape the pressure to
be next. A husband has been chosen, and
Charlie’s fate seems set. Until an afternoon gallop
sends her horse colliding with Kade, the
broad-shouldered Highlander who was once her

childhood pal. 396 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*790312X  AN AMISH COUNTRY
SWEETHEART. By R. Kertz & J. Stef. Novels. In 
Love with the Amish Nanny: Still grieving her
fiance’s death, Katie is not interested in finding
a new husband, even if the matchmaker
believes widower Micah and his three children
are perfect for her. Their Make-Believe Match:
Sadie refuses to wed someone who doesn’t
understand her. To avoid an arranged marriage,

she finds the perfect pretend beau. 424 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7918771 LOVERS AND GAMBLERS. By
Jackie Collins. The story of Al, a rock/soul
superstud, and Dallas, a smoldering beauty
with big ambitions and a sordid past. When they 
first meet, the electricity between them is
supercharged and sexually explosive, but they
are both such prisoners of their relentless
pursuit of megafame and money that they never 
quite get together until disaster strikes.

592 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7773749 THE LOVE OF A GOOD AMISH WOMAN. By
Rosalind Lauer. An overworked bishop and a resilient widow are
a big help to everyone in their faith filled Amish community. But
what will it take for them to see just how right they can be for
each other? 348 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

*784171X THE QUILTER’S SCANDALOUS
PAST. By Patrice Lewis. With her uncle’s health
declining, Esther Yoder wants to sell his mercantile 
store. But Joseph Kemp is the prospective buyer,
and the reason Esther fled her Amish community
and her shameful past. Can they learn to forgive
each other, or will old guilt stand in the way of their
future? 282 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7787626 RACHAEL’S DECISION. By Molly
Jebber. Rachael’s first chance for a husband
ended in a tragic accident that left her with a limp.
Then handsome, single Caleb arrives on the
scene. He is eager to court Rachael, and tells her
so. Love is beyond all planning, and with faith they
may discover the lifetime of love they were meant
to share. 296 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7957912 THE SHADOWS OF CHRISTMAS PAST. By C. Feehan
& S. Sizemore. Novellas. Rocky Mountain Miracle by Feehan: Cole, a
womanizer rumored to have killed his father, meets Maia, a
veterinarian rumored to practice magic. A Touch of Harry by Sizemore: 
Dr. Marjorie Piper takes an injured wolf back to her kennel, and when
he turns into a man, Marj is stunned, and bent on keeping his escape a 
secret. 376 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7946082 THE LOST MANUSCRIPT. By Cathy 
Bonidan. When Anne-Lise books a room on the
Brittany coast at the Beau Rivage Hotel, she has
no idea that her vacation will put her on the path
of unearthing a thirty year old mystery. Through
letters exchanged with people whose lives the
manuscript has touched, Anne-Lise discovers
long-lost love stories and intimate secrets.
274 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

*785577X FOUR WEDDINGS AND A DUKE.
By Michelle McLean. As the middle–and least
marriageable–sister in a bevy of swans, Lavinia is
quite content being the odd duck out. This way,
she’s free to commit social faux pas without
anyone much noticing. Until the Duke of
Beaubrooke turns up the morning after a ball,
asking for her hand in marriage. 397 pages.
Entangled. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7806116 FAMILY GATHERINGS AT
PROMISE LODGE. By Charlotte Hubbard. In the
year since he lost his wife in a tragic accident, Lester
has found healing and purpose. Falling in love again
is not on his mind. Despite his firm “no,” two
available ladies have set their kapps on the
handsome widower and the rivalry weaves mayhem
among the wedding festivities. He meets Marlene
who disarms him with her witty quips on his

predicament. 311 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7934106 A SIMPLE VOW. By Charlotte
Hubbard. Unable to conceive, Edith Riehl sees the twins as a
heaven-sent blessing. She’ll take care of them while the handsome
Asa Detweiler searches for their real father. Even if these children aren’t 
hers, they’ve kindled an impossible hope for love of her own. Will God
bring her what she longs for in this small Amish community?
315 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7879822 THE WEEKENDERS. By Mary Kay
Andrews. Riley has a season of good times with
friends and family ahead of her on Belle Isle
when things take an unexpected turn. When her
husband is nowhere to be found, Riley turns to
her friends for help. But it’s clear that they each
have secrets of their own and the clock is
ticking. 559 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7781199 AN AMISH MARRIAGE. By E.
Miller & M. Steele. Novels. In Courting His Amish
Wife when Levi learns Eve will be forced to marry
her would-be attacker or get shunned, he marries
her instead. In His Amish Wife’s Hidden Past
Englischer Hanna will do anything to protect her
children when they are sent into witness
protection. Learning to be an Amish wife is an
adjustment, but her children bond with Daniel.

424 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7878605 TAKE ME HOME. By Dorothy
Garlock. Miller’s Creek, Wisconsin, 1945. As
war rages on, one young woman faces a
difficult choice. Olivia Marsten never imagined 
she’d be a war bride. But when her best friend
surprises her with a marriage proposal, she
accepts–even though her heart belongs to
someone else. 354 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

7841868 A PLACE LIKE HOME. By Rosamunde Pilcher. Each
of the 15 unforgettable stories are the perfect slice of romance
written with warmth and passion, featuring wonderfully
memorable, smart, and feisty female characters that will
transport the reader to another time and place. 285 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

791850X FEELS LIKE THE FIRST TIME. By
Marina Adair. There are a lot of things Ali doesn’t do: 
pink anything, a day without chocolate, and Bradley
Hawk, her sister’s ex-husband. So when Bridget
blows into town with her new fiance, throwing the
engagement party of the year, he couldn’t care less,
until Ali tells one little lie that lands him smack dab
in a fake relationship. 306 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7876270 COMMITMENTS. By Barbara Delinsky. Elegant
Sabrina Stone speaks with investigative reporter Derek McGill
for only a few minutes, but it is long enough to tell her all that she 
needs to know about this caring man. When Derek is convicted
of murder, Sabrina begins a fight for his freedom. 410 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7820909 THE WIDOW WORE PLAID. By
Jenna Jaxon. It is a truth rarely acknowledged
that a wealthy widow is free to pursue a great
many adventures. For two years, Jane has
privately enjoyed her independence. Lord
Kinellan and Jane are perfect together, yet she
continually refuses him. Just as he is on the
point of convincing her, a series of accidents
befall him and point to an enemy in their

midst. 316 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7767250 CHRISTMAS RANSOM. By B.J.
Daniels. Former rodeo star Davy traded his
competition spurs for a PI license. A robbery and
hostage situation at the Lonesome bank leaves the
loan officer injured and shattered. With the escaped
culprit still at large, Davy will ransom his heart to the
hilt to avert a deadly Christmas for his lost love Carla 
and their long-overdue reunion. 441 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7822359 SET UP IN THE CITY. By B.J.
Daniels. Deputy Willie feels at home in the
wide-open spaces of Montana. Attorney
Eleanor has a corner office with a spectacular
view of Seattle. He was brutally attacked while
trying to extradite her client, and though Willie
and Ellie have every reason to distrust each
other, they’ll have to work together if they’re
going to mete out justice. 440 pages.

Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7731078 THE DOCTOR’S SECRET. By Heidi
Cullinan. Ashamed of letting his family down,
but burned out of residency, Dr. Hong-Wei Wu
plans to live a quiet life as a simple surgeon in
the tiny town of Copper Point, Wisconsin. His
plans, however, don’t include his outgoing,
kind, and attractive surgical nurse, Simon Lane. 
337 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub.
at $7.99  $4.95

7731051 THE DOCTOR’S DATE. By Heidi
Cullinan. Dr. Owen Gagnon and HR director Erin
Andreas are infamous for their hospital hallway
shouting matches. So imagine the town’s surprise 
when Erin bids an obscene amount of money to
win Owen in the hospital bachelor auction–and
Owen ups the ante by insisting Erin move in with
him. 378 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7975139 THE SEARCH. By Suzanne Woods
Fisher. Bess Reihl is less than thrilled to be
spending the summer at Rose Hill farm helping
her intimidating grandmother Bertha recover
from surgery. It doesn’t take long for Bess to
realize that her grandmother coaxed her to the
farm for an entirely different reason. But once
Bess meets hired hand Billy Lapp, the summer
starts to hold some promise. 298 pages. Revell. 

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*7932979 THE BURIED. By Lisa Childs.
Somewhere inside Halcyon Hall, the elite spa
with an infamous past on a remote Maine
island, are the answers state trooper Mae
despera te ly  needs to  so lve  a  murder
investigation. To find them, she’s checking
into the exclusive retreat under an assumed
name–that of her late sister, a former model.
Bu t  a t  l east  one  pe rson  isn’ t  f oo led .

314 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Romance
*7938268 THEIR INCONVENIENT
MARRIAGE. By Elizabeth Rowan. When
schoolteacher Lorna Alderly’s gets a job teaching
in a California mining camp, she finds it isn’t as
welcoming as she expected, especially surly
widower Jesse Kittredge. Struggling to raise two
children, the illiterate miner gives Lorna six
months before she quits. Swayed by her
dedication and charm, can Jesse and Lorna be a

perfect match? 278 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.  $5.95
*7897022 CAPTIVE OF MY DESIRES. By
Johanna Lindsey. Gabrielle, as a pirate’s
daughter, plots vengeance on Drew, a dashing
American sea captain. When he destroys her
reputation the night before he’s set to set sail,
Gabrielle commandeers Drew’s ship and takes
him prisoner. Too bad she doesn’t anticipate
passion growing on the high seas. 389 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7841663 HIGHLAND BEAST. By Heather
McCollum. Bas Sinclair is the cold and brutal
hand, and sword, of justice across the
Highlands. But when he is called to execute a
midwife for her crimes, he cannot raise his
weapon. For Bas already knows this lovely, part
wild creature. After all, she gave him his first and 
only kiss. 382 pages. Entangled. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7950020 HIGHLAND SURRENDER. By Heather McCollum.
Norse warrior Erik Halverson must sail to Scotland, find his enemy’s
weakest link, and abduct her. The more he tries, the more Hannah is
determined to make it as hard as possible. He has a Highland hellcat
on his hands, and Odin help him, he can’t resist her. 382 pages.
Entangled. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7856474 INDISCREET. By Carolyn Jewel. As
the last of his line, Edward, Marquess of Foye,
must now marry. Heart already broken by a
capricious young girl, he vows to find an older
woman, seasoned, mature, and no threat to his
feelings. Sabine was educated by an Oxford don,
and her studies became her salvation. But
passion defies logic when she and Edward meet,
and together they will explore temptation.

293 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
798653X OUTRAGEOUS. By Minerva Spencer. 
When Eva de Courtney kidnaps Godric Felming,
her only plan is to stop the irritating earl from
persecuting her beloved brother. But once she
has the intriguing rogue in the confines of her
carriage, she longs to taste the passion she
senses simmering beneath his rugged exterior.
358 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7889429 ROYAL BRIDESMAIDS.  By
Stephanie Laurens et al. Novellas. In this
revealing anthology, we learn just what it really
takes to get brides to the royal altar. They need to 
do more than “smile, wave, and look delighted”!
Includes A Return Engagement by Laurens; The
Imposter Bride by Gaelen Foley; and Lord
Lovedon’s Duel by Loretta Chase. 326 pages.
Avon. Paperbound.  $4.95
7890109 THE COWBOY. By Joan Johnston. All
Trace Blackthorne wanted was Callie Creed, but the 
feud between their families had torn them apart.
When Trace asks her to marry him and save her
struggling family from financial ruin, Callie is once
again compelled to make an impossible choice,
between her family who needs her and the only
man she has ever loved. 390 pages. Dell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7883234 MY FAVORITE COWBOY. By Donna
Grant. Audrey Martinez is a veterinarian who has
devoted her whole life to the care and protection of 
horses, even if doing so leaves her little time for
meeting a man. But who would have thought that a 
strange case of criminal horseplay would lead her
to Texas tough cowboy Caleb Harper–and falling
in love? 311 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7884575 LOOKING FOR A COWBOY. By Donna Grant. This isn’t
P.I. Marlee Frampton’s first rodeo. She’s used to being shut out, even
by a Texas cowboy with a twinkle in his eye. But if Cooper’s friends, the 
Harpers, have anything to do with the shady adoption agency she’s
investigating, Marlee will do whatever it takes to see that justice is
done. 360 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7945744 THE DUKE STARTS A SCANDAL.
By Sophie Jordan. Lucian, the newly minted Duke
of Penning, has much to prove–to himself, his
family and the ton.  Craving spotless
respectability, he must find an aristocratic wife.
Unfortunately, he can’t keep his eyes–and
thoughts–off his deliciously distracting
housekeeper, Susanna Lockhart. 339 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7877145 HE’S MY COWBOY. By Diana Palmer et al. Novellas.
Strong and steady, tough and tender–no wonder cowboys are so
irresistible, especially in this trio of stories including The Hawk’s
Shadow by Diana Palmer; Rescue: Rancher Style by Rebecca Zanetti;
and A Cowboy Kind of Romance by Delores Fossen. 328 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7903081 BURNING JUSTICE. By Tee
O’Fallon. ATF Special Agent Brett Tanner and his
K-9 partner are tracking down the arsonists targeting 
a Colorado town. It looks suspicious as hell and
there’s a body. Insurance investigator Gemma
knows she doesn’t need anyone, especially not the
handsome agent. Now they’re racing against an
arsonist with a lethal agenda. 388 pages. Entangled. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7883196 IN HIS KEEPING. By Maya Banks.
Arial knows the rules that keep her safe. She’s
been following them since she was a little girl:
Do not tell. Do not show. But in a moment of
terror, facing an attacker intent on taking more
than her life, Ari has no choice but to unleash
the psychic powers she’s been hiding since
childhood. 423 pages. HarperColl ins.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7910843 THE BUTLER. By Danielle Steel.
Joachim moves to Paris with his mother in his
late teens. Taking a job with Olivia White, they
both strive to discover the truth about each other
and themselves, f irst as employer and
employee, then as friends. Eventually, they
discover that the past doesn’t matter and only
the  p resen t  is  t rue .  325  pages.  De l l .
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7752644 THE BUTLER. By Danielle Steel.
Two different worlds and two very different lives
collide in Paris. Joachim moves to Paris with his
mother and takes a job with Olivia White as her
butler. They both strive to discover the truth
about each other and themselves, first as
employer and employee, then as friends,
reaching a place where the past doesn’t matter.
257 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7874677 THE DUKE’S RULES OF
ENGAGEMENT. By Jennifer Haymore. Joanna
Porter loves being one of London’s hottest up and
coming matchmakers. But her heavenly vocation is 
about to turn into a nuptial nightmare–thanks to the
Duke of Crestmont. Matching him would cement
Jo’s status as England’s greatest matchmaker.
Except, of course, the impossible to please duke
refuses all of her most eligible ladies. 372 pages.

Entangled. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7860021 A COUNTRY WEDDING. By Leigh Duncan.
Preparing for his wedding, country music star Bradley
Suttons visits the small town where he grew up. There he
finds Sarah Standor, his childhood best friend, running a
ranch for rescue horses. As Sarah helps him prepare for his
upcoming country wedding, they both begin to wonder if their 
past holds the key to their future. 232 pages. Hallmark.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

1985035 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS GIFT. By
Laura V. Hilton. Elsie has witnessed and
experienced Levi’s forgetfulness too many times
to count. But even after they broke things off, Elsie
never forgot the handsome Amish toymaker or her
love for him. What she didn’t expect was to be
working alongside him for the busy Christmas
season–reigniting her old feelings. 297 pages.
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7841973 STARS OVER CLEAR LAKE. By
Loretta Ellsworth. Lorraine’s most cherished
memories are of the Surf Ballroom, the place
where boys spent their last nights before
shipping off to war and where Lorraine was
swept away by a star crossed romance.
Returning to the ballroom for the first time in
decades, Lorraine is forced to face the secrets
she buried all those years ago. 312 pages. St.

Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7820917 WRONG TO NEED YOU. By Alisha Rai. Accused of a
crime he didn’t commit, Jackson fled his home, his name, and
his family. Ten years later, he’s come back to town: older, wiser,
richer, tougher–and still hopeless to turn away the one woman
he could never stop loving, even after she married his brother.
358 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7901623 THE WIDOW OF ROSE HOUSE. By
Diana Biller. Its 1875, and Alva Webster is ready for 
a fresh start. She is determined to restore a Hyde
Park mansion, and hopefully rebuild her life. When
a haunting at her home threatens her plans, she
seeks help from the handsome Professor Samuel
Moore. Together, they delve into the tragic secrets
in Alva’s new home. 359 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7922566 BOONE. By Emily March. Native
Texan Boone McBride appears to be a man who
has it all. Few people know about the heartbreak
behind his decision to leave home for the
isolation of a small town in the Colorado
Rockies. When he meets wounded soul, Hannah 
Dupree, Boone sees a chance to pay his good
fortune forward. 297 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7716729 PARADISE VALLEY. By Robyn
Carr. Marine corporal Rick is home early from
Iraq. The carefree boy is gone, replaced by a
man who believes his future is as bleak as his
mirror image. But can the passion and
commitment of a young woman who has never 
given up on him mend his broken body and
sha t te red  hea r t ?  379  pages .  MIRA.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7700598 TEMPTATION RIDGE.  By
Robyn Carr. Shelby has big plans–plans that
include finding Mr. Right. Her dream man will
have a clean-shaven jaw, creases in his pants
and hopefully an advanced degree. What she
gets is rugged Luke. After 20 years of serving
in the army, he’s tough and jaded. His major
was in one-night stands, with a minor in
commitment avoidance. 412 pages. MIRA.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7969163 HIDEAWAY AT SILVER LAKE. By
Jennifer Greene. Poppy heads to an isolated
cabin, determined to get through to a Happy
Solo New Year’s. At first, Poppy’s blissful
solitude is only interrupted by a few welcome
distractions from Sam, her neighbor and his
dog. But a new year means new changes, and
for Poppy that means focusing on herself and
her newfound romance with Sam. 288 pages.

Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

796398X ME FOR YOU. By Lolly Winston. Nearly a year after the
untimely death of his wife, Rudy finds joy in bringing music into the
world, as the piano player at Nordstrom. And it doesn’t hurt that Sasha, 
the watch clerk who is divorcing her no good husband, joins him
every now and again. As their relationship deepens, life becomes
more complicated than either could have imagined. 333 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7945787 MOUNTAIN STORM
SURVIVAL. By Cathy McDavid. Helping with
youth wrangler camp is how Kate is atoning for
her past. But now she and ranch manager Rand 
are trapped in the Superstition Mountains with
two girls as illegal miners hunt them down.
Rand has every reason not to trust Kate, much
less forgive her. But working together is the
only way they’ll escape from the danger.

233 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.  $5.95

7756828 SUN KISSED. By Catherine Anderson.
When Samantha attends the local rodeo, she
doesn’t expect to wind up in jail. But that’s precisely 
what happens when she tries to stop a drunkard
from abusing his horse. Tucker, a handsome local
veterinarian, comes to her defense–and is arrested
too. Soon Tucker is helping Samantha prove her
innocence while capturing her heart. 418 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95

*7970994 THE TALK OF COYOTE CANYON.
By Brenda Novak. Ellen is only here in Coyote
Canyon to put her father out of business, as
payback for abandoning her when she was young.
Struggling to keep her rival well-drilling company
afloat, Hendrix steps in to help. But the closer she
works with him, the more she seeks what she’s
been missing, in life and in love. 427 pages. MIRA. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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7874855 LETHAL NIGHTS. By Lora Leigh.
Ilya Dragonovich, aka Dragon, is no stranger to
the dark side. As a safe-house owner for
security agency Brute Force, Dragon knows that 
the battle line between good and evil runs
through the heart of every man–and sometimes 
a beautiful woman. 294 pages. St. Martin’s.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7823673 A VERY NANTUCKET CHRISTMAS.
By Nancy Thayer. Novels. A Nantucket Christmas,
Nicole, new to Nantucket and recently married is
struggling with the chilly reception of her
stepdaughter who arrives for the holidays. An
Island Christmas, Felicia has returned to her
family home to marry her daredevil boyfriend
Archie, but the family tensions are creating a
possible wedding disaster. 399 pages.

Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7820720 ONE NIGHT WITH A COWBOY.
By Sara Richardson. Rodeo cowboy Wes
Harding left his family ranch after one
reckless mistake cost his loved ones
everything. But when his sister needs help,
Wes agrees to come home and take the reins
of their ranch’s big charity event. But one kiss
with Thea, his stubborn co-hostess, throws
his world off balance. 364 pages. Forever.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7876424 FALLING IN LOVE ON WILLOW
CREEK. By Debbie Mason. FBI agent Chase
Roberts wasn’t looking for love when he agreed
to go undercover as a park ranger to find an on
the run informant. But he can’t help being drawn
to a beautiful single mom, Sadie, and her baby
daughter. But how can he hope to keep Sadie’s
trust when she finds out that his job is to arrest
the brother she’s been looking for? 379 pages.

Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7921276 CHRISTMAS IN WHISPERING
PINES. By Scarlett Dunn. Tormented by his
past, Clay resolves to earn redemption as the
new pastor in Whispering Pines. When the
Langtry sisters’ outlaw brother turns up for
Christmas, fate will bring Emma Langtry and
Clay together. Once that happens, nothing will
tear them apart. 313 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7842325 CHRISTMAS IN BLUE DOG
VALLEY. By Annie England Noblin. When Goldie
McKenzie, vet to the Hollywood pet stars, leaves
Los Angeles and arrives in Blue Dog Valley, she
realizes never to agree to upend your life when
you’re hungover. But when she meets Cohen, the
annoyingly attractive town grouch, things start to
change. 358 pages. Avon. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7842619 HOW TO BE A WALLFLOWER. By 
Eloisa James. Miss Cleopatra visits a costume
emporium specifically to order unflattering
dresses guaranteed to put off any prospective
suitors. Jacob is furious when a she-devil
masquerading as an English lady uses
Quimbly’s Costume Emporium. When Cleo
becomes the toast of all society, Jake realizes
she’s stolen his heart. 386 pages. Avon.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7984553 MOOREWOOD FAMILY RULES. By 
HelenKay Dimon. Jillian’s life is in shambles, but 
with the help of a great-aunt, a bodyguard, and a
few allies, she starts to put her life back together.
She kicks out a few mooching relatives living
under her roof, sets limits on everyone’s access
to the money, ducks from their various attacks,
and sees if that bodyguard is maybe interested in
sticking around for a while. 370 pages. Avon.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

7839863 LADY SOPHIA’S LOVER. By Lisa
Kleypas. Sir Ross Cannon, magistrate, has spent
the past years apprehending the most dangerous 
criminals in London. Ross hires the beautiful
Lady Sophia Sydney, with a tarnished past, to be
his assistant. Day by day the attraction between
them grows, until neither of them can ignore the
power of their mutual desire. 358 pages. Avon.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7915233 FALLING FOR YOU. By Lisa
Kleypas. Novels. Married by Morning Catherine’s
charges older brother Leo is exasperating. But
when one quarrel ends in a kiss, Cat is shocked. In
Love in the Afternoon Beatrix Hathaway has never
been seriously courted and resigned herself to the
fate of never finding love. Captain Christopher
Phelan is a handsome, daring soldier. A passion
develops that can’t be denied. 628 pages. St.

Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7879245 SECOND CHANCE AMISH
BRIDE. By Marta Perry. Jessie cares for her late
cousin’s kinder, even if it means seeing her father
again. Years ago, she thought Caleb might be her
husband–until he married her cousin instead.
Laid up with a broken leg and a busy farm, Caleb
needs help–not a reminder of his late wife. Jessie
finds herself caring for him as well. Is gentle, kind
Jessie exactly what Caleb’s little Amish family

needs? 427 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7857160 HIGHLAND DESTINY. By Hannah
Howell. Niall MacDonald’s every move filled
Caitlin MacLeod with intense longing. And this
independent daughter of a powerful Scottish
chieftain–a woman who’d vowed never to
belong to any man–willingly surrendered her
love. Caught in a trap of his own making, Niall
cursed the fates for placing a tempting woman
like Caitlin between his clan and his honor.

379 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7693079 WILD CONQUEST. By Hannah
Howell. Pleasance Dunstan is used to silently
bearing the cruelties put upon her by her
thoughtless family. But nothing can prepare
her for being sold into servitude to a man as
wild as Tearlach O’Duine. He has his sights
set on Pleasance to be more than his servant.
He will have her in his bed. 364 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7915942 HIGHLAND HONOR. By Hannah
Howell. Gisele knew the dark side of men,
having barely escaped the brutality of her
highborn husband, Lord Deveau. Now, with
Deveau murdered and a price on her head, she 
was every man’s prey, hunted for a crime she
did not commit. Nigel is her only refuge, a
handsome stranger whose fiery sensuality
burns all fear in its wake. 380 pages. Zebra.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7860889 THE GOOD LEFT UNDONE. By
Adriana Trigiani. Matelda, the Cabrelli family’s
matriarch, has always been brusque and
opinionated. Now, as she faces the end of her
life, she is determined to share a long-held
secret with her family about her own mother’s
great love story: with her childhood friend,
Silvio, and with dashing Scottish sea captain
John Lawrie McVicars, the father Matelda

never knew. 440 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $28.00  $7.95
7853491 SOMETHING IN THE HEIR. By
Suzanne Enoch. Smart, capable heiress
Emmeline Pershing will do anything to keep
her beloved home; and all it takes is an
arranged marriage and a teeny white lie to
fulfill her family’s silly inheritance rules. But
now her little fib means that she and her
completely unsuspecting husband are going to 
inhe r i t  b ig–and  ve ry  messy–t roub le .

341 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7874804 IT’S GETTING SCOT IN HERE. By
Suzanne Enoch. London socialite Amelia-Rose
is nobody’s fool. Her parents may want her to
catch a title, but she will never change who she
is for the promise of marriage. Rough, rugged
Highlander Niall and his brothers know the
eldest must marry or lose the ancestral estate.
But free-spirited Amelia might just be too much 
for the Highland brothers to handle. 342 pages.

St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7859066 TWO KISSES FOR CHRISTMAS. By
Sheila Roberts. Novels. The Snow Globe Kiley is
tired of standing solo under the mistletoe. One
shake of an antique snow globe, and she begins a
dazzling adventure. The Nine Lives of Christmas
Firefighter Zach is in serious need of help when it
comes to finding the right woman. Sweet Merilee,
who works in a pet shop, is perfect for him. Maybe
a matchmaking cat is just what they need.

359 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7855907 FINDING HER FRONTIER
HOME. By Louise M. Gouge. Lila has a safe,
protected life in Charleston as a lady’s
companion for Rebecca–until the woman’s
handsome but disheveled son Drew arrives at
her door. Now they’re all traveling to the
wilderness of New Mexico to reunite with their
family. Can love convince this city girl that she
belongs in the beauty of the West–with him?

281 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.  $5.95

*7857446 BOOMER’S BUCKET LIST. By Sue Pethick. After her
cuddly canine companion Boomer is diagnosed with a rare heart
condition, Jennifer decides to take a leave of absence from her busy
job–and take Boomer on the greatest road trip of his life. When she
tries sneaking Boomer into a NASCAR press box, her cover is blown
by a cute reporter, Nathan, and Boomer takes an instant shine to him.
277 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

1949020 MISS TONKS TURNS TO CRIME.
By M.C. Beaton. The oddly assorted group met
some time ago. Though as the hotel prospered,
they began to enjoy the fruits of their labor. But
once more they are in need of funds. To stoop to
crime when they have enjoyed a certain amount
of success is quite the thought. But they all agree: 
the hotel must go on. 151 pages. Blackstone.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

1949101 SIR PHILIP’S FOLLY. By M.C. Beaton. Sir Philip
brings in another poor relation, Mrs. Budge. She does nothing
but eat all day and refuses to do any work around the hotel. Worst 
of all, Miss Tonks seems to be taking the romance between Sir
Philip and Mrs. Budge quite hard. 154 pages. Blackstone.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

1949039 MRS. BUDLEY FALLS FROM
GRACE. By M.C. Beaton. When the Poor
Relations needs to acquire some valuables to
keep the hotel afloat Eliza Budley draws the
short straw. So off Mrs. Budley goes to the
bleak castle, where the marquess turns out to
be not so old, hardly senile, and, in fact, quite
handsome. 167  pages.  B lacks tone .
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

1951572 BACK IN SOCIETY.  By M.C.
Beaton. Life is finally looking up for the poor
relations. But their hard earned success is in
stark contrast to the plight of their latest guest,
Lady Jane Fremney. Lonely and bankrupt, Lady
Jane has decided to commit suicide. But when
Miss Tonks uncovers her plans, the poor
relations go into action to rescue Lady Jane,
her father, and her intended husband.

165 pages. Blackstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $4.95

1951602 COLONEL SANDHURST TO THE
RESCUE. By M.C. Beaton. Owing to an
unfortunate wager made by Sir Philip, the poor
relations are once again scrounging around for
a plan for solvency. This time it is Colonel
Sandhurst to the rescue. The Colonel devises a
plan to force Sir Randolph to settle his bill for
six months’ stay and to save Federica from her
fate of an awful marriage. 154 pages.

Blackstone. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $2.95

7956762 THE LADY LOVES DANGER. By
Anabelle Bryant. Lady Delilah is tirelessly
searching the streets of London for a boy who
vanished while under her care. She hopes the
Maidens of Mayhem can help find him before
it’s too late. But her mission brings her into the 
crosshairs of a mysterious man who is also
looking for the boy. 271 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7896115 ALL STIRRED UP. By Brianne Moore.
Susan’s family once lived on the success of the
high-end restaurants founded by her late
grandfather. But bad luck and worse management
has brought the business to the edge of financial
ruin. Now it’s up to Susan to save the last
remaining restaurant, Elliot’s. But what awaits her
there is more than she bargained for, her
ex-boyfriend, Chris, her grandfather’s former

protege. 326 pages. Alcove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

*7874006 THE NOTORIOUS LORD KNIGHTLY. By Lorraine
Heath. A scandalous book by an anonymous author takes
London by storm, and everyone is convinced its villainous “Lord
K” is the greatly admired Earl of Knightly. Heartbroken that he left 
her at the alter, Miss Regina impulsively sought revenge by
revealing the true Knightly to the world. To keep her identity
hidden, she must trust the one man with the power to destroy
her. 366 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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7847483 THE RETURN OF THE DUKE. By
Lorraine Heath. As their hunt for the truth leads
them into danger, Marcus finds Esme isn’t cold
and calculating as he’d assumed, but fire and
brimstone, with courage and determination to
match his own. They’re unable to deny their
growing desire for each other. 355 pages. Avon. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7853181 BODY OF EVIDENCE. By Irene
Hannon. Forensic pathologist Grace has seen
her share of unusual deaths. But when she
begins to notice a pattern in autopsies of older
residents whose demise appear to be natural,
she takes her concerns to Sheriff Nate. He is
skeptical but once they join forces to
investigate, dangers follows close behind.
360 pages. Revell. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

7870418 CHRISTMAS AT SILVER FALLS.
By Jenny Hale. Ever since Scarlett was a little
girl, White Oaks Inn has been at the heart of
her Christmases. but this year will be the
family’s last Christmas there, unless she can
convince Charlie, a handsome, successful
property developer, to invest in her beloved
inn. But neither Charlie nor Scarlett can deny
sleigh bells ring when they meet. 269 pages.

Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
*7898274 THE HOUSE ON FIREFLY
BEACH. By Jenny Hale. For Sydney, Starlight
Cottage at Firefly Beach has always been her
sanctuary. And now, it’s the perfect place for her
and her son to have a fresh start. That is, until she
spies Nate. Sydney has never forgotten how her
childhood sweetheart ended their relationship
with no explanation. 279 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7842341 THE COWBOY SAYS YES. By Addison Fox.
Everyone admires Hadley Wayne for her perfect life with her
perfect rancher husband, but it’s not real. Zack Wayne has never
felt farther apart from his wife. When their work has them leaving
the safety of the ranch, they begin to rediscover why they fell in
love all those years ago and what has really been tearing them
apart. 369 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

792271X FORGET ME NOT COWBOY. By
Addison Fox. Harper has returned to Rustlers
Creek, but she’s not the heartbroken girl who
left. She’s back in her hometown to launch her
coffee business with the help of her celebrity
sister, the Cowgirl Gourmet. But Harper can’t
escape handsome veterinarian Gray, the man
who broke her heart ten years ago. 370 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7932723 ALL I WANT FROM SANTA. By
Lisa Jackson. When Amy, Veronica Walsh’s
daughter asks Santa for a new daddy, it catches
Ronni off-guard. Travis Keegan has moved from
Seattle to get his wayward teenaged son back on
track. Yet the moment he meets Ronni, he
wonders if this could be the fresh start they all
need .  281  pages.  Zebra .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7879229 OBSESSION. By Lisa Jackson. As a young starlet,
Kaylie had it all: fame, fortune and a handsome husband, Zane, who
served as her bodyguard. But when one overzealous fan turned out to
be a dangerous stalker, Kaylie’s dreams turned into a living nightmare. 
296 pages. Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7863616 SURRENDERING TO HUNT. By
Jennifer Ryan. The last thing lawman Hunt Wilde 
ever dreamed he’d do was fall hard for a
purple-haired troublemaker like Cyn. While
Hunt believes in law and order, Cyn lives life fast
and loose, with fast cars and wild nights. But
when her sister disappears, she turns to him for
he lp .  371 pages .  Avon.  Paperbound .
Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

784879X CHASE WILDE COMES HOME.
By Jennifer Ryan. Chase Wilde never expected 
to fall in love, especially with Shelby Payne,
the mother of his child. Years before, a
passionate one-night stand had drawn them
together. Then Chase returned to the army and
went off to war, while Shelby raised their baby
alone. Now he’s back, a wounded warrior
determined to turn his life around. 386 pages.

Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

796708X HER RENEGADE RANCHER. By Jennifer Ryan. Not
everyone is happy with Luna’s good fortune, and as they make
their feelings dangerously clear, Colt Kendrick will do anything
he can, risk everything he has, to keep her safe. Because Luna
showed him he has a heart–and it belongs to her. 392 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7859139 THE WOLF. By J.R. Ward. Rio
Hernandez-Guerrero is working undercover
to bring down Caldwell’s deadliest drug lord. 
But what shows up at the meeting with a
supplier is nothing she expects. Lucan was
locked up for the crime of being both wolven
and vampire, forced to engage in drug
dealing. But then a human woman, with a
stare that tames him, crosses his path.

418 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

*7837585 AGAINST THE FIRE. By Kat Martin.
Gabriel Raines still has a pair of cowboy boots in his
closet, even though he’s now a successful
real-estate developer in Texas. But when two of his
projects are set on fire, Gabe realizes he’s crossed
dangerous lines. Mattie Baker convinces Gabe that
someone is targeting him and they race to find the
true arsonist before he finds them. 377 pages.
MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7797109 AGAINST THE WIND. By Kat
Martin. When Sarah’s husband died she
returned back to town. She finds herself on
Jackson’s ranch, who she humiliated in high
school, but he is finding himself reluctant to get
rid of her. Enemies of her dead husband show
up making threats, but they haven’t met
Jackson. 378 pages. MIRA. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7890559 AGAINST THE STORM. By Kat
Martin. Houston photographer Maggie is being
followed. Desperate, she hires PI Trace, a former
army ranger. As Trace digs deeper to find the
source of her threats, he’s left wondering
whether the danger comes from a mysterious
stalker or the woman he’s trying not to fall for.
600  pages.  Ha r lequ in .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*778760X THE LAST MILE. By Kat Martin.
When Abigail awakes to the sound of an intruder 
she knows exactly what the figure is after–the
map she recently inherited from her grandfather. 
The Devil’s Gold has claimed hundreds of lives,
and it was her grandfather’s obsession. She and
explorer Gage have instant chemistry and head
out on a search for gold. 346 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7822855 THEIR AMISH SECOND CHANCE.
By P.D. Wright & C. Liggett. Novels. Faced with
losing her Amish family ranch, can a cowboy teach
Gail the ropes in time to save her home in The
Cowboy’s Amish Haven? Becoming a nanny and
matchmaker for widower Jake Burkholder, Hannah
can’t help but wish she could be Jake’s perfect
match in Her Secret Amish Match. 442 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7873980 HIDDEN HEARTS. By L. Worth &
E. Miller. Novels. In Secrets in an Amish Garden,
after losing her first love, Rebecca thought she’d
shuttered her heart forever. But when Englisch
stranger Jeb asks for work, there’s an
instantaneous connection. In Their Secret
Courtship, Bay isn’t looking for a husband. That is,
until a buggy accident one night leads to meeting
handsome greenhouse owner David. 456 pages.

Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*1942603 THE AMISH FARMER’S
PROPOSAL. By Barbara Cameron. When Amish
dairy farmer Abe tumbles from his roof, he’s lucky
his friend Lavinia is there to help. In fact, she
refuses to leave his side, even as he faces a long
and difficult recovery. He secretly hoped to
propose to her, but now, with his injuries he is
worried he’ll only be a burden. She needs to
convince him that real love doesn’t need perfect

timing. 331 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7760965 DEADLY MOUNTAIN TREASURE. By P.A. DePaul.
Nicole didn’t expect to inherit trouble along with her late uncle’s
property. But after digging up an ancient sword in her garden, she
becomes part of decades-old heist–and targets of a dangerous thief.
Now trapped in the Poconos with her dog, Nicole must partner with
Detective Troy to survive the perils of the mountain. 240 pages. Love
Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.50  $4.95

*7767463 A LITTLE BIT OF LUCK. By Jill 
Shalvis. Novels. It Had to Be You Ali is not
having a good day. Everyone in town thinks
she’s a thief. Her only shot of clearing her
name is to beg for help from a police
detective who’s as sexy as he is stern. Always
on My Mind Leah returns home to Lucky
Harbor and the comfort of her best friend,
Jack. In an effort to cheer up his ailing

mother, she tells a little fib, that she and Jack are more than just
friends. 648 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7775709 ONE LUCKY DAY. By Jill Shalvis.
Novels. Head Over Heels: Chloe isn’t ready to
settle into a quiet life running her family’s inn.
But soon her love of trouble–and trouble with
love–draws the attention of the Lucky Harbor
sheriff. Lucky in Love: Mallory has had enough
of playing it safe. For once, she’d like to take a
risk on Mr. Wrong. And who could be more
wrong than  Ty?  604 pages.  Foreve r.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7820712 NEVER MIX SIN WITH
PLEASURE. By Renee Ann Miller. No one would 
ever guess that Olivia, companion to an elderly
dowager, is really the thief the London
newspapers have nicknamed the Phantom. But
when the dowager’s grandson, Lord Anthony,
requires her assistance with some tasks of his
own, she discovers that the charming rogue may
be capable of stealing something himself–her

heart. 345 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7964374 VARINA PALLADINO’S JERSEY
ITALIAN LOVE STORY. By Terri-Lynne
DeFino. Three generations of Palladinos butt
heads and break one another’s hearts as they
wrestle with their own Jersey Italian love
stories in this hilarious and life-affirming ode
to joy, l i fe, fr iendship , and famigl ia.
401 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

787815X THE SECRET INGREDIENT. By
Nancy Naigle. Kelly and Andrew were engaged 
and dreaming of opening a restaurant together. 
Then Andrew chose to study in Paris and their
romance came to an end. Kelly now has her
own bakery and gets invited to a Valentine’s
Day bake-off. When Andrew visits town, will
old feelings stir up? 321 pages. Hallmark.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7921365 THE COWBOY WHO SAVED
CHRISTMAS. By Jodi Thomas et al. Novellas. In 
these Texas-set stories, the Civil War is over,
Christmas is coming, and it’s time for three
rugged fighters to become lovers. Collects three
stories including Father Goose by Jodi Thomas;
The Mistletoe Promise by Sharla Lovelace; and
Christmas Road by Scarlett Dunn. 330 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

794179X THE WISHING QUILT. By Jodi
Thomas et al. Novellas. The Secret Wish For
Avery, running her late great-grandmother’s
quilt shop is the only way to build back her life
after losing her dancing career. Wishing Upon
a Wedding Ellie’s sister is holding a quilting
bee as her bachelorette party, creating a
memory quilt for their grandmother. When You 
Wish Upon a Quilt Paige’s last visit to the

International Quilt Festival in Houston ends in heartbreak.
324 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7856350 THE CROW’S CALL. By Wanda E.
Brunstetter. When Vernon and his son in law are
involved in a terrible accident, three women are
left to cope with their deaths, as they become the
sole providers of the family they have left. The
women’s only income must come from the family 
greenhouse, but someone seems to be trying to
force them out of business. 320 pages. Shiloh
Run. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7856539 THE MOCKINGBIRD’S SONG. By
Wanda E. Brunstetter. Sylvia has been nearly
paralyzed with sorrow and anxiety since the
tragic deaths of her husband, father, and
brother in a traffic accident. She tries to help in
the family’s struggling greenhouse while
caring for her two young children, but she
prefers to not deal with customers. She soon
meets Dennis, new to Lancaster County.

313 pages. Shiloh Run. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
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Romance
4948726 THE ROBIN’S GREETING. By
Wanda E. Brunstetter. For the past two years,
Belinda King has been struggling to keep the
family greenhouse running. Now she can focus 
on the two suitors vying for her attention. But
just when she thinks she can choose, her
teenage son, Henry, becomes bitter about the
idea of her dating anyone and attacks on the
greenhouse start again. 314 pages. Shiloh

Run. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95

7820526 ENCHANT THE DAWN.  By
Amanda Ashley. When a mysterious man
rescues Madison from a random attack, she
sees only his broad shoulders, his gray eyes,
his kindness. But as she gets to know
Dominic, her attraction wars with the certainty
he’s keeping big secrets. 346 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7693133 THE BRIGHTEST STAR. By Fern
Michaels. Christmas is more than just a
celebration for Lauren Montgomery. For
generations, it’s been her family’s livelihood.
Their Christmas shop has seen seasonal fads
come and go. To keep the shop afloat, Lauren
has a sideline, writing biographies for business
figures. As the deadline and Christmas draw
closer it’s not just her family’s shop at stake.

260 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7695055 THE BRIGHTEST STAR. By Fern
Michaels. Christmas is more than just a
celebration for Lauren Montgomery. For
generations, it’s been her family’s livelihood.
Their Christmas shop has seen seasonal fads
come and go. To keep the shop afloat, Lauren
has a sideline, writing biographies for business
figures. As the deadline and Christmas draw
closer it’s not just her family’s shop at stake.

298 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7964625 A LOVE TO CALL HER OWN. By
Marilyn Pappano. It’s been two years since Jessy
lost her husband in Afghanistan, and she’s never
fully recovered. Now trying to rebuild her life, she
finds solace in her best friends, fellow military
wives who understand and the memory of one
stolen night that makes her dream of a second
chance at love. 383 pages. Forever. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.00  $4.95

779908X WORDS FROM THE HEART. By
Kathleen Fuller. As Noah Schlabach and Ivy Yoder
work side by side cleaning out the attic of Noah’s
Aunt Cevilla, they come across a treasure: a packet
of letters written during the Korean War. Soon they
are swept up in the story of two young people
falling in love–even as they remain determined not 
to fall in love themselves. 283 pages. Thomas
Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

4751027 THE TEACHER’S BRIDE. By
Kathleen Fuller. Christian Ropp moves to Birch
Creek to accept a teaching position in the
rapidly growing Amish community. He’s
determined to put the rambunctious school in
order as well as check another task off his list:
f inding a wife. 328 pages. Zondervan.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7727313 DARK TAROT. By Christ ine
Feehan. Sandu Berdardi continues to exist only
to protect his people. An ancient Carpathian, his
entire long life has been dedicated to honor
above all else. He knows his time has passed,
especially since he has not been able to find his
lifemate. But just as he truly starts to give up
hope, a voice reaches out to him in the night and
his world explodes into color. 508 pages.

Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7883099 DARK SONG. By Christine Feehan.
Stolen from her home at a young age and
tormented for centuries, Elisabeta Trigovise is
scared to show herself to anyone. She wants to
answer the siren call of her lifemate, but the
thought terrifies her. Ferro Arany will give her his 
strength until she finds her own. But even as she
learns to stand on her own, the vampire who kept 
her captive is desperate to claim her again.

477 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7787383 RECOVERY ROAD. By Christine
Feehan. Kir “Master” Vasiliev is on a mission to
rescue banker Ambrielle Moore from a second rate
gangster and his thugs trying to coerce her into
marriage and to give up all of her family’s money.
When Master shows up anticipating a damsel in
distress, Ambrielle is nothing like he expected, and
everything he never knew he desired. 394 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7829019 SAVAGE ROAD. By Christine Feehan.
When Savin “Savage” Pajari and Seychelle Dubois
first met, their connection was instant, their
attraction undeniable. Their relationship has been
full-throttle since day one, the love between them
has only increased. Savage completely owns what
he is: a sadist in the bedroom who can only get off
on his partner’s pain. 509 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7776853 DARK MELODY. By Christine
Feehan. Dayan was renowned for his
performances. His melodies stilled crowds,
beckoned, seduced, tempted. And always, he
called to her. His lover. His lifemate. He called to
her to complete him. To give him the emotions
that had faded from his existence, leaving him an
empty shell of growing darkness. 388 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7858299 SHADOW FIRE. By Christine Feehan.
Shadow Rider Elie Archambault has been called
many things–domineering, brash, loyal, and fast.
All he has is a signed contract and a list of his new
bride’s expectations for their arranged marriage.
Elie has no idea that his choice is about to spark a
blaze that will burn all his carefully laid plans to the
ground. 403 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

790763X DARK DESTINY. By Christine
Feehan. Destiny’s childhood had been a
nightmare of violence and pain until she heard
his voice calling out to her. Nicolae had shown 
her how to survive, taught her to use her
unique gifts, trained her in the ancient art of
hunting the vampire. Yet he could not bend her 
to his will. He could not summon her to him,
no matter how great his power. 424 pages.

Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7933363 LIGHTNING GAME. By Christine
Feehan. When Ghost Walker Rubin Campo
returns to his family’s homestead, he can
immediately sense that a stranger has taken
up residence in the cabin, a woman who just
happens to also be a Ghost Walker. Their
connection is magnetic, their abilities in
sync, but she came to him with hidden
intentions that could destroy their bond.

415 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7811799    THREE NIGHTS WITH A
SCOUNDREL. By Tessa Dare. The bastard son of a 
noble man, Julian is now polished to perfection
and planning to ruin the lords and ladies who once
spurned him. But after meeting Leo and his sister
Lily, Julian reconsiders his wild ways. And when
Leo’s tragic murder demands that Julian hunt for
justice, he vows to see the woman he secretly
loves married to man of her own class. 362 pages.

Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7773722 HONEYMOONS CAN BE
HAZARDOUS. By Amanda Flower. Millie’s best 
friend, Lois Henry, is outspoken, romantic, has
had four husbands, and not Amish. When Lois’s
recent ex shows up in town with his very young
new wife, Lois is outraged. Everyone is shocked
when she is found dead the next day and all eyes 
a re  on  Lo is .  342 pages .  Kens ington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7696523 STEADFAST MERCY. By Ruth
Reid. She’d told herself she’d never go back
home. But that was before the accident–before
her life changed forever. After the tragic death
of her parents, Jonica Muller must return to the
Amish community she left in shame five years
ago, where Caleb is working on her father’s
sister’s land. 340 pages. Thomas Nelson.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $7.95

7701969 STRENGTH UNDER FIRE. By Lindsay McKenna. Black
Ops veteran, Colin Gallagher, finds the strength to fight again when a
dangerous terrorist group comes after his beautiful boss, Dana Scott.
325 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7879261 WILD MUSTANG WOMAN. By
Lindsay McKenna. Sam is the strong cowboy
Kate had loved but could never have. Now, after 
many long years away, Kate is back and needs
Sam’s help. Her mission is to save her family
ranch. Being back with Sam means risking the
ultimate heartbreak. But it’s a risk this wild
mustang woman is willing to take. 458 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7693087 WIND RIVER UNDERCOVER. By
Lindsay McKenna. For native Guatemalan Anna
Navaro, nothing is more satisfying than capturing
drug traffickers for the U.S. DEA. Given a new
assignment with DEA agent Gabe, they’re after the 
drug lord who killed her father. Gabe’s worked
some treacherous assignments in the past, but
this one raises every alarm. 314 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7857764 EVVIE DRAKE STARTS OVER. By Linda Holmes.
Recently widowed Evvie rarely leaves her home in Maine.
Meanwhile in New York City, former Major League pitcher Dean
is wrestling with a downward turn in his career. He heads to
Maine and rents an apartment at the back of Evvie’s house, the
two make a deal: Dean won’t ask about Evvie’s husband, and
Evvie won’t ask about Dean’s career. 384 pages. Ballantine.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

782047X DAKOTA KILL/THE ROMANTICS. By
Peter Brandvold. Novels. Dakota Kill Mark returns
home to discover that his brother was murdered and
the family ranch claimed by King, the greedy owner
of the vast Double X ranch. Mark wants his land back 
but King’s daughter wants Mark as her husband. The 
Romantics Adrian and Marina hire former U.S. Army 
scout Jack to guide them to a hidden cache of
Spanish gold, using Marina’s closely guarded map.

682 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7863128    THE COWBOY COOKIE
CHALLENGE. By Lori Wilde. Roan is the answer
to Jazzy’s prayers. The doting single dad is a whiz
at campfire cooking, so who better to help her win
this year’s annual cookie challenge? With his
help, Jazzy is sure to win. For Roan he tells himself 
there are a million reasons not to help but every
time Jazzy draws near, he can’t help but wonder if
he could open his heart and love again. 372

pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

*7945728 THE CHRISTMAS BRIDES OF
TWILIGHT. By Lori Wilde. Noelle has returned to
Twilight to plan the most spectacular double
wedding the town has ever seen. She is knocked
speechless when she notices her teenage crush
Gil. Single dad Gil doesn’t regret giving up his
dreams of big-city singing stardom for small-town
life. But seeing Noelle has him thinking. 355 pages. 
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7918607 HEART OF GLASS. By Nicole
Jacquelyn. Being a single mother isn’t easy, but
Morgan is giving her daughter, Etta, the most
important things in life: love, happiness, and
security. Henry, Etta’s father, unexpectedly dies,
and a life insurance policy arrives, followed by
Henry’s brother, Trevor, who is looking for
answers she may not be able to give. 352 pages.
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7820496 DESIRING LADY CARO. By Ella
Quinn. Haunted by her past, Lady Caroline fled
England for the solace of her godmother’s
palazzo in Venice. But if Caro was hoping to
escape the charms of marriage-minded men,
she’s come to the wrong place. And she’ll resort
to extreme measures to spurn the advances of a
determined Venetian marquis. 508 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7693273 THE MOST ELIGIBLE VISCOUNT IN LONDON. By
Ella Quinn. Viscount Gavin is convinced that love matches cause 
nothing but trouble. Still, after months of courting, he’s fallen for
Miss Georgie. He’s passionate about her, in fact. But words of
love are not an indulgence he will allow himself. 347 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7921055 BELIEVE IN ME. By Ella Quinn.
Marriage has worked out quite nicely for her
older sisters, yet Lady Augusta is certain it
would end her studies–until she encounters the 
well-traveled Lord Phineas Carter-Wood. But
Augusta’s longing for all things foreign hinders
any hope of courtship. Phineas, however, is
determined to show her otherwise. 374 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
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Romance
*7951825 ENTICING MISS EUGENIE
VILLARET. By Ella Quinn. William, Viscount
Wivenly, plans to remain the most eligible of
bachelors. Fleeing the pressure of the ton, he’s
bent on finding refuge in the West Indies. What he
finds instead is a fascinating stranger, a woman so
unlike those of his society that he can’t resist such
a beguiling distraction. 356 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7880189 THE ONLY PURPLE HOUSE IN
TOWN. By Ann Aguirre. Iris unexpectedly
inherits a house from her great-aunt and winds
up renting rooms like a Victorian spinster,
collecting other lost souls and not all of them
are “human.” Eli has never forgotten his first
crush, so when he spots her at a cafe, he takes
it as a sign. Could Eli have finally found a
person and a place to call home? 356 pages.

Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

7820453 A COWBOY OF LEGEND. By
Linda Broday. Deacon Brannock finally saves
up enough to buy the saloon that will put him
on the map. Immediately challenged by the
Temperance Movement, he wants only to
make an honest living. But there’s no
stopping the Movement’s most determined
firebrand, Grace Legend, and after one look at
the fierce beauty, Deacon’s not sure he wants

to. 375 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

798698X FOUR AUNTIES AND A WEDDING.
By Jesse Q. Sutanto. When Meddy overhears
Staphanie talking about taking out a target she is
horrified. She can’t believe Staphanie and her
family aren’t just like her own, they are The
Family–actual mafia, and they’re using her
wedding as a chance to conduct shady business.
Her aunties and mother won’t let Meddy’s
wedding ceremony become a murder scene.

287 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

7876319 DEAREST ROGUE. By Elizabeth
Hoyt. Caught in a deadly web of deceit, James
must risk life and limb to save his charge from
the lowest of cads–one who would force Lady
Phoebe into a loveless marriage. But while
they’re confined to close quarters, Phoebe
begins to see the tender man beneath the
soldier’s hard exterior. 334 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00  $4.95

7796722 MY IMMORTAL HIGHLANDER.
By L. Sands & H. Howell. As identical twins,
Bothan and Calum share a bond stronger than
most brothers, one forged by a terrible secret.
They roam the Highlands at night, driven by
savage hunger that can never be sated. Their
only hope lies in marriage to Outsiders, mortal
women whose pure blood will weaken the hold
of their eternal curse. 341 pages. Kensington.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7874065 WIND CHIME POINT. By Sherryl
Woods. After years of working in publicity,
Gabrielle’s dreams of becoming a VP are within
reach. But then an unexpected pregnancy
forces her to return to the North Carolina
coast–and to the welcoming arms of her family.
In Sand Castle Bay, ambitious and driven Gabi
finds herself adrift and with difficult decisions to 
make about her future. 392 pages. MIRA.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7855974 SAND CASTLE BAY. By Sherryl
Woods. Years ago, Emily Castle left home and
the man she loved to become an interior
designer. Now a widower with a young son,
Boone Dorsett has his second chance with
Emily when a storm brings her home. But will a
custody lawsuit get in the way of their
long-dormant romance? 397 pages. MIRA.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7837615 CHERISH. By Sherryl Woods. The
merry widower, Brandon, held on to cherished
memories of the sparkling, scandalous Elizabeth,
who’d once put wings to his flyboy’s heart, only to
vanish when he’d soared home from the war. With
Lizzy at long last on his horizon again, only one
thing could prevent his long-overdue chance at
happiness: family! 441 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7914814 THE BLIND. By Shelley Coriell. FBI bomb and weapons
specialist Evie knows playing it safe is not an option, especially when
tracking a serial killer like the Angel Bomber. Billionaire philanthropist
Jack never imagined the instant heat for the fiery Evie would explode
his calm and cautious world. But as they get closer to the killer’s
endgame, they learn safety is an illusion. 396 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00  $4.95

*7865740 FOREVER A HERO. By Linda Lael
Miller. Kelly has never forgotten that horrible night 
when Mace came to her rescue. The surprising
success of a winery in the middle of ranch country 
has brought her to Mustang Creek, and she’s
secretly thrilled to discover Mace at the helm.
Reluctant to mix business with pleasure, Kelly
vows to keep things professional, until her
attacker is released from prison, and is set on

vengeance. 408 pages. Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7735170 A LAWMAN’S CHRISTMAS. By
Linda Lael Miller. The sudden death of the town
marshal leaves 25 year-old Dara without a
husband. Clay, the new marshal, plans to start a
ranch and finally settle down. He isn’t interested
in uprooting Dara and her children, but he is
interested in giving her protection, friendship, and 
if she’ll let him, passion. 309 pages. HQN.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*198165X SECONDHAND BRIDE. By Linda
Lael Miller. Jeb McKettrick never could stay out of
trouble, and he’s barely tied the knot with pretty
schoolteacher Chloe when he discovers her first
husband is still alive. She’s almost as mad at him
as she is at the gun-slinging piece of scum she
divorced two years ago, but the passion between
them proves to still be blazing hot. 415 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*1983814 THAT FOREVER FEELING. By
Linda Lael Miller. Amanda is wary of love ever
since she fell for a married man. Deciding to
focus on her career, she dreams of opening up
her own bed and breakfast on picturesque
Vashon Island. A run-in with widower Jordan
troubles her in a different way–she’s falling
again. 397 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7820550 A GENTLEMAN NEVER TELLS. By
Amelia Grey. Viscount Brentwood is in London to
find the perfect wife to give him sons. He just
needs to choose a bride and everything will fall
into place. But the only thing falling this season is
Lady Gabrielle Windergreen, directly into his
arms. Brent wants to avoid another scandal, but it
seems whenever Gabrielle is near, scandal is what 
he gets. 300 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound.

Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7907508 STELLA. By Takis Wurger. In 1942, Friedrich arrives
in Berlin from Switzerland with dreams of becoming an artist. At
a life drawing class, he falls in love with his model, Kristin. As
they grow closer her loyalties are unclear, and she is not
everything she seems. 197 pages. Grove. Pub. at $25.00  $6.95

7849168 COWGIRL DREAMS. By Heidi M.
Thomas. From her ranch home in Montana in the
1920s, Nettie dreamed of joining the rodeo circuit
and becoming a star. When family hardship and
tragedy threaten her plans, she returns to a more
traditional life as a ranch woman. Then she meets
and falls in love with a neighbor who rides broncs
and raises rodeo stock. 227 pages. TwoDot.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

*7932731 AMISH CHRISTMAS KINNER.
By Lenora Worth et al. Novels. This trio of
heartwarming, inspirational Amish holiday
stories captures the gift of family and the
childlike joy of Christmas. Includes Christmas
Eve Baby by Lenora Worth; Best Christmas
Program Ever by Rachel J. Good; and Loving
Luke by Kelly Long. 280 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

7791879 WARM NIGHTS IN MAGNOLIA
BAY. By Babette de Jongh. Abby lands on Aunt 
Reva’s doorstep at Bayside Barn with nowhere
to go but up. Learning animal communication
from her aunt while taking care of the motley
assortment of rescue animals on the farm is an 
important part of Abby’s healing process. But
she isn’t prepared for the magnetism between
her and her wildly handsome and distracting

new neighbor. 356 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7716699 INVINCIBLE. By Diana Palmer.
Mercenary by name and by nature, Carson
keeps to himself. He never keeps women
around long enough for anything emotional to
happen. But working on a complex murder
investigation provides Carson with another
kind of distraction–his friend’s sweet
secretary, Carlie. 267 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7761554 COLORADO COUNTRY. By
Diana Palmer. Novellas. In The Snow Man
Meadow is struggling to manage the enormous 
ranch she just inherited. Too bad she’s not on
speaking terms with the one man who can help
her out. In Mistletoe Cowboy widowed
schoolteacher Katy is starting over with her
young daughter at her grandmother’s Colorado 
ranch. A runaway Palomino brings reclusive

horse wrangler Parker to her door. 330 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*7822391 WRANGLING THE RANCHER.
By Diana Palmer. Novels. In Justin Shelby never 
meant to hurt Justin when she broke their
engagement–and his heart–six years ago. But
with her family facing hard times, Shelby leans
on Justin for support. In Quinn with one glance
of his piercing eyes, Quinn makes an indelible
mark on Amanda and she’s increasingly
fascinated by her new neighbor. 380 pages.

Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7683510 THE TEXAN WAY. By Diana
Palmer. Novels. Drew Dr. Morris’s assistant,
Kitty, stirs up feelings in him that he had long
believed gone. Jobe No one expects cowboy
Jobe to settle down and take a wife. Tom Never
believing in true tlove, but Elysia is slowly
melting his tough exterior. Grant Dana has to
marry a Texan or lose her home. And she just
discoverd it none other than Hank Grant.

378 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*778516X UNTAMED. By Diana Palmer.
Clarisse struggles to keep her distance from
mercenary Stanton Rourke. Once childhood
playmates, Clarisse isolated herself after
tragedy robbed her of her family. But when
danger rears its head again, she has no choice
but to rely on the most dangerous, and
tempting, man she knows. 330 pages. HQN.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7776586 HOW TO WIN A WALLFLOWER.
By Samara Parish. When John inherits
unexpectedly, he abandons his solitude and
returns to London to settle his brother’s affairs, only 
to discover his estates are crumbling and he’s now
betrothed to his brother’s unpleasant fiancee. His
only hop lies with the vivacious, charming Lady
Charlotte, whose audacious solution to John’s
troubles might actually work. 363 pages. Forever.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7902891 SUDDENLY THIS SUMMER. By Susan Mallery et 
al. Novellas. Nothing is sweeter than the first kiss of summer.
Includes: Say You’ll Stay by Susan Mallery; This Time for Keeps
by Synithia Williams; and Best Man Next Door by Stefanie
London. 393 pages. Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7902999 RULES OF ENGAGEMENT. By
Stacey Abrams writing as S. Montgomery. Dr.
Raleigh Foster, an operative for a top-secret
intelligence organization, knows that her
undercover work has its risks. She’s assigned a 
partner, brooding Adam, to pose as her lover,
and discovers that the most dangerous risk of
all is falling in love. 319 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7781768 THE WOLF IS MINE. By Paige
Tyler. Going head to head with supernatural
creatures is nothing new for SWAT werewolf
Connor. Since the day he became a werewolf,
he’s been taking down one threat after another, 
always ready to protect. When he goes looking
for a missing teammate, he doesn’t expect to
encounter powerful witch Kat–who isn’t
exactly a stranger. 359 pages. Sourcebooks.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

1986066 THE VISCOUNT MADE ME DO IT. By Diana Quincy.
Griff receives a tip about his parents’ killer, one that takes him straight
to a beautiful bonesetter. He is convinced Hanna is a fraud, but she
stirs genuine feelings in him that he thought had perished along with
his family. 378 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $2.95
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Romance
*7929935 THE DUKE GETS DESPERATE.
By Diana Quincy. At the reading of the will of his 
father, Anthony Carey, Duke of Strickland, is
stunned to learn that his father has secretly
disentailed him, leaving the family manor to his 
American stepmother. Everyone knows he
despises her, and when she dies mysteriously,
damning rumors start to surface. 374 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7855540 THE LITTLE BOOKSTORE ON HEART LAKE
LANE. By Sarah Robinson. As chaotic as it can be, Rosie loves
her unruly life as a single mom to twins, running her struggling
bookshop, and secretly writing a parenting advice column. She
has no time for dating. But when her high school crush returns to 
Heart Lake for the summer, will sparks fly? 320 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7837747 A ROGUE’S RULES FOR
SEDUCTION. By Eva Leigh. After Dominic left
Lady Willa at the altar, she vowed never to reveal
how badly she was hurt. Thrown together by
well-meaning family and friends, Willa and Dom
try to resist the fiery pull between them. Soon the
line between love and loathing begins to blur, and
their attraction explodes. 349 pages. Avon.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7720254 A SEASON ON THE WIND. By Suzanne Woods
Fisher. Ben was as free as a bird, until a chase for a rare
White-winged Tern takes him to the one place on earth he
planned to never return: his Amish home in Stoney Ridge.
Hoping to “bag the bird” and leave before anyone recognizes
him he hires local field guide Micah. He neglected to plan for
Micah’s sister, Penny. The problem? He has no memory of
Penny. 310 pages. Revell. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

795249X HOW THE WALLFLOWER WAS
WON. By Eva Leigh. Finn and Tabitha are
opposites who have no intention of wagering on 
a love match, and a calculated marriage of
convenience solves all their problems with no
risk to their hearts. Once married, however,
their potent attraction boils over into a deep
passion that neither expected. 366 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7876459 A GOOD DUKE IS HARD TO FIND. By 
Christina Britton. After her third fiance leaves her at
the altar, Lenora is beginning to think she’s cursed.
She needs to escape London and her father’s
tyrannical attempts to find her yet another suitor.
The Isle of Synne, an isolated retreat off Britain’s
northern coast seems perfect. Until she is thrown
in the path of a mysterious blue-eyed man who
makes her pulse race. 368 pages. Grand Central.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*7885784 WHAT’S A DUKE GOT TO DO
WITH IT. By Christina Britton. The last thing Katrina 
expected to find in her garden is the body of the
man who ruined her. No matter that his death is a
tragic accident, the rumors are enough to kill any
woman’s prospects. With two scandals now
hounding her, the best she can hope for is a hasty
marriage of convenience-until her first love shows
up in her drawing room. If only he weren’t already

engaged. 341 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7856660 SEDUCED AT MIDNIGHT. By Jacquie D’Alessandro.
Gideon Mayne is determined to resist his new charge–a spoiled,
pampered princess whose unequaled beauty admittedly sets his body 
ablaze with desire. Especially once he realizes that everything he
assumed about Julianne is utterly wrong. For beneath her aloof
demeanor, lies a passionate woman provoking his raw hunger.
339 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7987617 SNOW COUNTRY. By Sebastian
Faulks. Lena was born with nothing but her
own strength of character to an alcoholic
mother in a small town in Austria in 1906.
Anton is the restless son of a bourgeois
family who sets out to make his fortune in
pre-First World War Vienna. Their lives
become fatally entwined at the Schloss
Seeblick in 1933, with Europe precariously

placed between two wars. 353 pages. Doubleday.  $5.95
7763859 WAIT UNTIL MIDNIGHT. By Amanda Quick. The sins of
Adam’s past have been discovered. And if he does not hunt down his
blackmailer quickly, his secrets will be revealed to all. But there is an
obstacle in his way: sensation novelist Caroline. She knows that
Adam’s quest for justice could shatter her own reputation–and mire
her family in lethal scandal. 361 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7857950 KISS ME NOW, COWBOY. By Dylann
Crush. As a last resort to stop Justin from returning
to the rodeo circuit, Emmeline convinces him to
take a trip to Paradise Island. She hopes cutting
him off from the pressure his dad is laying on him
will give her best friend the clarity he needs to walk
away for good. But before long real feelings surface 
and threaten to sweep them both away. 328 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7820631 IN BLOOM. By Fern Michaels et al. Novellas. Just as
flowers blossom in spring, so do second chances and new
beginnings in these stories. Collects Amazing Gracie by Fern
Michaels; The Mother’s Day Crown by Carolyn Brown; and Meant To
Be by Lori Foster. 311 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7927363 A SNOWY LITTLE CHRISTMAS. By
Fern Michaels et al. Novellas. Sometimes love
needs a little help from Mother Nature–and what
better time than the holidays to let it snow, and
snow, and snow. Includes three holiday romance
stories: Starry Night by Fern Michaels; Mistletoe
and Mimosas by Tara Sheets; and Missing
Christmas by Kate Clayborn. 328 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7789424 THE JAM AND JELLY NOOK. By
Amy Clipston. Since her husband died seven
years ago, Leanna has done her best, caring for
her son, Chester, and running her Jam and Jelly
Nook at the Amish market. She wishes she could 
find more time for her son. When Chester gets
into trouble for trespassing, he winds up at the
police station with his friend Maggie, who was
riding with him to a youth group gathering.

334 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7799055 SEASONS OF AN AMISH
GARDEN. By Amy Clipston. Novellas. Enjoy a
year of beautiful seasons in this sweet
collection, as young Amish couples manage a
community garden and harvest friendships
and love along the way. Includes Spring Is in
the Air; Home by Summer; The Fruits of Fall;
and Winter Blessings. 348 pages. Zondervan.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7696396 THE COFFEE CORNER. By Amy
Clipston. Bethany Gingerich runs a busy and
successful coffee and donut stand at the Amish 
market. Michah Zook and his grandfather,
Enos, visit every Saturday morning. As Bethany 
and Michah sort out an uncertain future, will
love blossom amid the trials they face?
312 pages.  Zondervan .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $15.99  $3.95

1941372 AN AMISH SINGING. By Amy
Clipston. Hymn of Praise Sharon and Jay have
been friends a long time, but lately he has seen her 
in a new light. Amazing Grace When Alice invites
Dave to join an informal singing group, he doubts
he will enjoy himself. Great is Thy Faithfulness
Darlene can’t understand why God would allow
someone so wonderful to go through cancer. O
Holy Night Elaine just moved to town and she

worries she’ll never be able to trust again. 368 pages. Zondervan.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

7784589 REUNION BEACH: Stories
Inspired by Dorothea Benton Frank. By
Elin Hilderbrand et al. In this warm and
moving anthology, a group of bestselling
authors and writers pay tribute to legendary,
larger than life New York Times best-selling
author Dorothea Benton Frank and her literary 
legacy .  I l lus .  392 pages .  Mor row.
Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

*7935854    I’LL BE HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS. By Debbie Macomber et al.
Novellas. Silver Bells by Macomber: A single
dad’s teenage daughter hatches a plot to find her
father a wife. On a Snowy Christmas by Brenda
Novak: When their private plane crashes shortly
before Christmas, two political enemies discover
survival means more than staying alive. The
Perfect Holiday by Sherryl Woods: What’s a

holiday without a handsome husband? 300 pages. MIRA.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*1975528 ANGEL FALLS. By Kristin Hannah. When Mikaela
falls into a coma, it’s up to her husband, Liam, to care for their
grieving children. But when he discovers evidence of his wife’s
secret past about her first marriage, will it cost him his family,
and everything he holds dear? 414 pages. Ballantine.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

*7872402 STARLIGHT. By Nora Roberts.
Novels. Treasures Lost, Treasures Found Kate
takes on her late father’s quest hunting for
sunken treasure on the North Carolina coast.
She teams up with Ky, a deep-sea diver, who is 
also her ex. Will passions be rekindled? Local
Hero Widowed just a few years into her
marriage, Hester has met the challenge of
raising her son. But her new neighbor, Mitch,

is charismatic and has the ability to capture Hester’s heart.
418 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7945841 YES TO LOVE. By Nora Roberts.
In Taming Natasha Composer Spencer and his
young daughter are new to the small town.
When he sets eyes on Natasha, he’s
thunderstruck by the intensity of his attraction.
In Luring a Lady nothing in Sydney’s
background had prepared her to take the helm
of her grandfather’s business. Sydney has
learned the hard way to never trust anyone, but

her tenant, Mikhail, is hard to resist. 426 pages. Silhouette
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*7855761 DANGER ZONE. By Nora
Roberts. Novels. In The Art of Deception
Philip’s daughter, Kirby, suspects Adam is
hiding something. As Adam and Kirby risk
their lives to protect her father and stop
dangerous criminals, they also take a chance
on love. In Risky Business Liz runs her Dive
Shop, and her new employee is found dead.
His twin comes to investigate, and the

investigation reveals an undeniable passion between them.
418 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7741812 A FORCE OF NATURE. By Nora
Roberts. Novels. Boundary Lines The Barons and 
the Murdocks have been Montana country rivals
for generations. Tempers rise between Jillian
Baron and Aaron Murdock, leading them to
growing love. Untamed Lawyer Keane goes from 
courtroom to center ring when he inherits his
late father’s circus. His curiosity about animal
acts is piqued after meeting lion tamer Jovilette.

368 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7804814 THE QUINN LEGACY. By Nora
Roberts. Novels. The two final novels of The
Chesapeake Bay Saga. In Inner Harbor, Phillip 
Quinn struggles to draw his new brother into
his life, and deal with a beautiful woman who
has secrets that will affect them all. In
Chesapeake Blue, Seth Quinn returns to his
home on Maryland’s Eastern Shore and finds
the woman of his dreams, but someone from

his past is determined to destroy him. 488 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*7903200 THAT SUMMER MAGIC. By Nora
Roberts. Novels. Captivated: When real-life witch
Morgana is asked to be a research subject for an
upcoming film, she humors the skeptical writer
behind the project. The more time Nash spends
with her, the more he wants to change his mind.
Entranced: As a rule, Sebastian keeps his psychic
gifts secret. But when he receives a call to
investigate a kidnapping, he agrees to help.

507 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7803389 A PLACE TO CALL HOME. By Nora 
Roberts. Novels. In Megan’s Mate Megan and her
young sons are moving to the seaside family estate
to begin a fresh new chapter. When boat captain
Nate swoops in her life, Megan’s instincts tell her to
be careful. In Best Laid Plans engineer Abra had met 
men like Cody before. The overconfident East Coast 
architect may be clever and distracting, but Abra’s
too smart to fall for his tricks. 476 pages. Silhouette

Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7872186 HIDDEN RICHES. By Nora Roberts. Unveils the
intriguing world of antiques dealing, where an independent
woman discovers the price of breathless desire–and the
schemes of an obsessed killer. 465 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7800894 DUKE GONE ROGUE. By Christy
Carlyle. Madeline Ravenwood agrees to help
William Hart, the Duke of Ashmore, to repair
his ramshackle manor house in time for the
royal visit. As they spend their days and nights
together, Will’s love for Maddie becomes too
strong to ignore. Though they come from
different worlds, can Will persuade Maddie
she’s the woman he’s been waiting for?

355 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
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Romance
*7903154 DUKE SEEKS BRIDE. By Christy
Carlyle. Miss Evelyn has never had a holiday.
She is much too busy as the personal secretary
to the Countess of Waverly. But the Duke of
Ballymore Castle in Connemara, Ireland, has
invited the countess to visit–and as the
countess cannot travel, she has insisted Evelyn
go in her stead. 353 pages. Avon. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7834071 WHEN I’M WITH YOU. By L.L. Miller & J. Ross.
Explore the wilder side of New York Times bestselling authors Miller
and Ross in these four steamy short stories: “One Last Weekend,”

“Batteries Not Required,” “Cajun Heat,” and “Love Potion #9".
342 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7830351 CHRISTMAS AT THE CUPCAKE
CAFE. By Jenny Colgan. Life is sweet for Issy,
owner of the Cupcake Cafe. Not only is business
thriving, the icing on the cake is that she also
happens to be in love. But when her boyfriend
Austin is scouted for a possible move to New York,
Issy is forced to contemplate the prospect of a
long-distance romance. 328 pages. Avon.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7889283 AN ISLAND WEDDING. By Jenny Colgan. On the
little Scottish island of Mure, Flora and her fiance Joel are
planning the smallest of “sweetheart weddings,” a high summer 
celebration surrounded only by those very dearest to them. But
then, Joel’s ex-fiance, Olivia, returns and wants to plan the most
extravagant wedding the same week and venue as Flora’s
wedding. 388 pages. Avon. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7887930 THE VISCOUNT WHO LOVED
ME. By Julia Quinn. This time the gossip
columnists have it wrong. London’s most
elusive bachelor Anthony Bridgerton hasn’t just
decided to marry–he’s even chosen a wife. The
only obstacle is his intended’s older sister,
Kate, the most meddlesome woman ever to
grace a London ballroom. 445 pages. Avon.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7907699 FIRST COMES SCANDAL. By
Julia Quinn. Nicholas never thought she’d say 
no. Georgie doesn’t want to be anyone’s
sacrifice, and decides, they could never think
of each other as anything more than
childhood friends. But as they embark on
their unorthodox courtship they discover a
new twist to the age-old rhyme. First comes
scandal, then comes marriage. But after that

comes love. 275 pages. Avon. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
*7801602 LOST AND FOUND. By Andrew
Grey. Rodeo cowboy Rafe has been on his own for a 
long time. Can a surprise inheritance and a
software guru help him learn the true meaning of
family? Russel misses his friend Mack, but with his
support Rafe will have to decide if some
things–like real friendship, neighborliness, and
even love–mean more than money. 248 pages.
Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95
7820534 ETERNAL LOVER. By Lynsay Sands
et al. Novellas. Theirs is a world of ancient desires
and forbidden pleasures. They are men of mystery 
and women of seduction. Enter their secret world,
if you dare. The Yearning by Hannah Howell; City
of Demons by Richelle Mead; Bitten by Lynsay
Sands; and Heart of the Mummy by Saranna
DeWylde. 440 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7946007 THE EMERALD TIDE. By Davis
Bunn. Four years after his wife’s death, art
history teacher Derek has finally made a kind
of peace with himself. But Derek’s latest hunt
will lead him toward challenges both
professional and personal. Joining Derek on
his quest is Kelly, the new junior vice
president of gallery operations. 266 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

781593X HOW TO STEAL A SCOUNDREL’S
HEART. By Vivienne Lorret. Ruined debutante
Prudence Thorogood lost everything including
her inheritance. Now she’ll do anything to take
back what’s hers, even if she has to steal it.
Accepting a scandalous offer from Lord Savage
seems like the perfect solution to disguise her
criminal intentions. Until she discovers that
there’s more to this scoundrel than meets the

eye. 369 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7767293 MORNINGS AT RIVER’S END
RANCH. By Delores Fossen. Back when Wyatt 
and Nola were high school sweethearts, an
unplanned pregnancy pulled them apart.
Seventeen year later, the decision to place the
baby for adoption finds them unlucky in love,
yet still drawn to each other like moths to a
flame. But with so much heartbreak between
them, a relationship’s not in the cards.

383 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7746032 VANISHING HOUR. By Laura
Griffin. Lawyer Ava has had enough with the big
city and the daily grind. She grew up in Texas with
her father. When she and her dog, Huck, discover
an abandoned campsite while on a volunteer
search and rescue mission, she’s perplexed, but
she carefully photographs it all the same. Her
discovery reminds Grant of the unsolved case of a
young woman who went missing two years ago.

328 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7840098 DEEP TIDE. By Laura Griffin. An
undercover FBI agent and an independent coffee 
shop owner must team up when a local barista is 
found dead and danger circles their coastal
Texas town. Leyla’s connections in the local
community and Sean’s skills allow them to go
deeper into the case together than they would
have been able to go alone. 340 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7781202 THE BLUEBIRD BAKERY. By
Lee Tobin McClain. Bluebird Bakery owner
Taylor loves how small and close-knit
Teaberry Island is–except when the only
response to her help wanted ad is from
someone she hoped to avoid. She and Cody
shared a long-ago romance until he started
dating her younger sister. But though the sing 
of rejection remains, so do the sparks.

362 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7837607   THE BEACH READS
BOOKSHOP. By Lee Tobin McClain. Running a
bookstore on a quaint Chesapeake island is
Deena’s dream job. But the offer comes with a
catch–helping Luis figure out fatherhood. As
they grow closer, he realizes he needs much
more from life than the next big deal. And that
new chapter could be waiting here, if they can
push through their pasts to claim it. 341 pages.

HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7879946 IT HAPPENED ONE WEEK. By
JoAnn Ross. Smugglers’ Inn was a place to find
solace for Amanda and love with Dane. Now, 10 
years later, she is back for a corporate retreat.
It’s her last chance to prove herself, so she
doesn’t need any complications like seeing
Dane again. She has one week to choose
between achieving all her dreams or reuniting
with the man she never stopped loving.

442 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7903138 FOREVER IN HONEYMOON
HARBOR. By JoAnn Ross. Quinn never believed
in destiny until she came to Honeymoon Harbor.
Walking away from his lucrative career to reopen
the old family pub wasn’t as tough as he thought.
Not nearly as tough as meeting the woman who
was meant to be his forever. But loving a married
woman is a line he won’t cross. 376 pages.
Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7822340 SECOND CHANCE ALASKA.
By Jennifer Snow. Oliver’s wife and oldest
daughter were lost at sea. Three years later, the 
grieving lighthouse keeper is still haunted by
their disappearance. Carly knew losing her
best friend, Alison, would break her heart–yet
she never expected Alison’s husband might be 
the one to mend it. 347 pages. HQN.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

*7811934 A CALDER AT HEART. By
Janet Dailey. Emotionally ravaged by the loss
of his wife and children to Spanish flu, former
Logan heads to Blue Moon to be closer to
family. His land borders the rival Dollarhide
spread and pitting him against an adversary
who stirs him like no other. At their first
meeting, Dr. Kristin Dollarhide feels an instant 
connection to the sorrow in his beautiful eyes. 

265 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.00  $19.95

*7841019 BLUE MOON HAVEN. By Janet
Dailey. Filled with the healing power of love and
the enduring allure of the drive-in movie theater,
as Kelly Jenkins puts down new roots in the
small Blue Moon Haven, Alabama, and finds a
relationship unexpectedly blooming with Seth
Morgan. 268 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7761600 HOPE CREEK. By Janet Dailey. Old rivalries, new
ventures, and long-lost loves converge as the daughter who
once walked away from the dark chaos of her childhood returns
to her Lowcountry hometown, hoping to put the past to rest.
313 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

792786X YES, I  DO.  By Janet  Dai ley.
Novels. In Enemy in Camp Dirk Ramsey’s
newspaper column is syndicated nationwide,
but that doesn’t impress Victoria Beaumont.
In Difficult Decision Deborah Holland is ready
to climb the corporate ladder, not fall for her
CEO boss. 356 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7916000 SOMEBODY LIKE SANTA. By Janet
Dailey. For Cooper, moving next door to his
newlywed sister is the best gift he could ask for.
The divorced single dad knows his troubled
teenaged son needs the healing balm of big skies
and family ties. Youth counselor Jess soothes
Cooper’s worries over his son, even as the elusive
beauty stirs romantic feelings to life. 250 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7787510 CALDER GRIT. By Janet Dailey.
When Blake’s spoiled half-brother takes
advantage of the innocent daughter of a
homesteading family, Blake steps in as Hanna’s
bridegroom to restore her honor and give her
unborn child his name. When the war between
the factions rages anew, everyone wonders if he
will stand by the close-knit community he
serves, or the wife he took in name only. 283

pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7896484 HOPE CREEK. By Janet Dailey. Old rivalries, new
ventures, and long-lost loves converge as the daughter who
once walked away from the dark chaos of her childhood returns
to her Lowcountry hometown, hoping to put the past to rest.
268 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $27.95  $6.95

7916043 WHIPLASH. By Janet Dailey. When 
Val Champion returns to the family ranch,
she’s ready to put her past behind her. But
once she sees rodeo man Casey Bozeman
facing down a bull in the arena, she knows
she’s no safer at home. Confronted with her
first and only true love, Val can’t deny her still
powerful feelings for Casey. 332 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7943334 THIS CALDER RANGE. By Janet Dailey. Chase
Benteen Calder is bound to wrest a fortune from Montana land, where
the whisper of riches sweeps across a sea of buffalo grass. With the
formidable and loving Lorna at his side, he will breathe life into his
dream. 438 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7896557 QUICKSAND. By Janet Dailey. Tess
knows better than to trust Brock, the rancher who 
once swindled her late father in a land deal. It’s
not until his plane crashes in the wilderness,
stranding him with Tess, that the truth of their
relationship will come out. Her family’s future is
on the line, but it’s Tess’s heart that will take the
hit if she’s fallen for the wrong man. 280 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

*7888244 QUICKSAND. By Janet Dailey. Tess 
knows better than to trust Brock, the rancher who
once swindled her late father in a land deal. It’s not
until his plane crashes in the wilderness, stranding 
him with Tess, that the truth of their relationship will 
come out. Her family’s future is on the line, but it’s
Tess’s heart that will take the hit if she’s fallen for
the wrong man. 297 pages. Zebra. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7927274 SANTA’S SWEETHEART. By Janet
Dailey. Sheriff Sam Delaney is shouldering a lot
as the lone lawman in the small Texas town of
Branding Iron, and the widowed single father of
six year old Maggie. Suddenly Sam is hustled
off to a meeting with Maggie’s schoolteacher,
and surprised to discover the demure Grace
Chapman is unexpectedly alluring. 233 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $27.95  $5.95
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Romance
*772599X BEST MAN RANCHER. By Maisey Yates. Being his
brother’s best man is a privilege for Kit. He really likes his future sister
in-laws’ sister, Shelby. Now that he and Shelby are thrown together for 
wedding preparations, Kit can finally make his move. 376 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7855966 THE RANCHER’S WAGER. By
Maisey Yates. No one gets under Jackson
Cooper’s skin like fellow ranch owner Cricket
Maxfield. Now, as they face off at a charity poker 
game, the stakes get personal. Jackson finds
himself on the losing end, and paying up
means being the ranch hand at Cricket’s beck
and call. 378 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7787375 ONE NIGHT RANCHER. By
Maisey Yates. When Cara Thompson needs
someone to stay with her at Lone Rock’s most
historic, and possibly haunted hotel to
purchase it, rancher Jace Carson is the man for
the job, even when the only furnished room has
just one bed. One night shouldn’t be enough to
change years of friendship, but a single kiss
melts away years of restraint. 363 pages.

Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7803354 COWBOY WILD. By Maisey
Yates. Hunter McCloud is the wildest cowboy
of all–until he meets the one woman, Elsie
Garrett, who is even more untamed than him.
Elsie might not understand the chemistry
slowly burning between them, but he does,
and it’s burning stronger and hotter than
anything he’s ever experienced. 411 pages.
HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7857101   COWBOY CHRISTMAS
REDEMPTION. By Maisey Yates. Cowboy
Caleb Dalton has loved single mom Ellie Bell
for years. But since Ellie is his best friend’s
widow, she’s off-limits. Ellie’s dreaded the
holidays since losing her husband. But this
year she’s finally ready to make some changes, 
and an unexpected kiss from Caleb has her
wondering if he’s the missing piece to her

happiness. 346 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7886853 THE ROUGH RIDER. By Maisey
Yates. Return to Four Corners for a marriage of
convenience between two unlikely souls–a
hopeless romantic and a man who has long given
up hope. When Alaina finds herself pregnant and
alone, she knows she’s in a tight spot. Thankfully,
her ruggedly stoic childhood protector, Gus,
knows a thing or two about guarding secrets.
Offering Alaina a marriage on paper is the least he

can do. 379 pages. Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7964277 SWEET PEA SUMMER. By Alys Murray. Eight years
ago, May made the biggest mistake of her life and watched her
high school sweetheart Tom leave Hillsboro, California–and
her–in his rearview mirror. Now, after traveling the world, he’s
come back home. 264 pages. Forever. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7969295 THE MAGNOLIA SISTERS. By Alys 
Murray. Harper has a to-do list longer than the
Colorado River and fields of tulips to tend at her 
family’s flower farm in California. What she
doesn’t have is time for the arrogant tech
mogul, Luke, who makes her an offer to use
their farm as his sister’s wedding venue.
275 pages .  Fo reve r.  Pape rbound .
Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7870221 THE CHRISTMAS COMPANY. By
Alys Murray. When the Dickensian Christmas
festival is threatened by Clark Woodward, a
miserly businessman, Kate steps up to save her
hometown, their traditions, and her favorite
holiday. But, along the way, she realizes that the
man she’s trying to protect her town from might
need some rescuing of his own. 294 pages.
Hallmark. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
*7951981 PRIDE & PUPPIES. By Lizzie
Shane. Dr. Charlotte Rodrigues decides to
swear off dating. She’s going to lavish all her
love on someone who actually deserves it: her
new puppy, Bingley. As her friendly banter with
her  ne ighbor  George turns f l i r ty,  the
unimaginable happens–Charlotte starts
catching feelings. 352 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7949456 PRIDE & PUPPIES. By Lizzie
Shane. Dr. Charlotte Rodrigues decides to
swear off dating. She’s going to lavish all her
love on someone who actually deserves it: her
new puppy, Bingley. As her friendly banter with 
her  neighbor George turns fl ir ty,  the
unimaginable happens–Charlotte starts
catching feelings. 357 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

7823436 MIDNIGHT ON THE MARNE. By
Sarah Adlakha. France, 1918. Nurse Marcelle
has important secrets to keep. Her role as a spy 
has made her both feared and revered, but it
has also put her in extreme danger from the
approaching German army. American soldier
George feels an instant connection to the
young nurse. But in times of war, love must
wait. 360 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

*7746113 HAPPILY EVER AMISH. By
Shelley Shepard Gray. Addie may be Apple
Creek’s resident wallflower, but she knows she has 
a lot to offer, and much to be grateful for. Wary of
romance, she assumes no man will look beyond
her glasses and her tendency to talk to her rescue
donkey, Snickers, until the day she finds a note
from a secret admirer. 266 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

7916442 THE PROTECTIVE ONE. By
Shelley Shepard Gray. When Elizabeth Anne’s
family becomes upset with her decision to
break off her engagement to David, a fellow
Mennonite, she turns to Will, who’s always
been there for her. The two bond over their
shared struggles, and are surprised to realize
that they have feelings for each other.
282 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

*7834047 ONCE UPON A BUGGY. By
Shelley Shepard Gray. May would do
anything to change the tragic moment when
she stepped too close to the fire that left her
best friend, Carl, devastatingly burned. She
has prayed for one chance to ask for his
forgiveness. Six years later, he is home. For
two people who belong together, it will take a 
few helping hands to heal the hurts of the

past and make a new beginning. 264 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

7800274 PEACE. By Shelley Shepard
Gray. Beth Byler can’t stop thinking about
Englischer Chris Ellis, even though she
knows that an undercover DEA agent could
never end up with an Amish girl like herself.
Then, three days before Christmas, Chris
returns, bleeding and in need of a place to
hide. 229 pages. Avon. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

*7759541 COMING HOME. By Shelley
Shepard Gray. Anderson and Chelsea were once
the high school “it” couple. They broke up when
he joined the army and a poor decision changed
her life. When Anderson returns home they soon 
discover that the love they once shared never
completely vanished. 343 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7902980 MOVING  FORWARD.  B y
Shelley Shepard Gray. When a call comes
about a heart attack at the garden center,
Woodland Park firefighter Greg is there to
help. But he doesn’t expect to be assisting the 
beauti ful ,  feisty proprietor in her late
twenties, who won’t let a weak heart stifle her
independent spirit. 292 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7894767 A ROGUE AT STONECLIFFE. By Candace Camp.
Welcome back to Stonecliffe, where an unwelcome reunion between
a lady, Annabeth, and a rogue, Sloane, calls up old feelings–and new
dangers. 379 pages. Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7920849 ANGELIKA FRANKENSTEIN
MAKES HER MATCH. By Sally Thorne. For
generations, every Frankenstein has found his
or her true love. But Angelika Frankenstein has 
run out of suitors, and she fears she may
become the exception to this family rule. As
she assists her brother Victor, in bringing a
reassembled man to life, she embarks upon a
side project that is all her own. 356 pages.

Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

7830939 BEND TOWARD THE SUN. By Jen
Devon. Rowan believes love isn’t real. She takes
on the restoration of a future winery, immersing
herself in nurturing the grapes back to their former 
glory. An obstetrician struggling after losing a
patient, Harry no longer believes he is capable of
keeping people safe. So he returns to his parents’
vineyard and meets Rowan. 375 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

793405X LIKE CATS & DOGS. By Alexis
Stanton. Laura and Spencer have nothing in
common, but when there’s a mix up with a
vacation rental house, they’re suddenly stuck
together. At first, they fight like cats and dogs.
Yet they can’t deny that opposites attract. Can
they find a way to share a roof without driving
each other crazy, or falling in love? 260 pages.
Hallmark. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7928580 SOMEONE TO ROMANCE. By
Mary Balogh. When Lady Jessica meets the
mysterious Gabriel, she finds him completely
unsuitable, especially when he announces his
intention to marry her. When Jessica guesses
who Gabriel really is and watches the lengths to
which he will go in order to protect those who
rely on him, she is drawn to the man. 324 pages. 
Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7863586 SOMEONE TO CHERISH. By Mary
Balogh. When Harry Westcott lost the title Earl of
Riverdale after the discovery of his father’s bigamy,
he shipped off to the fight in the Napoleonic Wars,
where he was near-fatally wounded. After a
harrowing recovery, the once cheery, lighthearted
boy has become a reclusive, somber man. When he 
finds himself alone with the widowed Lydia, they
begin down a path neither could have imagined.

402 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7791585 SLIGHTLY MARRIED. By Mary Balogh. Romantic 
work takes the proud and independent nobleman, Lord Aidan, to
the country manor of a dead soldier, where he offers a marriage
of convenience to the soldier’s grieving and desperate sister.
342 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7786964 HOW TO WOO A RELUCTANT
LADY. By Sabrina Jeffries. Lady Minerva Sharpe
has the perfect plan to thwart her grandmother’s
demands: become engaged to a rogue! And who
better than wild barrister Giles Masters, the very
inspiration for the handsome spy in the popular
Gothic novels she writes? 375 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7889917 TO WED A WILD LORD. By Sabrina Jeffries. Ever
since her brother’s death while racing Lord Gabriel, Virginia has
yearned to take her revenge. but when she challenges Lord Gabriel to a 
race, the hellion called the “Angel of Death” counters with a marriage
proposal! 340 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7701888 PROJECT DUCHESS. By Sabrina
Jeffries. Beatrice Wolfe gave up on romance
long ago, and the arrogant Duke of Greycourt
with his rakish reputation isn’t exactly changing 
her mind. Then Grey agrees to assist his
grief-stricken mother with her latest “project”:
schooling spirited, unfashionable Beatrice for
her debut. Now Beatrice is having trouble
keeping Gray at arm’s length. 294 pages.

Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7963823 ‘TWAS THE NIGHT AFTER CHRISTMAS. By
Sabrina Jeffries. Upon Pierce Waverly’s requested return to his
country estate, he finds his mother is perfectly healthy–and that he
has fallen for a ruse crafted by her lady’s companion. Mrs. Camilla
Stuart is too bright and beautiful not to arouse the scoundrel in Pierce.
344 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7901607 UNDERCOVER DUKE. By Sabrina
Jeffries. Along with his stepsiblings, Sheridan
Wolfe, Duke of Armitage, is determined to finally
solve the mysteries behind the suspicious deaths
of their mother’s three husbands. Tasked with
investigating a possible suspect, Sheridan finds
himself in dangerous proximity to her captivating
daughter, Venessa Pryde. 342 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7971281 THE ROYALS NEXT DOOR. By Karina Halle. An
ordinary summer goes royally awry when a prince and princess
move next door, bringing their handsome bodyguard with them.
Piper quickly realizes that one person’s fairy tale is an ordinary
woman’s nightmare as a media frenzy takes over the island and
each run-in with Harrison is hotter and more confusing than the
last. 351 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95
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Romance
7878494 SHOOTING SCARS. By Karina
Halle. Ellie is in an impossible situation. to save
the love of her life, Camden, she was forced to
leave him–and go straight into the arms of a
dangerous thug. Now she’s trapped by him and
his gang of killers, forced to work for them so
Camden won’t be killed. As Camden straddles
the line between love and retribution, he vows to 
do everything in his power to get her back.

410 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.00  $4.95

7966725 GENTLEMAN SINNER. By Jodi Ellen Malpas. As
Theo’s demons come to light and Izzy’s past starts to catch up
with her, running becomes even more impossible. And yet she
knows that staying together could destroy them both. 386 pages. 
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

797129X RUBY SPENCER’S WHISKY
YEAR. By Rochelle Bilow. When Ruby, an
American food writer, moves to a Scottish
village for one year to fulfill her dream of writing 
a  cookbook  she  f inds  more  than
inspiration–she meets Brochan, a handsome
Scotsman she can’t resist. 360 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7970870 DUKE MOST WICKED. By Lenora
Bell. Brandan Delamar, Duke of Westbury,
must concede his misdeeds have finally
caught up with him. With five younger sisters
to support, he must marry for money. Viola
Beaton is no heiress. As music instructor to
the Duke’s sisters, she’s developed an
affection to the young ladies and a forbidden
passion for her wildly attractive employer.

290 pages. Avon. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7940866 DUKE MOST WICKED. By Lenora Bell. Scarred by a
dark secret, Brandan Delamar, Duke of Westbury, must concede
his misdeeds have finally caught up with him. With five younger
sisters to support, he must marry for money. 386 pages. Avon.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7721714 DREAMLAND. By Nicholas
Sparks. Colby once felt destined for a musical
career, until tragedy grounded his aspirations.
But when he meets Morgan, his world is turned
upside-down, making him wonder if the
responsibilities he has shouldered need dictate
his life forever. While they are falling headlong
in love, Beverly is on a heart-pounding journey
of another kind–fleeing an abusive husband

with her young son. 367 pages. Random. Pub. at $28.99  $21.95

7775865 TWO BY TWO. By Nicholas Sparks.
When a chance encounter with an old flame tempts 
Russ to take a chance on love again, he will
navigate this new opportunity with trepidation and
wonder. And in the hard-won lessons of fatherhood, 
he will finally come to understand the true nature of
unconditional love–that it’s a treasure to be
bestowed, never earned. 506 pages. Grand Central. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

*1973789 THE RESCUE. By Nicholas Sparks.
Volunteer fireman Taylor McAden is driven to take
heroic risks to save lives. But there’s one leap into 
the unknown he can’t bring himself to make: he
can’t fall in love. Then one day Taylor comes
across a young single mother named Denise in a
crashed car, and when she wakes, he finds
himself looking for her missing son–and opening
the door to his heart. 407 pages. Grand Central.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7849699 THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP.
By Lori Foster. Since her divorce, Emily has
been focused on her flower shop and taking
care of her aging aunt and uncle. Her love life
is hardly the centerpiece of her busy days.
Saul,  the town’s favori te bachelor is
determined to show Emily just how special she 
is, and needs to prove that he’s the real Mr.
Right to her and the whole town. 330 pages.

Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*1982079 MURPHY’S LAW. By Lori Foster. Nothing is going 
to go wrong. Ashley Miles has worked too hard for her
independence to let some Bentley-driving, mysterious, hunk
named Quinton Murphy interfere with her plans–or her freedom.
But he’s so wonderful.There’s only one solution: put it all on the
line and see what Quinton does when she tells him how she
feels. 326 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*785594X THE HONEYMOON COTTAGE.
By Lori Foster. When it comes to creating the
perfect happily ever after, Yardley is a bona fide
miracle worker. But when it comes to her own
love life, she’s clueless. All Travis wants is to
give his little sister the wedding of her dreams.
Travis finds himself falling for Yardley a little
more  each  day.  411 pages .  Cana ry.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7906730 TOO MUCH TEMPTATION. By Lori Foster.
Awkward, insecure Grace has had little experience with men. But 
that hasn’t stopped her from dreaming hard about Noah. He has a 
rough edge beneath his polish that promises no mercy in the
bedroom. When she learns of his engagement ending in
scandal, she shyly offers him her support and friendship. But
Noah’s looking for something extra. 320 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7971354 A TABLE FOR TWO. By Sheryl
Lister. Though refreshments and camaraderie
may be the supper club’s mantra, Serenity and
Gabriel know there’s more between them than
just sharing delicious meals. But she can’t let
herself fall for Gabriel. Because while cooking
with love is one thing, trusting it is quite
another. 322 pages. Forever. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7965516 TOTAL BRAVERY. By Piper J. Drake.
Raul’s got the best friend and partner a man could
ask for: a highly trained, fiercely loyal German
Shepherd dog named Taz. Together, they make an
unbeatable team. But their first mission in Hawaii
really puts them to the test–when an international
kidnapping ring sets its sights on the bravest
woman Raul’s ever met. 284 pages. Forever.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7947860 IN A HOLIDAZE. By Christina
Lauren. It’s the most wonderful time of the year–but
not for Mae. The next thing she knows, tires screech, 
metal collides, and everything goes black. But when 
Mae gasps awake, she begins the same holiday all
over again. Mae must figure out how to break free of
the strange time loop–and finally get her true love
under the mistletoe. 321 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7933819 IT ENDS WITH US/IT STARTS
WITH US. By Colleen Hoover. Novels. It Ends
with Us: Lily is overwhelmed with passion for
the inflexible and proud Ryle. But her romance
is suddenly a lot more complicated when her
first love, Atlas, comes back into her life. It
Starts With Us: Explores more of Atlas’s past
and what the future holds for him, Lily, and
Ryle. Slipcased. Atria. Pub. at $34.99  $26.95

1126040 FOREVER MY OWN. By Tracie
Peterson. Kirstin accepts the challenge to care
for her elderly grandmother. But she discovers
her grandmother is still full of life and secrets,
secrets from the past. Ilian has troubles of his
own when a logging accident renders him
bedbound. Kirstin and her grandmother agree
to care for him. 324 pages. Bethany House.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7853556 UNDER THE STARRY SKIES. By 
Tracie Peterson. Sensible and independent,
Cassie never anticipated being on her own at
32. But after the death of her father and the
marriage of her sister, she’s found work as a
seamstress. When an accident leaves her
unable to sew, she uses her time to compile a 
book of stories about the men working on the
Santa Fe Railroad. 297 pages. Bethany

House. Pub. at $24.99  $5.95

7901526 LITTLE WISHES. By Michelle
Adams. Elizabeth Davenport, now a widow,
travels to find Tom Hale the love of her life
once again. But their reunion is bittersweet, as 
it becomes clear that Tom is ill, and their time
together will be short. Vowing to fulfill as
many of Tom’s wishes as she can, Elizabeth
fears that her efforts may expose the secret
that has kept them apart. 392 pages. Morrow.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7820666 LOVING LOVINA. By Patricia Johns. Lovina Yoder wakes
in the hospital after a car accident, unable to remember the Amish
family who claims her or the man who says he’s her fiance. Thoughtful 
and handsome, Johannes Miller clearly cares for her. And yet, she
senses there is something more in her past, just beyond her grasp.
331 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

777866X FOUR WEDDINGS AND A
SIXPENCE. By Julia Quinn et al. Novellas.
Collects stories of four friends from school, who 
find an old sixpence and decide that it’ll be the
lucky coin for each of their weddings. Stories
include Something Old; And a Sixpence in Her
Shoe by Julia Quinn; Something New by
Stefanie Sloane; Something Borrowed by
Elizabeth Boyle; and Something Blue by Laura

Lee Guhrke. 408 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7947585 LADY WHISTLEDOWN STRIKES
BACK. By Julia Quinn et al. Novellas.
Passionate glances, barely hidden desires, and
secret midnight trysts, nothing escapes the pen
of Society’s most reverend snoop. Authors Julia 
Quinn, Suzanne Enoch, Karen Hawkins, and
Mia Ryan deliver four Regency tales of
seduction, scandal, and heart soaring romance, 
all scrupulously observed and recorded by Lady 

Whistledown. 386 pages. Avon. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

*7761597 THE FORGIVING QUILT. By Lenora 
Worth. Running a historic Inn on Pennsylvania’s
beautiful Shadow Lake has blessed the Amish
King sisters in work and family. Now they just
need to add room for love. After Eliza broke her leg 
due to a rickety ladder, her doctor suggests that
Levi help out around the property. Levi hopes to
make up for his clumsy behavior as a teen and
earn her forgiveness. 313 pages. Zebra.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7742223 THE CHRISTMAS SPIRIT.
By Debbie Macomber. Peter and Hank are
lifelong friends, but their lives couldn’t be
more different. Peter, the local pastor, is
dedicated to his community. As a bartender,
Hank serves a much different customer base,
including lonely regulars and the local biker
gang. They decide to trade places a week
before Christmas and end up finding love

along the way. 219 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

196643X JINGLE ALL THE WAY. By
Debb ie  Macomber.  Top  rea l  es t a t e
executive, Everly Lancaster, is shocked to
find her vengeful assistant has booked a
guided cruise on the Amazon instead of the
luxury beach vacation she expected. Not
even Asher Adams, the ship’s charming
naturalist, can convince her that the trip will 
be unforgettable. Slowly, but surely, she

realizes a merry surprise may be in store for her after all.
254 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $20.00  $5.95

*7877374 ALL ROADS LEAD HOME. By
Debbie Macomber. Novels. In A Friend or Two
Elizabeth moves to San Francisco and takes a
job at a Fisherman’s Wharf cafe, and there she
meets Andrew. As she gets to know him, his
words and actions don’t add up. In Reflections of
Yesterday its been 12 years since Angie fled her
hometown with 10,000 dollars and a broken
heart and she knows Simon still lives there.

426 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7855990 YOURS AND MINE. By Debbie Macomber. Single 
mom Joanna Parsons and single dad Tanner Lund have no
intention of getting married again. But their respective
daughters, Kristen and Nicole, have other plans in mind–and
involves these best friends becoming sisters. 426 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7803419 THEN YOU CAME ALONG. By
Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Then You Came
Along Robin’s son wants a dog more than
anything. There is a friendly black Lab next
door, belonging to Cole. Robin understands
and shares in his heartache, and soon they
look at each other in a different way. In Same
Time, Next Year James decides to celebrate
New Year’s Eve in Vegas after a broken

engagement and there he meets Summer. 392 pages. MIRA.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*4968654 A WISH UPON A DRESS. By
Debbie Macomber. Shelly is horrified when
her great aunt’s wedding dress arrives.
According to family legend, she’s now
destined to marry the next man she meets. So
when she trips on an escalator and falls into
Mark’s arms, she tells herself that she isn’t
interested in marriage. But then she starts
seeing him everywhere. 296 pages. MIRA.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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Romance
*7825463 LOVE LETTERS. By Debbie
Macomber. Summer is a busy season at Rose
Harbor Inn. Proprietor Jo Marie Rose and handyman
Mark Taylor have spent a lot of time together, but Jo
Marie insists they are just friends. Three new guests
arrive at the inn, and for all of these people, it will be a 
moment when someone took pen to paper that
makes all the difference. 374 pages. Ballantine.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*4952227 SPRINGTIME SUNSHINE. By
Debbie Macomber. Novels. In Marriage of
Inconvenience Rich and Jamie have always been
just friends. But that all changes when she asks
him to father the child she desperately wants. Rich 
agrees, with one condition; they get married. In
Stand-In Wife when Leah lost her sister, she
moved in with Paul to help with the three children.
As their relationship grows, they don’t know how

to feel. 444 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7873964 ALWAYS DAKOTA. By Debbie
Macomber. Novels. A few years ago, Buffalo
Valley was a dying town. Now it’s come back to
life. In Always Dakota Margaret is marrying
cowboy Matt. Her friends don’t think Matt’s
such a bargain. In Buffalo Valley just out of the
army, Vaughn is looking for a life to live and
meets Carrie. 539 pages. MIRA. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7725981 AFTER THE BITE. By Lynsay
Sands. Immortal Enforcer Valerian knows golf
course owner Natalie is wary of a relationship of
any kind, what will she think when she
discovers he’s an immortal? His best course of
action is to woo her the old-fashioned way.
When danger stalks Natalie, he realizes he’s
playing a game of life and death. 392 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
*7874022 THE PERFECT WIFE. By Lynsay
Sands. Paen de Gerville has dreamt of wedded bliss
with a lively, well-rounded woman, who would
cushion his head after the harsh life of a solitary
knight. Avelyn faints into his arms after their first kiss. 
But one split bridal gown later, her assets are
eye-poppingly apparent, and Paen anticipates the
surprises yet to come on his wedding night.
361 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

1966553 MILE HIGH WITH A VAMPIRE. By Lynsay Sands.
An immortal, Quinn Peters, and her mortal pilot, Jet Lassiter, are
on the run from hungry vampires–and discover they’re life mates 
along the way. Quinn is desperate to get Jet to safety. 356 pages. 
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $2.95

7940971 IMMORTAL RISING. By Lynsay
Sands. Stephanie was attacked and turned when
she was just a teenager. Worse, her abilities are
unlike any other immortal. Now thirteen years
later Steph has carved out a new, if not lonely, life
for herself. Until a new neighbor arrives. Thorne is
also one of a kind from the results of a genetic
experiment. 392 pages. Avon. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7796811 WHEN STARS COLLIDE. By
Susan Elizabeth Phillips. It’s Mozart meets
Monday Night Football as quarterback
Thaddeus and soprano Olivia embark on a
nationwide tour promoting a watch brand.
Along the way, the combatants will engage in
soul-searching and trash talk, and backstage
drama. But they’ll also face trouble: threatening
letters, dangerous encounters–and maybe

even romance. 368 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $4.95
7792964 A FEELING OF HOME. By Susan
Anne Mason. Isabelle’s well to do life has
unraveled. Within months, she’s lost both her
parents, her fortune, and her home. She and her
sister move in with a trusted former servant. She is
forced to accept help from Dr. Mark Henshaw, the
very man she blames for her mother’s death. 360
pages. Bethany House. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*7888554 ONCE A SPY. By Mary Jo Putney. Wearied by his
years as a British intelligence officer, Simon resigns his commission 
after Napoleon’s abdication and returns to England, where he
discovers his cousin’s widow, Suzanne, the Comtesse de
Chambron. Proposing a marriage of companionship, they soon find
a powerful passion sparking between them. 376 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

*7888546 ONCE A SCOUNDREL. By Mary
Jo Putney. Gabriel was born to command the sea,
until he leaves the Royal Navy in disgrace and is
disowned by his family. As captain of his own
ship, he’s earned his living in ways both legal and
illegal, and his experience makes him the best
choice to ransom an aristocratic beauty, Lady
Aurora, captured by Barbary pirates. 325 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*7806132 LADY OF FORTUNE. By Mary Jo
Putney. Forced to escape the French Revolution, 
Christa flees to London. When she finds herself
penni less ,  she  h ides her  a r is tocra t ic
background to become a lady’s maid. Captain
Lord Alexander Kingsley is excited to discover
that the lovely young women who landed in his
arms is in need of a position. She soon wins the
hearts of the family. 380 pages. Zebra.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7788193 HOW TO HANDLE A COWBOY.
By Joanne Kennedy. Desperate to find an
outlet for the passion he used to put into
competing at the rodeo, Ridge Cooper takes
on the challenge of teaching his roping skills
to five troubled ten year olds, in a last-chance
home for foster kids, and finds it’s their feisty
supervisor, Sierra Dunn, who takes the most
energy to wrangle. 488 pages. Sourcebooks.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*7771169 A PICTURE OF LOVE. By Beth
Wiseman. Naomi and Amos understand each
others grief and become quick friends when
they discover their mutual love of painting. As
the two begin to paint through their sadness
together, inn owners Esther and Lizzie play
matchmaker. When Naomi’s ex, Thomas,
makes an unexpected return, she realizes she
no longer knows her own heart. 282 pages.

Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7843518 THE BOOKSELLER’S PROMISE.
By Beth Wiseman. Yvonne makes the trek from
Texas to Indiana with just one goal in mind–to
convince Amishman Jake to sell her client a
rare book from his collection. On the eve of his
grandfather’s death, Jake vowed never to sell
the book. Eve has loved Jake since he hired her 
to work in his bookstore. The book leads the
trio deep into mysterious questions about life.

319 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $7.95
1988182 HOME ALL ALONG. By Beth
Wiseman. After enduring an abusive
childhood, Charlotte finds herself in an
embracing Amish community. Just when she
finally believes she is ready to bid farewell to
her former self, a long lost relative resurfaces
and throws Charlotte’s life into chaos. Will
she be able to trust her choices amid so much 
personal calamity? 282 pages. Zondervan.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95
7858736 NINE RULES TO BREAK WHEN
ROMANCING A RAKE. By Sarah MacLean.
Calpurnia has spent a lifetime following the
rules. Once she throws herself into a bold new
world, she fast realizes a taste won’t ever be
enough. She’s going to need someone who
knows everything about rule-breaking.
Someone like Gabriel. But the further she
ventures from society’s rigid expectations, the

further she gets from all she once held dear. 412 pages. Avon.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*7686714 ALL IN GOOD TIME. By Linda
Byler. As May settles into family life, she has so
much to be grateful for. Yes, there are plenty of
challenges as she continues to heal from the
demons of her past, but her loving husband and
sweet children are the greatest earthly gift she
could ask for. May’s children are steadily growing
older, and eventually they begin to face
relationship struggles of their own. 278 pages.

Good Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
7882564 RUNNING AROUND (AND
SUCH). By Linda Byler. Lizzie Glick longs to fit 
into her quiet Amish community. Her two
sisters, Emma and Mandy, are ready to get
married and settle into the traditional rhythm
of having children and keeping house. But
Lizzie isn’t sure that’s what she wants for her
future. 345 pages. Good Books. Paperbound.
Pub. at $13.99  $5.95

7889321 LIGHTNING IN A MIRROR. By
Jayne Ann Krentz. Olivia LeClair’s experiment 
with speed dating is not going well. First,
there was the nasty encounter with the date
from hell who tried to murder her, and now
the enigmatic Harland Rancourt, long
believed dead, sits down at her table and
tells her she’s the only one who can help him
locate the legendary Vortex lab. 310 pages.

Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7823193 ECLIPSE BAY. By Jayne Ann Krentz. Reunited by a
surprising inheritance after years of living their separate lives–Rafe
and Hannah return to Eclipse Bay and to the hostilities that still divide,
and bind, their families. And they are discovering something that is at
once delightful and deeply disturbing. 346 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50  $4.95

*7885539 A BRAMBLEBERRY SUMMER. By 
RaeAnne Thayne. Attracted to Officer Wyatt
Townsend, Rosa Gaevez knows better than to act on
her feelings. When Wyatt and his son become
Brambleberry House’s newest tenants, Rosa finds
her resolve slipping. Her solo life slowly becomes a
family adventure, until dark secrets threaten to break
like a summer storm. 471 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7721889 ALL IS BRIGHT. By RaeAnne
Thayne. Sage is an ambitious young architect
working at her father’s firm who takes on her
most challenging client in Mason. The former
pro baseball player is still healing from the
physical and emotional scars after a plane crash. 
With Sage’s gift for taking broken things and
making them better, Mason doesn’t stand a
chance against the power of this magical holiday 

season. 344 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $13.95

*7945701 ALL IS BRIGHT. By RaeAnne
Thayne. Sage is an ambitious young architect
working at her father’s firm who takes on her
most challenging client in Mason. The former
pro baseball player is still healing from physical
and emotional scars after a plane crash. With
Sage’s gift for taking broken things and making
them better, Mason doesn’t stand a chance
against the power of this holiday season.

347 pages. Canary. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

794618X SEASON OF WONDER.  By
RaeAnne Thayne. Ruben never pictured
himself falling for a big-city woman like Dani.
But beneath her prickly facade, she’s caring
and softhearted, and she needs all the love
and protection he can give. When Dani’s
teenage daughter starts acting out, Ruben
draws on family traditions to show the girls
just how magical a Haven Point Christmas can

be. 297 pages. Harlequin. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

*4918142 SNOWFALL IN COLD CREEK. By 
RaeAnne Thayne. Single mother Jenny Boyer is
new to the small town of Pine Gulch. As a school
principal who needs to be respected, Jenny knows 
the last man she should be getting involved with is 
the town’s most notorious bachelor. Yet whenever
Seth Dalton is around, Jenny finds herself
falling–like all the women before her. 442 pages.
HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7894627 MEET ME UNDER THE MISTLETOE. By Jenny Bayliss.
Nory is content running her bookshop in London. Torn between her
working-class upbringing and her classmates’ extravagant lifestyles at 
the private school she attended she must prepare herself for a visit
with some old friends. It requires her to dodge an ill-advised former
fling. When she quite literally falls into the arms of Isaac, the castle’s
head gardener, the attraction between them is undeniable. 417 pages. 
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7835582 THE WARMTH OF SUNSHINE. By
Kelly Irvin. Growing up Amish, Abigail Bontrager
has always followed a certain path. Her faith and
love for her family are solid. Plus, her
relationship with Owen Kurtz is moving in the
right direction, until an outsider, claiming to be
Abigails’s birth mother, abruptly enters her life.
357 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

1126105 LOVE’S DWELLING. By Kelly Irvin. Young Cassie
Weaver only wants what is expected of an Amish woman: a good
Amish husband and a large family. Mason knew there was more
to his mother’s past then she let on, but nothing could have
prepared him for learning about his Amish roots upon his
mother’s sudden death. He feels drawn to Cassie. 352 pages.
Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $6.95
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Romance
*1983601 SEVEN NIGHTS IN A ROGUE’S
BED. By Anna Campbell. Desperate to protect her
only family left, Sidonie has agreed to pay her
sister’s debt to the notorious scoundrel dwelling
within the walls of Castle Craven. But without any
wealth, she’s prepared to compensate him
however possible, even if it means seven sinful
nights in his bed. 389 pages. Forever. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

*7821573 BAYOU BELOVED. By Lexi Blake.
Quaid always planned to follow in his father’s
footsteps. He went to law school and then came
home to take over his dad’s legal practice. He’s
prepared for anything, until he encounters
Jayna. She’s gorgeous, smart, funny, and unlike
any woman he’s met before–except he has. Thus 
begins a courtship destined to end in a wedding
or a war. 323 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.

Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7910827 BAYOU SWEETHEART. By Lexi
Blake. After leaving the military, Major
Blanchard moved to Louisiana to be with his
aging father. Dating hasn’t gone so well and he
almost gives up, until he meets actress Brynn
Pearson. When a crisis throws Major’s life into a
tailspin, he turns to Brynn for support, and
hopes their budding relationship will shine
brighter than Hollywood lights. 319 pages.

Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*1924184 THE CLAIMING OF SLEEPING
BEAUTY. By Anne Rice. This retells the Beauty
story and probes the unspoken implications of this
lush, suggestive tale by exploring its undeniable
connection to sexual desire. Here the Prince
awakens Beauty, not with a kiss, but with sexual
initiation. His reward for ending the hundred years
of enchantment is Beauty’s complete and total
enslavement to him. Adults only. 253 pages.

Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7886829 HOW TO  TAME  A  WI LD
ROGUE. By Julie Anne Long. An infamous
privateer’s limits are put to the test when
he’s trapped during a raging tempest with a
prickly female at the Grand Palace on the
Thames. 373 pages. Avon. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
 
 

*7857411 SUGAR AND SALT. By Susan
Wiggs. Jerome learned the art of baking in his
grandma’s bakery. When the restaurant that
shares his commercial kitchen loses its
longtime tenant, a newcomer moves in:
Margot, whose East Texas-style barbecue has
earned her a devoted following. She and
Jerome’s attraction is powerful but her past in
Texas comes back to haunt her. 354 pages.

Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7785097 HALFWAY TO HEAVEN. By
Susan Wiggs. In Washington, DC of the 1870s,
lady astronomer Abigail spots the man of her
dreams at a White House gala. To win him, she
seeks the help of Senator Jamie Calhoun to
instruct her in the art of seduction. Soon, the
jaded senator and his starry eyed pupil fall
unexpectedly in love. 411 pages. MIRA.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7822286 ENCHANTED AFTERNOON. By
Susan Wiggs. Beautiful, charming and respected
as the wife of an ambitious senator, Helena is the
leading lady of Saratoga Springs. But beneath the
facade lies a terrible deception. She discovers too
late that her husband is a dangerous man, and
flees to Moon Lake Lodge. There she turns to
Michael, a man she once loved. 425 pages. MIRA.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*4860624 THE HORSEMASTER’S
DAUGHTER. By Susan Wiggs. Once a privilege
son of the South, Hunter Calhoun is now a
wounded and grieving widower, burying himself
in his business breeding Thoroughbred
racehorses. Eliza Flyte is a horse whisperer like
no other. When Hunter shows up at her doorstep, 
with a crazed and wild stallion in tow, she must
be brave in order to heal them both. 425 pages.

MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4694767 AFTER SUNDOWN. By L. Howard
& L. Jones. Sela, the shy owner of a Tennessee
general store, finds safety in solitude. But if
anyone can pierce her protective shell it’s Ben,
the handsome, mysterious ex-military man
living alone in the wilds of Cove Mountain. For
two years he’s kept his distance–until the day he 
appears to warn her that a catastrophic solar
storm capable of taking down the power grid is

coming. 369 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7715609 HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS. By Terry
Spear. Gray wolves Meghan and Sheriff Peter plan
to spend the rest of their lives together, and what
better time to start forever than Christmas? But
both Meghan and Peter are hiding dark secrets that
could threaten their future together. With holiday
magic in the air, Meghan and Peter have to conquer 
the past if they’re to have any hope of celebrating
this Christmas together. 372 pages. Sourcebooks.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

7774745 THE WOLF WORE PLAID. By Terry
Spear. Heather has never backed down from a
fight. So when some shady shifters from a
neighboring enemy clan come looking for
revenge after a movie crew chose to film at her
ally’s Highland castle over theirs, she refuses to
feed their satisfaction. There’s only one wolf that
makes her go soft. 301 pages. Sourcebooks.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

7774540 DREAMING OF THE WOLF. By
Terry Spear. An artist and a bounty hunter
might not see Silver Town through the same
lens, but they can agree on one thing: they
j u s t  m e t  t h e  w o l f  o f  t h e i r  d re a m s .
370 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
 

*7853955 WOLF ON THE WILD SIDE. By
Terry Spear. Kayla’s been wrapped up in a larger
problem: her boyfriend Nate. Every day she
wishes she and Nate were already mated–so
what is he waiting for? He really wants to mate
Kayla and has all his romantic plans in place. But 
he always seems to be pulled away by his latest
private investigator case. 370 pages.
Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

*7788185 CURLED UP WITH AN EARL.
By Amy Rose Bennett. Miss Lucy would rather
stick a hatpin in her eye than attend a ball. When
her father, botanist Sir Oswald, insists she
attend, she decides to act. A covert agent for the
Crown, William, the Earl of Kyle, is on a hunt for a 
killer. Sir Oswald is the prime suspect. A passion 
flares between Lucy and Will and dark secrets
come to light. 359 pages. Sourcebooks.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95

*7785100 HER LESSONS IN
PERSUASION. By Megan Frampton. Lady
Wilhelmina has no interest in finding a
husband, but in order to receive her inheritance
without being forced into a marriage, she must
pursue a fake courtship with barrister Bram
Townsend. What begins as a simple bargain
becomes vexing when the two false lovers
develop real feelings. 371 pages. Avon.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

7842481 FOUR WEEKS OF SCANDAL. By
Megan Frampton. It only takes one moment to
cause a scandal–and four weeks to live it down!
Octavia arrives in the village determined to claim
her inheritance, but when she arrives, she discover 
the house has also been claimed by Gabriel. He
makes her a deal: to pretend to be engaged while
they find the ownership documents. 359 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7859716 THE DEVIL IN HER BED. By Kerrigan Byrne. He
lives in secret service to the Crown–a man of duty, deception, 
and an undeniable attraction to a woman who threatens to tear 
his whole world apart. 357 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

*7821646 ARABELLA. By Georgette Heyer. Daughter of a
modest country clergyman, Arabella is on her way to London when her 
carriage breaks down outside the hunting lodge of the wealthy Mr.
Beaumaris. Her pride stung by a remark of her host’s, Arabella
pretends to be an heiress, a pretense that deeply amuses the jaded
Beau. Originally published in 1949. 309 pages. Sourcebooks.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

785336X NUTS ABOUT LOVE. By Janet Evanovich & D. Kelly.
555 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7927843 WINTER OF WISHES. By Charlotte Hubbard.
335 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99  $4.95
7920954 ANNIE’S RECIPE. By Lisa Jones Baker. 280 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7927835 WIND RIVER WRANGLER. By Lindsay McKenna.
342 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7922280 LONE RIDER. By Lindsay McKenna. 312 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7915950 HIS AMISH SWEETHEART. By Jennifer Beckstrand. 
347 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7879644 SAFE HAVEN. By Nicholas Sparks. 370 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
775938X HIGHLANDER EVER AFTER. By Paula Quinn.
360 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7858787 ONE DANCE WITH A DUKE. By Tessa Dare. 392
pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7878370 PASSING THROUGH PARADISE. By Susan
W i g g s .  4 5 1  p a g e s .  G r a n d  C e n t r a l .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
788947X THE TRUTH ABOUT LOVE. By Stephanie Laurens.
430 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50  $4.95
1945742 THE BRIDES OF LANCASTER COUNTY. By Wanda
E. Brunstetter. 1147 pages. Barbour. Paperbound. Pub. at
$17.99  $4.95
7810164 MAPLE LEAF HARVEST. By Catherine Anderson.
438 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7855982 WAGON TRAIN BABY. By Rhonda Gibson.
280 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.  $5.95
7878206 LAW MAN. By Kristen Ashley. 532 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*793565X DREAMING OF A DUKE LIKE YOU. By Sara
Bennett. 348 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7876068 ABSOLUTE TRUST. By Piper J. Drake. 302 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99  $4.95
194763X AFTER SUNDOWN. By L. Howard & L. Jones.
423 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7820682 MARYANN’S HOPE. By Molly Jebber. 324 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7927622 TWO SUITORS FOR ANNA. By Molly Jebber.
307 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*1924338 HOME AGAIN. By Kristin Hannah. 436 pages.
Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7810024 THE BODYGUARD. By Katherine Center. 309 pages.
St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7693184 THE COWBOY WHO SAVED CHRISTMAS. By
Jodi Thomas et al. 343 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub.
at $8.99  $4.95
1988433 THE JAM AND JELLY NOOK. By Amy Clipston.
316 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95
7739656 THE JAM AND JELLY NOOK. By Amy Clipston.
316 pages. Zondervan. Pub. at $26.99  $3.95
7696388 AN AMISH SINGING. By Amy Clipston. SHOPWORN.
279 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $3.95
*7871937 BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAIN ESCAPE. By Loretta
Eidson. 238 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.  $5.95
*7712685 THE BEACHSIDE BED AND BREAKFAST. By Hope
Ramsay. 329 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*780427X THE PROMISE OF EASTER. By Marta Perry.
262 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7781296 CINDERELLA AND THE DUKE. By Lydia Drake.
340 pages. Entangled. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7856636 SAPPHIRE DREAM. By Pamela Montgomerie. 308
pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*7750471 HOLDING OUT FOR A COWBOY. By A.J. Pine.
350 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7823428 MARRY IN SCARLET. By Anne Gracie. 324 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
1941585 PEACE IN THE VALLEY. By Kelly Irvin. 337 pages.
Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
1988220 A LONG BRIDGE HOME. By Kelly Irvin. SHOPWORN.
342 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $3.95
7889267 THE GREAT ESCAPE. By Susan Elizabeth Phillips.
406 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7839693 THE ENGAGEMENT ARRANGEMENT. By Jaci
Burton. 311 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7889232 DON’T LET GO. By Jaci Burton. 292 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*7776268 MISSION: K-9 Rescue. By J. Miller & D. Winters. 
474 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*7750714 SOME DUKES HAVE ALL THE LUCK. By Christina
Britton. 343 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Romance
7784627 UNDERCOVER WOLF. By Paige Tyler. 305 pages.
Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7785119 HONOR.  By Sherryl Woods. 456 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*1955179 LOVE. By Sherryl Woods. 460 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7803435 WHERE SHE BELONGS. By J.A. Brown & P.
Johns. 479 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*778130X MAIL ORDER COWBOY. By Victoria James.
334 pages. Entangled. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7803400 TEXAS PROUD. By Diana Palmer. 475 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7822367 TAMING THE RANCHER. By L. McKenna & S.
Bagwell. 456 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7776241 HER DELTA FORCE PROTECTOR. By Sandra
Owens. 345 pages. Carina. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
7775628 LET IT SNOW. By Nancy Thayer. 253 pages.
Ballantine. Pub. at $20.00  $5.95
7801238 WEDDING IN THE PINES. By Cassidy Carter.
280 pages. Hallmark. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95
4985966 TEXAS FOREVER. By Janet Dailey. 266 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95
7927479 TEXAS KISS. By Janet Dailey. 346 pages. Zebra.
Paperbound.  $4.95
*1973959 BLOOD MAGICK. By Nora Roberts. 319 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7785143 MACGREGOR EVER AFTER. By Nora Roberts.
443 pages. Silhouette Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7805977 HERE’S TO US. By Nora Roberts. 370 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*782548X NORTHERN LIGHTS.  By Nora Rober ts .
658 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*779942X EASTER ON THE RANCH. By J. Keller & M.
Obenhaus. 443 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at
$7.99  $5.95
*7822308 A HERO’S HONOR. By L. McKenna & C. Myers.
459 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7822375 TEXAS PROTECTOR. By L. McKenna & B. Han.
507 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7800053 WILLOW. By Linda Lael Miller. 343 pages. Pocket. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7837593 ALWAYS A COWBOY. By Linda Lael Miller.
348 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
786356X SHOTGUN BRIDE. By Linda Lael Miller. 416 pages.
Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7853211 CHRISTMAS AT THE RANCH. By Anita Hughes.
292 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
*7817398 A TEXAS KIND OF COWBOY. By Delores Fossen.
382 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7744056 THE HEALING. By Linda Byler. 332 pages. Good
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95
*784008X COURAGE IN THE STORM. By Laurel Blount.
323 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7820690 THE MOST ELIGIBLE BRIDE IN LONDON. By Ella
Quinn. 380 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*1974203 COWBOY WOLF OUTLAW. By Kait Ballenger.
342 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7716680 THE INN AT HARTS HAVEN. By Patricia Davids.
394 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7781393 KILLER PAST. By Ali Olson. 232 pages. Love
Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.50  $3.95
*4844149 THE AMISH BABY FINDS A HOME. By
Barbara Cameron. 348 pages. Forever. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*7837682 HER PRETEND COURTSHIP. By J. McClay & 
V.  Chapman .  445  pages .  Ha r lequ in .  Pape rbound .
Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7776284 NAVY GROOMS.  By Debbie Macomber.
491 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
*395823X T H E  C O W B OY ’ S  L A D Y.  B y  D e b b i e
M a c om b e r .  4 4 4  p a g e s .  H a r l e q u i n .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95SOLD OUT
*7776276 NAVY BRIDES.  By  Debb ie  Macomber.
475 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
*192074X ANY SUNDAY. By Debbie Macomber. 392 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7727321 DEAR SANTA. By Debbie Macomber. 224 pages.
Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7781334 AUTUMN NIGHTS. By Debbie Macomber.
394 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7680554 WEDDINGS IN ORCHARD VALLEY. By Debbie
Macomber. 332 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
7858779 ONCE UPON A DECEMBER. By Amy E. Reichert.
321 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
*7736789 WISHING ON A CHRISTMAS COWBOY. By Sara
Richardson. 312 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7868480 BETTING ON A GOOD LUCK COWBOY. By Sara
Richardson. 457 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7832818 THE GIFT OF FAITH. By Kristen McKanagh. 294
pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7840004 HOW NOT TO MARRY A DUKE. By Tina
G a b r i e l l e .  4 3 0  p a g e s .  E n t a n g l e d .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*1973592 PAST HIS DEFENSES. By Andrew Grey.
241 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99  $5.95
*7759576 LEOPARD’S SCAR. By Christine Feehan.
415 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7825501 POWER GAME. By Christine Feehan. 386 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7768486 DARK SYMPHONY. By Christine Feehan. 341
pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
7811381 ANNIHILATION ROAD. By Christine Feehan.
459 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*782145X THE PROSPECTOR’S ONLY PROSPECT. By
Dan i  Col l ins .  336 pages .  En tang led .  Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7857845 HEARTBREAKER. By Sarah MacLean. 391 pages.
Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7785046 ONE DUKE DOWN. By Anna Bennett. 343 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*1986775 FINDING HER FRONTIER FAMILY. By Louise
M. Gouge. 278 pages. Love Inspi red.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $6.75  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7745915 THE CHRISTMAS WEDDING GUEST. By Susan
Mallery. 456 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7781342 BURIED RANCH SECRETS. By Lisa Childs.
232 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.  $5.95
772036X WHEN YOU WISH UPON A DUKE. By Charis
Michaels. 400 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7803346 THE COUNTERFEIT SCOUNDREL. By Lorraine
Heath. 368 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7820380 BEAUTY TEMPTS THE BEAST. By Lorraine Heath.
372 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7808534 THE RAKE GETS RAVISHED. By Sophie Jordan.
338 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7861079 THE SCOUNDREL FALLS HARD. By Sophie
Jordan. 371 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7778880 THE SPARK OF LOVE. By Amanda Cabot. 346 pages.
Revell. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7746164 SANTA CRUISE. By Fern Michaels. 330 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
7693001 SANTA CRUISE. By Fern Michaels. 294 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $3.95
7878524 SINS & NEEDLES. By Karina Halle. 373 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7844395 TO CATCH AN EARL. By Kate Bateman. 323 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
1941488 THE INNKEEPER’S BRIDE. By Kathleen Fuller.
302 pages. Zondervan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95
*7799403 A COWBOY’S EASTER REDEMPTION. By J.
Tronstad & L. Richer. 446 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $3.95
7703856 A CHRISTMAS IN THE ALPS. By Melody Carlson.
169 pages. Revell. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*7822324 A KISS IN THE MOONLIGHT. By Cathy Maxwell.
356 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
7959435 FOREVER AND A DAY. By Jill Shalvis. 365 pages.
Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*487837X RODEO CHRISTMAS AT EVERGREEN
RANCH. By Maisey Yates. 398 pages. HQN. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*7745974 MERRY CHRISTMAS COWBOY. By Maisey
Yates. 379 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*772800X DREAMING OF A HEART LAKE CHRISTMAS.
By Sarah Robinson. 331 pages. Forever. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
*7807279 FREDERICA. By Georgette Heyer. 424 pages.
Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95
7848188 NURSE KITTY’S SECRET WAR. By Maggie Campbell. 
342 pages. Trapeze. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $3.95
7861117 S O  T H I S  I S  C H R I S T M A S .  B y  J e n n y
H o l i d a y .  3 6 8  p a g e s .  A v o n .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub.  a t  $16.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*7781229 THE IMMORTAL. By Gena Showalter. 442 pages.
HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*7886918 FLIRTING WITH FIRE. By Jane Porter. 312 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*7757778 HERE’S TO US. By B. Albertalli & A. Silvera.
466 pages. Balzer + Bray. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95
*7761635 OUTFOXED. By Melinda Metz. 296 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95
7926502 MAC ON A HOT TIN ROOF. By Melinda Metz.
290 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $4.95
7893604 DO YOU TAKE THIS MAN. By Denise Williams.
340 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $3.95
7889305 KNOT AGAIN. By Kwana Jackson. 320 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $1.95
*7760728 A THOUSAND TOMORROWS. By Karen Kingsbury. 
251 pages. Worthy. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95
*7707517 M U C H  A D O  A B O U T  D U K E S .  B y  E v a
Devon .  325 pages .  En t ang led .  Pape rbound .  Pub .
at  $7.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
7894597 LUCK & LAST RESORTS. By Sarah Grunder Ruiz.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $1.95
*783795X RETURN TO HUMMINGBIRD WAY.  By
Reese Ryan. 509 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at
$8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7893442 BEFORE I DO. By Sophie Cousens. 367 pages.
Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  PRICE CUT to $1.95
7884583 THE MAKE-UP TEST. By Jenny L. Howe. 324 pages.
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95
*7865775 THE OFFICER AND THE SPY. By Jenny Ashcroft.
468 pages. HQ. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*7740247 THIEF OF FATE. By J. Deveraux & T. Sheets.
304 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $28.99  $9.95
*1978802 A MATTER OF TEMPTATION. By Stacy
R e i d .  3 9 0  p a g e s .  E n t a n g l e d .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at  $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*781738X THE PORTRAIT  OF  A  DUCHESS.  By
Scar le t t  Peckham.  363 pages .  Avon .  Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7821883 SOLOMON’S CROWN. By Natasha Siegel.
354 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $7.95
*7927924 ICEBREAKER. By Hannah Grace. 432 pages.
Atria. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*7799233 THE PRODIGAL DAUGHTER.  By  Prue
Le i th .  391  pages .  Quercus .  Paperbound .  Pub .  a t
$15.99  PRICE CUT to $6.95
*7781423 SAVVY SHELDON FEELS GOOD AS HELL.
B y  Ta j  M c C o y .  3 1 5  p a g e s .  M I R A .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $15.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7882971 SALTY, BITTER, SWEET. By Mayra Cuevas.
313 pages. Blink. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7822413 REVELATIONS OF THE RUBY CRYSTAL. By
Barbara Hand Clow. 454 pages. Bear & Company. Paperbound.
Pub. at $20.00  PRICE CUT to $6.95

7852444  500 MILES FROM YOU. By
Jenny Colgan. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
W h a t  h a p p e n s  w h e n  t w o  m e d ic a l
professionals, Cormac an ex Army medic
from a village in the Scottish Highlands and
Lissa an inner city nurse from London,
switch jobs for three months and become
pen pals? During endless emails, Lissa and
Cormac discover a new depth of feeling for

each other. But what will happen when they finally meet?
500 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

*7926170 A  SWEET  MONTANA
CHRISTMAS. By Jeannie Watt. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Bridal shop owner Maddie
used to believe in happy endings. After
being jilted weeks before her wedding, she
retreats to a friend’s guest ranch and runs
into her old coworker, ex-bronc rider Sean.
While planning the ranch’s Christmas open
house together, Maddie starts falling for

him, until Sean’s attempt to protect her backfires. 377 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7907729 H IDDEN  TREASURES .  B y
Michelle Adams. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
In the wake of his mother’s death, Harry and
his ex-girlfr iend, Tabitha search for a
valuable treasure, a priceless jewelry box
stolen from the Nazis and hidden since the
war over seventy five years ago. Will this box 
containing secrets from his mother’s past
shape both their lives? 448 pages. Harper.

Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95
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Romance
*7886810 HIDDEN AMISH TARGET. By Dana 
R. Lynn. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Witnessing a
murder puts a target on Molly’s back, and now
she’s on the run from a gunman dead set on
silencing her. She turns to family friend Zeke for
help, but when Molly’s identity and location are
exposed, they’re left with a criminal among her
Amish community. 283 pages. Love Inspired.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7956010 THEIR AMISH SECRET. By Patricia Johns.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. During a powerful rainstorm, the last
person Claire expects to find on her doorstep is the man who
broke her heart. When Joel abandoned her with no explanation,
Claire never told him she’d had his child. 283 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

7900651 HUSBAND MATERIAL. By Emily
Belden. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Twenty-nine
year-old Charlotte has a secret: she’s a widow.
Ever since the fateful day that leveled her world,
she has worked hard to move forward. But soon a 
shocking secret surfaces, forcing her to answer
questions she never knew to ask and to consider
the possibility of forgiveness. 366 pages. Center
Point. Pub. at $38.95  $5.95
7947534 THE FURTHER OBSERVATIONS
OF LADY WHISTLEDOWN. By Julia Quinn et
al. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Novels. A sparkling 
anthology starring Lady Whistledown–the
elusive Regency-era gossip columnist. Collects
One True Love by Suzanne Enoch; Two Hearts by
Karen Hawkins; A Dozen Kisses by Mia Ryan; and
Thirty-Six Valentines by Julia Quinn. 577 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $5.95

*7955944 PINECRAFT REFUGE. By Lenora Worth. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. When her doctor prescribes fresh air and
sunshine, Eva turns her Florida getaway into a chance to gain
some independence. Only, working part-time for Amish shop
owner Tanner is hardly a vacation. 282 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7976569   K-9 NATIONAL PARK
DEFENDERS. By K. Lee & S. Stover. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Novellas. A Christmas skiing
retreat turns treacherous when Pacif ic
Northwest K-9 Unit officer Veronica’s sister is
kidnapped–and only rival officer Parker can
help her in Yuletide Ransom. In Holiday Rescue
Countdown, K-9 officers Dylan and Brandie
must race against the clock when they face a

Christmas parade bomb threat–and a killer from Dylan’s past.
284 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7900732 THE PRICE OF VALOR. By Susan
May Warren. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Signe
Kincaid has spent the past decade providing
valuable intel about Russian assets in the U.S. to
her CIA handler. Fearing for her daughter, Signe
sends her to former Navy SEAL Hamilton Jones
for safekeeping. Signe is ready to give her life for
her country, and she can hardly expect Ham to
rescue her after breaking his heart repeatedly.

478 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95  $5.95
LIMITED QUANTITY *7955898       H IS  ALASKAN
REDEMPTION. By Heidi McCahan. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Crab fisherman Gus is just trying to make a living
for her daughter. But when his fishing boat capsizes, he’s
injured and stranded in Hearts Bay, Alaska, where he comes
face to face with Mia–his late best friend’s fiancee.
282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7966318 TWINS FOR THE HOLIDAYS. By
Jacquelin Thomas. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Rayne returns to Polk Island after years away. She
left her husband after their impulsive marriage.
She can’t believe she wed her boss, Taylor and
now she’s the mother of their twins! The holiday
season is the perfect time to reconnect with her
estranged family, until Taylor shows up, hurt,
shocked and needing answers. 376 pages.

Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*796630X A COWBOY CHRISTMAS CAROL.
By Melinda Curtis. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Rodeo roper Ryan may hate Christmas, but he still
needs a miracle. Unfortunately, the only person who 
sells top-notch competition horses is Jo, his former 
high school nemesis. Now he’s making the single
mom a bargain: he’ll set her up with his twin brother, 
her longtime crush. 378 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7702655 MEET ME IN MONACO. By H.
Gaynor & H. Webb. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
When struggling perfumer Sophie Duval
shelters Grace Kelly in her boutique to fend off
a persistent British press photographer, James
Henderson, a bond is forged between the two
women that lasts for decades. James cannot
forget his brief encounter with Sophie and ends 
up covering the wedding of the century.

449 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $4.95

7984499 JANE IN LOVE. By Rachel Givney.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Bath, England,
1803. At 28, Jane Austen prefers walking and
reading to balls; she also dreams of someday
publishing her carefully crafted stories. Jane
goes searching for a solution–and by
accident, time travels. She lands in Bath,
England, the present day. 577 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

*4981332 MORNING COMES SOFTLY.  By Debbie
Macomber. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A shy Louisiana librarian,
Mary Warner fears she’ll always be alone, so she answers a
personal ad from a rancher in Montana. Marrying a man she’s
never met is reckless, but something about him calls to her.
416 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $16.95

*7955839 THE COWBOY BARGAIN. By
Tina Radcliffe. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Sam
never thought he’d see his ex-fiancee again
after she skipped town days before their
wedding. he certainly didn’t expect to find her
opening a restaurant on his property–in the
building he’d intended to sell his crafts from.
284 pages.  Ha r lequ in .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7976550 THE COWGIRL’S LAST RODEO.
By Tabitha Bouldin. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
When Callie’s horse goes blind, there’s only
one man who can save her barrel racing career.
Brody is the best horse trainer she knows–if
he’s willing to help. She broke his heart when
she left him behind to go after rodeo stardom.
281 pages.  Ha r lequ in .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7894759 AMISH COUNTRY RANSOM. By
Mary Alford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After FBI
agent Jade’s sister is abducted, K-9 trainer Ethan
is determined to help the woman who once saved
his life. But an enemy from Jade’s past will stop at
nothing to keep his agenda hidden. With a killer
hunting them deep into Amish country, can Jade
and Ethan survive the treacherous weather long
enough to bring the criminal to justice?

368 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

7968930 THE CHASE. By Lynsay Sands. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. A Highlands hellion flees the handsome “English
devil” she’s been promised to, and he realizes that his
enchanting prize will be much harder to win than he imagined.
438 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

7907559 AFTER THE BITE. By Lynsay Sands.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Immortal Enforcer
Valerian knows golf course owner Natalie is wary
of a relationship of any kind, what will she think
when she discovers he’s an immortal? His best
course of action is to woo her the old-fashioned
way. When danger stalks Natalie, he realizes he’s
playing a game of life and death. 458 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

*7955928 THE LAWMAN’S PROMISE. By Alexis Morgan.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Museum curator Shelby seems to be
the only woman in Dunbar not chasing after the new police chief, 
Cade. When a stranger lays claim to the town’s famous gold
nugget, she helps Cade find the truth. 376 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*795588X FALLING FOR THE COWBOY DOC. By Cari Lynn
Webb. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Professional roper Maggie needs to 
secure a national sponsorship. And orthopedic surgeon Grant could
derail her plans. Falling for the cowboy doctor is a distraction she can’t 
afford. 376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7949111 HIS CHRISTMAS COWGIRL. By 
Cari Lynn Webb. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Cowgirl Vivian Bryant needs a winning horse to
fulfill her rodeo champion dream, and
equestrian trainer Josh Sloan agrees to help.
But when Vivian fibs to her family that Josh is
her boyfriend, their pretend relationship slowly
evolves. As Vivian competes for a trophy, the
real prize might be finding love at Christmas.

376 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7955529 THEIR SURPRISE ISLAND WEDDING. By Anna
J. Stewart. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Her sister’s Hawaiian
dream wedding is a nightmare for water-phobic, workaholic
Marella–especially when a breakup leaves her without a
plus-one. Laid-back surfer Keane is a sun-bronzed distraction.
378 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7955995 THE RELUCTANT RANCHER.
By Jolene Navarro. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Despite the mess FBI agent Enzo has made of
his life, he’s still eager to help others–like his
sister, Ana. But coming home to Texas to run the 
family ranch and take care of his nephew might
be more than he can handle. 283 pages.
Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95

*7955979    REDEEMED BY MY FORBIDDEN
HOUSEKEEPER. By Heidi Rice. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Recovering from a near-deadly accident, Renzo retreated to his
Cote D’Azur estate. Nothing breaks through his solitude. Until
the arrival of his new housekeeper stirs dormant desires.
250 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.  $5.95

7702485 FIRST STAR I SEE TONIGHT. By
Susan Elizabeth Phillips. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Piper Dove is a woman with a
dream, to become the best detective in the city 
of Chicago. First job? Trail former Chicago
Stars quarterback, Cooper Graham. The
problem? Graham’s spotted her, and he’s not
happy. 493 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $26.99  $7.95

*7828616 DEPENDING ON THE
COWBOY. By Jill Kemerer. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. Blaine’s life gets complicated when
his high school crush, Sienna–pregnant and
recently divorced–comes to stay on his
family’s ranch. He needs to focus on the cattle
but can’t stop spending time with her.
362 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

*7955847 THE COWBOY’S CHRISTMAS
COMPROMISE. By Jill Kemerer. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Recently divorced Dalton
can’t afford to turn down a ranch manager
position–even if the boss is his ex-wife’s new
husband’s ex-wife. After all, providing for his
son is what’s important. 281 pages. Harlequin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7900880 THE LITTLE VILLAGE OF BOOK 
LOVERS. By Nina George. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. In a little town in the south of France in
the 1960s, a dazzling encounter with Love itself
changes the life of infant orphan Marie-Jeanne
forever. She has the extraordinary power to bring
soulmates together, and now she searches for
her own true love. 290 pages. Random House
Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7926162 REDEEMING THE COWBOY. By Lisa Jordan. LARGE 
PRINT EDITION. Five years ago, bull rider Bear lost everything. His
best friend. His fiancee. His career. And Piper, his best friend’s wife,
never forgave him for the rodeo accident that killed her husband. Can
this cowboy choose between his last chance at the rodeo and the
woman he’s falling for? 366 pages. Love Inspired. Paperbound. Pub.
at $15.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7955987 REDEEMING THE COWBOY. By
Lisa Jordan. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Five
years ago, bull rider Bear lost everything. His
best friend. His fiancee. His career. And Piper,
his best friend’s wife, never forgave him for the
rodeo accident that killed her husband. Now
they’re working together to save his family’s
ranch. 283 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*7871961 A COWBOY FOR THE SUMMER.
By Danica Favorite. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Isaac will do anything to get his counseling
degree, even a summer camp internship with two
things he dislikes–Abigail and horses. As Abigail
helps him overcome his horse phobia, Isaac
becomes drawn to his former nemesis. But Abigail 
thinks a relationship with a man several years her
junior is out of the question. 364 pages. Love

Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7955812 THE BRONC RIDER’S TWINS. By Danica
Favorite. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Convinced he caused his
best friend’s death, rodeo cowboy Wyatt will do whatever it takes 
to look after widow Laura and her infant twins–even propose to
her. 282 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95
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Romance
*7850883 QUEEN CHARLOTTE. By J. Quinn 
& S. Rhimes. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In 1761,
a King and Queen met for the very first time. They
were married within hours. Born a German
Princess, Charlotte of Mecklenburg-Strelitz was
beautiful, headstrong, and fiercely intelligent–not 
precisely the attributes the British Court had been 
seeking in a spouse for the young King George III.
She was exactly what he needed, because

George had secrets. 528 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $34.00  PRICE CUT to $21.95
*7781415 THE MYSTERIOUS AMISH NANNY. By Patrice
Lewis. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 282 pages. Love Inspired.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.75  $5.95
*7851855 HIS MONTANA STAR. By Shirley Hailstock.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 379 pages. Harlequin. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.75  $5.95
*7886241 THE AMISH MARRIAGE ARRANGEMENT. By
Patricia Johns. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 366 pages. Love
Inspired. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95
*7886268 NOT THAT DUKE. By Eloisa James. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 498 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $27.99  $21.95
*7780443 LADY WHISTLEDOWN STRIKES BACK. By
Julia Quinn et al. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 627 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 PRICE CUT to $14.95

Family Saga Novels
7945280 BRAZIL. By John Updike. Signed 
First Edition. A Black teen from the Rio
slums and an upper-class white girl are
brought together by fate and betrayed by
families who threaten to tear them apart.
F ron t isp iece  i l lus t ra t ion  by  Caro l
Fabricatore. Leatherbound with gold gilded
page edges and a silk ribbon bookmark.
261 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $7.95

7920156 THE SUMMER PLACE.  By
Jennifer Weiner. When her 22 year-old
stepdaughter announces her engagement,
Sara is shocked. But the wheels are in motion. 
Ruby has already set a date and spoken to her
beloved safta, Sarah’s mother, Veronica,
about having the wedding at the family’s
beach house. Sarah might be worried, but
Veronica is thrilled to be bringing the family

together one last time. 418 pages. Atria. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
7890354 ON OCEAN BOULEVARD. By Mary 
Alice Monroe. It’s been years since Caretta has
returned home to the beautiful shores of
Charleston, South Carolina. Over those years,
she has weathered the tides of deaths and
births, struggles and joys. And now, as Cara
prepares for her second wedding, her life is
about to change yet again, and the family will
need to come together to discover enduring

strength in love. 374 pages. Gallery. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95
7823290 IMAGINE SUMMER. By Shelley
Noble. As a child, Skylar’s imagination always
got her in trouble. Now it’s making her a fortune.
She is about to embark on her biggest venture
yet, a weekend retreat of family exploration. But
her plans begin to unravel when she finds her
estranged half sister, Amy, on the doorstep. And
Amy’s not alone. 399 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
1947087 SHE GETS THAT FROM ME. By
Robin Wells. Quinn’s best friend unexpectedly
passes away, and she embraces Brooke’s three
year old daughter, Lily, and elderly grandmother,
Margaret, as the family she’s always wanted.
She’ll do whatever it takes to help them heal, but
she didn’t anticipate Lily’s biological father would 
be part of the plan. 434 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $4.95

7969651 A THOUSAND MILES TO
GRACELAND. By Kristen Mei Chase. Grace and
her mother are hightailing it from El Paso to
Memphis, leaving a trail of sequins, false
eyelashes, and difficult memories in their wake.
Between spontaneous roadside stops to psychics, 
wig mishaps, and familiar passive-aggressive
zingers, Grace is starting to better understand her
Elvis-obsessed mama and their own fragile

connection. 326 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $5.95

7901577 SISTERS AND SECRETS. By
Jennifer Ryan. There is nothing more
complicated than the relationships among
family–and the Silva sisters, Sierra, Amy and
Heather, are no exception. As the sisters’
secrets are revealed, each realizes that there is 
more to their family than meets the eyes, and
forgiveness may be the only way to move
forward and reclaim true happiness at last.

386 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7968981 CROSSROADS. By Jonathan Franzen. 
It’s December 23rd, 1971, in Chicago and Russ
Hildebrant, the associate pastor of a liberal
suburban church, is on the brink of breaking free of
his joyless marriage–unless his wife, Marion, who
has her own secret life, beats him to it. Each of the
Hildebrandts seeks a freedom that each of the
others threatens to complicate. 580 pages. Anchor. 
Paperbound.  $5.95

4779460 AN IRISH COUNTRY WELCOME. By Patrick Taylor.
While Dr. Barry Laverty and Dr. Fingal Flahertie O’Reilly and their 
fellow physicians deal with everything from brain surgery to a
tractor accident to a difficult pregnancy, there’s still time to share 
the comforting joys and pleasure of this very special place.
364 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7977247 SUCH A PRETTY GIRL. By T.
Greenwood. Her astonishing beauty, and her
fame-hungry mother, made ten year old Ryan a
star of 1970s New York. Now, forced to reexamine 
her childhood, Ryan begins to untangle her
young fears and her mother’s ambitions, and the
role each played in the fraught blackout summer
of 1977. 289 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.95  $5.95
*7923341 TOM LAKE. By Ann Patchett.
Lara’s three daughters return to the family’s
orchard, and while picking cherries, they beg
their mother to tell them the story of Peter
Duke, a famous actor with whom she shared
both a stage and a romance years before at a
theater company called Tom Lake. As Lara
recalls the past, her daughters examine their
own lives and their relationship with their

mother. 309 pages. Harper. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95
*7837712 MERMAID BEACH. By Sheila
Roberts. Bonnie and her all-woman band, The
Mermaids, are the pride of Moonlight Harbor. A
lifetime ago, she went to Nashville to make it big,
but returned home with a broken heart and broken 
dreams. She’s got a comfortable life and brilliant
daughter, Avril, who plays for The Mermaids
alongside Bonnie’s mother, Loretta. 372 pages.
MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7969635 SUMMER STAGE. By Meg Mitchell Moore. Amy, a
former aspiring playwright, has stayed close to home while her
famous brother, Timothy, pursued and achieved his Hollywood
dreams. Amy takes on the production manager role for her
brother’s play in an effort to mend rifting family relationships.
324 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

7820755 QUEEN BEE. By Dorothea Benton
Frank. Beekeeper Holly McNee Jensen’s world is
upended when her more flamboyant sister, Leslie
returns and both sisters, though seemingly polar
opposites, fixate on what’s happening in their
neighbor’s home. Then her mother, the Queen
Bee, ups her game in an uproarious and theatrical
downward spiral. 402 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
*7794282 THE DEVINE DOUGHNUT
SHOP. By Carolyn Brown. For Grace, her sister,
Sarah, and her cousin Macy, the Devine
Doughnut Shop is a sweet family legacy and a
landmark in their Texas town. But drama brews
behind the counter. Grace is a single mother
struggling with a teenage daughter. Sarah has
sworn off love. Macy’s impending wedding has 
an unexpected hitch. 272 pages. Montlake.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
7890087 COME SUNDOWN. By Nora Roberts. 483 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
1909614 THE HALF SISTER. By Sandie Jones. 326 pages. St. 
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
7808666 SUMMER ON THE BLUFFS. By Sunny Hostin.
385 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
783974X THE FORGOTTEN COTTAGE. By Courtney Ellis.
400 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
7811845 WATCH ME DISAPPEAR. By Janelle Brown.
453 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $2.95

7814739 IN THE MIDDLE OF HICKORY LANE. By Heather
Webber. 308 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
*4754484 THE COUNTRY GUESTHOUSE. By Robyn Carr.
348 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 PRICE CUT to $5.95
7934599 WHEN THE MOON TURNS BLUE. By Pamela Terry.
304 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95
7889151 BILLIE STARR’S BOOK OF SORRIES. By Deborah E.
Kennedy. 304 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95
7853408 PICTURE IN THE SAND. By Peter Blauner.
340 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99  $4.95
7930585 APEIROGON. By Colum McCann. 463 pages.
Random. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7920164 SUMMER OF ‘69.  By El in
Hilderbrand. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Welcome to the most tumultuous summer of
the twentieth century. It’s 1969, and for the
Levin family, the times they are a-changing.
Every year the children have looked forward to 
spending the summer at their grandmother’s
historic home in downtown Nantucket. But
like so much else in America, this year is

different. 645 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $30.00  $5.95
7964269 SUMMER ON THE BLUFFS. By
Sunny Hostin. LARGE PRINT EDITION. An era
is ending: Ama has invited her goddaughters:
Perry, Olivia, and Billie to spend one last golden
summer together with her on the Bluffs. And
when fall comes, she is going to give the house
to one of them. Each of the women desperately
wants the house, and is grappling with a secret
she fears will hurt her and her chances.

469 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $5.95
7984502 THE LAST BALLAD. By Wiley Cash.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Six days a week, Ella
May makes the two-mile trek to and from her job
on the twelve-hour shift at the mill, in 1929 North 
Carolina. On the night of an important Union
rally, Ella May makes up her mind to join the
movement–a decision that will have lasting
consequences for all that she loves. 579 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
7702779 QUEEN BEE. By Dorothea Benton
Frank. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Beekeeper
Holly McNee Jensen’s world is upended when 
her more flamboyant sister, Leslie returns and
both sisters,  though seemingly polar
opposites, fixate on what’s happening in their
neighbor’s home. Then her mother, the Queen
Bee, ups her game in an uproarious and
theatrical downward spiral. 504 pages.

HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  $7.95
7964064 NIGHT. SLEEP. DEATH. THE
STARS. By Joyce Carol Oates. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. A gripping examination of
contemporary America through the prism of a
family’s grief: when a powerful parent dies,
each of his adult children reacts in startling
and unexpected ways, and his grieving widow 
in the most surprising way of all. 1185 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.00  $5.95
*7869614 WELCOME TO BEACH TOWN.
By Susan Wiggs. LARGE PRINT EDITION. It’s 
graduation day at Thornton Academy and class 
valedictorian Nikki’s commencement address
reveals a secret that breaks open the whole
community. Her new notoriety sends her into
exile for years, where she finds fame–but not
fortune–overseas as a competitive surfer, until
personal tragedy compels her to return home.

485 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $26.95
7852673 KISS CARLO. By Adriana Trigiani. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 762 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

Coming-Of-Age Novels
7984693 THE UNBREAKABLE HEART OF OLIVA DENARO. By
Viola Ardone. Set in 1960s Sicily and based on a true story, of how a
young Sicilian girl defied centuries old tradition to win the right to
control her own life. 342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

*7982488 SHUGGIE BAIN. By Douglas
Stuart. The unforgettable story of Hugh

“Shuggie” Bain, a sweet and lonely boy who
spends his 1980s childhood in run-down public
housing in Glasgow, Scotland, taking care of his
beloved mother Agnes. An epic portrayal of a
working-class family and a queer childhood
from a masterful novelist. 430 pages. Grove.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95
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Coming-Of-Age Novels
7853653 THERE WILL BE STARS. By Billy
Coffey. Upon his untimely death, Bobby’s final
thought is a curious one–there will be stars.
Yet it is not death that greets him beyond the
veil. Instead, he returns to the day he has just
lived and finds he is not alone in this strange
new world. Six others are trapped with him.
403 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

796837X GROUPIES. By Sarah Priscus. It’s 1977, and Faun is
in love with rock and roll. After her mother’s death, Faun grabs
her Polaroid camera and hops a Greyhound to Los Angeles. She
obsessively photographs every aspect of this dazzling new
world, struggling to balance her artistic ambitions with the
band’s expectations. 360 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

*7939965 THE RABBIT HUTCH. By Tess
Gunty. Blandine shares her apartment with
three teenage boys she neither likes nor
understands, all, like her, now aged out of the
state foster care system that has repeatedly
failed them, all searching for meaning in their
lives. Set over one sweltering week in July and
culminating in a bizarre act of violence that
finally changes everything. Illus. 402 pages.

Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95
103331X THE JEALOUS KIND. By James Lee
Burke. Beneath the glitz and superficial normalcy
of 1950s Houston, a class war has begun, and it
is nothing like the conventional portrayal of the
decade. Against this backdrop, Aaron Holland
Broussard undergoes a harrowing evolution from
boy to man, and experiences the inspirational and 
curative power of first love. 383 pages. S&S.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*7793545 RIGHT BY MY SIDE.  By David Haynes.
189 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $7.95
*7792239 MY BRILLIANT FRIEND. By Elena Ferrante.
331 pages. Europa. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $9.95

7880235 THE SEAPLANE ON FINAL
APPROACH. By Rebecca Rukeyser. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. Mira is a loner who wants two
things: to move to Alaska and find the tattooed
fisherman that’s the object of her desire. Her
single-mindedness takes her to the remote
Kodiak Archipelago, where she finds work at a
homestead turned tourist lodge. But the lodge is
failing and, as life becomes increasingly strange,

Mira’s plans for her future become more elaborate and perverse.
242 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95
7852576 DEAR ANN. By Bobbie Ann Mason. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 419 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $5.95SOLD OUT
7803192 THE INCENDIARIES. By R.O. Kwon. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 224 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $37.95  $5.95

Comedy & Farce in Fiction
7945213 ANYTHING CONSIDERED. By
Peter Mayle. Signed First Edit ion. A
threadbare English expat named Bennett is
reaching the end of his credit. He places a
personal ad and soon finds himself being
paid to impersonate the mysterious and very
wealthy Julian Poe. Frontispiece illustration
by Kim Barnes. Leatherbound with gold
gilded page edges and a silk ribbon

bookmark. 303 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $7.95
7682972 TROPIC OF STUPID. By Tim
Dorsey. Serge Storms embarks on a tour with
his best bud Coleman, to meet his long-lost
relatives after using one of the DNA services
from late-night TV. Excited to construct a
family tree, he hits the road and along the way
plans to introduce Coleman to the Sunshine
State’s beautiful parks, where Serge can
collect the missing stamps for his park

passport book. 355 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  $7.95
7801106 RAZZMATAZZ. By Christopher
Moore. San Francisco, 1947. Bartender
Sammy “Two Toes” Tiffin and the rest of the
Cookie’s Coffee Irregulars are on the hustle:
they’re trying to open a driving school,
shanghai an abusive Swedish stevedore, and 
get local madam Mable and her girls to a
Christmas party at the State Hospital without
alerting the head of the S.F.P.D. vice squad,

and more! 390 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7869975 MOO. By Jane Smiley. A satiric
send-up of modern society in a zany look at
Moo U, a Midwestern university desperate for
money, rife with intrigues, and packed with
characters,  from the poet laureate of
consumerism to a jug-eared billionaire who
wants to use the school for his own mysterious
agenda. 414 pages. Anchor. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

*783005X THE ENIGMA OF GARLIC. By Alexander McCall
Smith. It’s the most anticipated, and perhaps controversial, event of
the decade–Lou and Bob’s wedding–and everyone is invited. But the
relative peace and tranquility of 44 Scotland Street is about to be
disrupted. 247 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

7801262 THE 100-YEAR-OLD MAN WHO CLIMBED OUT
THE WINDOW AND DISAPPEARED. By Jonas Jonasson.
463 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7948298 YOUR INNER HEDGEHOG. By Alexander McCall
Smith. Illus. 216 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95SOLD OUT
7852754 NAKED CAME THE FLORIDA MAN. By Tim Dorsey.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 468 pages. Harper. Paperbound.
Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

*7828195 THE MAN WHO WOULD BE KING. By Addison J.
Chapple with V. Longobardi. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 500 pages.
Level 4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $11.95

Historical Fiction
7804806 THE QUEEN’S SECRET. By
Karen Harper. On the brink of World War II,
Elizabeth, the wife of King George VI and the 
mother of the future queen, shows a warm,
smiling face to the world, but behind that
soft and kindly demeanor is a will of steal.
This is a riveting story of how a matriarch
maneuvered her way through one of the
most dangerous times of the century.

351 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7945329 A CASE OF CURIOSITIES. By
Allen Kurzweil. Signed First Edition. Claude
Page learns the art of watchmaking from a
defrocked abbe, then apprentices himself to a 
pornographic bookseller and applies his
erotic erudition to the seduction of the wife of
an impotent  wigmaker.  Front ispiece
illustration by Richard Loehle. Leatherbound
with gold gilded page edges and a silk ribbon

bookmark. 358 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $6.95

7922167 IN THE SHADOW OF ALABAMA. By 
Judy Reene Singer. Rachel is starting to regret
agreeing to visit her father, even if he is on his
deathbed. Her father is no less bitter or cruel for
being near the end of his life. When a stranger at
her father’s funeral delivers an odd gift and an
apology, Rachel finds herself drawn into an epic
story of her father’s WWII experience. 314 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

7948018 KATHARINE PARR, THE SIXTH
WIFE. By Alison Weir. Having sent his
much-beloved but deceitful young wife
Katheryn Howard to her beheading, King
Henry fixes his lonely eyes on twice-widowed 
Katharine Parr. She, however, is in love with
Sir Thomas Seymour. Aware of his rival,
Henry sends him abroad, leaving Katharine
no choice but to become his sixth Queen.

521 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

7916752 THE SWEETNESS OF WATER. By
Nathan Harris. In rural Georgia, brothers Prentiss 
and Landry, freed by the Emancipation
Proclamation, seek refuge on the homestead of
George Walker and his wife. The Walkers lost
their only son to the war, so they hire the brothers 
to work their farm. The brothers aim to save
money for the journey north and a chance to
reunite with their mother, who was sold when

they were boys. 363 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7823339 THE LAND BEYOND THE SEA.
By Sharon Kay Penman. The Kingdom of
Jerusalem, also known as Outremer, is the
land far beyond the sea. Baptized in blood
when the men of the First Crusade captured
Jerusalem from the Saracens, the kingdom
defined an utterly new world, a land of
blazing heat and a medley of cultures. This
is the story of King Baldwin IV, and the

kingdom’s defense against Saladin’s famous army. 672 pages.
Putnam. Pub. at $32.00  $5.95

7943520 THE RED AND THE BLACK. By
Stendhal. Julien dreams of military glory. His
cunning and ambition lead him into all sorts of
scrapes, but it is the struggle between his
passion for two beautiful women which
ultimately decides his destiny. With the
illustrations of Jean Paul Quint. Gold gilded
page edges and a silk ribbon bookmark.
496 pages. Franklin Library. 7½x13¼.  $6.95

7889453 THAT SUMMER IN BERLIN. By Lecia Cornwall.
Though she is on holiday with her sister during the 1936 Berlin
Olympics, Viviane’s true purpose is more clandestine. Suddenly 
she finds herself caught in a web of far more deadly games and
closer than she ever imagined to the brink of war. 443 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7881630 PAPERBACK JACK. By Loren D.
Estleman. 1946. Fresh from the war in
Europe, hack writer Jacob discovers a
changed world back home. The pulp
magazines he used to write for are dying,
replaced by paperback novels, offering cheap
excitement for the common man and woman.
As “Jack Holly,” Jacob finds success as the
author of scandalously bestselling crime

novels. 226 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

798765X WAITING ON LOVE. By Tracie
Peterson. Elise has grown up cooking and
caring for the crew of her father’s freighter
ship. Now, because of promises she made to
her dying mother, she’s bound to the ship
and her deeply grieving father more than
ever. Nick is grateful to be hired on as the first 
mate. He feels protective especially when a
rough new sailor seems intent on causing

trouble. 310 pages. Bethany House. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

7968434 KING OF KINGS. By Wilbur Smith. 
When a jealous former lover corrupts the
happiness of Penrod Ballantyne and his fiance, 
Amber Benbrook, their vision of a shared
future shatters. With storm clouds gathering,
and on opposing sides of the invasion, can
Penrod and Amber find their way back to one
another–against all the odds? 448 pages.
Zaffre. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

7954239 THE FALCON’S EYES. By
Francesca Stanfill. Set in France and England
at the end of the 12th century, the moving story
of a spirited, questing young woman, Isabelle,
who defies convention to forge a remarkable
life, one profoundly influenced by the fabled
queen she idolizes and comes to
know–Eleanor of Aquitaine. 820 pages.
HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.50  $5.95

7895305 THE SEAMSTRESS OF SARDINIA.
By Bianca Pitzorno. In 1900 Sardinia, a young
woman’s remarkable talent with a needle
earns her a position as a seamstress with a
wealthy family. Inside this privileged world,
the skilled sewer quietly takes measurements, 
sketches designs, mends hems–and in the
silence, hears whispered secrets and stories
of all those around her. 287 pages. Harper.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7904967 THE KEW GARDENS GIRLS AT
WAR. By Posy Lovell. London, 1916. England is
at war. Desperate to help in whatever way they
can, Ivy and Louisa enlist as gardeners at Kew, the
Royal Botanic Gardens, taking on the jobs of the
men who have gone to fight. Under their care, the
gardens begin to flourish and become a safe
haven for those seeking solace–but not everyone
wants women working at Kew. 432 pages.

Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95

7941773 THE  WAR G IRLS .  B y  V. S .
Alexander. Germany begins a savage aerial
bombing campaign in England, killing and
displacing tens of thousands. Hanna, who
narrowly escapes death, is recruited as a
spy in an undercover operation that sends
her  back  to he r  wa r- to rn  homeland .
438 pages.  Kensington.  Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7829523 THE TEACHER OF WARSAW. By Mario Escobar. For
Janusz Korczak and the students and teachers at his Dom Sierot
orphanage their lives are altered forever when the Nazis invade
Warsaw. Treated as an outcast in his own city, Janusz is determined to
do whatever it takes to protect the children from the horrors to come.
351 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95
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Historical Fiction
7830645 ONE WOMAN’S WAR .  By
Christine Wells. World War II London: When
Victoire “Paddy” Bennett first walks into the
Admiralty’s Room 39, home to the Intelligence
Division, all the bright and lively young woman
expects is a secretarial position to the
charismatic Commander Ian Fleming. But
soon her job is so much more. 354 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7870493 THE GHOSTS OF PARIS. By Tara
Moss. It’s 1947. The world continues to grapple
with the fallout of WWII, and former war reporter
Billie is finding her feet as an investigator. When
a wealthy client hires her and her assistant, Sam,
to track down her missing husband, the trail
leads back to London and Paris, where Billie’s
own painful memories also lurk. 417 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.24  $5.95

7890079 THE CHILD OF AUSCHWITZ. By
Lily Graham. It is 1942 and Eva has boarded a
train to Auschwitz. When she arrives, there is
no sign of her husband Michal and the reality of 
the camp comes crashing down upon her. Her
bunkmate, Sofie, is there to share her hopes
and dreams. When Sofie sees the chance to
engineer one last meeting between Eva and
Michal, Eva knows she must take it even if it

means befriending the enemy. 242 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7897960 GLIMMER AS YOU CAN. By
Danielle Martin. 1962. In the middle of
Brooklyn Heights sits the Starlite: boutique
dress shop by day, underground women’s club 
by night. Started by the shop’s proprietor after
her marriage crumbled, Madeline’s social club 
soon becomes a safe haven for women from all 
walks of life looking for a respite from their
troubled relationships and professional

frustrations. 298 pages. Alcove. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95

7969244 THE LAST HOURS IN PARIS. By
Ruth Druart. Paris 1944. Elise Chevalier knows
what it is to love–and to hate. Her fiance, a young
French soldier, was killed by the German Army at
the Maginot Line. Brittany 1963. Reaching for the
suitcase under her mother’s bed, 18 year-old
Josephine Chevalier uncovers a secret that
shakes her to the core. 442 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

779309X THE LAST HOURS IN PARIS.
By Ruth Druart. Paris 1944. Elise Chevalier
knows what it is to love–and to hate. Her
fiance, a young French soldier, was killed by
the German Army at the Maginot Line.
Brittany 1963. Reaching for the suitcase
under her mother’s bed, 18 year-old
Josephine Chevalier uncovers a secret that
shakes her to the core. 435 pages. Grand

Central. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7984596 PRIZE WOMEN. By Caroline Lea. 
Toronto, 1926. Childless millionaire Charles
Millar leaves behind a controversial will: the
recipient of his fortune will be the woman
who bears the most children in the ten years
after his death, spurring a contest that will
become a media sensation and be known as
the Great Stork Derby. 440 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.00  $5.95

1967207 NOTTINGHAM.  By Nathan
Makaryk. England, 1191. King Richard is half a
world away, fighting for God and his own
ambitions. As the leaves turn gold in the
Sherwood Forest, the lives of six people–Arable, 
Robin and William, Marion, Guy of Gisbourne,
and Elena Gamwell, become intertwined. And a
strange story begins to spread. 496 pages.
Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

791640X LIONHEARTS. By Nathan Makaryk.
All will be well when King Richard returns, but
King Richard has been captured. To raise the
money for his ransom, every lord in England is
raising taxes, the French are eyeing the empty
throne, and the man they called Robin Hood, the
man the Sheriff claims is dead, is everywhere
and nowhere at once. 560 pages. Forge.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95

1913557 THEOPHILUS NORTH. By Thorton 
Wilder. Setting out to see the world in the
summer of 1926, Theophilus North gets as far
as Newport, Rhode Island, before his car
breaks down. To support himself, he takes
jobs in the mansions along Ocean Drive. Soon 
the young man finds himself playing the roles
of tutor, tennis coach, spy, confidant, lover,
friend, and enemy as he becomes entangled

in Newport’s fabulous addresses. 409 pages. HarperPerennial.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

7958870 THE PERSONAL LIBRARIAN. By 
M. Benedict & V.C. Murray. Tells of J.P.
Morgan’s personal librarian, famous for her
intellect, style, and wit, and shares the
lengths she must go to–for the protection of
her family and her legacy–to preserve her
carefully crafted white identity in the racist
world in which she lives. 341 pages. Berkley.
Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

7854099 THE FURTHER ADVENTURES
OF EBENEZER SCROOGE. By Charlie Lovett.
A reformed Ebenezer is full of Christmas spirit
and making people as crabby as his old self.
Then Jacob Marley needs help so that he can
find peace at last, and Scrooge enlists his old
friends, the Ghosts of Christmas Past, Present,
and Future, to make the spirit of Christmas
come alive again. 107 pages. Penguin.

Paperbound. Pub. at $13.00  $4.95

7968442 THE LAST DANCE OF THE DEBUTANTE. By Julia
Kelly. Whisks you to mid-century Britain as this story follows
three of the last debutantes to be presented to Queen Elizabeth II. 
But the glorious effervescence of the Season evaporates once
Lily learns a devastating family secret. 328 pages. Gallery.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7685076 ELMER KELTON’S THE UNLIKELY LAWMAN.
By Steve Kelton. Hewey is heading north to Colorado, on a horse
drive for an old friend, Alvin, when he gets word that one of his
hired hands is planning to rob him. After the plot is foiled, the
fugitive horse hand is on the run and leaving bodies in his wake.
278 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7857004    THE ABOLITIONIST’S
DAUGHTER. By Diane C. McPhail. Rescuing
Nathan, a slave who is about to be auctioned
away from his family, Emily Matthews asks
her father, an abolitionist who runs an illegal
school for slaves, for his help. Knowing the
hazards an educated slave must face, Emily
falls in a tangled, tragic string of events when
Nathan’s family arrives at the Matthews farm.

326 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

7908121 TWILIGHT.  By  E l ie  Wiese l .
Holocaust survivor Raphael Lipkin is a man
obsessed. He hears voices, he talks to ghosts.
He longs to talk to Pedro, the man who rescued 
him from postwar Poland and brought him to
Paris as a 15 year old orphan, becoming his
friend, mentor, and savior. But Pedro
disappeared inside the prisons of Stalin’s
Russia shortly after the war. 217 pages. S&S.

Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95

7836880 THE BERMUDA PRIVATEER. By
William Westbrook. 1796. As captain of the
schooner Sea Dog, Nicholas Fallon decides
where he goes, how he fights, and whom he
selects as crew. Employed by Ezra Somers to
protect his Caribbean salt trade, Fallon
encounters the ruthless Jak Clayton just off the
Bahamas. 328 pages. McBooks. Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7987625 SUSTAINING
FAITH. By J. Oke & L.O. Logan. Lillian has
stepped out courageously beyond what she’d
ever dreamed of being able to achieve. She
and her newly rediscovered sister, Grace,
have settled three children from England into
new Canadian homes and are prepared to
place two more just after the New Year, when it 
happens–another  pa in fu l  d is rupt ion.

325 pages. Bethany House. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7987641 UNFAILING LOVE. By J. Oke &
L.O. Logan. Lillian Walsh and Grace Bennett have learned so
much already about caring for children in distress. It hasn’t been
easy, but it becomes even more difficult when they suddenly
discover that three children have run away. Concerned for the
trio’s safety, the sisters will do all they can to find the children.
326 pages. Bethany House. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7987544 ENDLESS MERCY. By T. Peterson
& K. Woodhouse. Daniel arrives in Nome,
searching for answers. He longs to start fresh
but doesn’t have high hopes until he ends up
helping at the Powell dairy making cheese.
Drawn to the beautiful redhead with big
dreams, will deceptions from the past tear
apart any hope for the future? 341 pages.
Bethany House. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

798443X THE FOUNDLING. By Ann Leary.
Mary Engle starts a new job, a secretarial
position with room and board at a highly
esteemed Pennsylvania institution. Soon after
she’s hired, Mary learns that a girl from her
childhood orphanage is one of the inmates.
Lillian begs Mary to help her escape, claiming
the asylum is not what it seems. 320 pages.
Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7816685 ROYAL. By Danielle Steel. In this
spellbinding tale, a princess is sent away to
safety during World War II, where she falls in
love, and is lost forever. A fascinating story
of family and royalty, and an unforgettable
portrait of an extraordinary young woman
and the man who brings her home.
272 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95

7866313 FLYING ANGELS. By Danielle Steel. World War II
brings together six remarkable young flight nurses who face the
challenges of war and its many heartbreaks and victories as
unsung heroes. 266 pages. Delacorte. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

*7727356 FLYING ANGELS. By Danielle Steel. World War II
brings together six remarkable young flight nurses, who face the
challenges of war and its many heartbreaks and victories as unsung
heroes. 337 pages. Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*4824148 ROYAL. By Danielle Steel. In this
spellbinding tale a princess is sent away to
safety during World War II, where she falls in
love, and is lost forever. A fascinating story of
family and royalty, and an unforgettable portrait
of an extraordinary young woman and the man
who brings her home. 367 pages. Dell.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7778910 THE WOMEN’S MARCH. By
Jennifer Chiaverini. Twenty-five year old
Alice Paul returns to her native New Jersey
after years on the front lines of the suffrage
movement in Great Britain. Weakened from
imprisonment and hunger strikes, she is
determined to invigorate America’s stagnant
suffrage movement. 344 pages. Morrow.
Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7971265 THE PORCELAIN MOON. By Janie Chang. France
1918. Two young women, one Chinese, Pauline, and one
French, Camille, whose lives intersect with unexpected,
potentially dangerous consequences. 338 pages. Morrow.
Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

7796617 BEYOND THE WIRE. By James D.
Shipman. October 1944, Auschwitz
concentration camp: A plan is brewing to revolt
against the SS and liberate the camp. Jakub Bak,
pressured to join the resistance, knows that any
uprising faces impossible odds. Added to this
already stark choice is another desperate reality,
the risk from informers who see their only chance
of survival in betraying their fellow Jews.

370 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $4.95

7966512 COMMANDER. By Paul Fraser
Collard. Egypt, 1869. Jack Lark is working as
an unofficial agent for the consul general,
moving among the most powerful men in
Cairo. But when the opportunity arises to join
legendary explorer Sir Samuel White Baker
on his expedition into the Sudan, Jack can’t
resist another adventure. 386 pages.
Headline. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7827253 JERUSALEM. By Alan Moore.
Novels. In the half a square mile of decay and
demolition that was England’s Saxon capital,
in the grubby amber of the district’s narrative
among its saints, kings, prostitutes, and
derelicts a different kind of human time is
happening, a soiled simultaneity that does
not differentiate between the puddles and the
fractured dreams of those who navigate them. 

2,432 pages in three volumes, slipcased. Liveright.
Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95
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Historical Fiction
790486X THE FRENCH HOUSE. By Helen
Fripp. For grieving Nicole, saving the vineyards
her husband left behind is her one chance to keep 
a roof over her head and provide a future for her
little girl. She ignores the gossips who insist the
fields are no place for a woman. She turns to what
she knows best: winemaking. Determined to
create a perfect bottle of champagne. 356 pages.
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

*7851901 THE EDELWEISS PIRATES:
Teenage Rebels in Nazi Germany. By Dirk
Reinhardt. When sixteen year old Daniel
befriends Josef Gerlach, he feels the old man is 
haunted by secrets from his past. Sure enough
when Josef gives him his teenage diary to read, 
Daniel discovers a shocking story of rebellion
and struggle. Based on the true story of the
teenage rebels who stood up to the Nazis.

282 pages. Pushkin. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95  $9.95

7964331 THE THREE LIVES OF ALIX ST.
PIERRE.  By  Na tasha  Les te r.  F rom
danger-filled back rooms in war-torn Europe to 
the glittering halls of a Paris fashion house,
one woman searches for truth–and justice.
423 pages .  Fo reve r.  Pape rbound .
Pub. at $24.99  $6.95
 

7736231 PROTECTOR.  By  Conn
Iggulden.  Themis toc les  wi l l  r i sk
everything–his honor, his friendship, even
his life–to defend his country. Battle of
Salamis: Themistocles cannot push the
Persians back by force on land, and so he
does so by stealth at sea over three days.
Battle of Plataea: less than a year later, the
Persians return to reconquer the Greeks.

397 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95  $7.95

7968124 THE AMERICAN ADVENTURESS.
By C.W. Gortner. Fleeing to Queen Victoria’s
England, Jennie Jerome, a New York-born
heiress, soon caught the eye of aristocrat
Randolph Spencer-Churchill, son of the Duke
of Marlborough. It was love at first sight, their
unconventional marriage driven by mutual
ambition and the birth of two sons. 363 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7966571 DEAD SEA CONSPIRACY. By Jerry B. Jenkins.
Archaeologist Nicole Berman is about to discover the key to
unifying three major religions–if a dangerous enemy doesn’t
stop her first. 307 pages. Worthy. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

*7964935 DEATH COMES FOR THE
ARCHBISHOP. By Willa Cather. Father Jean
Marie Latour receives instruction from the
Vatican to oversee a newly created diocese in
New Mexico, and travels there with his good
friend Father Joseph Vaillant. But as Father
Latour spends more time in New Mexico, he
begins to realize that the task he was sent to do
is more complicated than anticipated.

226 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

7956754 I, ELIZA HAMILTON. By Susan
Holloway Scott. It will be Eliza’s indomitable
strength that makes her not only Alexander
Hamilton’s most crucial ally in life, but also his
most loyal advocate after his death, determined
to preserve his legacy while pursuing her own
extraordinary path through the nation they helped
shape together. 444 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7931794 JANE AUSTEN’S THE
HISTORY OF ENGLAND: Writings from Her Youth. Written
during the author’s teenage years, this work is filled with puns
and parodies, the history begins with the reign of Henry IV and
concludes with the death of Charles I more than two centuries
later. Illus. 46 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  $7.95

794148X THE DISAPPEARANCE OF JOSEF 
MENGELE. By Olivier Guez. Having fled
Europe, Nazi war criminal Josef Mengel finds a
sympathetic welcome in Argentina and is feted 
by its authoritarian leader. But when West
Germany issues a warrant for his arrest and
Mossad agents close in, he takes flight once
more. 217 pages. Verso. Paperbound. Pub. at
$19.95  $5.95

7936435 DEMELZA.  By Winston Graham. Cornwall,
1788-1790. Demelza, the impoverished miner’s daughter Ross
Poldark rescued from a fairground rabble, is now his wife. But the 
events of these turbulent years, test their marriage and their love. 
521 pages. Pan Macmillan. Paperbound.  $6.95

784154X THE MILLER’S DANCE.  By
Winston Graham. Cornwall, 1812. At Nampara,
the Poldark family finds the New Year brings
involvement in more than one unexpected
venture. For Ross and Demelza there is some
worrying news. And Clowance, newly returned
f rom her  London t r iumphs,  f inds her
entanglement with Stephen Carrington brings
not only happiness but also heartache.

485 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7825307 THE TWISTED SWORD.  By
Winston Graham. Cornwall, 1815. Demelza
senses disruption to her domestic contentment. 
Ross accepts the summons and travels to Paris
with his family. Parisian life begins well, but the
return of Napoleon brings separation, distrust,
and danger to the Poldarks, and always for
Demelza there is the shadow of the secret she
does not even share with Ross. 645 pages. St.

Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7841531 THE LOVING CUP. By Winston
Graham. Cornwall, 1813. A silver cup lies half
forgotten in a dank cave, among a pile of stolen
goods. Yet the tiny vessel and its inscription haunts
the lives of the still feuding Poldark and Warleggan
families, as Ross, Demelza, and Sir George
Warleggan watch their children make the decisions
that will shape their destinies. 580 pages. St.
Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7936443 JEREMY POLDARK. By Winston
Graham. Cornwall, 1790-1791. Ross Poldark
faces the darkest hour of his life. Accused of
wrecking two ships, he is to stand trial at the
Bodmin Assizes. Despite their stormy marriage
life, Demelza tries to rally support for her
husband. But there are enemies in plenty who
would be happy to Ross convicted. 344 pages.
Pan Macmillan. Paperbound.  $6.95

7936451 WARLEGGAN. By Winston Graham.
Cornwall, 1792-1793. Ross plunges into a highly 
speculative mining venture, which threatens not
only his family’s financial security, but also his
turbulent marriage to Demelza. When Ross and
Elizabeth’s old attraction rekindles, Demelza
retaliates by becoming dangerously involved with 
a handsome Scottish cavalry officer. 471 pages.
Pan Macmillan. Paperbound.  $6.95

7889208 CITY OF JASMINE. By Deanna
Raybourn. Evangeline never expected to see
her husband, adventurer Gabriel, ever again
after his death with the sinking of the Lusitania.
While traveling around the world she is
shocked to receive a recent photograph of
Gabriel. She tracks the photo to the City of
Jasmine, Damascus where she discovers that
nothing is at it seems. 354 pages. Harlequin.

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

*7887191 DAWNLANDS. By Philippa
Gregory. Ned Ferryman, inspired by news of a
rebellion against the Stuart kings, returns from
America with his Pokanoket servant to join the
uprising against the Roman Catholic King
James. As Ned swears loyalty to the charismatic
Duke of Monmouth, he discovers a new and
unexpected love. 493 pages. Washington
Square. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

1967215 THE PEACEFUL VALLEY CRIME 
WAVE. By Bill Pronzini. Northwest Montana,
1914. It’s a good life for the folks in Peaceful
Valley and the town of Peaceful Bend, in no
small part due to the efforts of Sheriff Lucas
Monk. Until now, he hasn’t had to deal with any 
serious offenses in many years. But then the
mysterious theft of a wooden cigar store Indian 
sets off a weeklong crime wave. Monk must

solve the crimes to restore the peace. 252 pages. Forge. Pub.
at $25.99  $5.95

7907362 THIS LIGHT BETWEEN US. By Andrew Fukuda. It is
1935. Ten year-old Alex, from Bainbridge Island, is disgusted
when he’s forced to become pen pals with Charlie of Paris,
France–a girl. But in spite of his reluctance, their letters continue 
to fly across the Atlantic, along with the shared hope and dreams
of friendship. 382 pages. Tor. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

782520X THE GIRL FROM BERLIN. By
Ronald H. Balson. An old friend summons
Catherine Lockhart and Liam Taggart to help his 
aunt Gabi, who is being evicted by a powerful
corporation from her Tuscan villa, where she
has lived all her life. To assist, Gabi sends them 
a manuscript written by Ada Baumgarten many
years ago. What became of Ada? Will Ada’s
story contain the key to saving Gabi’s villa?

372 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7859929 KAROLINA’S TWINS. By Ronald H. Balson. Lena,
elegant and poised, has lived a comfortable life among Chicago
Society since she immigrated to the U.S. at the end of WWII. But now
something has resurfaced that Lena cannot ignore: an unfulfilled
promise she made a long time ago that can no longer stay buried.
376 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7858000 AN AFFAIR OF SPIES. By
Ronald H. Balson. Nathan grew up in a
Jewish home in Ber lin  and was an
accomplished student. But then Hitler was
appointed chancel lor  in  1933,  and
everything changed. His mother sends him
to New York City with her wedding ring sewn
into his jacket. He enlists in the U.S. Army
and is selected to be a part of the Manhattan

Project. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7704011 SHADOWS OF SWANFORD
ABBEY. By Julie Klassen. Novel: On an errand for
her brother, Rebecca travels to Swanford Abbey, a
medieval monastery turned grand hotel. There,
strange sightings of a ghostly hooded figure lead
to a murder. Soon, she’s a suspect in the eyes of
the magistrate–who happens to be the man who
once broke her heart. 410 pages. Bethany House.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $6.95

7828411 THE LAND OF MY DREAMS. By
Cynthia Harrod-Eagles. It is 1916 and the Hunters,
their friends and their servants are settling down to
the business of war. Bobby gains his wings and
joins his brother in France. Ethel, the
under-housemaid, embarks on a quest and Laura
Hunter sets out on her biggest adventure yet. The
shadow of death falls over every part of the
country, and the Hunter household cannot remain

untouched. 374 pages. Sphere. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99  $5.95

*7829299 A BABY ON THE DOORSTEP.
By Rachel  Wesson.  In  the  secluded,
snow-dusted mountains of Virginia, Laura runs
Hope House, an orphanage that is struggling
during the Great Depression. When a newborn, 
Maisie, is abandoned on the porch with a note
from her parents saying they’ll return for her
one day, Lauren welcomes Maisie in with open
arms. But debt collectors are threatening to

shut the orphanage down. 361 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99  $9.95

7929765 THE GRAND DESIGN. By Joy
Callaway. The Greenbrier in White Sulphur
Springs, West Virginia, in both 1908 and 1946,
tells the story of famed interior designer Dorothy
Draper and how the historic retreat and the love
she found there as a young woman influenced her 
bold shift from illustrious New York socialite to
world renowned decorator. 388 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $9.95

7968116 ACTS OF LOVE AND WAR. By
Maggie Brookes. 1936. Civil war is tearing Spain
apart, and the world is on the brink of chaos. A
love story and a tribute to the remarkable
women who fought with compassion and
bravery to save the innocent victims of a war
that was a foretaste of the carnage soon to come 
in World War II. 406 pages. Viking. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

7940408 THE LONDON HOUSE. By Katherine Reay. An uncovered 
family secret sets one woman on the journey of a lifetime through the
history of Britain’s WWII spy network and glamorous 1930s Paris in an 
effort to understand her past, save her family, and claim her future.
355 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $7.95

*7853920 THE CAPTIVE DUKE. By Grace
Burrowes. Christian, Duke of Mercia, endured
many horrors while he was captured and tortured
by the French, but he never betrayed his country or
his honor. Gillian, widowed Countess of Greendale
and a cousin to Christian’s late wife, reminds him
that he still has a young daughter waiting for him
that needs her papa very much. 448 pages.
Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Historical Fiction
*4988647 POLAND. By James A. Michener. Like the heroic land
that is its subject, this documentary novel teems with vivid events and
unforgettable characters in the sweeping span of eight tumultuous
centuries. 644 pages. Dial. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

*7791518 JOURNEY. By James A. Michener. In 1897, gold
fever sweeps the world. An immersive account of the adventures
of four English aristocrats and their Irish servant as they haul
across cruel Canadian terrain toward the Klondike gold fields.
187 pages. Dial. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $11.95

*7750641 BLIND TIGER. By Sandra Brown.
Prohibition is the new law of the land, but murder,
mayhem, lust, and greed are already institutions
in the Moonshine Capital of Foley, Texas. As
violence erupts, a young widow, Laurel Plummer
and deputy Thatcher Hutton find themselves on
opposite sides of a moonshine war, where blood
flows as freely as whiskey. 596 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7916566 THE SPANISH DAUGHTER. By
Lorena Hughes. Inheriting her father’s cocoa
plantation in Vinces, Ecuador, Puri and her
husband set out to claim the plantation. When
a mercenary sent to murder Puri aboard the
ship accidentally kills her husband instead,
Puri dons her husband’s clothes and assumes
his identity, hoping to stay safe while she
searches for the truth of her father’s legacy.

292 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7982704 THE GHOSTS OF SHERWOOD.
By Carrie Vaughn. Novella. Robin of Locksley
and his one true love, Marian, are married. It
has been close on two decades since they
beat the Sheriff of Nottingham with the help of
a diverse band of talented friends. There is a
truce–but when the Locksley children are
stolen, Robin and Marian are going to need the 
help of everyone they’ve ever known.

104 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

796840X AN INDISCREET PRINCESS. By
Georgie Blalock. As Louise cultivates a life
outside the palace, she is reminded that a
princess must get married. She agrees to a
match with the Duke of Argyll, although her
heart belongs to another. She is determined to 
act out her role perfectly, even if her private
life teeters on the brink of scandal. 376 pages. 
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7967640 THE LITTLE LIAR. By Mitch 
Albom. Moves from a coastal Greek city
during World War II, to America, where the
intertwined lives of three survivors are
forever changed by the perils of deception
and the grace of  redempt ion.  An
unforgettable story of truth and lies set
during the Holocaust. 333 pages. Harper.
Pub. at $26.99  $19.95

*7944896 BABYLON. By Robert Fabbri.
Alexander the Great’s sudden death has left
his vast empire in chaos. War rages, cities fall
and the lives of thousands are torn apart as his
former generals struggle for a share. Alliances 
and betrayals are rife, and as one man
threatens to gain an advantage, the others will
not hesitate to plot his downfall. 480 pages.
Corvus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $13.95

7940998 THE LAST CROWN. By Elzbieta 
Cherezinska. Across Baltic shores, English
battlegrounds, and the land of Northern
Lights, The Last Crown is the the epic
conclusion of Swietoslawa’s journey from
Polish princess to Queen of Denmark and
Sweden and Queen Mother of England. 530 
pages. Forge. Pub. at $28.99  $7.95

*7958307 INVESTIGATING THE
KENNEDY ASSASSINATION. By M. Deeb
& R.L. Mills. In 1979, Michael Burke and
former congressman Harold Ryan were
asked to continue the investigation into
President Kennedy’s death. Burke and Ryan
will peel back the passage of time and the
layers of secrecy and denial to reveal the
reasons so many elites were determined to

stop the Kennedy agenda. Illus. 226 pages. Addison &
Highsmith. Pub. at $27.99  $22.95

774823X A PECULIAR COMBINATION. By 
Ashley Weaver. Breaking into homes of the
rich and picking the locks on their safes may
not be condoned by British law enforcement,
but with WWII in full swing, Uncle Mick’s
locksmith business just can’t pay the bills
anymore. When they get caught Major
Ramsey has an offer: help break into a safe to
get blueprints or get turned over to the police.

296 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7962126 THE SAINTS OF SWALLOW HILL.
By Donna Everhart. When Warren falls victim to
his own negligence, Rae Lynn undertakes a
desperate act of mercy. To keep herself from jail,
she disguises herself as a man and heads to the
only place she can think of that might offer
anonymity–a turpentine camp in Georgia named 
Swallow Hill. 372 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

7946090 M: Son of the Century. By Antonio Scurati. Chronicles
the birth and rise of fascism in Italy, witnessed through the eyes of its
founder, the terrifyingly charismatic figure who would become one of
the most notorious dictators of the twentieth century, Benito
Mussolini. 773 pages. Harper. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

7975198 THE HOUSE OF FORTUNE. By
Jessie Burton. In 1705 Amsterdam, Thea
Brandt is coming of age, trying to grapple with
her family’s secrets and her own identity as a
young Dutch-African woman. She’s drawn to
the theater and an artistic life, but with her
family in serious financial decline, pressure is
on Thea to marry up in society. 296 pages.
Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95

7971125 MUMMY DARLINGS. By Emily
Hour ican.  Three pr iv i leged Guinness
sisters–Aileen, Maureen, and Oonagh–settle
into becoming wives and mothers. Oonagh’s
dream of romantic love is countered by her
husband’s l ies; the intense nature of
Maureen’s marriage means passion but also
rows; and Aileen begins to discover being
married offers far less than she had expected.

501 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*7943148 MAO II/UNDERWORLD. By Don
DeLillo. Novels. Mao II: Bill Gray has withdrawn
into seclusion. And yet within solitude he still
finds himself struggling–with pills and a novel he
can’t manage to complete. Underworld: The
excitement of a baseball game is juxtaposed with
something far more momentous, the
announcement of the Soviets’ first atomic test.
Includes a silk ribbon bookmark. Illus.

1076 pages. Library of America. Pub. at $42.50  $31.95

*798250X THE WAGES OF SIN. By
Harry Turtledove. A terrifying tale about HIV
spreading in the early 16th century. This is
the world Viola is born into. Extremely
intelligent and growing up in a house full of
medical books which she reads, she dreams
of traveling to far-off places, something she
can only do via books since her actions and
movements are severely restricted by both

law and custom. 286 pages. Caezik. Pub. at $27.99  $21.95

7971214 OUR LAST DAYS IN BARCELONA. By Chanel
Cleeton. Alicia’s and Isabel’s lives intertwine, and the past and
present collide, as a mother and daughter are forced to choose
between their family’s expectations and following their hearts.
306 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

1048325 THE SEA GATE. By Jane Johnson. After Rebecca’s
mother dies, she must sort through her empty flat and come to
terms with her loss. As she goes through her mother’s mail, she
finds a handwritten envelope. In it is a letter that will change her
life forever. 410 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

1048309 BELLEWETHER. By Susanna
Kearsley. It’s late summer in 1759, war is
raging, and families are torn apart by divided
loyalties and deadly secrets. In this complex
and dangerous time, a young captured French
Canadian lieutenant is billeted with a Long
Island family, an unwilling and unwelcome
guest. 414 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub.
at $22.99  $5.95

7987129 THE VANISHED DAYS. By Susanna Kearsley.
Unraveling an investigation into a young widow’s secrets to
unveil a plot that resonates to the highest echelons of Scotland’s
social and political leaders. A story of espionage, loyalties
divided, boundless courage and enduring love. 470 pages.
Sourcebooks. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

*7945779 MARMEE. By Sarah Miller. In
1861, war rages in the South, but in Concord,
Massachusetts, Margaret has her own battles
to fight. With her husband serving as an army
chaplain, the comfort and security of her four
daughters–Meg, Jo, Beth, and Amy–now rest
on her shoulders alone. 422 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

7783760 A FINE MADNESS. By Alan Judd.
A captivating espionage tale that explores the
life of theatrical genius and spy, Christopher
Marlowe, whose violent death becomes the
subject of rumor and suspicion and remains
one of the most fascinating mysteries of the
Elizabethan Age. 240 pages. Pegasus.
Pub. at $25.95  PRICE CUT to $4.95
 

7778716 HOUSE OF TRELAWNEY. By
Hannah Rothschild. Both satirical and
moving,  t h is  fo l lows an  eccent r ic ,
dysfunctional family of English aristocrats
and their crumbling stately home that
reminds us how the lives and hopes of
women can still be shaped by the ties of
family and love. 370 pages. Knopf. Pub.
at $27.95  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7717504 SHARPE’S ASSASSIN. By
Bernard Cornwell. If any man can do the
impossible, it’s Richard Sharpe. He is
dispatched to a new battleground: the maze of
Paris streets, where lines blur between friend
and foe. And in search of a spy, he will have to
defeat a lethal assassin determined to kill his
target or die trying. 320 pages. Harper.
Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

1931601 SWORD OF KINGS. By Bernard
Cornwell. Uhtred of Bebbanburg is a man of his
word. An oath bound him to King Alfred. An
oath bound him to Aethelflaed. And now an
oath will wrench him away from the ancestral
home he fought so hard to regain. For Uhtred
has sworn that on King Edward’s death, he will
kill two men. And now Edward is dying. 334
pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99  $7.95

7908059 SHARPE’S ASSASSIN: Richard
Sharpe and the Occupation of Paris, 1815. By 
Bernard Cornwell. If any man can do the
impossible, it’s Richard Sharpe. He is dispatched
to a new battleground: the Paris streets, where lines 
blur between friend and foe. And in search of a spy, 
he will have to defeat a lethal assassin determined
to kill his target or die trying. 320 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

7705093 WAR LORD. By Bernard Cornwell.
After years of fighting to reclaim his rightful
home, Uhtred of Bebbanburg has returned to
Northumbria. With his loyal band of warriors
and a new woman by his side, his household is 
secure–yet Uhtred is far from safe. Beyond the
walls of his impregnable fortress, a battle for
power rages. 332 pages. Harper. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $3.95

*7806930 A NIGHT OF FLAMES. By
Matthew Harffy. A.D. 794. Those who rule the
seas, rule the land. None know the truth of this
more than the Vikings. The king sends cleric
turned warrior Hunlaf on a mission to persuade
the king of Rogaland into an alliance. But Hunlaf
and Runolf have other plans: kin to seek out, old
scores to settle, and a heretical tome to find in
the wild lands of the Norse. 526 pages. Head of

Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7911890 THE BOOK OF GOTHEL. By Mary
McMyne. Germany, 1156. Shunned by her village
for her unusual fainting spells and black eyes,
Haelewise’s only solace lies in her mother’s stories 
of witches, magic wolf-skins, and ancient
mist-cloaked towers. When her mother dies, she
sets off through the woods for the mysterious tower 
of fable: Gothel. 392 pages. Redhook. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7886330 CROOK MANIFESTO. By Colson Whitehead. A
darkly funny tale of New York City under siege, but also a
sneakily searching portrait of the meaning of family. A
kaleidoscopic portrait of Harlem in the 1970s is sure to stand as
one of the all time great evocations of a place and time.
319 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $29.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
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Historical Fiction
*7851960 THE MAKING OF ANOTHER MAJOR MOTION
PICTURE MASTERPIECE. By Tom Hanks. In 1947, a troubled
soldier, returning from the war, meets his five year old nephew.
In 1970, the nephew reconnects with his uncle and,
remembering the comic book he saw when he was five, draws a
new version with his uncle as a WWII fighting hero. In the present 
day, a director discovers the 1970 comic and decides to turn it
into a contemporary superhero film. 417 pages. Knopf.
Pub. at $32.50  PRICE CUT to $19.95
7701845 THE ORPHAN’S TALE. By Pam Jenoff. 364 pages.
MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95
7759452 SUNFLOWER SISTERS. By Martha Hall Kelly.
516 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
7890184 THE GIRLS IN NAVY BLUE. By Alix Rickloff.
386 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7902794 THE HOOLIGANS. By P.T. Deutermann. 313 pages.
St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7858728 THE NATURE OF FRAGILE THINGS. By Susan
Meissner. 367 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95
7915764 THE SNOW HARE. By Paula Lichtarowicz. 378
pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $29.00  $5.95
7916493 BLOOMSBURY GIRLS.  By Natal ie Jenner.
353 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7859325 THE GREAT GATSBY. By F. Scott Fitzgerald.
157 pages. Chartwell. Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7722273 THE PLOT AGAINST AMERICA. By Philip Roth.
392 pages. HMH. Pub. at $24.00  $5.95
7916450 THE RIVIERA HOUSE. By Natasha Lester.
463 pages. Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95
7830459 EMPIRE OF THE SUN. By J.G. Ballard. 280 pages.
S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
7823622 SUN BORN. By W. Michael & Kathleen O. Gear.
561 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7910894 DAUGHTERS OF VICTORY. By Gabriella Saab.
484 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
779827X THE LION. By Conn Iggulden. 415 pages. Pegasus.
Pub. at $26.95  $7.95
7801343 BALKAN GLORY. By Julian Stockwin. 401 pages.
Quercus. Pub. at $26.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
1979655 ONCE UPON A TIME IN HOLLYWOOD. By Quentin
Tarantino. 24 pages of color photos. 331 pages. Harper.
Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
7848900 THE BEAUTIFUL MRS. SEIDENMAN. By Andrzej
Szczypiorski. 280 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
*7773765 THE MARRIAGE LIST. By Ella Quinn. 375 pages.
Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7885075 MUCH ADO ABOUT LEWRIE. By Dewey Lambdin.
320 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
*7925891 NORTH WOODS. By Daniel Mason. Illus. 372
pages. Random. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95
7811748 THE SOVIET SISTERS. By Anika Scott. 344 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
787040X CHILDREN OF THE CATASTROPHE. By Sarah
Shoemaker. 336 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $3.95
7870523 THE HALF LIFE OF VALERY K. By Natasha Pulley.
373 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7866682 T H E  L I F E  S H E  W A N T E D .  B y  A n i t a
A b r i e l .  2 7 4  p a g e s .  L a k e  U n i o n .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub.  a t  $16.99  PRICE CUT to  $9.95
7893124 THE STANDARDIZATION OF DEMORALIZATION
PROCEDURES. By Jennifer Hofmann. 261 pages. Little, Brown. 
Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $2.95
*7721773 MOTHER DAUGHTER TRAITOR SPY. By Susan
Elia MacNeal. 320 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.00  $17.95
*7801858 ESSEX DOGS. By Dan Jones. 455 pages. Viking.
Pub. at $30.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*7900392 THE  MADONNA  SECRET.  B y  S o p h i e
Strand. 598 pages.  Bear & Company. Paperbound.
Pub. at $25.00  PRICE CUT to $14.95
*7705972 AFTERLIVES. By Abdulrazak Gurnah. 309 pages.
Riverhead. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $5.95
*7793421 BLACK CLOUD RISING. By David Wright
F a l a d e .  2 9 0  p a g e s .  G r o v e .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at  $17.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7860935 MISS GRAHAM’S COLD WAR COOKBOOK. By Celia
Rees. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Germany, 1946: Edith has always
flown under the radar. But it turns out she is perfect spy material. She 
heads to the Continent armed with a cover story: an unassuming
schoolteacher who collects recipes, recipes she fills with coded
intelligence and sends back to her handlers in London. 718 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99  $6.95

7920806 MARMEE. By Sarah Miller. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. In 1861, war rages in the
South, but in Concord, Massachusetts, Margaret
has her own battles to fight. With her husband
serving as an army chaplain, the comfort and
security of her four daughters–Meg, Jo, Beth,
and Amy–now rest on her shoulders alone.
659 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub.
at $29.99  $6.95

7901054 JACQUELINE IN PARIS. By Ann
Mah. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In 1949,
Jacqueline Bouvier arrives in Paris to begin her 
junior year abroad. Catapulted into an
intoxicating new world of champagne and
chateaux, art and avant-garde theater, cafe and 
jazz clubs, she strikes up a romance, with a
talented young writer. 488 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $7.95

*7837755 THE TRACKERS. By Charles Frazier. LARGE PRINT 
EDITION. Painter Val travels westward to rural Dawes, Wyoming
and through a stroke of luck, landed a New Deal assignment to
create a mural for the town’s new post office. Wealthy art collector
John and his wife, Eve, have agreed to host Val at their ranch. When
Eve flees with a valuable painting in tow, Long recruits Val to hit the
road with a mission of tracking her down. 432 pages. HarperLuxe.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $25.95

*788561X THE AIR RAID BOOK CLUB. By
Annie Lyons. LARGE PRINT EDITION. London,
1938. A widower and bookstore owner, Gertie
Bingham decides, to take in a young headstrong
Jewish refugee girl named Hedy. When the Blitz
begins and bombs whistle overhead, Gertie and
Hedy decide to start an air raid book club. After
all, a good book can do wonders to bolster
people’s spirits, even in the most trying times.

452 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $26.95

7702833 SWORD OF KINGS. By Bernard
Cornwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Uhtred of
Bebbanburg is a man of his word. An oath bound
him to King Alfred. An oath bound him to
Aethelflaed. And now an oath will wrench him
away from the ancestral home he fought so hard to 
regain. For Uhtred has sworn that on King
Edward’s death, he will kill two men. And now
Edward is dying. 549 pages. HarperLuxe.

Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $7.95

1985558 SHARPE’S ASSASSIN. By Bernard
Cornwell. LARGE PRINT EDITION. If any man
can do the impossible, it’s Richard Sharpe. He is
dispatched to a new battleground: the maze of
Paris streets, where lines blur between friend and
foe. And in search of a spy, he will have to defeat
a lethal assassin determined to kill his target or
die trying. 443 pages. Harper. Paperbound.
Pub. at $29.99  $7.95

7852819 PROMISE. By Minrose Gwin. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
485 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.99  $7.95
7702558 THE HEIRESS. By Molly Greeley. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 422 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub.
at $27.99  $7.95
*7893361 CANARY GIRLS. By Jennifer Chiaverini. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 672 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.  $27.95
*7708505 MERCURY PICTURES PRESENTS. By Anthony
Marra. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 573 pages. Random.
Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  $9.95
*7900856 CROOK MANIFESTO. By Colson Whitehead.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 498 pages. Random House Large
Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $31.00  PRICE CUT to $19.95

Westerns & Cowboy Stories
7974485 TRAIL OF THE APACHE AND
OTHER STORIES. By Elmore Leonard. In seven
classic Western tales, Leonard recreates a world
of violence, deception, vengeance, and strange
beauty with the same peerless storytelling power 
that distinguishes his acclaimed suspense
fiction. 196 pages. Harper. Paperbound.
Pub. at $6.99  $4.95

*779147X THE COLLECTED SHORT STORIES OF LOUIS
L’AMOUR, VOLUME 7: Frontier Stories. Here are tales of
honest thieves and crooked lawmen, of dream chasers and
treasure hunters, of men and women hoping for a second chance 
and others down to their last. Throughout, L’Amour demonstrates 
the unerring touch for detail and keen insight into human nature
that lend these stories the power to thrill, surprise, and entertain. 
528 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.  $5.95

4749030 WHISKEY WHEN WE’RE DRY. By
John Larison. In the spring of 1885, young
Jessilyn Harney finds herself orphaned and
alone on her family’s homestead. Desperate to
fend off predatory neighbors, she cuts her hair,
binds her chest, saddles her beloved mare, and
sets off across the mountains to find her outlaw
brother, Noah, and bring him home. 387 pages.
Viking. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95

7921195 BUSHWHACKED. By C. Courtney
Joyner. Novels. Two of Joyner’s acclaimed
west e rns  co l lec t ed  in to  one  vo lume,
chronicling the frontier legend of John

“Shotgun” Bishop–half man, half killing
machine, and all vengeance. Includes Shotgun
and  The  B leed ing  Edge .  570 pages .
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*4965868 BLOOD VALLEY. By William W.
Johnstone. New lawman Cotton has stuck his
nose in the biggest hornet’s nest in the territory.
Some of the new homesteaders are stringing
wire, and the three large spreads in the area
don’t like it. Before Cotton can say “range war!”
a passel of hardcases are filling the air with
gunsmoke and hot lead. But Cotton won’t be
scared off. He’ll see to it that law and order

come to Doubtful. 304 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.  $5.95

*4750225 BLOOD, GUTS, AND GLORY. By
William W. Johnstone. Novels. In Revenge of the
Mountain Man, Smoke Jensen lives for revenge
for the shooting of his wife and the destruction of
his ranch–ruthless, righteous, merciless revenge. 
In Vengeance of the Mountain Man, Smoke
hopes to return to a normal life. Unfortunately a
vicious young gunfighter by the name of
Sundance is out for Smoke’s blood. 601 pages.

Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7904983 LIGHTNING SHELL: People of
Cahokia. By W. Michael & Kathleen O. Gear.
Spotted Wrist’s squadrons are about to launch
an assault on Evening Star Town. Meanwhile,
the new Keeper’s loyal squadrons have taken
control of central Cahokia. A final showdown
will take Cahokia to its roots, and nothing will
be the same again. 462 pages. Forge. Pub. at
$29.99  $6.95

7835264 MISTAKES CAN KILL YOU. By
Louis L’Amour. Highlights an essential selection
featuring nine of L’Amour’s earlier short stories,
sometimes written under the pen name Jim
Mayo, that exemplify the rugged morality of the
best Western writing. Includes stories such as
Black Rock Coffin-Makers; Four Card Draw; Trail
to Pie Town; and more. 256 pages. Skyhorse.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $6.95

*7791445 BORDEN CHANTRY. By Louis L’Amour. A
well-dressed stranger lay dead in the street, apparently the victim of a
cold-blooded murder. Marshal Borden Chantry knows one thing: the
killer lives in his town. But who can it be? The closer he gets to the
truth, the closer Borden gets to becoming the next victim. 241 pages.
Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

*4848632 HOW THE WEST WAS WON. By
Louis L’Amour. They came by river and wagon
train. They were men like Linus Rawlings, a
restless survivor of Indian country who’d headed 
west to see the ocean but left his heart–and his
home–in the West. They were women like Lilith
Prescott,a smart, spirited beauty who fled her
family. These pioneering men and women
sowed the seed of a nation. 388 pages. Bantam.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7819021 AMERICAN ODYSSEY. By Max
McCoy. Jack Picaro lost his Ghost Rifle, the
firearm he invented, the one that never missed
its target. Then, after helping rescue U.S.
soldiers captured by Crow Indians in the Rocky
Mountains, Jack hears the familiar bell-like
report of his Ghost Rifle. Determined to retrieve 
his deadly property, he travels deep into Lakota 
territory, facing down old enemies. 374 pages.

Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

769511X A DEATH VALLEY CHRISTMAS. By William & J.A.
Johnstone. Ace and Chance Jensen usually spend Christmas at the
Sugarloaf Ranch. But this year, the brothers are heading to Death
Valley to claim Chance’s prize in a poker game: the deed to a silver
mine. The Jensen boys didn’t plan on a Christmas gunfight. 376
pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
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Westerns & Cowboy Stories
7810210 RETURN TO GILA BEND. By Ralph
Compton. Lewis Taylor is released from prison
and heads back to his hometown of Gila Bend,
Texas. When he arrives he finds a town
dramatically changed. Once a happy place to
live, it is now populated by people who are
angry and afraid. One man, Captain Archer
Ringewald has taken control of the town. Can an
ex-con on his own save an entire town?

292 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

782324X GHOST HOLLOW RANCH. By Ralph Compton. Drifter
Lucas finds more than just a job–he finds a family that reminds him of
the loved ones he lost in the earthquake of 1968. He works to repair
the quake damage as well as repeated mishaps that might be
accidents or deliberate acts of sabotage. He has to decide whether or
not to put himself on the line to protect people he never planned on
caring for. 278 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7820461 THE CRIMSON TRAIL. By Eric Red.
Joe Noose knows what fear looks like. He sees it in 
the eyes of his new friends–a dozen trail-hardened 
cattle men who don’t scare easily. They’re afraid
that someone on this drive–one of their own–is a
murderer. Every man is a suspect, and the woman
rancher in charge is paying Joe to root out the evil
on this cursed cattle drive. 348 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7857934 THE JUDAS TREE/TENBOW. By Matt
Braun. Novels. The Judas Tree Fifty-six men have
been killed in a Montana town, dozens of
stagecoaches have been robbed, and a fanatical
vigilante leader is threatening to blow everything to
bits. Tenbow Veteran lawman Jack Stillman has
come to town to solve a string of murders. Each
victim was a landowner in the valley, and each
killing was carried out with a long-range rifle.

500 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

785322X CIMARRON JORDAN/EL PASO. By
Matt Braun. Novels. Cimarron Jordan From
Abilene to the Smoky Hill country, they fought and
hunted side by side before going their separate
ways. Now, on the streets of Dodge City, the two
legends of the fierce plains are about to come face
to face again. El Paso It’s 1881. El Paso is a
booming border town crawling with corrupt
politicians and gunslick outlaws. 572 pages. St.

Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

785806X BLACK FOX/OUTLAW KINGDOM.
By Matt Braun. Novels. The Texas plains have
run with the blood of natives and settlers. Now
that the Civil War has begun, the Comanche
have a new chance for victory and revenge in
Black Fox. And in Outlaw Kingdom, lawman Bill
Tilghman joined the historic land rush in 1889,
setting aside his badge to make his fortune. But
now he’s been called back into service.

662 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7847475 RALPH COMPTON BIG JAKE’S LAST DRIVE. By
Robert J. Randisi. The trail to Kansas is fraught with dangers
both natural and man-made, but when one of Jake’s crew is
killed by rustlers, Big Jake has one more task before him–exact
vengeance for his trail partner. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7863152 THE DEVIL’S POSSE. By Charles G.
West. Brothers Logan and Billy Cross are out of a job. 
Their boss sends them to Fort Pierre in the Dakota
Territory, recommending they join up with a horse
drive to Sturgis. When they enter a saloon to meet
their prospective boss and Billy foolishly smiles at
someone else’s woman, he draws the ire of Quincy
Morgan and his gang of outlaws. 298 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7823681 WAY OF THE GUN. By Charles G.
West. Even at seventeen years old, Carson Ryan
knows enough about cow herding to realize his
crew is the worst ever. The U.S. Army throws his
outfit in jail because they believe his crew is
nothing more than a bunch of murdering cattle
rustlers. Carson’s only options are to escape or
die trying. 296 pages. Signet. Paperbound. Pub. 
at $7.99  $4.95

7816030 LEFT HAND OF THE LAW. By Charles G. West. Trailed
by an obsessed federal marshal, ambushed by a vengeful Sioux
warrior, and running afoul of a low-down scoundrel in Deadwood, Ben
Cutler is in for a long, hard ride before he can find any peace.
298 pages. Signet. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.99  $4.95

*7689144 RANGE WAR IN WHISKEY
HILL. By Charles G. West. Almost ten years
ago, a wild 18 year old Colt McCrae was sent to
jail for a crime he didn’t commit. Now, he’s
received grim news: his estranged father has
been murdered and his family needs Colt home. 
He returns home, but he’s not welcomed by
everyone. 281 pages. Berkley. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7862342 LUKE’S GOLD. By Charles G. West.
Ever since he was 14, Cade has made his way
through life by his own sweat and blood, with no
place to call home. Veteran ranch hand Luke
sees a resourceful youngster who’s as honest as 
he is tough. Luke and Cade make a move to find
the  los t  for tune .  233 pages .  Berk ley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*3960226 MONTANA TERRITORY. By
Charles G. West. Raised among the Blackfoot, John
Hawk is a valuable asset to the U.S. Army. As a
scout at Fort Ellis, he is able to cross the line
between two worlds–and keep the peace. But when
he disobeys a direct order from his commander,
Hawk is immediately dismissed from his post. That
was the army’s first mistake. 329 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7811683 RALPH COMPTON CALVERT’S
LAST BLUFF. By E.L. Ripley. In Omaha, Tom
Calvert boards a riverboat to play high-stakes poker,
but accusations of cheating cause some serious
trouble, and a deadly gun battle ensues. The
wounded Calvert reluctantly accepts a bargain from
young stowaway Asher, and together they begin a
treacherous journey to new lives. 296 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7858868 RALPH COMPTON THE TRAIL’S
END. By E.L. Ripley. After years as a
professional gambler, Tom has survived both a
deadly shootout on a riverboat casino and an
arbuous journey across the frontier to arrive in
Friendly Field, Idaho. The bucolic Quaker
community welcomes him with open arms, and
soon Tom is courting a widow and learning, to
his surprise, to enjoy the quiet life. 297 pages.

Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7858841 RALPH COMPTON THE ROBBER
BARONS. By Craig Barstow. Salsipuedes has
grown into a place where criminals, politicians,
and grifters can retire according to their fondest
dreams. For Luke, what starts off as a week of
h igh-quali ty  eats , booze,  and c iv i l– if
corrupt–conversation turns into the case of a
lifetime, the ambitious heist of the secret booty
of some retired but still very dangerous crooks.

296 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7898959 THE POWER OF THE DOG. By Thomas Savage. Set
in 1920s Montana, this drama tells the story of two brothers–and 
of the woman and young boy, mother and son, whose arrival on
the brothers’ ranch shatters an already tenuous peace. 293
pages. Back Bay Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7969627 ROUGH JUSTICE #2. By R. Compton 
& R. Cotton. Novels. Riders of Judgment In her
guise as “Danny Duggin,” Danielle Strange has
spent the past two years hunting down the outlaws
who murdered her family. Death Along the
Cimarron Disguised as “Danny Duggin,” Danielle
Strange hunted down the merciless cutthroats who
murdered her father. 502 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

*4875184 BUFFALO WAGONS/CLPUDY IN
THE WEST. By Elmer Kelton. Novels. Buffalo
Wagons: in Dodge City no hunter who values his
scalp dares ride south of the Cimarron and into
Comanche territory, none by Gage Jameson. Cloudy
In The West: Beau, a prostitute, an outlaw, and a
sheepman become Joey’s partners as the boy is
trailed by the murderous Meacham, who is in cahoots 
with Joey’s stepmother in a scheme to take over the

Shipman farm. 522 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7823274 HANGING JUDGE/BOWIE’S MINE. By Elmer
Kelton. Novels. In Hanging Judge, Justin is eager to help keep
the peace as a deputy marshal in small-town Texas. That is until
he is assigned to serve under the “hanging judge.” In Bowie’s
Mine, Daniel is having trouble living up to his father’s high
standards for the farm. So, when the story of Jim Bowies’
legendary silver mine circles around, he takes a chance on
adventure. 425 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7823606 STAND PROUD/EYES OF THE
HAWK. By Elmer Kelton. Novels. Stand Proud,
follows Frank Claymore from the Civil War to the
dawn of the twentieth century, through marriage,
births, deaths, and a creeping change in the
society has him tried for murder. In Eyes of the
Hawk, an insolent, dangerous newcomer, seeks
to build his fortune at Thomas Canfield’s
expense, causing an all out feud to ensue.

506 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7921098 BLOOD AT SUNDOWN. By Peter
Brandvold. Lou Prophet and the deadly
Louisa Bonaventure have torn a bloody swath 
across Dakota territory in search of the Griff
Hatchley gang. But with an approaching
blizzard, they decide to split up–and take
separate paths towards damnation. When the 
spring’s thaw comes, they’ll find a city of
corpses beneath the snow. 408 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7921330 THE COST OF DYING. By Peter
Brandvold. Heading south of the border, Lou
Prophet isn’t the only man marked for death.
The young pistolero Colter Farrow has made an
awful lot of enemies, too–and now practically
every bounty hunter south of the Rio Grande is
gunning for blood. For money. For fun. And
now, for Lou Prophet. 423 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7964161 RALPH COMPTON BULLET
CREEK. By Peter Brandvold. Tom Navarro has
retired from his gunslinging ways to find peace
of mind. Everything seems to be going
according to plan until Don Francisco is found
dead, and Navarro soon finds himself smack in
the middle of a torrent of lead. 297 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7926510     A  MACCALLISTER
CHRISTMAS. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone.  Th is  year,  two o f  Du f f
MacCallister’s American cousins, twins
Andrew and Rosanna, will be joining him for
the holidays at the Sky Meadow Ranch. That
is, if they manage to get there alive. The
twins’ train is held up by not one, but two
v ic ious  ou t l aw gangs .  300  pages.

Kensington. Pub. at $27.95  $5.95
*7746148 OLD COWBOYS NEVER DIE.
By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. They say you
can’t teach an old dog new tricks. But old
cowboys? That’s a different story. When Tubbs 
and Doolin learn their bosses are getting out of 
the beef business, there’s one problem. Their
bosses’ lawyer is skipping town with all the
workers’ cash, which means they have one job 
le f t  to do:  steal  i t  back. 296 pages.

Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95
7695586 THE WICKED DIE TWICE. By
William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Not many men
get a second chance at life, but thanks to a
chief U.S. marshal who needs their help, the
bank-robbing duo of Slash and Pecos Kid are
on the right side of the law. As unofficial
marshals, they’ve agreed to pick up three
prisoners from a Milestown jail and escort
them to Denver. Easy enough–until they learn

the prisoners are an unholy trio of sadistic cutthroat killers!
346 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7701950 STAND UP AND DIE. By William
W. & J.A. Johnstone. Some say luck comes in
threes. And if you’re a bank robber or
bloodthirsty killer, that bad luck comes in the
form of three hard justice-seekers known as
the Jackals: Matt McCulloch, Sean Keegan
and Jed Breen. But when their paths cross near 
Arizona’s Dead River, they’ve got to join forces
and face all of their enemies, come hell or high 

water. 394 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7695276 LAST STAGE TO EL PASO. By
William W. & J.A. Johnstone. According to
local legend, the stagecoach known as the
Gray Ghost is either haunted, cursed, or just
plain unlucky. Each of the last three drivers
and three more riding shotgun came to a
violent, bloody end. And now it’s Red Ryan’s
turn to guard five foolhardy passengers on the
stage’s next ,  and  possib ly last ,  t r ip.

348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
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Westerns & Cowboy Stories
7695187 HANG THEM SLOWLY. By William
W. & J.A. Johnstone. Vance Brewster is a
hardworking young cowboy. Stovepipe Stewart
and Wilbur Coleman, undercover cowboys, are
two new ranch hands working at his side. All three
get caught up in a brewing, trigger-happy Montana 
range war between the Rafter M and Three Rivers
ranches. When the fury suddenly explodes in a hail 
of gunfire, the three men must show their hands.

359 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7820674 A MACCALLISTER CHRISTMAS.
By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. This year, two of
Duff MacCallister’s American cousins–twins
Andrew and Rosanna–will be joining him at the
Sky Meadow Ranch. However the twins’ train is
held up by not one, but two vicious gangs, who are 
teaming up to make this one Christmas the
MacCallisters will never forget. 363 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7922035 HELL’S GATE. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. After crossing the desert, bounty
hunter Sam Flintock is desperate for rest and
supplies. Then comes a bizarre offer from heiress
Lucy Cullen: she’ll pay him to spend a week in the 
haunted mansion of her murdered uncle. Sam
doesn’t fear ghosts–he’s more concerned about
a local gunslinger. 345 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7921713 THE EDGE OF VIOLENCE. By
William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Two rival factions
have set their sights on the town of Violet to gain
control of the new rails being laid across the
country. It’s Deputy U.S. Marshal Tim Colter’s job
to tame the rampant greed and rising tensions. But 
he’ll have to wage a war to determine the fate of the 
Dakota Terr i tory. 364 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*4966023 MASSACRE AT POWDER RIVER.
By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. The year is 1884.
Winnie, a 10 year old British boy, has come to visit
his uncle’s Wyoming spread, just as the vicious
Yellow Kerchief Gang has the ranch under siege.
Outgunned and outmatched, a British rancher is
willing to pay $5,000 for help. That is more than
enough money to bring Matt Jensen into the fray.
But Matt has history on his hands, because little

Winnie Churchill must survive, grow up, and fight a war of his own.
380 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*7857543 THIS MAN MUST DIE. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. Sheriff Buck Trammel is about to learn a cold hard
truth about the Wild West: when you lock up the biggest,
meanest crime lord in town, you’d better throw away the key.
330 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7695470 TILL DEATH. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. If anyone can get a shipment of
brides to a church on time, it’s Bo Creel and
Scratch Morton. The real trouble beings when
they reach the Alaskan boomtown. It’s a hotbed 
of gold and greed, as wild as any on the Texas
frontier. Before anyone starts exchanging vows
and tossing rice, this gold-hungry wedding
party will be swapping lead. 379 pages.

Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7921853 FOREVER TEXAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone.
It’s 1852. The wounds of the Mexican War are healing. Regis
Royal, co-owner of a steamship fleet, has made it out alive,
relatively unscarred and with enough profit and foolhard
ambition to envision a new life in south Texas. 360 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $24.95  $5.95

*7773757 LUKE JENSEN, BOUNTY
HUNTER. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone.
Confederate soldier Luke Jensen is assigned the task 
of smuggling gold out of the city before the Yankees
get it; when he is ambushed and robbed then shot in
the back, left to die. He hopes to reunite with his
brother Smoke, but a growing romance keeps him
on the farm until fate takes a tragic turn. 316 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7746059 BLACK HILLS BLOOD HUNT. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. Deadwood, South Dakota. Miners flock there seeking
fortunes, while bandits, and businessmen seek to deprive those who 
strike gold by means fair and foul. Former lawman Seth plans to
keep the peace by any means necessary–especially when his good
friend, President Theodore Roosevelt, is expected in town to
celebrate the anniversary of Deadwood’s founding. 347 pages.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7921462 DEAD TIME. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Hank
Fallon, a justice-seeking ex-con, goes undercover and behind bars
again to expose a plot as big, as bold, and as deadly as the American
Civil War. 393 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7834063 SAVE IT FOR SUNDAY. By
William W. & J.A. Johnstone. After riding with
Missouri bushwhackers, Taylor vowed to never
take another life. He’s making good on it,
preaching the Good Book. When the marshal
takes a bullet in a skirmish, he pins a badge on
the preacher, leaving him open to a whole new
world of hell. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*4684141 TEXAS KILL OF THE
MOUNTAIN MAN. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. Smoke Jensen has met some
down and dirty, murdering prairie scum over
the years. But this time it’s personal and it’s
bloody–and going to get bloodier. First they
stole fifty horses Smoke delivered to his old
friend Big Jim Conyers, then they stole two
thousand cattle from him, and then they killed

Big Jim for the fun of it. Now they’re going to pay. 361 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7746180 SLAUGHTER AT WOLF CREEK.
By William W. & J.A. Johnstone. There’s a new
stranger in town, and his name is Lucas. Some
folks say he’s the fastest gun in the West. But
Ben don’t put much stock in what folks say, until 
the killing starts. So far Lucas has his sights set
on just one target: a pretty widow who’s staying
with the wife of a Baptist preacher. 330 pages.
Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7819056 HEAT LIGHTNING. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone.
Ira Dunellen is seeking to expand his empire and targets a Texas
town only to run across a pair of lawmen who can’t be bought.
316 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*1981951 BRANNIGAN’S LAND. By
William W. & J.A. Johnstone. Ty Brannigan traded 
his tin star for a cattle ranch with his wife and four
children. But thieves and killers who he let rot
behind bars are looking to settle old scores by
tracking him down to his ranch. They’ve made the 
mistake of targeting his family–only to discover Ty 
enforces his own law. 380 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7858833 RALPH COMPTON FATAL
JUSTICE. By David Robbins. Years ago,
Marshal Asher Thrall shot mad-dog killer Ben
Sharkey in the leg to save a fellow lawman.
Since then, every crooked stop has reminded
Sharkey of the man who put a bullet in him. And
he’s just repaid the favor to the marshal in
spades. 298 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub.
at $7.99  $4.95

7881657 RALPH COMPTON BLUFF CITY. By
David Robbins. Prosperous Bluff City is a
silver-mining town with plenty of hard-working
citizens to exploit. Harve Barker, the wealthiest
man in the territory, offers irresistible vices to
anyone willing and able to afford them. And
outlaw Jesse Stark leads a gang on a violent
spree of robberies. And Clay Adams has a score
to settle with both of them. 298 pages. Berkley.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7898975 RALPH COMPTON A WOLF IN THE FOLD. By
David Robbins. When it comes to killing, Lucius is just about the
meanest mongrel of a man who ever aimed a gun in west Texas.
For him, taking lives means making a living, and if the price is
right, he’ll do the job. But even the hardest of men has a soft
spot. 297 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7870590 RALPH COMPTON OUTLAW
TOWN. By David Robbins. When a cowhand
needs a sawbones bad, trail boss Stout sends
Chancy and Ollie to escort the man to a town
called Prosperity, which none of them has ever
heard of. At first glance, the town looks
deserted–but the saloon is full. The two are happy
to help the ailing cowboy, especially when they
hear about the herd grazing a few miles away.

311 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

784557X RALPH COMPTON PRAIRIE FIRE, KANSAS. By
John Shirley. Fresh from a successful trail drive, cattle hand Seth 
Coe is feeling flush, especially after a lucky streak at the poker
table. But his good fortune earns him a dangerous enemy:
notorious tinhorn gambler Hannibal Fisher, who is none too
happy about being cleaned out. 277 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7861028 RALPH COMPTON TERROR
TRAIL. By Lyle Brandt. The twin daughters of a
New Mexican rancher must help their father
recover his stolen herd. A perilous road lies
ahead, but the sisters will stop at nothing to
find justice for their fallen brother and reclaim
what was stolen. 263 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7969317 THE ABSOLUTELY TRUE DIARY
OF A PART-TIME INDIAN. By Sherman
Alexie. Junior leaves the reservation to attend
an all-white school in the neighboring farm
town where the only other Indian is the school
mascot. Despite being condemned as a traitor
to his people and enduring great tragedies,
Junior attacks life with wit and humor and
discovers a strength inside of himself that he

never knew existed. Ages 11 & up. Illus. 230 pages. Little,
Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95

*7951809 BLIND DOG CANYON. By Brett
Cogburn. Newt “Widowmaker” Jones may have
signed his own death warrant when he agreed to
guard a mountain of silver against an outlaw out
for revenge and a legendary gunman with a very
long better off dead list. 394 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
 

7820577 GUNPOWDER EXPRESS. By Brett Cogburn.
Vulture City, home to a prosperous goldmine, has gold piling
up due to a lack of volunteers to transport it along the
Gunpowder Express trail. The mine owner hires Newt

“Widowmaker” Jones to ride shotgun on the next stage.
Waiting on the trail is Irish Jack, who wouldn’t think twice
about putting anyone six feet under. 362 pages. Pinnacle.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7820801 SMOKE WAGON. By Brett Cogburn.
Morgan Clyde is a former New York City
policeman and Union sharpshooter who lost
everything in the Civil War. But he’s still got his
guns and his guts. Which is why the owners of the 
railroad hired him for one hell of a job. They plan
to extend the rails through Indian Territory, but the
ornery citizens of Ironhead Station want to keep
things just the way they are. 444 pages. Pinnacle.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

*7874197 BLACK VALLEY RIDERS. By
Ralph Cotton. When two bounty hunters arrive
in Minton Hill trailing the same outlaws he is,
Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack agrees to ride with
them. Trouble is, only a drunken gambler called
Tinnis Lucas knows where the gang is holed up.
294 pages. Penguin. Paperbound.  $5.95
 

*7874316 LAWMAN FROM NOGALES.
By Ralph Cotton. Arizona Ranger Sam
Burrack has spent weeks on the hunt deep
within Mexico’s Sierra Madre. His quarry:
Luis and Teto Torres, the notorious leaders of
the ruthless Gun Killers Gang. Little does he
know that an ambush awaits him. 298 pages.
Penguin. Paperbound.  $5.95

7859848 THE GUNS OF C.C. ELLIS. By Ralph Cotton. A corrupt
former army colonel trying to run a railroad. The sheriff of a frontier
town so raw its only name is New Water Stop One. And a gang of
outlaws on a mission. When these forces collide, bullets fly!
279 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7905165 SHADOW RIVER. By Ralph Cotton.
Arizona Ranger Sam Burrack is undercover as
an outlaw to infiltrate a pair of vicious border
gangs and bring them down. When four men
ride toward the Twisted Hills, the only thing
between them and a certain death at the hands
of the Apache is Sam, who also wants those
men dead. 293 pages. Signet. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7964137 PAYBACK AT BIG SILVER. By Ralph 
Cotton. Arizona Territory Ranger Sam Burrack
knows all too well that criminals don’t concern
themselves with consequences. So it’s no
surprise to him when Big Silver’s Sheriff
Sheppard Stone makes an enemy of wealthy
cattle rancher Edsel Centrila. 295 pages. Signet. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
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Westerns & Cowboy Stories
7845596 RALPH COMPTON THE
TOO-LATE TRAIL. By Matthew P. Mayo. Young
Mitchell Newland learns that his herd of
scrubby range cattle will fetch ten times their
local price if they’re driven to Montana. Halfway 
to Montana, range pirates and a rogue Apache
war party close in and the herd is driven away.
Salvation in the form of a Basque sheepherder
revives Mitch, and he realizes he’s not done yet. 

312 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7830726 SHOTGUN CHARLIE. By Matthew P.
Mayo. Charlie is taken in by the gruff leader,
Grady Haskell, of a gang of small-time crooks.
When Haskell’s bold daylight bank job in
prosperous Bakersfield turns bloody, Charlie
attempts to thwart the heist and ends up the only 
gang member caught alive. Sentenced to swing, 
Charlie makes a daring escape, determined to
track down Haskell and prove his innocence.

297 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7964188 RALPH COMPTON THE HUNTED.
By Matthew P. Mayo. Big Charlie knows better than
to lose his temper, but when a loudmouth
threatens to expose his long-buried secrets, he
can’t help but teach the man a lesson about
keeping quiet. Unfortunately, it turns out the man
was about to make an important supply run for the
town marshal, and Marshal Watt knows just
enough about Shotgun Charlie’s past to draft him

into service. 294 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7849532 THE SHERIFF. By R. Dwyer & A.
Wright. An aging sheriff Donovan is coming to
terms with his recent terminal cancer
diagnosis and is desperate to maintain his
tenuous grasp on Three Chop–the town he
willed into existence. When he decides to
shutter the local saloon and brothel, his plan to 
cement his legacy in the eyes of God meets
resistance from the town’s business elite.

321 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $3.95
*7912374 WILL CHASE, BLACK HILLS. By Robert Primeaux.
The legend of Will Chase/Chasing Hawk has been told only within the
Lakota of the Sioux Nation. But now, with the approval of the Lakota
Elders, this legend is told in print to the people of the world.
198 pages. Trine Day. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

*7874219 THE BORDER TRILOGY. By
Cormac McCarthy. Novels. Beginning with
All the Pretty Horses and continuing through
The Crossing and Cities of the Plain,
McCarthy chronicles the lives of two young
men coming of age in the Southwest and
Mexico, poised on the edge of a world about
to change forever. 1020 pages. Knopf.
Pub. at $38.00  $28.95

1033336 WAYFARING STRANGER. By James Lee Burke.
Weldon Avery Holland encountered famous outlaws, served in
World War II, and challenged ruthless businessmen. None of this 
was as dangerous as finding true love. 450 pages. S&S.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

7942273 TWO FOR TEXAS. By James Lee
Burke. In the early 1800s, 19 year old Son
Holland is falsely accused of stealing a purse and
condemned to ten years in a brutal Louisiana
prison camp. Determined not to spend the next
decade behind bars, Son teams up with a fellow
inmate and a Native American woman, and the
trio flees. As fugitives their only choice is to join
the fight for Texan independence. 182 pages.

S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $6.95
7820402 BLOOD ON THE TRAIL. By
Terrence McCauley. Attacked by allies of the
dangerous prisoner he’s escorting, Deputy
U.S. Marshal Jeremiah Halstead is forced to
hole up in a dusty Montana mining town. With
unsympathetic townsfolk on one side and
dangerous outlaws on the other, Halstead
finds himself alone as he prepares for a bloody 
showdown.  344 pages .  Pinnac le .

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7820372 AND THE DEVIL MAKES FIVE. By Dusty Richards. It
begins with a train robbery by a gang of conspirators with far
deadlier motives than money or gold. Their mission: to steal the
powerful explosives. Their goal: to assassinate Mexico’s resistance
leader Benito Juarez, at a small stagecoach station owned and
operated by the O’Malley family. 316 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

7927185 RAGE FOR VENGEANCE. By Dusty 
Richards. U.S. Marshal Chet Byrnes is turning
the savage and lawless Arizona desert into a
homeland. He’s spearheading a stage line from 
Gallup to the Colorado River, but it’s not Texas
gamble r,  Ge ra ld  Ha l l ’ s ,  idea  o f
progress–killing Chet is. Come heaven or high
water, that stage line is going through–even if
it’s forged in blood. 391 pages. Kensington.

Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7874375 RALPH COMPTON NORTH TO
THE SALT FORK. By Dusty Richards. Captain
Jack Starr served the Confederate cause with
honor for four years. The Texas town of Lost Dog
Creek promised an opportunity for the war
veteran to rebuild his life–and a woman to share 
it with. But not everyone is willing to roll out the
welcome wagon for Jack. 295 pages. Penguin.
Paperbound.  $5.95

7857071 THE BLOOD OF INNOCENTS. By
Sean Lynch. A couple of wagon trains traveling
on the Oregon Trail have vanished and Marshal
Samuel Pritchard has to investigate in hostile
territory. Bounty hunter Captain Laird Bonner is
ruthless as he pursues his prey. The trail for
Pritchard and Bonner ends in Whisky Falls. To
escape they must declare a truce and take on an
army of gunmen. 392 pages. Pinnacle.

Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95

7921349 COTTONMOUTH. By Sean Lynch.
1874, Missouri. As marshal of Atherton,
Samuel Pritchard hopes to put his bloody past
behind him, to see his sister marry his lifelong
friend, and to find a wife and raise a family. But
strangers have arrived in Atherton, and
someone has placed a bounty on Pritchard’s
head. 378 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

779181X SHOOT-OUT AT SUGAR CREEK. By M. Spillane &
M.A. Collins. After rescuing a barmaid by killing a drunken
young scoundrel, Sheriff Caleb York finds himself caught in the
crossfire of a savage shoot-out between the hired hands of the
mother of the boy–and the love of his life, Willa. No matter who
wins, it’s going to be a bloodbath. 225 pages. Kensington.
Pub. at $25.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95

7921128 THE BLOODY SPUR.  By  M.
Spillane & M.A. Collins. Rancher George
Cullen doesn’t like the Santa Fe Railroad’s plan 
to drive a spur through his town. He intends to
put up a fight. Sheriff Caleb York rides out to
reason with his old friend, keeping a firm grip
on his Colt .44. He’ll take dead aim to keep the
peace. 290 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7922116 HOT LEAD, COLD JUSTICE. By M. 
Spillane & M.A. Collins. As the winter weather
bears down, stir-crazy outlaws aim to take down
Sheriff Caleb York, and disappear into the
blinding storm. As a chilling cat and mouse
begins, York isn’t about to let Luke “Burn ‘Em”
Burnham and his damnable gang get away. It’d
be a cold day in hell if he did. 206 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $25.00  $5.95

7922256 LAST STAGE TO HELL
JUNCTION. By M. Spillane & M.A. Collins.
Holding their captives at a hotel in the ghost
town known as Hell Junction, the Hargrave gang
demands a high ransom. Sheriff Caleb York must 
find a way to infiltrate the gang and rescue the
hostages. Because Sheriff York knows when
you’re in Hell, justice takes no prisoners.
224 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $25.00  $5.95

7911335 ARMSTRONG RIDES AGAIN! By
H.W. Crocker III. George Armstrong Custer
makes common cause with the writer (and
former Union officer) Ambrose Bierce, and
serves as a soldier of fortune in the strife-torn
Latin American island of Neustraguano,
where romance, intrigue, a rumbling
volcano,  revolut ionar ies,  smugglers ,
treasure, and a civil war all combine.

211 pages. Regnery. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
790102X GUNSIGHTS. By Elmore Leonard. 284 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95
*7791488 DOWN THE LONG HILLS. By Louis L’Amour. 182
pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95
7883102 DEATH VALLEY DRIFTER. By Ralph Compton.
293 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

785885X RALPH COMPTON THE SALTWATER TRAIL. By
Jackson  Lowry.  264 pages .  Be rk ley.  Pape rbound .
Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7814496 BITTERROOT/SUNDANCE. By Richard S. Wheeler.
694 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
*4848535 THE COLLECTED SHORT STORIES OF LOUIS
L’AMOUR, VOLUME 1. 538 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
7820488 DEATH & TEXAS. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone.
316 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7695357 NEVER SEEN DEADER. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. 343 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7695500 THE TROUBLESHOOTERS. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. 363 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7820771 SAVAGE SUNDAY. By William W. & J.A. Johnstone.
378 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7921179 BROTHERHOOD OF EVIL. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. 348 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
792187X A FRONTIER CHRISTMAS. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. 410 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50  $4.95
7927266 A ROCKY MOUNTAIN CHRISTMAS. By William W.
& J.A. Johnstone. 391 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound.  $4.95
7921063 A BIG SKY CHRISTMAS. By William W. & J.A.
Johnstone. 411 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.50  $4.95
*7743165 VENGEANCE MOON. By Charles G. West. 280
pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*7787588 HELL HATH NO FURY. By Charles G. West.
307 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7862121 DUEL AT LOW HAWK. By Charles G. West.
280 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7870663 TRIAL AT FORT KEOGH. By Charles G. West.
293 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7808755 WAR CRY. By Charles G. West. 293 pages. Signet.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
*4930347 ROCK WITH WINGS. By Anne Hillerman.
322 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95SOLD OUT
4970926 SHADOW ON THE TRAIL. By Zane Grey. 278 pages. 
Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95
7830718 ROUGH JUSTICE #1. By R. Compton & R. Cotton.
536 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95
7915853 DISTURBING THE PEACE. By Terrence McCauley.
345 pages. Pinnacle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7763026 THE GOOD OLD BOYS/THE SMILING
COUNTRY. By Elmer Kelton. 530 pages. Forge. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
*7746172 SHOOT-OUT AT SUGAR CREEK. By M. Spillane
& M.A. Collins. 239 pages. Kensington. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
4865324 THE LOG OF A COWBOY. By Andy Adams. 387
pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95
*7906617 G U N M E T A L  M O U N T A I N .  B y  J o h n
S h i r l e y .  3 1 1  p a g e s .  P i n n a c l e .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub.  a t  $8.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
*7832745 RED STATION. By Kenzie Jennings. 135 pages.
Death’s Head. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $9.95
*7829841 THE THIRTEENTH KOYOTE. By Kristopher
Tr i a n a .  4 9 1  p a g e s .  D e a t h ’ s  H e a d .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*7819838 O N  T H E  P E C O S  T R A I L .  B y  Pa t r i c k
D e a r e n .  I l l u s .  1 0 2  p a g e s .  Tw o D o t .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub.  a t  $14.95  PRICE CUT to  $5.95
*7832737 THE MAGPIE COFFIN. By Wile E. Young. 198 pages.
Death’s Head. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

7961553 DEVIL’S DUE. By James Clay.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. Devil’s Due
provides a refuge for a band of vicious killers
who are murdering nesters in nearby
Capstone, Texas. The villainous Rawlins is
using one of Capstone’s respected citizens in
his plan to frame a wealthy rancher for the
killings and instigate a land war. 192 pages.
Center Point. Pub. at $34.95  $5.95

Military Fiction
7964323 THOSE WHO ARE SAVED. By
Alexis Landau. Spanning World War II and two 
continents, this is a tale of love, sacrifice and
faith of one mother’s impossible choice and
her search for her daughter against the odds.
424 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95
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Military Fiction
7927762 WHEN THE MISSOURI RAN
RED. By Jim R. Woolard. In a powerful Civil
War epic coursing with raw human drama,
Woolard forges a young man’s harrowing
coming of age journey from Confederate
captive to Union prisoner to unchained force
of vengeance during the most controversial
episode in American history. 297 pages.
Kensington. Pub. at $26.00  $5.95
7878184 UNDER OCCUPATION. By Alan
Furst. Occupied Paris, 1942. In the dark,
beautiful, treacherous city, the German
occupying forces are everywhere, and so are
French resistance fighters working secretly and
bravely to defeat Hitler. Novelist Paul Ricard finds
himself drawn deeper and deeper into anti-Nazi
efforts and increasingly dangerous espionage
assignments, traveling to Germany to spy on Nazi 

maneuvers. 206 pages. Random. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
7966172 THE SECRET LETTER. By Debbie
Rix. The Nazis have transformed Magda’s
German village into an oppressive, dangerous
place. Determined to fight back, she secretly
joins The White Rose, but the risks are great.
When an English bomber pilot crashes nearby,
Magda must choose between preserving her
family’s safety and saving his life. 417 pages.
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95
*796191X JOHNNY GOT HIS GUN. By
Dalton Trumbo. This was a war to make the world
safe for democracy. And if democracy was made
safe, then nothing else mattered–not the millions
of dead bodies, nor the thousands of ruined lives.
A shocking, violent, terrifying, horrible,
uncompromising, brutal, remorseless and
gruesome story, but so is war. 254 pages.
Citadel. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

786101X THE POSTMISTRESS OF PARIS. By Meg Waite
Clayton. In this tale of love, high stakes danger, and incomparable
courage comes the story of a young American heiress who helps
artists, hunted by the Nazis, escape from war torn Europe. 402 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

7860374 THE LAST TRAIN TO LONDON.
By Meg Waite Clayton. A powerful novel, set
in the pre-World War II era, based on the true
story of the Kindertransport rescue of ten
thousand children from Nazi-occupied
Europe–and of one brave woman who helped 
them escape. 452 pages. HarperCollins.
Pub. at $27.99  $7.95

7825277 SISTERS OF THE RESISTANCE.
By Christine Wells. When sisters Gabby and
Yvette Foucher are recruited into the resistance
by Catherine Dior, they’re swept into a
treacherous world of spies, fugitives, and
intrigue. While Gabby risks everything for the
man she’s hiding from the Nazis, Yvette must
decide whether to trust an enigmatic diplomat,
as the threat of betrayal draws ever closer.

388 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
776393X ARMOR ATTACKS: The Tank
Platoon. By John F. Antal. In this  interactive story,
you are the leader of a U.S. Army M1 Abrams tank
platoon. You will have an opportunity to make life or 
death decisions, and the events that unfold will be
dictated by the choices you make. The scenarios
are highly realistic, and there are maps and
appendices with detailed specifications of the
hardware involved to help you make informed

decisions. 518 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95  $7.95
7926480 THE LONG FLIGHT HOME. By
Alan Hlad. The friendship between Susan and
Ollie as they prepare to drop hundreds of
homing pigeons in German-occupied France.
When Ollie’s plane is downed behind enemy
lines, the devotion of Susan’s pigeon

“Duchess” and her sense of duty will become
an unexpected lifeline. 376 pages. Kensington.
Pub. at $26.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7862164 EYES TURNED SKYWARD. By Alena Dillon. Kathy
discovers a shocking family secret: her mother Peggy was a Woman
Airforce Service Pilot. During World War II, Peggy was unstoppable,
but now she’s filled with regret, and Kathy is determined to make her
mother’s last months count by uncovering her heroic past. 370 pages. 
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7892225 AN UNLIKELY SPY. By Rebecca
Starford. In 1939, with an Oxford degree in hand
and the war looming, Evelyn finds herself
recruited into an elite MI5 counterintelligence
unit. A ruthless secret society seeks an alliance
with Germany, and posing as a Nazi sympathizer,
Evelyn must build a case to expose their
treachery. 344 pages. Ecco. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

791136X BEYOND THE GOLDEN HOUR. By Vince Guerra. An
A-10 jet is shot down into the Hindu Kush Mountains of
Afghanistan. Airforce parachute jumpers must face subzero
temperatures, harsh terrain, and entrenched enemies to rescue
the missing pilot and get them all home. 192 pages. Copperlight 
Wood. Pub. at $24.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7752539 CLIVE CUSSLER THE SEA
WOLVES. By Jack Du Brul. Detective Isaac
Bell hunts down a new piece of technology
that is allowing the Germans to rule the seas
from New York to England. With the outcome
of World War I at stake, Bell will risk
everything to stop the U-boats before they
s t r i ke  aga in .  387 pages .  Pu tnam.
Pub. at $29.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95

4795709 RED METAL. By M. Greaney & H. Ripley Rawlings IV.
638 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
7870205 ARCTIC GAMBIT. By Larry Bond. 382 pages. Forge.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
4988272 TRIAL BY FIRE. By P.T. Deutermann. 245 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
7857829 THE GOOD SHEPHERD. By C.S. Forester.
261 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95
772683X UNTIL WE MEET. By Camille Di Maio. 372 pages.
Forever. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7875835 THE GOOD AFGHAN. By Kevin Maurer. 269 pages.
Permuted Press. Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7821662 THE COUNTESS OF THE REVOLUTION. By 
L a n a  K o r t c h i k .  3 3 6  p a g e s .  H Q .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

7940823 COUNTDOWN TO MIDNIGHT. By
Dale Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Nick
Flynn is back in action, and he has a new
employer–a shadowy intelligence outfit whose
roots go back to the very beginning of the Cold
War. During his first mission for them, Flynn is
ambushed and nearly killed–just after learning
that Iran and Russia are working together on a
mysterious project code-named MIDNIGHT.

571 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.99  $7.95

7961634 THE TUBMAN COMMAND. By Elizabeth Cobbs.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. May, 1863. Hunted by Confederates,
revered by slaves, Harriet Tubman plots an expedition behind
enemy lines to liberate hundreds of bondsmen and recruit them
as soldiers. A bounty on her head, she has given up husband and 
home for the noblest cause: a nation of, by, and for the people.
455 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95  $5.95
779469X STILL LIFE. By Sarah Winman. LARGE PRINT
EDITION. 637 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.00  $6.95

Fictional Biographies
7804474 BLONDE. By Joyce Carol Oates.
Drawing on biographical and historical
sources ,  Oa tes  e vokes  the  d is t inc t
consciousness of the woman and the
unsparing reflection of the myth. Rich with
psychological insight and disturbing irony,
this mesmerizing narrative illuminates Norma
Jeane’s lonely  childhood, wrenching
adolescence, and the creation of “Marilyn

Monroe.” 738 pages. Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

7884524 IF A POEM COULD LIVE AND
BREATHE. By Mary Calvi. Springs from both
emotional truth and the historical record. It
makes the history of one of the country’s most 
beloved presidents, Teddy Roosevelt, come
alive in its portrait of the authenticity of first
love, the heartache of loss, and how
overcoming the worst of life’s obstacles can
push one to greatness never imagined. Illus.

308 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7971311 STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT. By
Heather Webb. She was the small-town southern beauty transformed
into a Hollywood love goddess. He was the legendary crooner whose
voice transfixed the world. They were Ava Gardner and Frank Sinatra.
Separately, they were irresistible; together, they were an explosive
combination. 412 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

7947763 RHAPSODY. By Mitchell James
Kaplan. An unforgettable historical novel set
in New York City during a period of sweeping
social and cultural change, about the
legendary love affair between acclaimed
composer George Gershwin and gifted
musician Kay Swift. 344 pages. Gallery.
Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7946112       MEMOIRS AND
MISINFORMATION. By Jim Carrey & D. Vachon.
A fearless semi-autobiographical novel, a
deconstruction of persona. In it, Carrey and Vachon 
have fashioned a story about acting, Hollywood,
agents, celebrity, privilege, friendship, romance,
addiction to relevance, fear of personal erasure,
our “one big soul,” Canada, and a cataclysmic
ending of the world-apocalypses within and

without. 255 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $27.95  $6.95

7942141 THE MAYFAIR BOOKSHOP. By Eliza Knight.
404 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7896077 M R .  B E E T H O V E N .  B y  Pa u l  G r i f f i t h s .
302 pages. New York Review of Books. Paperbound.
Pub. at $17.95  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7679297 JOAN. By Katherine J. Chen. 350 pages. Random.
Pub. at $28.00  PRICE CUT to $6.95

Gay & Lesbian Fiction
7901585 SOLSTICE. By Joyce Carol Oates.
Monica Jensen is shy, modest, and a recently
divorced schoolteacher, while Sheila Trask is
a worldly, sophisticated, and nocturnal
painter driven by the needs of her art. Over a
period of months, a friendship develops
between them and deepens, first to love and
then to a near-fatal obsession. 240 pages.
Ecco. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7929757 DEVIL’S CHEW TOY. By Rob
Osler. Hayden McCall wakes up sporting a
shiner, with the police knocking at his door. It
seems his new crush, dancer Camilo
Rodriguez, has gone missing and they
suspect foul play. What happened the night
before? And where is Camilo? Determined to
find answers, Hayden teams up with two of
Camilo’s friends to find Camilo and get

answers. 312 pages. Crooked Lane. Pub. at $26.99  $7.95

*7967276 ONLY THE BRIGHTEST STARS. By Andrew
Grey. Hollywood life is dragging Logan Steele down. Drugs,
men, and booze are all too easy. Pulling himself out of his
self-destructive spiral, not so much. Brit Stimple does
whatever he can to pay the bills. But Brit knows he has the
talent to make it big, and he gets his break one night when
Logan sees him perform on stage. Adults only. 213 pages.
Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99  $9.95

*7982518 YOUNG MUNGO. By Douglas
Stuart. Mungo a Protestant and James a
Catholic should be sworn enemies but against
all odds, they become best friends as they find
a sanctuary in the pigeon dovecote that James
has built for his prize racing birds. As they fall in 
love, they dream of finding somewhere they
belong, while Mungo works hard to hide his
true self f rom his big brother Hamish.

401 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

7930755 GREAT EXPECTATIONS. By Kathy Acker. 128 pages.
Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

Adult & Explicit Fiction
*7746199 WHIPPED: The Beginning. By Eros. Is finding
the pleasure you want, the way you always wanted it, worth the
risk of losing everything you have? It is for Paul and Joyce, a
naive couple who find themselves in the middle of a sexual
revolution they never dreamed possible. Adults only. 326 pages. 
Urban. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*4863968 THE WAY OF A MAN WITH A
MAID. By Anonymous. From “The Snuggery,” his
illicit lair for sexual escapades, Jack stalks the
streets to find women to lure into his orbit.
Returning to his torture chamber, he manipulates
them into complying with his dark desires,
eventually building a coterie of accomplices
willing to find new victims. Adults only. 172 pages.
Mint Editions. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $7.95

7876505 HAVEN OF OBEDIENCE. By Marina Anderson. Adults
only. 327 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $5.95
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Erotic Short Stories
*3523144 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE
XXXX: Extreme Sex Beyond Triple X. In this
titillating collection of the steamiest tales, the
naughtiest hookups, the dirtiest deeds, and the
most sinful tell-alls, you’ll meet sexy people
ready to shed their inhibitions as quickly as
their clothes. Adults only. 279 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95

*3523152 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE
XXXXI: Wives Gone Wild. These kept kittens
and cougars are ready to do everything (and
everyone) with the hearty blessing, and eager
participation, of their very happy husbands.
Adults only. 277 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95
 

*6271146 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XXI: When Wild Meets 
Raunchy. Leave your inhibitions at the door and plunge right into
these tales–sizzling with delight, each one steamier than the last.
Adults only. 455 pages. Warner. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95

*1936409 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE
XXXIV: Sinful Sirens & Their Dirty Little
Secrets. In these sizzling, uncensored letters,
vixens and virgins, bankers and bikers, hookers
and hikers set their sights on pleasure at its
most raw and most satisfying. Adults only.
310 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*1936441 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE
XXXVIII: Exposed–Mind-Blowing
Sexcapades. Meet the brave and sexy souls who
not only dare to dream, but take the plunge and
make their hottest fantasies happen. Everyone has
sex fantasies, but in this collection, where nothing
and no one is ever too wild, they actually get
fulfilled. Adults only. 291 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*6438075 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE
XXXXVIII: Down and Dirty Lust. How far will
you go in (or out of) the bedroom? What sexual
boundaries do you dream about crossing? In this 
red-hot collection of letters from the most
adventurous Penthouse readers, you’ll find that
there are no limits to your fantasies. Adults only.
353 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at
$10.00  $6.95

*1936344 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XI: Where Your
Wildest Fantasies Come True. Discover what goes on behind
closed doors, in a corner of the park, or under the boss’s desk. Adults
only. 340 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*1936352 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE XIV: 
Open House–and Open Season for Sex!
Sizzling with raunchy revelations and torrid
titillations, this all-new, all-real collection of
letters proves once again that naughty is nice.
Adults only. 356 pages. Grand Central.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
 

*1936336 LETTERS TO PENTHOUSE VIII: 
The Sexual  Revolut ion Meets the
Millennium...Are You Ready? Enjoy this
collection of torrid, all-true tales taken from the
pages of America’s favorite magazine of love,
relationships, and eroticism. Adults only.
343 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*4967216 ANONYMOUS SEX. Ed. by H.
Jordan & C. Lu-Lien Tan. An international
anthology of erotica from some of today’s most
acclaimed writers. A list of authors is presented at 
the beginning, but each story is unattributed,
leaving readers to guess who wrote what. A
glimpse into an uninhibited landscape of
sexuality. Adults only. 351 pages. Gallery.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $13.95

7826249 FLESH-RIPPING GHOULS OF LONDON. By J.M.
Rymer et al. An anthology which collects 30 true-crime reports, serial
chapters and short stories from the golden age of the penny bloods.
Adults only. 214 pages. Creation Oneiros. Paperbound. Pub. at
$14.95  $5.95

*7976615 BEST WOMEN’S EROTICA OF
THE YEAR, VOLUME 9. Ed. by Rachel Kramer
Bussel. In these 19 brand new erotic stories
women travel to all corners of the earth–and
sometimes beyond–to find the pleasures they
seek. Whether it be in their own home, a library,
a bar, the office, kink clubs or even outer space,
they offer themselves up for seduction and
indulge every wild desire. Adults only. 206

pages. Start. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $13.95
*4704878 BEST BONDAGE EROTICA OF THE YEAR,
VOLUME TWO. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. 249 pages. Start. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $13.95
*7760752 BEST WOMEN’S EROTICA OF THE YEAR,
VOLUME 8. Ed. by Rachel Kramer Bussel. Adults only.
275 pages. Cleis. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $13.95

Horror Novels
*5714184 LIGHTNING. By Dean Koontz.
Laura Shane was born in a storm so strange that
people remembered it for years. Even more
mysterious was the stranger who appeared out of
nowhere and saved Laura from a fatal delivery.
Years later, the stranger returned to save Laura
from another tragedy. Is he a guardian angel? Or
the devil in disguise? 363 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $5.95
*7929943 HEART-SHAPED BOX. By Joe
Hill. Aging death-metal rock legend Judas Coyne 
is a collector of the macabre: a cookbook for
cannibals, a used hangman’s noose, a snuff film.
But nothing he possesses is as unique or as
dreadful as his latest purchase off the Internet: a
one of a kind curiosity that arrives at his door in a
black heart-shaped box. 437 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

4962737 IMAGINARY FRIEND.  By
Stephen Chbosky. Determined to improve
life for herself and her son, Christopher, Kate
Reese flees an abusive relationship in the
middle of the night with her child. Settling in
the small town of Mill Grove, it seems like
the perfect place, unti l Christopher
disappears for six days. When he emerges
from the woods, he is unharmed–but not

unchanged. 705 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95
7936265 EXQUISITE CORPSE. Ed. by Poppy
Z. Brite. To serial killer Andrew Compton, murder
is an art, the most intimate art. He feigns his own
death to escape a life sentence in prison and
makes his way to America with the intention of
bringing his art to new heights. Tortured by his
own perverse desire, he inadvertently joins forces
with Jay. Adults only. 249 pages. Gollancz.
Paperbound.  $6.95
7949448 OLD COUNTRY. By Harrison & Matt
Query. It’s the house of their dreams. Harry and his
wife, Sasha, have packed up their life and fled the
corporate rat race to live off the land in rural Idaho.
They couldn’t be happier until their nearest
neighbors come bearing more than housewarming 
gifts. They warn of a spirit living in the valley that
gets stronger every season. 341 pages. Grand
Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95
7971338 SUBURBAN HELL. By Maureen
Kilmer. Amy considers herself lucky. Moving to 
the suburbs, she found friends with neighbors
Liz, Jess, and Melissa. During their wine
get-together they decide to turn Liz’s She Shed 
into their clubhouse. The night after, things
start to feel off. They didn’t expect the project to 
release a demonic force that turns their quiet
enclave into something out of a nightmare.

323 pages. Putnam. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
*7904401 PSYCHO. By Robert Bloch. The
classic that spawned the movie. Norman Bates
loves his mother. She has been dead for the past
20 years, or so people think. Ever since leaving the 
hospital, he has lived with Mother in the old house
up on the hill above the Bates Motel. When a
beautiful woman checks into the motel one night,
Norman can’t help but spy on her. 175 pages.
Abrams. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

7878133 PEARL. By Josh Malerman. Go to the farm just
outside of town and you’ll hear it. A voice. Inside your head. Or is 
it? A voice that makes you want to pick up that axe over in the
corner of the barn, and swing it and kill. Feed us, feed us now! It
is the voice of Pearl. 288 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

*7925646 HELL HOUSE. By Richard
Matheson. For more than 20 years, Belasco
house has stood empty. But now a wealthy
publisher has paid a physicist and two
mediums to establish proof of life after death.
For one night, the group will investigate the
property, and end up fighting for their very
souls .  302 pages .  Tor.  Paperbound .
Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7861044 RED DRAGON. By Thomas Harris.
FBI agent Will once risked his sanity to
capture Hannibal Lecter, a cannibalistic serial 
killer like no other. Now, he is following the
bloodstained pattern of the Tooth Fairy, a
madman who’s already wiped out two
families. To find him, Will has to understand
him. To understand him, he has only one
place left to go: the mind of Dr. Lecter.

425 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.00  $5.95

7948638 CARMILLA. By Sheridan Le Fanu. Reveals the
strange friendship between Laura and her mysterious
companion, Carmilla. But as Carmilla becomes increasingly
strange and volatile, prone to eerie nocturnal wanderings, Laura
finds herself tormented by nightmares and growing weaker by
the day. 127 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

*7804229 THE CABIN AT THE END OF THE
WORLD. By Paul Tremblay. Vacationing with her
parents at a remote cabin in northern New
Hampshire, seven year old Wen meets four
strangers who desperately want to get inside the
cabin. Thus begins an unbearably tense gripping
tale in which the fate of a loving family and quite
possibly all humanity are entwined. 319 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99  $8.95

*7873972 DISAPPEARANCE AT DEVIL’S
ROCK. By Paul Tremblay. The vanishing of Elizabeth
Sanderson’s 13-year-old son quickly becomes a
nightmare of a different color: a wraith-like apparition 
materializes in her bedroom; residents see shadowy
figures peering through their windows; and pages
from Tommy’s journals reveal a boy obsessed with
the paranormal. 422 pages. Morrow. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7950195 INNSMOUTH: The Weird of Hali. By John
Michael Greer. Happening upon a chance discovery, Owen
reveals a glimpse into the frightful reality behind the Great Old
Ones, sending him on a desperate quest for answers that
shatters the world as he knows it, forever. 223 pages. Sphinx.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

*7950144 ARKHAM: The Weird of Hali. By
John Michael Greer. Twenty years have passed
since the ancient war between the Great Old Ones
and their bitter enemies swept Owen away from
the world he had previously inhabited. He knows
that the time is close for Great Cthulhu to awaken
in this temple-tomb in drowned R’lyeh, and end
the war once and for all. 237 pages. Sphinx.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

*7946570 THE PALE HOUSE DEVIL. By
Richard Kadrey. Ford and Neuland are
paranormal mercenaries–one living, one
undead; one of them kills the undead, the
other kills the living. When a job goes bad in
New York, they head west to wait for the heat to 
cool down. There, a young woman hires them
on behalf of a wealthy landowner to track and
kill a demon haunting a mansion in remote

northern California. 115 pages. Titan. Pub. at $17.99  $12.95

*7910207 HUNGER ON THE CHISHOLM
TRAIL. By M. Ennenbach. The first cattle drive
of the season leaves Texas for Abilene, Kansas
along the Chisholm Trail, but unforeseen terrors
lay hidden in the natural beauty of the land.
Something lurks in the untamed West–a
powerful creature that hunts to satiate its
horrifying hunger. Only Karl Beck stands a
chance against the ancient evil. 182 pages.

Death’s Head. Paperbound.  $13.95

*7959826     DRACULA OF
TRANSYLVANIA. By Ricardo Delgado.
Young Solicitor Jonathan braves ghosts,
demons, living skeletons, and armies of
ra ts ,  as he  encounters Dracula  of
Transylvania, the Son of Satan. The vampire
imposes his wrath, malice, and vengeance
upon an England about to enter the Modern
Era, crushing everything in his path. Illus. in

color. 493 pages. Clover. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99  $29.95
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Horror Novels
*7938322 THE HUNGER. By Marsheila
Rockwell. It’s up to Sanctum Sanctorum
librarian, Zelma Stanton and her team of unlikely
heroes to stop zombie Super Heroes and Super
Villains from destroying the world in this time
travel horror adventure. It’s going to take more
than magic bullets, blood stones and brains to fix
this flesh eating nightmare. 346 pages. Aconyte.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*7935331 OUR SHARE OF NIGHT. By Mariana Enriquez. A
young father and son set out on a road trip, devastated by the death of
the wife and mother they both loved. United in grief, the pair travel to
her ancestral home, where they must confront the terrifying legacy she 
has bequeathed: a family called the Order that commits unspeakable
acts in search of immortality. 588 pages. Hogarth. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

*7855451 DUST. By Chris Miller. 1879: An
unknown and timeless evil descends on East Texas.
James Dee, bestowed with knowledge from
beyond, moves through time and space, pursuing
age-old horrors and ending their reigns. As he seeks 
the hidden town of dust to continue his lifework,
another is hot on his heels, and will stop at nothing
to rip the divine knowledge from Dee. 249 pages.
Death’s Head. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $13.95

7853505 THE SUPERNATURALS. By David L. Golemon.
482 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7826222 DRACULA: The Definitive Author’s Cut. By
Bram Stoker. 264 pages. Creation Books. Paperbound. Pub.
at $13.95  $5.95
7860579 THE HOLLOW KIND. By Andy Davidson. 434 pages.
MCD. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95
7964099 NOTHING BUT BLACKENED TEETH. By Cassandra
Khaw. 141 pages. Tom Doherty Assoc. Paperbound. Pub. at
$14.99  $5.95
*7818599 THE SHADOW PEOPLE. By Graham Masterton.
373 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $11.95
7890753 THE CHILDREN GOD FORGOT. By Graham
Masterton. 426 pages. Head of Zeus. Pub. at $29.95  $5.95
*7887701 BLOOD ON SATAN’S CLAW OR, THE DEVIL’S
SKIN. By Robert Wynne-Simmons. 227 pages. Unbound.
Pub. at $24.95  $17.95
*493010X HORNS. By Joe Hill. 397 pages. Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95
*7912307 STARVING ZOE. By C. Derick Miller. 140 pages.
Death’s Head. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*7820097 NECROSCOPE III: The Source. By Brian Lumley.
374 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95

*7952082 THE NIGHT HOUSE. By Jo
Nesbo. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Fourteen
year old Richard earns a reputation after
moving to a remote town. When a classmate,
Tom, goes missing, everyone suspects the
new, angry boy. No one believes him when he
says the telephone booth out by the edge of the
woods sucked Tom into the receiver like
something out of a horror movie. 304 pages.

Random House Large Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $21.95

Ghost & Horror Story Collections
7869193 VICTORIAN GHOST STORIES. Ed.
by J.K. Jackson. Atmospheric and gripping, the
selection features everything from phantom
coaches to haunted abbeys, by way of sinister
statues, supernatural artwork and eerie voices.
Ghost story writer Reggie Oliver provides the
introduction, and a list of other fantastic reads
completes this book. 256 pages. Flame Tree.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
*7935552 THE CAPTAIN OF THE
POLESTAR. By Arthur Conan Doyle. When the
Pole-Star is trapped in ice, its voyage comes to a
halt and the lives of the crew are in danger.
Superstition soon takes hold as the frightened
men claim to hear ghosts in the darkness–but it’s
the Captain’s increasingly strange behavior that
concerns the doctor most. Illus. 81 pages.
Biblioasis. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95  $5.95

1992309 THE BEST OF THE BEST HORROR OF THE YEAR. Ed.
by Ellen Datlow. Collects the best stories form the first ten years of her
annual anthology series, including fiction from authors such as Neil
Gaiman, Livia Llewellyn, Laird Barron, Gemma files, Stephen Graham
Jones, Peter Straub, and many more. 481 pages. Night Shade.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7919719 THE DAMNED THING: Weird
& Ghostly Tales. By Ambrose Bierce. A
murder is relived from three startling
perspectives; a hunter is driven out of his
mind by an invisible, malevolent entity; one
man meets a terrifying end in an abandoned
house; a werepanther creeps through a
window in the dead of night; and more.
206 pages. Pushkin. Pub. at $19.95  $14.95

*7882033 POLAR HORRORS: Strange
Tales from the World’s Ends. Ed. by John
Miller. Featuring tales rife with aliens, twisted
science and madness spanning from 1837 to
1946, this anthology also includes a gem of
21st-century Arctic horror to trace the enduring
lure of these sublime and uncanny spaces at the
ends of the Earth. 350 pages. British Library.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $13.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *794652X THE
MASQUE OF THE RED DEATH. By Edgar
Allan Poe. Gathered in this selection are Poe’s 
very best horror stories, including the gothic
tour de force “The Fall of the House of Usher”, 
the other-worldly “The Masque of the Red
Death”, the murderous “The Tell-Tale Heart”,
and  more .  119 pages .  Pengu in .
Pub. at $15.00  $11.95

*7935536 A ROOM IN A RECTORY. By Andrew Caldecott.
Reverend Nigel arrives at Tilchington Rectory expecting a
comfortable living in the beautiful countryside. But when he
stubbornly opens a locked chamber, it isn’t long before he’s
plagued with disturbingly devilish visions. Illus. 89 pages.
Biblioasis. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95  $5.95

*788799X THE GOTHIC TALES OF
SHERIDAN LE FANU. Ed. by Xavier Aldana
Reyes. In the eight brooding tales within this
collection, Sheridan Le Fanu weaves together
dark fables and ancient Irish folklore, accounts 
of cursed castles, shapeshifting noblemen,
the vengeful spirits of the dead and the
dreadful cries of the banshee. 241 pages.
British Library. Pub. at $24.95  $19.95

790746X MUCKROSS ABBEY AND OTHER 
STORIES. By Sabina Murray. Brings readers
to haunted sites from a West Australian
convent school to the moors of England to the
shores of Cape Cod in ten strange tales that are 
layered, meta, and unforgettable. These
macabre stories are sure to captivate and chill.
I l lus.  248 pages. Grove. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

*791217X DOORWAY TO DILEMMA. Ed. by Mike Ashley.
Welcome to the realm of dark fantasy, where the weird prevails and
accounts for unanswerable dilemma find their home. Authors include
H.G. Wells, Frank R. Stockton and Lord Dunsany. 296 pages. British
Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $12.95

*7912099 AND HELL FOLLOWED: An
Anthology. compiled by J. Barbee & P.C.
Harrison III. Seventeen authors re-imagine the
biblical apocalypse and all the hell that follows
in sixteen horrifying tales. What if the
prophecies of Revelation hit today? What sort of 
craziness and evil would ensue? Featuring
authors Wrath James White, Sam West, The
Sisters of Slaughter, Jeff Strand, and more.

275 pages. Death’s Head. Paperbound.  $19.95

*7939574 GHOSTLY: A Collection of
Ghost Stories. Ed. by Audrey Niffenegger.
From Edgar Allan Poe to Kelly Link, M.R.
James to Neil Gaiman, H.H. Munro to Audrey
Niffenegger, this collection spans the history
of the ghost story genre from gothic horror to
the modern era. Perfect for the classic and
contemporary ghost story aficionado, this
haunting volume showcases the best of the

best in the field. 449 pages. Scribner. Paperbound.
Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

*7752288 GHOSTS FROM THE
LIBRARY: Lost Tales of Terror and the
Supernatural. By Agatha Christie et al.
Resurrects forgotten tales of the supernatural
by some of the most acclaimed mystery
writers of all time. From Arthur Conan Doyle
and John Dickson Carr to Agatha Christie and
Daphne du Maurier, this spine chilling
anthology brings together thirteen tales of

terror, plus some additional surprises. 274 pages. Collins Crime
Club. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $9.95

1930974 VAN RICHTEN’S GUIDE TO
RAVENLOFT. By Whitney Beltran et al.
Terror stalks the nightmare realms of
Ravenloft. To arm a new generation against
the creatures of the night, monster scholar
Rudolph van Richten has compiled his
correspondence and case files into this tome 
of eerie tales and chilling truths. Illus. in
color. 256 pages. Wizards of the Coast.

8½x11. Pub. at $49.95  PRICE CUT to $12.95
7714025 THE HAUNTING SEASON: Eight Ghostly Tales for
Long Winter Nights. By Bridget Collins et al. 291 pages.
Pegasus. Pub. at $25.95  $7.95
7869851 CHICAGO HAUNTED HANDBOOK: 99 Ghostly
Places You Can Visit in and Around the Windy City. By J.
Morris & V. Sheilds. Photos. 226 pages. Clerisy. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  $4.95
*7935579 THE HOUSE BY THE POPPY FIELD. By Marjorie
Bowen. Illus. 43 pages. Biblioasis. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95  $5.95
*7852347 EDGAR ALLAN POE: Gothic Tales. 52 pages.
Union Square & Co. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $5.95
*7912218 HOT IRON AND COLD BLOOD. Ed. by Patrick R.
McDonough. 260 pages. Death’s Head. Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.99  $15.95
*7914210 THE TALES OF VILLA DIODATI. By Mary
S h e l l e y  e t  a l .  2 4 7  p a g e s .  D o v e r .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

Adventure
7957750 THE MEMOIRS OF STOCKHOLM 
SVEN. By Nathaniel Ian Miller. The captivating 
story of one man who banishes himself to a
solitary life in the Arctic Circle and is saved by
good friends, a loyal dog, and a surprise visit
that changes everything. 326 pages. Back Bay
Books. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95
 

*4891333 THE OUTLANDER SERIES,
VOLUMES 5-8. By Diana Gabaldon. Blending
rich historical fiction and a truly epic love
story. Includes The Fiery Cross; A Breath of
Snow and Ashes; Written in My Own Heart’s
Blood; and An Echo in the Bone. 5,167 pages
in four volumes, slipcased. Dell. Paperbound.
Pub. at $39.96  $29.95

*4853385 THE OUTLANDER SERIES. By
Diana Gabaldon. Novels. Blending rich historical 
fiction with riveting adventure and a truly epic
love story, here are the first four novels
(Outlander; Dragonfly in Amber; Voyager; and
Drums of Autumn,) of Gabaldon’s bestselling
saga that introduced the world to the brilliant
Claire Randall and valiant Highlander Jamie
Fraser. 3,926 pages in four novels, slipcased.

Dell. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.96  $29.95

*7768192 BRYANT & MAY: Peculiar
London. By Christopher Fowler. “It’s
getting late. I want to share my knowledge of 
London with you, if I can remember any of
it.” So says Arthur Bryant. He and John May
are the nation’s oldest serving detectives.
Who better to reveal its secrets? Each
character gives us a short tour of odd
buildings, odder characters, lost venues,

forgotten disasters, confusing routes, dubious gossip, and more. 
474 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $28.99  PRICE CUT to $17.95
7945442 ESAU. By Philip Kerr. 372 pages. Franklin Library.
7¼x13.  $6.95SOLD OUT
497221X A DOG’S WAY HOME. By W. Bruce Cameron.
332 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $4.95
*7895615 JIM LORD. By Kerry McDonald with T. Davies.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 440 pages. Level 4. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

Fantasy Novels & Story Collections
*1978837 RHYTHM OF WAR. By Brandon
Sanderson. After forming a coalition of human
resistance against the enemy invasion, Dalinar
Kholin and his Knights Radiant have spent a year 
fighting a protracted, brutal war. Neither side has 
gained an advantage, and the threat of a betrayal
by Dalinar’s crafty ally Taravangian looms over
every strategic move. 1270 pages. Tor.
Paperbound. Pub. at $11.99  $8.95
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Fantasy Novels & Story Collections
7824718 YOU DIE WHEN YOU DIE. By
Angus Watson. When his settlement is
massacred by a hostile empire, Finn and his
clan make their escape across an unforgiving
land,  bat t l ing animals and monsters ,
determined assassins, powerful tribes, and
each other to fulfill a prophecy that is their only
hope. 495 pages. Orb i t .  Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7882327 THE BEST OF GLEN COOK.
Collects 18 of Cook’s greatest stories,
including a new, never before published Black
Company novelette. With works set in all of his
most famous series, these tales of science
fiction and fantasy offer both the perfect way
for longtime fans to trace Cook’s history and
for new readers to become familiar with one of
the finest authors of the 20th-century.

524 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7964129 PAPER & BLOOD. By Kevin Hearne. There’s only one 
Al and he’s a master of ink and sigil magic. But Al isn’t quite
alone: he is part of a global network of sigil agents who use their
powers to protect the world from mischievous gods and strange
monsters. So when a fellow agent disappears under sinister
circumstances in Australia, Al travels to Victoria to solve the
mystery. 284 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

785790X INK & SIGIL. By Kevin Hearne.
When his latest apprentice Gordie turns up
dead in his Glasgow flat, Al MacBharrais
discovers that Gordie was living a secret life of
crime. Now Al is forced to play detective–while
avoiding the actual detectives on the case.
Investigating his apprentices’ death will take Al
through Scotland’s magical underworld, and
he’ll need the help of a mischievous hobgoblin

to survive. 312 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00  $5.95
7884494 GODS AND DRAGONS. By Kevin
J. Anderson. The three kingdoms and Ishara
have been trapped in conflict for a thousand
years. However, when a powerful, ancient race
reawakens to reshape the world in its image,
these two sworn enemies must somehow set
aside generations of hatred to form an alliance
and defend their very existence from a foe
straight out of legend. 481 pages. Tor.

Paperbound. Pub. at $21.99  $5.95
7877544 GRANDMASTER OF DEMONIC CULTIVATION, VOL.
2. By Mo Xiang Tong Xiu. Following the trail of a dismembered
corpse, Wei and Lan arrive at the Gates of Yi City: an old, abandoned
town shrouded in mist and restless spirits. A fiendish foe awaits them
in the shadows, heralding a tale of heartbreak and tragedy. When the
mysterious corpse’s identity is finally revealed Wei must keep his
enemies close and Lan even closer. 403 pages. Seven Seas.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7919913 BLOOD SISTERS. Ed. by Paula
Guran. Female authors have devised some of
the most fascinating, popular, and entertaining 
of our many vampiric variations. Collected
here is an intoxicating selection of those tales,
featuring the work of Charlaine Harris, Holly
Black, Nancy Holder, Catherynne M. Valentine, 
Carrie Vaughn, and others. 471 pages. Night
Shade. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

797518X GOD OF NEVERLAND. By Gama Ray Martinez.
Michael Darling–the youngest of the Darling siblings and
former Lost Boy, now all grown up–must return to the life he
left behind to save Neverland from the brink of collapse and
keep humanity safe from magical and mythological threats,
as well as answer the ultimate questions: Where is Peter Pan?
332 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7852037 TROUBLE
WITH THE CURSED. By Kim Harrison. Rachel
is the witch-born demon responsible for
keeping the paranormal community at peace.
Although things seem peaceful in Cincinnati,
things soon go awry when the vampires’ ruling
council insists she escort one of the long
undead, hell-bent on proving that Rachel killed
Cincy’s master vampire to take over the city.

479 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7847130 EMPRESS. By Karen Miller. In a family torn apart by
poverty and violence, Hekat is no more than an unwanted mouth
to feed, worth only a few coins from a passing slave trader. But
Hekat was not born to be a slave. For her, a different path has
been chosen. This is the story of Hekat, slave to no man.
717 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.00  $4.95

*7760930 THE AWAKENING. By Nora
Roberts. Breen Kelly makes a discovery that
will turn her life upside down in unimaginable
ways. After she takes rightful ownership of her
fortune and flies to Ireland in hopes of finding
her father, she will follow a dog into the forest
in Galway and enter a place where faeries and
elves and mermaids dwell–and where a man
named Keegan will  train her to f ight.

498 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7964579 THE LADIES OF THE SECRET
CIRCUS. By Constance Sayers. Paris, 1925.
Cecile knows no other world until she meets a 
young painter and embarks on a passionate
affair that could cost her everything. Virginia,
2004. Lara’s fiance disappears on their
wedding day. Her search leads her to her
great-grandmother’s journals where her
family’s secrets may be tied to her fiance’s

disappearance. 454 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7940343 ALL THE EVER AFTERS: The Untold Story of
Cinderella’s Stepmother. By Danielle Teller. As rumors
about the cruel upbringing of beautiful newlywed Princess
Cinderella roil the kingdom, her stepmother, Agnes, a woman
who knows all too well about hardships, privately records the
true story. But what unfolds is not the princess’s history. The
tale Agnes recounts is her own. 373 pages. Morrow.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7859015 STREET GAME. By Christine Feehan.
For Mack and his team of GhostWalker killing
machines, urban warfare is an art. But despite a
hard-won knowledge of the San Francisco streets,
Mack knows from experience that too many things
can still go wrong. Danger is just another part of the 
game–and now he’s come face to face with a
woman who can play just as tough. 448 pages.
Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7967144 SHADOW FALLEN. By Sherrilyn
Kenyon. For centuries, Ariel has fought the
forces of evil. Her task was to protect souls of
innocent mortals when they die. Captured by
a powerful sorceress, she is transformed into
a human who has no memory of her real life
or calling. And is plunked into the middle of
the Norman invasion of England. 278 pages.
Tor. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7941420 ANGEL OF THE OVERPASS. By
Seanan McGuire. Rose died when she was 16
years old and on her way to her high school
prom. She hasn’t been resting easy since
then–Bobby Cross, the man who killed her,
got away clean after running her off the road,
and she’s not the kind of girl who can let
something like that slide. 312 pages. DAW
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95

*3859622 A KNIGHT OF THE SEVEN
KINGDOMS. By George R.R. Martin. Taking
place nearly a century before the events of A Game 
of Thrones, this volume compiles the first three
official prequel novellas to Martin’s ongoing
masterwork, A Song of Ice and Fire. These
adventures recount an age when the Targaryen line 
still holds the Iron Throne, and the memory of the
last dragon has not yet passed from living

consciousness. Illus. 355 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.
Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*7826524 FOREVER. By J.R. Ward. As an operative for a
clandestine arm of the U.S. government, Daniel always expected 
to die an early death. Not in a hospital bed in an underground lab. 
With his time running out, he refuses a potentially lifesaving
treatment to focus on making sure that Lydia finds her wolven
clan. 433 pages. Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7881436 DUNE: The Lady of Caladan. By B.
Herbert & K.J. Anderson. The choices Lady Jessica
made shaped an empire, but first the Lady of
Caladan must reckon with her own betrayal of the
Bene Gesserit. Meanwhile, events in the greater
empire are accelerating beyond the control of even
the Reverend Mother, and Lady Jessica’s family is
on a collision course with destiny. 419 pages. Tor.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95

7863179 DUNE: The Heir of Caladan. By B. Herbert & K.J.
Anderson. Step into the shoes of Paul Atreides. Not yet a man in years, 
he is about to enter a world he could never have imagined. The story
that began with Duke Leto Atreides’s rise to power, then continued
with the consequences of Lady Jessica’s betrayal, will now conclude
with Paul becoming the leader that he needs to be on the way to his
pivotal role as Maud’Dib. 406 pages. Tor. Pub. at $28.99  $6.95

7801181 THE STORM LORD. By Tanith Lee.
According to law, the Storm Lord’s youngest son 
will be the rightful heir. His queen, Val Mara,
intends her young son, Amrek, to be that heir.
But fate has other ideas. When the Storm Lord
abducts a Lowlander priestess, conceives a
child with her, and then dies in mysterious
circumstances, the unborn baby of that union
suddenly becomes the heir. 409 pages. DAW

Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7923546 ELDEST. By Christopher Paolini. 
Eragon and his dragon, Saphira, has just saved 
the rebel state from destruction by the mighty
forces of King Galbatorix, cruel ruler of the
Empire. Now Eragon must travel to Ellesmera,
land of the elves, for further training in magic
and swordsmanship, vital skills of the Dragon
Rider. 678 pages. Knopf. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

*7923473 BRISINGR. By Christopher
Paolini. It’s been only months since Eragon
first uttered “brisinger,” the ancient language
term for fire. Following the colossal battle
against the Empire’s warriors on the Burning
Plains, Eragon and his dragon, Saphira, have
narrowly escaped with their lives. Now Eragon
finds himself bound by a tangle of promises he
may not be able to keep. 763 pages. Knopf.

Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

*7923635 INHERITANCE. By Christopher Paolini. Not so very
long ago, Eargon–Shadeslayer, Dragon Rider–was nothing more than
a poor farm boy, and his dragon, Saphira, only a blue stone in the
forest. Now the fate of an entire civilization rests on their shoulders.
859 pages. Knopf. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $11.95

7975236 TO THE BLIGHT. By Robert
Jordan. Pursued by Trollocs and Myrddraal,
Rand and his friends have fled the dreadful
c i t y  of  Shada r  Logo th .  Bu t  the i r
wanderings–and the many dangers they
face–are far from over. They learn that the
Dark One means to blind the Eye of the
World. Rand finds himself face to face with
Aginor: a wielder of the One Power and an ally 

to the Dark One. 704 pages. Tor. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7956770 A LETTER TO THREE WITCHES.
By Elizabeth Bass. Gwen’s great great
grandfather cast a spell with catastrophic
side-effects. As a result, the Grand Council of
Witches forbade his descendants from
practicing witchcraft. Perhaps it’s time the
family took back control and figured out how to
harness their powers. 292 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

1967258 SABBATH. By Nick Mamatas. The
time for heroes is long gone. The infamous
11th century warrior Hexen Sabbath is plucked
from death and certain damnation by a being
claiming to be an angel of the lord, and finds
himself in contemporary Manhattan with no
clothes, weapons, resources, but with one
mission–to track down and kill the living
personifications of the Seven Deadly Sins.

302 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7967179 SUCKER PUNCH. By Laurell K.
Hamilton. A brutal murder, a suspect in jail, and 
an execution planned–But what if the wrong
person is about to be killed? There is plenty of
proof that a young wereleopard killed his uncle
in the most gruesome and bloody way
possible. Have the Marshals caught the killer or 
are they about to execute an innocent man?
609 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7938810 FIND ME THEIR BONES. By Sara 
Wolf. In order to protect Prince Lucien
d’Malvane’s heart, Zera had to betray him.
Now, he hates the sight of her. Trapped in
Cavanos as a prisoner of the king, she awaits
the inevitable moment her witch severs their
magical connection and finally ends her life.
But fate isn’t ready to give up on her yet.
400 pages. Entangled. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

7839626 THE DAO OF DRIZZT. By R.A. Salvatore. Growing up in
the chaos of Menzoberranzan, one young drow elf tries to make
sense of the conflict between the traditions he must serve and the
protestations of his own conscience. To lay bare the injustices he
sees and to strengthen his own resolve to follow the ethical call of
his heart, Drizzt Do’Urden is both an agent of action and
self-reflection. 419 pages. Harper. Pub. at $40.00  $9.95
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Fantasy Novels & Story Collections
7969090 GLACIER’S EDGE.  By R.A.
Salvatore. The follow-up to Starlight Enclave and
thrilling second novel in The Way of the Drow
trilogy. Expands the Forgotten Realms through
the adventures of Drizzt, Catti-brie, Jarlaxle,
Artemis Entreri, and Zaknefein–and a society of
drow unlike one any elf from Menzoberranzan
could possibly imagine.  429 pages.
HarperVoyager. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7920555 FINAL HEIR. By Faith Hunter. Jane 
Yellowrock is the queen of the vampires, and 
that makes her a target as she fights to
maintain control and keep peace in the city
of New Orleans. With the Heir and all the
forces of darkness he can muster arrayed
against her, Jane will need all the help she
can get. 448 pages. Ace. Paperbound.
Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7975341 A DAY OF FALLEN NIGHT. By
Samantha Shannon. Tunuva is a sister of the
Priory. For fifty years, she has trained to slay
wyrms–but none have appeared since the
Nameless One, and the younger generation is
starting to question the Priory’s purpose. When 
the Dreadmount erupts, bringing with it an age
of terror, these women must find the strength to 
protect humankind from a devastating threat.

868 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $35.00  $7.95

7965230 SEVENTH BORN. By Monica Sanz.
Sera dreams of becoming an inspector and
finding her family. To do that she goes to
Aetherium’s Witchling Academy. Her birth order,
quick temper, and tendency to set things on fire,
however, have left her an outcast with failing
marks and just what Professor Barrington is
looking for. Ages 14 & up. 387 pages. Entangled.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7948840 CRYSTAL DRAGON. By S. Lee & S. Miller. A
smuggler with a rogue soldier for a co-pilot, and a tree with an
attitude for crew, Cantra’s the only one who can get close to the
man who holds equations that just might thwart the Enemy.
359 pages. Meisha Merlin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7853467 SAVAGE LEGION. By Matt
Wallace. Evie is not a Savage. She’s a warrior
with a mission: to find the man she once
loved, who holds the key to exposing the
secret of the Savage Legion and ending the
mass conscription of the empire’s poor and
wretched. She will die a Savage if she has to,
but not before showing the world who she
really is and what the Savage Legion can really 

do. 498 pages. Saga Press. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

*7897782 NO GAME FOR KNIGHTS. By
Larry Correia & Kacey Ezell. A collection of
authors offer eclectic stories of science fiction
and fantasy of men not afraid to walk the mean
street, whether they be those of 1930s Los
Angeles, an ancient fantasy realm, or some far
flung planet of a future star empire. 491 pages.
Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

786292X NORSE MYTHS & TALES. Ed.
by Catherine Taylor. Lively, stark and
formidable, the imagery of Norse mythology
storms through this classic collection. The
fierce glory of Odin, Frey, Loki and their
fellow gods of Asgard are featured here with
all the great adventures from Yggdrasil, the
Tree of Life, to the endings of Ragnarok and
much more. Beautifully bound with blue foil

stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $15.95

*7958676 PENRIC’S LABORS. By Lois
McMaster Bujold. Novellas. Join young
Penric as he journeys–with his temple
demon,  Desdemona–f rom lo rd l ing  t o
sorcerer and scholar in the Bastard’s Order.
Inc ludes “Masquerade in  Lodi ,”  “The
Orphans of Raspay,” and “The Physicians of
Vilnoc.” 473 pages. Baen. Paperbound.
Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7959524 THE JUSTICE OF KINGS. By Richard Swan.
Introduces Sir Konrad Vonvalt: emperor’s justice, detective,
judge, and executioner all in one. But no man is above the law,
and these are dangerous times to be a justice. 451 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7823304 JOLENE. By Mercedes Lackey.
Anna learns new skills at her Aunt Jinny’s side
and discovers that she, too, has a gift for
Elemental magic that Jinny calls “the Glory.”
She also receives lessons from a mysterious
and bewitching woman named Jolene, who
assures her that, with time, Anna could
become even more powerful than her aunt.
314 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $28.00 $6.95

7853637 REMNANTS: Season of
Wonder. By Lisa T. Bergren. Born on the
prophesied day with the birthmarks in the
form of a crescent moon, they knew us
immediately. Swaddled and screaming, we
were spirited away by those who hid us,
trained us and kept us safe until our time
came. And now we, the Remnants, protected
by Knights of the Last Order, have gathered.

Ages 15 & up. 414 pages. Zonderkidz. Pub. at $16.99  $3.95

*4875443 THE WHEEL OF TIME,
BOXED SET IV. By R. Jordan & B.
Sanderson. Novels. Since it debut in 1990, 
The Wheel of Time has become a hallmark
in epic fantasy, and captivated millions of
readers. This boxed set includes volumes
ten, eleven and twelve: Crossroads of
Twilight; Knife of Dreams; and The
Gathering Storm. 2,416 pages in three

volumes, slipcased. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.97  $24.95

7975155 SPRING’S ARCANA. By Lilith
Saintcrow. Seeking a cure for her cancer ridden
mother, Nat is whisked into a terrifying new world
where a hungry winter goddess has the power to
cure her mother, if she finds a stolen object of great
power. Now on a supernatural treasure hunt, Nat
must travel across America brimming with terror,
wonder, and hungry divinities to save her mother.
353 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $5.95

*7937385 THE KING’S BUCCANEER. By
Raymond E. Feist. Long recovered from the
ravages of the rift war, the land and people of the
Kingdom of the Isles thrive. Nicholas, the
youngest son of Prince Arutha, is sent with his
squire, Harry, to live at rustic Castle Crydee.
Within weeks of their arrival, Crydee is viciously
attacked, resulting in murder, destruction, and the
abduction of two young noblewomen. 523 pages.

Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

*7710690 FAIRY TALE. By Stephen
King. A seventeen year old boy, Charlie
Reade, inherits the keys to a parallel
world, from Howard Bowditch. That is a
world where good and evil are at war, and
the stakes could not be higher–for that
world or ours. 599 pages. Scribner.
Pub. at $32.50  $24.95

7941714 THE SACRED HUNT DUOLOGY. By
Michelle West. Novels. Hunter’s Oath To appease 
their God, Hunter Lord Gilliam and his
huntbrother Stephan must participate in the
annual Sacred Hunt. Hunter’s Death Lord Gilliam
and Stephan are guided by a seer to journey
beyond the borders of their kingdom, something
no Hunter Lord had ever done. 858 pages. DAW
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

*7986335 SHIP OF MAGIC. By Robin
Hobb. For Althea Vestrit, the ship is her
rightful legacy. For her young nephew,
wrenched from his religious studies and
forced to serve aboard the Vivacia, the ship is
a life sentence. But the fate of the ship–and
the Vestrits–may ultimately lie in the hands of
an outsider. 830 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

797082X WHEN I WAS A WITCH & OTHER
STORIES. By Charlotte Perkins Gilman. Gathered
here are a selection of tales from the Forerunner
magazine, founded in 1909, that was a platform for 
the writer to explore and showcase her feminist
and socialist ideas. Including the stirring feminist
fantasy “When I Was a Witch”, from which this
collection takes its title. 288 pages. Flame Tree.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7968868 ASPECTS. By John M. Ford. Enter the halls of Parliament
with Varie, Coron of the Corvarie Coast. Visit Strange House with the
Archimage Birch. Explore the mountains of Lady Longlight alongside
the Palion Silvern, sorcerer. 471 pages. Tor. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7948883 DRAGON’S TONGUE. By Laura J.
Underwood. Alaric, young mageborn bard in
training, has no idea that he’s about to become
part of a legend. Traveling to Dun Gealach to
learn magecraft  under the Council of
Mageborn, he finds himself drawn into a
fiendish plot by a blood mage who wants to be
a god. 451 pages. Meisha Merlin. Paperbound. 
Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7944020 THE SPARROW SISTERS. By Ellen 
Herrick. When a new doctor settles into Granite
Point, he brings with him a mystery so
compelling that town healer Patience is drawn to
love him even as she struggles to mend him. But
when her herbs and tinctures are believed to be
implicated in a local tragedy, the town is
consumed by a long-buried fear. 365 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7969619 OUTCASTS OF ORDER. By L.E.
Modesitt, Jr. Beltur, an Order mage, has discovered 
he possesses frightening powers not seen for
hundreds of years, and with them, survived the war
in Elparta and saved the lives of all. However,
victory came with a price. His fellow mages see
him as a threat to be destroyed, and the local
merchants want to exploit his power. 892 pages.
Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7940815 COUNCILOR. By L.E. Modesitt, Jr. Continued poor
harvests and steam-powered industrialization displace and
impoverish thousands. Against this rising tide of social unrest,
Steffan Dekkard, newly appointed to the Council, introduces radical
reforms that threaten entrenched political and corporate interests.
This makes him dangerous and also a target by unknown entities for
assassination. 514 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99  $7.95

7968167 BEGGARS IN SPAIN. By Nancy
Kress. In a world where the slightest edge can
mean the difference between success and failure,
Leisha is one of an ever-growing number of
human beings who have been genetically
modified to never require sleep. Once considered
interesting anomalies, now Leisha and the other

“Sleepless” are outcasts. 400 pages. Eos.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7965303 RAGING STORM. By Markus Heitz.
Aiphaton, the heir to the dark elves’ empire, has 
sworn his race will never again pose a threat to
the world. He vows to seek out and destroy the
last of his own people. But an enigmatic mage
with powerful magic at her fingertips is
threatening the nations of the Hidden Land and
their newly won peace. 533 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7948123 OUT OF BODY. By Jeffrey Ford. A librarian witnesses
a murder, and what had been routine sleep paralysis begins to
transform into something far more disturbing. The trauma of
holding a dying girl in his arms drives him out of his own body.
Secrets are everywhere and demons fester behind closed doors.
168 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

794604X HALF SICK OF SHADOWS. By Laura Sebastian.
Everyone knows the legend. Here the Lady of Shalott reclaims
her story in this bold feminist re-imagining of the Arthurian
myth. 434 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7806949 ALICE IN WONDERLAND. By
Lewis Carroll, illus. by P. Barbieri. Alice’s
Adventures in Wonderland, Carroll’s
masterpiece, interpreted by Barbieri’s stunning
illustrations. The images, accompanied by the
original texts, turn fantasy into reality, crossing
boundaries and extending the horizons of both
mind and heart. 128 pages. Llewellyn. 8x11¼.
Pub. at $24.50  $17.95

*7982429 SHARDS OF GLASS. By Michelle
Sagara. The Academia, once an elite proving
ground for the rules of the world, has been frozen
for centuries. Now its strange slumber has ended,
and a new Chancellor, an orange-eyed dragon, has 
reopened its lecture halls and readied its dorms. In
order to thrive once more, however, the Academia
needs fresh blood–new students with a passion
and talent for learning. 504 pages. MIRA.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

797051X BLOOD OF ELVES. By Andrzej Sapkowski. For over a
century, humans, dwarves, gnomes, and elves have lived together in
relative peace. But times have changed, the uneasy peace is over, and
now the races are fighting once again. As the threat of war hangs over
the land and the prophesied child is hunted for her extraordinary
powers, it will become Geralt’s responsibility to protect them all.
424 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $9.95
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Fantasy Novels & Story Collections
7951272 THE TOWER OF FOOLS. By
Andrzej Sapkowski. Reinmar of Bielawa,
sometimes known as Reynevan, is a healer, a
magician, and according to some, a charlatan. 
When a thoughtless indiscretion forces him to
flee his home, he finds himself pursued not
only by brothers bent on vengeance, but by
the Holy Inquisition. Escaping them will prove
more difficult than he ever imagined.

568 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7965494 THE TIME OF CONTEMPT. By Andrzej Sapkowski.
Geralt is a witcher: guardian of the innocent; protector of those in
need; a defender in dark times, against some of the most frightening
creatures of myth and legend. His task now is to protect Ciri, a child of
prophecy. 358 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7951019 BLOOD OF ELVES. By Andrzej
Sapkowski. Book one of The Witcher series.
For over a century, humans, dwarves, gnomes, 
and elves have lived together in relative peace. 
But times have changed, the uneasy peace is
over, and now the races are fighting once
again. The only good elf, it seems, is a dead
e l f.  420 pages .  Orb i t .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7959532 THE LADY OF THE LAKE. By
Andrzej Sapkowski. After walking through a
portal in the Tower of the Swallow, the witcher
girl, Ciri, finds herself in a completely different
world, a world of the elves. She is trapped with
no way out. Time does not seem to exist, and
there are no obvious borders or portals to cross
back into her home world. 551 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7965109 THE ULTIMATE UNOFFICIAL
GUIDE TO TOLKIEN’S WORLD. By Antony
Cummins. From handy lists of characters,
places, weapons and types of magic to the
150 illustrations capturing overlooked
details, this easy to follow guide to Middle
Earth will ensure you’re never baffled by
alternate character names, confusing
mythologies or labyrinthine plots again.

478 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $40.00  $29.95

*7900511 BABEL. By R.F. Kuang. 1828.
Robin, orphaned by cholera in Canton, is
brought to London by the mysterious
Professor Lovell. There, he trains for years in
Latin, Ancient Greek, and Chinese, all in
preparation for the day he’ll enroll in Oxford
University’s Royal Institute of Translation–also 
known as Babel .  544 pages.  Harper.
Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00  $14.95

7966431 BLOOD OF ASSASSINS. By RJ Barker. An assassin
struggles to keep his magic a secret as he navigates a world torn apart
by a war. 468 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7964595 THE LIGHT OF ALL THAT FALLS.
By James Islington. After a savage battle, the
Boundary is whole again–but it may be too
late. In Ilin Illan, Wirr fights to maintain a
precarious alliance between Andarra’s factions 
of power. And if he cannot succeed, the war is
los t .  848 pages .  Orb i t .  Paperbound .
Pub. at $18.99  $6.95

7949057 TO RIDE HELL’S CHASM. By Janny Wurts. Following
the mysterious disappearance of Princess Anja, two warriors are
forced to confront their cultural mores in a desperate bid to save not
only the princess, but the entire kingdom of Sessalie. 672 pages.
Meisha Merlin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $5.95

7949065 TRAITOR’S KNOT. By Janny
Wurts. Having conquered the maze and
achieved self-redemption, Arithon, Master of
Shadow, is now the guest of the formidable
sorcerer, Davien the Betrayor. No one knows
how his influence will affect Arithon’s recovered 
mage power, or his newly awakened rogue
talent for prescience. 574 pages. Meisha
Merlin. Pub. at $27.95  $6.95

*489474X THE LORD OF THE RINGS. By J.R.R. Tolkien. The
definitive edition of this epic work of adventure is now, for the first
time, presented together with the author’s own paintings, drawings,
and illustrations produced to accompany his own journey, making this 
as close as possible to the version that Tolkien imagined as he wrote
his way to Mordor, and back again. Includes a ribbon bookmark.
1178 pages. HMH. Pub. at $75.00  $54.95

*7917163 NONA THE NINTH. By Tamsyn
Muir. In a deadly city torn between vicious
resistance fighters and besieging necromantic 
forces, Nona lives a temporary life, finding
solace where she can with her chosen family.
But each night, she dreams of a woman with a
sku l l  pa in ted  face .  512  pages .  To r.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

7959281 THE BALLAD OF PERILOUS
GRAVES. By Alex Jennings. To those from Away,
Nola might seem strange. To Perilous Graves, it’s
simply home. Perry knows Nola’s rhythm as
intimately as his own heartbeat. So when the
city’s Great Magician starts appearing in odd
places and essential songs are forgotten, Perry
knows trouble is afoot. 472 pages. Redhook.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*7958463 ERAGON. By Christopher
Paolini, illus. by S. Chaturvedi. When
Eragon finds a polished blue stone in the
forest, he thinks it is the lucky discovery of a
poor farm boy; perhaps it will buy his family
meat for the winter. But when the stone
brings a dragon hatchling, Eragon soon
realizes he has stumbled upon a legacy
nearly as old as the Empire itself. Well illus.

in color. 358 pages. Knopf. 9¼x11¼. Pub. at $45.99  $34.95

*7982550 WARRIOR OF THE WIND. By
Suyi Davies Okungbowa. Traumatized by their
escape from Bassa, Lilong and Danso have found
safety in a vagabond colony on the edge of the
emperor’s control. But time is running out in the
refuge. A new bounty makes every person a threat, 
and whispers of magic have roused those eager
for their own power. 477 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95

7965273 THE QUEEN OF IZMOROZ. By Jon
Skovron. The first battle is over, but war yet
looms on the horizon. Sonya and her allies–the
foreign Uaine and their armies of the
undead–have beaten the imperial soldiers and
ousted them from Izmoroz. Now they have the
rest of the empire to free. 469 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7965591 THE WIZARD OF EVENTIDE. By Jon Skovron. As
Vittorio’s empire enacts its bloody reign, a reunited Sonya and
Sebastian must embark on a journey to distant lands to amend
past wrongs and find unlikely allies along the way. 437 pages.
Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7771649 MISFIT. By Jon Skovron. Jael
has never really fit in. The only family she
has ever know is her father, an ex-priest and
her mother who was a 5,000 year old
demon. But on Jael’s 16th birthday, her
father gives her a present that brings about
some unexpected changes. Some changes
are awesome, but others, like the homicidal
demon seeking revenge on her family, not

so much. 362 pages. Amulet Books. Pub. at $16.95  $4.95

7878311 MY NEXT LIFE AS A
VILLAINESS, VOLUME 3: All Routes Lead
to Doom! By Satoru Yamaguchi. After being
reborn as the villainess of an otome game,
Katarina has done everything in her powers to
avoid the Bad Ends awaiting her at the end of the 
school year. Now, having successfully finished
the events of the game, she’s made a close
group of friends in the process. Just as she feels 

like she can relax, she gets kidnapped! Illus. 235 pages. Seven
Seas. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

*7952015 THE WORLD WE MAKE. By
N.K. Jemisin. All is not well in the city that
never sleeps. Even though the avatars of New
York City have temporarily managed to stop the
Woman in White from invading–and destroying 
the entire universe in the process–the
mysterious capital-E Enemy has more subtle
powers at her disposal. 381 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7879601 THE QUEEN’S BARGAIN. By Anne Bishop. After a
youthful mistake, Lord Dillon’s reputation is in tatters. To restore
his reputation, he needs a handfast–a one-year contract of
marriage. He sets his sights on Jillian, a young Eyrien witch from 
Ebon Rih. Unfortunately for Dillon, he is unaware of Jillian’s true
connections until he finds himself facing Lucivar Yaslana.
414 pages. Ace. Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*780721X THE DRUID’S CALL. By
E.K.  Johnston.  Abandoned by  her
human parents, Doric wandered for
yea rs  be fo re  be ing  t aken  in  by  a
communi ty  of  Neverwin te r  Woods
elves. But her horns and tail proclaim a
tiefling heritage, and her f ledgling
druidic abilities mark her as different
from the rangers around her. 284 pages. 

Random. Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7879288 HAUSGEISTER!
Household Spirits of German
Folklore. By Florian Schafer et
al. A team of three German
creators present these creatures
through the lens of narrative and
my tho l og i c a l  re se a r ch .

Domestic dragons and wild women, Kobolds and Wichtel are
brought to life in sculpture based on historical descriptions
and beautifully photographed in Germany, in the landscape
that these creatures might once have walked. 198 pages. Eye
of Newt. 11¾x8¼. Pub. at $39.95  PRICE CUT to $17.95
4698231 HIGHFIRE. By Eoin Colfer. 373 pages. Harper.
Pub. at $19.99  $5.95
7898789 HEROIC HEARTS. Ed. by J. Butcher & K.L. Hughes.
350 pages. Ace. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95
4982541 ECLIPSE. By Stephenie Meyer. 629 pages. Little,
Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95
7820844 THE SUM OF ALL SHADOWS. By Eric Van
Lustbader. 446 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7726597 THE LEFT-HANDED BOOKSELLERS OF LONDON.
By Garth Nix. 393 pages. Harper. Pub. at $19.99  $5.95
7880456 FOREST OF SOULS. By Lori M. Lee. 385 pages.
Page Street. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7874995 SIEGE OF STONE. By Terry Goodkind. 665 pages.
Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95
7965311 RAVENSOUL. By James Barclay. 440 pages.
Gollancz. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7856431 THE HARLEQUIN. By Laurell K. Hamilton. 422
pages. Berkley. Pub. at $25.95  $5.95
7755651 THREE KINGS. Ed. by M.M. Snodgrass & G.R.R.
Martin. 234 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95
7848226 THE OUTSORCERER’S APPRENTICE. By Tom
Holt. 387 pages. Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
*4810929 RELENTLESS. By R.A. Salvatore. 442 pages.
HarperVoyager. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*4924398 THE RISE OF MAGICKS. By Nora Roberts.
483 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
7853378 OF BLOOD AND BONE. By Nora Roberts. 499 pages. 
St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
4947568 OF BLOOD AND BONE. By Nora Roberts. 453 pages. 
St. Martin’s. Pub. at $28.99  $4.95
*7825331 ASSASSIN’S APPRENTICE. By Robin Hobb.
435 pages. Del Rey. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
788057X THE PUPPETMASTER’S APPRENTICE. By Lisa
DeSelm. 332 pages. Page Street. Pub. at $17.99  $2.95
*7765703 THE CITADEL OF FORGOTTEN MYTHS. By
Michael Moorcock. 320 pages. Saga Press. Pub. at $28.99  $14.95
*7892020 HARROW THE NINTH. By Tamsyn Muir.
556 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95
7858906 RISEN. By Benedict Jacka. 326 pages. Ace.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
7854226 THE RESURRECTIONIST OF CALIGO. By W.
Trimboli & A. Zaloga. 349 pages. Angry Robot. Paperbound.
Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95
*7919638 BEFORE THE COFFEE GETS COLD. By
Toshikazu Kawaguchi . 272 pages.  Hanover  Square.
Pub. at $19.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*7807228 T H E  R O A D  T O  N E V E R W I N T E R .  B y
J a l e i g h  J o h n so n .  27 4  p a g e s .  R a n d o m .  Pu b .  a t
$29.99  PRICE CUT to  $11.95
*7857381 LUD-IN-THE-MIST. By Hope Mirrless. 290 pages.
Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
*7781547 UNBOUND II .  Ed. by Shawn Speakman.
482 pages. Grim Oak. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*4712919 RHYTHM OF WAR. By Brandon Sanderson.
1230 pages. Tor. Pub. at $34.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95
*7755090 THE LOST METAL. By Brandon Sanderson. Illus.
507 pages. Tor. Pub. at $29.99  $14.95
*774210X THE ATLAS PARADOX. By Olivie Blake. 403
pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $6.95SOLD OUT
*7829736 SON OF THE STORM.  By Suyi  Davies
O k u n g b o w a .  4 8 8  p a g e s .  O r b i t .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $17.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95
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Fantasy Novels & Story Collections
7900600   BLACK SUN. By Rebecca
Roanhorse. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In the
holy city of Tova, the winter solstice is usually
a time for celebration and renewal, but this
year it coincides with a solar eclipse, a rare
celestial event proscribed by the Sun Priest as
an unbalancing of the world. 518 pages.
Center Point. Pub. at $38.95  $5.95

*7839200 THEY MET IN A TAVERN. By Elijah Menchaca.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 577 pages. CamCat. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.99  PRICE CUT to $11.95

*7866143 THEY SPLIT THE PARTY. By Elijah Menchaca.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 551 pages. CamCat. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95

Science Fiction
7948247 URANUS. By Ben Bova. On a
privately financed orbital habitat above the
planet Uranus, political idealism conflicts
with pragmatic and illegal methods of
financing. Add a scientist who has funding to
launch a probe deep into Uranus’s ocean
depths to search for signs of life, and you have 
a three-way struggle for control. 380 pages.
Tor. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7839782 GRAVITY. By Tess Gerritsen. Dr.
Emma Watson’s lifelong dream of working and
studying aboard the International Space Station
has finally come true. But it quickly turns into a
nightmare when a culture of single-celled
organisms begins to regenerate out  of
control–and infects the crew. 401 pages. Pocket.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7983565 SHARKMAN. By Steve Alten. Distracted by his
phone, Kwan crashes his car, and loses both the use of his legs
and his mother’s life. He attempts to rebuild his life as an intern
at an experimental lab, where shark stem cells are being used to
repair spinal injuries. 268 pages. Taylor. Pub. at $22.95  $5.95

7893930 A FALL OF MOONDUST: SF
Masterworks. By Arthur C. Clarke. Time is
running out for the passengers and crew of the
tourist-cruiser Selene; incarcerated in a sea of
choking lunar dust while, on the surface, her
rescuers find their resources stretched to the
limit by the unpredictable conditions of a
totally alien environment. 224 pages.
Gollancz. Paperbound.  $6.95

7898460 CONDOMNAUTS. By Yoss. In the
24th century, Josue Valdes’ rises from the
slums of Cuba to be one of the galaxy’s most
accomplished explorers. Discovering his true
calling: as a sexual ambassador for humanity
and the Nu Barsa colony, Josue and his fellow
intrepid condomnauts travel across the galaxy, 
where humans explore the limits of the Milky
Way and their libidos. Adults only. 197 pages.

Restless. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7969473 THE HIVE. By O.S. Card & A.
Johnston. A coalition of Earth’s nations
barely fought off the Formics’ first scout
t r i p .  Now i t ’s  c lea r  t ha t  t he re ’ s  a
mothership out on the edge of the system,
and the aliens are prepared to take Earth by
force. Can Earth’s warring nations and
corporations put aside their differences
a n d  m o u n t  a n  e f f e c t i v e  d e fe n s e ?

396 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99  $5.95

7896492 THE ICE LION. By Kathleen
O’Neal Gear. In a frozen far future, where Ice
Age-era flora and fauna inhabit the earth,
Lynx and his best friend Quiller struggle to
survive the bitter cold and monstrous
predators. When they flee to a new land, a
strange old man provides a link to the past,
and hope for the future. 294 pages. DAW
Books. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7801122 SANDS OF DUNE. By B. Herbert & K.J. Anderson.
Novellas. A young firebrand Fremen woman, a guerrilla fighter against 
the ruthless Harkonnens, who will one day become Shadout Mapes;
inside the ranks of the Sardaukar is the child of a betrayed nobleman
who becomes one of the Emperor’s most ruthless fighters; and more.
162 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99  $6.95

7975244 ZOEY PUNCHES THE FUTURE
IN THE DICK. By David Wong. In the futuristic 
city of Tabula Ra$a, Zoey is like a fish so far out 
of water that it has achieved orbit. After
inheriting a criminal empire, the 23 year-old
finds herself under threat from all sides as a
rogue’s gallery of larger than life enemies
think they smell weakness. 357 pages. St.
Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

796644X BONE SILENCE. By Alastair
Reynolds. The Ness sisters are being hunted
for crimes they didn’t commit by a fleet whose 
crimes are worse than their own. To stay one
step ahead of their pursuers and answer the
questions that have plagued them, they’ll have 
to employ every dirty, piratical trick in the
book. 625 pages. Orbit .  Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7965370 SHADOW CAPTAIN. By Alastair
Reynolds. Adrana and Fura Ness ran away from
home to join the crew of a spaceship. Now
they’re in charge, commandeering the ship of
the feared pirate Bosa Sennen. But danger hunts 
them at every turn. Because the galaxy wants
Bosa Sennen dead and they don’t care if she’s
already been kil led. 426 pages. Orbit .
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

*7759738 THAT WAS NOW, THIS IS THEN. By Michael Z.
Williamson. Then: First Lieutenant Elliot and nine other soldiers
were thrown back to Earth’s Paleolithic Age. Against all odds, the 
team survived and found their way back to the 21st-century.
Now: The Bykos, humans from the far future whose meddling
caused the first rift, have stranded another group of soldiers in
the past. Elliot’s team needs to go back to rescue them.
711 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7957432 AFTERMATH. By LeVar Burton. In
2012, the first African American president is
assassinated by a white extremist, just four
days after he is elected. The tragedy leads to
riots, financial collapse, and ultimately, a
full-on civil war. In its aftermath, millions are
left homeless as famine and disease spread
through the country. 295 pages. Grand Central. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7842066 TERMINATION SHOCK. By Neal
Stephenson. One man, visionary billionaire
T.R. Schmidt, Ph.D., has a Big Idea for
reversing global warming, a master plan
perhaps best described as “elemental.” But
will it work? And just as important, what are
the consequences for the planet and all of
humanity should it be applied? 708 pages.
Morrow. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

7877447 ALITA: Battle Angel–Iron City. By Pat Cadigan. A
long time ago there was the Great War. The reasons for the war
has been lost to time. On the shattered surface of the Earth, there
is a metropolis that lives amidst the garbage thrown down from
the inhabitants of a sky city floating above it. Welcome to Iron
City. 383 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

7853971 ALITA: Battle Angel. By Pat
Cadigan. When Alita awakens with no memory
of who she is in a future world she does not
recognize ,  she  is  ta ke  in  by  Ido ,  a
compassionate doctor who realizes that
somewhere in this abandoned cyborg shell is
the heart and soul of a young woman with an
ext raordinary past . 377 pages.  Ti tan.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

7750846 THE BEST AMERICAN SCIENCE
FICTION AND FANTASY 2021. Ed. by Veronica 
Roth. Showcases a crop of authors, from 2021,
that are willing to experiment and tantalize
readers with new takes on classic themes and by
exchanging the ordinary for the avant-garde.
Folktales and lore come alive, the dead rises, the
depths of space are traversed, and magic threads
itself through singular moments of love and loss.

404 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7890745 THE BEST OF WORLD SF,
VOLUME 1. Ed. by Lavie Tidhar. Prepare
yourself for a journey through the wildest
reaches of the imagination, to visions of
Earth as it might be and the far corners of the
universe. Along the way, you will meet
robots and monsters, adventurers and time
travelers, rogues and royalty. 588 pages.
Head of Zeus. Pub. at $39.95  $5.95

7904827 EAGLE STATION. By Dale Brown. As
the latest skirmish in the war for space
accelerates, Brad McLanahan and Nadia Rozek
and their compatriots in the Space Force must
use their cunning and skill–and America’s own
high-tech weaponry–to derail the Sino-Russian
alliance and destroy their lunar site before it’s too
late for the U.S. and the world. 504 pages.
Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7928319 BATTLESTAR GALACTICA
DESIGNING SPACESHIPS. By Mark Wright et al. Featuring the
ships from Universal Pictures’ original 1978 U.S. TV series, the
re-imagined series from 2003, and the ten-part web series Blood &
Chrome, this reference provides profiles and plans of the thirty-nine
key spacecrafts of the shows. Fully illus. in color. 197 pages.
Eaglemoss Hero Collector. 9x11½. Pub. at $34.95  $11.95

7968388 HALO: Point of Light. By Kelly Gay.
August 2558. Rion Forge was once defined by
her relentless quest for hope amidst the refuse
and wreckage of post-Convenant War Galaxy.
Now with tensions mounting and ONI forces
closing in, Rion and her companions commit to
this being’s very personal mission, unlocking
untold secrets and even deadlier threats that have 
been hidden away for centuries. 321 pages.

Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7859805 FULL HOUSE: A Wild Cards
Collection. Ed. by George R.R. Martin. An alien
virus struck Earth, endowing a handful of
survivors with extraordinary powers. People with 
abilities were called aces. Others became
physically mutated and were labeled as jokers.
Every generation, there are those who use their
powers in the service of humanity or for the
purpose of evil. Collects 10 stories previously

published on Tor.com. 324 pages. Tor. Pub. at $31.99  $7.95

7750935 DEATH DRAWS FIVE. Ed. by
George R.R. Martin. John Fortune’s card has
finally turned. He’s an ace! And proud of it,
except that his new powers put him on a
collision course with enemies he never knew
he had. Is he the new messiah? Or the
Anti-Christ? Or is he just a kid who’s in over
his head and about to drown? 246 pages. Tor.
Pub. at $29.99  $5.95

7859856 HELLA. By David Gerrold. Hella is a
planet where everything is oversized, especially
ambitions of the colonists. Kyle is a
neurodivergent young man who posses an
implant that gives him real-time access to the
colony’s computer network. When an
overburdened starship arrives, he becomes the
link between the established colonists and the
refuges from a ravaged Earth. 441 pages. DAW

Books. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95

7856989 STAR WARS: On the Front Lines. By Daniel Wallace.
Through chronological retellings of eleven pivotal battles, this volume
catalogs the tactics, vehicles, and weapons used in each conflict
while pairing stunning, all-new artwork with character testimonials
that profile the struggles faced by ground soldiers and starfighter
pilots. 127 pages. Titan. 13½x10¼. Pub. at $50.00  $9.95

7777566 FIREFLY: Carnival. By Una
McCormack. It’s the eve of the annual
carnival and Serenity arrives to take a
security job. The shipment is stolen, and the
owner kidnaps Zoe and Book, holding them
to ransom for the lost shipment’s value. The
crew must attempt the impossible, calling on 
contacts, calling in favors, and revealing
hidden talents to save their crewmates’ lives. 

233 pages. Titan. Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7720874 HALO: Divine Wind. By Troy
Denning. October 2559. With the galaxy in the
suffocating grip of a renegade artificial
intelligence, another perilous threat has quietly
emerged in the shadows: the Keepers of the
One Freedom, a fanatical and merciless
Covenant splinter group, has made its way
beyond the borders of the galaxy to an ancient
Forerunner installation known as the Ark.

361 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

*7777310 A CALL TO INSURRECTION. By David Weber et al.
Not long ago, the Star Kingdom of Manticore was a small,
unimportant interstellar backwater. Now, Manticore has become a
target. The Star kingdom isn’t certain on who’s attacking it or why,
but one thing is certain: Manticore needs a capable space navy.
Enter Travis and his wife, Lisa, whose task it is to build that navy.
511 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
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Science Fiction
7986971 FIREFLY: Generations. By Tim
Lebbon. On an Outer Rim moon, Captain
Malcolm Reynolds ends a card game the
lucky winner of an old map covered in
mysterious symbols. The former owner
insists it’s worthless; back on Serenity, River
Tam is able to interpret it. 285 pages. Titan.
Pub. at $24.95  $6.95

7948794 THE WORLD SET FREE. By H.G.
Wells. When the world’s reliance on atomic
energy breeds horrific nuclear warfare and
societal collapse, will the resulting utopian
government provide a happy ending or further
devastation for humankind? 220 pages.
Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95
 

7906420 WHEN THE SLEEPER WAKES.
By H.G. Wells. When Victorian insomniac
Graham awakes from a 200 year slumber, he
finds himself the richest man on Earth. In the
year 2100, London is unrecognizable. A
twisted and oppressive slave state reigns, run
by the mysterious White Council and funded
by Graham’s own wealth. 335 pages. Arcturus. 
Paperbound.  $5.95

7854323 X-MEN: The Dark Phoenix Saga.
By Stuart Moore. True to its namesake, the
Phoenix rises, and Jean becomes one of the
universe’s most powerful entities. But when she 
and the X-Men launch an assault against the
clandestine organization known as the Hellfire
Club, she is manipulated into betraying her
fellow mutants. Jean is transformed into the
Hellfire Club’s Black Queen, and her life takes a

deadly turn. 336 pages. Titan. Pub. at $24.95  $7.95

*7711247 PURGATORY’S SHORE. By Taylor Anderson. 1847.
A disparate group of young American soldiers is bound to join
General Winfield Stott’s campaign against Santa Anna at Vera Cruz
during the Mexican-American War. They never arrive. Or rather, they
arrive somewhere else. Shipwrecked on a terrible, different Earth full
of monsters and unimaginable enemies. 580 pages. Ace.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7975406 THE HOPKINS MANUSCRIPT. By
R.C. Sherriff. Edgar is an active member of the
British Lunar Society. He becomes one of the
first to learn that the moon is on a collision
course with the earth. During these final days,
he writes what he calls “The Hopkins
Manuscript”–a testimony juxtaposing the
ordinary and extraordinary as the villagers dig
trenches and play cricket before the end of

days. 385 pages. Scribner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

7940092 THE EAGLE HAS LANDED: 50
Years of Lunar Science Fiction. Ed. by Neil 
Clarke. Collects the best stories written in the
50 years since mankind first stepped foot on
the lunar surface, serving as a shining
reminder that the moon is a visible and
constant example of all the infinite possibility
of the wider universe. 572 pages. Night
Shade. Pub. at $34.99  $9.95

776927X EXTINCTION HORIZON.  By
Nicholas Sansbury Smith. Master Sergeant Reed 
Backham has led his Delta Force Team Ghost
through every kind of hell imaginable and never
lost a man. When a top secret Medical Corps
research facility goes dark, Team Ghost will face
their deadliest enemy yet–a strain of Ebola that
turns men into monsters. 356 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7952600 EXTINCTION AFTERMATH. By
Nicholas Sansbury Smith. Captain Reed
Beckham and Dr. Kate Lovato are settling into a
new life in the States. Across the continent, the
adult Variants have been wiped out, and juveniles
are on the run. But there are other monsters at
home–and they may be human. 422 pages. Orbit. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7968310 EARTH STRIKE. By Ian Douglas. Rockets readers into a
vast and deadly intergalactic battle, as humankind attempts to bring
down an evil empire and establish itself as the new major power.
357 pages. Eos. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 7945892 ALIEN
HOSTILES. By Ian Douglas. By exposing the
sinister Saurians, Navy SEAL Lieutenant
Commander Mark Hunter and his team have
more than proven themselves. Yet the war
between humanity and the intergalactic aliens
has only begun–now they must save
themselves and all of civilization. 390 pages.
Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

790469X ALIEN SECRETS. By Ian Douglas.
Third Reich scientists were highly sought out
prizes for Americans and Russians desperate to
possess the Nazi knowledge of nuclear firepower.
But they failed to capture one of Hitler’s inner
circle: Hans Kammler. A liaison with the Nazis’
silent partners whose technological wonders
nearly helped the Axis win the war–the alien
species the Germans called the Eidechse.

371 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7986645 TWELVE TOMORROWS. Ed. by W. Roush & M. Pontin.
Ken Liu writes about a virtual currency that hijacks our empathy;
Elizabeth Bear shows us a smart home tricked into kidnapping its
owner; Clifford V. Johnson presents, in a graphic novella, the story of a
computer scientist seeing a new side of the AIs she has invented; J.M. 
Ledgard describes a 28,000 year old AI who meditates on the nature
of loneliness; and more. Illus. some in color. 256 pages. MIT Press.
Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95  $5.95

7907389 XENOCIDE. By Orson Scott Card.
On Lusitania, Ender found a world where
humans and pequininos and the hive queen
could all live together; where three very
different intelligent species could find
common ground at last. Or so he thought. It
also harbors the descolada, a virus that kills
all humans it infects, but which the
pequininos require in order to become

adults. 394 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

796904X ENDER IN EXILE. By Orson Scott
Card. The true direct sequel to the classic
Ender’s Game. The story of Ender’s first
voyage from Earth, and his first arrival on a
former Formic colony world. In the confined
world of the colony ship, Ender’s diplomatic
and tactical genius are put to the test against
an enemy he cannot kill. 377 pages. Tor.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7917821 IRON GOLD. By Pierce Brown. Darrow was born a
slave. He became a weapon. He ended centuries of Gold rule,
broke the chains of an empire, and now he’s the hero of a brave
new republic. But at terrible cost. At the edge of the solar
system, the grandson of the emperor he murdered dreams of
revenge. 601 pages. Hodder & Stoughton. Paperbound.  $9.95

7917708 DARK AGE. By Pierce Brown. A
decade ago Darrow led a revolution and laid
the foundations for a new world. Now he’s an
outlaw, cast out of the very Republic he
founded, with half his fleet outgunned but not
outthought. Is he still the hero who broke the
chains? Or will he become the agent of the
world’s destruction? 757 pages. Hodder &
Stoughton. Paperbound.  $9.95

*7897774 DEPLOYING DRAGONS. By Dan
Koboldt. With a combination of genetic
engineering and a cryptic device known as the
Redwood Codex, genetic engineer Noah Parker
and his team can produce living, breathing
dragons made to order. The next frontier: a
contract to develop dragons for the U.S.
military. Yet the specs are more challenging
than any th ing Noah ever  dreamed o f.

407 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7948956 LIFTPORT: Opening Space to
Everyone.  Ed.  by  Bil l  Fawcet t  e t  a l.
Interweaving both science fiction stories
involving the space elevator along with
non-fiction articles on the basic technical,
financial, legal, social, and political issues
surrounding the space elevator, this collection
will give you an entertaining and informative
crash course in the space elevator. 308 pages.

Meisha Merlin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

*7933827 THE JANUS FILE. By D. Weber & J. Holo. It was
supposed to be a routine trip for the members of the Gordian
Division, both human and AI: fly out to Saturn, inspect the
construction of their latest time machines, then fly back. But when
the division’s top scientist and chief engineer are killed in the same
freak accident, suspicions of foul play run deep. 484 pages. Baen.
Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7772882 BLADE RUNNER. By Philip K. Dick. 2021, Earth.
Fearful of the havoc artificial humans can wreak, the government
bans them from Earth. Rick Deckard, an officially sanctioned
bounty hunter is commissioned to find rogue androids and retire
them. But when cornered, androids fight back–with lethal force.
193 pages. Gollancz. Paperbound.  $5.95

7918364 SCYTHE. By Neal Shusterman. In a 
world where disease has been eliminated, the
only way to die is to be randomly killed by
professional scythes. Two teens must
compete with each other to become a
scythe–a position neither of them wants. The
one who becomes a scythe must kill the one
who doesn’t. 433 pages. S&S. Paperbound.
Pub. at $13.99  $5.95

*7850948 MEMORY’S LEGION. By James
S.A. Corey. On Mars, a scientist experiments with
a new engine that will one day become the drive
that fuels humanity’s journey into the stars. On an
asteroid station, a group of prisoners are oblivious 
to the catastrophe that awaits them. On a future
Earth beset by overpopulation, pollution, and
poverty, a crime boss desperately seeks to find a
way off planet, and more. 454 pages. Orbit.

Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7944500 MEMORY’S LEGION: The
Complete Expanse Story Collection. By
James S.A. Corey. On Mars, a scientist
experiments with a new engine that will one
day become the drive that fuels humanity’s
journey into the stars. On an asteroid station,
a group of prisoners are oblivious to the
catastrophe that awaits them. On a future
Earth beset by overpopulation, pollution, and

poverty, a crime boss desperately seeks to find a way off planet,
and more. 422 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $28.00  $6.95

7859740 DRIVING THE DEEP. By Suzanne
Palmer. As a professional finder, Fergus
Ferguson is hired to locate missing objects and
steal them back. But it is rarely so simple,
especially after his latest job in Cernee. He’s
been recovering in the company of friends, the
Shipmakers of Pluto. The Shipmakers have
convinced Fergus to finally deal with unfinished
business he’s been avoiding for half his life:

Earth. 426 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7912528 TRINITY’S CHILDREN. By Dave
Bara. Thirty thousand settlers are leaving the dying 
planets of the Rim, Admiral Jared Clement’s
home, and resettling next to the natives of the
planet Bellus. Clement is responsible for those
lives and the lives of the natives, Trinity’s children.
But when his fleet arrives in the system, they are
faced with enemies both old and new. 381 pages.
Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7904886 GROWING UP WEIGHTLESS. By John M. Ford.
Matthias Ronay has grown up in the low gravity of
independent Luna. Matt and his friends have planned a secret
adventure. They’ll slip out of the city for a journey to Farside.
Their passage into the expanse of perpetual night will change
them in ways they could never have predicted, and bring Matt
to the destiny for which he has yearned. 224 pages. Tor.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

7916981 DEVIL’S ADVOCATE: The X-Files
Origins. By Jonathan Maberry. In 1979, 15 year 
old Dana Scully has bigger problems than being 
the new girl in school. She has always had
dreams. Sometimes they even come true, she
just wrote them off to a coincidence. But since
she moved, the dreams have been more like
visions, disturbing and haunted by a shadowy
figure who may be an angel or the devil. Ages

14-18. 352 pages. Imprint. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*7825374 THE DAY OF THE TRIFFIDS. By 
John Wyndham. After undergoing eye surgery
Bill Masen awakes the next morning to find
civilization collapsing. Wandering the city, he
soon realizes that surviving this new world
requires evading strangers and the seven foot
tall plants known as triffids, plants that can walk 
and kill a man with one quick lash of their
poisonous stingers. 234 pages. Modern

Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

*7813236 SWORD & PLANET. Ed. by Christopher Ruocchio.
The distant future, like the distant past, is a place of myths, legends
and great heroes. Here are stories where magic and science exist
together. Stories by Tim Akers, Jessica Cluess, Tom Toner and others.
471 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95
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Science Fiction
7984707 VENISS UNDERGROUND. By Jeff 
VanderMeer. Spins the tale of Nicholas, an
aspiring, struggling artist; his twin sister,
Nicola; and Shadrach, Nicola’s former lover. A
fateful trip by Nicholas to the maverick biotech
Quin will have far-reaching consequences for
all three–and for the fate of Veniss itself.
Includes five bonus Veniss stories. 395 pages.
MCD. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

*7875975 TROUBLE WALKED IN. By Mike
Kupari. Cassandra Blake, an employee for the
Ascension Planetary Holdings Group, the
largest and most powerful corporation in Nova
Columbia, has gone missing. It falls to detective 
Ezekiel “Easy” Novak to find out why. Soon Easy 
finds himself trying to unravel a conspiracy that
may implicate the highest echelons of the
Terran Confederation itself. 422 pages. Baen.

Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*7868618 FIREFLY: What Makes Us
Mighty. By M.K. England. Serenity is bound
for the planet Kerry with a hold of sealed,
unidentified cargo for the duke, the planet’s
highest ranking nobleman. When the duke’s
estate is attacked in the middle of the night,
Mal and Zoe investigate and find revolution
brewing. Now each one of the crew will have to 
decide where to make their stand. 283 pages.

Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

7969694 WRATH. By S. Moalem & D. Kraus. 
Meet Sammy, a brown rat, who was instilled
with human genes and abilities. When he
meets Dallas, a boy whose scientifically
enhanced hearing implants sensitize him to
Sammy’s own specialness, he begins to
understand the affection that binds humans to
their pets. Sammy is determined to put a stop
to the tortures scientists inflict on animals.

309 pages. Union Square & Co. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7948999 PARTNERS IN NECESSITY. By S.
Lee & S. Miller. Novels. Agent of Change You
meet Val Con and Miri, each of whom is trying
desperately to survive against overwhelming
odds. Conflict of Honors You meet Priscilla, a
woman who has been betrayed first by her
own people, and then by her Captain and
shipmates. Carpe Diem Val Con and Miri have
been stranded on a backwater planet.

842 pages. Meisha Merlin. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95  $6.95

7948808 BALANCE OF TRADE. By S. Lee & S. 
Miller. The story of how an ordinary Terran
became the pivot point in a galactic clash of
cultures and how the more he tried to be just like
his father, the less the universe seemed inclined
to help. More than that, by trying to survive he
became living proof that a little knowledge is a
dangerous thing. 464 pages. Meisha Merlin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7948859 CRYSTAL SOLDIER. By S. Lee &
S. Miller. In a galaxy worn down by generations 
of war, a star pilot’s mission brings him an
unexpected ally and a chance to serve his
Troop–and mankind. When chance deals
Cantra an ex-soldier, she’s inclined to leave
him where she found him. That was before
mutual trouble arose, and Jela proved himself a 
good man in a tight spot. 321 pages. Meisha

Merlin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7948905 A GATHERING OF
WIDOWMAKERS. By Mike Resnick. There is a
conflict only one man in the galaxy can resolve–a
man who wants nothing but to forget his life as the 
Widowmaker and enjoy a peaceful old age. But
there is a deadly alien challenge ahead, one that
will require the combined skills of all three
widowmakers. 263 pages. Meisha Merlin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

*7944861 TOUCHED. By Walter Mosley.
Martin wakes up with two new innate pieces
of knowledge: Humanity is a virus destined
to destroy all existence. And he is the Cure.
He begins slipping into an alternate
consciousness, with new physical strengths, 
to violently defend his family against pure
ev i l .  159 pages .  A t lan t ic  Month ly.
Pub. at $26.00  $19.95

*7882254 BALLISTIC. By Travis S. Taylor.
Someone is taking aim at the International
Space Station. But these Russian mercenaries
aren’t planning to bring the ISS crashing to
Earth–they’re hijacking it. They are untouchable 
in their orbital perch, but they have overlooked
one crucial aspect of their plan: astronaut Major
Allison Simms is on board the ISS and you don’t 
mess with American astronauts! 456 pages.

Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

*793369X THE SPICE MUST FLOW: The
Story of Dune, from Cult Novels to
Visionary Sci-fi Movies. By Ryan Britt. Britt
takes us behind the pages and scenes of the
science fiction phenomenon Dune, charting
all 60 years of the series’ life from cult sci-fi
novels to some of the most visionary movies of 
all time. Color photos. 269 pages. Plume.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

7898525 A LEGEND OF THE FUTURE. By
Agustin de Rojas. A spaceship is on a
groundbreaking mission to Titan, one of
Saturn’s moons. Back home, a final conflict
between warring superpowers threatens the
f a t e  o f  t h e  E a r t h .  W h e n  t h e  s h i p
malfunctions on the return home, the crew
m e m b e r s  b e co m e  t h e  su b j e c t s  o f
experiments that test their courage and their 

grasp of reali ty. 230 pages. Rest less. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

798460X THE SCOURGE BETWEEN STARS. By Ness Brown.
Faced with constant threats of starvation and destruction in the
minefield of interstellar space, Jacklyn’s crew has reached their
breaking point. As unrest begins to spread, a new threat
emerges, picking off crew members in grim, bloody fashion.
163 pages. Nightfire. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7947100 ANTHROPOCENE RAG. By Alex
Irvine. The country teems with monsters, and
AIs try to unpack their own becoming by
re-creating myths and legends of their human
creators. Prospector Ed, an emergent AI who
wants to understand the people who made him,
assembles a ragtag team to reach the mythical
Monument City. 256 pages. Tor. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

*7800029 STAR TREK–STRANGE NEW
WORLDS: The High Country. By John
Jackson Miller. When an experimental
shuttlecraft fails, Captain Christopher Pike
suspects a mechanical malfunction–only to
discover the very principles on which Starfleet
bases its technology have simply stopped
functioning. He and his crewmates are forced
to abandon ship in a dangerous maneuver that

scatters their party across the strangest new world they’ve ever
encountered. 374 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00  $17.95

7946147 OTAKU.  By  Chr is  K luwe.
Ditchtown. A city of skyscrapers, built atop the
downed bones of old Miami. A prison of steel,
filled with unbelievers. A dumping ground for
strays, runaways, and malcontents. Within
these towering monoliths, Ashley Akachi is a
young woman who also inhabits the virtual
world within Infinite Game. 352 pages. Tor.
Pub. at $26.99  $5.95

7970412 THE PARATWA. By Christopher Hinz. While Nick
desperately races to discover any weakness in their foe, and find
a weapon that might exploit it, Gillian must finally confront his
past and decide where his ultimate loyalties lie, as the climatic
battle for humanity’s fate beckons. 450 pages. Angry Robot.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7970129 ASH OCK. By Christopher Hinz.
Fearsome assassins, and their leaders the Ash
Ock, are approaching Earth, and the last
humans are readying to defend their colonies
against complete destruction. The colony
government once again brings Paratwa-hunters 
Nick and Gillian out of stasis to investigate a
new wave of horrifying massacres sowing fear
and discord among the colonists. 340 pages.

Angry Robot. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7967470 SNAKESKINS. By Tim Major. The Hext family may be of
central importance to the survival of Charmers, people with the
inexplicable power to produce duplicates every seven years. In
parallel with reporter Gerry Chafik and government aide Russell
Handler, Caitlin Hext must prevent the British Prosperity Party from
establishing a corrupt new order. 403 pages. Titan. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.95  $5.95

7947933 HARD REBOOT. By Django Wexler.
Kas is a junior academic on a research mission to
Old Earth. When a con artist tricks her into
wagering a huge sum of money she doesn’t have
on the outcome of a manned robot arena battle she 
becomes drawn into the seedy underworld of Old
Earth politics and state-sponsored battle-droid
prizefights. 150 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub.
at $14.99  $5.95
*7967691 THE REINVENTED HEART. Ed.
by C. Rambo & J. Brozek. Explores non-male
perspectives on relationships, genders and
attitudes as rapidly advancing technology
reshapes our society. Presents stories that
complicate sex and gender by showing how
shifting technology may affect social attitudes
and practices. Collects 24 stories. 283 pages.
Caezik. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95
*7972180   THE REINVENTED
DETECTIVE. Ed. by C. Rambo & J. Brozek.
Stories that complicate law and order as well as
the concept of criminals, detectives,
punishment, and justice for all by showing how
shifting technology, the rise of sentient AIs, and
shifting social attitudes may affect what is not
only acceptable but expected, within both real
world and digital communities. 302 pages.

Caezik. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95
7889488 UNRECONCILED. By W. Michael Gear. Where does
one put a messianic cult of practicing cannibals? That becomes
the question when Ashanti appears in Donovan’s skies. She was
designed for no more than four years in space. It’s taken 10. The
crew has sealed the transportees onto a single deck, and over
the years, the few survivors down there have become monsters.
488 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $27.00  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7920571 FOUNDATION AND EARTH. By Isaac Asimov.
499 pages. Bantam. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
7857349 THE YEAR’S BEST SCIENCE FICTION,
THIRTY-FIFTH ANNUAL COLLECTION. Ed. by Gardner Dozois.
679 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99  $5.95
7859104 THE VOID PROTOCOL.  By F. Paul Wilson.
453 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
7889216 A  CONTEST OF  PRINCIPLES.  By  G reg
C o x .  3 8 7  p a g e s .  G a l l e r y .  Pa p e r b o u n d .  Pu b .  a t
$16.00  PRICE CUT to  $3.95
7793251 WAKERS. By Orson Scott Card. 390 pages. Margaret
K. McElderry. Pub. at $19.99  $6.95
1988115 THE FATAL TREE. By Stephen R. Lawhead.
356 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
7971877 STAR TREK: PICARD–Rogue Elements. By John
Jackson Miller. 406 pages. S&S. Pub. at $25.00  $5.95
7873603 LOW CHICAGO. Ed. by George R.R. Martin with M.M.
Snodgrass. 429 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95
1934503 NEPTUNE.  By Ben Bova.  233 pages.  Tor.
Pub. at $28.99  $7.95
7862652 GLORIOUS. By G. Benford & L. Niven. 398 pages.
Tor. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95
7896670 WE HAVE ALWAYS BEEN HERE. By Lena Nguyen.
355 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $27.00  $6.95
7857802 STAR WARS–FROM A CERTAIN POINT OF VIEW:
The Empire Strikes Back. By Tom Angleberger et al. Illus.
561 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $35.00  $9.95
7894155 ODD JOHN. By Olaf Stapledon. 208 pages. Gollancz. 
Paperbound.  $6.95
7782241 SURVIVAL. By Julie E. Czerneda. 483 pages. DAW
Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
794909X THE X-FILES: Secret Agendas. By Ryan Cady et al.
360 pages. IDW Publishing. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $6.95
7870639 TERRAFORM: Watch/Worlds/Burn. Ed. by B.
Merchant & C.L. Evans. 476 pages. FSG. Paperbound. Pub.
at $20.00  $5.95
774255X INTO THE DROWNING DEEP. By Mira Grant.
440 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $26.00  $6.95
7759312 THE COLLECTED SHORT FICTION OF C.J.
CHERRYH. 726 pages. DAW Books. Paperbound. Pub. at
$22.00  $5.95
7769415 LEVIATHAN FALLS. By James S.A. Corey.
518 pages. Orbit. Pub. at $30.00  $5.95
1951793 WOLVES: Hell Divers IV. By Nicholas Sansbury
Smith. 321 pages. Blackstone. Pub. at $24.99  $3.95
*7851073 FAIR TRADE. By S. Lee & S. Miller. 516 pages.
Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7863098 THE BOOK OF THE VISHANTI: A Magical
Exploration of the Marvel Universe. By Matthew K.
M a n n i n g .  F u l l y  i l l u s .  m o s t  i n  c o l o r .  A b r a m s .
Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $7.95
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Science Fiction
*7771517 WEIRD WORLD WAR IV. Ed. by Sean Patrick
Hazlett. 478 pages. Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7853335 LEECH. By Hiron Ennes. 322 pages. Tom Doherty
Assoc. Pub. at $27.99  $6.95

7949081 THE X-FILES ORIGINS: Agent of Chaos. By Kami
Garcia. 307 pages. Imprint. Pub. at $18.99  $5.95

*7791070 STOLEN SKIES. By Tim Powers. 402 pages.
Baen. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7770146 BIG DAMN HERO. By James Lovegrove. 407 pages.
Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95

*7770154 THE GHOST MACHINE. By James Lovegrove.
383 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*7727348 FIREFLY: Life Signs. By James Lovegrove. 400
pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*7825471 THE MIDWICH CUCKOOS. By John Wyndham.
213 pages. Modern Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

7908245 COLLATERAL DAMAGE.  By  Dav id  Mack .
368 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95

*7822073 INFINITY GATE. By M.R. Carey. 536 pages. Orbit.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7854110 IMPLANTED. By Lauren C. Teffeau. 396 pages.
Angry Robot. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

7853998 THE BAYERN AGENDA. By Dan Moren. 384 pages.
Angry Robot. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

*7868650 KALLOCAIN. By Karin Boye. 170 pages. Penguin.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $9.95

7923783 THE BODY SCOUT. By Lincoln Michel. 356 pages.
Orbit. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

7853661 TWIN DAGGERS.  By Marcykate Connol ly.
361 pages. Zonderkidz. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95

7854218 THE REBELLION’S LAST TRAITOR. By Nik
Ko r p o n .  3 4 8  p a g e s .  A n g r y  R o b o t .  Pa p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at $7.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95

*7796196 THE EMPLOYEES. By Olga Ravn. 125 pages. New 
Directions. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $7.95

*7826753 CODE WORD ACCESS. By Alex Schuler with R.
Yngve. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 752 pages. Level 4.
Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $17.95

*7886292 MEGADEATH. By Tory Quinn with M. Vibbert.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. 621 pages. Level 4. Paperbound.
Pub. at $21.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95

Children’s Books
*7771207 BABY ANIMALS. By Garth
Williams. Featuring adorable baby
animals including a playful bear, a busy
squirrel, a brave lion, and many more. This 
beloved classic is a must have for all little
animal lovers. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in
color. Golden.  $4.95
 

*7771479 WALT  D ISNEY ’S
DUMBO. Illus. by Walt Disney Studio.
Everyone’s favorite big-eared little
elephant finds his way to the skies in
this uplifting Little Golden Book. With
artwork from the 1940s, all of the
original charm and beauty of the Disney 
classic can be found in this vintage
work. Ages 2-5. Golden.  $4.95

7734557 MOTHER GOOSE
BEDTIME COLLECTION. You and
your little one will love reading this
collection of classic children’s
stories and nursery rhymes, while
en joy ing  the  de l igh t fu l
accompanying illustrations. Ages
1-3. Page Publications. 10x10.
Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7906404 THE TWELVE DAYS OF
CHRISTMAS. Illus. by Jade Fang.
Whimsical illustrat ions spread
holiday cheer in this new take on a
t ime less  Ch r is tmas c lass ic .
Beginning outside a picturesque
village, and journeying through
festively decorated streets as the
caroling procession grows, this

culminates with a huge celebration in the village square. Ages
2-8. Andrews McMeel. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95

7799047 I’M GOING TO GIVE
YOU A BEAR HUG! By Caroline
B. Cooney, illus. by T. Warnes.
Whether it’s a big bear, gasp for
air, knock over a chair hug or a
wet and drippy, slimy, slippy fish
hug, children will giggle their
way through all the imaginative
examples of how to hug. These

engaging rhymes encourage playful interaction between parent
and child and ultimately help them wind down before they
snuggle into bed. Ages 4 & under. Fully illus., in color.
Zonderkidz. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7941269 PETER PAN. Join Wendy and her brothers as they fly
through the clouds with their friend Peter Pan to Never Land,
where the scheming Captain Hook is out to cause trouble. Ages
3-5. Fully illus. in color. Printers Row. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7941242 CINDERELLA. When the
royal family announces that they’re
throwing a ball, Cinderella can’t wait
to go. But her evil stepmother does
all she can to make sure Cinderella is 
stuck at home. With the help of her
fairy godmother’s magic, she
a t tends  the  ba l l  and  has  an
unforgettable night. Ages 3-5. Fully

illus. in color. Printers Row. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7963270 STUART LITTLE. By E.B. White,
illus. by G. Williams. Stuart is no ordinary
mouse. Though he’s shy and thoughtful, he
has a very adventurous spirit. When his best
friend, a little bird called Margalo, disappears
from her nest, Stuart goes out into the wide
world on his greatest adventure of all to look for 
her. Ages 4-8. Fully illus. 162 pages. Puffin
Books. Paperbound.  $5.95

7914571     G IRAFFE ’S  LONG
GOOD-NIGHT. By Jodie Shepherd, illus.
by S. Kober. Little Giraffe loves bedtime.
There are so many fun things things to do:
popping bath bubbles, trying on comfy
pajamas, and praying for everyone! Come
along for a hilarious adventure as you lift
the flaps on each page to discover how
Little Giraffe has gotten carried away

again. Ages 0-4. Fully illus., in color. Tommy Nelson.
Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7877013 A LONG TIME THAT I’VE
LOVED YOU. By Margaret Wise Brown,
illus. by K. Hudson. The flowers are
blooming, the birds are singing and a little
bear frolics through the spring fields. But
the best part of spring is having somebody 
to share it with! Join the little bear in this
gentle celebration of love between a
mother and child. Fully illus. in color.

Silver Dolphin. 9¾x11¾. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7934521 GOOD NIGHT, LITTLE
PUMPKIN. illus. by Claire Keay. With
so many games still to play at the fall
festival, Milo can’t possibly go to bed
yet! All decked out in his roly-poly
pumpkin costume, Milo pleads, “Just a
little longer?” four words moms and
dads everywhere know so very well.
Follow Milo as he grows sleepier and

sleepier until Mom and Dad find him asleep in the hay bale maze.
Ages 1-4. Fully illus. in color. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7876904 GOODNIGHT LITTLE ONE. By Margaret Wise
Brown, illus. by R. Elliott. A magical story from the hidden
treasure of Margaret Wise Brown. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color.
Silver Dolphin. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

7905939 ALICE’S ADVENTURES IN
WONDERLAND/THROUGH THE LOOKING
GLASS. By Lewis Carroll, illus. by J. Tenniel.
Follow Alice as she ventures down a rabbit hole
and into Wonderland, a world filled with
unforgettable characters such as the March Hare,
the Mad Hatter, the Cheshire Cat, and the Queen of 
Hearts. Then enter a topsy-turvy universe on the
other side of the Looking Glass. Ages 8 & up. Illus.

272 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  $5.95

7940394 THE LITTLE RED FORT. By Brenda Maier, illus. by S. 
Sanchez. Ruby wants to build a fort. Her brothers laugh and tell
her she doesn’t know how. “Then I’ll learn,” she says. And she
Does! This modern spin on a timeless favorite celebrates the
pluck and ingenuity of young creators everywhere! Ages 4-8.
Fully illus. in color. Scholastic. 8¼x11½. Paperbound.  $4.95

7939019 A WORLD FULL OF DICKENS 
STORIES: 8 Best-Loved Classic Tales
Retold for Children. By Angela McAllister, 
illus. by J. Hansen. Uncover eight classic
stories from one of the greatest novelists of
all time in this beautiful anthology of tales
from Charles Dickens. Ages 9 & up. Well
illus. in color. 128 pages. Frances Lincoln.
9½x11. Pub. at $22.99  $5.95

7940033 A CHILD’S GARDEN OF
VERSES: Children’s Classic Collections.
By Robert Louis Stevenson, illus. by C.
Robinson. This beautifully illustrated edition
was written for children about the joys and
sorrows of childhood, touching on themes like
illness and solitude as well as make-believe
games and play. Ages 4-8. 92 pages.
Racehorse. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $14.99  $6.95

*7937350 DISNEY WISH: A Little
Golden Book. By Adapted by L. Chi,
illus. by J. Chou. The story, set in Rosas,
the kingdom of wishes, follows Asha–an
optimist with a sharp wit who cares
endlessly about her community. Asha
makes an impassioned plea to the stars,
which is answered by a cosmic force, a
little ball of boundless energy called

Star. Based on Disney Wish in theaters November 2023. Ages
2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden.  $4.95

7941234     ALICE IN
WONDERLAND. Join Alice as she
tumbles down the rabbit hole and into
the strange and magical Wonderland,
where the Cheshire Cat can speak, the
Queen plays croquet with flamingos,
and the Mad Hatter throws lavish tea
parties. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color.
Printers Row. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7938837 THE GRUMPY FAIRIES. By
Bethan Stevens. This work is about grumpy
fairies. I mean super grumpy. I mean
foot-stompy, frowny, bottom lip sticky outy
kind of grumpy. But these fairies better
watch out. There’s a goblin about, and
grumpy fairies happen to be his favorite
food. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color. Frances
Lincoln. 9½x11. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

787863X TREASURY OF NORSE
MYTHOLOGY: Stories of Intrigue, Trickery, 
Love, and Revenge. By Donna Jo Napoli,
illus. by C. Balit. Classic stories and dazzling
illustrations of gods, goddesses, heroes and
monsters come to life in a stunning tableau of
Norse myths, including those of the thunder
god Thor, the one-eyed god and Allfather Odin,
and the trickster god Loki. Ages 8-12.

192 pages. National Geographic. 9¼x12. Pub. at $24.99  $7.95

7890133 DISNEY FROZEN II: Spirits of
the Enchanted Forest. By Adapted by
Marilyn Easton. When Elsa wakes the spirits
of nature, she embarks on an epic journey
alongside Anna, Kristoff, Olaf, and Sven to the
Enchanted Forest. Along the way, they
uncover the truth about the past and discover
more than they could have imagined. Charm
bracelet included. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in

color. 20 pages. Printers Row. 8½x10½. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

7880375  15 THINGS NOT TO DO WITH A PUPPY. By
Margaret McAllister, illus. by H. Sterling. DON’T teach your
puppy to play the tuba, take her to the library, or send her
hang-gliding. And NEVER let her drive the car! Perfect for the
whole family to read aloud and share. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in
color. Frances Lincoln. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

7880243 THE SECRET LIFE OF
SQUIRRELS: A Love Story. By Nancy 
Rose. Love is in the air with another
irresistible photographic story of wild
squirrels in homemade miniature
settings, delighting readers and animal
lovers of all ages. Ages 3-6. Little,
Brown. 10x10. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7824092 THE BOOK CAT. By Polly
Faber, illus. by C. Vulliamy. Morgan is a young orphan who lives off
scavenging–until he finds a cozy home at a London publishing house. 
Over time he learns a trade. Morgan finds himself training 20-odd
kittens to be Book Cats, and then there is the small matter of
evacuating them out of London. Ages 7-9. Well illus. 136 pages.
Faber & Faber. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95
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Children’s Books
7970714 PETE THE CAT TREASURY. By
Kimberly & James Dean. Pete is the coolest cat 
around! From surfing at the beach, to playing
baseball, to making a gigantic sandwich, he
makes every day a groovy day. There will be fun 
to spare with these six best-loved Pete the Cat
stories! Includes a poster and stickers. Ages
4-8. Fully illus. in color. 188 pages.
HarperCollins. Pub. at $12.99  $6.95

7940440 SLUGGERS’ CAR
WASH: MathStart Dollars
and Cents.  By  S tua r t  J .
Murphy, i llus. by Barney
Saltzberg. The Sluggers are all
set for their next big baseball
game, but they need to raise
money to buy some new team
T-shirts. A car wash is the way

to go! Soon dollars and cents are pouring in, but one player
needs a lesson in team work. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color.
33 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound.  $4.95

*7880057 THE GOONIES.  By
Adapted by A. Kaplan, illus. by J.
Angelone. Follow Mikey and the other
Goonies as they race to find the pirate
treasure that will help them save their
beloved Goon Docks in this delightful
retelling of the beloved classic movie
The Goonies. Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in
color. Golden.  $5.95

7938977 THE TOYS’ CHRISTMAS. By Claire Clement, illus. by G.
Godbout. It’s the night before Christmas and poor Noah’s favorite soft
toy, Fanfan, is missing! Little does Noah know that Fanfan is on a very
special journey. Every year, with all the other soft toys, he travels
across the land to visit Santa Claus. Ages 3-6. Fully illus. in color.
Frances Lincoln. 10x12. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

7934513    CANDY APPLE
BLESSINGS. illus. by Maddie Frost.
Fall blessings are all around us! From
picking big, orange pumpkins to
donning scarfs and boots to eating the
most delicious treat of all, candy
apples! With catchy rhymes, and
lovable illustrations you’ll be transpired
to plan fun activities and enjoy fall to the 

fullest. Ages 1-4. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95

7967063 DC SUPER FRIENDS. By B.
Wrecks et al, illus. by E. Beavers et al. Eight
DC Super Friends storybooks are bound
together in one action-paced collection!
Boys and gir ls who love Batman,
Superman, Wonder Woman, and their
friends can enjoy these exciting stories at
story time, nap time, or anytime! Features
gold gilt edged pages. Ages 3-7. Fully illus. 

in color. 168 pages. Golden. Pub. at $11.99  $4.95

7971923 LILY TO THE RESCUE: Two
Little Piggies. By W. Bruce Cameron, illus.
by J.L. Meyer. Lily lives with her girl, Maggie
Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the
kind people at the animal shelter run by
Maggie Rose’s mom. Now she has a very
important purpose: to rescue other animals
in trouble. Ages 7-10. Well illus. 127 pages.
Starscape. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95

*7784430 LITTLE MAN OF
DISNEYLAND: A Change of Luck. By
Nick Ba l i an .  Pa t r i ck Begor ra ,  a
leprechaun who lives in Disneyland, is
out for a walk when his lucky clover clad
hat blows away in the wind! Swept into a
rollicking adventure throughout Magic
Kingdom, Patrick joins forces with
Mickey Mouse and the gang on a quest to 

restore his luck and discover what it really means to be lucky.
Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden.  $4.95

7965125 AQUICORN COVE. By K. O’Neill.
When Lana and her father return to their
hometown to help clear the debris of a big
storm, she remembers how much she’s
missed the ocean. As Lana explores the
familiar beach, she discovers something
incredible: a colony of Aquicorns, small,
magical seahorse-like creatures that live in the
coral reef. Ages 7-12. Fully illus. in color. 90

pages. Oni Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7954468 THE FAIRYLAND SERIES. By
Catherynne M. Valente. Novels. Twelve year old
September’s life in Omaha, Nebraska goes
topsy-turvy when her father is sent off to war and 
her mother to work. But she has her own
adventures to look forward to when a gentleman
identifying himself as the Green Wind invites
her on an adventure to Fairyland. 1,296 pages
in five novels. Slipcased. Ages 10-14. Illus.

Square Fish. Paperbound. Pub. at $52.95  $19.95
7910886 CURIOUS GEORGE BIG BOOK
OF ADVENTURES. Twelve excit ing
Curious George stories are packed together
in one big collection. Based on the Emmy
Award winning PBS TV series featuring
everyone’s favorite monkey, each story is
paired with corresponding activities that will 
reinforce concepts and appeal to every
child’s sense of curiosity. Ages 5-7. Fully

illus., in color. 292 pages. Clarion. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
794036X EYES THAT KISS IN THE
CORNERS. By Joanna Ho, illus. by D. Ho. A
young girl notices her eyes look different form
her friends. The girl realizes that her eyes kiss
in the corners and glow like warm tea, crinkle
into crescent moons, and are filled with stories 
of the past and hope for the future, in fact, her
eyes are like her mother’s, her amah’s, and
her little sister’s, and they are beautiful. Ages

4-8. Fully illus. in color. Scholastic. Paperbound.  $4.95
*4950712 PERCY JACKSON AND
THE OLYMPIANS. By Rick Riordan.
Novels. All five volumes in the blockbuster
Percy Jackson and the Olympians series,
collected in a box set fit for demigods. This 
set includes: The Lightning Thief, The Sea
of Monsters, The Titan’s Curse, the Battle of 
the Labyrinth, and The Last Olympian.
1,840 pages in five volumes. Ages 8-12.

Disney. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00  $26.95
7965869 THE SECRET GARDEN: Once
Upon a Story. By Frances Hodgson
Burnett, illus. by G. Medeiros. When Mary
is sent to live with her uncle in a dark and
dreary English manor, she sets off to
explore the manor grounds and finds a
walled and locked garden. As Mary is
determined to find her way inside, more
secrets of Misselthwaite Manor are

uncovered and she and her companions begin an adventure as
they bring the garden back to life. Ages 8-12. Well illus. in color.
278 pages. Silver Dolphin. 8¾x11½. Pub. at $16.99  $7.95

7914598 LOVE YOU, LITTLE LADY. By
Brett Young, illus. A. O’Callaghan. From
country music singer, Brent Young, comes a
heartwarming celebration of parental love and 
tenderness based on his touching song Lady.
Through stirring rhymes and warm
illustrations, you’ll be taken to the wonder of
hearing your baby girl’s first heartbeat,
counting her fingers and toes, guiding her

first steps, and watching her grow. Tommy Nelson. 9x11¼.
Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

*7801890 MY LITTLE GOLDEN
BOOK ABOUT GREEK GODS AND
GODDESSES. By John Sazaklis, illus.
by E. Chang. Young children love
hearing about the larger than life
characters and amazing tales of Greek
mythology. This work is full of exciting
descriptions of Athena, Zeus, Poseidon, 
Aphrodite, Hermes, and many more.

Ages 2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden.  $4.95
LIMITED QUANTITY *7958528 LUNAR
NEW YEAR: A Celebration of Family
and Fun. By Mary Man-Kong, illus. by
M.J. Chan. Every year, millions of Asian
families come together to celebrate the
f i r s t  new moon in  the  sky.  Now
preschoolers can learn about the zodiac
animals, the delicious food, the exciting
parades, and all the fun traditions. Ages

2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden. 8¾x11. Pub. at $10.99  $8.95
788060X SLEEPING BEAUTY: Layer by Layer. By Carly
Madden, illus. by C. Alonso. Turn the pages and step into the
story of Sleeping Beauty! Join the princess on her sleepy
adventure and meet Maleficent, the good fairies, and the
prince, in this playfully layered storybook. Ages 3-6. Fully
illus. in color. Happy Yak. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95

*7962169 THE JUNGLE BOOK. By
Rudyard Kipling, illus. by R. Ingpen. The 
thrilling story of Mowgli, the man-cub
raised by wolves in the jungles of India,
is one of the most adventure filled
children’s classics of all time. This
timeless collection also features other
K ip l ing ’s  s to r ie s  inc lud ing
Rikki-Tikki-Tavi; The White Seal; and

Toomai of the Elephants. Ages 8-12. Well illus. in color.
192 pages. Palazzo Editions. Pub. at $24.99  $17.95

7940459 SUPER NARWHAL AND JELLY JOLT. By Ben
Clanton. A super silly collection of 5 amazing stories of a
narwhal and his jelly fish friend. Join them as they pretend to be
super heroes of the sea! Ages 6-9. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages.
Scholastic. Paperbound.  $4.95

7787359 PENGUIN YOUNG
READERS CLASSIC LIBRARY. By
Eric Carle et al. An enchanting
collection of 8 classic board books
perfect for little hands to hold. Includes 
The Very Hungry Caterpillar’s Favorite
Words; Winnie the Pooh’s 1,2,3; The
Little Engine that Could; A Pocket for
Corduroy; Llama Llama Hoppity Hop;

Max’s Breakfast; Otis Loves to Play; and Skippyjon Jones: Color
Crazy. Eight volumes in a boxed set, ages infant & up. Fully illus.
in color. Penguin. Pub. at $47.95  $26.95

7933339 FLIGHT. By Vanessa Harbour.
Jakob, a Jewish boy, who is hiding from the
Nazis at a horse stable in Austria and an
orphaned Roma girl lead a group of horses
across the mountains to escape the Nazis
during World War II. Ages 8-12. 226 pages.
Feiwel and Friends. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
 

7970781 STAR WARS:  Forces of
Destiny. By Emma Carlson Berne. Starring
rebel leader Princess Leia, scavenger turned
Resistance hero Rey, Rogue One’s Jyn Erso,
Jedi apprentice Ahsoka Tano, Sabine Wren of 
Star Wars Rebels, and Senator Padme
Amidala. 418 pages in four volumes. Ages 6
& up. Illus. in color. Disney Lucasfilm Press.
Pub. at $35.99  $13.95

7967152 SHANG-CHI. By Michael
Chen, illus. by Y. Ma Van As. Meet Marvel’s 
master of Kung Fu, Shang-Chi, as he
searches for adventure in a world full of
danger! As a super spy and master of the
martial arts, he teams up with
super-powered allies such as Iron Man and
the Mighty Avengers to save the day. Ages
2-5. Fully illus. in color. Golden.  $4.95

782713X ANCIENT MYTHS COLLECTION.
By Geraldine McCaughrean, illus. by T.
Ross. Unlock the myths of Ancient Greece
and Rome in this fantastic collection, retold
for a new generation of readers and brought
to life with Ross’s unique illustration. The
perfect introduction to the rich and beautiful
world of mythology. 767 pages in sixteen
volumes, boxed. Ages 6-8. Margaret K.

McElderry. Pub. at $79.99  $26.95

7940351 ENCHANTED: Based on the Movie from Walt Disney
Pictures. Believing fairy tales do come true, Gisella is dropped into
the arms of the handsome Prince Edward. Convinced that she is
moments away from her perfect ending, Gisella takes a tumble down a 
well and lands in Manhattan where she meets a cynical lawyer and
together they discover that the real world can be magical! Grades 3-7.
Color photos. 155 pages. Disney. Paperbound.  $4.95

793887X THE JUNGLE BOOK. By Carly
Madden, illus. by Cynthia Alonso. Join
Mowgli and Bagheera on their exciting jungle
adventure. Meet a friendly bear and a not so
friendly tiger! Ages 0-5. Fully illus. in color.
Happy Yak. Pub. at $12.95  $4.95
 
 

7864302 FIVE CHILDREN AND IT. By E. Nesbit. When Cyril,
Anthea, Robert, Jane and their baby brother move to the countryside,
they encounter ‘It’–a grumpy, strange-looking Sand-fairy known as a
Psammead. The Psammead can grant them one wish every day–but
no matter what they wish it seems each wish is destined to lead the
siblings into a great deal of trouble. Ages 9 & up. Illus. 270 pages.
HarperCollins. Paperbound.  PRICE CUT to $3.95
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Children’s Books
7901151 THE MEMORY THIEF. By Lauren
Mansy. Seventeen year old Etta Lark navigates
the underworld of Craewick, where memories
are currency, to pull a heist of a lifetime in
order to rescue her mother. Etta faces startling
attacks, unexpected romance, and her own
past in order to set things right in her world.
Ages 13 & up. 320 pages. Blink. Paperbound.
Pub. at $10.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95

4751035 TEN LITTLE EGGS: A Celebration of Family. By
Mary Hassinger, illus. by J. Mikhail. Fully illus. in color.
Zondervan. 10¼x10¼. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95
7907605 CALICO CAPTIVE. By Elizabeth George Speare.
Illus. 274 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95
7879806 WALK WITH ME. By Margaret Wise Brown, illus. by
O.C. Mueller. Silver Dolphin. 9¾x11½. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
7759975 SANTA COMES TO TOWN: Celebration. By Agatha 
E. Gilmore. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Red Rock. Pub. at
$9.95  $4.95
7737548 UNICORNS AND MAGICAL HORSES: A
Spellbinding Ride Through Classic Tales of Wonder. By
Katherine Roberts, illus. by P. Moffett. Fully illus. in color.
32 pages. Carlton. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95  $5.95
*1972227 THE TOWER TREASURE. By Franklin W. Dixon.
151 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95
7860471 THE TRIGGER MECHANISM. By S. McEwen & H.
Williams. 344 pages. Pub. at $18.99  PRICE CUT to $1.95
7889526 THE BOB SHEA COLLECTION. SHOPWORN. Fully
illus. in color. Hyperion. Pub. at $29.99  $11.95
*7799322 THE HIDDEN TREASURE OF THE CHISOS. By
Patrick Dearen. Illus. 117 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound.
Pub. at $14.95  PRICE CUT to $6.95
*7799268 COMANCHE PEACE PIPE. By Patrick Dearen.
Illus. 97 pages. TwoDot. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $9.95

Short Story Anthologies
*7791461 THE COLLECTED SHORT
STORIES OF LOUIS L’AMOUR, VOLUME 3:
Frontier Stories. Twenty-eight tales of
unforgettable characters, heart-stopping drama, 
and careful attention to historical detail,
delivered by one of the greatest storytellers of
the frontier. 560 pages. Bantam. Paperbound.
Pub. at $7.99  $5.95

7752628 THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT
STORIES 2020. Selected by Curtis Sittenfeld
with H. Pitlor. A striking and nuanced
collection of 20 stories, bringing to life
awkward college students, disgraced public
figures, raunchy grandparents, and mystical
godmothers. 370 pages. HMH. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $4.95

7908105 TINY TALES. By Alexander McCall Smith. Explore
romance, ambition, kindness, and happiness in thirty short
stories accompanied by thirty witty cartoons designed by Iain
McIntosh, McCall Smith’s longtime creative collaborator.
226 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $25.95  $6.95

785904X TELL TALE: Stories. By Jeffrey
Archer. Nearly a decade after his last volume of
short stories was published, Archer returns with 
this eagerly awaited collection, giving us a
fascinating, exciting, and sometimes poignant
insight into the people he has met, the stories
he has come across, and the countries he has
visited. 319 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
*7836120  100 GREAT AMERICAN SHORT 
STORIES. Ed. by John Grafton. A superb
selection of short stories by master storytellers.
Contributors include Mark Twain, F. Scott
Fitzgerald, O. Henry, Willa Cather, Washington
Irving, Henry James, Edgar Allan Poe, Louisa
May Alcott, and many others. 1016 pages.
Dover. Paperbound.  $11.95

7826346 THE VERY EYE OF DEATH: The Complete Crime
& Cryptography Stories. By Edgar Allan Poe. Includes the
stories: The Man of the Crowd (1840); The Murders in the Rue
Morgue (1841); The Mystery of Marie Roget (1842-1843); The
Purloined Letter (1845); “Thou Art the Man” (1844) and The
Gold Bug (1843). Adults only. 191 pages. Creation Oneiros.
Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $3.95

*7950462 CAT TALES: Timeless Stories of 
Our Favorite Feline Companions. Ed. by Tom
McCarthy. Among the many stories in this
collection, you’ll find those that are life-affirming,
chilling, amusing, interesting, wry, informative,
dark, heartbreaking, powerful, haunting, and
gleeful. Includes stories by Edgar Allan Poe,
Arthur Conan Doyle, Rudyard Kipling/ Bram
Stoker/ Anton Chekov, L. Frank Baum, and more.

417 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $16.95

7978073 THE GREATEST SEARCH AND
RESCUE STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Tom
McCarthy. Collects twelve of the most compelling 
search and rescue accounts of the last two
hundred years, from William Lewis Manly
bringing relief to ‘49ers lost in Death Valley, to
modern-day SAR teams working with the National 
Park and Forest Services to locate missing hikers
or carry out the injured from a wilderness mishap.

228 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  $5.95

7917813 HIDDEN REALMS SHORT
STORIES. Ed. by Gillian Whitaker. Tumble
down the rabbit hole with this collection of
enchanting tales. New and old stories conjure 
underwater kingdoms, trickster fairies,
parallel dimensions and the lost places of the 
mind. Featuring Edith Nesbit, Lewis Carroll,
and more. Beautifully bound with gold foil
stamping. 430 pages. Flame Tree.  $15.95

7947445 THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT
STORIES 2022. Ed. by Andrew Sean Greer.
The stories in this year’s collection immerse
the reader in powerfully imagined worlds and
allow them to bring some of that power into
their own lives. 332 pages. Mariner Books.
Pub. at $28.99  $6.95
 

*7952066 THE GOLDEN POT: And
Other Tales of the Uncanny. By E.T.A.
Hoffmann. Crystal bells herald the arrival of a 
beguiling snake and a student’s descent into
madness; a young man abandons his
betrothed for a woman who plays the piano
with suspicious precision; a counselor’s
daughter must choose between singing and
her life; and more. 425 pages. Archipelago

Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00  $17.95

*7935463 THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2023.
Ed. by Min Jin Lee. Features 20 pieces of short fiction that reflect 
a world full of fractured relationships, but also wondrous hope.
308 pages. Mariner. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $14.95

*7933525 INK AND DAGGERS. Ed. by
Maxim Jakubowski. A chilling anthology
collecting stories of cold-blooded murder,
revenge and crimes gone wrong from the
best of the best in crime fiction. Featuring
classic stories from Neil Gaiman, Ann
C l e e v e s ,  C h r i s t op h e r  F o w le r,  Va l
McDermid, and more. 391 pages. Titan.
Pub. at $24.95  $17.95

*7909160 ONE FOR EACH NIGHT: The
Greatest Chanukah Stories of All Time.
By Curt Leviant et al. This rich medley of
stories, poems, and other writings features
evocations of Chanukah by classic and
contemporary authors. Read works that
capture the Festival of Lights as observed on
Manhattan’s Upper West Side alongside
account of celebrations in shtetls of the Old

Country and far reaches of the Diaspora including Africa.
129 pages. New Vessel. Pub. at $26.95  $19.95

*7933738 OUT THERE SCREAMING:
An Anthology of New Black Horror. Ed.
by Jordan Peele. A groundbreaking
anthology of all-new stories of Black
horror, exploring not only the terrors of the
supernatural but the chilling reality of
injustice that haunts our nation. Features
stories by Erin E. Adams, Chesya Burke,
Justin C. Key, L.D. Lewis, and more.

386 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95

*7978480 PROUD TO BE, VOLUME 12: Writing by
American Warriors. Ed. by James Brubaker. Showcases
writing from military veterans and their families from across the
nation, including writing about WWI and WWII, Vietnam, the Gulf 
Conflict, Afghanistan, and Iraq. Photos. 254 pages. Southeast
Mo State UP.  Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00  $11.95

*7837631 THE COMEBACK COWBOY. By Maisey Yates et al.
They may not have been friends when they were younger, but now,
they’ll work together to save the camp, and maybe find love. Stories
include: “The One with the Hat” by Jackie Ashenden; “The One with
the Locket” by Caitlin Crews; “The One with the Bullhorn” by Nicole
Helm; and “The one with the Trophy” by Maisey Yates. 426 pages.
HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

*7912323 TALES OF THE TATTOOED.
Ed. by John Miller. The excruciating beauty,
exoticism and mystery of tattoos is laid bare in 
this original selection of 13 short stories, from 
late Victorian sensationalism and taboo to the
20th century. Authors include Roald Dahl;
James Payn; Author Tuckerman; and more.
317 pages. British Library. Paperbound.
Pub. at $15.95  PRICE CUT to $9.95
*7917325 ADRIENNE KENNEDY:
Collected Plays & Other Writings. Ed. by
Marc Robinson. A collected edition of
Kennedy’s extraordinary and wide-ranging
writings, spanning six decades and including
ten unpublished works. Here are the early
surrealistic one-acts A Lesson in Dead
Language; A Rat’s Mass; and more. Includes a
ribbon bookmark. Photos. 1092 pages. Library 

of America. Pub. at $45.00  PRICE CUT to $27.95
7777736 WHEN THINGS GET DARK. Ed. by Ellen Datlow.
340 pages. Titan. Pub. at $24.95  $3.95
7862245 ILLUMINATIONS: Stories. By Alan Moore.
456 pages. Bloomsbury. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95
7823797 THE SHORT, THE LONG AND THE TALL: Short
Stories. By Jeffrey Archer, illus. by P. Cox. Illus. in color.
280 pages. St. Martin’s. 9¼x10¾. Pub. at $34.99  $7.95
*7938144 THE BEST JAPANESE SHORT STORIES. By Kafu
Nagai et al. 224 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95
7837062 GREAT AMERICAN SAILING STORIES. Ed. by Tom
McCarthy. 275 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95
784669X BETTER THAN FICTION.  Ed.  by Don George.  
2 8 8  p a g e s .  Lo n e l y  P l a n e t .  P a p e r b o u n d .
Pub. at  $14.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
7862911 MURDER MAYHEM SHORT STORIES. Ed. by
Laura Bulbeck. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $15.95
*7925972 NORDIC VISIONS: The Best of Nordic
Speculative Fiction. Ed. by Margret Helgadottir. 327 pages.
Solaris. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95
*7882246 WHERE ALL GOOD FLAPPERS GO: Essential
Stories of the Jazz Age. Selected by David M. Earle. 238 pages.
Pushkin. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  PRICE CUT to $7.95

1913654 UNRESTRICTED ACCESS. By
James Rollins. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Experience the breadth of Rollins’s wild
imagination and  spirit in this anthology of his
short masterworks, including a new full-length
novella featuring Captain Tucker Wayne and his
military war dog, Kane, as well as eleven
previously published short stories. 620 pages.
HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

Short Stories
7983344 BOATERS AND BROOMSTICKS:
Tales & Historical Lore of the Erie Canal.
By Lionel D. Wyld. Wyld’s collection of folk
tales and historic sketches of the Erie Canal is
sure to charm an audience that appreciates his
knowledge of life on the Ee-ry-ee. Well illus.
151 pages. North Country. Paperbound.
Pub. at $13.95  $5.95

7970382 MYTHOLOGY OF THE BRITISH
ISLES. By Geoffrey Ashe. From the misty
centuries of British and Irish prehistory to the
height of the Dark Ages, come tales of giants
and fairy-folk, druids and saints. From King
Lear and King Arthur, to Fingal, Beowulf,
Gwendolen and Guinevere, these are the
characters who shaped the nation. 356 pages.
Canelo. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $6.95

7940025 CELTIC FAIRY TALES. By
Collected by J. Jacobs, illus. by J.D. Batten.
Originally published in 1892. Included in
this charming collection are tales of
romance, tales that will make you laugh, and 
tales with sadness intertwined. The 26-story 
med ley  inc ludes  Guleesh ;  Cona l l
Yellowclaw; Jack and His Master; The
Sea-Maiden; The Battle of the Birds; and

many more. Illus. 267 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $19.95  $6.95
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Short Stories
*7896948 SPOOKY CHRISTMAS: And
Other Haunted Holidays. By Retold by S.E.
Schlosser. Grab an eggnog, gather ‘round the
fireplace and get ready for 25 tales of ghostly
haunting, eerie happenings, and other strange
holiday occurrences! Ghosts, vampires,
werewolves, and witches populate the pages of this 
holiday collection. Illus. 233 pages. Globe Pequot.
Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  $12.95
*7869282 GREEK MYTHS: Gods and
Goddesses. Ed. by Jean Menzies. Menzies
captures the magic of Greek myths by drawing
on a wide variety of vivid retellings from the 19th
and 20th-centuries, which bring to life the stories 
of Zeus, Athena, Poseidon, Hermes, Pandora and 
many more. This collector’s edition features
gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark.
233 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.99  $11.95

7819498 THE FOUR BRANCHES OF THE MABINOGI. Ed. by
Jake Jackson. As well as the Four Branches, this work contains stories
from the wider Mabinogion too, including early legends of King
Arthur. Featuring magicians, heroes, tricksters, shapeshifters and
powerful women, this collection brims with memorable characters
and themes that continue to resonate with modern audiences.
256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $3.95

7899645 TURKISH FOLKTALES. Ed. by
Jake Jackson. Combining elements of ancient 
Ana to l ian  fo lk lo re  wi th  S lavonic ,
Scandinavian and Arabian influence, the
folktales of Turkey are beauti ful and
entertaining. The stories are divided into
themes of Cunning and Humor, the Uncanny
and the Divine, Animals and Mythical
Creatures, and Mortality, Justice and Twists of 

Fate. 254 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
LIMITED QUANTITY 7934947 THE ISLAND 
OF HAPPINESS: Tales of Madame
D-Aulnoy. By Madame d’Aulnoy, illus. by
Natalie Frank. An enchanting selection of
eight of Madame d’Aulnoy’s magical
seventeenth century French fairy tales, as
interpreted by contemporary visual artist
Natalie Frank. This inspired integration of
art and text is filled with seductive

transformation and mystical power. Well illus. in color.
214 pages. Princeton. 8x10½. Pub. at $39.95  $12.95

7917651 BEASTS & CREATURES MYTHS 
& TALES. Ed. by Catherine Taylor. Includes
the famous and little known: from North
America’s Bigfoot to the Ancient Greek
Phoenix, from the goblins of the Norse to the
fairies, sprites, mermaids and serpents of
many different traditions. Beautifully bound
with gold foil stamping. 430 pages. Flame
Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $15.95
7877889 JAPANESE MYTHS & TALES:
Anthology of Classic Tales. Ed. by Catherine
Taylor. This handsomely bound foil stamped
volume collects tales from the creation myth of
Izanagi and Izanami–designed to explain the
origins of the island of Japan–to the
spine-chilling kaidan (ghost stories) and more.
These Japanese stories and legends tell the
story of the land, the nation, and the people.

479 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $15.95
*7946376  300,000 KISSES: Tales of Queer Love from the
Ancient World. text by S. Hewitt, illus. by L.E. Hall. A groundbreaking 
anthology of queen love stories from the ancient world, and a riotous
celebration of desire in all its forms. Well illus. in color. 208 pages.
Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

*7953208 JAPANESE MYTHS:
Heroes, Gods, Demons and Legends.
By Melanie Clegg. An accessible ,
entertaining, and highly informative
exploration of everything from the kami
holy spirits venerated in Shinto religion to
the divine origins of the Japanese imperial 
family. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages.
Amber. Pub. at $29.99  $21.95

*7971028 DR. C. LILLEFISK’S SIRENOLOGY: A Guide to
Mermaids & Other Under-the-Sea-Phenomena. By Jana
Heidersdorf. The future of mermaids is in peril. Open this volume and
learn about these wild creatures before they are gone forever. Dr.
Lillefisk presents her field notes, sketches, and research on the rich
and expansive mermaid ecosystem and how it exists alongside the
human world. 116 pages. Eye of Newt. Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*7945132 THE SLAVIC MYTHS. By N.
Charney & S. Slapsak. Deep-rooted tales of
adventure and magic connect the diverse
cultures descended from the Slavs. The
authors recount these tales and delve into the 
history of the myths and their meanings. Well 
illus. 240 pages. Thames & Hudson.
Pub. at $34.95  $26.95

*7976666     MYTHS OF THE
UNDERWORLD: Timeless Tales of the
Afterlife, Love, Revenge, Fatal Attraction &
More from Around the World. By Lindsay
Christinee. A collection of forbidden love, acts of
vengeance, and naive attraction. Modernized for
today’s reader, and inspired by cultures and
traditions around the globe, the themes woven
throughout these tales reveal how the universal

struggle to understand death is deeply tied to the cycle and meaning
of life. 162 pages. Ulysses. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $11.95

*7917376 GHOSTS, MONSTERS, AND DEMONS OF
INDIA. By R. Khanna & J.F. Bhairav. An illustrated guide to the
folktales and real-life stories of ghosts, monsters and demons of
India, a culture famously rich in tradition and legends.
416 pages. Watkins. Pub. at $24.95  PRICE CUT to $14.95
1925628 PERSIAN MYTHS & TALES. Ed. by Josie Karani.
430 pages. Flame Tree. Pub. at $30.00  $7.95
7816316 MYTHIC JOURNEYS: Retold Myths and Legends.
Ed. by Paula Guran. 426 pages. Night Shade. Paperbound.
Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
*7931271 THE VIRAGO BOOK OF WITCHES. By Shahrukh
Husain. 338 pages. Virago. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99  $14.95
*7842716 ACHILLES THE HERO. Ed. by J. Jackson & E.
Allen. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $5.95
*7882025 THE MIGHTY GODDESS: World Myths. Text by
S.P. Clayton, illus. by S. Herxheimer. 224 pages. History Press.
Pub. at $24.99  PRICE CUT to $12.95

More Fiction
7984677 THE TINDERBOX. By Beverly
Lewis. With her parents’ 20th anniversary
approaching, 18 year old Sylvia finds her
father’s cherished brass tinderbox left
unlocked. Against her better judgement, she
opens the heirloom, not realizing that what
she is about to discover will splinter apart her
happy life and alter everything for her Old
Order Amish family. 306 pages. Bethany

House. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95

7957718 THE LOCKET. By Richard Paul Evans. 
After the death of his mother, Michael finds
employment at the Arcadia nursing home, where
he befriends Esther. Michael faces his own
challenges when he loses his greatest love and is 
falsely accused of abusing one of Arcadia’s
residents. Through these struggles, he learns
important lessons about faith and forgiveness
from Esther–who gave him a locket. 414 pages.

Pocket. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $4.95

7942915 NO SAFE PLACE. By Richard
North Patterson. Signed First Edition. In the
high-stakes, high-pressure world of
presidential politics, Kerry Kilcannon is the
rarest player of all: he believes he can make the
system work. Frontispiece illustration by Tom
Christopher. Leatherbound with gold gilded
page edges and a silk ribbon bookmark.
497 pages. Franklin Library. 7¼x13.  $6.95

*7932774 CHRISTMAS SCARF MURDER.
By Carlene O’Connor et al. Novels. Stocking
stuffers like hand-knit scarves make the coziest
of Christmas gifts–unless they’re used as
accessories for murder! Collects Christmas
Scarf Murder by Carlene O’Connor; Scarfed
Down by Maddie Day; and Death by Christmas
Scarf by Peggy Ehrhart. 410 pages. Kensington. 
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $6.95

7863306 AN IRISH COUNTRY CHRISTMAS.
By Patrick Taylor. Christmas may be drawing
nigh, but there is little peace to be found for
Barry Laverty, M.B., a young doctor plying his
trade in the emerald hills of rural Ireland. To
add to his worries, competition arrives in the
form of a new physician whose quackery
threatens the well-being of the good people of
Ba l lybuck lebo .  494  pages.  Fo rge .

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

7772440 SHOELESS JOE. By W.P. Kinsella.
“If you build it, he will come.” The mysterious
words of an Iowa baseball announcer lead Ray
Kinsella to carve a baseball diamond in his
cornfield in honor of his hero, the baseball
legend Shoeless Joe Jackson. What follows is a
timeless story about dreams, magic, life, and
what is quintessentially American. 265 pages.
HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $4.95

1979558 IT’S A WONDERFUL WOOF. By
Spencer Quinn. P.I. Bernie Little and his partner,
Chet the dog, refer a client to a fellow private eye, 
Victor Klovsky. But when Victor doesn’t show up
to light the Hanukkah candles, his mother hires
Chet and Bernie to find him. Soon Chet and
Bernie are dashing through a Christmas blizzard
with danger closing in all around them.
262 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99  $6.95

7698143 BATHED IN PRAYER. By Jan
Karon. Walk with Father Tim through
favorite Mitford moments–Christmas
sermons, humble prayers, marriage
ceremonies, funerals, and everything in
be tween .  Th is beau t i fu l l y  bound
compilation, complete with silk ribbon, is
a staple for any Mitford reader and fan.
226 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $20.00  $5.95

7927525 THREAD THE HALLS. By Lea Wait. 
Patrick West is being needled by his movie star 
mother to set the stage for a perfect Christmas,
as she brings her costar and screenwriters
home for the holidays. But not long after the
celebrity guests invade Haven Harbor, an
unscripted tragedy occurs and a cold-hearted
killer is on the loose. 314 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

7860250 ELVIS AND THE BLUE CHRISTMAS 
CORPSE. By Peggy Webb. Determining to find
out who’s decking the mall with Christmas
corpses, Elvis the basset hound and Callie and
Uncle Charlie Valentine fill up their sleigh with
suspects as they attempt to unmask a devil in
disguise in time to turn their “Blue Christmas” all
Christmas-y and white. 296 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  $4.95

*7914199 THE DOVER ANTHOLOGY OF
CLASSIC CHRISTMAS STORIES. By Louisa
May Alcott et al. Experience the warmth and
wonder of Christmas through the storytelling of
some of our greatest literary minds. Sixteen classic 
stories capture the enduring appeal of the
Christmas tradition. Includes works by Louisa May
Alcott; Willa Cather; Charles Dickens; Brothers
Grimm; Nathaniel Hawthorne; Mark Twain; and

others. 185 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  $9.95

7862768 SHAKESPEARE’S CHRISTMAS.
By Charlaine Harris. Lily Bard goes home–always 
an uncomfortable scenario for the introverted
Lily–for her sister’s Christmas wedding. A four
year old unsolved kidnapping resurfaces to push
Lily to act once again as amateur sleuth to protect 
her sister, whose husband is the widowed father
of a girl bearing a remarkable resemblance to the
vanished child. 214 pages. St. Martin’s.

Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

*7945795 THE ROAD TO CHRISTMAS. By Sheila Roberts.
Three generations of travelers embark on a Christmas road trip
filled with humor and heart, set against the snowy mountains of
Washington State, leading to one memorable family Christmas.
303 pages. MIRA. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95

7775849 TENDING ROSES. By Lisa Wingate.
When Kate Bowman temporarily moves to her
grandmother’s Missouri farm with her husband
and baby son, she learns that the lessons that most 
enrich our lives often come unexpectedly. Here she 
discovers her grandma’s hand-made journal, full
of stories that celebrate the importance of family,
friendship, and faith. 310 pages. Berkley.
Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99  $5.95

7986696 WIFEY’S NEXT HUSTLE. By Kiki
Swinson. Kira’s client list is filled with wealthy 
cats like Hedge Fund investors and dope
boys. The dope boys bring in the most
money. In fact, a gentleman by the name of
Kendrick Miles is her best customer. He
keeps her pockets laced and she feels
indebted to him. 219 pages. Daf ina.
Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95
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More Fiction
*7880081 THE ROAD. By Cormac McCarthy. 
Moving post-apocalyptic tale of a father and son
who make their way through burned America
towards the coast, not knowing what may await
them. They have only a pistol to defend
themselves against the lawless bands that stalk
the road, the clothes on their back, a cart of
scavenged food–and each other. 287 pages.
Vintage. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $12.95

*7932790 A FURRY LITTLE CHRISTMAS.
By Laurien Berenson. Novels. It’s the most
wonderful time of the year in Connecticut, but
Melanie Travis and her brood of Standard poodles 
finds surviving the holiday season deadlier than
expected in these two cozy mystery holiday
romps bundled together for your yuletide
pleasure. Collect Wagging Through the Snow and 
Here Comes Santa Paws. 310 pages. Kensington. 

Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95  $11.95

7860773 THE COLLECTED NOVELS OF
CHARLES WRIGHT. Novels. Charles Wright’s
remarkable, satirical New York City trilogy is as
fresh and poignant now as when it was originally
published from 1963 to 1973: The Messenger;
The Wig; and Absolutely Nothing to Get Alarmed
About. By turns brutally funny and starkly real,
these three classics create a memorable portrait
of a young working-class intellectual from the

South. 387 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $4.95

LIMITED QUANTITY *7951922 TATUM
COMES HOME. By Mica Stone. The late May air
is filled with the rich scents of a Maine spring, and 
Tatum, a sweet, rust-colored rescue dog, is
enjoying a trip to the hardware store with his dad
when a heavy thunderstorm blows in. Frightened,
Tatum scampers off to hide and buries himself
beneath a blanket on a nearby truck. 246 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

*7965036 ONCE UPON A SEASIDE
MURDER. By Maggie Blackburn. As the
holidays approach, bookstore owner Summer
Merriwether learns a dark secret about her late
mother, a secret someone will kill to keep.
309 pages. Crooked Lane. Paperbound.
Pub. at $19.99  $14.95
 

*7932812 MRS. CLAUS AND THE TROUBLE WITH
TURKEYS. By Liz Ireland. In Santaland, it’s beginning to look a
lot like–thanksgiving. But in between the festivities, April Claus
must track down a killer hiding amid a parade of suspects.
277 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $12.95

7956789 MRS. CLAUS AND THE EVIL ELVES. By Liz Ireland. 
April Claus has grown to love her new North Pole home almost
as much as she loves her husband, Nick–Santa himself. But
even in Christmastown, the holidays can be murder. 295 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95  $5.95

7930992 PUSSY, KING OF THE PIRATES. By 
Kathy Acker. A grrrl pirate story that journeys
from the most famous whorehouse in Alexandria
through an unidentified, crumbling city that may
or may not be sometime in the future; to Brighton
Town, England; and, finally, to a ship headed
toward Pirate Island, where the stories converge
and the vision ends. 277 pages. Grove.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  $5.95

*7935471 LETTERS FROM FATHER
CHRISTMAS. By J.R.R. Tolkien. A gorgeous,
festive gift featuring a wealth of letters and
illustrations that Tolkien created for his
children. This handsome edition also includes
an introduction from daughter in-law Baillie
Tolkien, reflecting on the centenary anniversary 
of the letters, as well as a personal note by
Tolkien himself. Includes a ribbon bookmark.

208 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $28.00  $21.95

7967039 CAUL BABY. By Morgan Jerkins.
Growing up, Hallow feels that something in
her life is not right. Did Josephine, the
woman she calls mother, really bring her into 
the world? As the family’s thirst to maintain
their status grows, fate reunites Hallow with
her birth mother. Now daughter and mother
must decide where their true allegiances lie.
342 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99  $5.95

7941501 EVERY THUG NEEDS A LADY. By
Wahida Clark. Having escaped from the hard
streets where deals go down on the corner and
shots ring out in the night, beautiful Roz is on her
way to a professional career in physical therapy.
She doesn’t need to make a U-turn back to the
ghetto. But then she meets Trae, who’s still after
the bling and fast money of drugs. 311 pages.
Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95  $5.95

*7950330 SANTA’S LITTLE YELPERS. By
David Rosenfelt. Lawyer Andy Carpenter and his
dog Tara take on a case for Chris Meyers who did
time for a crime he says he didn’t do. When a key
witness that lied on the stand against him ends up
murdered and Myers is arrested for the crime,
things go bad. It’s all elves on deck so everything
can be checked twice. 296 pages. Minotaur.
Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00  $12.95

*772862X BEST IN SNOW. By David Rosenfelt. Lawyer Andy 
Carpenter and his dog Tara love walking in the snow, until they
stumble upon a body. A young reporter is the prime suspect and
in need of a lawyer. Andy agrees to take the case, but the
evidence is piling up faster than the snow. 310 pages. Minotaur.
Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $12.95

*7935250   THE LAST GIFT:  The
Christmas Stories of Mary E. Wilkins
Freeman. Ed. by Thomas Ruys Smith. Mary
E. Wilkins Freeman was one of the most
popular American writers at the turn of the
20th century, and her annual Christmas
stories appeared in magazines and periodicals 
across the globe. Presents a collection of
Freeman’s best Christmas writing, introducing 

these funny, poignant, provocative, and surprisingly timely
holiday tales. 284 pages. LaSUP.  Paperbound.  $29.95

7962908 A FREEDOM BOUGHT WITH
BLOOD: African American War Literature
from the Civil War to World War II. By Jennifer 
C. James. Examining literature about the Civil
War, the Spanish-American Wars, WWI, and
WWII, James introduces a range of rare and
understudied texts by African-American writers
such as Victor Daly, F. Grant Gilmore, William
Gardner Smith, and Susie King Taylor. Illus. 324

pages. UNCP.  Paperbound. Pub. at $37.50  $5.95

7938926 THE  POSTMODERN
PILGRIM’S PROGRESS. By K. Mann & J.
Berry. Though Ryan is deeply angry with
God, he makes good on a promise he made
in the final moments of his brother’s life to
visit a church at least once. But shortly after
h is  a rr iva l ,  the  megachurch’s v ideo
projector falls on his head, sending Ryan
through a wormhole into another world.

210 pages. Salem Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99  $5.95

*7832141 CHARLES PORTIS: Collected
Works. Ed. by Jay Jennings. Novels. Norwood
(1966), True Grit (1968), The Dog of the South
(1979), Masters of Atlantis (1985), Gringos
(1991)–and his collected stories, including the
imaginary travelogue Nights Can Turn Cool in
Viborra and the haunting I Don’t Talk Service No
More, set in a psychiatric facility. 1096 pages.
Library of America. Pub. at $45.00  $32.95

796918X I AM THE LIGHT OF THIS
WORLD. By Michael Parker. Earl travels with
Tina, and two days later, he is being
questioned by the police about Tina’s
disappearance and the blood in the trunk of
his car. Earl is released 40 years later and is
determined to have the life that was taken
from him. But just as Earl finds a chance to
begin again, his past returns to endanger the

new life he’s built. 289 pages. Algonquin. Pub. at $27.00  $5.95

*7946325 CHRISTMAS AT CORGI COVE. By Annie England
Noblin. When Rosie discovers her family inn is about to be bought out
by some hotel chain, she concocts a plan. It’s a long shot, but if the
whole town pulls together, she knows they can make it work.
339 pages. Avon. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99  $13.95

7940955 HELL OF A BOOK. By Jason
Mott. An African-American author sets out
on a cross-country publicity tour to
promote his bestselling novel. Telling the
story of Soot, a young Black boy living in a
rural town in the recent past, and The Kid, a
possibly imaginary child who appears to
the author on his tour. 321 pages. Dutton.
Pub. at $27.00  $6.95

7971893 SUMMER ON SAG HARBOR.
By Sunny Hostin. Olivia moves to a hidden
enclave in Sag Harbor, a close-knit
community of African American elites.
Olivia’s search for her authentic identity and 
her fight to preserve her new utopia will
redefine the meaning of love, friendship,
community, and family. 408 pages.
HarperCollins. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

7820615 HOLLYBERRY HOMICIDE. By
Sharon Farrow. Marlee Jacob is an obvious
choice for the role of Jacob Marley in Oriole
Point’s production of A Christmas Carol. It’s
just sad that the role has opened up because
of the death of the elderly actor who’d
originally been cast. But then there are
accidents on the set, and worse, a body is
found. If Marlee can’t wrap up this case, she

may not have a berry merry Christmas. 328 pages. Kensington.
Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  PRICE CUT to $2.95
*7780354 LOVE, CLANCY: Diary of a Good Dog. By W.
Bruce Cameron. You’ve probably never met someone like
Clancy. He’s keeping a diary, he’s falling in love, there are rivals
for his affections, he lives with his best friend and worst
enemy–even taken together, these factors are maybe not that
unusual, except that Clancy is a dog. 326 pages. Forge.
Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $14.95
4962710 THE DOG WHO SAVED ME. By Susan Wilson.
342 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99  $5.95
1966812 THE TWELVE JAYS OF CHRISTMAS. By Donna
Andrews. 312 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  $4.95
1960326 SILENT BITE. By David Rosenfelt. 296 pages.
Minotaur. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $5.95
7907230 THE DAMASCUS ROAD. By Jay Parini. 347 pages.
Doubleday. Pub. at $27.95  $6.95
7769733 THE TRIALS OF KOLI. By M.R. Carey. 470 pages.
Orbit. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  $4.95
7820607 HERE COMES SANTA PAWS. By Laurien Berenson.
183 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.99  $4.95
*7925654 A HERO FOR THE HOLIDAYS. By Sherrilyn
Kenyon. 329 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  $7.95
7794665 SHADOWS OF PECAN HOLLOW. By Caroline Frost. 
404 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99  PRICE CUT to $3.95
*7750102 THE MAN WHO LIVED UNDERGROUND. By
R icha rd  W r igh t .  228  pages .  Ha rpe r.  Pape rbound .
Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
1985418 MISS JULIA TAKES THE WHEEL. By Ann B. Ross.
310 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00  $5.95
*7752520 A CHRISTMAS DELIVERANCE. By Anne Perry.
204 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $22.00  $16.95

7961510 THE CHRISTMAS SPIRITS ON
TRADD STREET. By Karen White. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. The excavation of the old
cistern in the garden of Melanie’s historic home
has been a huge millstone. But Melanie is
concerned by the ghosts connected to it that
have suddenly invaded her life, and at least one
is definitely not filled with holiday cheer.
583 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $38.95  $5.95
7961626 TOMORROW’S BREAD. By Anna 
Jean Mayhew. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Loraylee has heard rumors that the city plans
to bulldoze her neighborhood, claiming it’s
dilapidated and dangerous. She is searching
for a way to keep her family together, and will
form new alliances–and find an unexpected
path that may yet lead her home. 367 pages.
Center Point. Pub. at $37.95  $5.95

7970897 POSTER GIRL. By Veronica Roth.
LARGE PRINT EDITION. After the revolution,
Sonya, former poster girl for the Delegation,
has been imprisoned for ten years when an old
enemy makes her an offer: find a missing girl
stolen from her parents by the old regime, and
earn her freedom. The path Sonya takes to find
the child will lead her through a unfamiliar,
crooked post-Delegation world. 433 pages.

Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95
*7851871 SUMMER ON SAG HARBOR.
By Sunny Hostin. LARGE PRINT EDITION.
Olivia moves to a hidden enclave in Sag Harbor,
a close-knit community of African American
elites. Olivia’s search for her authentic identity
and her fight to preserve her new utopia will
redefine the meaning of love, friendship,
community, and family. 593 pages. HarperLuxe.
Paperbound. Pub. at $34.00  $25.95
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More Fiction
*7967241 THE HANDMAID’S TALE. By
Margaret Atwood. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Set
in the near future, it describes life in what was
once the United States and is now called the
Republic of Gilead, a monotheocracy that has
reacted to social unrest and a sharply declining
birthrate by reverting to, and going beyond, the
repressive intolerance of the original Puritans. It
is at once a scathing satire, and a dire warning.

498 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  $21.95
7852452 AFTER THE FLOOD. By Kassandra Montag. LARGE
PRINT EDITION. 542 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound.
Pub. at $27.99  $5.95
*7895585 ALL I WANT FOR CHRISTMAS. By Rebekah
Pace with A.J. Pride. LARGE PRINT EDITION. 720 pages. Level 
4. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95  $17.95

Audio Books
LIMITED QUANTITY CD 794764X
NORSE MYTHOLOGY. By Neil Gaiman.
Read by the author. Gaiman fashions
these 16 primeval stories into a
novelistic arc that begins with the
genesis of the legendary nine worlds and 
delves into the exploits of deities, dwarfs, 

and giants. A contemporary interpretation of the Viking ethos.
Over six hours on 6 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99  $6.95
LIMITED QUANTITY CD 7947593 THE LIGHTNING ROD. By Brad
Meltzer. Read by Scott Brick. When working on a corpse, mortician

“Zig” Zigarowski discovers something he was never meant to see.
That telling detail leads him to a top secret military unit, a deadly threat 
to American security, and to the volatile and dangerous woman who
saved his life two years before: Nola Brown. Over fourteen hours on 12 
CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $44.99  $6.95

CD 7947623    MISSING AND
ENDANGERED. By J.A. Jance. Read by Hillary
Huber. Cochise County sheriff Joanna Brady’s
professional and personal lives collide when
her college-age daughter is involved in a
missing persons case, and Joanna is caught up
in a sensitive officer-involved shooting that has

placed two young children in jeopardy. Over ten hours on 9 CDs.
HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99  $6.95

CD 7947682 SHARPE’S ASSASSIN. By
Bernard Cornwell. Read by Rupert Farley. If
any man can do the impossible, it’s Richard
Sharpe .  He is  d ispatched  to a new
battleground: the maze of Paris streets, where 
lines blur between friend and foe. And in
search of a spy, he will have to defeat a lethal

assassin determined to kill his target or die trying. Over ten hours 
on 9 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $39.99  $6.95

CD 7859252 THE DOG I LOVED. By Susan
Wilson. Read by Christina Delaine. The
heartwarming story of two strong women on a
journey toward independence whose paths
collide in extraordinary ways, and two dogs who
somehow manage to save them both. A tale of
survival and a testament to the human spirit. Over

eleven hours on 9 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99  $4.95
CD 7947577 KINGDOM OF BONES. By
James Rollins. Read by Christian Baskous. The
latest entry in the Sigma Force series sees
Commander Gray Pierce and his team risking
their lives to uncover a shattering secret at the
heart of the African continent. A small village in
the Congo is ground zero for a terrifying

biological phenomenon. Is this a natural event? Or was it engineered?
Fifteen hours on 13 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $44.99  $6.95

CD 7947631 THE NIGHT WATCHMAN.
By Louise Erdrich. Read by the author.
Thomas is the night watchman at the
jewel-bearing plant near the Turtle Mountain
Reservation in rural North Dakota. He is also a 
Chippewa council member who is trying to
understand the consequences of a new

“emancipation” bill in the U.S. Congress. Over thirteen hours on
11 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99  $6.95
CD 7859368 HIS & HERS. By Alice Feeney. Read by Richard
Armitage & Stephanie Racine. Anna will do almost anything for
her career as a BBC news anchor. When she’s asked to report on
a woman’s murder in Blackdown, the sleepy countryside village
where she grew up, it soon becomes clear that Anna isn’t just
covering the story. She’s at the heart of it. Over ten hours on 9
CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99  $4.95

CD 785921X THE CHRISTMAS STAR. By
Donna VanLiere. Read by the author. Amy
Denison volunteers at Glory’s Place, an after
school program where she meets seven year
old Maddie who is a mini-matchmaker with
her eye on just the right man for Amy. As
Christmas nears, Maddie helps Amy see that

romance can be more than heartache and broken promises. Five
hours on 4 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $24.99  $4.95

CD 786552X LIAR LIAR. By James Patterson
& C. Fox. Read by Federay Holmes. In the space
of a week, Detective Harriet Blue has committed
theft and fraud, resisted arrest, assaulted a police 
officer, and become a dangerous fugitive from
the law. It’s all because of one man, Regan
Banks. He viciously killed the only person in the

world who mattered to Harriet–and he plans to kill her next. Eight
hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

CD 7923821 THE CORNWALLS ARE
GONE. By James Patterson & B. DuBois.
Read by Lauren Fortgang and Edoardo
Ballerini. Intelligence officer Amy Cornwall
must locate and liberate an unnamed captive
in 48 hours or her kidnapped husband and ten
year old daughter are dead. To succeed, she

must discover not only who dispatched her on this mission, but why. 
Eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

CD 7923805 CHILD 44. By Tom Rob
Smith. Read by Dennis Boutsikaris. Stalin’s
Soviet Union is an official paradise where
citizens live free from crime and fear only one 
thing: the all-powerful state. But when a
murderer starts to kill at will, security officer
Leo Demidov dares to investigate and the

State’s obedient servant finds himself demoted and exiled. Over
12 hours on eleven CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $18.00  $5.95

CD 7865562 PRINCESS. By James Patterson 
& R. Jones. Read by Colin Mace. There’s only
one client who can make Jack Morgan–head of
the investigation unit, Private–drop everything
and fly to London at full speed: Princess
Caroline, third in line to the British throne. She
needs Jack to find Sophie Edwards, a friend of

hers. But it seems that the Princess is hiding something. Seven
hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

CD 7880421 CARAVAL. By Stephanie
Garber. Read by Rebecca Soler. Scarlett has 
never left her tiny island, or the influence of
her cruel father. But with the help of her
sister and a mysterious sailor, she sets off
t o  a t t e n d  C a r a v a l ,  a n  e n c h a n t i n g ,
dangerous festival where the audience

participates in the show. Ten hours on 8 CDs. Macmillan.
Pub. at $39.99  $4.95

CD 795445X EVERY CLOAK ROLLED IN BLOOD. By James Lee
Burke. Read by Will Patton. Novelist Aaron Holland Broussard is
shattered when his daughter dies suddenly. As he tries to honor her
memory by saving two young men from a life of crime amid their
opioid-ravaged community, he is drawn into a network of villainy. Over 
7 hours on six CDs. S&S Audio. Pub. at $29.99  $6.95

CD 792383X COUNT TO TEN. By James
Patterson & A. Sanghi. Read by Sartaj
Garewal. Still battling his demons, Santosh
accepts the job of opening an office in Delhi, 
and the agency takes on a case that
threatens to destroy them. Plastic barrels
containing dissolved human remains have

been found in the basement of a state government house. Seven
hours on 6 CDs. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

CD 7924100 VERSES FOR THE DEAD. By 
D. Preston & L. Child. Read by Rene
Auberjonois. FBI Special Agent Pendergast is 
abruptly forced to accept an unthinkable
condition of continued employment: he must 
now work with a partner. Pendergast and his
new teammate are assigned to solve a rash of

killings in Miami Beach by a bloodthirsty psychopath. Twelve
hours on 10 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00  $6.95

CD 7964730 THE OBSIDIAN
CHAMBER. By D. Preston & L. Child. Read
by Rene Auberjonois. After a harrowing,
o the rwor ld ly  conf ron ta t ion  in
Massachusetts, Special Agent A.X.L.
Pendergas t  i s  miss ing.  P roc te r,
Pendergast’s longtime bodyguard, springs

to action. By the time Proctor discovers the truth, a terrifying
engine has stirred and it may already be too late. Thirteen hours
on 11 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $20.00  $6.95

CD 7859163 AT THE WOLF’S TABLE. By Rosella Postorino.
Read by Polly Stone. Germany, 1943. Twenty five year-old Rosa’s
parents are gone, and her husband is far away, fighting on the front
lines of WWII. Impoverished and alone she decides to go live in the
country with her in-laws. One morning the SS come to tell her she
has been conscripted to be one of Hitler’s tasters. Over ten hours on
9 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99  $5.95

CD 7947704 THE TWIST OF A KNIFE.
By Anthony Horowitz. Read by Rory
Kinnear. Anthony Horowitz becomes the
prime suspect in a murder investigation.
Thrown into prison fearing for both his
personal future and his writing career,
Anthony becomes desperate to clear his

name and only one man can prove his innocence: his newly
estranged partner in solving crime, Detective Hawthorne. Over eight
hours on 7 CDs. HarperAudio. Pub. at $34.99  $7.95

CD 7812159 THE DODGE CITY TRAIL. By
Ralph Compton. Read by Scott Sowers. Dodge 
City was a businessman’s dream. And a cattle
drive north, with thousands of unbranded
longhorns and a pack of stolen Mexican
horses, was a dream of Texans like Dan Ember,
who’d come home from the war to find a rich

man’s hired guns living on his land. Four hours on 3 CDs.
Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $14.99  $5.95

CD 7947453 THE CELLIST. By Daniel
Silva. Read by Edoardo Ballerini. The fatal
poisoning of a Russian billionaire sends
Gabriel Allon on a dangerous mission across
Europe to find the truth about his friend’s
murder and uncovers a plot of unspeakable
violence that will plunge an already divided

America into chaos and leave Russia unchallenged. Over 10
hours on nine CD’s. HarperAudio. Pub. at $19.99  $7.95

CD 7805845 GO SET A WATCHMAN. By
Harper Lee. Read by Reese Witherspoon. Set
against a backdrop of civil rights tensions and 
political turmoil, Jean Louse Finch, now 27
years old, returns home to Alabama to visit
her aging father, Atticus. But disturbing truths 
about her close-knit family, the town, and

those dearest to her await. Seven hours on 6 CDs. HarperAudio.
Pub. at $34.99  $6.95

CD 778581X THE LAST TOURIST. By Olen
Steinhauer. Read by David Pittu. A decade after
Milo thought he had finally put “Tourists”–CIA
trained assassins–to bed, he is hiding out in
Western Sahara when a young CIA analyst arrives
to question him about a series of suspicious
deaths and terrorists chatter. Their conversation is 

interrupted by a new breed of Tourists intent on killing them both.
Fourteen hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99  $4.95

CD 7924054 RED ALERT.  By James
Patterson & M. Karp. Read by Edoardo Ballerini.
The richest of New York’s rich gather at The
Pierre’s Cotillion Room to raise money for those
less fortunate, then a fatal blast rocks the room.
A big name female filmmaker is next to die and
as the crimes escalate Zach and Kylie begin to

track a shadowy killer as he masterfully plays out his vendetta.
Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

CD 7695926 GOLDEN IN DEATH. By J.D.
Robb. Read by Rusan Ericksen. While the lab
struggles to identify the deadly toxin that killed Dr.
Abner, Eve Dallas does all she can to identify the
sender of the poison. But when someone else dies 
in the same grisly manner, it becomes clear that
she’s dealing with either a madman–or someone

who has a hidden and elusive connection to both victims. Fourteen
hours on 11 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95

CD 7911785 A WEEK AT THE SHORE. By
Barbara Delinsky. Read by Therese Plummer. In just 
seven watershed days after returning to her Rhode
Island family home, Mallory will test the bonds of
friendship and family, and discover the role that
love plays in defining their lives. Thirteen hours on
11 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $5.95

CD 7865503 INSTINCT. By James Patterson & 
H. Roughan. Read by Edoardo Ballerini. The
Dealer leaves a playing card on each of his victims 
as a souvenir. When a copy of Dylan’s book on
criminal behavior turns up at one of the murder
scenes, Dylan is recruited to the case. New
murders continue to surface each with a new card.

Can Dylan connect the clues before the Dealer runs through his entire
deck? Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00  $6.95
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Audio Books
CD 7911599 THE NIGHT COUNTRY. By
Melissa Albert. Read by Rebecca Soler. With
Ellery’s help, Alice escaped the Hinterland and
her reclusive grandmother’s dark legacy. Now
she and the rest of the dregs of the fairy-tale
world have washed up in New York City, where
Alice is trying to make a new, unmagical life.

Eight and a half hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $34.99  $4.95
CD 7812388 TOM CLANCY’S OP-CENTER:
Scorched Earth. By George Galdorisi. Read by
Peter Berkrot. The president and top officials
watch in horror from the oval office as General
Underwood is viciously beheaded by an Islamic
leader. American forces go into gear to retaliate
but will the Op-Center be able stay one step

ahead of the enemy and put an end to the Islamic leader’s brutality?
Eight hours on 7 CDs. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $34.99  $7.95

CD 7695861 DOWN A DARK ROAD. By
Linda Castillo. Read by Kathleen McInerney.
News of a murderer on the loose travels fast,
putting Chief of Police Kate Burkholder on
edge. When this “fallen” Amish man takes his
five children hostage, Kate makes contact with
him. All he wants is for her to prove his

innocence in the murder of his wife. Ten hours on 8 CDs.
Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95

CD 7695918 A GATHERING OF SECRETS.
By Linda Castillo. Read by Kathleen McInerney. 
When a historic barn in an Amish community
burns to the ground in the middle of the night,
Chief of Police Kate Burkholder is called in to
investigate. At first it looks like an accident, but
when the body of 18 year old Daniel is found

inside, Kate suspects murder. Ten hours on 8 CDs. Macmillan
Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95

CD 7865589 STING. By Sandra Brown.
Read by Stephen Lang. Miles from civilization 
and surrounded by swampland, Jordie and
Shaw, her kidnapper, play each other against
their common enemies. Just how valuable is
Jo rd ie ’s  l i fe  to  Shaw?  Burn ing  fo r
answers–and for each other–this unlikely pair 

ultimately make a desperate move that could be their last. Over
eleven hours on 10 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00  $6.95

CD 7865570 SEEING RED. By Sandra
Brown. Read by Victor Slezak. Kerra, a
journalist, wants to interview a national hero
who led survivors to safety after a Dallas hotel
bombing. To get this exclusive interview she
asks for an introduction from this hero’s
estranged son, Trapper. Kerra and Trapper join 

forces and risk their lives to expose a network of lies and
conspiracy, and uncover who would want a national hero dead.
Thirteen hours on 12 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00  $6.95

CD 7852126 DAUGHTER OF A DAUGHTER
OF A QUEEN. By Sarah Bird. Read by Bahni
Turpin. Though born into bondage, Cathy
Williams at the war’s end, makes the decision to
disguise herself as a man and join the Army’s
legendary Buffalo Soldiers. As Cathy fights for her 
survival and freedom, she vows to find her mother 

and sister and the only man strong enough to win her heart. Over
sixteen hours on 15 CDs. Macmillan. Pub. at $44.99  $5.95

CD 7947461 CITY ON FIRE. By Don
Winslow. Read by Ari Fliakos. Two criminal
empires together control all of New England.
Until a beautiful modern-day Helen of Troy
comes between the Irish and the Italians,
launching a war that will see them kill each
other, destroy an alliance, and set a city on

fire. Nine hours on 8 CD’s. HarperAudio. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95
CD 7864698 THE FIX. By David Baldacci. Read by Kyf Brewer
& Orlagh Cassidy. Amos Decker witnesses a murder just outside 
FBI headquarters. A man shoots a woman execution-style on a
crowded sidewalk, then turns the gun on himself. Even with
Decker’s extraordinary powers of observation and deduction, the 
killing is baff ling. Eight hours on 7 CDs. Hachet te.
Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

CD 7924089 SAVING FAITH. By David
Baldacci. Read by Michael Kramer. Before she
can tell the FBI everything she knows about the
powerful lobbyist with whom she worked, a hit
man pulls the trigger, the wrong victim falls,
and Faith Lockhart is on the run, with a man she 
doesn’t know, yet must trust. Thirteen hours on 

11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $25.00  $6.95

CD 7923864 END GAME.  By David
Baldacci. Read by Kyf Brewer and Orlagh
Cassidy. Will and Jessica are the people the
government calls in when the utmost secrecy
is required to take out those who plot violence
and mass destruction against the U.S. Through 
every mission their handler, code-named Blue

Man, has always had their backs. But now, Blue Man has gone
missing. Twelve hours on 10 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00  $6.95

CD 7923872 THE FALLEN. By David Baldacci. Read by Kyf
Brewer and Orlagh Casidy. Something sinister is going on in
Baronville. The Rust Belt town has seen four bizarre murders in
the space of two weeks. Cryptic clues left at the scenes, obscure
Bible verses, odd symbols, have the police stumped. Decker
may be the only one who can crack this bizarre case. Twelve
hours on 10 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $40.00  $6.95

CD 7923880 THE FAMILY LAWYER. By
James Patterson. Read by J. Renell, C.
Patterson & J. Edwards. Novels. In The Family 
Lawyer, an attorney grows suspicious when
his daughter is accused of bullying another
girl into suicide. In Night Sniper, NYPD
detective Cheryl Mabern faces her fears to

take down a killer. And in The Good Sister, Dani Lawrence
grapples with an investigation that could put her sister behind
bars. Ten hours on 9 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00  $6.95

CD 7805810 CROSS THE LINE. By James
Patterson. Read by Ryan Vincent Anderson
and Pete Bradbury. When Alex Cross’s wife
Bree is chosen to head the investigation into
two high-profile murders, their investigative
instincts clash. Alex and Bree must work
together to beat the fiendish perpetrator

before he puts them out of commission permanently. Over 8
hours on seven CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

CD 7865627 TRIPLE HOMICIDE. By
James Patterson. Read by Ty Jones, K.
Russell & D. Mastrogiorgio. Novels. James
Patterson’s greatest detectives are collected
together for the first time in these three
thrillers: Detective Cross, an Alex Cross story; 
The Medical Examiner, A Women’s Murder

Club story; and Manhunt, a Michael Bennett story. Over eight
hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00  $6.95

CD 7812078 BEST FAMILY EVER. By K. Kingsbury & T.
Russell. Read by Rebekkah Ross & Tara Sands. Dr. Baxter is
moving the family from Ann Arbor to Bloomington, Indiana,
meaning the Baxters need to leave the only home and friends
they’ve ever known. Saying goodbye is hard, but the family
still has what’s most important–their faith and their love for
one another. Five hours on 5 CDs. S&S. Pub. at $24.99 $3.95

CD 7924127 WINTER SOLSTICE. By Elin 
Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. It’s been
too long since all the Quinns have gathered
under the same roof. As the snow falls, the
Quinns are thankful to be together as they
prepare for a special reunion. Of course, it
wouldn’t be a Quinn family get together

without a liberal dose of surprise, intrigue and upheaval. Over 8
hours on eight CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $15.00  $6.95

CD 7924135 WINTER IN PARADISE. By
Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett. As Irene 
greets the new year on a cold and snowy night,
everything in her idyllic life comes crashing
down around her with the shocking news that
her beloved husband has been killed in a plane
crash. But as Irene and her sons investigate her

husband’s death, they have to face the truths about their own lives
and secrets. Ten hours on 9 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95

CD 792402X THE PERFECT COUPLE.
By Elin Hilderbrand. Read by Erin Bennett.
I t ’ s  summer  in  Nan tucke t  and  the
Otis-Winbury wedding promises to be an
event to remember. But it’s going to be a
memorable one for all the wrong reasons
after tragedy strikes when the maid of

honor is discovered dead hours before the ceremony–and
everyone in the wedding party is a suspect. Twelve hours on
11 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

CD 7923767 THE BEST OF ME.  By
Nicholas Sparks. Read by Sean Pratt.
Twenty-five years after falling in love in high
school, and then following radically divergent
paths, Amanda and Dawson are summoned
back to their hometown for a funeral. Neither
has lived the life they imagined–and neither

can forget the passionate first love that forever changed their lives.
Abridged. Six hours on 5 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $14.98  $6.95

CD 7924119 THE WEDDING. By Nicholas Sparks. Read by
Tom Wopat. After 30 years, Wilson is forced to face a painful
truth. His wife has fallen out of love with him. Despite the shining 
example of his in-laws, Noah and Allie Calhoun, he is unable to
express his true feelings. But he knows one thing, he will do
anything he can to save their marriage. Seven hours on 7 CDs.
Hachette. Pub. at $15.00  $6.95

CD 792397X THE LUCKY ONE.  By
Nicholas Sparks. Read by John Bedford
Lloyd. Filled with tender romance and terrific 
suspense, this is an unforgettable story
about the surprising paths our lives often
take and the power of fate to guide us to true
and everlasting love. Over 10 hours on nine

CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $17.89  $6.95
CD 786549X EVERY BREATH.  By
Nicholas Sparks. Read by Sean Cameron
Michael and Vanessa Johansson. When two
strangers cross paths, their connection is as
electric as it is unfathomable. But in the
immersive days that follow, their feelings for
each other will give way to choices that pit

family duty against personal happiness in devastating ways.
Nine hours on 8 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95

CD 7805861 TWO BY TWO. By Nicholas
Sparks. Read by Ari Fliakos. Russell has it all: 
a stunning wife, a lovable daughter, a
successful career and an expansive home. He 
is living the dream. But underneath the shiny
surface faul t  lines are beginning to
appear–and no one is more surprised than

Russ when he finds every aspect of his life turned upside down.
Fifteen hours on 13 CDs. Grand Central. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95
CD 7695713 ALMOST MIDNIGHT. By Paul Doiron. Read by
Henry Leyva. While on vacation, Warden Investigator Mike
Bowditch receives a strange summons from Billy Cronk, one of
his oldest friends and a man he had to reluctantly put behind
bars for murder. Then Mike receives word that one of Maine’s
last wild wolves has been attacked, leading him to an even
bigger criminal conspiracy. Nine hours on 8 CDs. Macmillan
Audio. Pub. at $39.99  PRICE CUT to $5.95

CD 7864787 WOMAN OF GOD. By James
Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by Therese
Plummer. Faith has never come easy for
Brigid Fitzgerald. From a difficult childhood
to a career as a doctor in Sudan, her
convictions and callings have made her the
target of all those who fear that the Church

has lost its way. Brigid feels she must convert her enemies to her 
cause before she loses her faith–and her life. Nine hours on 9
CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  PRICE CUT to $4.95
CD 7864566  16TH SEDUCTION. By James Patterson & M.
Paetro. Read by January LaVoy. As detective Lindsay Boxer’s
investigation into a city-wide threat is scrutinized and undermined by
a criminal as brilliant as any high-powered defense lawyer, and her
motives are called into question by everyone she thought had her
back, not even the truth may be enough to save her. Five hours on 4
CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $15.00  $6.95

CD 7865449 THE 17TH SUSPECT. By
James Patterson & M. Paetro. Read by January
LaVoy. A series of shootings exposes San
Francisco to a methodical yet unpredictable
killer, and a reluctant woman decides to put her
trust in sergeant Lindsay Boxer. The confidential
informant’s tip leads Lindsay to disturbing

conclusions, some of them about the police department itself.
Seven hours on 6 CDs. Hachette. Pub. at $35.00  $6.95
CD 7696256 STAY HIDDEN. By Paul Doiron. Macmillan
Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95
CD 7923899 THE FIRST LADY. By James Patterson & B.
DuBois. Hachette. Pub. at $30.00  $6.95
CD 7695950 HIDEAWAY. By Nora Roberts. Macmillan Audio.
Pub. at $29.99  PRICE CUT to $4.95
CD 7859376 HOW TO WALK AWAY. By Katherine Center.
Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $4.95
CD 779018X HELLO, SUMMER. By Mary Kay Andrews.
Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $44.99  $4.95
CD 7859333 THE HALF SISTER.  By Sandie Jones.
Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $3.95
CD 7923902 THE FORGOTTEN. By David Baldacci. Hachette. 
Pub. at $14.98  $6.95
CD 7695993 AN IRISH COUNTRY COTTAGE. By Patrick
Taylor. Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95
CD 7924011 THE MURDER HOUSE. By James Patterson &
D. Ellis. Hachette. Pub. at $20.00  $6.95SOLD OUT
CD 7695810 CONNECTIONS IN DEATH. By J.D. Robb.
Macmillan Audio. Pub. at $39.99  $7.95
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